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INTRODUCTION

If we are to Cut dowm the high rate and high cost of -*

ci isfil, current haphazard and ineffective zeha- ; _-

bill-tat n methods must be re-lorganized'int t) full

fledged p ograms of career-oriented adult education

_

e'''''''---

(Nationat Advisory Council on Ackilt Education, 1972,
pp. 16-17.

:

To afford an equal chance fo r civic, economic, and
social participation to th e large segment c),the a-
dult illiterate population in correctional institu-
tions or on parole and probation status, adult basic
and career-based adult eduo.,4tion programs, must be
implemented on an allout basis in the,nation's
jails, reformatories', penitentiaries, and post -re-
lease settings (Ryan, 19721 p. 3) .

In the face of ever-increasing acts of crime and violence, and in.
response to the widespread concern over the problem of crime in America,
the development of effective programs to promote the protection of soci-
ety and at.the same time redirect the offender population into construc-
tive roles must be accorded top priority. With an offender group large-
ly lacking the basic skills of gaining and maintaining gainful employthent
the need for adult basic education in the nation's correctional institu-
tions is of paramount importance.. Far too often released offenders re-
vert totheir previous patterns of criminal behavior when faced with the
aithost impos ble task of finding and keeping employment in the fiee
world. Th offenders in the nation's.cRrrectfonal institutiions for the
most par.-- ack basic skills necessary for functioning productively with-
in the accep ed norms of.society.' They have di'storted value structures,,
are handicappe by deficits in communication and computation skills, usu-

, ally lack inter ersonal skills, aneare without the educational credenr
tials demanded prospective employers.

7

In an effort to providq a systematic approach for meeting the edu
cationK needs of adult offenders in the nation's correctional institu-
tions, a generalized-plannini model was.published in 1975 (Ryan, et al.,/
1975). The Model of Adult Basic Educaticin is intended to provide a bas-
ic guide for bhe design, implementation, and evaluatiqh of delivery sys-
tems of adult basic education in correctional institutions. These two
adjunct volumes are designed to serve as a supplemental resource for use
in conjunction with the Model of Adult Basic Education. The value of
these volumes for planning was demonstrated between 1970 and 1972 when
selected teams of corrections personnel participating in regional semi,
nars conducted at various sites in the United States as a parA of the
Adult Basic Education in Corrections Program of the University of Haw%ii
successfully produCed adult basic education delivery system models for
implemention in 115 correctional ins tutions in the nation.

These two volumes are intended primarily as n adjunct to the yodel
of Adult Basic Educiation in Corrections. The chapters in these vollmes
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elabo1rate on and demonstrate concepts And principles- in the.Model. Ac-
cordingly, the volumes are divided into seven major sections wildch cor-
respond to the seven major divisions of the Model:

ANALYZING THE REAL LIFE ENVIRONKENI\LIA)

ESTABLISHING A PHILOSOPHY (z.p)

'-'-----ASSESSING NEEDS (3.0)

DEFILING GOALS, SUBGOALS, AND OBJECTIVES (4..0)

FORMULATING A PLAN (5.0)

DEVELOPING, IMPLEMENTING, AND EVALUATING THE PROGRAM (6.0)

EVALUATING THE TOTAL SYSTEM (7.0)

1 through 5 are in Volume I. These chapters consist of 34
4 pi2e4,4ence d' with the planning of a delivery system of adult basic
dducaetbn,,,,i.relkrections setting./ Chapters 6 and 7 are -included in

...,iblume(V. The 35'articles included in Volume II are concerned with
ng-nd-evaluating the delivery system.

77th ea-ch,section there are several a rticles which are related to the
central topic. The authors of the articles comprise a group of experts
with an impressive background of experience. The sixty -two authors in-
clude ex-offenders, educatops, penologists, economists, social and be-
havioral.scientists, corrections administrators and line' personnel. No
'philosophical policy restrictions were placed n the authors, Thus,
a variety of dwpoints and emphases is evident.

The reader will probably gain the most benefit from these two vol-
umes by using them in conjunction with the Model of Adult Basic Education.
It is expected,that using them together with the Model will lead to more
effective and efficient program planning to meet the adult basic educa-
tion needs.of offenders and prepare them for returning to a society in
which they can successfully participate and to which they ca.A'Zbentribute.

Deep'appreciation and acknowledgment are extended to the authors of
the articles for he time and effort they have expended to develop sub-
stantive suo.rtihg volumes to the Model of Adult Basic Education in 00r-
rections.

HonoAllu, Hawaii, March 1975
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Introduction

We seem to have discarded our sense of reality; we are
'somehow afraid to look at the truth of our situation.
Jerry 0. Nielsen

Prior to ;implementing any new programs, or revising a current one, i
it is necessary to carefully analyze the present situation,in detail.
The parts which combine to cciAp up the particular correctional system
need to 6e identified, their relationships described, and the parts con-
sidered separately (Ryan, et al. 1975).

This first major section, ANALYZING THE REAL LIFE ENVIRONMENT, is
divided into two related sub-sections. The first includes the papers
written by LiForest, Chandler, McFerren, Davis, Maresh, and Clark. These
papers, as LaForest states, detail the need, "at the outset of planning,
for deterthining the present stat..of the real life world the planner
hopes to affect (p.7). Chand,ter discusses what exists regarding adult

- basic education. Chandler discussed the "Adventure in Human Development"
' of which adult basic education is a part. Included are descriptions of
areas where woris) is being done,` and emphasized are current and existing

gaps. McFerren explains the need to be- knowledgeable about an offender's
general situation, and then describes where and how to collect the in-
formation needed. Davis and Maresh give additional methods of collect-
ing and utilizing needed information. Clark continues by describing,
in general terms, how the information obtained can be used, and more

Nspecifically, how it is used at the Federal Youth Center in Colorado.

',The second portion of this section consists of the papers written
by, enier, McCollum, Nielsen, Pancrazio, Woodward, and Coopet. Each

deals h human concern for the offender, or, as Pancrazio maintains,
the need to see the offender first 'as a human being; a person who hap-
penspens to be an offender, not vice versa. Each writer emphasizes the need
to accurately determine the offender's attitudes, needs, feelings, and
motivation prior to setting up programs which attempt to rehabilitate
the offender.

If the offender segment of the real life environment is not ana-
lyzed correctly, programs are certain to fail. As McCollum so suc-
cinctly states, "Many of us have a disconcerting habit of lumping all
'criminals' into a single group ... . . By not meeting human needs, we
generate further anfiAsocial behavior (p.48 t).". Grenier supports Mc-
Collum and goes on to ad.d the need to mote (0.osely examine correctional
staff attitudes toward residents: Finally, Cooper describes the effects
that interpersonal relations and Laing's cyclic phenomena theory can have
in a correctional setting. All the above writers deal with the various
aspects of the environment w ch must be examined prior to step 2 in the

model process, which is establi ling,a philosophy.

C

Ryan, T.PA., Clark, D., Hatrak, R., Hinders, D., Keeney, I ., Oresic, J.,
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Orrell, J., Sessions, A., Streed, J., & Wells, H. G. Model of
adult basic education in corrections. Honolulu:, University of,
Hawaii, 1975.
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CONCEPTUALIZING A SYSTEM

James R. LaForest
West Georgia College
Carrollton, Gedrgia

"System theory"," says Knox (1967), "assumes that an agency or other
social ofganization consists of an interdependent set of activities com-
posed of subsystems which function within the larger settings of parent
institution and community (p. 1)." Support for this notion is offered
by Katz and Kahn (1966) who advance the idea that a social system, such
as a correctional institution, maybe con'elitualized as obtaining inputs
from its total environment, and transforming these inputs in some way to
enable some product or service to f o *nto the environment. An illus-
tration of this point can be found y exa ing the Wide' of Adult Basic
Education in Corrections (Ryan, 1970) or the following simple paradigm:

1. Identify 2. Make 3. Develop.
Environment r Transformations Product

Hilton and Gyuro (1970) strongly stress the importance of initialqy,
conducting an assessment of all facets of the system before undertaking
further planning.. Kaufman (1970) calls this all pervasive phase Iin his
evaIpational model problem identification. His commitment to an initial

, identification of all facets of &program parallels the previous notions.
Hartle (1968) in his review of the PPB system of planning refers to this

a initial conceptualization phase as a rational assessment of resources..0.:.
Another study, Stufflebeam, Foley, Gephart, Guba, Hammond, Merriman, and
Provus,(1971), describes it as determining input specification in terms
of characteristics and conditions.

Continued support may be found in Morphet and Ryan (1967) who claim
that effective planning is not a process of speculating but is a rational
analysis of pertineAt information from the environment to be affected.
Coombs (1968) competes this process to a doctor who, while not haying a
complete knowledgebf every detail of a huMan being's system, finds solu-
tions to problems by "concentrating upon selected critical indicators and
relationships within the system and between the system and its environ-
ment (p. 8)." Morphet and Lesser (1968) deplore the fact that curriculum
planning has been primarily a series of segmented operations with little
attention being given to-the totality and meaningful relationship between
parts. Cook (1966) notes that objectives cannot be met without deter-
mining "what facilities or services will be needed tgpcomplete objectives

(P. 5)."

It is obvious that these theorists, while using different termino-
logy, demonstrate several commonalities. They all believe that inputs
into a system must be identified carefully before subsequent planning.
Each feels that the data accrued while conceptualizing the system will
be needed in all later decisions. They also would agree with the notion

16
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that failure to make an exhaustive and thorough analysis of all factors
in and out of the system's environment will appreciably affect the im-
plementation of the program plan. Flnally, they would all agree th-at
because all elements of a system are interdependent, failure to acquire
complete data rol.vant to one element will restrict development of all
others.

One systems technique which organizes, simplifies, controls, and
combines various parts, functions, and processes is modeling. Accord-
ing to 'Ryan (1970), the Model of Adult Basic Education in Corrections
(ABEC) is the' implementa4n of system theory. Ryan (1976) points out
"that as abstractions of i=ealtlys modals provide means of relating and.
combining elements to create new wholes and explaia Complex processes
or systems by analogy (p. 5)." The ABEC model provides guidelines for
an early, exhaustive, interrerated,and'usable cpmpilaEion of real life
data:, Ryan has identified this critical initial .1t'dagi'A with the describ-
er, "conceptualize s:stem.'.

There are four major tasks inherent in this subsystem. First, it
seeks to describe the general setting of the institution and surround-
ings affecting the institution. This subsystem should gener-ally des-
cribe in narrative 'form the overall institution. Secondly, it provides
more detailed identification,of the functional elements operating within
the internal environment. At this point the planner provides data to
describe, the various treatment programs operating.within the institution
in terma,of educationa1 and program service functions. He also needs 6:o
provide supportive data on items such as maintenance, food, medical and
dental assistance, ousiness management and, personnel. To complete the
description of his piesent internal environment, the planfler identifie
data describing the security, industry, and administrative fundtions and
seeks to show their interrelationships. It is essential that all data
be concrete and not projections of what is being sought. The continua-
tion of a detailed examination is then logically extended toy identifying
the data affecting the various etinctional elements operating within the
external programs.

This description of the present external program is most critical
to future planning. These agencies, organization programs, and ser-
vickes operating outside of thg institution will have serious effects up-,
on the activities of the institution.. For :xample, a 4echnical school
near a minimum security institution may offer programs that are available
to offenders without the need for costly duplication within the internal .

environment. It is apparent that a planner cannot.be efficient in these
days of limited resourk.,,s and budgets without maximum use of external
programs whenever possible.

These three subsystems contain the essential functions that will
later affect the entire process and subject of the delivery system. One

cannot overemphasi4e the importance of having all of the data within these
three subsystems in aycoherent and usable format. The planner will need
t r, r to this ddta at many planning stages or levels. The system next
provides the planner with a process for ideneifying restrictive elements

6
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most cbmmonly, called parameters.;

It fs necessary to, egress at r,FL point to develop aconceptual-
ization of the term Para eter. Ryan (1970) defines a parameter as "an
essential characteristiCor condition (such as .a Budget) Which, is esta-
blished in the design and operatt5n of any system (p. 13)." Ryan,goes
on to note that 'a parameter has a numerical value,,which can be changed,
either more ,Or less. While,the numerical value can be changed, the pa-
rameter cannot. Herice, a budget May rise or fall but the planner will
always be faced with consideration of a budget element.'

Since parameters have value's, the model needs to provide a subsys- t

tem foi quantifyinig dhe numerical values fo.the previously identified,
parameters. For example, the budget of an institutbz1 'is a parameter,
but when the planner notes that he has a $60,000 budget he has qdanti-
fied his budget parameter by identifying its numerical value.

All active systems must provide for data flow. This systematic in-
forffiation-getting is closely tied to the ongoing functions of the system
and provide as a major function routine control over operations. The
ABEC model e;.loys two desctibers of this systematic information flow.
One is call-. "feedforward" when the data is needed in subsequent sub-
systems, and the other "feedback" when data from a later system is re-
turned to help discribe4 previous sub-system. The flow of data may be
described as an informs -i-eia input or signal tb the system about condi-
tions inside and outside of the system. No system can exist without this
systematic information flow.

One final note c this topic needs to be made. Katz d Kahn (1966)
note that this infqrmation can be negative or positive. N atiNW feed .

points up dysfunctions in the system's relationship while positive feed
points up.fu'nctional aspects of the system's relatilenships.. _FeeXfOrward

and feedback information. flow is a selective proceSs which makes avail-
ableto the system InfOrmation needed to maioiltain the character of the
system and correct for,its own malfunctioning or changes in the environ-

:
ment.

Conclusion

This paper hag identified the need, at the outset of planning, for
determining the present state of the real life world the planner hopes
to affect. It cited various theorists who support this contention, It

discussed the various components and functions of this initial activity.
Four major functions:- describing institution, describing present inter-
nal environment, describing external progrims, and describing present pa-
rameted were discussed, and the importance of selecting real and perti-
nent data to complete these functional descriptions was stressed. Much
stress was put upon the subsequent role to be played by this data in the
planning procesg. This paper has not extensively identified every func-
tion Within a subsystem since this has been accomplished in the Adult
Basic Education in Corrections model (Ryan, 1970).

is
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It is necessary once more to note the importance of conceptuadiz-
,./ ing the system exhaustively and accurately. The planner must, remember

that a system consists of interreltted subsysterii. A system, points
out LaForest (1970), is only as strong ,as its weakest part. Inadequate
data at any point can undermine the usefulness of the system as a via-
ble planning instrument of.zhange.
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AN APPROACH: ADULT'BASIC EDUCATION IN THE
DEVELOPING FIELD OF EDUCATION FOR ADULTS

p

Barbara A. Chandler
tr. S. Office of Education

Washington, D. C.

It is the purpose of this paper to present what the title suggests;
"an'approach" to the field of adult basic education. The approach se-
lected is really an assumption: That adult basic education is a part of
an emerging professional field - that of Education for Adults. This pa-
per will present an overview, suggest some major categories to., consider

and raise some question fortdiscussion.

here is a time-worn story that is pertinent that goes something

lik his: Tourists were visiting the site of a building that was being
erected., An interested men in the group approached one of the workmen
and asked him what he was doing. The man replied, "I'm laying stone."

-The tourist approached another and asked the tame question. This man
straightened up, backed off looking upward and replied: "Sir, I am

. buil'ding a cathedral."

With_that rather idealistic. opening let us note that we Will bs_con-
cern d primarily with the laying of stones and the other essential cCa,,

pone t of our adult basic education enterprise. But for a few minutes
let us take the larger perspective and look, at some of-the aspects from
th s point of view.

Primarily we will consider two aspects the firstve'ry briefly, the

second in some detail. _First: Increasingly the feedback from the field
is telling us that we are engaged in an adventure--"an adventure in hu-
man development"--a reclamati1insof human resources in many instances.
We have story.after story of what men and women become when education
opens doors and gives them tools. The film strip "Technology in Adult
Basic Education" has the theme, "The, joy of knowing - the security of

knowing how." One leader in the field, Dr. George Aker, believes'"We
have not a minute to lose in beginning whattlay become the greatest cat -

tle of mankind." We d have a-front row seat for the drone of change.-

individuals, their fam'lies and communities. Better than that - we are

participants. So we keep in mind and relate our efforts to the concept,

The Adventure in Human Development. It is this aspect that leads to an
exciting variety of creative arrangements and activities from tutoring,
role playing, video tape recorders, talking, typewriters and CAI, to vis-

its to supermarkets, libraries and city haO.s; from voter registration,

medical examinations, providing glasses, and dentures to child care't&c

young children, study halls for others. Whatever the human need, what-

ever the educational resource,

)
a I are part of the enterprise. --

,

From a weapon in the war o%poverty, adult ba...ke education & shai='--",',-,,,,,,,

ing its mighty potential as a t0'91. for socialL6Kange. M), a the decades

9
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streams have been flowing into this ,Q1vrprise which contributed to-its,
development. They were drawn on in making the case for federal support
for a decade before the legislation was enacted by Congress, in the 1965
Amendments of the Economic Opportunity Act. Agencies, church and com-
munity groups, Laubach literacy "each one teach one," businesp and in-
dustry, extension servicl, adult home economics, adult public education,
opportunity schools, vocational education, and the Americanization pro-
gram for foreign born, many have had and still have a part in helping
the undereducated.

So as we approach adult basic education one characteristic is ap-
parent: we are a part of a "Movement"--a movement with a terrific sense
of urgency. All of these 'varied efforts are a part of the movement --
never coordinated, and really never' focused on the broad need, or the
massive problem. However, with the War on Poverty, basic education took
on the aspects of a crusade--a crusade for -human betterment.

Second: Fro)m The-Adventure in Human Development we turn to another
approach. We are engaged in the process of developing a professional
field of education. Inithis country, other fields such as elementary,
secondary, and higher edication have evolved over 4a period of more than
two tenturies. But one of the factors brought by chai1 *s that time
has xun out. We cannot wait to "evolve." ;An analogy: oi over half
a century from the first flight at Kitty Hawk,,airplanes eiMpved with -

new needs and new possibilities determining the:.developmen0 Suddenly
a breathtaking commitment -- travel in space and a man op the moon. ,-,In

a decade the reality is at hair
4,-,,.

In adult basic educatIon in 1965, another commitment, less spectac-
ular but as dramatic in another way, was to bring more than 24 million 1l

adults td a functional literacy level. But mdfe than that, to help :them
overcome generations of4gnorance, hopele?,Pness and other evils of pov-
erty and to become self-motivated; self-reliant, independent, contribut-
ing, and self-fulfilling human beings. And beyond tiffs to the underly-
ing goal of the development of this profession, extending education to
the adult population of the nation, education of a quality that is both
need-meeting and goal-fulfilling.

0

With the, premise that adult edUcatioN'is an emergin professional
educational fieldseveral questions must be raised: hat are the

characteristics of a professional field? (b) What are major components

that must be developed? (c) What criteria are there for assessi g the
professional quality, Or the effectiveness? (d) What research an ex-

perimentation has been done and what has been learned? (e) What research

needs to be done and with what priorities? (f) What resources are avail-

able for use in the development of the field? (g) What is the,relation-
ship of this developing professional field to other professional fields
in education, both those that have long existed and newer ones develop-

ing? (h) What is the relationship to professional fields other than edu-

cation? (i), What can help promote qualities of excellence, sophistica-
tion and authority as a field?
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Now, turning our attention to the professional field we'can identify.
some characteristics thatlare noteworthy. A professional field has:

1. A commitment, and overarching purpose.

.2. A philosophical basis, defined goals and objectives.

3. Integrityas a field, a stated or understood codepf ethics,
standards both for the field and for the various components. For exam-
ple, e, standards for professional training and standards for performance.

4. An internal sort of self-enforcing mechanism.

5., Self-renewal elements to keep the field dynamic.

1 6. Numerous components that share mutual goals while having incilkA-

vidual purpose and objectives; for an educational field this would be
elements such as professional training, curriculum development, evalua-
tion.

To move on.to adult basic education in the professional field of
education for adults, the special Projects have a most signifipant con-

tribution to make in the development of the field. At this time we will

identify six major components recognizing some areas where considerable
work is being done and at the same time emphasizing serious gaps.

1. ,Philosophy - commitment, goals and objectives. Certainly we
have these but many of you have indicated that stating them- it a priori-

ty for adult basic education. Without such a statement, pr'ograms and .

projects are organized and administered without the focus, thrust, and
coordination that this statement would provide. Commitment and goals

must move from vague generalities to succinctly state specifics that

serve both as a blueprint for planning and a basis for evaluation.

2. Research and experimentation provide essential elements for the

development of".the field. This may be as simple as action research and
experimentation where a teacher or teacher aide istrying out new activ-
ities; it may be implementing.thesmodt complex and.sophisticatei research
design. The point that we want to make is that searching, questioning,
and experimenting must be an integral aspect of this dynamic field and
special projeces must lead the way.- We already know much more than we

are using. Equally as urgent as our need to learn is our need to get'
what ye are learning into the field; to use what we know.

There are two essentials for professionals engaged in activity such

as ours that should be stressed. These are RESPONSIBILITY and ACCOUNT-

ABILITY: responsibility to the commitment and to the particular goals

and objectives for which the prpject exists; accountability_in all as-
pects--fiscal accountability, accountability in management and adminis-

rration, in program content, in effectiveness of performance,

22
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3. Design, structure, organization, and administration. Th' re-
lates to the delivery of the educational service.' Here we are concerned
with the learning environment, adapting programs to the needs and condi-
tions of a particular population, in other words, efficiency in opera;
tioa.. These are management items. They are also opportunities for crea-
tive planning aud operation.

4. Deve opment'of professional teachers, "administrators, and other
personnel. n any professional field the quality of the enterprise de-
pends to a great extent on the performance of the personnel involved.
All activi,LlLes related to professional education and deelopment are in-
volved.

S. The learning activity--curriculum, including materials, media,
activi ies.- This is the critical area, all other activities exist to
being the participant and the learning situation together in such a way
that rogress is made toward the desired goals. This is the real test-
inground. It may take place in what appears to be a traditional scRool
settingprobably too often does--but it is more than schooling. It may

taye place in exciting new ways whether in a learning center or with a
home-visiting education aide. Iniadult basic education the "where" is '

important and so are the "what" and "how," All should be subjected to
the test of relevancy. The "need to know" must have priority; "nice to
know" then adds dimension and variety; "irrelevant" is inexcusable when
.education is the essential ingredient for achieving independence and
self-fulfillment. Out approach and point of departure must be directly
re.re axed to the conditions, hopes and aspirations of a particular group.

---..,,)

Th's necessitates involving the learner in every aspect of the process.
A further, we mist be responsive to NATIONAL priorities.

' 6. Evaluation. Herein lies perhaps our greatest need for research
experimentation and demonstration. We must grow in our ability to ask
the right questions, gr6w in insig1t, perception, sophistication and
skill. Evaluation that is systematic and,on-going, special evaluation
for particular objectives, evaluation involving in-depth studies are a
few that- are needed.

A critical need for programs such as adult basic education is the
development of "social indicators" which we can use to determine the
effectiveness of programs. Economic indicators are comparatively simple--
riek,jobs, higher wages., promotions, purcliasing power. But getting to
the 'ehApges'in the individual, in his family and-in his community, thi.s

is consi-trably more complex. However,' we have begun and this brings us
back to where we started with our commitment andwe hear the voice that
says, "Not what we want for people but what they'want for themselves is
the pi ace to start."

Conclusion

At the Annual Meeting of the International Reading Association,
Dr. Arthur' Gates was a keynote speaker. Retired for a number of years,
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this elderly leader, still a bright light in the field, gave the teach-
ers a mandate that speaks to those of us in adult educat .ion. He chal-

lengqd:

Rid yourselves of customary caution and timidity, asking for
small changes. Demand the big things. Don't, join hands in

establishing the status quo. Set sights and goals in keep-
ing with the space exploration and organ transplants. Dare

and do!

2.4 .
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THE PROCESSING OF INFORMATION FOR A SYSTEM
OF ADULT BASIC EDUCATION IN CORRECTIONS

Tom,McFerren
.Federal Penitentiary

-Atlanta, Georgia

'Introduction'

Before attempting to alter the behavior of any individual it is to
the advantage of thoge involved with the redirective.process to be know-
ledgeable of the offender's general situation. This involves the offen-
der's value .system and social-cultural background.

Purpose of Gathering Offender Information

Before any type of-recommendation by the staff is envisioned con-
cerning'61e offender, a_battery of information must be collected if Any
relevant decisions are to be made in conjunction with program implemen-
tation.' For obvious reasons the information gathered must be sythesized

411,'' and as`simulated 'towards a meaningful and realistic review of the situa-
tion at hand. Aftex this material has been assembled, the needs of the
offender can become more :clearly identified.

Types of Offender Information Pertinent to Establishing igoals

Before' educational goals' can be established to fulfill the individu-
al needs of the offender, certain,information must be gathered including:
age, Length of sentence, prior offenses, type of felon, social, economic
and family data, former education, skills, interests and hobbies, employ-
ment data, general intelligence, academic achievement level, psychologi-
cal aptitude, general. personality traits or characteristics, leisure time
activities, and other data of relative importance that may indicate a
specific need of the individual.

o

Sources of Offender Information

External information sources are many. Most infordatiOn, in gen-
eral, is available within the community from which the offender came.
More specifically, sources within the community may include: business
associates, friends, family and relatives, employee supervisor, public
school system, fraternal organizations, local police force. External in=
formation sources available somewhat distant from the immediate community
may include: military records, records from medical treatment centers.
that may reveal drug abuse or alcohol abuse, or records from other penal
institutions.

Some information is gathered after the offender is placed in custody.

14
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This internal data may be extracted from the presentence,report, inter-
views, medical-reports, housing and work detail supervisors reports and
disciplinary reports. The 'personal interview is a useful tool in find-
ing the offender's interest's, values, attitudes, needs, goals, personal
motivation and past history.

The economic status of the offender is usually less than that of
the average citizen. Contributing to the low earning power are offender
values of preparation for employment during the ages that this education-
al process is usually accomplished. Since they deviated from the normal
pattern of schooling, they are unadapted to the technical climate of our
economy. They are trained as unskilled laborers and jobs in these areas
many times are not appealing to the labor force. Also, the unskilled
have smaller paychecks and a limited future for advancement. The un-
skilled work force is sometimes migratory and most often of short dura-
tion which Nkes the work situation more unpleasant to cope with. Usual-
ly tedious and phyl'icall unskilled work is demanding. This adds another,
undesireable feature to a bad situation.

As indicated on the f011owing page, a survey pr cessed by the. U.S.

11
Department of Labor depicts reality to the ex-offend . Notice that un-

''employment is higher'with less education and fluctuat s in accordance
with race, age, and vocational skills.

V
.

Opportunities- for offender's to increase their potential,earning
power durincotlfinement is essential to the redirection process whether
the

g
kowth be academically. or vocationally oriented. State,cartifica-

tion o. f the operative program§ is a must if it is to be of practical
value to the offender.

,

Job surveys and job analysis are essential to maintain a modern pre-'
gram and formulate new goals. Continuous revisions will occur within
the curriculum of modern programs if technology continues to increase as
rapidly in the future as it has in the past. .

1
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Some groups-7ex-offenders, for example have
.difficulty participating fully in the American economy

-a

in twins of education and skills,
offenders rank far below average.

Percent Educattpn and skill status, 1960
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Unemployment is much
higher among all groups
of ex- offenders

(Unemployment contribute to high.rates of rearrest and imprisonment.)
- 65Z'of all those Federal prisoners released in 1963 were rearrested within

5 years.

More than one-half of inmates sampled in skill training programs had pre-
viously served prison sentences.

Rehabilitation programs and employment opportunities are needed to break the
0 cycle cif poor edUcation, unemployment, and repeated offenses. Ex-offenders

are apnlInderutilized manpower resource.

Figitre 1. Employment of ex-oLfenders., (From Opportunity and Challenge, U.S.
Manpower in the L970's by the U.S. Department of Labor, 1970.)
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PROCESSING INFORMATION ABOUT OFFENDERS

1
Don Davis

Palmer Correctional Center
Palmer, Alaska

Adult education as defined today has grown from a vaguely known pro-
cess to its present day status o being continually in the limelight,
Persons from all walks of litesare aware or participating in adult basic
educational programs. It has infiltrated businesses, industries and is
becoming available\to all segments of social structure.

In Correctional institutions, adult education has grown from ob-
scurity to its present day,level. It has become a common everyday word

in correctional institutions since it has become part of correctional
theories, towards progressive programs.

Knowles (1970) states, "Most of what is known about teaching has
been derived from experience with teaching children under conditiOns of
compulsary attendance." He further states, "Most theories about learn-

,-, ing-teaching transactions are based on a definition of education as a
process of transmitting the culture," and also, "the transmittal of know-
ledge (p. 37)." This definition was somewhat true at one time since what
a person learned in his youth would remain valid for the remainder of his
life. This brought on the archaic,,assumptia2 that after a person left
his academic school years, it was not reallrnecessary to further his edu-
cation and possibly brocight onthenld saying "you c(annot teach an old
dog new tricks." This assumption is not true anymore since the accel-
erated\pace of social changes have dictated a person must continually
learn or he will soon find himself "behind the times."

Corr.ectional institutions have encountered the same problems s the

"free world;' in regard to adult education. History of institutio s in-
dicates, in tfie, beginning, a total lack of education until the pre enttt
day standards which is an adaptation in many cases of children's tradi-
tional school room methods. Many educators previously realized adults
cannot be taught the same as children, but everyone seemed to be reluc-
tant to paA from the traditional methods. The accelerated pace of liv-
ing and changing times has forced adult education to become of age. In

recent years, many studies have been made and society is beginning to
realize adult education is a prime concern in all of our lives and this
concern has become very apparent in correctional institutions.

Adult basic education orrections has been defined in many ways.
Generally, many view it as a method, program, or tool to return the of-
fender to society as a law abiding citizen. In many institutions this
appears to be the ultimate goal of adult education and we are beginning
to realize there are more far-reaching effects" Using adult education
asan institutional tool for release purposes, it usually focuses the
attention on the individual offender as being an object of clinical atten-
tion. This clinicAl approach is based on psychological and psychiatric

17 \----411
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knowledge and insights, and sees the offender as an individual whose at-
titudes, emotional maturity, and social relationships need diagnosing and
treatment. This tends for correctional_personnel to become dependent en-
tirely upon diagnostic appraisals of the individual and tends to forget
this person came from some other social environment.

-According to Knowles (1970):"The primary and immediate mission of
every addlt educator is to help individuals satisfy their needs and a-
chieve their goals." Furthermore, they should be considered as help-
ing individuals to develop the attitude that learning isca lifelong pro-
cess and to acquire the skills of self directed learning (p. 23)." In

this context,, it would.tend for institutions to break 'away from an en-
tirely clinical approach and view it from another angle and that, would
be the community integration approach. This would give corrections an
additional view of the offender and he would then be treated as a prod-
uct of social environment, the community, and neighborhood he came from.
This would allow correctional programs to become more fully developed
and especially remedial programs of adult education and vocational train-
ing.

'The task of corrections was formulated by the President's Commis-
sion on Law Enforcement and the Administration of Justice, and the fol-
lowing is an excerpt from this report.

The task of corrections, therefore; includes building or re-
building solid ties between offender and community, integrat-
ing' reintegrating the offender into community life, restor-
ing'gkily ties, obtaining employment and education andise-,
curing, in a larger sense, a place for the offender and the
routine functioning of society (President's Commission, 1967).

.

In response to these assigned tasks, new trends and methods are
merging in correctional prodtrams and the one of primary importance at
this time is adult basic education in corrections.

There are many philosophies concerning correctional programs in in-
stitutions and basically they are becoming the same nationwide. The

Alaska Division of Corrections (1971) has tentatively set forth philo
sophies and goals of the system and one statement that would be rele-

vant in this case: "Everyone has a right to obtain an education as

needed."

As stated before, education in correctional institutions has ranged
from a vacuum to archaic methods, and many other problems are inherent,
especially in a setting of this type. In many, instances, the right to

aniOducation had to\be earned by the inmate. He was expected to work a
full eight hours a day and if he wanted to become involved with educa-
tion he could attend classes during the evening hours. Furthermore, he ,

must be on his best behvior and whetherhe wouldbe allowed to attend
claSses Might depend upon his work performanc...

. .
.

, .
Most education programs trk ins.., titufts,were patterned after obso-

.

lete methods that had proved to be indlfective
"-.

obso-

lete Books and
. N
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materials were usually obsolete, facilities inadequate and equipment in

either poor condit.i.on or non-existant. Traditional classes and curri-

culum were implemented without any flexibility. In other words', an of-

fender either accepted.the class or the program on this basis or received
nothing at all. Furthermore, this type of program treated persons in
groups and not as individuals and the offender found himself facing the
same problems that he preViously experienced before his incarceration.
Surveys indicate offenders are failure-oriented and to expect any success
from an educational program of this type in a correctional institution is

almost beyond question. He comes into the institution and faces the same
°educational programs that caused him to be a drop-out along with the fact
that there are'marly other barriers he must encounter that are existent '

in most correctional institutions.

Even though correctional institutions attempted to break away from
the traditional ways, they faced other problems. Lack of information
concerning the offender has been a major flaw and it was impos4sible to
diagnose, have any meaningful objectives, coordinate or evaluate any
existing program. There is a need to know why the inmate is,incarcer-

.
ated. There is a need to know specifieg concerning the offender. This

problem was brought out in the final report of the Joint Commission on
Correctional Manpower and Training (1969) and stated thusly: C'

Much more is known today abott the offeArt population and its
aggregate form than En terms of specifies. The Joint Commission
has found an appalling lack of systemized information on the
characteristics of offenders. There is no simple way to sum up
what is actually known about offenders as individuals (p. 55).

The need for specifies of individuals is further commented by"Wells
(1970), wherein, he quotes Conrad as' saying,

To define the offender's problem in-terms of experience with
similar offenders previously deli with is to arrive at some

notions as to possible olutions. The shotgun sprayed at the

whole offiender group is eplaced by a rifle aimed at a speci-

fic intended effect (p. ).

This brings out the fact that a person cannot be treated in a group but
must be treated as an individual. Furthermore, to make adult education

valid, specifics must be known about the offender.

Unless these techniques are followed, the end result is a hit and

miss program. It is 4milar to a quack doctor prescribing a different
medicine each time a ptevious one fails,$ cure the patient. Correction-

al institutions have been following this4procedure for years by prescrib-
ing programs. for the offender that may not have any relevancy to his

problem and the reason he is incarcerated.

Now to thy' theme of this paper which is Process Information. Pre-

ceding statemdnts have indicated each offender is unique, an individual,
and must be treated as such. He can no longer be treated in groups, and
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,institutions can no longer follow the hit and miss program hoping by mere
chance they will punch the right button and he will walk out Olthe_in-
stitution and abide by the rules of society. Without process informa-
tion, correctional goals and objectives cannot be met.

. To process information means to acquire, analyze and synthesize.
as much information as possible about the offender and his enviro ent
in order to identify ,deficiencies. It is further stated,

There are two kinds of information about the offender: 1) in-

formation about educationally and socially deprived offenders
in, general; and (2) information about the individual earner in
a specific situation (Ryan, Clark,_Hatrak, Hinders, eeney,
Oresic, Sessions, and Streed, 1970).

Information in general concerns his characteris cs and behavior in
society According to Ryan, et al. (1970) "Charact istics which are
"typircal of the offender in relation to him becomin a fully functioning
.person . . . (are) economic efficiency, self-real zation, civic responsi-
bility; and social'relations:' These characteris ics range from unemployed,
under-employed, for any number of reasons, to a erson with lack of dis-
cipline, resents authority, failure-prone, one ho feels,no civic respon-
sibility, anc: a person who has experienced unh ppy'family relations com-
pounded by poor relationships with other.grou Js in society.

Specific information regarding offende
(1) External, and (2) Internal (Ryan, et al
tion from external sources includes the ent
relationships outside the institution, and
entirety, his educational background, marl.
records of militN7 service and other agen

Specific information from internal so
ty within the institution. From the day a
institution he becomes a matter of record

is derived from two sources:
1970). Specific informa-

re spectrum of his life and
ould include, but not in .its
al status, occupation, all
ies.

rces would include any activi-
1 offender'is committed to an
and his life becomes almost

a daily log. Interviews, medical problems, tests, and reports of any
'type are sources of specific internal information.

Previously the majority of information sources have been utilized
by many institutions,'but one area of needed information has been neg-
lected to some extent; namely, the obtaining of cultifral, social, econo-

mic and value's information regarding the offender.' This type of infor-
mation, has been somewhat neglected in the past, but due to current day
trends has now become of great importance. .

Societal information is necessary since the majority of offenders
will return to the community from whence they were ejected, Correctional
institutions also have social systems and the individual must be in this
frame of reference to assist in a true diagnoses of his problems. t
social stem of the coYrectional institutions and of the free world are
different in many respects-, but one must still understand why the offender
did not adapt to the social system from whence he was ejected, and also

31 -14 ,
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observe how he fits into the social system of the institution.

s.
With attention drawn to minority groups, the need for cultutal in-

formation regarding the offender is becoming very necessary. Adult ba-
sic education programs in institutions are completely different and not
compatible with minority groups. This fact has become apparent by many
riots experienced in the prisons during the past few months. As 'stated

by Nickel (1970):"If adult education does not take into consideration
the offenders culture, the teaching program will become totally ineffec-
tive." The offender could return to a society which is totally differ)
ent from anything the institution had to offer. An example: in an Alas-,
kan institution a Native from a small vi,llage is incarcerata. The cor-
rectional system and specifically the adult education program is based
upon the metropolitan society and usually-does not take into consider-
ation any culture or social aspects of the brush country. Without the
instructor understanding the agriculturation problems Facing the.offender,
adult education is of no value to the Alaskan Native.

t.

Along with cultural differences, values of the offender must be.ob-
tained. In a materialistic society, certain values are placed on owner-
ship oftropertyovehicles, or personal belongings. Others place high
priority values On occupational skills, status in the community, of pos-
sibly service to others. Offenders in an institution place high value on
cigarettes, candy, gum, and other such items. Monetary wealth is valued
by many. Again using the --Xlaskan Native as an example; indications re-
flect his values are quite different in many respects. Problems are ex-
perienced in institutions concerning the Alaskan Native since they would
readily possess materials of various source without regard to ownership.
According to their customs, any item another person was not using or had
as surplus to his needs, is'fair game for anyone in need. Their values
are centered more around the home and family life with food andoshelter
their primary concern.

One goal of correctional institutions is to return the offender to
the community as a tax paying citizen. In this light the economic ac-

tors concerning the offender and his environment must be obtained d

considered. Several factors must be studied in this area. The skills
or the potential ability to develop skills needs be considered, as does area
or the community with potential jobs. Additionally, the vocational train-
ing programs available in thi, institution itself must be considered.

Unfortunately, institutions in the past have placed emphasis on keep-
ing the offender busy in a maintenance or mandatory occupation and'ne-
glected the fact that training or skills in this area will be of no bene-
fit upon his return to society. The classic example has been mentioned
many times; the license plate industry which is primarily handled nation-
wide by correctional institutions. The job market for those, trained in
this occupation is non-existent on the outside. There are many other in-
dustries or trades in institutions similar to the license plate industry,
and unfortunately, the offender and his skills ,are utilized.to- actgall,
maintAin a correctional institution of its programs without any regard to
his eventual release into the ..community.

.
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Many institutions do.not have vocational training necessary for the
inmate's in a specific situation and therefore, alternative plans must be

developed. The Alaska` ivision of Corrections has expressed the philoso-
phy that institutions will not develop or duplicate sophisticated voca-
tional training programs available in the community, but the goal ill

be to have the offendet attend training programs in the community.

Constant job surveys and analysis of the economic factors of a com-
munity must be kept current and available to the institutional personnel
at all. times. New industries building in a community, present industries
and businesses currently operating, and any depletion of the aforemen-
tioned must be kept under consideration.

The preceding has only been a brief outline of certain types of in-
.

formation obtained about an offender. It boils doWn to the'poinc that
any and all information since the day of his birth until the present is
necessary since all factors obtained must be analyzed and then synthe-
sized to develop a program for'tre individual.

In processing informatiOn, analysis is 'probably the most impoftant

function. Without analysis, information received is of no value. There

would be no value in holding interviews with the offender, or keeping any
reports or records on his behavior, either in or out of the institution.
Without proper analysis, informatio4 cannot be synthesized,. which is the
ultimate goal in processing information.

The obtaining of all information available is a necessity for a true

analysis. Each spice added to a pot of stew will change the overall fla-

vor. Each color added to a can of paint will change the overall tones of
color. c7 h iece of informatj.on about the offender will necessitate al-
ternati es or a various dimensions to the synthesis of information. One

piece of information may change the whole program developm n for ehe of-

fender. The information which is gathdred, studied, analyzed and synthe-
sized provides a basis for defining the project plan and establishing an
institutional and educational philosophy (Ryan, et al.,,1970).

Motivation of the offender is a key factor in whether any project
plan developed will be successful or not. Ih this day and age, adult
basic education is necessary for all persons from all walks of life.
Learning must be on a continual basis. This philosophy could be summed
up in a statement by Don Hugh Scott, President of Communications and Edu-
cation for Industry, in an interview wherein he stated; "It isn't how
much you know. Learning is lighting a lamp, not just filling a bucket
(Zich, 1972)."
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LEARNER INFORMATION

Alfons F. Maresh
Minnesota State Department of Corrections

St. Paul, Minnesota

The more concretely an individual can identify his aspirations and
assess his present level of competencies in relation to them, the more

exactly he can define his educational needs, the more intensely will he
be motivated to learn.

The crucial element in the art of adult ed cation is ski).1 and sen-
sitivity in helping the offerlder to assess his needs, and stimulate the
transition of these needs, into interests so that he may becdte a fully
functioning person, capable of achieving economic efficiency, self-real-
tz.ation,,.civic responsibility and po.ditive social relationships.

How does one get the information necessary to make- needs analysis?
Institution educators colltct considerable information about the offenders
they serve. Much of this information is important in offender placement
decisions, and .as a measure of progress and level or present functioning
within the academic and social programs. Objective data is routinely col-
leeted and recorded and for themost part, is readily available for use
by.decision-makers. Other initormation, of a more subjective nature is
'Usually recorded in anecdotal foi-m or included in summary reports and is
not readily available. 4. comprehensive assessment of needs involves the
systematic dbcumentation, collection, and tabulation of such information
across the total inmate population served. Such procedures are essential
in any careful examination of a program. They are all the more important
in the identification of those offenders in any institution whb are mak-
ing less than satisfactory progress when compared with 'counterparts in the
general population of the socially and educationally disadvantaged in the
fommunity. Because of their alienated status, the offenders particularly
heed help for re-entry.into the outside community.

A program of education can be viewed as consistin of inputs, pro-
1)cesses, and finally outputs. Inputs include all the i gredients of a pro-

gram over,which educators may orernay not exercise control, those beihg:

1. 'Clients

,--\

2. .Materials, supplies, methods, personnel, supportive services

3. Equipment:buildings, physical arrangements

Process refers to the actual program activities or the particular
education "mix" of available inputs. This mix may emphasize one or more

"program techniques." It is withal' this aspect of education we often be-

come over-involved in process to the extent that we lose sight of our

purposes.
35
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The third aspect of an education program involves output.' Output
represents statements of minimum expectation for our clients' level of
functioning when they leave the program. 'It involves questions relating
to what clients should be like upon 'return to the community. Output
objectives, staged in measurable terms are essential for accountability
purposes.

The continuing information gathering process should inclutle pro-
gram and individual needs for analysis. Then the major thrust can zero
in on behavioral changes in terms of:

- identification of the change needed
- prescription and provision of a'program to achieve such change
- measurement of progress in relation to goals
- tlaking appropriate action when change goals are achieved.

P

After considerable study and planning, the Minnesota Department'of,
Corrections is both committed and anxious to move into the "CONTRACT
PROGRAMMING SYSTEM" in each of the Division of Adult Corrections,initi-"
tutions. This means that each offelder's period of incarceration Will
be determined (within limitations of sentence) by how long- .takes him
to achieve certain specified goals. These goals will be behavior changes
needed before release. Changes. will be expressed in the form of measur-
able performance objectives. The essential performance objectives will
then be incorporated in a contractual agreement b tween the inmate, the
institution, and the releasing authority. the in to will agree to work
toward the objectives. The institution willcagree to release when the
objectives have been achieved. \)

Obviously this will not be easy to do. The system will depend upon
our competence at identifying the needed behavior changes, at formulating
proper performance objectives, and our resourcefulness in providing the
program means for the inmate to accomplish his objectives..

3,3
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AN'INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM FOR CONTINUAL EVALUATION
OF ADULT BASIC EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Dale W. Clark
Federal Youth Center
Englewood, Colorado

Introduction

A majet need for effective measurement and evaluation, if it is to
serve its purpose of improving programs to better. meet learner needs, is
that it be continuous. "The most effective evaluation is more than pre-
test-posttest measurement. It is continuous, carried out in relation to
specific and immediate as well as long rage purposes, and provides feed-
back during the entire program (Ryan, 1971, p% 9)." This is especially
true in correctional education setting where there is a continual turnover
of students and changein student characteristics. Annual nr bi-annual
evaluations, as commonly practiced, result in programs not meeting stu-
dent needs much'Of the tiqv between evaluations and resulting progam
changes.

The main reason evaluation is not continuous in many cases Is that
needed information is not continuously current and easily retrievable.
Compiling ddta from ordinary records such. as student and office files is
so tin consuming that schools are many times hard put to do,lt even once
each year. This situation, plus that of offerings becoming ob§olete, led
the Federal Youth Center to search for an inexpensive system to solve these
problems and make continuous evaluation possible. A description of the
resulting system adopted and some of the background information is pre-
sented here with the hope that it may be of aid to others with similar
problems.

The Need
v

The need for continuous evaluation at the Federal Youth Center be-
came quite apparent when staff began%discovering students in the popula-
tion without appropriate school programs to meet their needs, and resi-
dents in the population for whom meaningful programs existed but who were
not involved. Lack of readily available and retrievable information was
concluded to be a major cause. The information was on record but an es-
timated 160 man hours was needed to locate and compile it so an evalua-
tbv could be made to solve the problem. This was done the hard way be-
cau4e at that time the Information Retrieval System was not available.

Deciding What Was Needed

School staff members then went about the task of preparing the ob-
jectives of the information system needed. Conclusions reached were that

26
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thesystems should:

' (1) store as much informationas possible to meet evaluation and
student programming needs,

(2) yield information quickly, easily,and accurately,

'S3) be such that information could be updated daily,

,.'

(4) store the information indefinitely,

/(5) yield cross correlations in one ope ation,

(6) be capable of receiving and storing informat on on each resi-
dent,

(7) be capable of immediately yielding information on.onekitem or
any number of itrms,

(8) be inexpensive..

,The aboVe criteria indicated the need for an e ectronic computer
but criterion number eight precluded that alternati e. Staff, however,
had some experience with a system that has relativ ly simple computer
potential but is a manual operation--a "needie-sor " system. Informa-

tion was obtained from a known distributor (Profes ional Aids Co.) of
such a system which eventually was accepted as mee ing all criteria.

. The Information Retrieval Sys em

\
The system selected was the Information Retrieval System distributed

by Professional Aids Company. It consists df carp available in various
sizes with holes for notching around the outer edges, sorting
rods, and a hand notching punch. Also available re a cabinet, a machine
notcher,.an electric,serter, and special printin on the cards. The basic
unit, including 1,200 cards, cabinet, notcher, a d instruction, costs
about $70. Other sylvms using the same basic principle are available.
Some schools use them for sorting report cards a d retrieving and storing
student guidance and scheduling information. In ustrial firms, medical
facilities, and research operations use themlifte extensively where cross
correlation of data and subsequent retrieval is required.

p

The system allows one to perform an amazing variety of "finding"
tasks with remarkable flexibility. Complete data on any category or only
those items that fit more than one category can be retrieved, by simply
inserting a sorting rod, or rods, through coded numbered holes around the
edge of the card. When the sorting rod is lifted, the desired-cards which
have been hand notched will fall out. The outstanding advantage is that
the information on them can be "filed" in hundreds of different catego-
ries at oneotime by careful coding and punching of the holes around the
edge of the card. Systematic filing by subject or alphabetically is not .
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needed since any_card or cards can be found just as quickly by sorting

with, the needles, (The sorting rods are very similar to knitting nee-
dles.) The cards can be orderedtither blank or with printed formats.
Some users print their own formats on the blank cards with ordinary du-

plicating eqUipment. It is fast, simple to use, accurate, takes little
space, is inexpensive, and up to 5,000 items of data.can be included.

Setting Up a System

The primary concern in setting up the system is to'decicth what in-

f rmation is needed for desired measurements and evaluations. The start-

ling place is.with the,organization's educational and operating objectives
hick should be stated in measurable terms.

Evaluation is the process by which measurement data are compared
to a standard implicit in the stated goals and objectives. Re-

sults of these comparisons are used to place a value on the pro-
gress of the individual, and to determine the effectiveness of
the program. A thorOUgh understanding of the relationship be-
tween program behavioral objectives,lprogram planning, implemen-
tation of the program, and program easurement is essential for
program evaluation (Ryan, Clark, Hat ak, Hinders, Keeney, Oresic,
Orrell, Sessions, & Streed, 1970).

This concept is stressed by other recent works on the subject of evalua-
tion (Hitt and Agostino, 1968; Knowles, 1970; Michael and Metfessel,

1967):

1. State the broad goals of the educational program.

2, Develop specific operational objectives.

3. Translate specific operational objectives into instructional
strategies to_facilitate classroom learning.

4. Select and develop instruments to allow judgments concerning
the extent the operationally stated objectives have been at-

tained.

S. Administer instruments periodically to establish normative
data.

6. Determin bell'avioral changes by:

a. c6 paring individuals or groups to normative data,
b. determining individual or group change relative to

ier administration of the same or comparable form
of instrument, and finding intercorrelations among
various measures that suggest patterns of interrela-
tionships.
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7. Interpret behavioral change elative to both specific behavior-
ally stated objectives and b oad

'8. Combine group gain an acco nting dat .to pro 4-de cost-benefitI
0 v

analysis. le .

At "--
-- *p.--'9'.. Recommend further implementation and/or modification of objec-

tives.

Most evaluative information needed
plan includes all the steps above.
may or may not be included in the
quired by other levels of administ
as higher supervisory levels, cent
funding programs.,

Another consideration in det
evaluative one of programming u
information on student characteri

hould,have been Identified if the
Another consideration, however, that

(J

bove, is valuative information re-
ation of he educational programs such
al offices, and governmental agencies

rmining information needed is thequasi-
ents. If the system has the capacity,
tics and progress is very helpful in

placing students in classes. Forexample, if each student in need of,Dri-
ver 'Education has this information notched into his card, and his comple-
tion of the course is also notcheq, then identification of all those still
in need of the course can be made in two simple sorts. The needle is
first put through the hole for th ne d and all these cards drop out. If

those who have completed are then so ed from these, one then has remain-
ing those in need who haven't co leted the course. Student Programming
then becomes very efficient and peditious if this is done for all major
programs. Of course both the need and completion data are valuable for
program evaluation as well as for the programming process.

Student characteristics such as age, achievement level, and intelli-
gence quotient can also be punched in for use in efficient programming
and in preparing demographic 'reports as well as for periodic evaluation
to see if programs are still appropriate students having these char-
acteristics.

One other consideration isexisting evalua ion data system's. Some

schools may already have a system that is just s efficient for some da-
ta or have a system imposed on them that can not be shed for good reason.
There is no need in these cases to duplicate the data unless it is not
readily retrievable or current.-If the Ja er is true, it may be well r

to duplicate for efficiency.

Preparing a number code to follow in notching the cards is the next
step. This is not difficult with the instructions accompanying the set
as a guide. A copy of the code prepared for/the Englewood Federal Youth
Center can be found in the pages following the text of this papers, It is

self-explanatory except for a few items. The "t" and "b" indicate top
and bottom holes of the card in use which has a double row of holes around
the edge (which increases the number of items that can be punchei). It

may be noted that first letters of last names have been punched in for re-
trieval of individual student cards which is needed when keeping cards
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. up to date each dayg Code 87 b was set up to avoid confusion with Code
86 4 .

K

The Federal Youth Center System

The needle-sort system set up at the Englewood Federal Youth Center
has essentially been described already. The process described were used
in identifying the desired information for coding. Additional operation-
al may be of help in understanding the application of this
specific system. At this point, reference is made again to the Code for
Needle-Sort Information Retrieval System. (in the pages following the text
of this paper) which provides the best overall concept of the potential
fUnctions.

The school Counselor-Programmer'has the responsibility of keeping the,
data,currentand is the main day-to-day user because of responsibility

assigningssigning students to courses, keeping up with and reporting their
progress, and maintaining the programming at optimum effe4i'veness. The
Counselor keeps then Ards current by punching in new information daily.
The Counselor is also responsible for initial interviews and goal ter-

mination of students'as well as-their testing, so much of the infor ation
is punched in during the initial classification period. Very little time
is involved if it is done daily as the information is on hand.

It may be noted that much of the information coded concerns proggam-
ming of students. This is because of the open-end scheduling and indi-
vidualized instructional methods where constant evaluation is a necessity.
Keeping track of students is a major problem so they aren't "lost" if one
does not have a system such as this. Reference is made to the Operations
Description in the pages following the text of this paper; for further
clariffcation.

A comprehensive personnel file on each student is alsp maintained
at the Federal Youth Center for adequate individual student progress
evaluation and records purposes. This results in some duplication of
work. One way to simplify this is to adopt a notched card that is large
enough to,maintain all essential student information. This may be feasi-
ble in adult.institutions where the information tolDbe recorded is/not
expensive.

Ordering cards with more holes than planned information is recommend-
ed to permit adding to the evaluation system. The card used at the Feder-
al Youth Center has a double row of 110 holes and only 87 of these are now
coded.

4

Conclusion

n inexpeniive information retrieval system, sugi tions for setting
onLI: up, and description of a particular system has beet presented with
the Hope that the ideas will contribute to more effective and continuous
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evaluation of adult basic education in corrections programs.
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40.

Code for Needle -Sort Information Retrieval System

Name only on card.

Needle Card System:

1-26
27 t & b

28 t.& b
29 t & b

30 t & b

31 t & b

A-Z first

N

letter of last name
15-16 years old at enrollment
17.-18 years old at enrollment
19-20 years old at enrollment
21-22 years old at enrollment
23-24 years old at enrollment

32 California Achievement Test up to 6.5 (Battery
Median)

33 California Achievement Test 6.6 - 9.0
34 California Achievement Test 9.1 and up
35 California Achievement Test not given
36 Beta up to 90
37 Beta up to 91-110
38 Beta 111 and up
39 Beta not administered
40 General Aptitude Test Battery administered
41 General Aptitude Test Battery not administered
42 t Need to take GED test - no school

,

42 b Fulfilled requirement of taking GED test
43 t Passed GED test (any time previous)
43 b Passed GED test while at FYC
44 t Received High School diploma prior to enrollment
44 b Received High School diploma while at FYC
45 Enrolled in OJT Kitchen
46 t Dropped OJT Kitchen
46 b Completed OJT Kitchen
47 Increased CAT battery median less than 5/10ths
48 Increased CAT battery median more than 5/10ths
49 t Below 4.0 battery median
49 b 4.1-5'.0 battery median
50 t 5.1-6.0 battery median
50 b 6.1-7.0 battery median
51 t 7:1-8.0 battery median
51 b 8.1-9.0 battery median

;"--- 52 t 9.1-10.0 battery median
52 b 10.1-11.0 battery median
53 t 11.1-12.0 battery median,
53 h 12.1-13.0 battefy median
54 t 13.1-14.0 battery median
54 b 14.1-15.0 battery median
55 t 15.1-16.0 battery median
56 t Need DriveK Education
56 b Completed Driver Education'
57 t Need PREP
57 b Completed PREP.
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d

58 t

58 b
59 t

59.b

60 t
60 b

1

Need Vocational Orientation
Completed Vocational Orientating
Need Small Engine Repair
Enroll in Small Engine Repair
Drop'Small Engine Repair`
Completed Small Engine Repair

61 t Need Welding
61 b - Enroll in Welding
62 t Drop Welding
62 b Complete Welding
63 t Need Auto .Mechanics
63 b Enroll! in Auto Mechanics
64 t Drop Auto Mechanics
64 b Complete Autq Mechanics -

65 t Need Auto Body Repair
65 b Enroll in Auto Body Repair
66 t Drop Auto Body Repair
66 b Complete Auto Body Repair
67 t Need Woodworking
67 b Enroll in Woodworking
68 t Drop Woodworking
68 b Complete Woodworking
69 t Need Vocational Business
69 b Enroll in Vocational Business
70 t Drop Vocational. Business
70 b Complete Vocational Business
71 t Possibly qualify for Newgate Project
71 b i Qualify for Newgate Project
72 t Enroll in Newgate Project
73 t Drbp Newgate Project
73 b Complete Newgate Project

--.174 t Need and goal Basic Education
)74 b Need and goal. Intermediate (9th grade functioning

level)

75 t Need and goal GED
76 t Needand goal High School Credits
76 b Need and goal High School Diploma
77 t

_
Enrolled in Basic Education

78 t Drop from school in Basic Education
78 b Completed Basic Education
79 t r. Enroll in Intermediate
80 t Drop Intermediate
80 b Complete Intermediate
81 t Enroll in GED
82 t Drop GED
82 b Complete GED i

83 b Then pass GED test
83 t Then fail GED test
84 t Enroll, in High School Program
85 t Drop High School Program
85 b Complete.for diploma .

86 t Program from school does not agree with Classifi-
cation & ParOle Program

4 1
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87 b Program from school does agree with Classification
_

& Parole Program
Reasons for dropping VT pr school or Prep or New-

gate or Driver EduCation
1. Caseworker's request
2. Teacher's request
3. Released from Center
4. Other - see jacket

Specific Objectives in Measurable Terms

Residents committed to Ole Englewood Federal Youth Center should
be programmed for and achieve one or more of the following objectives
as programmed by the Unit Committees and the Education Department:

1. A minimum educational functioing level of sixth grade as measured
by the C. A. T.

2. At least one entrylevel.job skill measured by successful comple-
tion of at least one vocational training course or, in the case of
students with college level goals (Project,Newgateq, successful par-»

ticipation in this program and completion of a minimum of two years.
of college or technical training in the Center and in the community
after release. ( Newgate studentsare also encouraged to also com-
plete as much vocational training in the institution as time per-
mits so they will have a better means of supporting themaelves
while in college.)

. Attain either (a) high school diploma, (b) high school equivalency
certificate by passing Colorado 9ED scores or (c) national norms on
GED, (d) achieve an increase of two grades as measured by the C.A.T.
if it is impossible to complete (a)', (b), or (c) because of age and/
or insufficient time in the Center. These three are listed in or-
der of preference and value to the student.

4. Successfully complete a pre- release preparation course which in-
cludes social and career-development information and skills. °

5. Successfully complete an occupational orientation course and re-
ceive occupational guidance before assignment to vocational train-
ing or Project Newgate.

6. Successfully participate in physical education and Arts and Crafts
if in need of improved gross motor coordination to achieve academ-
ic skills (special education students) or to successfully partici-
pate in recreational and/or sports activities.

7. Participate in recreation program activities and hobby shop activ-
ities to improve interest and skills for constructive use of lei-
Sure time in the Center and after release.

8. Successfully complete a course in Driver Education unless completed
prior to arrival.
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Operations Description-

The Education Department at the Englewood Federal Youth Center op -a
erates to meet the educational, vocational, and recreational needs of a
Federal Youth Center population of about 330 residents who vary in age
from 14 to 22 and vary in functioning level from the illiterate through
post high school. A majority af the students are dropouts from public
school where they encountered difficulties before being cor&nitted to the
Cente'r. They are nearly all of normal and above intelligence but are
underachievers functioning at about 6 percent below 5.0t,grade level and
58 percent do not have vocational skills and over half .report no work
experience. Other needs vary from 86 to 97 percent of the residents in
the areas of aspirations, standards and values, interpersonal relation-

' ships, self-control, family conditions, economic status, and health. A-

bout 15 percent have completed high school upon arrival. Residents are
from all states of the West and some from Central states. The racial
distribution is approximated, 61 percent white, 30 pertent red, 11 per-

cent black. The large percentage of American Indians is because all of-
fenses on Indian reservations are Federal offenses.

All residents, are diagnosed regarding needs when they enter the Cen-
ter and program goals are jointly determined by the education department
and the Unit Teams including caseworkers, counselors and other Center rep-
resentatives. Most youth have indeterminate sentences dependent upon'
goal completion before release to parole and community supervision. The

entire treatment program for each resident is managed overall by an as-
Signed caseworker from the Classification and Parole Department and the
Unit Teams.

School and vocational training programs operate continuously .every
"workday" of the year with no semesters or "school years" except for the
college progrpm. Scheduling is open-ended with students entering alkd
leaving classes daily as needed and as they complete their,cowse object
tives. Classes are relatively small with an attempt to keep theinstruc-
tor:pupil ratio below one to twelve because of student characteristics
and the individualized instruction approach. trhe twelve or.so students
in the group with the-in tructor gt any one time will usually be working
in a number-of differen courses and on dif6trent units of each course.
Both supportive (academ c) education and vocational training operate on
tWo half-day schedules so most students spend a,half day in each. If

they complete one goal before the other, they are usually assigned to a
work experience in:institutional maintenance. An exception is the col-
lege level program which is scheduled on a full-day basis.-

Education department activities are only'a part of. the total Center
treatment function and all operations must be coordinated closely with
other departments such as casework; medical, religious, custodial, food
service, mechanical, administrative, business, and personnel.

1 'A
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HUMAN CONCERN FOR THE OFFENDER

Walter J. Grenier
Illinois Department of Corrections

Lockport, Illinois

Affective Aspects of Offender Behavior

Many'criminological studies have uncritically accepted the pr,ison
inmate as a fair representation of who is the criminal. This undiffer-
entiation sampling which has been used in some classicalstudies may pos-
sibly account for the little information we have about the offender and
his behavior. However, it is not at a1/1 certain that an examination of

large numbers of prisoners will really tell much more than their parti-
cular location at a certain time.

If In the January 3, 1972 issue of Time magazine, three horrifying
pictures of unbelievable criminality showed thefinal agonizing moments
of a.bayonetted Bangladesh captive, a small boy being stomped to death,
and two men pitifully pleading for their lives as thousands of spectators
cheered. Assuredly, the perpetrators of these crimes regarded themselves
as heroes of the New Republic. But to American viewers thousands of
miles away, governed by values of an entirely different kind, these kii;
ers would be proper candidates for death row. Geographical lOcation,

(t

current events, and cu ural differences, allow people to hold varying

values.

At ,a different time in histbry, courts elle on record as having some-
times sentenced children t& the gallows, the church of having brdered
dissident people burned at the stake, and governments of having sanction-
ed killings for infractions of social etiquette. At different timed and
at different places human behavior has been variously measurgd: The law
which defines criminality has.too often lAen conceived and fortuitously.
interpreted on what appears to be incomplete thought of societalneeds.

The considerable task of identifying the offender and the nature of
his behavior here in America, in the year 1972, should first recognize ,

that the "average" prisoner is a ghetjoed black man who has been sen-
tenced for a wide range of crimes against a repressive white society for
which he feels little sense of resppnsibility. Spurred by social, edu-
cational and economic deprivations, the black man's antisocial behavior
accounts for a disproportionate amount of crime statistics in the-nation.-
At present, most of the heavily populated.states have prisons which sta-
tistically report from 60 to 80 percent minority race inmate populations.
But change is taking place, for in the last few years minori'y groups in
the United States have madevsignificant political, educational, social,
and economic gains in their drive to achieye equal civil tights. These

gains should begin to reflect themselves in dramatically'reiduced black
crime figures with subsequent changes in:the voriTosition of 'prison popu-
lations. Even nowthe rapidly changing texture of prison inmate populations
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has deeply affected the statistical description of who is the offender
and what is his mode of behavior.

There appears to be, however, in most correctional facilities a
small, hard core group of prisoners who are distinguished not so much
by their race, thei; crime, their age, their geographical location, or
their ability to adjust to prison life, butlby their resolute addiction
to crime and their isolation from other human beings. Often labeled psy-
chopath or sociopath, these offenders appear to have pronounced etiolo-
gical similarities which are, perhaps, most characteristic of the offen-
der as he would appeak in most cultures and periods in history and as he
is popularly known.

The differentiated "real" offender, the hard core 10 to 15 percent
of the prisog population, started out in life, as shown by juvenile court
records, as an abandoned, neglected, or unwanted youngster. Following a
series of inadequate foster hom or institutional placements, he gained
the attention of the school-authorities by his truancy and inability to
learn or adjust. At the mean age of 13.5 years, he becaMe a ward of the
Court and remained on probation until the mean age of 15.4 years at which
time he was committed to a state training school. Upon his release from
the state training school, about one year later, he comes to the atten-
tion of tid'adult authorities for ever increasingly serious crimes. For

the purposes of this paper, it is this kind of offender to which refer-
ence is made,.

A study made at the Fels'Institute on parent -child relationships
,provides important information on what is often the future offender's
beginning. According to the Fels report,

Where parents attitudes are classed as "actively rejectant" the
cHildren show a slightly decelerated intellectual development,
relatively poor use of the abilities they do possess, and.,some
lack of originality. They are emotionally unstable, rebellious,
aggressive, and quarrelsome.

One can surmise that the parentally rejected youngster doe nothing

to himself to the school authorities who, also, end up rPjecting'
the child. The disibling experience of not being wanted at home and in
the classroom cannot help but produce in the child a sense of worthless-
ness and a negative self-concept. In order to protect himself from the
pain of this reality, the youngster runs away and/or isolates himself
from others. This escape is perhaps the start of a cycle which does much
to produce criminality. Since nothing resembling a developed human can
come about in isolation from other humans, the unhappy result is a dis-
organized, undeveloped, emotionally shallow, basically hostile person.
Correctional lArsonnel are sore pressed to establish any kind of minimal

can be strangel insensitive and frighteningly disrganized in his v lue
relationship wash this kind of offender. Workers find that this off nder

systems. ;

1
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Approaches for Achieving Human Concern for the Offender

Following the turn of the century reaction to overly severe sentenc-
ing of.offenders, there emerged a humanistic movement within the judi-
ciary system which seemed to be motivated by the maxim: "to understand
all is to forgive everything." Depth studies of/offenders by the,emerg-
ing field of new social Workers and Freudian-,prented psychologists pro-
duced reams of "understanding" of the offender's behavior in terms of his
environment, needs and drives. But somehow this new awareness of.back-

; ground information did little to help the offender change his behavior
or to help him avoid, eventually, the severe consequences of his repeated
crimes. The problem, it would seem, was that court workers tried to
change the offender's behavior by "understanding;' and Ihen prescribing
solutions which, unfortunately, were only valid for the worker's system
of values and to his perception of the world in which he lived--not to
the offender's world. It is thought that this period of "uncerstanding"
encouraged a serious lapse in the criminal's recognition of his respon-
sibility for his behavior; how could he be responsible when there were ,

so many factors in his background which had contributed to his behavior.

Understanding the offender was generally used for the purpose of
analyzing and prescribing. It is presupposed on the part of the worker
that, as the wiser person, he would have answers to the offender's ad-
justment problems. But this posture upset the necessary equality'be-
tween counselor and offender by implying that one was the repository, of'
standards for behavior and the other was not. While this arrangement did .

wonders for the worker, it only widened-the gap of the offender's respon-
sibility for his behavior and reinforced his feeling of inadequacy.

Paradoxically, understanding by the correctional worker of the of-
fender's communication is the very base for a therapeutic relationship.
This is not the kind of understanding wherein the worker can inject his
beliefs and values, but understanding of the, sort-which will enable the
worker to experience, along with the dffender, ports of the latter's
private world. This ig the kidd of understanding which will enable the
worker to "deeply know" and fjel those things which the offender chooses
to communicate.

Achieving human concern for.the offender is achieving human concern
for people. It probably begins from an understanding of oneself. Only

. when we are able to recognize our own uniqueness and worthiness are we
able to offer others the dignity and respect so critical to interpersonal
relationships. Concern for others is part of our heritage from the mil-
lions of years of man's existence as a social human being. Unless this
'social trait is seriously'disturbed by early and consistent deprivations
people will naturally take their place in society. The development of
Loncer_ded correctional workers must recognize that concern is not ac-
quired like a technique nor can it come about through "understanding"
alone. Concern for others is, perhaps, the highest possible reflection
of'an individual's maturity which stems from his personal adjustment to
UV's experiences, It is an adjustment which allows the individual to
be what he is in a genuine manner, to lbve himself and to love others.
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Importance of deal Human Concern for the Offender

Rs'emonyed from a free society because of his crime the . -n er is
placed by the state in a controlled environment wh Is ostensiblyIa=__________
change his behavior. Where formerly prisons were intended to punish and
condition the inmate to a new set o fwalues, these facilities are begin-
ning to see themselves more as s rt -term growth promoting opportunities.
Because, as was suggested earlier, criminal behavior is the disorganized,
hostile behavior of a person who has a negative self-concept, and a sense
of personal worthlessness, then, offenders are entitled to ask the state
which placed him in prison for growth promoting experiences which will
return to hia,a sense of dignity and respect for himself so that he can
rightfully take his place in society.

Regardless of the counselor's theoretical allegiance, whether it be
Freudian, behaviorist, phenomenologist, existentialist, there is agree-
ment, according to research by F. E. Fiedler, that it is relationships
'of an agreed upon and identifiable nature which help people to grow, or
to change. It does not matter that the person be an offender or 'the pitgs-
idpnt of a bank, he needs to meaningfully relate to others. Even sea-
soned counselors are aware of their own growth experiences which may oc-
cur from some of their happier counseling relationships. No one, it would
seem,, can deny the need of humans for sound interpersonal.rerationships.

But life styles are developed over the years and are not readily
changed. When an offender is placed in even the best of prisons, the
program' can only begin to affect some positive movement in the direction
of an improved self-concept. The change which comes from growth is a
never ending process which needs to be reinforced and supported even af-

:t ter the offender's release from prison. Offenders who lack the facility
to.bstablish relationships and who have undergone damage from being locked
up for long periods of time need highly skilled parole workers to help
continue whatever positive change may have..been initiated in prisOn.

It has long been known that the criminal justice system has often
attracted job applicants who sought to satisfy personal needs which were
not always in the interests of updated correctional goals. When prison
programs lacked conceptualization, other than for custody, if didn't
much matter why applicants sought employment in correctional systems as
long as they *were willing to obey orders and function impersonally. But

times have changed and program objectives in corrections now require of
employees that they become involved in organizational goalgetting, and
that they recognize their job responsibility for participation in esta- %

blishing a total climate which is growth promoting. Correctional work-
ers at nearly ll levels of administration and in all areas of a program
are asked to p ovide offenders with a relationship whith is now compati-
ble with the st ted program philosophy. \In most states the implications
for personnel s lection have not yet beep translated into department of
personnel job de criptions. Where once the emphasis was upon physical
qualifiCations, ew goals of updated correctional program require persons
who are acceptin , open-minded and sensitive to others.
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The Need to Bring About Effective Change

On frequent occasions the news media, in its unceasing search for
the sensational, will provide its audience with lurid accounts of prison
riots, escapes, and killings. These reports,' tragic though they may be,
une-tringly focus on peripheral events instead of the core of the problem
in t e prison system. A complacent and infrequently involved public,
long accustomed to the belief of the value in the "vengeance of the law"
has remained unmoved by news accounts of priion failure because seemingly,
these events only affected criminals. The underlying thought appears to
be that prisoners really deserve the worst; "they have it coming."

Short-sighted; or uninformed correctional officials, often more in-
tent on preserving their domain than advancing their prison programs,
have, in many instances, unwisely defused important issue so. that the
press failed to communicate these issues to the public in such a manner
as to bring about better public understanding and long overdue change. '

It is probably a fair statement that prisons are as they are because
an uninformed public continues to tolerate them. Legally protected by an
encrusted judiciary, vested interests find it relatively easy to 'avoid
making changes by pointing to the complexity of programs through a smoke
screen of learned rhetorit. There is, fortunately, some evidence.that
the press in recent months is beginning to penetrate one of society's
least effective institutions--the prison system.

The very structure and tradition of prisons have insured their sta-
tic and little known conditio Under the pretext of "security require-
ments" administrators have es ablished and maintained an autocratic, mili-
taristic, supPtessive style o management which stiffled any real communi-

cation with the outside world. der these conditions the Warden, rigid-

ly isolated from any feedback with 'n his own organization: is actually
the only person who customarily co nicates with the outside, and with
all the limitations and biases of his office. But an improved and per-
vasive reporting of1Drison failures can't b denieeforever% In'spite of
the means of control available to most correctional administrators, many
of .these controls,are becoming less effective as our present day culture
becomes impatient with arrogance and unilateral decision-making.

- It is not likely. that the public, when fully alerted by the press,
will long endure a nation-wide correctional system which costs in excess
of 4.billion dollars each ?ear, and which was described in the Congres-
sional Record (Congressional Record Vol.. 114, No. 137) as a "correctional
system that does no,t correct," nor a juvenile system commented on by Milton
Luegerl- former Director of New York State Division for YOuth, in a state-
meat to the United States Sub- committee to Investigate Juvenile Delin-
quency, "with the'exception of a relatively few youths, it is probably
better for all concerned if young delinquents Were not detected, appre-
hended or institutionalized. Too many of them get Worse in our care."

e

Weekly newspaper accounts of escapes and'abortive prison uprising
in Illinois, New York, Arkansa, California, New Jersey, Maryland,
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Pennsylvania, Washington, Florida, and Iowa confirm the failure of the
field of corrections by uncovering the usual, now well-known, sub-human
conditions, reflections of 19th century penological beliefs, against
which prisoners are sometimes prepared to die rather than to continue to
submit or further endure. Pessimistically, it is presumed that prisons
in other less developed state systems-will be heard from when the tradi-
tional, heavy handed, presently employed controls are lightened by more
progressive'new administrators who replace old liners.

It is the legitimate responsibility of the press to inform the pub-
lic that pri.sons not only fail in their purpose, destroy nearly any ves-
tige of inmate integrity and seriously drain the financial resources of
the state, but tlAy also wreak considerable damage on the thousands of
correctional employeesand their families who attempt to operate so-
called rehabilitative programs which are soinconsistent and fundamen-
tally unsound.

The dangerously low morale of correctional workers, fed by unceas-
ing evidence of failure, low pay, lack of prestige, physIcal danger, ab-
sence of planning and updated management, has unquestionably affected
the worker, his family, and the community in which he lives. The impact

on prison inmates guarded by dispirited and disgruntled employees has

been considerable. The public must be aware that the documented climate
in, prisons is one of indifference, despair, fear and distrust and they
are not noticeably improving.

When prisons were first conceived it was their stated purpose (1) to
protect society by banishing the offender from the community, and (2) to
punissh the offender so that he would never again behave in such a manner
as to suffer the punishment of incarceration. But' with the experience of

nearly 200 years of prisons and their inmates, in has been repeatedly re-
cognized that the system only banishes the criminal for a relatively short
period, and, usually, the criminal's unacceptable behavior has become even
worse than before he entered prison. Although there is more than 100

,years of incontrovertible evidence of prison failure, officials have not
been moved to set new goals, only to mask the old goals with banalities.
The present absence of,a,clearly defined /direction in the field of cor-
rections has an important corollary in denying the correctional field the
kind of expert, eadership necessary to the development of a very *complex
operation.

.

When the old prison goal of "punishrgeni" and "banishment" was in
vogue, the selection of administrators was a relativel simple matter.
Criteria'for the selection of wardens was usually OR "toughness," "in-

sensitivity," "cunning, U" "poticalq "ower, and "milit ry experience."
However, in recent years, following World War II, theformer clearly:
stated and widely accepted punitive correctional goal fell into Oisrj-
pute, and al-though still in existence, i6is not now publicly acknow-
ledged. Congequently, selection of administrator* has become a puzzling
task since no new recognizable .correctionaoaL has'beenadvanced which

'would offer an alternative base for,selecting personnel, Those. in au-

thority can only randomly speculate on personnel qualif ationg for cor-
rectional leaders.

O
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The ensuing cycle of confusion which has resultdd from the absence
of a clear identifiable direction in-the field of correction has often
led to the appointment of leaders with a-wide variety of backgrounds.
Former distinguished-leaders from other occupations have been fortui-
tously appointed. But uncertainty is not too'surprising since those
responsible for appointment were, themselves, unaccustomed to thinking
in terms of unequivoc 1 goals and objectives to be achieved.

In the probably less complex task, as compared to corrections, of
putting a man on the ,surface of the moon, lunar project directors have

wisely selected men/With infinite care and insured their relevant train-
ing over years in those required skills needed to operate their lunar
vehicle and attain a specific target. As astronaut's knowledge is exact
to the demands which Will be.made upon him.

\,..How entirely different it has been in the field of corrections. On-
ly in the last two years has there been the beginning of some understand-
ing about the need to have correctional administrators trained in the
fundamentals of management practices if they were to be expected to di-
rect their large, complex organizations. It is only in the last few
years that correctional authorities have come to recognize the essential
need for administrators who have been trained in the social sciences or
"people changing processes," in group dynamics, in systeM approaches,Can
the use of computers, in organizational communications, and other related
areas of knowledge. Whereas in former years it was sufficient to iden-
tify an applicant for a correctional position ds 8 person "who likes
people," experience has repeatedly demonstrated the need for additional,
more sophisticated qualifications.

Summ8ry and Conclusions

1.. There is a need for a new and more careful identification
of who is the offender. Much of the current statistical
data is inaccurate and misleading.

2. Achieving human concern for the offender-is not a matter
of acquiring a technique or of unders'tanding the offender's
deyelopmental history, but the life-long acquisition-
v8lue.system which will prize dignity and respect of human
beings, which includes oneself.

3.. Human beings,including offenders, require cloe association
with others in order to develop. They need acceptance,
genuineness, and interpe sonal sensitivity in theircxelationp
with others. They need o have a positive self-concept
and a sense or personal orth in ,order to function as is
social human being.

4. Present prison,systems, built upon .essentially the reverse
of what human de,yelopMent is all about, have a tong and
documented history of failure. Thereds an emergent need
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to re-exaffiNe priso,' concepts and

5. It is believed that modern technologies applied to present
correctional sYste s would result in dramatic changes in
existing programs. Modern management, a system approach,
and computerized data collection would bring about the
rapid collapse of corrections house of cards.

rlI t
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HUMAN CONCERN FOR THE OFFENDER

Sylvia G, McCollum
U. S. Bureau of Prisons

Washington, D. C.

Abstract

4 There is a general consensus that the present criminal justice sys-
tem in the United States does not meet the human needs of offenders:
Their needs are the same as those of all other huMan beings, intensified
because so many who come in conflict with the law are,system-penalized
people from socio-economic, psychological and emotionally deprived back-
grounds. Most institutions which comprise the criminal justice system
do, not, and it is highly questionable if they can as presently struc-
tured, provide the human services required by people in trouble with the
law. .In fact, many institutions and processes dangerously further the
debilitation of the .11ery people they are supposed to serve.

The ()Lender client group has the potential to receive and accept
help. Their level of readiness must be met by a corresponding level of
readiness on Ghe part of the criminal justice system. The present sys-
tem must undergo significant and basic changes if it is to serve the
human needs of the offender.

-

Introduction.

We the-inmates of Folsom Prison have grown to recognize be-
yond the shadow of a doubt that because of our pasture as
prisoners and branded characters as alleged criminals, the
administrators and prison employees no longer consider or
respect us as human beings, but rather as domesticated ani-
mals selected to dotheir bidding in slave labor and fur-
nished.as a personal whipping dog for their sadistic, psy-
chopathic hate (The Folsom Prisoners,'1970).

4

When do we fail to try to rehabilitate? Because we deny
our common humanity. We fe,,ar person's convicted of crimes.

We want to punish, failing to see that punishment is'in ito-

self a crime, soon visited upon the public which causes or
'condones its usage (Clark, 1971, p.

Arl they say, again and again, is we are human beings, not
animals (Newsfield,1972, p.'9).

The century-old D. C. Jail i, a "filthy example of man's
humanity to man" and its administrators are guildy of coun-
tenancing a "mindless process which dehumanizes its victims,"
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according to a report issued yesterday by the American Civil,
LibertiesUnion (Washington Post, January 28, 1972, p. Bl).

In the end, these writers are saying thl same things that
were shouted from the walls of Attica. Ramon M. Shryock,
B-28722, put it this way, "All we ask is to be treated like
human beings which we are" (Roberts, February 6, 1972, p.5).

These quotations were selected almost at random over a one-year
period. They were made by significantly different kinds of people -
prisoners themselves, a former Attorney General and spokesman for a
civil liberties organization. It would not be difficult to quote lit-
erally a hundred more similar statements made by other prisoners, pub-
lic officials and a wide variety of private individuals and organiza-
tions.

.

One unifying theme runs through all the quotations regardless of
their origin. Pleas from prisoners for recognition' of their human
rights and admissionlay governmAtal and private groups alike that these
human rights are being violated. Study grout after study group, scholar
and casual observer, prisoner and keeper, all agree, with minor excep-
tions4 that almost every person caught up in the American criminal jus-
tice system becomes part of a dehumanizing chain of events which molds
delinquent and neglected children into bitter, destructively aggressive
and desperate adults. And this, ironically, in a system which allegedly
has as one of its primary goals, assisting the individual acquire more
positive life styles.

There is a good deal'of confusion about the purposes of effective
criminal justice procedures. Even where consensus seems to exist re-
garding goals and purposes, there is little agreement oh how to reach
them. Clicl4s, prejudices, emotions, and a multitude of other barriers
intervene to prevent_a rational approach to this major, social issue.
The greatest dilemma, perhaps, is presented by those who argue that
punishment and its accompanying dehumanization is somehow rehabilit tive;
that brutality and deprivation is somehow redemptive and that isola ion
from the main stream of community life and forced participation in n

alien subculture somehow prepares a prisoner for lif in the real w rld.

Prisons and Meeting Human Needs - A P gadox

Let's beginAur critical analysis of some of th s paradoxes by an
examination of the human needs of all people and, mot particularly,
those of the so-called "offender" population.

There are at least three dimensions to all aspects cf human behav-
ior, the socio-economic, the psychological and the physical. A series

of government reports (President's Commission, 1966; U. S. Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1967; Draper Conference, 1967) pro-
vide important profile information about offenders and these three di-
mensions of human activities.' The socio-economic status of the average

5
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"offender" is very unstable. Re tends to be rootless, single or involved
in a loose marital relationship, with no significant residential or,em-,
ployment history. He is isolated from organizations.and groups and gen-
erally has not learned work habits or how to obtain gratification from
work.

Psychologically: he is a distant person who holds people'at"arms
length. He is impulsive, overactive and has difficulty planning ahead
or considering alternatives. While seemingly glib and "smooth,',' he is
generally fearful and anxious, he habitually expects unreliability, un-
predictability and undependability from those with whom he comes in con-
tact. He employs coping mechanisms which consist mainly of lashing out
in hostility or in attempting fairly obvious unsophisticated manipula
tion.

In addition, characteristiCally, people in trouble with law enforce-
ment agencies have many medical problems ranging from such fairly minor
items as lack of proper dentures and glasses to such major items as ser-
ious physical handicaps r disfigurements. offenders tend to have prob-
lems with alcoholism and narcotic addiction and have poor personal health
habits. But despite all these negative qualities, and despite the fact
that he has less formal education than the average population, the av-
etage,offender has "normal" intelligence.

Given this general picture, what do we do to correct or rehabili-
tate these fragile people: Even in the face of unspecified or vague
goals how can we justify herding these kinds of people into crowded,
dismal, unsanitary and poorly staffed facilities which, by no stretch
of the imagination, can serve the socio - economic, psychological br phys-
ictal needs we have just described? Isn't it predictable that protracted
periods under these adverse conditions will make people more deprived
and weaker in every aspect than they were when they were-c$mmitted to
prison?

. ,

Some take issue with the contention that positive so
periences can take place at all during imprisonment. Secu

graphic locations of prisons and many other impe ments st
mcnts, sentencing inequities, parole procedures, staffing

ative and effective scheduling of prison\t-tme. But ',$,Ten ,i.

N
positive behavicfr Pattern,. ,.antmt be deve one

one can deny tkat imprisonment net,d not he -,1

experience whicia*aves a peron in dorsi. sh

in Tri

deg ding
wh

lization ex-

ty require-
tterns, geo-
in the cre-
we think
rtaily no
ehumanizing
be n.

Isn't it possible to use the time aidl-41&lic nature f the lim-

ited

\

ited mobility of the participants to dell...cA a rea ness for ore pos-

itive life styles? Ixisting correctional Anstitutidh are not going to
be abandoned tomorrow morning and a half a million Men d women turned

out. We can do many things currently as we work toward d ..loping new
and.effective altetnatives to- imprisonment. Certain y we can meet, al-

most immediately, what nslow (1954) calls "lower" ba ic human needs:
There should he no ide",11()gical conflict ewer satisfyi such bast-c hu=,_,

man physiological needs A!, food, shelter, and safety. The "higher"
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basic needs such as "belongingness and love" and "esteem and self-actual-
ization," are, of course, more difficult to satisfy in a prison setting.
But there is some evidence that correctionarinstitutions are movitg to
meet even these needs. Encounter groups, sensitivity training involving
both resident and staff member, shared educational classes open to res-
ident and staff alike, opportunities for family visits and furloughs and
a multitude of other ie.Ngrovements are far enough along to suggeft that
the trend is irreversible.

An additional important step, p icOation in administrative de-
cision making, is also proliferating 1.n4k,'10ignificant number of ways.
The establishment of the National Prison Center at the University of .

Iowa is a particularly noteworthy event in upgrading national recogni-
tion of prisoners' rights and needs. But even as we move forward in
extending these improvements, it is extremely important to keep in mind
that meeting human needs in a prison setting is doing it the hard way.
Institutionalization carries with it its own paralyzing side effects
and jeopardizes both prisoner and.keePer.

The Director of the Bureau of Prisons, Norman A. Carlson, put it
vividly when he wrote:

The deeper an offender becomes involved in correctional pro-
cesses, and the longer he.has to be locked up, however hu-
manely, the greater the costs to.society and the more diffi-
cult will be his successful reintegration into the community

(Carlson, 1972, p. 12).

. 1

The'preparation of a perso to live and functibn in the open socie
best be accomplished in an atmosphere ofdisciplined and structure
dom and activity.

Prisoners Share Our Basic nitive and Affective Ca abilities

y can
free-

The findings of Supiv n (1967), Pownall (1969), and the, U. S.
Department of Labor (19/71) all confirm 'what we had already learned from
the singularly impressive t wining accomplishments during World War II.
We know how to train people to perform even the most complex skills
within reasonably short tim- periods. It is not an insurmountable prob-
lem. Given normal or average intelligence, as measured by culture con-,
sistent tests, we are able to harness the cognitive forces of human in-
telligence.

like the definition of the cognitive domain which Gerhard (1971)
uses in her practical, teacher-oriented book:

The cognitive domain includes all behaviors which place primary
emphasis on the thinking and intellectual skillsof the pupil
(`p.. 89) .

With important, but nonetheless minor exceptions, we all seem to
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be eager and able to master basic cognitive skills. We learn to talk
and even to read and write frequently before the first school teacher
enters our lives. And if we don't, most of us still massage to function
and live and generally avoid significant encounters with law enforce-
ment authorities.

Much the same can be said about so called. affective or adaptive
skills. Gerhard (1971) give-s us an equally succinct and useful defini-
tion of the affective domain: "... (it) encompasses behaviors which are
essentially feelings, emotions, attitudes, appreciations, interests, and
v.Itues (p. 89)." '

Welearn to relate to our environment, institutions, groups, and
individuals at a fairly early' age. And even if we don-ft function at
optimum leve/s. we seldom fail because of deficiencies in these behav-
ior areas. We may be isolates, hostile, and even unemployed over long
periods of time but we,,clo not necessarily engage in the kind of self -

destructive behaviol---ittrieh invites imprisonment.

t

Punishment Priority Displace Providing Services to Meet Human Needs

We tend to reg'ar-d___ anti-social acts , labeled criminal behavior by

some (a harsh term for maiiyfc-r-i-nes" for which people are imprisoned),

as i f these cts were the results cif deficiencies *in cognitive or af-

fective skills alone. In addition, many of us 'have a disconcerting hab-

it of lumping al-1 "criminals" into a sin e group. The thirty-year-old

woman, raped y her. own father at eight , and in trouble with the aw at

ten, and in a d out of training school's, foster homes and jails, nd

'now in prison for prostitution 'a "pushing dope," does not prese t the

!same problem as a young man (poo 'or neglected, bored, and uoyed

up by beer and buddies, who steal
accidentally kills a pedestrian. B

fessional law breaker who makes a livi

a car
h are q

from o

goes on a joy ride and
-tedifferent from the pro-

anized crime enter-
"crime-,in the streets"prises. -*Yet if you listen to many discussi

and "law and order," very little distinction is made among the individ-
uals who comprise the criminal group. One wo think that everyone in.

prison or jail is a rapist, a murderer, an armed fe o FLUterilOnal

criminal or some other variety of predatory monster.

Present practices of taking disturbed or inadequate people, partic
ularly children and young adults, obviously unable to cope with the de-
mands of an urban society and locki-ng them up in an environment which
further alienates them and which in no way provides them with alterna-
tive coping mechanisms is, I suggest, manifestly irresponsible. And .

then when a person released from this debilitating enfironment. resorts

to the same or worse behavior as before him imprisonment, we blame him
and punish him again; our collective action begins to border on being

downright dangerous.-

Ryan (1971) suggests that blaming the victim is arrived at "sub-

consciously" as a compromise that apparently satisfies both our self-'

interest and our charitable concerns. We cannot bring ourselves to
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attack the system that has been so good to us personally, and yet we .want
so badly to be helpful to the victim of social and economic injustice
that we find fault with the victim and strive to "rehabilitate" him in-
stead of the conditions which guaranteed the development of his anti-
social behavior.

TAse are tough words 'and tough concepts to deal with. Anyone who
even hypothesizes these kinds of principles runs the critical risk of
being labeled a "Bleeding Heart" or a congenital &Do Gooder." I accept
both risks and will proceed under their burden.

Failure to Meet Human Needs Generates Further Anti-Social Behavior

Unless we realize that people caught up in the criminal justice sys-
tem are, for the most part, products of social, econ ic, physical and
emotional environments almost guaranteed to produce nti-social behav-
ior, we cannoticome to grips with human concerns inv lved in working with
offenders. It is easy enough to argue that many peo le "overcome" com-
parable handic ps aMd do not resort to "criminal beh vior" and, there-
fore, somethin is intrinsically "wrong" with those ho cannot overcome
them. But are-any ltwo backgrounds, any two lives re lly identical?
And what of th elehlent of luck; at the very least it plays a part in
that first enco nter with the law--be it in the form of a receiving home,
a local jail," o an Lndividlal policeman.

Aichhorn (x955) traces the individual socialization process and
concludes that none of us could have learned to traverse "The long road
mankind has travelled in attaining the present cultural level . . . id

the short span . . . of growing up . . . without a lot of help from par-
ents, friends, family, teachers, and others.",

Aichhorn (1955) also points out how, if our realities are unaccept-
able, we escape into fantasy. Correctional staff describe, in g.reat de-
tail, the immaturity of prisoners, their unrealistic goals, their super-
stories about life on the street, their inability "to make ft" in the
"real" world. These prisoner fantasies tell us a lot. Nothing in the
deprived life of many of them has served to teach them to survive in an
alien culture - -the middle class, work-a-day world--in which most of us
are comfor able. Combine this deprivation with the harsh reality'and
horror be ng in prison and we can begin to appreciate the need to

ize an to seek out escapes fr6m reality. If, as Aichhorn sug-
gests,,life periences force us to conform to reality, and education
to conform t wour particular culture, then we begin to'see the need for
some practica alternative to current modAs of incarceration if we are
to - program pr soners for t e achienieht of socialization goals. Af-

fective learn ng requires uman models, active interpersonal relations-,
and prolonged continuous reinforcing experiences. A very, pertinent

study of suc ssful persons\from disadvantaged backgrounds underscores
the conclu on that if a person is to see himself in a positive light,
a ;.o. and capable$ and to see the world as providing opportunities and
rewards, it comes as a res1lt of a long series of positive experiences
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beginning at birth (U. S. Department of Labor, 1970).

Institutions,arejlot the Best Vehicle to Provide Human Services

There is some evidence that positive and meaningful relationships
are sometimes developed between an individual prisoner and a particular
staff member. They are, fOr the most part, unplanned and unstructured
,spinoffs from ptimary responsibilities and- functions. The Federal
Bureau of Prisons and various state correctional systems have introduced_
an expanded role for some correctional_0.f.imea An atempt fortA-
ize these /kinds of efforts. Correctiartskofficers have taken on coun-
seling re possibilities as they deliberately attempt to have a positive
impact o 4 prisoner value systems and resultant behaviors. The lock-step
of priso life goes on, however, even in the best of institutions. Work
habits, human relationships, physical and social development are stunted.
And as Carlson (1972) so aptly suggests, the longer the time served, the
greater the chances for the on-set of irreversible paralysis.

Grosser (1968) suggests that with proper and careful arrangements
of prisoner Nand staff-groupings, prisons can provide resocialization ser-
vices. Galtung (1968) suggests that we could design an institution de-
voted to the resocialization goal alone. Many question these hypotheses.

Can human needs really be served by institutions? . Many say no.
They argue, persuasively, that at the beginning of the criminal justice
continuum we must abandon the use of jails and prisons -- sometimes eu-
phemistically called Detention Centers, Training School, or
ters--and place difficult youngsters and troubled adults with people,
either in actual family units or in (5 or 6) groupings. At the
terminal point of the continuum, these same people argue, the habitual
or so-called "hardened" criminalmust be allowed to live out his yeks,
in custodyif need be, but as a human being. His human needs must be
respected. The price for whatever wrongs, he has committed is his loss
of freedom. ..If that isn't price enough, the deviance may be in the eye
of the beholder, not the 'prisoner.

, New wAlternatives Mus be Pursued

For ElE6-Se-re'sse it is important to start to think in ,terms of
new alternatives at significant points in the criminal justice _system.
Pfe--comm-itment diversion programs can serve a large number of first of-.
fenders and offender participants in victimless Crimes. These people
can be plac7d in other than prison situations which can proVide genuine
opportunities for the deVelopment of positive coping mechanisms. The
Federal Bureau ofTrisons, recognizing this important need, requested
and received legislative authority to use. federal halfway houses as
halfway in 'as well as halfway out centers. This-means.that courts can
commit certain,offenders to halfway house situations ratherthan to
prisons. ,
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If it is necessary to lock people up, their human needs mustdic-
tate the manner in which, gervices re delivered. Changes required 'n
the present system run the entire gamut and impact on all, aspects f the

criminal justice system; the required changes are interrelated an .in-
terdependent.- It does little good to make the prison itself sensitive I
to human needs, if the police, the jails, the courts, the probation and
paroling, authorities and the communities themselves are not equally sen-
sitive.

Post-Release is a Critical Phase

Grinker and Spiegel (1945) in t eir fascinating study of, airmen
during World War II discuss some of the concerns and anxieties experi-
enced by the men as they faced demobilization. To a man, each identi-
fied that the things they wanted most was to go home; just like men in
prison. Each man sweats out his last few missions, the time until the
parol board hearings, or the actual release date. ,Waiting gives him
too much time for reflection; he grows anxious and restless. When at
long last he gets home he iRS peculiarly dissatisfied and disturbed.
Nothing that Mappers 14),T,et' tip to this expectations. Fuss and excite-
ment die down, he begins tolenvy the civilian, his job, his "belonging"
and "belongings." Re- establishment of sexual life is not easy. The re-

,, tUrm. algairmen (prisoners?) suspect their women of unfaithfulness. Home
......

....
/A ..

I may have more than enough gratifi'cations for the average person, but

their hunger and needs are imposslible of immediate satisfaction. Old
conflicts and hccstilities are renewed.

If the individual airman has sufficient normal adaptive functions
ilTii-es-er-, the passage of time resolves the turmoils and he is "rein-
tegrated into American Life" (Grinker and Spiegel, 1945', p. 188). But
what, as in the case of almost all offenders and few airmen, if there
is no reserve oz bank of "normal adaptive functions" to call upon?

v."....vivvvwewroWvorwpwr

We mu open our minds to the many parallels around us. We under-
stand i support the structured reintegration of the returning service-

and many others, who for one reason or another, return home after
a prolonged absence. This understanding and support is not generapy
extended to released offenders. We send most of them home with a few
dollars in their pockets and a sink or swim farewell. The absence of
post-release supportive services for the averSge offender is critical.

There are many models we could build on. But the crucial point is
that contact with law enforcement procedures must not worsen the human
condition of the individual offender. And each must be placed in situ-
ations where he can acquire the skills necessary for survival in the
dominant reality, the free world, not prison.

Conclusion

Have you ever noticed the manner in which traffic comes to a halt
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or starts moving,t one side in a very uncharacteristic disdiplined fash- -

ion when tbe sound of a siren cuts through the air? I witnessed amost
unusual coMbination of events during a cold porning this past winter.
The sound Of a siren was heard in the distance during, a heavy early
morning traffic rush. Some of the bumper-to-bumper traffic amazingly
created a ath,for an on-coming ambulance. When, at one point, the
traffic failed to make a large enough operling, the ambulance cut across
traffic into the opposite lane and breathtakingly managed to weave in and
out of traffic coming in the opposite direction, deftly cutting back in-
to the proper lane as openings became available. I sat in my car watch-
ing the fascinating scene. Suddenly, the ambulance came to a dead stop.
A school bus with silent but Bashing red lights warned the ambulance of
the presence of children getting on or off the bust The ambulance couldn't
safely cut around the s =.Y -bust Various "METRO" construction holes and
equipment_h1nrked e ossibility. The ambulance was immobilized for
a full precious mi ute or two and didt.'t move until the school bus driv-
er, sfrnsing what was happening, came out of the bus, hurried the children
to the sidewalk and motioned the ambulance to proceed.

A society and a culture which has developed this kind of sensitivity
,

and concern for human life i ready tp find alternatives to pri-sons.

T
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HUMAN CONCERN FORTHE OFFENDER

Jerry 0. Nielsen
Nevada State Department of Education

Carlson City, Nevada

Introduction"

0

, Despite fear, rising public concern, and pledges to redpce crime
while restoring law and order-rdespite vast increases in funds for crime
control, erharged police forces, tougher laws and court protedures, we
are still losing the battle against crime;--and we have no overall stra-
tegy to reverse the,process. The recidivism rate among offenders re-.
leased from some institutions.has reached the scandalous 75 percent. The
'young offender constitutes our greatest single crime prOblem. There are
many things predictable about offenders:

1. The correctional process he goes through,will not rehahili-
tate him, and indeed, may do him mores harm than good;

2. He will commitanother crime within several years-of re-
lease; and

3. The next crime will be more serious, perhaps more violent
than the preceding one. '

It seems overwhelmingly clear that our,number one priority in war
on crime should be rehabilitation of the people now under' correctional_
controls.' Every dollar spent on rehabilitation has a potential for-Fe--
ing-more cost effective in terms of reducing crime than a dollar spent
in any other area of the national endeavor, We do,pot have to send out
a search party to find out who will be committing crimes this year Dr
.next' year or the next. We already have their names and addresses. We
have a highly identifiable target population, and we are, it "seems,,

throwing away a supreme opportunity for helping the individual who com-,
mits crimes in this country: tf we believe that wg have in essence:...4/
correctional.setting, one ttat-sincerely is rehabilitatiVe in nature,

pthe7 we muse recognize that a majority of serious offenders in this
country are being "corrected for the second, third, or fourth time."
Thi's must dispel the contempOrary notion that the institutions called
"prisons" are in any way rehabilitating-Or changing, people.

The questions to he.answered tsiould seem to be:, "How do we and4that,
do we do to rehabilitate people?;" and "Does man's interaction with pri-
son environment shape attitudes and,values that reddte the rehabilita-
live procep?"

Aspects of Offender Behaviors
'

Like the goals and objectives of correctionalinstitutions, poli-
cies of such organizations are greatly influenced by conventional as-
sumptions concerning criminal behavior. Correctfbnal programs are Nk-
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founded on a public conception of criminal as a person, whoKhabitually
engages in deliberate misconduct~ fact the conception of malicious
intent is defined by statute. Alth\ugh concepts of criminal behavior
may be changing under a contemporary explanation of human conduct, it ins
clear that most of the opinion and official legal4do,ctrine still supports
the judicial notion that "criminals know the difference between right
and wrong" and that his choice is subject to voluntary control. Crimi-
nals and prisoners, in other words, are believed to be,capable of con-
formity, but are disposed to play the role of the rebel. Prisoners con-
sequently are expected to exhibit anti-social behavior and to be resis-,
tive and unruly in their contacts with correctional authorities.

To a degree, prisoners' roles are conditioned by the judicial as-
sumptions mentioned. These assumptions may be expected to strengthen
staff/inmate conflicts as well as negative attitudes of prisoners. The
prison world as seen from a conventional perspective is a world of con-
flict between forces of good and evil. Prisoners are expected.to exer-
cise their anti-social behavior if they can get away with it. Officers
are expected to be sentinels of a good society who carry the full author-
ity of the official community. So both try to play their respective
,roles in the correctional setting.

The current strategies for "reforming.," "rehabilitatigg," "treat-
ing," or "correcting," criminals-are to make available to inmates a var-
iety of facilities, academic and vocational training, medical care, re-
ligious instructions, counseling, parol,e planning, etc. The assumption,
it is said, is entirely up to the inmate to. take advantage of treatment
opportunities if he is so inclined. Behavio'r is still regarded pri-
marily as amatter of personal volition. The reorganization of atti-
tdaes and modifications of effective attachments to objects and persons
in the social environment are generally viewed as personal issues over
which prison polices have no control. 'These assumptions have precipi-,
qted the apathy pesees in correctional instittiqons--this must change!

,

Analysis of the Problem

,Today half a million or so persons are_behind bars, denied normal,
relationships, and are often treated by staff who have no training or
interest in rehabilitation. They are then put out on the Streets and
are expected to behave normally (nOn-delinquently) whereupon policemen
must go about Catching a large percentage of those who are released and
then put them throUgh the same meaningless process. We seem to have dis-.
carded our sense of reality; we are somehow afraid to look at the truth
of the situation.

.);

Prevailing public ideas on causes of,criminality exert a very im-'
portant influence on the activities of correctional administrators. Ad-

ministrators regard themselves as representatives of the broader commu-
nity when they deal with the criminal/inmate. Correctional officials

carry a public trust and their duties and responsibilities are defined
for them.in terms of conventional beliefs concerning the delinquent
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behavior., Thus, the objectives and policies of the correctional insti-
tutions are largely reflections of the beliefs and values that are in-
digenous to-he broader community.

If institutional objectives deviate far, from the broader community
objectives, there is bound to be an encounter between community and cor-
rectional settings. Consequently, the assessment of chAge'or trends in
public expectattons is an important task to the correctional official.
To the extent that social attitudes of the broader community are sup-
portive of, confused, or contradictory to correctional objectives, it
may be expected that corrections policies will reflect these societal
confusions and contradictions. This must change!

It seems that a systematic and convincing rationale for the use of
"modern methods of therapy" has not yet made its way into the philoso-
phy of correctional administration. In many cases, treatment programs
are primarily designed to:

1. Bolster staff and inmate m9rale;

2. Institutionalize rewards for obedience and conformity;
3. Improve houlekeeping practices; and
4. Serve any other' identifiable custodial function.

The relationship of,treatment to the acceptance of civilian respon-
sibility after the inmate is released from the institution gets less
attention than the Immediate effects of the, treatment upon problems of,,
prison mdnagemant7,-This does not lend itself to a humane system. We
must move in the direai-on of the systems being notonly humane, but to
the point where iCdirects and redirects the behavior of persons insti-
tutionalized and where that direction and redirection is focused on help-
ing the inmate become a productive member of society. The systembould
not be traditionally characterized by formal education, although-educa-
tionwould have to 'play a' major part in any Tehabilitatiye,-IfOgram.

Prison experiences would'appear to be a conc§-ntration of stimuli
adapt'ed to develop delinquent interest, attitudes,k values, and appre-
ciations. The-experience produces the effect. ,12100e attitudes, values
and behavior patterns exhibited by inmates in correctional facilities
meet our (correctional personnel) rehabilitative expectations? Do'the
attitudes, values and behavior patterns developed through the inmates'
interaction in environment (prison) need to be negative? How can the
environment be a positive influence on behavior? We might adcmplish
the task of "rehabilitation" or move along the path toward a rehabili-
tative environment if we begin to identify and respoMd (educationally)
to the affective domain of behavi\Dr.

Importance of Human Concern for the Offender

Maturing individuals, Oracularly in their adolescent years, de-
velop attitudes and value syS''tems that often remain unchanged even when

grey become adults. Sometimes the attitudes and values they adopt result
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in their failure to become productive units, in society. This is what
mostly happens to inmates in correctiona,krinstitutions. ft* must be ar-

gued that each individual has a right to develop his set of values and
live by them. It may be argued equally well that individuals who have
values fr removed from the effective norms of society Often become
harmful to society or, at best; useless members'of the group. We have
decided that we do not need useless members (delinquents) in our social
group; however, we do not want to eradicate them. Consequently, we do
the obvious thing and segregate them from Society as a whole. We must,
therefore, make an effort to insure that the organism does not continue
to be parasitic, but in'fact, is able to survive without using society
as its host'.

Every individual has a set of attitudes, values, and interests which
exist in his subconscious or, in most cases, are poorly defined. Oho of
the most useful goals we could have as correctio e ucators would be to
work with people to assist them inidentifyin and - examining their values,
attitudes, and interests; and to change the if the individual, (we as-
sume that he understands) decides other attitudes, values, and interests
would be more desirable and useful to him and would not infringe upon
the eights of others. All educators haveksome difficulty in identifying
or answering the questions), "How do people develop values?" '"Haw do
people develop attitudes? "What attitudes and'values should a person
choose?" "And why?" Whatever the answers may be or wherever the an-
swer may be, we must seek them out.

People are not housed in cDrrectional facilities beCaUse they did
not develop the cognitive skill of adding two plus two. They are in cor-
rectional institutions because they bet-lave in a way which is riot accept-
able by society. This behavior has a direct correl,ation with the atti-
tudes, values, appreciations, and adjustments of individuals are also
altered. Altering behavior should 'be our number erne priority.

.Bringing About Effective Change

'Inmates are individuals. We do not want them cast. in the same mold,
but we do Want to develop their individual potentiAl in a positive Way to
the fullest extent. All individuals should posseis.s minimally acceptable
attitudes, values, and adjustments 'related t being able to respond posi-
tively to their environment.

There turrently seems, to be 4 "credibility gap" between the desired
objective or obfretives (rehabilitation) and the observed behavior. There'
is a tremendous gap between the stAtedinstitutional objectives and stu-
dent behavior that will be accepted as evidenced by the objective as be-
ing achieved 1F,

If 0e-would turn our'attention tb a priority education system with .

'primary emphasis in the affective domain, with the secondary emphasis be -,
ink; the cog6itIve and psychomotor areas, we would be on.a paph leading
to a mepingful change for rehabilitation. The following is an overview '
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of what'is involved in the affecfli/e domain in education. The affective
behavioral yariables are defined as interests, attitudes, values, appre-
ciations, and adjustments of the individual. -The affective domain, em-
hasizing, the emotional processes, begins with simple behaviors of re-

ving and responding and continues through a complex process of char-
\ac,t'a,,:zation. The following will be used to represent the affective do-

iables:

',.-- 1. - the learner%s awareness or passively 'attending
tot ain phenomena and stimuli (could be listening).

2. Respch g - tle learner complies to give an expectation
by att or reacting to certain stimuli or phenomena
(inter t)**.-,

3. a u ng - th'e.learner displays behavior consistent with
a siaglepelief or attitude in,situations where he is not
forced to comply or obey (internal commitment consistent
with external behavior).

4. Organiation - the learner is committed to a set of values
as displayed by behavior (successful internalization of
the values).

5. Characterizatipn - total behavior of'the learner is,con-
sistent withthe values he has internarized (philosophy
of li '(e total behaving as you believe) .

If society has any human concern foy the offender, it must not treat
the symptoms of the problem, but must in faCt treat the problem. That
problem involves.; people's atptitudes, values, interests, appreciations,
'and adjustments.AOffznders are people and we must perceive the offender
rather than theldffense; the person before we view the diagnostic label;
onfidence anciencouragement rather than little hope;, treatment as human
ings rather than things to be manipulated.

t has ben said that it is far easier to hate crime than the crimi-
nal; ca ure him; look him in the face; he is us; our children, our broth-

and, our siltters. We created him. Human compassion for other humans
Is grill -a-most important eqUation to rehabilitation and should move us
to do more cif- at is not only necessary, but huMane to help offenders
rejoin society.as nstrd'st,i.ve,human beings. Can correctional education
really respond,to the impertant educational needs? Everyone has been
saying the only important "change agent" in prison is the classroom and
the teacher.

Only through correctional edu ational renewal (new priorities and
. strategies) witl the education system be able to-rpond to the real
needs of the iticarcerated.
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Introduction

Most, if not all, personnel in the field of corrections would prob-
ably agree that offenders should be communicated with and related to in
human ways. Likewise, there would probably be overwhelming support for
the belief th&t all human beings, including those labeled as offenders,
should be treated humanly. Agreement and support for these two proposi-
tions would be apparent at least at an intellectual level. What we say
or what we believe, of course, is not always congruent with.our behav-
ior--what we do. No doubt there is always some discrepancy between ver=
balizations and behavior. The relationship is never perfeot, but-an ex-

, treme discrepancy between behavior and beliefs or verbalizatiOns is a
matter .of importance and grave concern..\

Inconsistencies throughout'our soci ty are not infrequent.. An in-
diftdual may value freedom of the indivi ual, for example, but become
enragedat "hippies." .Equality may be preached by those whO will move
if a black family moves next door. The p4otester may carry a sign pro-
claithing "love and peace" while he throws rocks at a policeman. The
correctional officer may speak of rehabilitation in an environment that
is phimarily custodial and punishing. Many such inconsistencies may im-
ply a lack of humannessor a lack of concern for human beings.

It appears that offenders havenot in general been treated in hu-
man ways'.' Programs for both juveniles and adults usually focus upon a,
philosophy of custody and punishment. _Approaches to the offender which
primarily emphasize custody and punishment not only ppear to be inefr
fective, but also seem to show little, if any, human oncern for offend-
ers. Even in situations where. the philosophy of an in titution states

-on paper that its goal is rehabilitation, this is no gtiarantee that there
is human concern for the offender. Behavior toward offenders is most
likely a more accurate index of humanness than written or staked goals,
or verbalizations about rehabilitation.

It is ironic that the' title of this paper'focuses on human concerns
for the "offender." It might be more appropriate for the focus to be on:
"Human Concerns for the Person Who Also'Happens to Be an Offender.", The
offender is a human being -he or, h,?. is a person! He or she4s a per-
son first, and'anLoffender second. .The statement seems simple enough,
but is it? DO correctional personnel or the general public really be-
lieve it or practice it? Are "offenders" seen as persdns?' It appears
often that to perceive the offender as an "offender" may result ,in. some
of the following: a concern primarily about.the offense,; rather than-.
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the person; a concern about diagnostic labels, rather than the person;
a belief that there is little, if any, hope for change or rehabilitatioh,
rather than encouragement and confidence; communication that is imper-
sonal, rather than personal; treatment of the offender as an "object,"
to be manipulated or who will manipulate, rather than as a person; per-
ceiving the offender as untrustworthy; rather than as trustworthy.

Frequently, the cus is on d fferendes, father than similarities.
Perceiving offenders s completely ifferent from non - offenders tends to
deny similarities' bet een all human beings. That differences may exist
is,noi denied, but the importance of the differences may be questioned.
To the extent that 'a f u on differences serves to separate the offend-

, er from others, humanness will' most likely .be lacking. It might be noted
that in at least some cases the, difference between the offender and -non-
oiffender may be simply that the offerider got caught, or that he was poor,
and, therefore was unable to provide fOrother means of avoiding insti-
tutionalization. . .

Regardless of differences, all human beings share similarities.
Whether or not a person is.abeled as an offender, it appears that all
hurdan beings in this society share some basic needs. Among the basic
needs listed by Maslow (1970) the, following are given: physiological,

safetyeesteem, affection, love, acceptance, belongi'ngness, and self -
actualization., Offenders, as well as all others, share these needs.
Weinstein and Fantini D970), ih their study and work with disadvantaged
children, found that the "fundamental concerns of poor children were
shared ,by children from more.privileged'families--in fact by all people,
adults'and children (p. .67)." These concerns were.related to (1) self-
image, (2) 4isconnectedness, "a wish to establish a connection with so.-
ciety at la /ge, to know where one fits in'the scheme of things (p. 39),"

and (3) control over one's own life. They 'further'note that though the
concerns may be identical for different people, they may be manifested
differently "depending upon the social forces affecting the,children
(p. 40) ." Regardless of how people manifest their basic concerns or at-
tempt to meet basic needs, it appears that 411 people share Some
larities. 'Differences appear to be :snore a.matter of methods uSekto meet go

needs than of differences in actual needs or,concerns. Offenders are
human beings.

A major assumption of this paper is that all human beings need and
deserve to be treated with dignity and respect as persons of worth, re-
gardless of their circumstances.,- labels, problems, or- difficulties. That

this is hot always easy is apparent. That,it is necessary and possible
is likewise apparent. To relate to those whONwe like, who share our
values,who like us, and who are similar to us in-various ways is no
great task. The challenge-is to behave humanly toward those who'differ
from us.

Humdh s and Human Concern'

BehaJing. towards other with human concern involves such aspects

N,
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as the following: understanding others from their point of view; com-
municating concern, acceptance, and caring; relating in genuine, auther-
tic ways, being constructively honest; developing a relationship of mu-
tual trust and confidence; and focusiag on the personal growth and de-
velopment of the other person. It is, in essence, a helping or facili-
tative relationshi in which ersons treat each other as " ersons" ra-
ther than as "objects" or "things." The affective dimension--feelings,
values, emotions--is emphasized. It appears that in interpersonal com-
munication in general the affective is often denied or ignored. Offend-
ers have feelings and values. Udderstanding him or her involves not on-
ly dealing with ideas, thoughts, or verbalizations, but also focusing on
feelin s and values. Ironically, this is appropriate for all human be-
ings! o questions will be explored in this paper:

(1) l at does current research 'indicate concerning the neces=
sity and importance of human concern?

(2) What approaches might be considered, in achieving greater
huMarCconcePn? , 1.

The Necessity, and Importance of Human Concern

Recent research has indicated that helping of facilitation in gen-.
eral has been severely inadequate, Carkhuff and Berenson (1967) view
our society as failing to provide psychological human nourishment. Re-
search reported by Carkhuff apd Berenson is sobering. In a number of

laymen,
various helpers, including such groups as the general public,

laymen, and professional helpers, it was found that on the average these
groups did not meet even minimal facilitative levels in helping another
per n. In other worsjs, in gtleral, helpbrs of various kinds were re-
lating to the person:being offered help-"in ways that were below the mini-:

mum level in order to help someone. ,6n p five-point scale, the minimal
. level was '3.0. Few of the groUpszreached ap average level of 2.0. A
helper at level 2 was described as responding to superficial feelings,
ignoring deeper feelings, communicating little positive regard, display-
ing a lack of concern or Interest for the other person, and usually re-
sponding in terms of,--a prescribed role.

. A most threatening aspect o his research is that it appears that
most helpers tend to respond in thi-g may--professionals'as well as lay- .

_men. Another upsetting finding by Carkhuff and Berenson (1967) is, that
all human relationships may have either constructive or destrUctive
feets. They state:

Thus, in significant counseling and psychotherapy, teacher-
student, or parent-child relationships, the consequences may
be constructive or deteriorative on intellective as well as
psychological indexes, In addition, there is extensive evi-
dence to indicate that', to a large degree, the facilitative
or retarding effects can be accounted for by a core of dimen-
sions which are shared by all human processes, independent of

theoretical orientation (p. 4).
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In essence, then, all human processes/may be.helpfurior harmful. We

. may harm as well as help. People may be worse off after contact than

at the beginning. To a large extent whether or not a process is facili-
tative or retarding is related to the extent to which such dimensions as
empathic understanding, nonpossessive warmth, genuineness, and,concrete-
ness of eRlitsion are present. These conditions or dimensions are basic

to effectiVe facilitative relationships. Patterson (1'970) points, out

that these are basic to all good interpersonal relationships.

These conditions were defined by Patterson (1970) in a paper pre-
senting a model for counseling and other facilitative relationships.
First, empathic understanding includes understanding from another per-
fonts frame of reference, knowing what the other person means, begi.ng
sensitive to another's current feelings, and communicating understanding
to another. Second, nonpossessive warmth refers to a nonjudgmental, non-
possessive caring for another, valuing another as a person, without con-

ditions. Third,'genuineness means congruence of the helper who is open,

honest, sincere, rather than "playing a role." This is not an unrestrict-
ed genuineness, rather the emphasis is upon being genuine in a non-des-
tructive manner. 'Fourth, concreteness of expression means that the help-
er and person being helped deal with specific feelings, experiences or
behavior,.ratber than focusing upon abstraction or generality.

Other conditions have also been reported. No doubt future research

will yield more infoAnatioriConcerning conditions which are related to

effective facilitation. But, in terms of current evidence, it is obvi-

ous that facilitation or helping is not solely'the realm or responsibil-

,ity of the professional. The dimensions or conditions are important to

all of us who are attempting to be more effective helpers--whether,we
are teachers, counselors, parents, correctional officers, correctional

counselors, wardens, or chaplains--whether our setting is the home, the

school, or the prtson-,whether we are professionally trained,or laymen.
As Truax and CarkhUff ('1967.) state, "the person who is able to communi-

cate warmth, genuineness, and accurate pathy is more effective in in-

terpersonal relationships regardless of e goal of the interaction

(p..116-117)."

Truax and Mitchell (1971) after reviewing a number of'studies state'
that results indicate that 'ftherapists or counselors who are empathic,
nonpossessively warm'in attitude, and genuine, are indeed effective

(p. 310)." They add that the findings hold for a variety of counselors,
regardless of training or theoretical approach, and for a wide variety

of clients (college underachievers, juvenile delinquents, hospitalized
Schizophrenics, out - patient neurotics,' college counselors, and a variety

of hospitalized patients). Also, the findings hold for a variety of

contexts as well as individual or group counseling. It is further poin-

ted out that evidence

suggests that low levels of'accurate empathy, nonpossessive
warmth, and genuineness are important factors leading to de-

terioration. Similarly, extreme improvement appeari to be

'strongly related to high levels of therapeutic conditions
(Truax and Mitchell:, I9712'p, 310).
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It'appears.to be clear that dimensions 'such as empathy and concreteness
are important and basic to-any helper in any situation with any pprson
he is attempting to help.- All persons need and can benefit from facili-
tative relationships, including those who are labeled as "offenders."

The effective helper, whether correctional officer, counselor, so-
ciologist, or teacher, appears to be a person who,offers high levels of

. facilitation. It is apparent that the trained Per se are not the only
persons whd can be facilitative. Carkhuff (1969), for example, points
out that there is extensive evidence that "lay personA can effect sig., -

nkficant constructive changes in the clients whom they see (p. 6)." He

also notes that there is "extensive evidence that lay persons can be
trained _to ,fdnction at minimally facilitative levels of conditions re-

, latea to constructiveclient change over relatively short periods of
time (p. 4).". That we all can improve--be more highly facilitative--
is not only encouraging, but also an indichtion of hopefulness for the

future.

The difference between an effective and ineffective helper is ob-
viously not simply a matter of his formal training or of hi& techniques.
Combs', Avila, and Purkey (1971),'on the basis of extensive research,
,state that effective and ineffective helpers differ in their beliefs.
There were differences betwe'en the effective and ineffective helpers in
terms of their beliefs or perceptions about what people are like, as
well as beliefs about the helper's self- concept, his,puiposes, and his

approach to the task. Some of these differences appear to be extremely

relevant to human concerns for the offender. For example, effective
helpers saw others as-.able to de.al with their pioblemsl rather than un-
able; as friendly, rather than threatening; as worthy rather than un-
worthy; as dependable, rather than as undependable. In terms of pur-

poses, effective helpers saw their purpose as freeing otherq, rather
than controlling: Their..apprftch was directed more toward people than

things.

Possibly a begiiing point in terms of approaches to achieving
greater human concern is to Ask the folliwingt types of questions:

-(1). To what extent do I offer conditions of empathy, nonpos-
,sessive warmth, genuineness; and concreteness to offend-
ers? 4

(2) Ho% do I 'perceive or what do I believe about offenders in.
.terms of suoh Variables as able unable, friendly-unfiiend-

.

ly, worthy-umworthy,bdependable-undependaBle?

These are not, easy questiogs with which to deal. It is much.too'easy

to see ourselves as we watlt,to.see.ourselves regardless of the accu-

crate ',c9f our perceptions. What approaches might be considered?

Approaches to Achieving Greater Human Concern

Another majormajor aSsumptionrOf this paper is that- the starting place
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for achieving greater human concern is-to begin with the helper. Too
frequently it appears that recomendations focus upon understanding the
.offender: his problems, his envkronmtnt, his values. Though this is
important, the focus here. is for the helper to begin by examining and
exploring his own values, assumptions, perceptions, beliefs, stereotypes,
pre'judices, fears, or uncertainties. Self-awareness and self-understand-
ing, oprhaps, will assist in understanding the offender. Leonard (1970),
for example, states:

The "race problem" is not something "out there" that we can
fix or hire an expert to fix. We find that we must change
ourselve . . . . For today and tomorrow every "solution"
is persona , dwelling not entirelS, "inside" . . . nor en-
tirely 'out ider . . . but in the interaction of the two
(p. 40).

It appears that problems in corrections can: also be perceived in terms
of personal solutions. Carkhuff (1969) states that "if the elper can-
not actualize his own potentials, he cannot enable anoth to do so

Self - Understanding. It is recommended that the helper looks,_first,
at himself. What types of assumptions bare implied by our behavior toward
an offender? Even though our statements may indicate human concern, does
our behavior imply concern? Not infrequently, the following types of
statements have been voiced in staff development or training sessions:

(1) If, yOu don't punish people, they won t learnthey won't
learn to accept responsibility.

(2) The problem with this place is that we're too easy on
the kids.

(3) Only 107, of these people will ever make it--they'll be
back..

Such staeme s'-imitly-beliefs, perceptions, and assumptions about peo-

ple. We tend to ehave as we perceive. The .helper who perceives ofc

[enders as needing p -i,s.hment, stiffer controls, or as unable to change

will ten4 to behave difPrelitl. y toward offenders than the helper who holds
contrary beliefs and pexCeptions. An extreme over-emphasis on security
implies that others cannot be trusted, Unfortunately, others may Some-
times tend to behave as they are perceived- -thus, creating a vicious
cycle.

Our assumptions, beliefs, and perceptions of others are important
,.aspects of the way in which we communicate and relate to offenders.
Prejudices and sterotypes Rrbvide barriers to trnt:ftve he'ping.
nostic labels, such as anti-social tendencies or sociopathic, may serve
to assist in maintaining distance between sta.mcad-helpers and offend-
crs.. An offender is not a sociopath--a label=-he is a person. To,
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him as a sociopath or a psychotic may prevent the possibility 'of relat-

ing to him humanly with empathy, respect, and genuineness. It is appar-

ent that these qualities are basic to helping.

There are a number of ways to attempt` to examine one'slown assump-

tions, beliefs, or perceptions. First, helpers might participate in some

type of group process activity whether this is labeled as group discus-

sion, group experience, or sensitivity training. It is assumed that par-

ticipation is.voluntary; that the purpose of the experience is facilita-

tive, rather than punitive; and that the atmosphere is open, non-threat=

ening, non-evaluative, and based upon mutual trust,. The leader of a group

experience is expected to offer the,same conditions to staff as would be

expected that staff offer to offenders. A second approach is to parti-

cipate in some type of training program which focuses upon the core di-

mensions in order to improve relationships or interpersonal communication

skills. A third possibility would be to utilize audio and/or video.type

to examine behavior in teaching, counseling, or in talking with offenders.

A fourth possibility is to obtain feedback from offenders regarding their

perceptions of staff via a questionnaire, or even, discussion with'them.

It should'be noted that the staff member will unded4tedly reefve infor-

mation from all of these sources which is positive. All feedback will

not be negative. Both are important.

v.,

Understanding Others. A second major approach to achieving greater

human concern focuses upon understanding the offender. Understandilig

does not mean a careful analysis and study of his case-record. this

paper, understanding relates to empathy- understanding the other person

from his internal point of view. In essence, attempting t. see things

"through his eyes." It involves not only understanding is ideas and

thoughts, but also his feelings, values, and emotion What do things

mean to him? How' does he perceive?

Understanding empathically is viewed as basic to facilitation. Em-

pathy in and of itself may not always be sufficient for change to occur,

but it is necessary, whatever methods or approaches are utilized by a

helper. Empathic understanding provides a necessary basis for the selec-

tion and utilization of specific methods in terms of helpee or client

change.

In,general, it appears that we tend tniew others externally from

-our own point-of view without attempting to understand how or why another

perceives or behaves from his point of view. Likewise, the behavior of

another seems often to be _evaluated in terms of "good," "bad," "right,"

or "wrong," especially when his behavior contradicts our own values or

appears to us to be irrational. Yet, if we could see "through the other

person's eyes," we might, discover that what appeared to be irrational

is understandable if viewed from another perspective For example, at

a staff"training meeting in_a forestry camp setting, a detailman agreed

that youngsters should be happy and appreciative--"after all they have

the heautiful outdoors, fresh air, and surroundings to enjoy." But, to

the ward, regardless of the beauty, this place was a "jail."
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There are a number of ways to attempt to achieve greater understand-
, ing of the offender. First, and of most importance, is to r,listen to the

offender. Listening is not the same as talking to him. Neither is it
necessarily the same as hearing him. The emphasis on listening and
lwaring from his point of view--trying to see things and understand as
he gees and understands--trying to "put yourself in his shoes." It is
possible to talk, or to hear; but fail to understand.

Second', reading and discussing information about the subCulture of
ithe ofrfender might also be helpful'. Textbooks might be considered, as
well as autobiographies, biographies, non-fiction,-and fiction (which --
abound in any paper7back`bookstore). Third, direct contact with the sub -
culture and its people offers another exPerience'toassist in under-

, standing.

"Q,

Any or all of these might be beneficial, but one resource, the of-
fender, is immediately available. It is assumed that establishing a re-
lationship of mutual trust, sincerity, openness, and honesty is an im-

portant first stell,in communicating effectively. That communication is
not always effective is N)parent.

Avoiding Defensiveness in Communication. A third approach ta, a-

chieving greater human concernis through attempting to avoid behavior
Which increases defensiveness between the staff member and the offender.
Defdnsiveness or threat, according to Patterson (1965)1results in "with-
drawal, resistance, aggressionor other kinds of obstructing behavior
(p:11003)." Neither understanding nor facilitation is enhanced by with-
draWal.or aggression. The defensive person may withdraw, resist, or be..
come aggressive; all of these circumstances are detrimental to listening,
undetstanding, or helpipg.

Rejection, moralization or humiliation can be expected to be detri-
mental rather than lielpful. Messages involving these can hurt, whether
the message is sene verbally or 'non-verbally. In many instances, it is

. not the message per se which isthe problem, but how it is sent. Non-
vJ,rbal behavior/which, implies thatthe offender is bad, worthless, or that
he is an "object," can be asdetrimental, if not more,so, than a verbal
message.

In discussing defensive communication, Gibb (1964) pointed out a
number of ways in which defensiveness can be increased., He notes the
following:/ (1) evaluation or judgment of the other, (2) using speech
to contro/ the other, (3) using strategems Or games, (4) lack of warmth
or Lence n for the other, (5) communicating superiority to the other,
and (6) aing dogmatic.

C appears that in general most people' including offenders, do, 114t

....1Lke 141' be,communicated with in these ways. Open, constructively honese,
eSnpathit, authentic communication that indicates concern for the other-.
.Ys n is preferred to condemnation, evaluation, dogmatism, or superior-

Many of the previous' suggestions, from a group experience t6tra7in-
g to feedback from,Afenders, may IA helpful in assisting in the ,
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Lmlarovemea of communication:

Some of the suggestions presented may be to some extent threatening.

It is sometimes threatening to-change. It is not easy to risk the pos-

sibility of seOpg that we may not he as we thought we were. But all

learning and ch"ange is notnecessarily threatening. Even where threat

is involved, the outcomes are worthwhile and rewarding.'

Summary

In summer the following points were emphasized:

(1) Human concern for the offender _involves relating to the
offender as a "person," rather than as an "object" or

"thing."

(2) Human concern involves establishing a facilitative
lationship with the offender as a first step to assist-
ing him regardless of the goal of the interaction.

(3) Research has indicated that the core dimbrisions and the,
beliefs or perceptions of the helper are impoktant as-
pects of effectiveness in helping, regardless, of set-
ting, training, theories, Or techniques of the helper.

(4) Approaches to achieving greater human conc.iorn included
self-understanding, understanding others, and improv-

ing communicating.

Today there is much concern in the field of corrections about the

necessity for change. Suggestions range from reducing the size of pop-

ulations of instilutions4to new architectural designs. Though these and

other changes are needed and important, there still remains the need for

improved interpersonal communication and relationships. Changirig size

and architecture will not necessarily result in treating the offender as-

a person. Human concerns for the offender., it appears, can best be ac-

complished by people relating to people ap "persons."
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HUMAN CONCERN FOR THE OFFENDER
v.

Harry H. Woodward, Jr.
W. Clement and Jessie V. Stone Foundation

Chicago, Illinois

As I was sitting down to begin the arduous process of committing
to paper the multitude of thoughts that roll so glibly off my tongue on
'this subject, an article by Dr. William Glaser titled The Civilized Iden-

, tity Society came to my attention. It is what is euphemistically called
a "think piece," and the author has managed to divide all of human his-
tory until now into three Phases so that he can make, the -point that we
are now entering a fourth phase of human development. Dr. Glaser is a

*rather interesting and controversial individual who has written two
books, Reality Therapy and Schools Without Failure,which I recommend to
you if you are not already familiar with them. Both of these books re-

, late to the topic,. under discussion wand prdvide food for thought--as well

as some indigestion:

In his article, Dr. Glaser uses a term "primitive survival society,"
04hicla I find particularly apt for. this discussion about offenders. He

states that'when this period existed, "man's primary goal in life was
Survival in a rigorous, often hostile,, environment . . Wien men failed
to cooperate with, one another, they suffered, and stometimes they died."

I am taking this out of context, but I,dp this because it describes ra-
ther exactly the,type of existence most' offenders lead, both ,before and
after a term in a correctional institutiOn.

Many offenders seem to grow up in an atmosphere where little love
exists either in the home or on the street. Consequently, they early

learn the rules of survival which include being extremely selfish and
self-centered to the exclusion of all. else. 'They will cooperate only
under,coercion by a more powerful authority than their own, and they

do this grudgingly. At an early age, they' become identified as trouble-
makers and school becomes a battleground where.-they are in conflict with
thdir teachers, principals and often their peers.

Just how large a -role the schools play in the formation of delin-
'qUency was illustrated for me,a few years ago by the Prolonged teachers
strike' in New York'City. ,While the strike was in progress, the juven-
ile detention homes in that city virtually wed out'of business. Run-

. aways from home and other behavior which led young people to be incar-

cerated declined dramatically and the police department considered shift-
ing ren from the juvenile division to higher problem areas. However, the

strike was settled, classes resumed, and the usual pattern of activity
for all. organizations I have.mentioned returned, to normal.

Errant behavior in schools leads almost asstredly'into conflict

with'htlier arms of authority, as 1 have Andicated'earlier. First, there

is the truant olficdr,..then the juvenile officer, juvenile'court, deten-

tion in a home," supervision'by a parole agent until finally, the
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individual winds up in an adult prison. By and large, they have reacted

hostilely at every step of this process and have been met-vithhosVlity--
in return. Let me say that it takes an almost superhuman ability Fb re -,
late humanely to many of the people caught up in'this cycle. They either
?eject outright any 'attempt to get close to them o'r feel that anyone who

does is a weak individual who should be waPked over. If they do decide

to accept help, they become so dependent as to be a burden and msut suf-

fer rejectiOn again.,

During the 14 years 4 have lived in,Chicao, I have been engaged ,

in virtually the entire spectrum of activity that affects an offender's.

life. I started off in Domestic Relations Court which is located in

Central Police Headquarters in Chicago. My next stop was as a community

organizer in several low income areas of the city. On one of these tour6

of .duty, I directed a poverty program where we had a summer program spec-

ifically designed to use 150 ex-offenders; When I came to my Present job

over 4 years ago, I thought,-with my background, I could step fairly eas-
ily onto the prison scene and work in that environment. It was not that

easy.

First of all, I had to become,acquainted with an entirely different

value system from the one existing on the Outside, even in the ghetto.
Let me give you an example., The main problem I have encountered in
ghetto areasin,Chicago is apathy' and lethargy. People tend to be fatal-

istic, and occasionally they try to break out of this pattern by'violence

against relatives, friends, and authority, us,ually represented by poliCe:

After this outburst, things quiet down until sufficient time has passed

for ,another outburst to occur.

I usually found former offenders to differ several ways 'from this

rattern. First of all, they were not as apathetic pr fatalistic as the.

other inhabitants. They tended to have more physical energy than other

resident's, and they,i4ould often work better once they were determined to

do so. Definitely they wouldn't follow orders as easily as regulAt work- '.,

ors, and they used to tax my powers of supervisibn regularly by,cluestion-'

ing just about everything we were doing. I had to learn to be much
rational and less arbitrary in dealing with them than with other igorkers.'

LE't me add that this is most trying for a supervisor witli.a'work schedule

to fulfill: I am probably as democratic its most other supervisors, but

I, didn't spend 'nn undue amount Of time consulting with staff before cat-,

rying out a decision. I think I may have adjusted fairly well, since.wv

tended 'to get our projects completed with the ex-offenders in a.reason-

able time. Almost certainly, however, many of theex-offenders run, into
supervisors who are not inclined to explain every decision and find it

easier to fire a questioning worker and hire a more docile type.

For' many people who.have grown up in the ghetto, prison has no,de-

torrent value whatsoever. I feel this is because the life they lead has

been so hard, that the.ideas of giving up their freedom'for regularity

of meals, clothing, :Ind shelter is not always such a had bargain.

Let me give another example on this point. Two years ago I was
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approached by a national TV producer who was interested in doing a doc-
umentary on what,prison life does to the individual. He asked me if Is,.

could gather together several former offenders who had been through every
step of the criminal justice system in Chicago and the state for him to
interview. When I say every step, I mean polide adjustment, family
court, Audy Home probation, St. Charles, criminal court, Pontiac, Staee-
ville and arole. In retrospect, it was amazingly easy for me t locate
five people ad been through this cycle.

The interview st ed out with the producer leading them, in effect,
to tell about the horrible they,had experienced while institution-
alized. They fell, in with this scheme and competed with each other in
relating horror stories. After about an hour of this, the producer said,
"You poor guys, how horrible prison is! What have we done to you!"

s

At this point, they 1ooked at each other and one of ,them 'said, "It's
not all that bad, I learned to paint there, something I would never have
done on the outside." Anothe added, "I dropped out of school at the
8th grade and completed my hig school while in prison." The rest then
addgd something good that htd h ppened to them as a result of prison
life. In sum total, their expe ence rdpminded me of a group of Navy
veterans getting together and talking, about boot camp and sea duty;
CA re's a note of pride at survival after serving under so many mean bas-
tards! However, no one wants a repeat. AS for the ex-offenders, I'm,
sure they would not have seen their 'experience in quite the same light,
if life had been better for them both before 'and after they served time.

Many of the forMer offenders I know lead a most casual life on their
return to society. Even if they manage to get a fairly decent job, some-
thing always seems to come up where they lose it or,it becomes boring.
I have helped a few get work in the building where my office is located.
The first gne did a good job until drinking overcame him. The second was
found one Saturday morning with a sizeable number of paintings from our
penal art show in hi's possession. While I didn't adopt the attitude of
Inspector Dupleis'in Les Misera&les and prosecute him, I confess, I was

not as noble all, the 'Catholtc bishop who let,Jean Valjean keep the silver
plates and candelabra he had departed with in the night.

I have given the failures first, because I wanted to.end with suc-
. cess. Three artists that I would have sworn would have been back at our

first meeting,place--Stateville prison--by,now have rapparently found part

of the combination to success. One of them almost made me take up paint-
ing wheh he cleared $32,000 one year!

I have cited these cases, beCause I wanted you to know you were not
talking to an expert who can identify easily those people who will or
will not make a good adjustment on, the outside and not be a recidivist.

In my regular job with the W. Clement & Jessie V. Stone Foundation,
we offer programs that emphasfze a positive mental-attitnde. One of the

things I like to thipk a course such as this does is to concentrate on
problem solving. In ()Vier words, when-a person gets into atdifficult
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situation he will persevere instead of giving up at the first obstacle
encountered. It also helps people establish habits and concentrate on
goals. .Perhaps the most important thing it does is to get offenders to
think about things they can do successfully, instead of concentrating on
the failures in their liyes. Many of them are so used to failure that
they become quite'upset, if not hostile, when we discuss ways of chang-
ing habits so that they can become successful.

When I travel around the country spreading our "Positive,Mental
Attitude" philosophy, it frequently happens that the warden I am talk-
ing to feelsLthat this is a program for staff. -One of the conclusions
I have drawn fom this is that a great number of staff people are equal-
ly in ed of programs to dear with their negative attitudes. I believe
that the , like many other professionals--welfare workers policemen,
judges,-- ealing with "losers" in our system, haVe,,,to be,aCutely con-

scious of he fact that their environment, surroundings, andthe_indi-
viduals they deal with just naturally 4cline them to be negative and
act negatively after a period of tiMe, ..For this reasons We try whenever
possible, to include staff members, particularly.custodial staff, inotir
sessions. We are not too concerned whether they become devotees:of our
way of thitGing,'but we do not want them to obstruct- what we are doing.

A
Ohe of the things I believe an offender is entitled tp is an op-

to change his attktude while behind bars.. So many times I re-

ceive letterS fnm inmates telling me that they have- a rotten attitude.
They know that they are aggressive, hostile,t.antisocial, abrasive, and
the whole catalog of other traits which cause them to be in conflict
with those around them. Their- plea is that the only thing that happens

to 'them is punihment, thrown in the hole, left in their cells and so
forth, Nobody even seems to want to help them change their attitude.
The majority of these people are not "sick"'in the medical, pathological
sense, even though they may be ,soul sick. I say thi's because I want to

indicate that the' holp of a psychiatrist or psychiatric social worker
is not necessarily the solution to what is troubling them. As a matter

of fact, 1 believe most of them can best be helped by people who have no

intention of treating them as sick individuals. The offehder is like

everybody else; if he thinks it is to his advantage to be "sick, he will
be sick.

.Wh4t its' some of the ways, then, that t believe correctional per*--

sonnel thesituation I have described? As I indicated earlier

in the p 'per , 'natty o under s elyttur prison as Victims of an environment

where th,' thc7,- i,, un taught' to be selfish and ,selfrcentered, with the

re,ult that th',v become uncooperative with any form .of authority. Pri7

ut lift, sad t say, usually reinforces this attitude. Virtually the

tirst thing an incoming offender is told is, "Do your own time;" in e0-
sen,e, show no t_oncorn for your felLow offender's plight. Anytime there

appears to be a grouping of three or mcire inmates, thereiis thought to
be a (ouspir,tov mct stopsa-re taken to break it up. In short, the only

type of Loopran itmistt:d upon in prison is that ebncerpd with'offi-

(71.11 duties: keep the 'cell clean and free of Atraband, do your assigned
job, whether t):r. not happens to and' so on down the line,. I rather
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doubt whether cooperation gained under these conditions really'leaves
the inmates with a cooperative 'attitude.

With these conditions as a background, it is going to be monumen-
tally difficult for any single individual to be,really humane ova
long period faced with institutional conditions. Since the system
clines the official to relate on a one-to-one basis, he must deal with
a complexity of problems presented hfinby the inmates which would no
doubt turn Solomon into a, mut'terer and shatter a saint. Strictly to .

preserve your own sanity, it is often necessary to build an emotional
wall around yourself so you will not run dry.

From my, point of view, one of t'he most helpful things that could
be doneis to construct situations in which it is worthwhile for inmates
to cooperate constructively. I am thinking of groups from three to ten
where they do things together, so that individual effort can be noted"
and appreciated, but is not dominant.

Whe.n I was with the poverty program, we had five -man teams assigned
to do many tasks, and they got recognition for their contribdtions to
the team. If a competitive element arose, I was not above shifting people
around, so that a weak individual could be part of a strong team and
share in the glory they provided. L would like to continue on this point,
because I find it fascinating. However, I feel that structuring a pro-
gram as I have outlined above cbuld be the subject of another paper.

0

If there is one aspect of prison life that has piqued my 'curiosity
more than any other, it is the policy that most kisons have established
on visitors. Just about everywhere, there seem,s to be some kind of limi-
tation oh the number of people who can Visit an inmate. The usual way
this is handled is that *those, closest to the inmate; mother, father, wife,

e children, brother, sister, are allowed in first and if the limitation is
not met by then, consideration Is given to friends.' I dO not quibble
with the priority given; we, should strive to keep families together as
Much as possible, and they should be encouraged to visit their relatives
in prison,. I would like to suggest, however, that this is not unmixed
blessing as fai- ,ras promoting, a positive mental attitude on the part of
the innate.

From a few of ;the experiences I have had in dealing with families
of inmates, it seems that some of them go. as much to carry' bad news as
anything else. The mothe-r.will sometimes tell theEinmate how.'his being
incarcerated has shattered the family'.; how could he-do such a thing.1
The wife' on Wel fare will relate how Nrd it Lis for het to get by and the
wr.oblems she is aving with the -children. This litany of oor4laints

t'''coulit be 'echoed by other family members.

On the otherhand, relatively little atterttion is gives; to the roles
that friends play in an inmate's life. Ma,ny ,tmes they cannot visit be'-
cause of restrictions I have mentioned earlier; and I feel tha't this is
a shame. A friend who will take time to visit is' often one who is doing

Athis to cheer up the person "behind bars. He usually has no axes to grind
and is coming in to let the inmate know that he is not-forgotten on the
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street. My wish is that limitations ,on visiting by number be abolished.
If it is established that a visit by a certain individua'l would be harm-
ful to the inmate or the institution, I can understand a restriction, if
not necessarily, agree with I.E. But to keep a person fro,m'visiting sole-
ly because the offender has the privilege of five visitors .and his list
is filled, I find "this i-ncomprehens.ible: Under my Alice In Wonderland .

definition, the word means what .1, want it to mean, "visit" also includeS
"correspondence."

During the past few years, an expanded interest has developed in
volunteers working in prisons. This presents many problems for insti:-
tutions,--the most serious being that they are not as amenable to control
as are staff sand volunteers. Also,. in many cases they are not reluctant

IAexpress thcopinion,that if they were in charge of the prison, it would
better run. Even in the few cases they .are not reluctant to express

the opinion that if they were in charge of the prison, it would be bet-
ter run. Even in the few .cases,whete I agree with them, I wish they
wouldn't be so loud about it bedause it leads to feelings of insecurity
on the part of the staff.

All things considered, however, I feel that they can be of great
assistance to institutions in carrying out programs if they are proper-
ly introduced "into the system. By that I mean, they get proper train-
ing in the etiquette of prisondife and are given a' job to do commen-
surate with -their interest and abilities. Additionally, one thing I
al.way try to do is break in volunteers with a group, rather than on a
one-to-one basis. My feeling is.that, for -most people, it is easier to
relate to several individuals at first, rather ,than trying to establish
emotional rapport on a one-to-one basis. Where it,is desirable for 'a
volunteer to work on a one-to-one basis, I believe t group method
facilitates the proCess,, since the individuals, have an o ortunity to
assess each other before moving on to the stronger emotion bonds re-
quired for a 'one-to-one relationship.

One of the most important functions that 'I see volunteer perf-orm-..
ing is acting as absorbers for the emotional energy released by inmate
At the moment in most prisons, staff must, of necessity, perform this
j ob. This is an almost overwhelming responsibility and usually requires
a person to build an emotional shield around himself to preserve his
sanity. lolunteers are often able to absorb these feelings

one
relt,t

well with individuals. After all, if you are only inside one or two
hours a week or less, you can hardly be worn down by Ithe, emotions you
have to cope with, -'_On the contrary, this interaction' often !hakes the
volunteer .feel more arive'and worthy with the knowledge that he is do-
ing something.worthwhile and having a direct impact on, a person''s life.
In,lay, one, of the principles of a contract is that the two parties must
be at equity,s'i..e.., they aretin a position to benefit equally by the terms
of the contract.

This is an important pri eiple, arid'definitely :one that shoUrld be
observed-in-dealing with -vblun eers; they should get as much -out Of the
experience as the, inmate. The r efforts should be recognized and their
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anievements rewarded by the staff of the institution. One of the things
that worries me about some volunteers is that I can't determine what is
in it for them. They express feelings that they J...rish to help some poor,
unfoitunate soul and this will be their sole reward. ,In these° cases, a
discharge of neurotic feelings is probably the reward for the volunteer,
and these people should have careful placemfft.

perhaps one of the most important functions a volunteer group-can
perform is to 4reak the uniformity of sex that prevails in most prisons.
Merl's. prisons are staffed almost entirely by men, and women's prisons by
women. Vol,unteers can help add a level of sociability by bringi .ng in
inembets of the opposite sex, who can help remedy the deficiency that cur-
rently ists in this area and helps to'raise tensions. Both men and
women often have to affect an air of toughness inside the institution
to show that they are not weak.' Readjusting on release then becomes a
major, problem and one definitely feel can be attacked behind the walls
,by ',Sound volunteer programs.

Surrmtary,^and Conclusion

One of the things I have tried to focus on in the paper is that
perhaps the most hUmane thing an individual working in prison can do is
to, reshape his surroundings so that he does not have to be the isolated
target for so much of the feelings- -good, bad; or indifferent -- poured on
him by inmates. I have suggested some approaches which I believe, based
on experience, might be -applied to reduce tensions behind the wall, and
go, ,make for a more humane setting.

Perhaps the most ,important point Lw4nt to get across is that none
of us have limitless reserves of emotional energy that we can afford to
,spend in helping people solve their 'problems. With this in mind, 4I en-
courage you to help pi-eserve what you have by using the-resources avail-
able through having inmates interact with each other, relatives, friends,

.-anci.volunteers. By accepting this assistance, you, can make sure that
your emotional bank account 'is not overdrawn.

r
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'HUMAN CONCERNS FOR THE OFFENDER AND
THE DESIGN OF HUMAN ENVIRONMENTS

4

Charles L. Cooper
Southeastern Community College
Whiteville, North Carolina *0

The motivations underlying human concern for offenders derive from
two sources, altruistic and-pragmatic. Humane instincts lead us in at-
tempts to alleviate conditions of suffering and discontent.' Unfortu-

nately; altruism without perspective and overallspurpose can, and with
uncomfortable regularity'has 'actually contributed to suffering. Often,
'tempering and informing the altruistic with the pragmatic will save
foundering good intentions.

c

This paper will approach human concern for the offender from a prag-
matic stance. This positioholds that motivation to understand and re-

'spect_the offender gill emerge upoA the realizatibm that successful cor-
rections depend on accurate information about offenders' feelings, atti-

: \,tudes, and motivations. Human concern is a prerequisite to the rehabil-
itative,process. And this is especially are cbse as correctional systems
begin to employ principles of human environmental design in their opera-
tions.

litaan environmental design is the sygtematic planning bf environ-
ments in which' people work and 'interrelate. Although all institutions
are human environments, feldom are they conscioUslY.and comprehensively
Planned to foster particular kinds of behavior patterns. Thig aper will
discuss means by which human` concern may be expressed through an ender- ,

-2,,,,

standing of principles of human interaction as they i elates to the inter-
-persbnal and.institutional environment of the, correctional system.

Lest much of what follows be misinterpreted, the term "huian con-
cern" must be clarified. Human concern in this context has tS?ee com- .

ponents; -understandidg (empathy), valuing, and, acting. Human concern,
here, does not mean gimply caring for the offender. It is not by any .

. means sympathy. It is, father: the intellectual process of decentering;
lhat is, unckerstanding, how things look from the perSpective of someone\
else, respecting that perception, and finally, acting in recognition ofd'
that pQrson's perspective.

These three steps are actually prerequisite sdcial skirls for suc-
:cessful interaction with any other person, but particularly offenders.
'Their importance as indicated above is not dictated by altruism, but in-
stead by their essential Jole in the design of therapeutic environmdlints.

The task of,iInderstadding'another person -is terribly complex. Thins

prim question becomes, what'are the most important aspects of .the of-
fender's behavior or personality upon which to, focus "concern?" There

care many choices available. One could choose to sensitize himself to

gel
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unconscious conflicts which presumably motivate the offender's behavior- -

to elements of his past criminal history, IQ, or tested personality pat-

fern. Each of these areas has its value. However, if one cogsiders the
primary objective of the correctional system to be rehabilitation, there
.are two areas of prinie significalice'to the offender. The first involves

his interpersonal relations or social identity. The second, involves his

motivation and skill to engage in socially constructive behaviors such
as vocational, creative,: or' recreational'activities. It is in these two
areas' that, -the great majority of Offenders have difficulties which are
directly related to their criminal activity. It can be inferred that
improvements in interpersonal rerations and in capaCity and willingness

for involvement in constructive activity reduces the risk of further

criminal activity.

In order to'better understand the interaction of offenders with so-

cial and institutional environments, it is necessary to ixaMine some bas-,

ic theory of communication and relationship of overt behavior to under-
lying 6;nstructs, such as roles, social identity and motivation. These

basic principles will be. resented and later applied Co a particular, case

or portrait of an offender.

4
\

Interpersonal Relations and Social Identity

The psychology:of interpersonal relations has developecra theoreti-
cal basis for an understanding of the social behavior of Inmates.. Leary

(1957) found that all social behavior could be classified into two major

dimensions, dominance-submission dnd love-hostility. Research in nUme

ous, populations has' confirmed the generality :of these two dimensions 11

(Brown, 1965; Baumrind & Black, 1967; Becket & Krug, 1964;.Shutz, 1958).

There is also clear evidefice (Leary, 1957; ReusCh, 1965; Carson,. 1969).

that certain behaviors on the part of one person elicit complementary

behaviors from others. For exple, hostile ,behaviors generally,elicit
hostilityA.n return, while love draws reciprocal affection. On oth r

hand, dominance prompts subMission and virce versa. The strength of the

eliciting property of one person's behavior ori 'another is indicated by

Rausch's (1965) fiqd.ings that in normal children 77 Percent of their "Al

friendly" behaviors brought wfriendly responses, and 92 'percent of
'friendly acts proMpted friendly acts in return.

Complementary respOnding in social situations is common, expected,

and 'com-fortable. Whep non-complementary responding occurs the results

can be extremely uncomfortable to the participants. The experience 04
relating in a friendly, open fashion only eo be greeted with hostile
sarcasm from another can be intensely painful. It is for this reason

that participants in socialinteractiem "arrange," usually unconscious-
ly hour they' will behave with each other and ,systems of rules or norms

All persons have preferences as tq their mode of interaction, find-

ing'some more rewarding than otheis.. `For example, the strong, friendly

. leader seeks situations 1,11 Wliighshe can be dominant and loving, while

. -
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the sullen rebel prefers hostile and submiilive behaviors. Preliminary
research by the, author indicates that despite personal preferences for
expressing particular kinds of behavior, the way a particular person
acts is strongly influenced by the behavior of others with whom he in-
teracts. The situation under which the interaction occurs also has
strong effects on proportions of affectionate and hostile behaviors ex-
pressed by children (Rausch, 1965).

If all behavior were governed entirely by environmental forces, in-
cluding social, Chere would be extreme plasticity in personal function-
ing. Clearly, however; this is not the case. Instead, rigidity in be-
havior patterns is characteristic, especially among inmate populations.
These' rigidities are in part a function of social roles and associated

-N. personal identity: Roles in this framework are a set of norms govern-
ing behavior of an individual in a particular relationship or particu-
lar setting (Thibaut & Kelley, 1959). e social role prescribes thell
kinds of behaviors appropriate o the situation, again in terms of Leary's
(1957) dominance and love dimensions. Like other interpersonal behavior, S'

role-governed acts are most often enacted in complementarity to some ot'ller
person's behavior. Hence arise the "symbiotic and mutually supporting"
relationships observed frequently in social systems between officials
and their el-tents (Empey, 1969) . The doctor-patient, teacher-pupil; or
counselor-counselee relationships are clearly defined, usually placing
.the official in a dominant position and the client in the submissive one.
In the case of the police an- offender or guard-inmate, the roles are at

some level antagonistic. t-hus the official is both dominant and hostile,
the client is hostile and submissive.

Roles are not adopted, like clothing, to fit an occasion. They are
not entirely intercharigeable in that they come to represent a social iden-

tity or self-image. The,self is bath expressed and categorized by roles,
behaviors which offer some intrinsic satisfactions for the person (Mead,
1934.: Carson, 1969). And once an identity has been assumed, there are.
:-.trogg homeostatic forces resisting changes in self-perception (Secord
and Blackman, 1961) . One of the prime means by which the self is main-
ained, even an a negative identity, is acting in such a manner as Ao

elici onfirming behavior from others. Where personal identity requires
a resistive and distrustful stance toward authority, the authority fre-

'7-7UTTitly needs to be provoked in order .to sustain the posture. Unfortu-
nately for both parties, the authority can usually be found and trigger-

'ed'into the desired rof© by a well-placed act of defiance. Both "offi-

cial" and "client" are happily confirmed and sustained until, another
round.. is required. Either party may initiate.

4.

4
Assumptions Regarding the Meaning of Human Behavior

The foregoing analysis of interpersonal interac0.on and social iden-
tit formation cap be SuMmarized in general terms as follows:

1. Human behavior always occurs in relationship to a respon-

sive environment, usually social.

F,.
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2. Human behavior can be interpreted at two levels. Every
act has content, what is said and done and a relation-,_
ship message, what the person communicates about his
relationship to the environment.

3. A person expresses his social identitydentity through his be-
havior, receiving the particular sorts of gratifications
attendant on his role or set of behaviors.

4. A person's relatively stable identity is developed.i sus-
tained, and modified through his interactions'with the
environment.

5. There is a strong influence operating between persqns
so'that one person's responding elicits or cues particu-
lAr responses on the part of the other. Both individ-
ual acts and the enactment of a series of behavi9rs
appropriate to a role will operate as a .source of inter-
personal influence.

Cyclic Phenomena in Human-Environmental Interaction

In the above di'scussion, principles _of social interaction are pre-
sented. A recurrent theme in these principles ig that of feedback. That
is, informatio'n from person A's behavior will4be "Iised" by person B to
"determine" an appropriate response: Person B's resPonse, then, will
serve as feedback to A. Both persons soon'determine what the other
thinks of him or how he is "defined" by the other. Sometimes there is
jockeying for position as each tries to teach for a comfortable defini-
tion of himself as, for example, the leader, the accuser, the helper,
the sympathizer..; Office both A and B have attained positions, there is
fFequently a tendency to maintain them, and roles solidify. This is
parti( ul.irly tree in inst.i.tctibils4here roles are publicly predetermined.

Once the behayiors of persons A and B have begun to consVictinto
regular patterns an interpersonal cycle of behaviors,- expectancies and
perceptions is established. The cycle- is insidious; it operates tacitly
out of either. Person's awareness. BliCit very powerfully determines
each person's Lnterpetation of both himself and the other.

I t is. quite diffi.Q61t, Cu or'measure the effects 'of such
expertancy cycles: But it is posSihli-- to specify,some areas i,pwhicl-Y

they' operate and some ge.ne-caT charocterisics; although: to -be sure,
their variations are plentiful.

A
'

Cy(liL ohenomeTna4lave been explored by numerous obvrvers of human
, behavior.. Lang (19,W0) -poretically describes the torturous "knots,"
"tangles," or "Binds" occurring as two persons clbssify.each other as
tl;tecan.dnd greedy throng1LbpiralIng !evils of circular reasoning.

Jack feels .Jill is' greedy
Y

b/Icause Jill-feels Jack is mean.

9
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` Jill feels Jack is mean
because Jack feels Jill is gready

Jackfeels Jill is mean
because Jill feels Jack is greedy

Jill feels Jack is greedy

becguse Jack feels Jill is mean

because

P (

mean-greedy

Jack thinks
Jill is

Jill thinks
Jack is

mean-greedy

because

Fig. 1. Illustt. Lon of Laing's (1970) _cycle of
'behavior, expectancy ,and perception.

It will be noted that neither camght'in an interpersonal cy-
cle will see the "whole picture." Each interprets the relationship from
his own perspective, ,not recognizing that it is his own behavior which ,

perpetuates the vicious circle. Cycles are so persistent because neither
"side" has or will admit any new information about _the other, and thus a

self-fulfilling prophecy ensues (Rosenthal 4-Jacobson,'1968). "once a
criminal (dumb kid, greet athlete, fickly dame), always a criminal!"
sets the course. Rosenthal and Jacobson have discovered the workings
of the self-fulfilling prophecy in.both ahimal and human experiments,
most notablylin the improved performance of elementary school' children
'labeled acaAmic "spurters" by their teachers.

. Watzlawick, Beavin, & Jackson (1967) illustrate the cyclic pheno-
mena at work even between huge political systems in arms races. "Na-
tion,A arms itself because it feels threatened by nation B (that is, A
seop his own behavior as the effect of B's), while nation B calls A's
armament the cause of its on 'defensive measure' (p. 96)." Actually
cause and effecit in this situation cannot be assessed because the inter-
action is circular. Each party sees himself as reacting to but not pro-.

'yoking the other's responses.

Application of Interpersonal Theory to the'
. Offender and His En4Pronment

Preceding sections of this paper have presented an outline of gen,'
oral concepts basic to an interaction analysis of persons in social

9 2
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environments. Concepts of intemersbnal,tnfluence, iden-

tity,, and the cyClic phenomena can he applied' profitably to the affec-,

tive and interpersonal responses of offenders, to the institutions through

which,they pass. As indicated at'the outset; "human concetn;" when in-

formed by a clear understanding,of the communication proCeWand its ef-
fects upon perceptions, expectatitm, and behavior can bethelcey to de,
signing more effettive and humane environments for offenders. .

A-C6hcern for, the-offender"s well-being is not without a focus of

without goals. It will be recalled that "human concern" involves three
components: understanding, valuing.(respecting),,and6acting so as to

foster growth or development. This definition by itself provides a
general focus. If one is attempting to promote growth, determinations
mustbq made as to areas, in which` offenders desire or eed to 'develop

personally. Earlier, interpersonal relations and ilde piety oni one hand,

and'the skill and willingness to engage in construct'wq,ACtivityon
the otherhand were identified as areas of central co cern for,many of-

fenders, given the malceup of. Present day prison populations.

Examination will be made of interpersonal relations, social Wend-
t.;

ty, and motivation for constructive activity in the context,ofta eorrec--'

tional uni.t's environment. This will be accomplished by '!pok.iraiture,"

an attempt to.present in very general terms a picture of the offender's

ecological relatiodships before and after he encounters.a state prison

system for the first time.

The following paraphrase of a 'description of an "average" inmate of
the North Carolina Department of Corrections will serve as an illustra-

tion for this analysis.

Statistically the prisoner in North Carolina today is a
white man (barely) who is (22) years old with a below normal

IQ of 85.
The chances are good that he grew up in a broken home

in the lowest economic level of, society.
He dropped out of school after the, seventh, grade and

. probably got into trouble with the lhw soon after dropping

out. He might have served time previously in a reform school,
,131t he LS currently serving his-first term in thestate'S
prison system. 4

t

He is single man, an unskilled la borer, likely athief,

and a'niurban thief at that.
He will serve less than a Year: in prison because heis

there for committing a,misdemeanor: But'the map in' another

1'c:ell will serve.threeyeai-s'because he isa felon.
LfJte.is a black man he ip Serving a.sentence that i

abudt two years longer than that of the white man conic ed
of the same offen4e,.according"to a*recent S'outhwide survey,

If lie is a' Negro and his crime was committed against a

wh4e man his sentence willolbe about seven years longer3 than
,it would have.been if he hadscbmmittrd the crime ,against a '

Negro, and about eight yearillonger/than the sentence of the
4wnite man who, committed the, same crime against. a Negro.

J3
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The odds are two-to-one that he will serve time again

W after he completes his present sentence' whatever the color
of his skin (Walls, 1969) .

Human Environmental Interaction Prior to Incarceration

The following analysis is. highly speculative and general, but is
designed to illustrate human environmental interaction in the life2d
a "typical" offender. One is led to speculate that this,offender'rlife
with people prior to conviction was niarkedly'unstable with few opportif-
nities to develop strong personal attachments especially with adults.
In families saddled with poverty and marital discord there is the pro-
bability of nonsupportiye Qmotional climate: What this means in terms
of beary's behavioral dimensions is greater likelihood of hostility,
punitive parental dominance, and defensive rebellion (hostile-submission)
on the part of,the child. At least speculatively, identity formation,
shaped under such conditions ismore likely to include negative self -
related concepts. If these were too unqomfortable for him, he is likely,
to have devalued unrewarding family ties and sought affiliations outside
the tamily.

On 'theoretical grounds it is-probable that either acceptance of
negative identity or rejection of fami.ly ties,'which force such self-
perceptionlead in the direction of delinquency. Hirshi (1969) presents _

data relating weak family bonds to delinquent acts in a large California
sample of junior and senior high school students. The offender's school
experienc'e, .marked'by failUre, inadequacy, and dissatisfaction in an

4 'academic sense was almost certainly interpersonally unfortudate. Signi-
ficant relationships with teachers in positions of authority must have
placed him, repeatedly in unenviable .positions of the incompetent. Again,

as in the family, his options included acceptance of negative identity or
rejectionsof school authority, with the sequel being compensatory delin-
quent associations apd activities.

Drypping out of school, with no skills or other mean okbonstruc-
tive involvement in,the society, must have quickly pushed this potential
rfEedtle,r closer to illegal activity, partially by reducing his comMit-
merits and affiliations with non-delinquent peers and adults ( Hirshi,

1969). Having most routes to-socially constructive activity and rela-
tionships blocked in one way or another, the subject loses the controls'
or social restraints on criminal activity. Early brushes'With,the_lew
successt'ully label him a deviant. His social identity, personal asso-
iiationt;, lack cat connect.ion to conventional society, and possibly'the
Lompensatery attractiveness of criminal activity, work, together with
the resulting offense being the predictable outcome.

Cyclic trends abound in this portrait, particularly in school ex-
periencs. His probdble early school failures, regardless of their
Lauses, were more often than not accompanied. by genitive' behavior or ne:
greLt from a busy school teacher. A representative cycle' consists of:

the teacher's,exasperated response to poorly completed schOol work
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a-110.d's resentful frustration---)more unsatisfactory work )repeated :c-

a'spIration-continued frustration-.4,seeking alternative (prohibited)
,social gratifications - .more teacher' criticism.

In theory,'' destructive cycles of this type can be broken. HoweVer,
it is usually true that the persons involved, especially official's, do
not recognize, their own contribUtion to this cyCle. Nor do they,'given
the overwhelming circumstances, such a$ overcrowded, ill-equipped Class-
rooms, find alternative responses to the person caught up in this cycle.

In summary; for. this offender- the routes to interaction with the
social environment in*legitimate ways are effectively cut off, His 4-
tempts to operate withinthe bounds of conventionality place him in ex-
cruciatingly uncomfortable interpersOnalpositions; adult and peer fin-
teraction'often "force" him to look and act ,weak, powerless, incompetent

,and resentful. Thege Are all responses to the hale-submissive quadrant
in the Leary (1967) 'framework. Rejecting this "inferior" role and its
nor-gratifying outcOMes,is his only viable solution. He breaks, the vi-

cious Cycle occurring in his conventional environment by stepping out.
But unfortunately he simultaneously steps into another chained sequence.
of-interactions leading: eventually to the-criminal justice system.

--------
It is important to "recognize in passing that all this may occur with-

out marked persoaality'disturbancei.n the psychiatric sense. As Feldman
(1969) observes,_ the, evidence to date .,strongly points to the conclusion
that the distribution of personality traits and pathology among offend-

quite similar to that in the non-criminal population. This under-

lines the contentilAn that the "pathology" of criminality lies within the

matrix of social interaction. In effect our offender manifests the
"normal" responsive of deviance.

dP
Interaction within the Institution

Now the hypothetical interaction analysis of the offender "portrait"

turns to the environment he encounters after having been confined in a
state correctional' institution: Examination of the new factors in his

situation reveals 4e fo ing:

1. He hasb en caught at an illegal act. In terms of-social inter-
action, he has encountered an exceedingly powerful punitive force; it is

terribly hard to recognize-the" full power of this force without 'wing per-

soUally sentenced. This punishment places hiM in a very familiar Idter-
persorial posit ion; the one, he repeatedly encountered in interactioawith"
officialdom-teachers, police, and the conventional adult world.

2!' He has been labeled or categorized. Role theory hol s that this
.official act of labeling has crucial significance for self-d finition.
At least within the institution his rol,c is distinctly estab ished xe-
g.trdless of whit rah, )ilitative program happens't9 be opera ing. Since

officiall establish d roles prescribe appropriate behavior , it is up-

likely t 'at in relat ons with prison officials he will est lish inter-

gexsona ties with them based upon self - respect, persbnal responsibility,



or strength; all Leary love-dominant positions. So this leaves him with

the old "subcultural" relationships with peers similarly labeled--a situ-

Ation which will not by itself accomplish rehabilitative aims.

3. -He has been stripped of all effective power' and most sources of

gratification. Powerldss and unable to deal, or interact with the legiti-

--nlate society bn equ,a1 terms, he is very unlikely to choose' to interact

from an inferior position. All historical 'evidence- indicates (in our

hypothetical. ,account), that he has rejected powerless positions in the

past. He will not accept them now except under coercion. And this prob-

ably meads his personal engagement may simply benan attempt to placate

authorities until he can extricate himself from their grasp upon release.

The central issue in any program for inmates is: "Who am I really

doing this for, myself_ or them?" When the answer is "myself" the acti-

vity becomes genuinely rewarding. When the answer, As "for them" no mat-

ter, what things look like on the surface, the offender is still caught

in a position of powerlessness, one he would never choose on the outside,

And since important gratifications are not available under these circum-

stances, learning is reduced and rehabilitative aims are frustrated.

`'All in all not much really changes when the offender Is imprisoned.

The- same cycle of interaction," the same definition of self are being en-

forced by the actions of an institution.

ituman concern for the inmate means recognizing "what it must be

-like" to be placed in an environment which reinforces the very kinds of

relationships and the same attitudes toward prescribed activity which

has led to criminal activity in the first place. Human concern means

k recognizing the differences between situations which are productive or

perspnal change, and ones which are counter-productive by being the

"same f rom the offender's perspective.

Suggestions for Acting,,upOn Human Concern by -

.
Changing Environment&

'Human (.Sncern has bn presented as the as,t of decentering; seeing '

, -

things, from another person's perspectj.ve; respecting that perspective

and acting to foster personal development given _Chat ,perspective: Under -.

standing the offender , is greatly tacilitated by a dear understanding of-

the laws of hunian interaction, interperso al influence, soCi identity,,

and cyclos Of behavior. The question now becomes, what kin of activity

,1s most ,likely to imprgve the effecttven ss and value of correctional

programs 'given al 1 the restraints necessary to prpt t the ,public.

The very general ggestion, from the poin of °view of social inter-

tion theory, 4s thi : In any way possible, onsistent with public safe-

ty, attempt' to design, adjust, modify, or midge the 'offender's day-to-day

environmel n a direCtion to break up destructive patterns and initiate

con's t ruc ive ones. It is _important that the whole environment be exa-

- mined:and reviewed freclUently, otherwise one's, own contribution ter that

environment' may he .overlooked. Recall the example 'of the .arms race cycle

9 3
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in which the other nation was invariably;seen as the cause Of escalation.
More specifically, what are the kinds ofLenvironmental design problems
which mightbe dealt with?'

4,/

Interpersonal .Cycles: Destructive and Constructive

/Perhaps the most difficult design problem *is how to defuse destruc-
tive cyles of behavior and expectation. The interpersonal theorist, lack-
ing the practical knowledge of corrections' staff, .must operate on cheap

inspiration. However, the following steps might be considered basic:

1. Identify all the elements of the cycle; who Les or 'Says what
to whom, what unfortunate evehts seem to occur repeatedly, and how do

they affect parties involved. Remember that a "party" may be a whole
institution reacting, a rejecting community, or a single person.

2. Attempt to find some way to interrupt the cycle. Here invention
and artistry of the highest form need to be exercised. The,"objec,t is to

act so as to alter a pivotal expecCation, perception, interpretation, or

event which perpetuates the cyCle. For a simple, one-ferson example, an
offender frequently violates rules after visits with his wife. Response:

Substitute a counseling session for the usual ineffective punishm5nt.
Find alternat4ve means for him to deal with stress she evokes. The same

approaches can be used for "systems" involving several persons or entire
institutions.'

3. Watc'h carefuliey the effects of the intervention. Generally cy-

cles are deeply ingrained and may require repeated or persistent attempts

to reverse their effects. Successive approximations to an ideal state of

affairs is all one can expect, although in some cases, astonishingly rapid
changes occur when environments or interaction patterns change.

4. Look for ways to initiate constructive cycles. Const uctive'

cycles are generally based upon healthy interdependencecle (not nec-

.essarily high) expectations, and reliable reinforcement or ratification s/

for effort.

TheProblem of Powerlessness and Negative Social Identity

,/ .Theoretically there is a connection between social ident.ity and the

roles in which a person operates. Successful performance of personally
gratifying role behaviors has been the occasion for change in self-con-

cept. Thus there is basis for using role reversal as a means of legiti-
mately offering offenders the power apd esteem they seek. Pro am pos-

.
s4iillties using role reversal principles might involve inmate self-help
projects, community,service activities, speakers engagement. h el essence`

-10 this kind of design is seeking a task requiring leadership, udgment,

rcsponsibility. It the t:isk is itself desirable and rewarding, the ap-

propriate roles will likely emerge,

t I
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REST COPY' AVAILABLE

In addition, powerlessness is combated by clear rules that apply tp
both the "of,ficial" and the "client," More clearly understood contracts
between the powerful and powerless would be desirable. The increased use
of discretionary power in the criminal justice system cannot help but de-

.

crease the inmates feeling of self- mastery and control. In effect it can
actually infantalize him (American Friends.Servkce ComMittee, 1971). On

the other, hand, the use of clearly agreed upon behavioral objectives and
educational system approaches in adult, education is a step in-the direc-
tion of. increasing the offender's autonomy and self-determination..

The Problem of Reinfdrcement

'1*

Prisons were origin.Kly, designed to prevent reinforcement, reward,

or gratification. With tbe increased understanding of behavioristic psy-

chology, t now appears counter-productive to isolate individuals for
long periods from reinforcement. In fact the task of corrections has now
become'co"link socially constructive behavior to meaningful rewards.
Hence, theeemphasis_on vocational training. The design task here is to

see that offenders actually get the rewards. Each step towards opening
. wider ranges of incentives has dividends as illustrated by performance
ofrjuveniles in the National Training School for Boys, W4ahington, D. C.

(Cohen & Filipczak, 19,71) . 4/040

The Problem of Isolation and Interpersonal Detachment

Here the design problem is not necessarily how to improve relations
between inmates, but to improve or offer means by which inmates may de-
velop and sustain relations with a community. Here, as above, the need
is for means to open correctional institutions to the: community and vice

,versa. Promising steps in this direction are underway. An example is
the growing liaison in same communities, between :.olleges or technical
schools and correLtiun,A1 units. Inmates are in sow ceases attending
such colleges, and equally important, the colleges are sending yolunteers
to work in the institutions. Improved means are being discovered to make
student and inmate contributions valuable to each other.

Problems of /Individual Relationships ,

ChangeS,in the "design" 9fhuman environments is not a problem ex-
clusively for the administrators of the criminalilUstice systera, Inso-
far gs tI4 alvironment consists, in:large part, .of people, the quality .

of relationships between institutional staff a d offenders is quite sig-
nificant. Communication difficulties bound en rojs stereotypes.inter-
lere with openness, both on the part o the fender afid the staff. How -,

ever, it. should be noted that the proc p of working through sterotypes
is the rehabilitative: process, and per Orme ,,who ate nut cleafly aware

. of their ipport need suppurt,in the pa ien -consuming task of relating
beyond stereotypes. An (Aivironmental apge occurs whenever persons te-

\

late differently. TN: change is by "ds /Ign° when it is based upon in,

formed,human concern.
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Summary 4

Human con ern has been defined as the act of decentering; that is
(a) perceivingithe world from the vantage point of another person, (b)

respecting that perspective, and (c) acting, with regard to that unique
vAntage point,' in a manner which enhances development or growth. Human,
concern so defined is seen as the Prerequis-i-te- skill forrecognizing, and
changing where appropriate, the effects of institutional environments on
offenders-

The theory of social interaction and communication is'a helgful tool
in analyzing institutional effects. It has been established that persons

-----i-nf-tu-efic-e each other's behavtr strongly. Roles are developed between
persons to teguldre-laehaviQr, However;-,once assumed, roles affect social'
identity. In the case of the offender negative identity or serf-defini-
tions may lead to criminal activity.

Both interpersonal behavior patterns and self-definitions are per-
/ petuated by cyclic phenomena 81.1chds the self - fulfilling prophecy in

which actions by person A trigger responses from person B, or another
element-of the.environment,.which elicits more of the same from A. Nei-

ther "party" in the cyclic transaction'realizes his own part in perpet
uati `thethe behavior of the other.

Formulations of interpersonal theory and theory of cycles can be
used to examine both the process through which criminal behavior devel-
ops, and the ways institutions can either serve to sustain the pattern
or Offer alternatives to,it.
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Introduction

The second major step or function in thpoMnel of Adult Basic

cation in Corrections (Ryan, et al 1975) " is the establishment of a
philosophy.- The philosophy serves as a;framework against which needs
for adult basic education can be assessed. Once the philosophy is es-
tablished (Step 2) and the ideal is described, the latter can-be com-
pared with the real .life environment (Step 1), and assessed needs (Step
3) will be revealed.

The philosophy will "undergird all functions and activicies of the
adult basic education delivery system (Ryan, et al., 1975, p. 45)." In
establishing a philosophy for adult basic education for a particular in-
stitution, the overall institution philosophy as well as a philosophy of
corrections must first be established. The adult basit education philos-
ophy must not be at odds with either the corrections in general or the
particular institutional philosophy. This is further expounded upon in
Smith's paper, "Developing a Philosophy for Adult Basic Education in
Corrections."

A paper by Howard Higman begihs_this section by tracing the'evolu-
tion of the current, and predominant,:adult basic education philosophy.

Higman describes the influences exerted by the Iron Law of Wages, auto-
mation, immigration, the war on poverty, Malthus, and Darwin. Whols
and Warren continue with descriptions of other aspects of man and soci-
ety which must be considered when establishing a philosophy. Nichols
focuses-on "Some Observations from the Family of Man," while Warren
writes about the effects racism, slums, hunger, and parental involve-
ment have on today's citizens, and how these must all be takeh into con-
sideration when establishing a philosophy of adult basic education. Sni-

"Focus on e" describes various aspects of and lists ques-
tions regarding today's society must be taken into account when
establishing a philosophy.

While considering these various aspects of man and, society, it is
also helpful to follow certain steps when establishing a philosophy.
Sessions has delineated some of these in his paper, "Developing a Philos-
ophy for.Adult Basic Education in Corrections."__He_emphasizes the need
for a philosophy(to be idealistic, while at the same time, tempered with
realism.

Jaksha describes how offender and staff philosophies play a part in
the adult basic education philosophy, and how they may need to be altered .

if they are not to conflict with the adult basic education philosophy of
the institution. Similarly, Brinkman lists and describes some of the
attitudes or pitfalls one may encounter which should be avoided'wben at-
tempting to establish a philosophy.

Finally, Ryan's paper' Underscores all thee previous papers. It des-
-

cribes the current situation in corrections, as well as offender charac-
teristics and the effects many current programs have o inmates and as
a result, on sotiety. Ryan continues by describing a ew philosophy

92
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of adult basic education which underliTe-g'the Mult BasicjEducalion in
Corrections Program, and which is deMonstrated in the descriptibn and
explanation of the Model of Adult Basic Educatipn in Corrections.
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THE NEXT STE

Howard Higm.n ,

University of,Colotado
7-t

Boulder; Colorado

You do not accept the time-honored idea that "That Which Is Will
Be." The Americans are the first persons on the earth to decide to de-
sign life for'themselves? Thomas Jefferson asserted the right to the

pursuit of happiness. The'Supreme Court of the United States,'uniqUely
amongst the courts of the world, is occupied not with the administration
of justice, but rather,with the definition of justice. It is not with-

out significance that only Americans would design artificial institutions,
such as the League of Nations, which was intended to replace the insti-
tution of war.

The European fairy tale begins with the phrase, "Once\npon a time."

As the -British writer, Henry FairliesPointed out, the American fairy tale
begins with the phrase, '''Once upon a tomorrow"

The young are disturbed that we have not more nearly solved our,
problems, but little do theoyoung know that we are-the only society in
perpetual'search for the definition,o?,,and the labelingof,' its prob'.7

lems. By and large othet cultures accept the t,onditionS-that they find.
Frenchmen know that that is ith6OssibIe;that'one merely accepts the-hell
of marriage as part of a reality.

The remarkable thing 'is not that we have dot solved; all of our prol5=,

leme, but rather how rapidly we define pi-obLems and Set to work to solve

.,, them. There was no such thing as the problem of unemployment unt4l 1920.
Examination of the literature will reveal that prior to 1920the word was

,not "unemployment," but rather "indigent" which referred to a Sort of ,
moral defect. Calvin Coolidge is the first American president to refer
to unemployment in his famous statement, ".1.. with our widespread 1py
offs of men, unemployment reSults:"

8

Up until the time of the inauguratic0 of President Eisenhower, there
had never been such a thing as air pollutidn.' That is not be2'ause the

air was clean, but rather because it was riot understood that the haze that
blocked the .view nd made the eye smart waswe than merely carbon par-
ticles called smoke xedwith:viater particles called fog:

,..,

.

Ins and not befo t a cfierrlit at California institute of Tech-
nology,nology, Arte JaNklaagen-Smiv, cock a-Golume ofair from Pasadena into
his laboratory, ark!, diltbeil thAt:farfrom4beingharmlesa, it was full
ok,lethal particles from hydrocarb6h\amissions from combustiorp engines.
Gdneral Motors spent $3 million to try,to proVe Haagen-Smit was wrong
and sUcceeded in proving he was right. . they;_therb."TOnAered how long, it

41 would take us to find out that the tnternal:combustiqn enginewas.doomed.
Ten years later the American Associatioli for the.Advancement of Science

, a ,,

.
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tablished the Air. Conservation Commission in 1963, and now we have es-
-fshed a basi.p^federal agency to clean the

Let us step back and put ourselves into historical perspective.
You are committed to basic adult education primarily as a result'of
three majol 'revolutions which have occurred in our time.

The first of these is the repeal of the Iron Law of Wages. Our
fathers and grandfathers were aware of ,the fact that by standards that
we in Western Europe were to live by, the crust of 'the. earth was stingy.

David Ricardo stated the.Iro'n taw of Wage's; .providing that most men would
necessarily-have tg live at simply subsistence. The Reverend Thomas
Malthus went even further in his statement of this formulation, provid-
ing that foods would increase :arithmetically whereas population would in-
crease geometrically, and thus the surplus population would be elimi-
nated by'vice, famine, and war.

Throughout all time, until, now, the search flbr food was the basic
struggle of man. In our liifetime the green revolution has reversed
these relationships and produced'an abundance of food. In the'United
States in the decade 1960 to 4970, one third of the American farm fg4r4,7
lies were taken out of Earmipg.,- E the present rate of the drop-tut O'f

0 persons from farming, we c predict in the not too,distant future when
the number of farmers be'smaller than the number of empjoyees in the
United States Department of Agriculture. Last year.in India more cereal
was,produced,than could have been conshmed by the population of India
had it been delivered to them.

The first and most important fact of our time is the migration of
our predwinantly rural, goplilation from all over 4merican in 'o the empty
urban cities. Largely agricultural' life is 'riot too dependent upon the
verbal skills provided by a high school education. Even fifty years ago ,

most people lived lives,Which did not require the skills taught by high
school'. What they knew they learned on the job, on the farm, or in the
factory.. Now in the empty cores of our cities these people have migrafgd,
and there is no place for a non - verbal boy or

The second revolution, Ofcourse, is the assembly. fine, invented, by
the worad'S'grdatest radical, Henry Ford,1 which was developed to enable
persons who do not know hpw to, to. The ;assembly line,'coupled with
automation, has produced, multiplied by thousands of times, the prOduc-
tivity of man's labor, creating simultaneously. the affluent society and
unemployment,. ,We now calculate .hat by the time they are forty years
of age, 90 percent of our, graduates of college this year will not be
'able to make a living by the skills we have taught them,' since they will
not be needed. We foresee a time when the esthetic ethic may replace the
puritan' ethic.

The third revolution, to which I will allude is the revolution in
the conception of the cause of poverty. The elimination of poverty in-
'IM41 on-the agendi. of the AmeriCan people. It was not on the agenda of
President Kennedy in 1960. From the beginning of timeuntil the middle

4 5
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of the nineteenth century, poverty was thought to be caused by the gods

or God. Primative man was controlled by millions of animate spirits.

We speak Of this as animism. Each drop of rain, each blade of grass has

its on spirit. The shaman or witch doctor seeks to.prophtiate these

spirits and get them to act. Then we come up to the Greeks who'simpli-
fied the,definition of gods--some 30 or 40 on Mount Olympus. One, I re-

call, was a drunk. I rather liked Bacchus. If you read Euripides or

Aristophanes or Sophocles, you will see that the Greeks knew that life

was in the hands of the gods. Then the Jews came with Jehovah and the

Christians with Christ, and the Bible tells us that: "The poor thee shall

always have wirith thee." "GOd moves in myste'ricnis ways; His wonders to

perform." My Presbyterian father believed in predestination. If a man

is poor, it is God's Will; if a man is rich,ithat,is God's Will. Far be

it for pe to interfere with God's Will. ,

In tlie middle of the nineteenth century, God's Will was replaced by

Charles Darwin's inAeritancd, and though you are enlightened, most ot

your relatives today believe that people's personalities are largely de-

termined by-heredity. Charles Darwin had a museum in 1850 with a hier-

archy of skulls: climbingca ladder of superiority, starting at the bot-

tom laith apes and chimpanzees, then Negroes, then Orientals, and finally

Europeans, with Englishmen ,at the top. He had a poet, Rudyard Kipling,

celebrate the white man's burden. Rogers and Hammerstein, with Gilbert

and SullivanApsang thd praises oEnglishmen. These things are related

to the acceptance of the BriEtshatmpire, Pax Britania, and white supre-

macy.,

Now in the twentieth century, starting with William Graham Sumier's

book, Folkways (1906), coning down to Benjamin Bloom's Stability and

Change in Human Characteristics (1964), behavioral scientists and medi-

cine are teaching us that the interesting things about persons are learned.

It is this rvalization of the potential equality. of all human beings, re-
.

gardless of race, whiCh is the cause of the breakdown of the British

Empire, is the cause of the, breakdown of.the white supremacy, and Che

cause of justice of Earl Warren's decision of 1954. Thomas Paine and

Thomas.Jefferson asserted from .a-philosophical point of view over two

hundred yearsago that all men are created equal--equally stupid. They

are born-with a blank slate, and they either do or do not learn. They

become what they 16arn.

This.is why you have committed yourselve§ to teaching.
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THE NEXT STEP

Roy /C. Nichols

The United Methodist Church
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Swimming Upstream

The American educational establishment today, as you know, is in-
volved a reorientation of methods as well as goals. You represent the
assurance that the educational techniques in our correctional institu-,
tions will keep abreast with the times. In fact, because of the atypi-
cal nature of your assignment, you may be able to,makd a significant con-
tribution to the educational community outside your institutions.

Your work is like swimming upstream. Most of your effort within the
correctional institution is spent with a segment of the American popula-
tion branded by the stigma of personal failure, anti-social behavior,
rash destruCtive acts against fellow human beings, or a combination of
all of these misfortunes. The freedom of your students is restricted be-
cause society has decreed that they are' not trustworthy, or because of
some infraction they must be punished. This poses some immediate mod-

, vational problems f"%r the teacher.

In addition to this circumstantial environmental factoi-, the moti-
.

'.vation of your pupils is further complicated by the fact that some of them
feel justified in the anti-social action'which led to their. incarceration.
They may be convinced that their offense is small compared to others who\
are free because they are protected by greater financial resources, more ,

adequate legal services; or sheltered by social position and political
influence. These faCtors may contribute to an inward sullennessehi& 1.
may make *Diae whole educational process much more difficult.

Our Task: The Renegotiation of the Individual at

The adult educator in the correctional institution must attempt to
motivate and educate students inspite,of detrimental student attitudes
toward the correctional setting, or their deep feeling that society has
unjustly condemned them.,

Your approach to the educational task, however, is based upon the
fact that regardless of their attitude, most of the inmates in.our cor-
rectional institutions will eventually be released. When and if they are
reinserted as free agents ip society, and in spite of the years,pf lost

!opportunity and the stigma of a felonious record, society will till

expect them to earn an honest living and make 'a normal adju'stment even
though burdened with the handicap Of their history.
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In some sense, then, the social readjustment of your students is
comparable to those difficulties encountered by persons with physical

/ or mental impetiments, But in addition, the life of the released inmate
is further complicated by the fact thar he may encounter hostility and .
suspicion rather than sympathy and patient understandin .

It is my awareness of these odds land my observatio of the serious-
ness of your intent, that prompts my being here. It is my hope that
what I have to say may provide helpful inspiration and light your fire
if you have grown cold and harcigned_in, _the face of you9-di-fficult teach-
ing and counseling situation. ,

Basic Requirements

Education, in any setting, has three basi\requirementsif there is
to he any hope of success: First, there must Ile-the presence of a skill-
ful, understanding, and devoted .iteacher;\second, thee must be a capable
student--or else the educational process cnust,bring ehe,student to a point
of capability; and third, there must be an attitmlinal cflmate which con-
tributes to the motivation of both the tea,cher and the pupi'

Motivation may sometimes originate froth unexpected sources.'"-,you've
heard the story of the mother who was trying to get her little daughter
'to enter the school building onher first day. The child cried and re-
fused to go in. She was afraid of the strange new setting. The mother
then sought the aid of the reacher. The teaoher tried to calm her with-
out success. Finally the teacher and mother asked one of the pupils, a
little girl named Betsy, to see if she could perabade the reluctant new-
comer. 'Betsy confronted the frightened little girl and said: "You lis-
ten honey, if you expect to get to college, you'd better come in here. "
and get started!" In a few minutes Betsy returned, leading her little

'dry-eyed convert by the hand. They both took their seats and soon the
learning experience' was underway.

It is not always that easy for the educator in the correctional in- .

stitution to persuade his pupils of the ultimate objective of the process.
But it is, nonetheless, this realism that continues to cause the educator
in the correctional institution to persist. For no matter what the "hang
ups" of the inmate may be, if he ever expects to get out and start a new
life, 'he had better begin to prepare immediately. It is the prospect an
hope of fulfillment that stirs human reluctance in every situation. Whe e
there is no hope, the best laid education program and plans fa/1 flat o
their faceand stay there!

A New World

The last twelve months of my life have provided a tremendous real'-
firmation of hope for the human race, that has been nurtured over the
years :by my religious understanding and commitment. In January and Feb-
ruary of 1971, I took a seven-week journey through the new nations of
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Equato ial Africa. Africa is a massive continent three times the size
of the nited States apd the largest piece of underpopulated geography
on ,aart . Last summer, I visited Hungary and Bulgaria, two countries
behind t e so-called "Iron Curtain." Both of these nations are on the
move.

fe days ago I returned from a twelve-day trip around the world.
Beginning n Pittsburgh, my first stop was London; from London, in less
than four h urs on a BOAC flight, ,I landed in Moscow. For a period of
four days w. visited with the leademship of the Russian Orthodox Church.
From Moscow, a tpok a giant Russiah Aeroflot to New Dehli, India, Bang-

.
kok, Thail'an and Singapore. Fliom Singapore we ,took a New Zealand Air-
liner to.Sidn , "Australia, and eventually landedOin Auckland, New Zea-
land. This wa my temporary point of destination, where a meeting of
the Executive mmittee of the World Council of Churches was held. In
less than a wee I was in flight again, across the Pacific touching down
in Honoluru and Tos Angeles. From Los Angeles a TWA flight returned me
to Pittsburgh on \a cold snowy Saturday morning.

On each of the three voyages, though I was on business for the
World Council of Churches and the Counci,1 of Bishops of The United Meth-
odist Church, everywhere I took advantage of the opportunity to.involve
myself in the lifestyle of people and to talk to as many of them as pos-
sible. Such an excursion,, within the pexiod'of twelve months, gives one
.a feeling for the world community, with fresh comparisons in mind.

Some Observations from the Family of Man

After,,twelve breathless months of travel, I am nursing at least
four not completely digested observations which I would like to share
with you. I share this with you, because I am convinced that all speci-
fic problems on this planet must henceforth be approached from an inter-
national point of view.

Motivation of Men

First, it is clear that the whole world is alive and kicking. By
this I mean that there has never been such a simultaneous motivation of
men on this planet in the whole history of the human race. Parts of the
world have been woke during certain seasons of history, while the rest
have been asleep oi-\isolated from t ainstream of events. But today
the whole planet of p ople is p a ing. Self-development and self-de-
termination are the two Oil orities among all the nations I have
'visited.

z.

Interdependence

Secondly, there is a growing recognition of our interdependence as
citizens in the earth. Presiden Nixon's journey to China can only be

1J)
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THE NEXT STEP

Morrison 'F. Warren
Arizona State University

Tempe, Arizona .

Machiavelli is credited with saying, "There.is nothing more diffi-
cult than to initiate a new 'order of things." Indeed, "a new order of..
things" is to succeed in preparing the educationally and socially de-
prived adult offender for assuming a useful, productive role in society.
The most striking fact about the correctional apparatus. today is that
although the rehabilitation of criminals is presumably its major pfur7
pose, the, custody of criminals is its major task. In m w, whether

1 or dot you--indiVidually or collectively--commit yourselves this new
' order of things is related to your knowledge and understanding °Leer-
, tain facts.

In preparation for this paper I requested young people to expresgy
their concerns about their ability to'use the resources of society.,
These young people were between the ages of 1 and 20, many had' entered

v the,crimi al justice system, some were black, I some' were white, some

I
were Indi n, some were Spanish-speaking. The r expressed concerns, pa-
r..a1511rased,- could be summarized into four ques ions! ..---,..,

1. Why is our 'society racist in charactor?- Where does the
institution of law fit into the scheme of things?

Why does our society p,er,mit slums? Why-koes our soci
isolate the poor and prevent their involvement in sti u-
lating,and enriching educational experiences?

3. Why does our society permit hungry children?

4. I's it possible to effectively teach young 'People things
their parents donot know?

These young people live and learn in a milieu; a milieu that is in-
creasingly speaking to them about these concerns. Permit me to share
with youz'some things young people are reading from their experiences.

4.

Racism

They are saying: "We live in a racist society; a society with pre-
dictable sets of relationships between whites and non-whites, with-posi-
tive valuations and prer atives for whites and negative valuations and
prerogatives for non - whits.".11

A number of-facts Aflect_the consequences of tilts reality. First,
according to the President's Crime Commission Report of 1967, in a random

1 1.6
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sampling of 1,700 adults, 91 percent contqssed that in their li2f time.
they had committed, a crime for 'which they could have been incarcerated
(The,Challenge of thme in a Free Society, 1967). When, according to the
commission, 40 percent of all males in tke United Sttates will be arrest-
ed in their 'lifetimes, when one d'ut of six adolOscents will.be referred

.

to juvntle court, when juvenile delinquency is predicted to increase
70 percent from 1965 to 1975, and vhen only 2 percent of arre'sted cri-
minals are imprisoned, one cannot help but wonder whiCh side of.the prt-
son wall the criminal is to be fertind- Of that 2 percent who are impri-

- soped,-one has to be impressed with the proportionally high percentage
'of, mipority Americans'.

',

# '4
. Second, the U. 6.. Department of Labor has shown that a_blae-k-high

school graduate. has' a greater chance of being unemplOY111han a white
high school dropout. .Third, At the very beginning of the criminal jus-
tice system, low enforcement policy- -id made by policemen. Policemen

'cannot and donot arrest. all the offenders they encounter. srAlme-rminal
code, in practice, is not a se t of.specific instructions to policemen,
but .more ores a 'rough MO iof the territory in which policemen work.
How an individual policefliaa moves around'that territory depends largely
On Iris per.sonal:distretion. Therefore, every policqman, however, complete

' or SIcetchy.his education, is an interpreter of the law. Every police-
,

man; too, is an arbiter of_,social values, forhe'meets.situatton after

situation isi whininvoking criminal sanctions is ajopiestionabie line
of -action.' Is it` posbibie that in 'far too many cases negative feelings

. .-tvoward.alitlinority group are factor,,s ina decision?
. . .

f 1 -
,.

"4i.

- ' The lnw inglproces,s, of, a §cenc grows from the philos-
.

Ophy,f'expe4e ..,.C." law too ape over the centuries accordigg
.

,. tQ problems bro .to tria ese were the problemS of those who N
,,,,

.

.

cou _or d to -n-1-rr, rneys. 'As 'a'' result, there have been few laws
:ilk lor the po r. The two forces that recently changed the situation were

; cages bwrqught by the NAACP Leta' Defense FA and the funding of fed-
.%.

. , 0 "erally.sponsored (Office of Economk.F.... Opportunity) legal services pro-
. . grams'. The new pattern has produced-a surprising development. The

..
.

greatest offender agLin'st.the poor proved' not to be the private seller
' or'the ghetto merchant, although,the.se were problems, but the govern-

. menron whom the poor depended for such things as police protetion and
welfare. .

,\

Slums 'land Education

They are saying: "Ghettos and barrios have been created not only
. by 'th'e successive'waves of migrants, but also by the fear, ignorance',
superstitions,'acrogance, exploitation, and paradoxically, by the bene-

,.volence of the American society. The dweller of these areas is not in-
ferior because he is black or Spanish-speaking, but because our American
sooiety'hasproduccd his inferiority. He has been refused employment,
or when he is employed, he has been refuseda decent wage, has been re-
fuse adequate hOusing and education and has been denied 'the equality
of o portunity that has been available to all other citizens."

.

r: 1 7
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The Kerner Report (1968) supports this view: 0 -

-What white Americans have never fully understood--but what the
<4

Negro c'an never forget--is..that white society is deeply impli-
. cated in theghetto: White Institutions created it, white in-,

stitutigns maintain it, and 411'ite society condones,lt (p. 2).

2

Society is failing slum youth': Their families eve failing. The

schools are failing. The social i stitutions generally relied on to
guide and control people in their individual and.mutual existence sim-
ply arenot operating effePtively inthe inner city. Instead of turn-

ing out men and women who conform to the American norm, at least overt-
ly, at least,enough tc"ttiay out of :jail; the .slums are producing the

'highest rates of crime, vice and fplancial dependehce. By failing these
Men and women, and'most importantly,. Ches.e young people; society wounds
itself in many ways: the,cost of crime, liVes,forfeited, personal in-
juries suffered, loss and destruction of prd¢erty. But all of those to-
gether are less significant than the loss of individual initiative, of
productivity, of a basis for pride in And'a sense of participation in

society. And whether or not society is tangibly injured by crime, in-
evitably it is diminished by the lossiOf a member's potential con ribu-
tion.

The inner city is, for its present Negro inhabitants, mores of a
trap than a way station. It harbors not only physical deprivation and
spiritual despair, but also doubt and downright cynicism about the rele-
vance of the outside world's institutions and sincerity of efforts to

close the gap. Far from ignoring or rejecting the goals and values es-
poused by more forttnate segments of society, the slum dweller vant4 the
same material and intangible things for himself and his children. In-

deed, the very similarity of his wishes sharpens the poignancy and frus-
tration of felt discrepancies in opportunity for fulfillment of these,
wishes.

1

A collateral result ofsthis isolation is reflected in Prison pbpu-,

lations. Every 10 years the Census lists the 'characteristic's of-persbns -
in custodial institutions, including federal and, state%prisuns and lbca4;

jails and workhouses. These tabulations shoW the median yearsaf school
completed for the state and federal prison and reformatory population is
8.6 years, in contrast to 10.6 years forithe general popul-ation in the

country. It also shows that 23.9 perce,nt of the offenders were laborers,

compared to 5.1 percent in the total popula'tionp. Only 5.8 percent of the

offender population engaged in, high status occupations, such as profes-
sional, technical work, manager,-official, proprietor, and similar group-
ings compared to 20.6 percent of the general population (The Challenge of

Crime in a Free Society, 1967, p.4.5).

Winger

They are saying: "There is a relationship between protein and brain
damage, and society cannot justify anyone being hungry in the richest

country In the world." ,
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Parental, Involvement.

,They'are saying: "The views of his parents are not sought in his
education, nor do effective adult education programs exist:"

Children enter the school system already shaped by 'their eaxlier
experiences. Many of them are already handicapped in their potential
for educational achievement. The educational handicaps that sqem most

"closely related to delinquency appear in thd slum'ehild. He comes from
a home in which books and other artifacts of Intellectual accomplishment
are rare. His parents, while they care about his education,-are them-
selves too poorly schooled to give him the help and encouragement he
needs. They ,have not had the time= -even shad theythe'knowledge--to teach
him basic ,skills that are milestones painkessly passed by most middle-
class'youngsters: ,telling ,time, counting, saying the alphabet, learning
colors, using crayons and paper and paint. He is unaccustomed.to ver-
bg'llzingconcepts or ideas. Written communication tay be rare in his
yxperience. ( It is sometimes assumed that the parents of children in
slum neighborhoods do not value education. In fact, there is persuasive
evidence of their committent to an,adequate education'for their children.

Conclusions

These are the kinds of concerns of young people in the ghettos.
One can reasonably glean from these assertions g recognition of the con-
cept of power and a plea f(5,r help. Dataseem to show a constant theme:
anger at discrimination, yet basic trust in 'America. Is it possible, in
view of your pqsition to view society, totally, coupledlwith close inter-
action with "failures," to serve in a creative advocacy Tole with needed
changes'as a goal? I urge you to continually ask yourself, who should
be included in the systems yOU seek to manage? I urge, you not to become
so programmed that you only deal with the variables immediately emena.-,

ble to your control. Yclu must include the multitude of voluntarybrgani-
zattons, educational institutions, andmembers at NiatiOus levels of the
power structUre, if you are to deal with the fundamental task of rehabili-
tation and prevention of criminality.

Are you willing to help` teach society .that:

every citir.en must familiarize himself with the problems of
crime and the criminal justice system;

- slums must be eliminated;
'-- education must be improved,
- jobs must be found;
- equality of opportunity must become a reality;
- research programs regarding crime and justice must be de'vel-

oped;

- poverty must he eliminated;
- health delivery systems must be improved;,

vernmeut.and the social .order must justify credencrtr--____Ay
spect and loyalty.
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The challenge to a program adu basic education is not only to
become efficient, but more effec 17.;e;'-nt only to be more innova-

tive, tlut mo nvolved; and not only more Cim ula?';--ibutmore cnmpas-,

sionate. There ar ny reasons for you to be p-e-tri.mistic about your
task, but I challenge yo with ,these words spoken by'Victor litigo nearly
one-hundred years ago: "I\ i soul is left in darkness, sin will be com-
mitted. The guilty one is n e who commits the sin, but he who causes
the darkness." I challenge yo' --li ht the d rkness by initiating a
neworder of things.
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FOCUS ON THE FUTURE

John C. Snide?
Department of Education

ColOrado State University
Fort Collins, Colorado

This paper is based on two assumptions concerning professional lead-
ers who are involved in adult basic education programming for correction-
al institutional settings. The first assumption is that adult basic edu-
cation in corrections professional leaders are as well or better prepared
in basic education programming than any other adult basic education lead-
ers in the country, and the second assumption is that they are sincerely
dedicated to the idea of changing behaviors of clients in order to make
them capable for social productivity, economic efficiency, and self -real-
ization.,

4

I make these assumptions as a result,of my experience inA'dult basic
educatiOn in corrections, my experience in regular adult basic education'
programs, and the reading that I have done concerning adult basiC educe'
tion in corrections. With these assumptions in mind, I hope to challenge
you by offering another dimension to the scope of your responsibilities
as professional leaders. It is a dimension that may not, be new at all,
but perhaps one that can be/expanded upon. This dimension can most prop-
erly be classified as a concept which I shall identify as "community-:wide
programming." In order to define this concept of "community-wide program-
ming," I wish to discuss three facets of the concept: (a) its develop-
ment in the 1960's, (b) its. degree of operationalization today, and (c)
techniques of delivering the idea of the concept to'community leaders.

In the early 1960's America began realizing that it could no longer
afford the luxury of having millions of its adult citizens so caught up
in the toils of ignorance, poverty, and unemployMent as not to be able
to function as normal, productive, self-reliant citizens. It began to
dawn on America that it could no longer disregard school dropouts, sup-
pressed minority groups, and the mentally and physically handicapped.

Ideas for remedying these conditions had developed enough political
clout by the mid-60's that they produced a myriad of programs during the
Kennedy and Johnson administrations. Today, many of these programs have
bk2Lome known as Manpower Development and Training, CAP, Neighborhood Youth
t:orps,-WIN, Model Cities, and Adult Basic Education. Most of theSe pre-
grams, with some funding modifications, were continued under the Nixon
administration. Fortunately, the adult basic education program received
year-by-year idcreases and was revised to serve a larger target population.

The progress of the adult basic education program as well as the
other programs mentioned previously has been significant in some commu-
nities and obvioqsly insignificant in others, Some communities have
utilized these programs in order to develop their community resources
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in positive directions; others' have floundered in a mire of program du-
plication, competition, and unwise proliferation, thereby wasting valu-
able,community resources. from a national point of view, it seems that
some progress has been made by these many programs; however, the progress
has been rather slow and the numbers of disadvantaged adults residing in
this affluent society of ours are still large indeed. For example, it
is estimated" that there are still approximately 8 to 10 million of these
disadvantaged adults who are illiterate or semi-illiterate who have not
reached the, eighth grade education'al level.

--A-tdri-s--pcfart some scrrous questions can be raised about the whole
cluster of anti-poverty and related programs. These questions are both
strategic and philosophic in nature. For example, have our efforts seg-
mented into too many different and grossly, unrelated programs? Is the
proliferation of these programs the cause of so many disadvantaged adults
findih themselves in correctional institutions? Would it not be more
'effective and effiCient to have fewer programs, have them better supported,
and haye them better coordinated so that they supplement and 'reinforce
each ether rather than have the fragmentation and competition which now
exist?

The answers these qu ns ca be given a qualified YES'in many

communities'around ale co try and a qualified NO in still others. It

can be definitely c n ded that the rapid -fire succession of new federal
programs being adman stered through oommmnity agencies in the 1960's ',

brought about a host of changes, some of which many communities were'not
'7 prepared to handle, which brings us to the second facet of the concept

of community -wide programming--its degree',8f operationalization today.

4

In a paSt issue of Reader's Digest, .tliere a human interest section

entitled "Life in These United States." It relates a story that was sub-

mitted by an adult educator from Wisconsin. It seems he had a very civic-
minded friend who was concerned about voter apathy in the eommunity: So,

his friend behan to visit with various community 0-coups and organizations
in order to encourage voters to take advantage of the privilege, of voting.
When he heard that the high school adult education program drew a large '

cross section of the community, he decided tozstrt his campaign there:
He approached two middle-aged women and said, "Ladies, are you registered

to vote?" "Heavens, no.!" one of them responded. "We're registered for

advanced needlepoInt."

,t;vidences exist which are suggestive that similar kinds of confusion
concerning basic education programs for adults are to be found in many of

our communities today. Programming emphases at the community-wide level
for people needing-help. are not achieving their potential for improving
quality of living, hence one of the major causes, ln my opinion, for the
numerous incarcerated illiterates and semi-illiterates in coFrect4onal,

institutions today.

My assignment as a member of an adult basic education project titled
"Project Communi-Li nr which is headquartered at Colorado State University,
calls for me, with other staff members, to visit state and local leaders
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who are involved in basic education for adults (either directly or in-
directly) in a nine-state area in this section of the country. Our task

.

is to look at the communication linkages between and among the various
basic education related agencies in the communities, and with the help
of theseleadets, and determine if our staff can be of any assistance in
enhancing the existing linkage patterns. The objective being to expand
communication linkages; thereby improving programs and ultimately ful-
filling the basic education'needs'of adults.

'Well, the expedience has been most interesting, to say thiN4st.
We have visited communities where the public school adult basic educa-
tion- General Education Development program is working beautifully with
the Employment Service and the Welfare Office. TheS-e three.agencies are
communicating with the Home Economist of the Cooperative Extension Serv-
ice as well as-the Salv'ation Army and the vocational-technical school.

result: optimal use of resources or better fulfillment of basic
cation needs of adults. In'other communities, the Employment Service

manager, the adult basic education director, and the Nutrition Program
director from Extension don't even know each other or at least won't
communicate with each other. Needless to say, little is accomplished.

Although it is just'a supposition, I really think that adult basic
education in corrections is a 'Symptom of the cause, That cause, as I
stated earlier, is the inadequate communication linkages, or stated an-
other way, the poor community-wide programming in basic education. Con-
sequently, I feel justified on the basis of experience in saying that
community-wide programming (even with the myriad of programs extant to-
day) can, under a few given conditions, be achieved; and therefore, bet-
ter fulfillment of basic education needs of.-adults is a realistic objec-
tive in the '70's.

Finally, the question of techniques of deliVering the idea
the'

the

concept to community leaders comes to the forefront. Dne of the easiest
and quickest is the technique used by the gentleman from Wisconsin who
was concerned with voter apathy. .As community leaders, you are members
of many and various types of informal'groups, clubs, and orgahizations
in your communities and you have access to others. You can spread the
word and apprise other leaders in your community of the idea. You'can
-inform them of advantages of Optimal use of resources and at the'
same time show theM that their autonomy will not be endangered. You'll
still find those who are concerned with their advanced needlepoint, but
nevertheless you'll finesvice as many who will listen .quite carefully.

A secyrvl technique which I find helpful in my work involves a de-
livery system Classified as qsimulation-gaming."' One-of the simulation-
gamqiis titled "Microvi116." "Microville" is a simulation-game that was
developed by the Department of Adult Education at Florida State-Univer-
sity during the 1969-70 academic year for the purpose of instructing
adult educators in'tbe program development processes, especially at the
community-wide level. Although the device is Still being field tested
ancLis undergoing several modifications, it has already proved itself to
be A functiona instructional device that shows significant potential to
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the field of adult education.

The simulation-game is designed as a verisimilar model representing
the relevant aspects of a community which adult education leaders should
utilize in order to develop optimal programs. Inside the simulation-game,
the scenario of an average community is painted on the surfaces of the
two shells to the extent that he low, low middle, middle, and upper class
residential areas are represented, as well as the main institutions and
agencies related (directly or indirectly) to the broad field of adult edu-
cation. Institution nd'agencies included are:

1. _Public Health Center 15. Elementary School 'one'

2. Civil Defense 16. Catholic Church
3. Military Base 17. Synogogue
4. Employment Office 18. High School
5. Business 19. Gym and Dramatic Facility

6. Bank 20. Library

7. Museum 21. YMCA
8/ Jr: High School 22. Womens Civic Center

9. Protestant Church 23. Elementary School 'two'

10. Chamber of Commerce 24. Professional Building

11. USO 25. Board of Education

12. TV and Radio 26. Community College

13. Factory 27. Medical Center

14. Labor Union " 28. Cooperative Extension

At each residential area and" each agency or institution, data
cards will be stored with the following information contained on them:

A. Residential Areas

1. Name

2. Age

3. Occupalition

4. Formal Education

5. Hobbies and Group Memberships

6. Felt Needs and Interests

B. Agencies ,

1. Respurce Data

2. Current Programs

114

Strategy cards here developed to employ specified operations at each

laboratory.,learningession, The cards were written in a manner and style

that would make the strategy of the simulation -game as fast thoying as
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reasonably possible. The cards are based upon "Cycles." The game is
divided into a series of "cycles" which correspond to the key components
and subcomponents of the instructional model. Each "cycle" is deline-
ated on a strategy card via cycle objectives, instructions, guidelines,
evaluation criteria, and content references. Strategy cards for each
cycle are duplicated in sufficient quantities in order to allow each
participant an individual card.

Cycle I: The entire group of participants is orientated to sim-
ulation-gaming in general.

Cycle II: Each council develops its own philosophy with accom-
panying policy statements.

Cycle III: Each council begins to analyze Microville in terms
of community needs and wants.

Cycle IV:, Each council writes the objectives for its community -
wide program by taking into consideration its philosophy and pol-
icy and the needs and wants identified according to priorities.

Cycle V: Each council develops its community-wide progtam for
implementation.

Cycle VI: ,Each council develops evaluative criteria that, will
serve as a measurement for the adequate achievement of program

objectives.

It is hoped that "Microville" will add to the body of knowledge in
adult education, not only in the area of program development processes
but also in the area of instructional devices that can be utilized to
facilitate greater leaping. The desire of the designers of "Microville"
was that it proyide opportunities for developing imaginative "plans of
action" which would maximize the effective use of resources in community-
wide programming. Hopefully, this desire will be realized.

That's my message: its so very simple, but Apt complex. It's op-

tj.mistic- -yet pessimistic. It says,that illiteracy can be eliminated,

yet many variables must be dealt with. It says that many communities

are solving the problem; many others are not. Finally, it says that you
as leaders with expertise in basic education are in an excellent position
to do-something about the cause of illiteracy and semi-illiteracy: you,

through your leadership abilities, can help your community and others .0

focus onthe idea of community-wide programming, especially in basic
eduoati(In for adults.

I.
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DEVELOPING A PHILOSOPHY FOR ADULT.
BASIC EDUCATION IN CORRECTIONS

Arnold R. Sessions
Seattle Central Community College

Seattle, Washington

Introduction

Developing a philosop y for education in a correctional setting may
sound.asif it would be a f rmidable task, but it need not be if the
problem is approached in a systematic fashion, starting with a definition
and applying logic and reason to the definition. A ?hilosophy is de-

fined as, "an analysis of the grounds of and concept expressing funda-

mental beliefs (Webster's Dictionary, 1967)." And Erickson (1970) stated
that philosophy is made up of the "I believers" of 'the individual or the
"we believe's" of an organized group. So what is wanted by way of defi-
nition for a philosophy of adult basic education in corrections is an
analysis of the grounds for establishing a set of "We believe's" for
every institution and/or department within the institution.

Developing A Philosophy

Establishing a philosophy requires information for the establish-
ment of a base upon which a philosophy can be built. We do not come
fully equipped with sets of "we believe's" on every subject. Each in-

dividual must take in data from many sources expressing several points
of view about a particular subject, subject that data to one's own bi-
ases for analysis, then pronounce a set of "I believe's" which is a
philosophic statenie t.

IA philosophy, lit is to serve its purpose, should be somewhat
idealistic. Erickson (1970) put it well when he said, "The philosopher
often lives in the world of the ideal, and fortunately for humanity, has
often set forth ideas which make people keep reaching for that something
just beyond present limits instead of sitting with folded hands." So an

institution educational philosophy should be somewhat idealistic; it

sho d strive to present a program toward which the department, the in-

s tution, and the instructors may have to strain in order to accomplish
the philosophy's provisions.

Though a philosophy should strive for the ideal, too much idealism
may well eliminate consideration of any suggestions made. So the ideal-

ism must be tempered by realism. The educational philosophy must be re-
lated to the institutional philosophy, the department of correction's
phil/osophy, the department of institution's philosophy, and the legisla-
tile philosophy. Each level in the ierarchy of authority in corrections

must respect the restrictions place upon by its superior authority.

1 2 6
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HoVever, it is not beyond the realm of possibility for the waves caused
by idealism in the lower echelon to bring about a change in succeeding
superior elevations.

As the philosophy of each level in the hierarchy of authority tem-
pers the others in the vertical ladder, so must the philosophies of each
department within an institution be related horizontally. This related-
ness is necessary if trouble with a capital "T" is to'be avoided. Sihce
each department of a corrections institution is corkcerned with the same
clientele--the offender--care should be taken that each be privy to the
concerns of the others for that clientele. Not only must there be a re-
latedness between departmental philosophies, but members of other depart-
ments should serve on the committee which is given the responsibility
for writing departmental and institutional philosophies.

Developing a philosophy for adult basic education in corrections
for each institution requires the gathering of information about the
philosophies in the hierarchy of authority in the correctional system,
the philosophiei of the institution and its departments, the philosophy
of adult basic education as presented by the Congress, by educational
grcitlps, nationally and locally and most importantly, information about
the personnel with which the institution education department will be
working. Each bit of data gathered will contribute to .the total picture
if what is present as well as what is lacking in the field of correction-
al educational within the institution. When all the data has been gath-
ered, analyzed, and synthesized, a statement of beliefs-can be enunciated.
This statement is the philosophy of the department. It will state tahat
the department believes should take place with regard to the educational
program for the institution. It should suggest priorities for partici-
pants, set standards, suggest long and short 'range goals for the insti-
tution, department, and participants, and create positive attitudes for
all staff and offender personnel. In short, the philosophy should pic-
ture the utopian situation under the restrictions of the philosophies of
the superior segments of the hierarchy of authority.'

Conclusion

A philosophy is a statement of beliefs held by whomever is,making
the statement. A philosophy tends to be idealistic by stating what Ihe
issuer feels should be the case. A phildsophy is a viable, living doc-
ument which should change as.conditions change, as new knowledge is ob-
tained, or 3S goals are reached. A,philosophy is used by comparing the
philosophy with real life conditions. If there is a difference between
the philosophy and real life, that difference becomes, an assessed need.,
The enunciation of needs requ'res some action: , positive,. negatrVe, or
passive. Positive action would result i.n programs to satisfy the needs,
either in pert or in total. egatfveaction would Wto abort. Passivg
action uould he simply to mairtain the status quo.
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DEVELOPING A PHILOSOPHY FOR ADULT
BASIC EDUCATION IN CORRECTIONS

..lacquelen L. Smith

Federal Reformatory for Women
Alderson, West Virginia

a

Definition of Philosophy

Before one can begin to develop a philosophy one must have a rudi-
mentary understanding of the word itself. World BooM Encyclopedia (1971)
'states that:

Philosophy has great value in our complicated world. Many
persons have no real foundations or sets o5,beliefs. Philos-
ophy Gan provirdb them with a reasoned framework within which
to'think.. By accepting a particular philosophy, a person can
begin to seek certain goals and to direct his life's behav-
ior . . . . For example, a Stoic tries to remain master of his
emotions . . . a Christian strives for salvation through the
grace and teachings of Jesus Christ . . . each set of beliefs
leads to a particular way of thinking and behaving.

In comp...Ad-son correctional educators must already have, or begin
to develop, a set of beliefs which serves as a guide for all activities
nd curriculums. This set of beliefs can be defined as the philosophy

of oquectional education. To form or develop a philosophy of adult
basic ,ducat ion in corrections one most be a careful investigator. A A

critical analysi of one's field is a necessary beginning but by no means
is this analysis ) a final act. Thus a developed philosophy reaches no
resolute truths.

PhilosOphies change as men's cultural and social experience
. changes historically: there is no final interpretation of

the meaning of life (Randall & Buchler, 1969).

Tools of Philosophy

To be an avid investigator one may use one or several tools. These
tools are reason, faith, observation, and intuition. Reason is probably
the chief instrument used by all philosophers. Another name for this
method of inquiry is deductive reasoning. In other words, with any giv-
en statement one's task is to deduce other remarks. However, the real
worth of this method depe as upon the merit of-the original statement.

Faith als a slmndar t od of investigation may imply, according
ro Randall and Buchler ( 9A9), "expectation that what has been found to
be true in.the past will continue td be,f,avored by evidence insthe fu-
tUre (p. 49);" or tenaci usly holding on to beliefs that one has in
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spite of all new facts or faith in a belief because of the lack of evi-
dence. Thus we have faith in three distinct senses,."belief in spite of
evidence, in the absence of evidence or on account of evidence (Randall
& Buehler, 1969, p. 49).'

A third method in inquiry is observation. Another term for this
method is inductive reasoning. In brief, "this is reasoning from a
limited number of observations to a conclusion that'goes beyond any fi.7
nite number of observations (Randall &Buehler, 1969, .70)." ,

Intuition, the last tool of philosophers is perhaps the most elu-
sive. Intuition is the license to understand something without using
reasoning or tests. Yet all of us at times believe certain truths be-
cause they seem to generate their own truth.

With this cursory yet necessary touch upon the tools of philoso-
phers, it is time to pursue how one develops a philosophy for adult ba-
sic education in correctional settings. Perhaps some tools of inquiry
may be used more than othes, but probably all will be used to some de-
gree in *developing.a'sound.Philosophy for any particular institution.

General Corrections Philosophy

Before one can present an adequate, specific philosophy for a cor--
rectional institution or an adult basic education in corrections philos=
ophy., there is a need to form a philosophy for the broad. field of cor-

rections. This philosophy should map the direction in which most penol-
ogists, whether guards, educators or supervisors, are working. Thus;..

a simply stated philosophy might be as Mittman (1970) states, "Our dom-.,
inant aim must not be to punish or to see justice done, but to return el

the offender to society as a useful participant (p. 10)." Tliis state-

ment lends direction or states a belief which most penologists should
agree to and abide. If not, perhaps corrections is not the field in

which one should be working.

Specific Correctional Philosophies for Institutions

Next it is important to understand how one's spe'cific correctional
institution's philosophy might differ from another institution'sphilos-
ophy. (or example, the Air Force Prisone'r Retraining Program's philoso-
phy may differ from another correctional facility. Kennedy (1970),
Chief of the Analysis Division, says "stress is placed on individual
dignity, self-worth, internalized controls, and self-determination (p.
40)." These are the set of beliefs that his institution puts oat in

front. They (Air Force) contend that\rreatment, not punishment, should
receive the major emphasis. They also contend that this philosophy can

be used by any other penal setting.,

It is important to understand pie broad philosophy of corrections
and the specific institution's philosophy on corrections in order to
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be certain that your institution's adult basic education in corrections,
philosophy is congruent with them. Correctional education must be a
part of the correctional program but it must be realized that it is not
the total program. Henderson (1970) states:

Correctional educators realize that whatever they do in educa-
tion whether academic or vocational, or social, must be geared
to-the rest of the existing programs. We must work with the
other programs hand in hand. There has to be a teamwork situa-
tion if we are ever going to realize the rehabilitation goals
we. have set for ourselves (p. 21).

Nevertheless, it is important that weunderstand and can delineate
the needs of the offender within our correctional' settings. One must
be able to assess the social, cultural and value,plements which are ab-
sent from the offender's background, and be able to relate these needs
to one's belief about education-and corrections. Only when the offen-
der has been thoroughly explored, and education and corrections related
to him, can an adequate philosophy on adult basic education in correc- 4

tions be developed.

The Offender

ReamS' of material could be written about the_Dfiendar--end common-
alities of Wsonality which are indigenous to the offender. -Perhaps
he may be a disadvantaged youth from the ghetto who displays a paucity
of selt-worth or respect for himself. It will be necessary to improve
that self-image before a change in behavior can be expected. Sociolo-,

gists call this lack of self-worth a negative self-concept. Clendenen

(1971) states:

Thts self-image plays its part in requiring and supporting a
sUb.-culture which values toughness, doing others before they
do, and justifies both crime and failure. If this be true,_
one objeictive of corrections should be to help the delin-
quent feel better about himself and to improve his self-image
(p 9)

A close look at most inmates' profiles will show them to be remiss
in having obtained an adequate education. Many have dropped or been

forced out of school for any number of reasons: lack of proper cloth-

ing, pregnancy, delinquency, truancy. An analysis of the public offend-
er in the state,of Alaska showed that 16.6 percent received a high school
diploma, that only 23 percent completed the 7th grade and some 45 percent
went only to the 8th grade (Williams, 1970, p. 605).

.1

Regardless of the lack of education which has contributed to an
individual's incarceration, we must find new ways to improve the Inmate's
role in accepting responsibility.` The resident is given little esteem
with his low paying job and no designated authority. Thus, according
to Clendenen (1971),. "what is needed is a method or format which would

enable the inmate to control impulsive, aggressive behavior within the
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context of an experience which also is rewarding. And the kind of situ-
ation required to achieve these goals can be structured (p. 11)t" One

such examp.le of inmates accepting responsibility and making decisions
about their life would be active involvement in developing and working
toward educational goals. Likewise, inmates may be given the freedom
to speak their thoughts in extracurricular activities such as video-itape
productions of debates, discussions, and/or therapy.

Many offenders must also be looked at from a mental health point
of view. Mental health has been defined by Philip*O. Roche, M. D. (1965)

as a:

destriOtion of a process in which an individual maintains a
balance and individual integrity at some level through vari-
ous devices of coping with stress induced in combination by
environmental tonditions and by internal patterns which are,
shaped by formative experiences (p. 7).

All correctional persons must be aware that many offenders have
bad child rearing experiences in common with the mentally ill. This

makes the Offender somewhat less capable of meeting the stresses which
go along with adulthood. The offender is prone to repeat devices that

_ worked as children and according to Roche (1965), "such persons tendto
remain fixed at levels of adaptive efforts in keeping with those of child-

ren (p. 7)." Although the preceding is certainly not descriptive of all
people incarcerated in prisons it must be recognized in many offenders.
Likewise it must be recognized that many offenders entering today's in-
stitutions are a new breed' of criminal; they are often sophisticated and
well-educated. Among these, one findsthe militants, the college stu-'
dents who have used or pushed drugs, and the civil rights protagonists.

Consequently one can see that the offender may have many ramifica-

tionstions to his personality. Nonetheless, _the offender must be the chief
concern for anyone who is setting up a philosophy of adult basic educa-

tion in corrections. After one has carefully looked at the population
(offender) within one's institution, it will be much easier to develop
a set of beliefs about the type of corrections and the.types of educa-

tion needed for such offenders.

Education

AdUlt education within a correctional institution must first of all

suit the needs of offenders. In other words, the curriculum must be in

harmony with the personality. Knowlei (1970).states that, "The primary.
and immediate mission of every adult educator is to help individuals.
satisfy their (Zeds and achieve their goals (pl 23).", This may be some-

what different for offenders than non-offenders if one perceives their
needs as being different. Nonetheless, all adult education should be

perceived as a continuing 9rrcess. John Gardner relates in his book,

Self Renewal, about an on-toing process of education. Thus education

is not a compilation of fa ts,within one's mind, but the acquisition of

knowledge which will help' ne continue learning under self-direction.
.\'
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Adult education must help the individual develop to his fullest po7
tential. Gardner (1968) intorms us "that all education wor by of the
name enhances the individual'. It heightens awareness, or epens under-

standing, or enlarges one's powers, or introduces one to ne modes of

appreciation and enjoyment. It is a means of self-discovery (p. 73)."

Corrections

The preceding two topics of offender and'edUcation must be related
to the total field of corrections, or perhaps more appropriately, cor-
rections must always be related to educationof the offend, One pe-

nologist, Leffler (1968), has stated that "The prison must become a
school . . . a school in which the residents, through their daily asso-
ciations with staff at every level, can come to understand what it means
to be a human being (p. 30)."

Summary'

After one has drawn together an analysis on offenders, education,
and corrections, it is time to develop an instructional philosophy.
What sets of beliefs should one be concerned with in developing an in-
structional philosophy in corrections? Once again one must know the
offenders within one's classroom setting. One must be aware of the de-
ficiencies within one's complement of students and'what method of in-
struction and/or kinds of materials best relate or convey knowledge to
the learner.

Knowles (1970) presents five functions of adult educators who work
with adult learners. These'five functions are the diagnostic function,
the planning function, the motivational function, the methodological
function, the resource function and the evaluative function. All of

)
these areas must be surveyed if one is to set up a sound instructionalnstructional

philosophy.

!.
.

The diagnostic function means that the, educator must assist the
learners .in analyzing their needs, for a particular knowledge in a spe-

cific situation. The planning situation denotes that the 4ducator must
organize with the students a set of events that will produce needed
knowledge. fin the motivational' function, the educator must set up an

environment which will inspire a person to learn. Another function of

the educator, is to choose the,best methods or techniques for inducing
learning. The resource function is a:function whereby the educator pro-
videS materials and human potential to provoke learning. Lastly the

evaluative function of educators is a process whereby learners are
helped to assess, the merits of learning exper ences (K owles, 1968,
p. 22).

wes

This instructional pHilOsophy, as with's y'philosophy or set of

beliefs; can be reached by using the tools of investiga'tion; reaSohing,,

faith, intuition, and observation. Onceani i vestiotion is completed
it is necessary to draw up the ideal situatio . 'After this assessment.
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is ii3ade then the ideal situation is compared to the real life setting.
The differences, between the two give one the needs. For example, if a
philosophy of instructional philosophy states that an offender of Ameri-
can Indian heritage needs to have an Indian culture room to best motivate
him toward learning:American history; and there is no room which displays
his culture, then this is an assessed need. All needs can be assessed
by comparing the ideal to the real life environment.

,
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MAKING A PHILOSOPHY WORK FOR YOU

John W. Jakasha
.Montana State Prison
Deer Lodge, Montana

Our nation is presently faced with a condition of increased crime
and violence. At the same time we are hearing criesafor prison reform.

'Vast amounts of money, both state and federal, have been expended to re-
move these coiditions. Experts have been consulted' in a search for the
answers, yet-these same conditions seem to be on the increase.

Considering all that has been accomplished, there is evidence that
our nation is truly concerned with the problems with which we are faced
Many times good, sound projects have ended as Statistics developed on
paper, while in reality the basic problems of the incarcerated still re-
main. There must be a solution to this condition, and although we hear
cries for increased money funding, this is not the total answer. Great
strides in prison reform can be performed immediately Ind without a sin-
gle cent of added expenditure.

Reform is necessary. Change can bring about decreased recidivism,
but before effective change Can take place, some basic conditions of
operation must improve. This paper will advocate improvement in correc-
tions without spending an additional dollar, as its stress will be on the
part that a sound' philosophy plays in project effectiveness. It will
also contend that the lack of recognition of a sound philosophy will lead
to failure in the basic problems that corrections face today.

It is appropriate to state the definition of the term philosophy.
As taken from Webster's Dictionary, those attributes which apply are:
a pursuit of wisdom; a search for truth through logical reasoning rather
than factual observation; an analysis of the grounds of and concepts ex-
pressing fundamental beliefs; a theory underlying of regarding a sphere
of activity or-thought; and the beliefs, concepts, and attitudes of an
individual or group. Re-examine this statement. Too often a philosophy
is taken for granted.

Every person has a philosophy; every group hasa philosophy. `It
,May be Written;,it may be stated verbally;, or it may be merely a set of
ideas. Philosophies are dealt with everyday, everywhere, by everyone,
Conflicts arise because of friction that develops from opposing philoso-
phies.

Let us now take a look at the first conflict which correctional re-
form faces, -conflict of class ideals. Every Institution operates with a_
philosophy that has been developed by a governmental agency. This phil-
osophy will more than likely reflect middle class values and standards.
This la inevitable, since the middle class society is considered the
majority and is mist likely to have an effect on our law-making body.
Yet it is usuallyconflict with these same middle class laws and ideals
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that cause a person to become an offender and make corrections a neces-
sity.

The offender, also ha& a philosophy, one that the individual has
lived wi'n everyday of his life. This philosophy is most likely contra-

dictory to the law-making body, and will most likely be in conflict with
the philosophies stated for a correctional institution.

The job of a correctional institution then becomes the tal)of chang-
ing the philosophy of the offender. We must somehow prove to him that

lO
other ideals are preferable, and hopefully, in time* e will convert the
offender's view to something which more closely reSe les that of the
people whose ideals he has had conflict with. This will be a difficult;
task and needs the total cooperation of institutional staff. Good but
weakly stressed departmental or institutional philosophies will not re-
place those that are so strongly developed at this point by the offender.

Think for a minutelnd determjne.in your own mind how difficult this
will be. Who cares, about your idege7 Did the offender have t1 same

opportunity for success as you had? Did the offender have the same love
and understanding that you have had? Did the offender'have the same edu-
cational opportunities as we have had? Yes, we can go on and on asking
questions such as this. The int is, no one truly knows all theexperi-
ences another person has had and because cif this, changing the ideals of
another person is difficult. The challenge can be effectively met only
if all personnel dealing with the offender function in a truly dedicated
manner and if negative attitudes do not exist.

I am well aware that correctional people, for theemost.part, are
dedicated people--if this;were not true, some of the success which has
been shown could not have occurred. But, let us,look at.,some of the

factors which undermine the fine jobs that are being attempted.

,

flow many times have you heard that an individual feels comfortable
doing his work? If the man-is truly comfortable, h has probably stopped

innovating. We in corrections must always be alert for improved metho
to affect our ideals.

-

An additional' undermining element is staff attitude when dealing

with the incarcerated. I am thin" of the attitude that some staff
members have in dnling with inmates' problems. how many tidies have you

heard an employee sayr "Oh let the teacher worry abobt it, or the coun-
selor," or who ever seems to be handy at the time? I wonder if it ever
0(Lurred to those making such statements that maybe the inmate needs help
and attention from that particular employee, not others whom he probably
has aleeady seen. To efect a project takes a tkal commttment
persons employed in the operati'o'n of the correctional facility and of
merely segregated groups functioning for specific purposes.. It mig t' be
surprising the benelit that could be derived from out tote' working force.

Think of the times t at people were called upon to help but we e too

busy. Problem situations requirepositiv action, And passing,over them
lightly will not promote range in troubldd individuals. Another a pest
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underminigg a sound philosophy is the person who will listen to an in-1
mate's problems and.then fear to respond truthfully in order ft avid
involvement. Problems must be faced head on, and if the truth hurts
then steps &Mould be taken to correct the situation.

One condition which has been noted and is rather disturbing is the
statement which'suggess that inmates should not be subjected to middle
class ideals. I ask thisAquestion, "Will our people be released to some
form of utopia where the conditions and problems that our nation is faced
with today do not exist?" I'm afraid the answer is no. Upon release the
offender will again come in contact wi.th the same problems, the same con-
ditions, and in addition he will be burdened with the weight of.being
called an "ex-con."

It becomes our job then not to create a utopia, but rather to create
an environment which more closely resembles real life. It become" our
job to show the offender what conditions will be like and how to perform
under these conditions. Our prisons of the past, which were oriented to
custody control and time consuming chores, werenot the answer to correct-
ing condihs of social incompatibility. Creating a utopia will not
solve the,problem either. New educational and vocation. pportunities
should be developed, and great reliance should be placed u'on the wealth
of aid that can be derived from these opportunities. ,However, each in-
mate should oriented to the fact that, his keep should be partially
repaid through the maintenance and self-supporting functions of the in-
stitution: Much in the way of responsibility training can be accomplished
by this means.

Reforth in corrections will not occur by playing the word game.
Changing a prison to a penal institution, to a correctional center, to
a forestry camp or whateve'r will not change ideals. Incarceration occurs
as a result of attitudes and behaviors. Lack of education, lack.of em-
ployment, or lack of employable skills are definite corwtributors to an-

'tisocial behavior.

From the few ideas that have.been presented in this papkr, we can
see that change can occur whether additional funds become available or

,not. It is necessary, of course, that each department within an-insti-
tution develop a written philosOphy. Tfts philosophy syould be esta-
blished to take,care of the department's needs af well as the inmates'
needs. It should be flexible enough to allow the use of resources that
are available through other departments, and likewise it should allow
ottler departments to use the resources available within the department.
Departmental co-operation will insure a sound foundation for the re-
sociallIzation of the incarcerated individual.

4

When new programs ate conceived, be specific about what they will
accomplish. Plan ahead and strive for achievement well above what the
funds will presently buy. Determine a philosophy-to warrant and achieve
those goals, and then make every attempt to stay with this philosophy.
In addition, maks plans to orient other staff members to become aware
of the department's philosophy, without tlitir co-operation, negative
element's may well destro ,your program, ralk-dlass of the fact that it
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appeared to be successful on Taper.
4

Education is a tool provided for future development. Buti without
a change in the offender's philosophy, the inmate will be no more self-
suffici,ent if he has a college degree or a highly skilled ptofession
than before. The offender needs understanding and guidance from'thoSe
with whom he comes in contact during his incarceration.

`'/

Once the offender is released there will be few who will
patience for such understanding and guidance. This, too, is a
which is too often kept a secret, although the offender is usually aware
of the condition. Teaching the inmate ways to cope with this situation
is just as important as it is to instruct in mathematics or develop some
job skill.

Let us all look to improving the relationship between th-e----t-otal
staff and the inmate. Everyone needs advice and suggestions, so .insure
that no'inmate will be turned away when in need of help. 'And guarantee
that philosophies will produce. This will not cost a cent but will
eventually bring grealt returns.

4
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V.

'REDIRECTION IN!, CORRECTIONS

Gervase Brinkman :

Illinois State Penitentiary
Joliet, Illinois

The title of this paper ?s Redirection in Corrections. I

could somehow present a comprehensive plan = new, not.too difficult to
implement, and revolutionary in its results. I wish -:that's What phil-
osophers call a desiderium non efficax, whichin-Englisflis translated
"a pipe dream." You will struggle With your plans for improved and cor-
rectionally effective 'education. Then you will returto your institu-
tions to find that these plans, laboriously conceived and perfected,
must, cut through reams of red tape, kale mountains of adMibistTative
obstacles, shim through rivers of professional and inmate-apathy before
even a fraction of them can, become reality. It, has ever :been so in tht
_field of corrections.

Educational objectives have already been written, Obstacles have
already been explored. Let me give you'one sample:

Objectives of. Correctional Education. The principle objectives
are to:

1. Establish skills and work habits designed to prOduce the
necessities of life for the individual and his 'family.

2. Build moral stamina to help the man live according to ac-
cepted social standards.

3. Teach body care through health, hygiene, recreation, and
physical education courses.

4. Develop art skills for leisure time activities.

5. Inculate in the man an appreciation of the finer things in
life.

6. Build a complete adUlt education learning center to carry
men through high school.

7% Establish rapport with neighboring colleges to bring high-
er education to men qualified for further training.

Meeting problems.. Problems which must be solved to achieve
these objectives are:

1.' Securing th'e full cooperation of the employee group as a
whole in carrying out the training program.
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2. Employment of competent instructors.

f. Allodation of an adequate budget to the educational program.

4. Determining the educational needs of the individual inmate.

5: Securing inmate interest in the educational program.

6. Placing'the inmate on parole in the trade for which we have
trained him.

7. Research results constantly.

Do you know when this was written? It is excerpted mainly from a
talk given before the Congress of Corrections by Alan Cooke., then work-
ing in the California system. The place was Boston, Massachusetts. The
year was 1948. ,Twent}-four years later the problems are still- the same
and the objectives still unachieved.'

Suddenly I begin to realize thgt it is not 'my task to implement a
correctional curriculum. You're the experts in that and it'is distinct-

. ly beyond my province. My position, as I see it, is to stress the atti-
tudes which correctional educators must have in approaching their work
so that objectives may npt be, forgotten and problems may be solved.
These attitudes may be considered under three headings: 1. attitudes
in dealing with the system; 2. attitudes in dealing'with the men for
whomvthe_system is being implemented; and 3. as an epilogue, an atti-
tude in dealing with yourself.

Attitudes in Dealing With the System

Don't Succumb Completely to the Weight of Tradition

I present this to you as a danger. A correctional 4,ducator or ad-
ministrator can walk into an institution with goals which are very high
and objectives which.to him seem completely reasonable. He is met with
the entire set-up of custody, of routine, of tight scheduling, of indus-
triartemands, of apathy toward the program both on the part of the~pro-
fessionals and of the inmates. He begins to see his.dreams fold up one
by one and the danger is that like Sennacharib, he will quietly fold his
tents and silently move away from the dreams that he has entertained and
content himself with doing exactly what has been done for 50 years before.

, The procedure (and I have seen it happen over the years) reminds me of a
poem written by a gentleman who has given us several thought-provoking
poetic essays. I refer to Sam Walter Foss (1858-1911) and to.the poem
he calls the Calf Path:
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CALF PATH

ONE day, through the primeval w od,
A calf walked home, as good ca es shOuld;
But made a trail all bent aske
A crooked trail as all calves

Since theritwo hundred years ave fled,
And, I infer, the calf is de d.
But still he left behind his trail,

And thereby hangs my moral t le.

The trail was take't up next ay
But a lone dog that passed that way;
And then a wise bell-wether sheep .

Pursued the trail o'er vale and steep,
And drew the flock behind him, too,
As good bell-wethers do.

And from that day, o'er hill and glade,
Through those old woods a,path was made;
And many men would in and put,
And dodgesi, and turned, and bent about
And uttered words of ri.ghteous wrath
Because 'twas such a crooked path.

But still they followed, do not laugh -

The first migrations of that calf,
And through this winding wood-way stalked,
Because he wobbled when he walked.

This forest path became a lane,.
That bent and turned, and turned again;
This crooked lane became a road,
Where many a poor horsewith his load,
Toiled on beneath the burning sun,
And t-r-aveled-:g15fria- three miles in one.

And thus a century and a harf ---
They trod the footsteps of that calf.

Each day a hundred thousand rout
Followed that zig zag calf about;
And o'er his crooked journey went
The traffic of a continenb
A hundred thousand men were led
By one calf near three centuries dead.
They followed still his crooked way:
And lost one hundred years a day;
Tor thud such reVerance is lent
To well-established precedent.:

-;=----11 1:
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Amoral lesson this might teach,
Were I ordained and called tp preach;
For men are prone to go it blind
Along the calf-paths of the mind,
And work'away from,sun to sun
To do what other men have done.

They followed in the beaten track,
And out and in, and forth and back,
And still their devious course Orsue,
To keep the path that others do.

But hgw the wise old wood-gods laugh, 1

-Who saw the first primeval calf!
Ah! Many things this tale might teach,
But I am not ordained to preAch...

And even though ordained,'it seems foolish to belabor t obvious.

Nova sint amnia Syndrome

While you should not succumb too completely to tradition, the op-
posite extreme should also be avoided - do not succumb to the nova siL
omnia syndrome. In your examination and acceptance of an educational
system eliminate those areas which seem to have lost relevance but at
the same time judiciously hold on to others as being applicable in our
present time. I admire St. Luke a one of the more perceptive Evange-
lists and in the 24th chapter of his gospel he tells the story of the
two discipline'who, after the, crucifixion of Christ, were making their
way to a village called Emmaus. , On th& way, as they were discussing
very animatedly the events of the past days, the Lord appeared and walked
along with them. He asked them the subject of their lively discussion.

They halted, in distress and one-of them, Cleopas by name,
asked Him: "Are you the only resident of Jerusalem who does

\ not know the things that went on there these past few days?"
He said to them: -"What things?" They said: "All those that
had to do with Jesus of Nazareth, a prophet powerful in word
and` deed in the eyes.of God and all the people,' how our chief
priests and leaders delivered Him up to be condemned to death,
and crucified Him. We were hoping that He was the one. who
would set Israel free. Besides all this, today, the third day .

since these things happened, some women of our group have just
brought us_some astonishing news. They were at the tomb before
dawn and failed to find His body, but returned with the tale
that they had seen a vision of angels who declared that He was
alive, Some of our number went to the tomb and found it to be
just as the women said, but Him they did'not see.

Then Jesus said to them: "What little sense you have! HA,
slow you are to believe all that the prophets have announced:\
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Did not the Messiah have to undyrrgi all this so as to enter
into His glory?" Beginning thgn with Moses and all the pro-
phets, He interpreted for them every passage of ScriptUre
which referred to Him.

I call your attention to this particular journalistic-account to in-,
dicate one point. The Jewish writings contain many teachings: liturgy,

ritual observances, history, genealogies, prophecies, songs, advice on
many things, laws, prayers. The disciples found it impossible to sepa-
rate the prophetic utterances from the other utterances found `in the Old
Testament. Christ did this for thew} and they understood. His remark
addr ssed to the two disciples may well find e in our consideration
of he educational scene in corrections: "What litTZe sense you have."
Eckc tors find a system which seems to be a hodge-podge of many unre-
lated arts and La heir frustration would like to throw it all out and
start new, to change the entire system. Don't! That way lies greater
frustra on because the system will overwhelm you. . But within the sys-
tem take those elements which seem to you particularly applicable, stress.
them, reinforce them, and gradually push them against the walls of varied'
restraint. You will find that in this gradual pro.cess, other disciplines
will begin to appreciate the work you are doing and gradually the walls
begin to spread out a little bit farther and progress will be made.

Be Prepared to Travel Light

People are more important than equipment. Corrections notorious
cuts treat nt budgets -- education, vocational training, and so forth.
We realize this as a fact bf life. On the other hand, we are told, an
educations system needs money Lind a lot of it. I maintain that a lack
of money should never be used as an excuse for inferior performance.
When it is done, it is a confessilt of a lack of dedicated profession-
alism. 4c.

I recall a meeting between a group of residents; a group of educa-
tors, and a group of chaprains. The meeting was scheduled to discuss
mutual interest and cooperation. Within two or three.minutes, it lost
meaning because one participant said in anger: "I know we have a.rot-
ten educational system. But don't blame us. Blame the people up front
who won't give us the money to have a good one." The meeting deterio-.
,rated and the resident leaders walked out, disappointment in their eyes,
puzzled and disheartened with an individual who said: "Unless I get a

lot more money, I am not going to give you a better education."

In contrast, one of the good programs at the institution in which
I serve is being conducted by e Registered Nurse with experience in nurs-
ing education. Designed as a 26-week course, it features weekly films,
class work with definite lesson plans, weekly exathinations and a,rigid
system of control to detect and eliminate those not interested or not
willing to work. When the program was presented for approval the nurse
was asked how much it would cost.. "I have that all figured out," was
the 'response, "And I am worried because it will cost pretty much and I
don't know how to get the money." She Presented the cost breakdoWn.
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The entire course is to cost just $150.00! Needless to say, she has the
money. It seems a perfect example or traveling light -'- and being effec-
tive.

Attitudes in Dealing With the Men

Don't be a Racist

Many-of will say: "I am not a racist. I try to give everybody
his due. try\to treat everyboc0; not equally, but according to his
specific 'needs and:.aspirations." Do you?

...

George Clements was a featured speaker at the 1971 Midwest meeting
of the American Correctional Chaplains' Association. George is a black
Catholic priest, pastor of the largest blac parish in the city-of Chi-
cago, running what has been called the finest educational grade school
plant in all of black America. He began his talk in this-fashion: '

I really do not know wby I, a black man, am talking to you, pre-
dominantly a group of white clergymen. I realize you have es-
poused the highest ideals. I realize you work probably harder

# than any other group of people to vitalize the dOcfrine of Christ
that we should love one another as individuals without paying ---

attention to accidental differences. Yet, I say to you, -every
single one of you -is ffrac,ist. You are white racists. I say
to you that I am a racist, a black racist and I think this is

e of practically every white man and every black man in this
ountry.

It is a sweeping indictment which I would like to disown but at the
same time I think there is truth in it and every single one of us must
ask ourselves the question day after day and contact after contact:4"Did .

I deal with this man in this way because he is black or he is brown or
he is red or did L treat him exactly the same with exactly the same cour-
tesy as I would treat one of my own color."

At the board meeting of the American Correctional Associgtion held
in Omaha 1several months ago it was decided that the Congress of Correc-
tion this year would-deal with topics shared by the. entire Association
and all the affiliates. One entire day was spent in determining the
topics of greatest importance in the field of corrections. I submit
that list and call your attention to what is considered topic number one
in importance by correctional administrators:

1. Racial issues in correctians

2. Violence

3. Rights of people

4, Community-based prbgrams
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5. The drug scene 4 e

6. Communications in the criminal justice system

7. Relationships of mass media to corrections

8. inmate welfare

' 9. Probation and parole

10. Constructive custody, and control (offender rate in corrections)

11. Education for corrections (Correctional careers)

12. Correctional response to outside reform

13. Research and evaluation

Architectual innovations

15. Fund raising techniques in corrections

16. Major administrative trends

Don't be a Megalomaniac

This advice ma'yseem ridiculous. Superfluous for people ho have
definitely shown their dedication: Couldn't they get/better jiaying jobs
in some other fi ld? Have they not shown the highest regard :for the
personal digni of the men for whom they are working? Otheirwise they
would' ever e in such a position--often unrewarding, sometimes dangerous.
Yet, it is advice given very seriously. In the orientationprofiams giv-
en to ne officers in the Illinois stem, this point is one which finds
frequent mention.

Prisons actually contribute to a warped sense of our personal worth
as compared to our evaluation of the worth of the residents. When work
must be done, we order it done but it is the resident who does it. If

we throw a cigarette butt down onthe pavement, we are not the ones to
pick it up,_a resident does. If a package is carried from one section
of the impound to another, you will see an officer walking along beside
an inmate who is carrying the'package. When the men return to their
cells, they look from behind bars to face an officer who has freedom of
movement. In so many ways--architecture, routine, work--the impression
is given and may become a part of the correctional worker's psyche, that
the man who is a prisoner is somehow inferior to the man who is an of--
ficer or an educator or warden.

Jules Romains in his Verdun: Men of Good Will writes of this as a
4 universal tendency:

e
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Delicacy of Feeling

I sometimes find myself wondering,

in a sudden panic,
whether I'm not in the way of developing

numb patches in my sensibility
of which I shall never be cured -

Delicacy of- feeling.

What a wonderful expression!
halt I ever again know

elicacy of feeling is?

I may, be nervous, irritable,
exasperated by trifles,
but shall I ever recover that sensitiveness
which the mark of the civilized
and mature person?

I sometimes see myself the future
transformed into a sort of invalid
who has suffered an amputation
--o-f all his delicate sentiments,

like a man who has lost all his fingers
and can only feel things
with a couple of stumps.

There are a million like that.

.

/If true in all strata of society, what a danger it is in the abnor-

m -environment of a prisoner.* M4y I draw a chart for you? It is one

used in orientption programs and the questions gb like this: "Who is the

,most important person in this prison?" "Who is next in importance?" The

.` chart of answers usually given has this appearance:

Warden .

Assistant Wardens

,.,

Captains

. Lieutenants

"--S-d-geanti-
.

Officers

Residents

. _
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The point is then made that this is indeed the ladder of authority
but definitely not the ladder of importance. To demonstrate importance
we must put handles on this ladder and then completely reverse it so
that it look like this:

Residents

Officers

Sergeants

Lieutenants

Captains

Assistant Wardens

Warden

The resident is the most important person in the institutio
officers are there to serve the functions'of society in helping the re-
sident, the sergeants exist to coordinate the'- efforts of the officers.
And the warden is there only'to serve as a coordinating and catalytid
agent to make all s vices of the institution viable. And so., ques-
tion: Should sere is be megalomaniacs?

Consider the Self-concep the Resident

Consider the self-concept these men have and work from that basis.
good management-books "It is important to note that the self-

con t o he individual worker is-t ed at the or -anization14 peril."
We might Sa th-eg-Am f correctional educa 'on. Le me quote briefly
from a book: Motivation 4 Productivity, written y Saul W. Gellerman,
a book which won the McKinsey undation Award fo excellence in manage-
ment literature. On pages 186 an 147 Mr. Gelle man develops, the-idea
of self-concept:

How do self-concepts grow?
.

The self-concept is rea a social conce 4,they people
- are the standards against w 1 f" "is meas-
ured and defined. Thus ideas of superiority, equ and
inferiority, appear as the child encounters other people and

. seeks a consistent set of guidelines to fallow in dealing
with them. He discovers what kinds he cannot do well in.
Competence begets confidence and vice-versa; a sort of chain
reaction is established which leads to a more or less con-
sistent level of self-assurance (or timidity, as the case may
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be) which may last a lifetime . . . . However' talents do not
blossom forth automatically into an appropriate sense,of com-
petence. FOr, in addition to acquiring a relative sense of
how well he can do things, a person also acquires a relativ
sense of what he deserves. In childhood, a sense of self= orth
is not achieved but conferred; it is the attitudes of othe
people (especially his parents) that tell the child how muc
of an intrinsic claim he has on tHe attention and indulge ce
of others. The degree to which a child is made to feel el-
come or unwelcome, valued or worthless, has a great deal to
do with what kind of reception he learns'to expect from others.
It t'Ferefore colors his willingness to try to do things well,
qulte apart from his abiljtty to do them well.

If you will notice, there are two thoughts contained ii this quota-
tlon: (1) competence and (2) self-worth. I submit that allarge number
ofmen with whom we deal have a great amount of competence but that a
large number,of the men with whom we deal do not have the sense of self-
worth. These men are able to do things well but they withdraw and gill
not try to do things well. And so one of the great objectives of a cor-
rectional educator is to motivate and to show by a genuine, all-consum-
ing, dedicated interest in each of the students that this man is really
worth something....Until we get that concept across, we will never be able
to produce anything but a completely competent criminal.

Attitude Toward 'ourself - An Epilogue

In coping with frustration, in dealing with Obstacles, in'surmountl
ing difficulties, in walking' with men and talking with kingt, it is im-
portant-that we gain and retain a constant sense of cheerfulnesi. I. have
one story to illustrate this.

Archie, in the classic.tales of Don Marquis, is the, cockroach who
writes the biography of Mghitabel, An alley cat.' Mehitaberhated kit-
tens but being an alley cat; she bore them regularly. One,of het amours

was a French tomcat who taught her a number of French'words,and phrases:
love- always; gai - happy; je t'aime love ydu/. After soi dal-

lihnce, Mehitabel became gravid and her French conso
quests. In the,4urse of time the progeny'arri
theth. She hated to feed them, move them, ,.Cleari

her head and said: "Toujours gai, wothehell,
submit that in the greatttsk you have before
hetabel will be frequently neeessaryIto susta
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REDIfECTION IN CORRECTIONS THROUGH.ADUIT BASIC EDUCATION

T. A. Ryan
University of Hawaii
' Honolulu, Hawaii

Introduction/ ,

Half of the American adults over 25. cannot read well enough to get
along in today's society. They are functionally illiterate. The defi-
nition of functional literacy'is expressed in terms of haying the skills
required to get along in today's society. This means being able to cope
.with things like newspapers, job applications, drivers instruction manu-.
als, income tax returns, job instructions, television guides. -Harman
(1970) said that half the population in America' affluent society of the

,seventies could not"cope with these everyday demands for existence.

The Census reports at least 20 percent out of a population of 223
million adults, which points to some 45 to 47 million adults, fifteen
years of age and over, wh9 cannot expect to get or retain employment
commensurate with their potential abilities due to a lack of basic skills.

0 ,e

Since the passage ofthe Adult Education/Act of 1966 a concerted ef-
fort has been made, and federal funds have been invested, to erase, at
least in part, this blot on the pages of contemporary American history.
A significant investment has been made thOugh state grants, teacher
training programs, and special experiment 'l demonstration projects to
come to grips with the problem of America's adult illiterate men and,wo-
men, who constitute a tax-burden, rather than being tax-paying citizens.
The appropriation of funds under P. L.,89 -750 is a national recognition
of the problem, and an all-out attempt to marshal resources in an effort
to achieve a soluticin. For the most-part, significant inroads have been
made through local/ state, and federalTefforts to eradicate. functional
illiteracy in this most affluent nation of the twentieth century.

.0ne group, however, remains on the outskirts of these efforts to
ameliorate the' literacy problem 91,tIe United States. One/segment of the

rf functional iltiterate group has'iemiinekon the other side of the track.
Except for spYoradic and uncoordinated/local-efforts, this group3has been
a drain on he tax dollar a d a blig t on the national-acene. This group
has been aind will continue o be the forgotten, the'neglected, the re-

__

jected, die men and women, ho have ailed, who have been castigated by ,

s iety/for their failure0, and who--but fibr'the grace of Cod- -will
again. '.Who are these men' and women, the forgotten, the neglected, the,7
rejec ed adult illiteratied of twentieth century. America?
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A Profile of the Offender

4.,

Who are e prisoners, parolees, probationers, American s cfety,

th4 men and w en who live outside-the-law, whose b'et aviors are nti-

so tar? The nswer to this question is a picture f1the academi ally,

vo ationally, and socially deprived segment of Ame ican society. The

Ad It Educati n Act of 1966 describes the bulk of he prison po ulation

of the twenti ith century:-"Yhoseadults who by viktue of their Cci-
encies in co unicaticins, computation, or social rerationship s i is are
,substantially/ impaired in their capability of getting or retain n em-

ployment commensurate with their real ability (IL S. Congress, 9 6)." ,

The Adult Education Act, passed by Congress in 1966 and amended n 1930,

was, and is, a national recognition of the critical education p blem
facing the American nation in these times of strife and stress. The

problem, in its most simplified forM, is a question. How, in this nation
of affluence and upward mobility, can the substantially large segment of
the population be denied the right to these national benefits by their

own academic, social, civic, and vocational limitations, be afforded an
equal opportunity to achieve and enjoy the personal satisfactions and
social benefits of a free society? .

The jails, workhouses, penitentiaries, and reformatories of the na-

* tion admit, control, an release an estimated 3 million individuals each

year. This is roughly alf the population of New York City, On the

average, approximately .3 million people, greater than the population
of any of 15 states, are under correctional authority. The average daily
population in corrections in 1975 is projected at 1.8 million (American

Bar Association, 1971)

Corrections officLls estimate that 85 percent of state prison in-

mates are school dropouts. This means that over one million persons in

.
thUnited States penal institutions and correctional settings lack the
sEgal.ing required to enter and maintain gainful employment. The Ameri-

can Bar Association estimates the average edutational-achievement at
fifth to sixth grade level (American Bar AsAociation, 1971). These 'men

and women manifest a distorted value system, the majority are insecure,
exhibit little self-discipline, have a low self-image. Forty percent

are without previous work experience. In light of the academic, voca-
tionaL4 and social deficits of this substantia4 segment of American so-
ciety, is it any wonder that they represent a failure of the:American

system.

Correctional officials describe the average state pr on inmate

this way: 85 percent are school dropouts; the average ed cation at-

tainmen is the fifth or sixth grade; the,average I.Q. i 85;' percent

are me tally retarded; 40 percent are without previous rk e erience;

most ave a distorted value system; the majority are i ecure exhibit

Pitt e self-discipline, and possess a low self-image. Most i portant,

96 p rent will walk the street as free men after a verage stay of two

years

/The criminal law cannot be more effectilt0i he long run than the

attt of the correctional procedures which ar rought int/ play. What
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we must never forgot-is that, barring few, every inmate of our prisons
is due to mix and mingle again in society, sooner or later (Jaworski,.
1970)., President Nixon noted a memorandum to the Attorney General
almost a year ago: Today, at (least 40 percent of all offenders re-
leased from custody eventually return to prison. The FBI Crime Reports
for'1968 show that 82 percent of a sample of offenders arrested in 1967-
68 had been arrested previously. In spite of the-facthat they have
been exposed to the presumably beneficient infl4ences of the home, the
church, and the school, they stumble from one mud puddle of life to an-

,
other . . . (Be to, 1960) . /

A Look at the Correctional System?

The correctional system doe6 not correct. Time, January 18, 1971,
describes the American- correctional system,as a hodgepodge of uncoordi-
nated instituti,ns run independently by almost every governmental unit
in the United tates. Most offenders have, at some point, been incar-
cerated in (3,- of the 4,047 county jails or similar local lockups, the
worst of the correctional evils. The jail mess is typified by New Or-
leans'-Par sh Prison, which Time describes as a putrid pen built in 1929
to hold 5,40 prisoners, but, which in 1970 was housing 850. Many four-
bunk cel S hold seven inmates. Mattresses smell of filth. Toilets are

. clogge Education is unheard of (Time, Jan. 18, 1971).

he idea that imprisonment corrects criminals is a myth. Before
e eighteenth century, prisons w.s.re- mainly for the debtors and accused.

Th convicted were punished -- swiftly and completely. There was no turn-
i g back fromthe slice of the guillotine. In 1870 in Philadelphia, the .

akers started a humane alternative to the practice of corporal punish-
mgnx which had.pervadea corrections for centuries. The Quakers intro-
duced the cage concept. They locked the convicted-in solitary cells,

`until death did them take. Today, Amerift is punctuated with these cages.
The idea of education or training is anathema to the notion of caging.
Most states provide no usable training .% In.this perverse climate, the
prisoner is expected--by osmosis, no doubt--to become socially and-civi-
cally respohsible, economically efficient, and to develop that ultimate
goal--a positive self-image. ..But, he is given no chance to reach these
noble ends.

In he first week of September 1971, Time magazine confirmed the
fact t at the grim-prediction of a man, that he would not leave the Cali-
fornia prison system alive', came true (Time, Sept. 6, 1971). In one of
the bloodiest prison upheavals,in modern times, George Jackson was killed
while attempting to escape from California State Prison at San Quentin.

6----

With lam died three prison guards a d twfelldw inmates. The bloody
carnage lasted only a' few tragic mnutes, \but in that time the gauntlet
was thrown.' A society founded on'promise of salvation for the lame, the
halt, the sick, and a guarantee of equal opportunity for all men was
taken to task. The so-called tenets of the American penal system were
shaken to the foundation. The reports of rehabilitation and correction
'as primary goals of the penal system were suspect in light of the,riot
report and pictures of 25 prisoners strtpped baked, manacled, and forced
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to lie on the prison ground for six hours. In a feature article in the
September 27 issueof Time, the tragedy of corrections is described:

At 9:44 on a drizzly overcast morning . . . a radio loudspejk-
er snapped out the order to attack. Through the stinging mist
of C,S pepper gas dropped by Viet Nam-style helicopters, yellow-
clad troopers set off a barrage of rifle fire from atop 30-ft.
prison walls. More than 500 officers--armed with shotguns, ri-
fles, pistols, and clubs--charged into the crowded compound,
shooting as they ran. Sporadic firing continued for nearly an
hour. When the one-sided battle was over, lawmen representing
the State of New York had killed 26 convicts and nine . . .

hostages . . That was Attica (Time, Sept. 27, 1971, pp. 18-
19).

The violence at Attica sent tremors throughout U. S. prisons. One

uprising took place at Baltimore cityejail, where some 200 prisoners,
nearly all unconvicted blacks awaiting trial, 'rioted in the mess hall,
The convulsion of conflicting values and emotions put in questiorithe
future of a penal system that most responsible authorities consider a
dismal failure. Many officials, including President Nixon, hoped that
the tragedy would give a sorely needed impetus to prison reform. Others

worried about the danger of a new rush toward repression that would,' make
prisons even more inhumane.° Attica had a population of 2,250 prisoners,
75 percent of whom were black or Puqrto Rican. All of the 383 guards

were white.

Former inmates of Attica contended that solitary confinement was
frequg4ly imposed for minor infractions, and that beatings in the ele-
vator en route to "the box" were common. Inmates were allowed only one
shower a week, even though,many worked (for as little as 25c a day) in
the metal shop, where temperatures exceed 1000. One bar of soap and one
roll of toilet tissue were the maximum allotment each month. There was

little useful vocational training.

Many inmates were incarcerated for violent crimes; many were there
for lesser offenses. At Attica, they were treated without distinction,
as numbers of niggers or animals to be caged. Rev. Charles F. William,
of St. Paul's Unite&Church of Christ, in a sermon at the funeral of one
of the deceased' guards stated that Attica is a part of the tragedy that
is the world.

*A What is this tragedy? This is the tragedy of man's inhumanity, the
failure to implement the American dream in an operational reality. The

American Creed ;olds that this nation subscribes to the doctrine of equal
opportunity and recognition of individual worth. These tenets can ke im-
plemented 'only by concertqd and supported national effort, operating in
a state and regional framework, to meet the needs of ,the disadvantaged;

# to change the behaviors of the imprisoned.

Attica, according to Time, is not the worst of the 4,770 American
prisons and jails. It has too much competition. It is, however, fairly
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typical of a penal system that will stand to attest to the disgrace of
the nation and the failure of the civilization (Time, Sept. 27, 1971).

This nation does have a responsibility to the one million male and
female adult illiterates who are incarcerated--supposedly to prepare

them for reintegration into society and at (he same time to protect so-
ciety against them until they are able to function as fully productive
pers6ns in the free world. These functional illiterates cannot and will
not achieve the goal of social and economic reintegration and producti-
vity until they overcome the handicaps of academic, vocational, and so-
cial deficiencies. In 1969, under the Adult Education Act of 1966, funds
were made available to support a program designed specifically to achieve
the goal of academic, vocational, and social development of the function-
ally illiterate adult population.- The dividends from this investment of
national funds will long be coming, as functionally illiterate tax-bur-
dens are transformed into productive tax-paying citizens.

The factors of historical antecedent, social rejection, and physical
isolation miff ate against acceptance of responsibility for the offender.
Society has acknowledged an obligation to help the non-offender adult
illiterate develop skills, knowledge, and attitudes to make him capable
of assuming his adult` role in the community. Yet, the one million il-
literaeiro-ftnia'ers, 96 percent of whom will walk the streets as free
men after an average prison stay of only two years (American Bar Asso-
ciation, 1971,1-26itil very recent times have been denied an opportunity
to extricate- themselves from the cesspool of illiteracy.

The bulk of correctional resources has been and continues to be
spent on incarceration, a strategy which can only work against possible
reintegration of the offender into a free society. They are cut off
from schools, families, jobs. They have no chance to rise above the
level of illiteracy,. If the correctional system is, in fact, going to
correct, there must be a redirection in the system.

Adult Basic Education in Corrections Program

In May 1969, the Education Research and Development Center of the
University of Hawaii, with.support from the United States Office of Edu-
cation, Division of Adult Education Programs, initiated a program designed
to promise a new direction in corrections through adult basic education.

1

The Adult Basic Education in Corrections Program is a vehicle for multi-
disciplinary, interagency, and interd partmental marshalling of forces to
meet the neeas of the men and women in h -state and federal prisons and
reformatories. This is a model for red rec ion in corrections. The
program is a tacit acknowledgment of the critical need to provide edu-
cational programs to meet the special needs of adult offenders whose
basic academic, vocational, and social deficiencies militate against
their being fully funationtng persons in either the closed or open so-
ciety. Three distinct but related outcomes have been realized thus far
from the program: (1) analysis of the existing situation, (2) systhesis
of a conceptual model of adult basic education in corrections, (3) design
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of 66 models for delivery systems of adult basic education in corrections.

In 1971, instructional models with produced or selected hardware and
software will be designed for 60 institutions. This is a drop in the

bucket. The real challenge is ahead--getting adult basic education in
corrections systems implemented and opeiational in the over 4,000 insti-
tutions which will not have been touched thus far--bringing adult basic
education in corrections to over one million academically, socially, and
vocationally deprived adults. Implementing the assumption that the ex-
tent to which systems techniques are effective in bringing about positive
change in a system depends on the degree which' the environment has

been prepared for introduction and operatipn of a new system. The Adult
Basic Education in Corrections Program provides and has inCflided a train-

ing counterpart to model design and implementation.

. .

Since the progtam onset in 1969, training has been provided to 182
individuals.and it is anticipated that 1972will See training of another
150. In developing the conceptual model of adult basic education in cot-
rections, four basic techniques were used: (1) Modeling, that is, the

process af producing highly simplified but controllable versions Of_real
life situations,, is a systems technique by which parts, functions, and
processes can be organized and combined into meaningful wholes. (2)

Analysis, the process of identifying a whole, relating the parts to each
other and to the whole itself, separating the parts and limiting the pro-
cess so parts do not lose identity (Silvern, 1965). (3) Synthesis,_an
innovation consisting of identifying parts which are essentially Unre-
lated, relating these parts, combining them to form new wholes, and lim-
iting this process when combination is-either not possible or not needed
(Silvern, 1970). (4) Simulation, the testing of a model or, processing
data through a model to see if it produces predictable results (Silvern,
1965a).

A'generalized model for producing a model shown.in Figure 1 (based
on Silvern, 1965a), describes the way in which analysis, synthesis, mod-
eling, and simulation were related to produce the conceptual model. In
the flowchart models,'such as the one in Figure 1, functions are shown
in functional blocks, or rectangles, each of which is identified by a'
descriptor, such as CONCEPTUALIZE THE SYSTEM, and a point numeric coft,
such as 1.0, 2.0, . . .n. Sub-functions, such as EXAMINE REAL LIFE Eg-
VIRONMENT, and ASSESS NEEDS are coded 1.1, 1.2, . . .n. The signal path
represented by'a straight line with arrowhead at the end carries objects,
activities, information or dat'a in the direction of the arrowhead. The

feedback signal OF that information is output froM a subsystem
and then input to a preceding subsystem to create a closed loop and con-
trol output of the preceding subsystem.
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Overview of the Mode).

The Model of Adult Basic Education in Corrections) provides a blue
print for managempt and instruction correctional settings, and consti-
tutes a vehicle by which it is possible to.orgAnize parts, functions and

processes of a basi&-education into a meaningful whole and at the same
time insure integration of education with other elements in the total
system of correctior06.- Hillier and Lieberman (1967) -point out the te-
dency in any organizational system for the various components to grow
into relatively autonomous empireS, each with its own goals and values,
thereby losing sight of the.way in which the activities and objectives
of the separate sectors should mesh with those of the total sysem.
Reisman and Taft (1969) hold that it is not unlikely to find components
of a system working at cross purposes. Miller (1969) observes that the
more complex the system the more difficult it is to allocate available
resources to contribute to the working of the organization as a whole.

These problems are manifest in corrections, deriving in part from
historical antecedents which emphasized punitive and retributive aspects
of criminal justice, and heightened by the problem of allocating resources
to support potentially incompatible functions of industry, security, and
education. The Model of Adult Basic Education in Correcftions is designed
to provide a means of integrating education with other functions of cor-
rections, and offers a way to achieve control in a performance context,

-

through continuous appraisal and program adjustment. A closed loop pat-
tern insures that demonstrated performance will be e'ryluated against per-
formance objectives and assigned functions.

The judicious use of analysis, synthesis, modeling, and simulation
to manage adult basic education in corrections should eventuate in clearly
defined goals and purposes, identified methods by which these purposes
can be achieved, consideration of alternatives in terms of'consequences,
and evaluation of individual progress and project effectiveness.,

t\
' Functions in the Model of Adult Basic Education in Correc 'ons

are seven functions or elements in the Model of Adult Basic
Education Corrections developed in Phase I of the University of Hawaii
,Program: ( conceptualizing the system; (2) processing information;
(3) establis ing a philosophy and assessing needs; (4) defining goats and
objectives; (5) formulating plans;, (6) implementing programs; and (7) 4

measuring outcomes and evaluating individuals and programs. Each fund-
tioh has a number of supporting sub-functions, with every function and
subfvction bearing a direct relationship 'to the operation of the total
system.

1Mode1 developed in part in a project supported by Grant Nos. OEG
0-9-211006-4248(323) and OEG 0-70-3431(323)'from the United States Office
of Education, Division of Adult Education Programs.
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The relationships between among the Model functions are shown in
the first level detail in the flowchart model in Figure 2, which shows
a closed loop model with feedback at appropriate places to exercise
quality control and guide ongoing changes and,adjustments within the
system. Each of the seven major subsystems must be implemented to a-
chieve an effective, efficient system operation.

Conceptualize the System (1.0). The basis for sound educational
management is a'clear statement of the system (Banathy, 1968). This
system description including all elements which are part of the system
universe can be accomplished by analysis, which should serve to set the
limits to the area of concern by separating the system from its environ-
ment and relating it to other distinct systems. It is essential at the
onset to iddntify relationships among the major components of .Ehe cor-
rections. supersystem, elucidating. roles and functions of industry, se-
curity, and education, and defining the subsystems of correctional edUT'
cation, This Modet-isconcerRed-with adult basic education in correc-
tions. Therefore, it is incumbentup-The decision-maker to start witt

a working definition of adult basic education. This Model implements

the definition of adult basic education given in Public Law 89-750 (1966)
and 91-230 (1970). The foundation for system design is specification of
parameters--the system requirements in terms of time, facilities, budget,
personnel, and learners.

Process Information (2.0). The Adult Basic Education in Corrections

Model is an information, model. To achieve an efficiently functioning sys-
tem, there must be provision for obtaining, evaluating, and utilizing in-

formation. Four kinds of information must be at hand: input, output,

process, and environmental. It is essential to know what the learners
are like at entry point; what they are,like when they,exit the system;

the extent to which any adult basic education activity directed to goal
attainment is effective; and the relation of the system to the environ-

ment. A feedback system implemented in this model is part of the deign
to provide continuous information at appropriate operational decision
p4ints so changes in the system can be made as a result of information
received about the environment with its social, cultural, And value fac- .

tors. Analysis of information about the general prison population, learn-
er subgroups, the cultures and social structures inside and outside of the

institution provides a basis for examining a.philosophy and assessing
needs. ,

Establishing Philosophy O'cl-Asoess Need (3.0). A system cannot,func-

tion effectively apart from the real-life environment of, which it is a'

part. In (2.0) focus is on this real-life environment. It is hereWat
the dynamic conditions which combine to make up the real-life environment

of the adult offender are considered. In taking into account social and

cultural factors and VA1UC systems, there is an implicit obligation to
consider.these.data inrelation to the target population of offenders
andthe two'environments in which they must 'relate. It is not enough to

A
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think of the parameters of the closed environment of the prison setting,
with its own social relations and structures, subcultures, and conflict-
'ing values. It is equally important to consider the environment of the
free community to which most of the offenders will return. at is essen-
tial to explicate the underlying philosophy of the total system as a pre-
condition to assessing needs. It is here that immediate and long-railgee
goals of the correctional system must be taken into account. The philos-
ophy of any setting, that is the statement of guiding beliefs about the
purposes of corrections and education, the rights, respopstifies of
th'e offender, should serve to establish the ideal baseline to'use in
assessing needs. Analyzing the existing situation and comparing it to
the ideal situation implementing-the setting philosophy should result in
pointing up discrepancies between real and ideal. These discrepancies
represent needs to be met.

Define Mission, Goal, and Objectives (4.0). Systems procedures gen-
erally are defined in terms of two basic operations: stating goals to
resolve identified problems, and organizing procedures to achieve defined
goals. Ryan (1970) holds that the critical point in use of systems tech-
niques is reached when system missign and goals are defined. Goals must
be implemented in objectives, followed by priority ranking of multiple
objectives, and choosing between incompatible objectives. In the correp
tional setting it is important to state alternative objAEives based on
profiles of individual learners. A spectrum'of objectives should be a-
vailable to implement broadly stated goals of Adult Basic Education in
Corrections and facilitate individualization of instruction. The Model
of Adult Basic Education in Corrections defines four basic goals of cor-
rections: development of economic efficiency, development of social
productivity, achievement of civic responsibility, and achievement of
self-realization (Ryan and Silvern, 1970). In each setting these goals
must be implemented in sub-goals which, in turn, are broken down into
performance objectives. This is accomplished as terminal performance
'b'ehaviors,are identified, conditions under which these behaviors will be
demonstrated are named, and critetion levels of acceptable performance

stated. Objectives are tools to guide and direct management and
teaching,,,Therefore, it is important that each objective meet a quali-
ty test. Ryin'"(129'70)-describes a SPAMO test which specifies five cri-
teria for quality which should characterize each objective: specificity,
pertinence, attainability, measurability, and observability.

Formulate Plan (5.0). The curx of educational management and teach-
ing lies in design of viable plans,* In the Model of Adult Basic Educa-
tion in Corrections these plans are conceptualized as hypotheses. The
rationale for this is that each plan should be held as tentative, always
subject to change as feedback from the syttem points up areas where change
is needed. In the educational plans formulated in (5.0), objectives are
detailed, resources and constraints identified, parameters modified and
possible solutions identified and evaluated. Evalfuation of alternatives
and subsequent priority ordering leads to selection of best alternative.
This is the plan to be implemented.

150
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Implement Program (6.0). When the plan designed in (5.0) is put to
the test, strategies are developed to create learning environments and
experiences. The environment strategies rest on consideration of ecolo-
O.cal factors, establishing a climate for learning, adapting or designing
facilities, and providing for individualized and/or group instruction.
An adult basic education curriculum is designed and implemented in units

and lesson plans. Hardware and software are selected or produced involv-
ing evaluation and selection of alternative choices of materials-media-
methods mixes to utilize various combinations of personnel and facilities
at varying cost levels.

Measuring Outcomes of System Operation and Evaluating Individual
Progress and Program Effectiveness (7.0). Measurement of outcomes is
a precondition to evaluation of,koject plans developed in (5.0) and
validation of strategies implemented in (6.0). Measurement must pre-

cede evaluation, as the data produced from measuring operations outcomes
and product% will provide the.basis for judging system effectiveness.
Measurement is partly a function of performance specifications which
should spell out in precise measurement terms the terminal performance
units intended to eventuate from implementing the project plans and stra-
tegies. Sound educational management instruction rely on selectionIN
and use of appropriate measurement crite ia. Measurement must'include

internal and external criterion tests. Internal tests administered im-

mediately following and during implementatiqn of project plans provide
important information to indicate individual progress and sug&dst ad-
jtistments of the system. However, it is only through the external tests,

administered in the form of long-term follow-up that data can be gathered

to indicate true worth .of the project.

Evaluation is a process of determining or judging value of perform-

ance or assigning values to performance outputs. Analysis of measurement

data is, the basis for evaluation. In the correctional setting it is im-

perative to implement the evaluative function internally and externally.
This is'accomplished by use of self-evaluation and external criterion
evaluation, and by taking evaluation on tWii- time dimensions, immediate

and long -term. The only way to evaluate a prdject is to find out the

extent to which the intended product is being turnedourk, This means

Lumparing performances implementing learner behaviors or Products against

criterion standards. Evaluation data feedback into the system to direct

and control system modification. It is in the evaluation funCtion that

accountability is achieved. Feedback from evaluation ,wturns to the sys-

tem at given points--assessment of needs; definition of objectives, for-

mulation of hypotheses, testing of hypotheses, and measurement of prOgress.

Results of evaluation can change goals and objectives, introduCe new in
formatibn and modify needs, alter philosophical basis of the siStem, in- ''

troduce changes in project plans, modify strategies of learning experi-_

ences and environments, and change testing procedures and instruments.

It is through the evaluation function that system effectiveness and ef-

ficiency are determined.
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Conclusions

The story of the one million functionally illiterate men and women
in the nation's correctional settings is not a happy one. Attorney Gen-
eral Ramsey Clark challenged this nation to have a clear and generous
meaning of equality for all. He has called on us to strive to fulfill

nthe obligations of a great nation, to achieve needed reform, to offer
fulfillment, human dignity, and reverence for life (Clark, 1970).

We can--and we must--meet these challenges by superceding the cag-
ing concept with an educational concept--providing adult basic education
for the men and women in every local, state, and federal correctional
institution in this nation. We can change their behaviors. We can re-
habilitate and correct these outcasts from society. We can--and we must- -
continue to bring to and implement in every jail, penitentiary and re-
formatory in the nation the model of Adult Basic Education in Corrections,
and thereby achieve redirection in corrections. We can--and we must-
develop and implement systems of adult basic education for offenders.
It is up to us to open the doors for over one million Americans to a
productive, socially, and personally acceptable and satisfying way of
life.
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ASSESSING NEEDS

(3.0)
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Needs are discrepa

sired (Ryan,

rintroduct

es between wha

p.

When the real life environment has been a alyzed and.a,philosoph
has been established, a naed-sasment can ake place,

The needs assessment will result in a list of needs, expresse
in terms of -(1) specified changes in behaviors of learn hat
need to be brought about, and the numbers of learn for'whom
these behaviar changes must be achievedi and (2) or niiationar
changes which are required to make remand id congruent pro-
gram additions or deletions which are require to make real com-
patible with'the ideal as expressed by, post-release job and so-
cial requirements (Ryan, et al., 1975, p. 54)

is and what is de-

r

11 The focus of the papers in this section is on offender needs.
Eischen begins by discussing how offender educational needs and ways of'
meeting them may differ from non-offender needs. He emphasizes' the need
to correlate what is taught in institutional programs With what the of-
fender will have to do to earn a 'living, pointing up that many offender
-needs are not currently being met.

o The next four papers offer insights into the needs of offender from
the perspectives of ex-offenders. Elerbe discusses the needs of,of nd-
ers upon entering a correctional institution,'their corrective educ ion-
al 4tdsltnd the need for qualified staff. Lothridge andItmeS-alsodis-
cuss Offender needs, with %Jones focusing on needs of f ale offenders,
and needs of offenders upon being released from an i titution. Loth-
ritOge is concerned with educational, vocational, a social programs and
was in which they are currently failing to meet offender needs. 'John -
soi' faduses on educational needs of offenders.
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MEETING THE NEEDS OF OFFENDERS

Claus J. Eischen
Fidelity Union Trust Company

Kearny,<New Jersey

In the microcosmic world inside an institution, one of the last

things a con thinks about is furthering his education. His first and

foremost consideration is being able ko do his time-as easily and as

trouble-free as possible. When, and if, he is able to adjust satisfac-
torily to life "inside," then perhaps, if he is properly motivated, he
may devote some of his energies to increasing his knowledge, provided

the facilities are available.

Educators and institutional 'personnel alike seem to think that by

providing classrooms, texts, and teacherssimulating the public school
environment--they are providing an Veal educational environment. What

all of them seem to forget is that the men attending these classes re-
belled against just such,a setting on the "outside" and their primary
reason for attending while incarcerated is because it looks good on their

institutional records.

For those very few individuals interested in learning to better them-

selves, the classrooms are merely a convenience. For the majority of the

men the classroom is just another means of pasging time, sometimes pleas-

antly, sometimes boringly, and if they happen to learn something while at-

tending, so much the better. If they didn't learn anything, so what, at

least it helped to pass the time., If they stay in the institution long

enough to earn a diploma of one kind or another, whether it be just for

good attendance, for having attended a nonsense 'social adjustment' course,

or for just taking part in a discussion group, it again looks good on his

record and the institution can add to its statistical support of the-"fan-

tastic" job its doing. For those few men who have the time to earn a
literacy, elementary or high school diploma in those institutions where
such comprehensive programs are available, the educators feel they have

done their jobs and provide little, if any, further guidance.

There is little correlation between what is taught in schoolrooms
and wl-nat the man has to do to earn a living when he is paroled. Of what

use is algebra to a truck driver; geography to a mechanic; good English

to a boiler tender. Because certain standards are set in the public

school systems does not mean they are applicable in their entirety to

institutions. Most men have at least an idea of_what they want, or would

like to he able to do to earn a living. Some of these wants are thorough-

ly unrealistic, but mogt.of them are not. Most of them tend to lean to-

ward the mechanical or service fields. By mechanical I mean automotive,

plumbing, building, and by service I mean barber, beautrician, restaurant.

Ideally, due to lack of time and disinclination to learn unrelated

subjects, programs should be geared to teach the man what he wants and
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needs to know in order to function adequately in society. Realistically,
this requires a fantas.tic shift of policies by state legislators and in-
stitution administrators. It is not even enough to teach a man to be an
excellent barber or a good electrician if the state will not license him
or the unions will not let him join.
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MEETING THE NEEDS OF OFFENDERS

John E. Elerbe
Residential Treatment Center

Newark, New Jersey

Introduction

There have been some changes in the correctional institutions for
the good of the offender. There was a time when the inmate looked upon
the penal setting solely as a place of punishment. Today with prison
reform, this image is slowly being destroyed. No longer is the insti-
tution using the inmate strictly as a labor force. The penal institu-
tions today are implementing programs that are beneficial to the offend-

er upon his release. Because these programs are geared to the needs and
the interest of the offender, the offender has a better chance for re-

habilitation. Most penal institutions thrbughout the country today have
- added basic adult education, college programs, work-releae, and voca-
tional training to their rehabilitation programs. Unfortunately, concen-

tration on these programs alone will not suffice for the complete reha-
bilitation of the offender. For these programs to be successful, they
must be united with psychotherapy.

The Need of the Offender Upon Entering the Institution

When the offender enters an institution, he is placed in an unbe-
lievable and terrifying situation. He is suddenly snatched away from

whatever it was that he considered real. He is deprived of that which

was meaningful to him. He is thrown into a hopeless situation a is

helpless. The offender is subjected to many rules and regulat ohs which
he is forced to follow ;rules which are enforced to control his thinking

. ability and his behavior. He is stripped of everything which he identi-
fies with, except his-personal problems and emotional conflicts which
are mainly the reason for him becoming an offender.

From the very first day that the offender steps through the doors
of a correctional institution his rehabilitation should begin. Conse-

quently, the first' approach to the offender is institutionally-centered
and not individual-centered. Concentration should be placed on the par-

ticulars of the offender's crime. If the administration-bf penal insti-
tutions take such an attitude, I feel that the results would be most re-
warding.

0 If an individual approach is first taken with the 'offender, it would

Ahelp the offender to rid himself of his fears, frustration,' and confusion.
It should be realized that the offender is.stripped of his identi.ty, put
into a hopeless situation where he is most helpless. In a situation such

as`this, any human being regardless of his status, needs help mentally.

1 6 3
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This type of help for the offender could come in the form of'group ther-
apy sessions. I believe that if this approach is used the offender can
encounter other individuals with problems similar to his. This can 'help
the offender to talk of his personal problems and conflicts openly in-
stead of keeping them within. If the offender encounters another offend-
er with similar circumstances, this could lead to a person-to-person re-
lationship with someone, and when this happens, the offender has found
someone he can trust. If the offender can relate with an individual he
can trust, he has the opportunity to move towards a better image of his
surroundings and most of all, he can develop a much better image of him-
self.

Needs of the Offender in Corrective Education

A major objective in individual programs inside the penal institu-
tion, should be Lo prepare the offender to function in a successful man-
ner once he,is released. These programs should.be geared around the
needs and the interest of the offender.

Vocational Training

Unfortunately, with the emphasis on academic education, vocational
training has taken a back seat. It should be taken into consideration
that the entire population of a penal institution is not capable of suc-
cessfully completing educational programs to the point where the comple-
tion of the prOgram-wOdld be beneficial to him upon his release. There-
fore,-ffe offender who is academically incapable should be motivated to-
wards vocational training. Here he can challenge an area of interest to
him, and this would most definitely benefit him upon his release.

The New Jersey State Prison, where I was incarcerated for 49 months,
d0Inot have a wide-range vocational program. Within the prison were
various shops that produced items for the use of the institution and state
government. The shops consist of the tag shop, which made license plates
for the state of New Jersey; the tailor shop, where they made clothing
for the inmates; the knit shop, where they produced socks for the inmates
a5d other state institutions; the upholstery shop, which pioduced mat-
tresses for state institutions. Now take the inmate who is working in
the tag shop who has a ten-year term to serve, in all probability he will
work in that shop, on the same machine, -until his release. Now after his
release you have a man with ten years of experience on a machine without
a job. He's without a job because in the state of New Jersey the prisons
are the only place which has a machine that produces license plates.

Most prisons have some type of prison industry which produces items
for use, such as the various shops. These shops could be revise:1p so that
they could be beneficial to the inmate who works within them. fn instruc-
tor should be a skilled craftsman in his trade or occupation. With this
type of supervision, the inmate will be-instructed in a trade or skill
that will_qualify him to find gainful employment upon his release. If
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this can not be done, they could use the employees that are employed
an staff as maintenance personnel. Most of these employees utilize the
inmate in their various jobs. Here some supervision and organization
could result in the inmate receiving some type of occupational instruc-

tion.

Educational Programs

At New Jersey State Prison, an inmate who is enrolled in the college
program can receive an Associate of Arts degree within a two-year period.
This is something that was only a dream five years ago. To an individAal,
uther ,than an inmate and under normal conditions, undertaking two yeaAof

college can be relatively easy if the initiative is there. With the
inmate it can be relatively hard, because he first needs the initiative
and motivation to undertake such a program. Even with initiative and
Motivation, the inmate is handicapped. He is handicapped because he is
not given adequate time to concentrate on this .studies. He does not have

prime time for his studies because of his obligations to the prison. How
can the inmate study after he has performed his duties for the prison?
Believe me it can be rather difficult. Even if the inmate is given time
to study, the location or area in which he has to do his studying is not
favorable. HoW can the inmate concentrate on his studies if he is trying
to study in his cell, or in a wing with one hundred otlier inmates who do

not ha,ye the same goal? Distractions are unlimited when the inmate is

trying to concentrate inside his cell.

Personal Counseling

I feel that any inmate who is enrolled in an educational progr-am------

should have personnel available to him to give, individual counseling af-
ter he begins the program and a follow-through program after his release.

There are inmates who have been away fro'm forMal education from five to
twenty years, and in some cases, longer. Only through their every djay '

experiences were they able to pass and receive their GED. After receiv-

ing his GED, he takes on the college program, and through all this, he
has not had any personal guidance. He needs personal guidance' because

while he is trying to eceive the education that is offered, his personal
problems and conflicts still exist. It must be remembered that the in-
mate does not have the formal college campus or the proper time it takes'
fur honest comprehensive study. Of course .there are a few exceptions who

would excel under almost any condtions.

Take for instance the inMate_who is enrolled in a program and half-
way through completion of the program, he receives word that his wife is
divorcing him; who can he go to with his problem? In fact, who can the

Inmate go to with any personal problem? It is impossible fot anyone to , J

comprehend studies under such personal strains, and harder yet for, the

inmate because he has no one to confide in. In this situation, thelin-

mate Heeds qualified personnel, such as the psychologist, the psychiatrist
and the social worker to meet his needs when undertaking educational
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programs.

Conclusion

From my own observation and past experiences as an inmate at New
Jersey State Prison, I found and encountered the lack 'of qualified per-
sonnel to meet the needs of inmates who are trying to rehabilitate them-
selves within the limited amount of programs and facilities made avail-
able to them through education. In the state of New Jersey they have
implemented the Penitentiary Education-Network Program. This program
has approximately 228 insiaes from the New Jersey State Prison, Rahway
Prison, Leesburg Prison and Leesburg Farm, who are enrolled in college
courses through Mercer County Community College. The program has a staff
of eight instructors to instruct ten credit courses to the 228 inmates.
The program also has on staff two counselors to give academic service to
these inmates enrolled and other inmates who plan to enter this program.
At New Jersey State Prison alone, there are approximately 13,000 inmates
and they have just added one man to their staff who carries the title of
Inmate LadiyidualTreatment, to meet the needs of the 13,000 inmates.
As one can see, the qualified personnel is very limited. I personally
feel that there is 'an immediate need for reform in some of the areas of
educational programs if education is expecte to fulfill its highest po-
te tial as a productive combatant against rime and revolving transit of
in ates that show up on graphs and beco statistical data that create
n= programs that fail.
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MEETING THE MEP'S OF OFFENDERS

Bobbie G. Jones
Chicago, Illinois

.....
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Most female offenders returning to Chicago from sue orrectional
institutions as the Federal Reformatory for Women, Alderson, L.yir-
zinia; Dwight State Reformatory for Women, Dwight, Illinois, and The
Cook County House of Corrections for Women, Chicago, Illinois, have not
made a successful re-entry into the metropolitan area in terms of em-
ployment. This is because of the extremely rigid regulations followed
by most companies of not hiring the ex-9ffender thereby forcing a criti-
cal situation.

These women, incarcerated without marketable skills, find it diffi-
cult to acquire them while in a prison environment, but some women re

successful in spite of conditions. Mass keypunch education'is the ajor

training program in these institutions. The demand for qualifie ey-

punch operators is declining. The institutions seem to be unaware of this
situation or have over-invested funds in such a way that if this program
was disceintinued, they would suffer a great financial 'loss. But is this
dealing with the concept or philosophy of rehabilitation that the correc-
tional institutions imply? Will this unmarketable skill acquired in pri-
son help a female offender find meaningful employment in the city of Chi-
cago or any other city in this country?

After completion of a prison education or vocational training course,
tIN offender is still under a tremendous amount of social pressure to se-
cure employment for herself. There are several federal employment.place-
ment officers located in Chicago's federal building to assist offenders

.

upon release to secure meaningful employment. Their hands are tied be-

cause very few "companies hire ex-offenders.

Some companies will hire the female offender, but usually fit her
into a low prestige and low paying position. Most companies, however,
follow a policy of not hiring ex-offenders under any circumstances. The

employment placement officers have broken through some barriers. Hp06ver,

many companies remai,n adamant in their decision not to hire ex-offenders
because of preconceived stereotypes, attitudes, and beliefs connected
with the word "ex-convict." Due to these negative concepts connected
with the ex-convict the placement officer usually tries to channel the
offender into a specific job. The offender then applies for the position
at random not recording her past criminal conviction. This tactic is not

always successful. When the conviction or prison record is discovered
before the offender is hired, this is considered a legitimate reason to
disqualify her for employment. If not discovered before she is hired it
sometimes is discovered after she has been employed, and the discovery
of her unrecorded prison record is usually grOunds for dismissal. There-

fore, the federal employment placement officer cannot adequately assist
the female offender in securing significant employment.
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The Illinois State--Employment Service will usually refer the offend-
er to available positions. However, the female offender finds that the,
same social stigma attached to her past prison record on the federal
level also exists in local employment practices. P.

Most rehabilitation counselors handle their clients. the same way,
in referring them to available jobs. This is usually a simple procedure.
The counselor locates job possibilities and informs the ex-offenders of
.hese positions. The offender applies for employment at random and fal-
sifies the employMent application in order to secure the position.

There are not enough rehabilitation programs or services available
that are geared towards the female offender's specific and unique needs.
There are a few programs in the city dealing with male offenders and some
of their needs in relation to adjusting from prison to community living.
However, the female is excluded from these programs because they do not
fit her specific needs.

The female offender should be made aware of resources in the commu-
nity which she should be able to.utilize to help her achieve a successful
re-entry into society. Thus she can become an integral part of her par-
ticular community. But until the employment policies of not hiring ex-
offenders is revised or dropped from employment practices, until the pri-
son school is up-dated to standards within the communities, the female
offender will not be able to secure meaningful employment from any train-
ing received while incarcerated.

-
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MEETING THE NEEDS OF OFFENDERS

Zorina Lottmidge
Detroit, Michigan

Preface

While serving a five-year sentence in the Federal Reformatory for
Women at Alderson, West Virginia I obtained a General Education Diploma
and began working in the education department as a clerk-typist. At

this time I had completed every course available in the Academic Program,
including clerical-courses.

During my three years at AldersOn I noticed the high rate of recid-

ivism. Inmates seemed to come to Alderson, ierve their time, leave, and

before long return. I began tp think.about his. Why were these people
continually returning; why could-they not make a life for themselves out-
side of this place? It seemed to me that there was definitely something

lacking in the system of corrections. Then I began to wonder how would

I stay on the outside. What would I do upori my release. I had taken
everythin.g-evallable to .me academically at this time', yet I had nothing

concrete to plan on for a living once I was released. Being the mother
of two it is very important to me that I be able to remain outside of an

institution.

I then tried for and was accepted in a vocational training ptrogram,"

only to discover that the equipment used in training was out-of-ate and

no longer in use outside of the institution. I looked back to the_edu-

cation department for an answer. Through the encouragement of-Dr. Jac -

quelen L. Smith, Principal of the education department, and Mrs. Ruth
K. Bostic, my caseworker, plus many others, I attempted and succeeded in
being accepted by Wayne Spate University,where I am in my second quarter
of classes.- My sincere thanks for the opportunity to express my thoughts
concerning the way in which inmatesview-the educational programs in
federal institutions.

Needs of Offenders

While incarcerated art Alderson I was impressed by the fact that
greater empliasisa-s. placed on confinement than on rehabilitation. This

was 4emonstrated by the attitude of-the administrators and staff in all

phases of this particular penal society. The majority of us here are

aware that studies have, indicated a lack of formaleducation may be one

of the root causes, of crime.- Therefore it would seem as if the correc-
tional administrators would attempt to set up programs to motivatt in-

mates toward more formal education. The formal setting ip a-classroom,

with -the subject being the three R's, is not attractive to an inmate,

but it the motivl-tion were there, motivation that can be achieved through
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the informal setting of a discussion group, more and more residents would
become interested in education and seek out a formal, basic education.

Informal discussion groups with revolving topics such as material-
ism, dignity, racism of all kinds, philosophies, and parole, are desir-
able mediums of education. Classes on how to deal with bureaucracies
particularly those faced by inner city people, Welfare rights, tenants'
rights, legal aid programs and social problems are the type of classes
that would appeal to the overall population and be beneficial as well
as rel,vant.

The attitude of the staff carries the ball in any rehabilitation
program. With the right attitude coming from the staff biggest ob-
stacle in rehabilitation would be removed. Motivation is the greatest
obstacle confronting tho educational process in institutions.
cr.

Staff members are the medium with which these blocks can be over-
come. It is not easy for most residents to gain motivation on their own,
it has to come from someone or something else. There should be mo're
trained and interested staff members to work with residents on an indi-
vidual basis giving them the incentive.and'potivation necessary to'want
to better their position in life. Being in prison is punishment enough;
when incarcerated with no. one showing an interest in you or encouraging
you, it is easy to give up or quit, and not try to build a future. Ev-
eryone cannot be helped but there are many who can and should be. You
cannot lock a person up and ignore them and) expect them to change them-
selves.

Educational Programs

The educational programs n institutions should be broadened to cov-.
er a wider area of interests a well as job opportunities. The diverse
needs of different types of in aces -- youth, long-timers, first offenders_
wodld have a much better chance of being met if individual treatment were
available, and More programs of better quality were offered to the indi-
vidual which would be either motivating or cqncrete useful.

One complaint residents have about the present educational programs
is that they do not cover a wide enough area r.and that the courses offE ed
are not designed to help the individual adjust to and find out where she
fits into society. Another complaint is that the programs offered are
inadequate, because they are only offering a part of what is necessary'
for a resident to become self-supporting. Educational programs should
be designed to afford the resident the opportunity to continue on as far
as her ability will allow. After completion of the G.E.D., residents

jre poaced on jobs that they have no interest in, -while their talents and
abilities-are ignored. The average inmate is as ill-equipped upon her
release to cope with society as she was when she entered the institution.
In our complex, mechanized, specialized society the individual
a formal education, job skills, or a natural talent is extr&Eely handi-
capped. The individual released, from an institution is at a total loss
because she also carries a prison record.
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----Gompensation

More residentswiauld take advantage of the existing educational pro-
grams availabe if it were not for -the fact that they need the monetary

..compeRsarion received from assignment in other areas. Il there were com-
pensation for attending classes there vauld be a greater enrollment and
a lower rate of dropouts, There should be a means of checking the rate
of progress as criteria for payment. It is as,necessary to have mohey
in an institution as it is to have money outside of one. The existing
compensation given to youths in the form of the meritorious student al-
lotment is available only to those under thirty.

Opportunity

In the covectional society, in which I was Confined, educational
programs were instituted whereby youthful offenders under thirty were
allowed, on a voluntary basis, to attend classes leading to the equi-
valent of a high school education. Those over thirty were discouraged
froM attending classes. Many residents have less than a sixth grade
education level, and if.they happen to be.past the:age of thirty they
are made to feel that they are too old to develop their mind. Age should

''':..;,.of be a fact 'n determining who should and who Should not attend
-..

c asses. Anyon ssr,egardless of age,.who has the need and/or desire to
fu ther their 'nue iNqn should be encouraged to 0 so. Basic education
is ecessary for eve e. ld be that each' person be
able to read and write.

Awareness

Residents express the desire to be informed of the. opportunities for
employment that are open to them as ex-offenders. The majority of us are
unaware of the possibilities of employment with a felony conviction. We

are not informed of nor have any Means of acquiring knowledge Of job op-
liortunitie's. The positions open to ex-felons change within the different

states. .

Vocational Training

The vocational programs offered at Alderson do not enable an inmate
to qualify for and compete for a well-paying job. In the businessedu-
cation depar4p4ht, courses in typing and bookkeeping' is welI,as filing
are offered. Only the basic skills can be acquired. There is no appor-
tunity for specialization in any field of.secretarial work. The averaie,-

person can type,a page. What the offender nee.ds.is a chance to specialize

in-any area of office work, such as medical secretary or personal secre-
tary. There is no way to gain the position of an accountant with six
weeks of bookkeeping,experience There Aire inmates working in the ac-
counting departments in institutions,, but they are the ones that came to
the institution with these skills, not those who need the experience as
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part of training in this area. 4hy take a course that you cannot use
after your release? ,

The area of vocational training is'the one area that the majority
of inmates look to when seeking a means of being self-supporting upon
their release. Inmates, with a record, know that the chances of find-
ing employment are less than half of what they would be if they do not
have some type of skill. The vocational training programs offered at
Alderson are so limited in variety that only a few of the resident pop-,

ulation are able to find a 'Program that. they would be able Co utilize
upon release.

Inmates want training in skills with which they will be able to ob-
tain employment in the areas to which they,will be returning upon release.
They want skills, not basics. The.society.in which we live today demands
that you have a trade of some type. In institutions, the skills offered,
of which there are too few, either cannot be useful, (the cosmotology
course at Alderson is useless, because in most states an ex-felon cannot
obtain a license) or they are useful in only a few areas of-the country
(the training obtained in the Garment Factory at Alderson is useful to
those who live in the eastern part of the country around New York State
where there is 'a garment industry). The food service area in institu-
tions is an area that can be more useful than it is. In this area there
are many possibilities of a resident gaining useful skills in food prep-
Aation as well as dietary knowledge. The skills offered to inmates in
this area are cleaning tables and peeling vegetables. The compensation
for working in the food service area is less than that of other areas.
The staff and administration use the food service area as a means of
punishment.

Social Adjustment

Social education is an area in which I feel there should be more em-
phasis. Having the ability to deal with personal and social Problems is
necessary if a person is to live a productive life. Adjustment back into
society is very difficplt and should be considered before release. If a
pergon is aware of his personal self., his ability to deal with everyday
annoyances and his emotional problems is strengthened. Generally this
area is overlooked unless the inmate getsinto some type of trouble in-
side the insitution.' Yet the overall population has need for some type
of socially-orientated education.

Confidence, in ones abilities should be stressed and brought out.
After being incarcerated for any length of time, it is very easy for an
inmate to loose confidence in her abilities. Many offenders return to
their same environment and way of life because it4s generally felt that:
"This is where-1 am accepted," or "I won't fit in with another group,".
or "I won't be accepted because I'm an ex- convict ". The first time they
meet with a-challenge, or the least bit of discouragement, they give up
and do not.lry. But if the ex-convict had some type e-of understanding of
the nature of people and why they act as they do, or in the manner they
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do, the adjustment back into society would be made a little less painful.

Conclusion

To summarize, the areas that I have mentioned in this work--motival.,

Lion, educational programs,awareness, vocational trainingy_opportunity,

compensation, and social adjustment--are the areas that L feel need to

be taken into consideration by the adult basic education in corrections

system when planning and executing educational programs for inmates.,

Offer to the inmates classes that are relevant to the life that they will

be returning to. Help them to build within themselves confidence in

their own abilities and not to be-dependant upon,others.
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NEW VISTAS THROUGH CORRECTIONAL EDUCATION
INSTITUTIONAL AND COMMUNITY RESOURCES

Russell E. Johnson
Seattle% Washington

abillitation: the bane of every man sentenced t an American pe-
nal insti Lion. It took the Western nations two'centur es to realize
that peniten cries do not make penitents; it took a generation to appre-
ciate ghat corrections do not correct. It meant total subjugation to .

the powers that be. Individuals who themselves sorely lacked any appre-"
ciable degree of education were entrusted with the power to, further re-
habilitate or punish as they saw fit. These goon squad members made them-
selves further felt in the form of reports which were entered into a man's
record. These in turn, were received by the parole board and consequently
no action was take for another year; another yEar of humiliations and
degradation.

.11. And so it is with this insidious /at of diehards, or the old guard
that we must contend with, at least for the time being before any measure
of success is met with in the field of education. Re-direction starts
not with the inmate; it must start with those who supervise the inmates.
The incompetent must be weeded out and replaced with men who can be looked
up to and respected by those under him. They must be people who the in-
mate can come to with a problem:and endeavor to work out a solution. In
afther words, a person the inmate can confide in with utmost confidence
with the full knowledge that what he says will not be made general know-'
ledge. If rapport such as this can-be established, then the task of ecPu-
cating those men to take their rightful places in society and contribute
something constructive to that society will be somewhat lessened.

We know that to be successful at any undertaking, whatever it may
be, we have to be motivated. This is not an easy thing to accomplish when
a person is committed, 'against his will, to an environment which is de-
trimental to his'0)ell-being. All-too often he will take,whatever is of-
fered by the institution, if'it will expedite his release date; with no
intention.of following through with it once he is released. This is/not
because he knows the quality of his instruction and teaching, which bl1 I

too often was performed by "seliect" inmates, was of a very low calibre:--
He Might even have paid'for the grade the record shows. Nor is it be-
cause he has been rejected by his family and friends; it is because, he
has no real motivation to pursue something that is in his own interest.

It is the experience of this writer that to bring about motivation
in the environment that prison affords, something must be known by the
instructor about each individual student. To start with, he has been re-
tjeceed. He'probably comes from a loveless and low income family and also
a broken family. The cycle is completed in prison where he becomes heav-
ily dependent with all the basic decisions being made for him. His needs'
for food, medical and dental care, for companionship', shelter, and many
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other basic needs are carefully scheduled and supes#Ised. He need not

A?fear the full consequence of inept decisions he _cagy ake. Nor will his
..e' n,r

failures or inadequacies produce the kind of pre dohs and distress
likely to attend him ih the outside world. With this'in mind we can now
turn our full attention to the educational needs of the offender.

The dedicated instructor, who can look at. the offender as a student
truly interested'in preparing himself to re-enter the mainstream of life,
is one of the prerequisites of foremost importance. Without this quality,
.the inmate will in short order find out for. himself Chat his chances for

success are considerably lessened._

The offender student knows Of his ignorance. He knows he is a mis-
fit who finds it difficult to appreciate t,he benefits of knowledge and
the joy of learning, 'so from the very beginning he should be told of his
is takes. He should, at the same time, b'd told of what he can dot such

a ; "your efforts are obvious," or "I know you, can do better." These

men gobble up such simple compliments, and in short order the offender

will readily acceptwhatever'challenges,his new found ability. His de-

sire to cheat will be almost nil. We can't overlook the human element

inherent in all of us.

While the aptitude test is helpful, it should not be relied upon al-
together in helping. thd inmate determine which courses best suet him.
Here again he must be led to believe that he is making the final decision
as to his future. It would be advisable to inform him at th4 time that
the option is his if he so desires change his electives. Without this
knowledge he could develop a feeling of being up tight, .and if this should
happen; the feeling of failure will once again rest heavy on his mind.'
This cannot be permitted to happen as other inmates will be watching his ,

progress, and the thought of pressure is enough to cause these men to re-,

ject the opportunities open to them. The re-introduction of pressure

into his life must be gradual, and rather than admit to such a we ness

he will dream up any alibi to justify his dropping out, or, if no so

extreme, it will certain* slow his progress.

Living conditions should be isolated from the rest of the population,
and preferably in a minimum security atmosphere similar to what we have
in Washington State=-which makes for an ideal environment: This can'cre-

ate resentment among the inside residents as there will be some with con-

siden.ilible time to do, such as,lifers, who may be logical candid4e6 for
such a program. It can also stimulate those on the inside to reconsid-
er their attitudes ino general, and their attitudes toward such a bold

program.

I might also suggest at this tame that corresppndence courses might
be offered to those less fortunate on the inside. In doing this the in-

side resident could better prepare himself or what he will pursue on the

main'program. The enthusiasm will not be as great, nor will, the competi-
tion, 1)a-for those who would take advantages of such a progrpm their ca-

.pacity would be enhanced considerably. It would improve their chances

to take part in the major program at an earlier date, and their goal would

-be reached 'sooner. This would open the door to further studies if the
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amount of time to serve allows.

This takes us into still another aspect of such a program, and that
is the area of continuing studies--and why not. At this stage consid-
erable money has been spent on the student, and further studies, if it
is warranted, would cost less, be accomplished sooner, and the govern-
ment would be repaid sooner in the form of larger tax premiums. The stu-
dent would also be more confident and more competitive. More often than
not this would have to be abcomplished after our man is released. Some
of the cost would be borne by his working part-time or whatever, but I
firmly believe this should be explored and seriously considered. Fathom
the headlines if you will, ".Former inmate heads G.M. or Dupont."

All joking aside, the job ahead in undertaking such a program is
beyond my comprehension, but .I know it can and will be accomplished.
The entire world4is going through a change and it's a change for the
better and long overdue. A change in the penal system of this country
is no exception. A change in the penal system of this country will ac-
compligh more through education than any other program ever instituted,
and this includes the current pre-release and work release programs.

It is beyond my wildest imaginations why.such programs were not in-
troduced many years ago.. After I left the county jail and entered the-:
State Prison, and I still considered myself an outsider at the time, the
very first thing that struck me, the first thing I thought, and I told
this to my counselor at.the time and he fully agreed, was the feeling I
had that everyone was searching for love. I could feel it all around me.
It is my opinion that the success of this program, and it will be in
spite of all the negative hash-slinging, accusations, will be due to that
one Concept which is so inherent in 'each and every one of us.

1 8 1
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Introduction

The goals and objectives you develop must reflect both
the philosophy and needs of your institution.

Kenneth W. Hayball

When a real life environment has been analyzed, the philosophy es-
tablished, and both compared to indicate needs, the goals, subgoals, and
objectives can be defined to meet these assessed needs. This function,
defining goals, subgoals, and objectives "is one of the most critical
elements in the adult basic education in corrections system (Ryan, et al.,
1975, p. 57)." If goals, subgoals, and objeciives are not formulated to
meet the assessed and unique offender and oreanizational needs of the
specific institution, the program is most likely doomed to failure.

11,

The first step in defining goals, subgoals, and objectives is to
develop a clear and precise understanding of the concepts of goal, sub-

, goal, and objective. Hayball is of great value here. The purpose of
his paper is to:

examine the meaning and relationship of goals and objectives and
establish some fundamental principles necessary in setting goals
and objectives for instructional systems in a correctional set-
ting (p.175)..

Hayball first defines the concepts, then proceeds to discuss the major
goals of adult basic education in corrections: self-realization, civic
responsibility, economic efficiency, and social relationships. He also
discusses ways of setting and developing subgoals and behavioral objec-
tives.

Marsing continues by discussing a procedure for setting and refin-
ing behavioral objectives and the role to be played by the instructional
system manager in this activity. He also presents a general model of an
instructional system which readers should find very useful.

Hinder's.paper comi.etes this section on defining goals, subgoals,
and objectives. He discusses how noise, motivation, direction, 'and eval-
uation factors must be given special consideration when formulating ob-
jectives for an adult education prOgram. Hinders also discusses the
three levels of goals within each program: management, instructor, and
learner; as well as how and when inmates themselves can be an integral
part of a goal setting team.

Reference
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SETTING GOALS AND OBJECTIVES FOR INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS FOR
ADULT BASIC EDUCATION IN CORRECTIONS

Keith W. Hayball
California Department of Corrections

Sacramento, Cali4ornia

The instructional process is the very-root of the larger educational
process in a correctional setting and as such demands a 'careful, consis-

tent, contiguous examination by the staff and learners. Why are some

education and training programs successful while others fail? Why do the

learners clamor for certain classes and instructor, and refuse others?
A part of the solutton lies with the instructor, yet a formidable portion
rests with the prison, its philosophy and needs. Some institutions have
stated philosophy upon which the staff agree, yet this is as far as it

seems to go. The,-philosophy is not implemented into the institutional

programs and remains a vaguely printed statement that is periodically

taken out, dusted off and carefully placed back into its specified re-
cess. Some institutions have gone a step further and developed a state-
ment of needs based upon their philosophy. A few institutions have gone

even further and developed and implemented goals and objectives geared

to actually achieve their institution's philosophies and needs.

The purpose of this paper is to examine the meaning and relationship'
of goals and objectives, and establish some fdnd ental principles neces-

sary in setting goals and objectives for instru tional systems in a cor-

rectional setting. The deAgn of this paper will focus on 'the four major

goals of adult basic education in corrections formulated by a committee

of 100 (Ryan and Silvern, 1970). The concern of this paper is directed

toward the offender. If the offender/learner is to benefit from the in-

structional systems, its goal and objectives must be specific in intent,
pertinent as perceived by the offender/learner, attainable, measurable,

and observable. Without meeting these criteria the instructional sys-

tem and its goals and objectives are futile and of 14 consequpnce. \

Goals and Objectives Defined

What exactly do we mean by goals and objectives and whaeorelation-

ship if any exist between these, the instructional system and your insti-
tution's philosophy and needs? As noted previously, goals and dlectives

are the sequential steps necessary to. achieve a ,gieti philosophy and sa-

tisfy established needs. The goalS and objectives you develop must re-

, Elect both the philosophy and needs of your institution. The necessity

for having clearly stated goals and objectives according \o Mager (1962)

is that one must know where he. is going (goal) and how to get there (ob-

jectives), for if he is not sure where he is going and how he is to get

there, he is liable to end up someplace else.

. I 8 1'
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Goals as defined by Ryan (1970) are a collection of words or sym-
bols describing general intentions or expected outcomes. Goals are gen-
erally characterised by their broadness in intent and scope. Goals cov-
er wide areas and are not preciSely defined. One usually has this broad-
ness in mind when he undertakes a task, however his failure is often be-
cause he has not stated it clearly. It remains more of a mental image,
as an example, one who remodels his home without a prepared plan or de-
sign, including specifications, has a goal but it is not clearly stated.
As a result he may nbt achieve the remodeling /expected and the remodel-
ing may be disappointing or chaotic., j

.

Objectives

An objective, according to Mager (1 i962y, s an intent communicated

o by a statement describing a proposed change in the learner; a statement
of what the learner is to be like when he ha successfully completed a
learning experience. Lt is a bl int or escription of a pattern of
behavior (performance) we want the learner to be able to demonstrate. It
seems that far too often in corrections, objectives are described as what
is desired rather than what must be accomplished. .

Thus we find that ,a carefully developed statement of philosophy for
any given correctional institution will yield specific needs for this in-'
stitution's offender/learners. These needs once refined become instruc-
tional goals. The goals may be readily translated into instructional,ob-
jectives. Mager (1962) points out that once an instructor decides to
teach his students something, several activities are necessary on his
paft if he hopes to succeed. First, he must decide upon the goal he in-
tends to reach upon completion of the program, course, or unit of instruc-
tion. He then must carefully .select procedures, consk

Secondly,,

,a ., and methods sig-
nificant to the objectives. econdly,,he must cause t'he student to inter-
act with select subject matty in accordance with learning principles.
Finally, he must evaluate or measure the students peformance according
to the objq,ctives and goals originally selected.

Mager (1962)
IL

sautions that when clearly defined. goals are lacking,,
it is not possible to evaluate or measure the course or program effi-
ciently, and there is no sound basis for selecting adequate materials,
content, or methodology. If an instructor finds himself lost in an in-
structional quagmire he cannot hope to help himself until he knows just
what it is he wants his students to be able to do at the end of the in-
struction:

It shouldbe noted that clear, concise, goals, must be readily under-
stood by both the instructor and the learner if the testing process is
to be able to reflect the degree the student has been able to achieve the
course objective. If the goals are clear and concise the learner has
opportunity to measure his own progress at any point along the way and
has the option of organizing his efforts towards that part of the instruc-
tion that he feels important and valid tl-qi's increasing seudent.self-reli-

.

ahce, initiative, and effort:
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Goals of Adult Basic Education in Corrections

air

The four goals of self-realization, civic responsibility, economic
efficiency, and social relatibnships were formulated by a select com-
mittee of one hundred in 1969 at Arlington Heigpts, Illinois. One hun-

dred participants representing leadership roles ii education, corrections,
government, business, industry, labor, community diRd social services and
behavioral and social services comprised this important committee. Self-,

realization is the central element which interacts with others. These

' goals as noted by Ryan and Silvern (1970) are broad in scope and repre-
sent a framework from which to form'Subgoals fitting your local insti-
tOtional philosophy and needs. The fundamental importance of these
goals and their impact upon the instructional system warrants their'care-
ful definition according to the findings of the committee of one hundred.

Self-realization

When terms are broad we end to ask ourselves what do they mean?

What is meant self-realiza on and how can one possibly go about set-
ting sub-goals a -objectives for an instructiona system that will relate
to the offender/lea r? The definition is simple. The application will

prove to be most challe ing and rewarding. Self-realization is the ac-

quisition of basic knowle ge about health, leisure time, the development
of communication and comp tational skills necessary to generate feelings
of self commensurate with his abilities.

Civic Responsibility

Civic responsibility is the achievement of awareness of relation-
ships and participation in neighborhood and local community. issues, a-
wareness of political issues at local, county, state, and national lev-

els, and the respect for the rights and property of others.

Economic Efficiency

Economic efficiency is the development of financial management, and
support of self and dependents at a living standard above the poverty
level, satisfiring to the individual with minimal dr no assistance from

,private or public agencies.

St

Social Relationships

Social relationships is the goal concerned with the development'of
understanding and the ability to cope with 0.tuations, and relate to other
human bepigs iif terms of the realities and expectations and standards of

society. octs

These broad goals of adult basic education in corrections provide

14)
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us with a way to implement correctional philosophy into practice. The
paramount concern of adglt basic education in corrkctions according to
Ryan (1970) is to provide the knowledge, skills, and attitudes needed by
the offender to enable hij.m to compete as an economically efficient, civ-
ically responsible, socially competent person who has developed self-
realization.

Setting and Developing Subgoals and Behavioral Objectives

The four goals previously considered are ins*.fact statements of pur-
pose. They prescribe the many subgoals and behavioral changes we need
to c'areful,ly consider and implement in correctional educalion.

Subgoals

Each institution mutt develop as many subgoals as- necessary to fit
that institution's philosophy and needs. These'subgoals.offiay_become the

dcurriculum for the administrator r may be expreSsedin specific courses
for the instructor. ,As an exampl,e, utilizing the major goal of self-
realization, a series of subgoals are possible. Some suggested subgoals
might include: (1) to demonstrate mental maturity, (2) to improve academ-
ic Skills of communications, (3) to impnve skills of.compueation and

L9readin 4 4)' to demonstrate ability to make a decision, and keep it. The
reader wil quickly note these subgoals are still too broad, too vague
to be of any practical use in the instructional system. What is needed
is a method of specifying exactly what terminal outcome will be necessary
if a subgoal is to be attained. Ryan and Silvern (1970) say that in or-
der to an. effective system of education, general goals and subgoals
must be further translated into behaviorally defined objectives or changes.

*
Behavioral Objectives i

We need a description of what the learner will actuallyibe doi4 and
,

what the terminal behavior will be. This description becomes a behavioral
objective. In preparing objectives care must be taken to eliminate'loaded---
words'or words open to a wide rang.of interpretation. Mager (191'62) indi-
cates that words such as: to know, to understand, to apprecia e, to en-
joy, to believe, are words open tb many interpretations and'ca have many
meanings. Writing effective behaVioral objectives will take ti e and
practice.

As. an example, using self-realization as a major goal, and oal
Co develop communication skills, the behavioral objectiv'e might be fol-)1VWS: c-,...;

Major Goal: Self - Realization
Subgoal: To develop communication skills

Behaxy.oral Objective :. Instructional

.Given a learner at less ithan 4.9achievement

4/8 7 -/4
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measured by the Elementary Achievement Test and
given three different job application forms, in-
cluding information on experience, training and
education the learner will after 120 hours of bas-
ic communication skills be able to complete all
forms, with 80 percent accuracy as determined by
the teacher and the vocational counselor.

Ln analyzing this objective- we\easily identify the learner, where
he is at 'regarding achievement, what it is we expect him to be able to

'do after a specified instructional period. We also know who will make

the evaluation and how it will be made. All behavioral objectives must
be carefully constructed in order to pass a rigid quality control test.

Evaluation of Behavioral or Performance Objectives

Realizing the futility evolving from a possible hodgepodge of ill-

prepared performahce objectives, ACyan in 1970, developed a simple, clear,

and concise test that provides -le-quality control so necessary. The

SPAMO test is derived from fivy words: Specific, Pertinent, Attainable,

Measurable, and Observable. Let ds examine briefly the SPAMO assessment.

Specific

The learner'Z'ould know more than he did
et

before. He should under-

stand something he did not "derstand before. He should have developed

a skill that was not there before. He sh U/d feel differently. about a

subject than he did before. /Unless your o ective is specific'in what

it hopes. to achieve it willjlot pass the test.

Pertinent vs'

The behavioral obiedtive should be pertinent as perceived by the.

learners.

41111.0101..f

AtLainable
at

1

All objectives must be written realistically and in accordance with

the level of progress of the learners.

Mkasurable

A means of measurement must be provided. If it cannot be measured

th&I it cannot be determined whether or not the terminal behavior has

been,achieved. .

1813
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Observable

If it cannot be observed how can it be determined if what was hoped
for has been attained?

In summary, an institution's philosophy and needs will determine
that institution's goals, subgoals, and behavioral or performance ob7
jectives. How well these goals match the goals of adult basic education
in corrections dependg upon the interpretation given by staff. How ef- ,
fective the behavioral or performance objectives are depends upon the
time, effort, training, and care..of staff. It is important to not that
desired changes in educationally handicapped offenders will not traippire
without the addition of trained personnel and the development of uni1iqd
educational plans or goals.
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SETTING00ALS AND OBJECTIVES FOR, INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS OF
ADULT BASIC EDUCATION'IN CORRECTIONS

Boyd Marsing
Nevadn Stlte Prison
Carson City, Nevada

It is the primary,purpOse of this paper to explore a procedure for
'settihg'and,refining behavioral objectives and criterion levels of per-
Jormande by.,,aft instructional system tanager. This Tanager may bq, a vo-
cational instructor, recreation officer, or classroom teacher.It is
a secondary purpose' to review goars,,subgoals, and behavioral objectives,
that have been .establishedfor'adult basic education in corrections (Ry-
an and Silvern; 1970) and to show how they are handled by top level man-
agement, mid level management,, and the instructional system manager.

'

Goals and ubgOl.s

. The' four nojor gonls_of'sdult'basic OucatiOn'in corrections for-
mulated by a committee of 100 (Ryan and Silvern,'1970) are economic ef-
ficiency, civic responsibility,. social relationships, and self-realiza,-
tioh. These four .major goals are broad in scope and are, generally con-
'sistent with the goals in a corrections institution as set down by top
level management.

Stibgcals aDe'established by. top and mid-level management and are
primarily handled by mid-level anagement. In general, any definable
area of training-or treatment that occurs in a correctiOns'setting can
be described by a subgoal. Each instructional system ,manager, therefore,
operates with a basic subgoal established by mid-level management, but
th'e actual operation of thel.system becomes more sophisticated with the
establishment of behavioral objectives.

Behavioral Objectives and the Instructional System Manager

It is generally agreed that the operation of a single instructional
system can best be operated and,evaluated when the desired terminal per-
formances are described in terms of behavioral objectives.

A behavioral objective must describe the act. that the participant
or learner Will be doing-and what the terminal behavior will be. The
following is an example of m beh'dvioral objective in a recreation pro-,
gram: The participant able to run one mile in less than seven .

minutes, as demonttrated by, running twenty laps inside the gymnasium un-
der ,time conditions. NOtice that the:above objective (1) identifies and

,names, the act'to be performed, (2) describes the conditions, (3) deter -

mines. the limitations and constraints, and (4)'dictates the acceptable
le'vel of performance.

1D
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Additionally, Ryan (1971) recommends that behavioral objectives be
evaluated against the SPAMO test which assesses the extent to which the
objective is (1) specific, (2) pertinent, (3) attainable, (4) measurable,
and (5) observable. If these criteria are met when specifying behavioral
objectives, the likelihood of attaining a stared goal is increased.

Once the behavioral objective is stated the instructional systems
manager describes a procedure or daily activity whereby the participant
can achieve the behavioral objective. This is generally done on an in-
dividual basi. s and is modified it the behavioral objective is not achieved

by the activities initially assigned.

A Model Instructional System

The following is a general model of an instructional system. The

system can be easily .flow-charted, but the reader will be spared further
Confusion on that topic. The model has, the following steps from flow-

chary:

1.: Consider subgo.41 of instructional system.

27, Establish behavioral outcomes of unit of instruction.

3. Set criterion'levels for patticipants.

' 4. Assgn points to each compon4it of the unit based on cri-

terion le'vel.

5. Write behavioral objectives.

6. Administer pre-test.

7. Implement the program with'student-.activity and log stu-

dent hours.

t8. Evaluate students after thirty instructional. hours, based
on progress toward criterion level.

9. Project student hours needed to reach criterion level.

10. Evaluate total program.

The example for this moclel isea comprehensive physical fitness unit

for youthful offenders. The behaviorally stated subgoals are:

1:3 The participant will run'three miles non -stop in less than

twenty-five minutes, twice a week.

2. The participants will be able to be.nch-press (three sets
of ten repetition) an amount equal to his .body weight and
,do four other weight.. exercises proportional to this amount,

192
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Few constraints are placed on these objectives since it is individ-
ualized and open-ended. The instructor assigns an arbitrary point system
to the criterion level of all five factors and administers a pre-test to
each ,participant. After thirty hours are logged, the instructor has a
great deal of data to evaluate each studentand to evaluate the program
in general. The instructor also has the quantitative information needed
to project the number of hours necessary for each student to reach'cri-

.

terion level.

One of the keys to the above general 'model is that an evaluation
comes quite soon'after implementation. This is considered the most im-
portant evaluation and contributes a great deal to student and instruc-
tor motivation.

The general model from which this example comes has the following
advantages:

1. It is indivtdualized.

2. It motivates evaluation by the system manager.

3. Progress toward criterion level is quantitative and mean-
ingful to the participant.

4. The evaluation projects completion date at criterion level.

5. The system is easily adaptable or adoptable to nearly all
instructional areas.

i;

The general system designed by Mack (1971) was, in fact, designed
for a unit quite remote from recreation. It was\developed for a stan-
dard English program with these four components: silent reading, oraL
reading, writing and listening. Mack was able to establish a criterion
level in all four areas and evaluate very effectively in the manner pre-
viously described. The major difference in the standard English and the
recreation programs is the sophistication ofstudent activities in the
standard English unit. The model remains unchanged in nearly every adap-
tation. The system manager need only prescribe the activity for which
he is professionally trained or experienced, based on established be-
havioral objectives.

Conclusion

The manager of an instructional system must be aware of the four
major goals of adult basic education in corrections, be able to write
at least one subgoal appFable to his instructional area, and be able
to describe his program behaviorally.

Additionally, it is hoped that the instructor will be able to for-
mulate a model whereby he can independently run a system if direction
from mid-level and top level management is not immediately forthcoming.
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' Few constraints are placed on these objectives sidce it'is indi id-
Ualized and open-ended. The instructor assigns an arbitrary'point stem

- to the criterion level of all five factors and administers a pre-test o..

each participant,. After thirty hours 'are logged,'the instructor has a
great deal of data to evaluate each student .and to-evaluate the program
in, general. The instructor also has the quantitative information needed
o project the number of hours necessary for each student to reach cri-
terion level. --

One of theikeys co the above generalinodel is-that an evaluation
comes quite soon after implementation. This is considered the most im-
'portant evaluation and contributes a greet deal to student and instruc-
tor motivation.

The general model from which this example comes has the following
advantages:

1, It is individualized.

2. It motivates evaluation by the system manager.

3. Progress tow5rd criterion level is quantitative, and mean- ..
ingful,to the participant.

4. The evaluation projects completion date at criterion level.

5. The system is easily adaptable or adoptable to nearly all
instructional areas. ,

The general systmm designed byMack (1971)_was, in fact, designed
for a unit quite remote from recreation. It was developed fora stan-
dard"' English program with these four corponents: silet reading; oral,
reading, writing and listening. Mack was-able to establish a criterion
level in` all four areas and evaluate very' effectively in the manner pre-
viously described. The major difference in the standard English and the
recreation ptOgramsis theNsaphistication,of student activities in the
standard English unit. The model remains unchanged in nearly every adap-
tation. The system manager need only prescribe the activity for which
he is professionally trained or experienced, based on established be-
havioral objectives.

Conclusion

The manager. of an instructional system must be aware of the four
major goals of adult basic education in corrections, be able to write
at least one aniogoal appliCable to his instructional area, and be able
to describe his program 'behaviorally.

Additionally, it is hoped that the instructorwill be able to for-
mulate a model whereby he can independently run a'syStem if direction
from mid - level and top level management is not immediately forthcoming
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GOALS AND'OBJECTIVES IN CORRECTIONAL' EDUCATION

.

WWI
. Dean Hinders -

South Dakota StatPenitentiary
Sioux Fent., South, Dakota

.'!bing to Cailforni Don't head east then."4,1e

direction 'like that would help if you were .the United States
(except for'Hawaii, that s4. But Most persons' would need more specific
directiOns to get to a definite place. Robert gager (1968) states it
this way: "If you're not sure where you're going, you',.reliSble to end
up someplace else."

"Every-socIety has used adult - education processes to continue the
development of the kind of citizens visualized to be required for the
maintenance and progress of that society (Knowles; 1970)," This a
goes on to say,

The eviddnce is mounting that man'a.abilkty.to c.e with his
Nchanang'world is lagging farther and falithe ehind the chang-
ing world. The only hope -now seerw=tT b- crash program to
re -tool the present conditior), oft ual change (Knowles,
1970)..

it

1'1

Correctional education different. Bec'guse of the forced iso-
lation of its clientele, Kn s'-statements are extremely relevant to
prisons today. Offended and.staff alike desire that the end result of
prison sentences wil e more socially acceptable lives outside the walls.
Positive attitude 'can be'developtd in institutions but there needs to
Abe specificit f goals. "We can not only aim for an objective and aet
to achieve t, but we can evaluate our success in achieving-the objective
(Mager 968)."

It is-necessary-to have broad_goals and then to break "these down in-
to steps called behavioral objectives. T. "A. }Wail (1970) redommen at
behavioral objectives be evaluated against five criteria through a "SPAMO"
test. This quality .test of goals is an assessment Of the extent to which
the objective's are (1) specific, (2) pertinent, (3) attainable*:.(4) meal= .

urable, and (5) observable. If these criteria are.et when specifying
behavioral objectives, the likelihood of attaining a stated goal is/in-
creased. ',

"s v

goals and.objectives must be given special consideration in.correc-,.
tional educ.ation because,of these 'reasons:, (1). NOISE, (2) MOTIVATION,
(3) DIRECTION, and-(4) VALUTATION.

NOISE involves---buth--p4iscal. and emotional distractions. Adults,
are less tolerant of high noise levels; programi must be planned-accord- .,
ingly. Emotional distractionstust not be discounted.. It does no good

9.
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to talk 'o a learder abqut graction if his mind is clouded by disturb-

ing news rom home er whether o not hewill make parole this month. It

would be b tter to help him t }gim.mind to tIO task at harid-first.

Adults nee
failure oriented
mediate eVaLuatio

,. . ,,

Eial orientation for mgryAutiN. 4enders have been

n.so'long that .theY-deed short.specific task2,and im-.
-----. 1 , ..4

..,

lo show success posalbiiities.' For them.. to look sev-

eral years ahead atcompl.eting a high school educ4ation would be illogi-

pal. to be able to learn .0nough_about fractions.to Tead,gauges in,the
auto shop is realisticto the 'potential mechanic. Once one.4goal is s*-

cessfully attained.it will be easier.for him tv reach for the nex,t

er one.

Giving DIRECTION to offenders is important becau;e they are not
known for their pOsitive goaa.setting agility. AssiStande in setting
and, carrying through with shortiterm, logical goals is a Step in ex-

panding the offenders' horizon of positive possibilities.

The educational administrator.must have some way of EVALUATING the

program. With gois and pformance objectives clearly stated, program
guidelines Will have already. been drawn., Then action can be initiated

`to carry these out with details being adjusted as the feedback arrives.

Lest the issues be confused, there are different levels of goals

within each program: (1) MANAGEMENT or total program goals, (2) INSTRUC-

TOR or Classroom goals geared to group or individual performance, and

(3) LEARNER goals that are usually oriented to skill acquisition. Atti-

tudinal change is an oqtome of activity but is not generally planned

for by the learner.

How to arrive at the three levels of goals is a heated issue in cor-2,-

rections today. Glaser 0971) indicates that it must be a joint efforr--...

.with staff and offenders:%

Research has repeatedly emonstrateci that social separation of

statf and inmates increa ssprisoner acceptance of anti-staff

.values. There are many as ects of prison management--including
food service planning, recreation program Planning, safety pro-

# grams, building maintenance, landscaping and numerous other

attivitiles--where elected inmate representAtiveS can partici-
..
pateas individuals on committees with 'staff. There need be

no risksin this, on'ly benefits for rehabilitation and for

morale:.

J. 8. )Crso:Ik wirting in The MeseNer, a prison publication, says

this:.

rr
The pressure to cbqfopm tie the point of becoming a non-person

,
is veu-strong and cpmes both from the administration and the

inmace'body. Since nearly all choices are regulated by the
:admilitistration'and the ability to make inte'lligen choices is

a necessaryi.capaci.ty ih any-outside society, the inmate is

,handicapped in this area..

'
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This merely points to the fact that involvement in decisions in-
creases morale, as well in involvement in the success of the program.
Decision involvement must be present but the desired results can be
achieved better on an informal basis that lessens pressure hang-ups.
The difficulty that lies in a non-formal program is that the staff must
know what is to be accomplished and how. Hence, the need for clearly
stated arrival points.

All three levels of goal setters shot4d view objectives not as bar-
riert, but as stepping stone-measurements to success. What success?
That depends upon you.

WHERE ARE YOU ARRIVING?

go

1 :
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Introduction

Formulating a plan is a ve critical unction in designing an adult
basic educat*Sn program. It sets the 'directions and limits for,the actual
program which Will, be designed in the next step (Step 6). The five pro,
cesses,invOlVed in fOtmulating a plan are:k,...0) stating the mission and
par 'eters, analyzing constraints, and r (c), synthesizing ,

ssible=solutions,, ) modeling/situlating to evaluate solutions, and
selecting the,-best solution.

A paper "chard Cortright intlduces this section by discussing
some of the'general as cts of,adult basic education which should be con
sidered when.developing a delivery system in any corrections institution
or agency. These include suck aspetts of-adult basic education programs
as the need for innovative programs, the need to match teachers and learn-
ers, the advantages of using teachers' aides, and even, the need tat those
persons to resign who are not firm believers in the need for and effec-
tiveneSs of correctional work.

Baker, in "Designing an Effective Adult Basic Education Program for
Corrections," explains some of thefactors to '6e considered when estab-N
lishing the parameters. He discusses student and staff characteristics.
He also lists and discusies some of the factors which should be analyzed
when considering, constraints and resources: materials, type of instruc-
tion, and media, as well as why'these need be considered.

Cleavinger, in his paper, also discusses some of the various aspects,
that should'be consideredWftendesighing an adult basic education program.
He cites such factors as availahle,facilities, offender characteristitg,
philosophy, budget, and the surrounding community., Cleavinger ends wirt4
a brief discussion of several principles 'of curriculum building which,
should be taken into consideration when determiniag_nr selectin& the best
plan, or solution to be utiliZed.

'

Cassell's paper continues'in somewhat the same .32.0_,.n by ,discussing
what should he taken into consideration in determining tote most viable '----
solution: He discusses learning environment factors as wetl,aspaasible
roles for classroom manager.

Concluding this section is Reed's paper. Reed emphasizes the re-
sponsihtlityto b 'fte,aboUtchange on the prt of those working in cor-
rections. Thoe_reaponsibleor formulating a plan to bring about change
in a particular inStitution need to compare expectations with available
resources in and around-tile_institution. He comments, on the steps to; take
in reviewing resou'rces, anti, whatregources to review. ed focuses an
the need,' when formulating a`plah,*to_Hexamine very careftt, the alter-
native ways that may be employPd, and '(to chart the most e ,fictive course
of action (p.224)."

2.3
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FOCUS ON THE FUTURE:
FUTUROLOGY FOR CORRECTIONAL EDUCATION

'Richard ,W.Cortright
Nateional Education Association

Washington, D. C.

When I told a colleague:that I was going to Indiana -to speak-pout
correctional education, he said, :'What do 'you know .about, the special

--,,, education of children ? "'

s.

1 said, , "What do you mean?"
J ;

. k,.,
.

"Didn't you say 'corrective tducatioh?". +
.

"No, no. Not the physiCally handicapped. this iacorrAtional edu-
cation. Prisons."

'

-L-rwo,nder if, it waS.4ust a mis-hearing or` whether many people think
of correctional educatiop in the same way. ,

-.Crimp,marches on ,in America: Adult .and' juvenile crime and delin-

quency, are .Oh the,increase. Perha",two million children-",come to the

'attention" o the 'police annually. 'TAU knoWs how inanydo.nOt? Ahalf
s million cases 'a <handled by' the juvenile"coures each year. About a-
"million and ajlalf Others- which *do coma before the police are disposed,- ,

of without penal proceedings About one'person.in every six who is ar-

rested is under 21. year of age;,

As professionals; ,yOu know these facts,. but even the, laymen has

'sOme,notion-cdtheeXtent of crime and.detinquency.- After all, a:daily
reader of the morning paper can hardly hal.p but, be, aware of crime in

metropolitan Amp rica. : For example, shortly before 'Christmas, the Wash-

ington Post ran on one page stories,upder the following capti'Obp: "Ex=-)

sCpnwillt Fears' Criminal Past," "District Court to settle FBI ReCord Case," 1

qDrtligr.C,a:se_cfurorqa Arrested," "Threat,Halta.Demdlition of N..,W, Build-

ing," "Jury Selected,f6r.Comeau Trial. in Mattingly Death,." "High's Store,

Plagves in ,Rash of Robberies- During Novembe;r."
. .,' ,- - .

,

Educational programs.in penaldnstitutions, and specifically adult

basic eduation (ABE) programs help tip. reduce recidivim.and thereby re-

duce crime. -I do not,need Lo review the his ry Of; or:the cutrent sta-

tus of ABE..You"know, for example', about-,th ABE demonstration projects

oni -

Training to'develop employability among mentally retarded in-.

mates to institutions;

Using, college students 'from poverty areas,as teachers of adult

basic education to teach il,fiterate residehta of mountain-areas

-'in Appalachia;
202.
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Recruiting-and instructing paraprofessionals to assist a Negro
inner-city community to raise its educational level;

Producing a film and series of instructional guides for teach-
, er-trainingin ghetto areas;

Measuring effects of adult basic and social education programs'
on post-release adjustment and educational achieVement,of in-'
mates of correctional. institutions. '

_However, let me sketch a profile of the typical ABE personnation-'
allyr-io that you can ,compare yoUr own ABE students with him:

White (56.6 per .cent), female (56.1 per cent), with a family
income under $3,000 per year (44.5 per cent), employed q5' 'per

-cent), between 24 and 44 years of age (46.5 per cent). Grade''

levels between first to third grade classes (26.3 per cent),
fourth to sixth grade classes (33.6 per cent), and seventh'or
eighth grade classes (39'.7 per ceni) (Cor.tright, 1970, p. 63;
see also Attwood,'1970).',

This profile suggests that the problem,oi illiteracy in the United
States will remain a majo sOcio-economic,prolem for years to come--

rhaps decades. Illiteracy results in reduced national wealth, social
an cultural lags, weakened national security, slowed tedhnological pro-
gres hastened dislacement,of'w6rIis, lowered production, slowed eco-

owth, weakened.democracy, and retarded world undefstanding-and
co-operat n. Many Americans, however,, still -do not realize that milli-
ons of oth r Americans arinot read a daily newspaper, a,week/y, magazine,
the Bible; o a Pape ck,novel. These ark the adults who for one of
several reason are th ult functional,illiterates tn the United States

The adult functional illite e is a "soci'aloisolate;" he isAut off
from the Mainstream ofSodiety. Illiteracy itself is a "social deficit:"
the illiterate bypasses,,the age of the printed page as he moves-into the
age of the mass media. He is like the illiterate Asian or African who,
in the twentieth century, is beginning, to learn abut jets or missiles
while his nation is actually, still in the sixteenth century.

Many.inmates are adult functional illiterates. In.federal prisOns,
about eleven percent of the nearly 21,000 inmates are considered illit-
,erate(belc4 grade, 6.4. On a given day about 1,500 inmates are attend-
inC-claSses. Another 1,500 inmates are attending high school classes,
and about 1,000 are attending -GED preparatory classes (see Carpenter;

1971). One correctional educator recently told me, hOwever, that only.
three perclant of all inmates may be taking part in educational.progaMs
in penal institutions.

The public schools are trying out a variety of programs to bring
back'chool. dropouts, ,those under-educared young adults from whom an
overly large number of lawbreakers dome.,-For example, in Las Vegas,
Valley High School (now called Urban High) has, been designed to,meet

194
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- the specific needs of the students of that_unique.community by catering

t to the dropouts,-chronic truants, erstwIlile lawbreakers, and bright, or- ,x

dinary kids disenchanted with 'day school. Reports from Las Vegas indi-,. .

cate that students who hold down full-time jobs in the3show 'and gambling

businesses are succeeding at Urban High. -Why not utilize the school, fa-

cilities this way, cut dawn costs, and use this evidence to sell the pub-
lic .on voting bond issues? And, since dropouts ardIsometimes prone'to, .-

commit crimes, thereby cut down on crime? .

\

, .

,,Two incident¢ comes to mind when I think about correctional eduqa=

tiono'both frot Asia. M. few,years ago I was wprkingn the Philippines
and went ta,,a prison fn the Manila area to test same, new adult bagic,

education materials in the Tagalog, and Ilocano langhages' The warden
:was ,friendly and took ourgrou'p on a tour. AS-We climbed the'stairs in

one block I read a series of signs,' carefully hand-printed and attached
in ascending order: "Be Quiet--Eion'moke--Ke§p"Clean--Don't'Steal:"
That was learning to read by the looksay.meth9d. The warden did not

.comment on tts effectiveness.

.41-lather incident tdbk place:InTakistan. ,I was -involved in a teach-,

er training,progcam id wanted fodavolve teachers"from the provincial
prison. Sb.off, to

aeadingts to ,f

. -
warden,-and this, tine he, tCok'.',us on u.eour,.grad-

at felt was the most important partof the pri-

'son. ,The .cells; the futniturs, the fresh air, the bOoks, and the execu--.'

tion chamber. He was very pro of the scaffold and inpisted that pun:,

ishment, w4s"dispatched.' with alacrity.'
^ . .

/

.These nadehts come' b'ack to mind whenever:I tjAnlc,about"correc-

'tional 'eduCation. f suppose the first one was an 'example 'of Poorja-eda-.

at least it was fain attempt to use written communication to

communicate. And the second, well, that was.correctipna1 eduCation in

'which the correCtion was made permanent:like the correc'tibn

typists use to correct (abliterdte),a mistake: Is -that' what many people

sti 11 believe "correctional education".to

To most laymen the prOblem of correctional education is ptobably

simple. Either: 49

. 1. Correct (obliterate) the inmate;
2:, Correct (keep him Aere-he is-=physiCally and mentally);

3. Correct (show him his mistake and help him to rectifS7

.

should Auppose...most of us 'accept- point three--and 1de include adult

basic education as onO.swv_to help the inmate, and thereby society. 'ABE,

federally funded, has been with tis long enough to have ,accumulated a

A,e,ries of, mythS. Let's dispense with some Of the"myths. about ABE. ,i

would say those are2some which--are still Promulgated: -;

%lABE teachers are not usually ve'rygood. After a11, theY-a,re /

just {slighEli).warme'd-over Ceachere,:ofohildren-whe want to

moonlight fora few extra bucks. See Cortright (1970) for a

brOader picture],"
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ABE teachers have few instructional materials which can be used. -

What we need to.. do is get the publishers finally to produce some
useful materials fop adults. [See Ford's (1967) Adult Basic
lading Instruction in the United States for a different point
of view_ A

If only*therewas some eefective training for ABE teachers,
they would 'be. prepared to do a good job. Why don't the uni-
vers-ittes spt up short courses and degree programs? [See, Luke
M7b1,..for a counter statement],,

?
Adnl-teducatidn is the forgotten part of education: Nobo dy
knows there even, is such a program. [See DeCr6w (1968) for
anothem point,of view].

ri,i

We know there Are good ABE teachers,; although some are poor. We
know th'ere are mAny'useful ABE materials. We know there have been ef-
fectixe,eraining programs. We' know the status of ABE has: improved. We

. ',know these mythS about ,ABE in the public schools are false. But, are
these myths false, also, in the penal institutions?. What is the purposA
of ABE programs in correctional institutions? To help equip the inmate
to function in ocieW COrrectional personnel then alSo have the' re -'
sportsibility to help make tocietx,understand the inmate as a Member of
society. 'A warden writes,. "Education is one of, the most `effective
wit4n a prison in the rehabilitation or treatment program" (Vitek., 1967)."
A'humben of indications from Maryland, Ohio, and Wiscohsin point up the

'fact that with [tore education, there is less redividism (Cortright, 1965).
Inmates can learn to read, reading advances education, and education leads
away from recidivism. Does the syllogisM need to be clearer?

, ,

.4

ti

. :

C

In the spirit of the third alternative of correctional education
(see above), I would like to make-a few suggested approaches for your
deciAion-rMaking consideration as you plan to implement your personal
management plan- -back home., These are the points which I think need
special` attention- in usi'ng a systems approach to organize for more ef:-
fective ABE 'programs in correctional'institutions.

1. Develop Arenovative programs which make a difference. Learning
Systems; Inc.' has developed a concept of technical clusters for inmates_
in,West Virginia and Pennsylvania. The concept focuses on an area of. -

arts,, such as printing, and brings the teache'rs together as
'a team to teach this topic in .a 1200-hburmini7project. For, example,
one mint - project was the production of a booklet on the great religions
of the world. Five diffe're'nt teachers, including communication and
math teachers, -each spenttiMe helping - inmates learn what,they,needed
to, know in order to, produce the booklet. The important part,; I'think,
was the motivation which was:generated. 'Therq was a'need by:inmates-to
learn to write a sentence,,tcount how many copies of boOklett might-be .

sold, and find opt abaut job opportunities which, might, be available'at -

the time ofrelease,ap that they would have a handle ona tangible occu-
.

pation.

2 3 .)
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Another means of motivation (Mauk, 1970) was to use a financial in-

centive, If a person has completed elementary school, his expected life-

'
time income is $277,000. If he completes high school he is likeiy to add

$94,000, bringing his lifetime income up to $371,000. Four years of col -.,

lege should add another $213,000, bringing income to $584,000.

What innovations )lave been successfully used to motivate inmates to

complete an ABE progr m. Most wardens with any tenure at all have their
favorite stories about Inmate Y or Inmate Z who was released, became suc-
cessful in readjusting to the outside world, and sent back a Christmas

card, He made it. ,Surely'that evidence, although sparse, is welc6me.

HOwever, what happened to all of the other released inmates? To what

extent did the educational experiences in prison help them? In other

words, what research facts do we have? I would suggest, as part of the

delivery system which you are developing, a careful examination of this

question. This research might begin with the recidivists. Did the ABE

program which Inmate X receive help him? Evidently not, since he re-

turned. But why not? If we do not measure, in some way, our programs,

how can we'know if we halle been effective? Correctional education goes

On all the time in prisons and penitentiaries and jails. The point is

not that there is no education in Prison P; the problem is that there

may be too much education--of the wrong kind.

2. Match teacher and learner- -for compatability. After all, no one

gets along'with everyone. A study from Ontario indicates that scores on
hidden figure tests are useful in determining student readiness for group

or individual study, as well as the suitability of certain teachers to

act as feeders or consultanis witht-ertAtn students. An example of an

attempt at better matching is the cooperative training project-jointly

aleOnsolred by the University of Georgia, Teacher Corps, Georgia Department

of Corrections, and the Georgia Department of Education.
0 '4

-Ahlstrom and Ha4ighurst (1971) ,suggest guidelines for preventing'

dropouts, those studenti who provide the potential inmate population.

Maladjusted students need teacher6 with endless patience and

determination to help them make an adjustment.

',Those students who do profit from the work experience owe as

much. to the inter-personal relationships as to the work skill

. learned.

,Preventive counseling can help students before trouble occurs.

Presently; a 'counselor is brought-in onlr,,after the damage, has
been done; and after the immediate trouble is past, the case,

is dropped.

3. Use volunteer des. The Psychological Services Center of the

Lorton (Virginia) Prison uses volunteer tutorst9ohelp tllikerate in-

mites. The National Affiliation for Literary AdvanCe, an organization

of volunteer.literacy,councils, has helped organize volunteer work in

Sing Sing Prigon,Georgia State Prison '(Reidsville), New Jersey State
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Prison (Rahway), Jefferson Parrish Prison (Louisiana), Illinois State
Penitentiary (Joliet), and the San Antonio County Ja1,l (Texas). I have
seen volunteer tutors working with inmates in Walla Walla (Washington)
and Auburn (New York). Under direction, the volunteer Can help the pro-
fessional teacher. The fact that the President's National Reading Coun-
cil plans to enlist hundreds of thousands of volunteer tutors attests to
the soundness of'using volunteers.

4. Relate ABE with AHE. Recent legislation has supported adult edu-
cation to the twelfth grade level for.adults. When this legislation is
funded, there is going to be a large increase in Adult High School Edu-
cation (AHE) programs. Of course, AHE is not new to inmate education.
The Bureau of Prisons estimates over 1,000 GED diplomas issued annually.
But we need to move more men and women inmates to the highoschool level.
In fact, after discussion with labor and manpower economists, I am doubly
troubled about just how far the eighth grade level gets a person anyway- -

particularly in terms of job placement. The point now is to interrelate
ABE and AHE so that the ABE student is, motivated to go, the second mile- -

and get his diploma. This is another reason for a close articulation of
inmate education with the public schools.

Make contact with your focal director of adult education. Find out
how he can help you. The local education association may, through its
adult education committee, find a teacher or two.who can counsel and/or
provide a few volunteer teaching hours. Or? can you pry more funds to
hire another adult education teacher on your,staff?

5. Let the correctional educators say, too, will be account-
able." Good teachers want everyone-to know that they are doing a gOod
job and deserve a good salary with appropriate benefits. They want.to
provide educational experiences for inmatesv quality education. Teach-
ers can be accountable. The goal is to establish a (correctional) edu-
cation profession which deterMines, abides by, and enforces its own
standards. The following contingencies for teacher accountability are
adapted from the National Commission on Teacher Education and Profession-
al Standards (1970):

Clear goals for correctional education, based on both local values
and priorities and national purposes.

Acueptance of expert judgment of appropriate teaching and learn-
ing to achieve such goals.

V

An adequate number of personnel with sufficient skills to per-
,form so that accepted goals are achieved, .

Provision for identifying, educating, retaining, and coptinu-'
ously re-educating teachers to :a*ure that-ifhey. will always be
up to date. /

Te'aChing loads, time, and support- services which are conducive
to quality performance.

2J1-
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Appropriate media,. materials, facilities, and learning resources.

Satisfactory salaries and welfare programs for teaching p rsonnel

High morale on the part of those who teach..

Appropriate evaluation of all the goals`sf instruction--academ-
. ic, attitudinal, humanistic and behavioral--taking into account

that the eduCational process itself should be highly valued and

judged along with learning outcomes.
tg

Leadership in institutions that fosters a wholesome social-psy-,
chological setting,' an openness .Fo constructive change, and a

climate conducive to teacher and student success,

Strong public committment to correctional education expressed
in both moral and financial support. ,

Provision by,top administrators and boards of education,of ma-
terial resources, psychological climate, and the freedom needed

*fo ensure top performance by both'teacheri and students.

Of coufse, the profession has not achieved this level of performance
yet. but this is the goal of those teacherg whom C'orrecEional adminis-
trations should encourage to stay in the field. There ma"y not be enough

dropouts.amongrthe poOr;aeachers.'
,

Donald Wilson, President of the As6ociation of Classroom Teachers

asks these questions:

How should teacher's respond,to the issue of accountability?
Do we assume.la posture of apologetic defensiveness, or do we

' -talk, about acctun(abilitk from a position of strength? Do we

reject.completely what the critics say, or do we refine 'their,

statementsand say,clearly.where we classroom teachers.believe
the major',Tesponsibility lies for-innovations in education and
for the task of defining the leaining.process and how it hap-
pens?

We ,must consider the relationghip between authority and ac-

countability. Wemust determine whether 'we can delineate a
sphere ofsaccountability-for the classroom teacher for his owd°'

performance and for that of his students'(Wilson, 1970).

It is proper and right for effective teachers in'prisons, like all

effective teachers, to monitor their own teaching; that is, to proyide

governance for their profession. Part of this governance includes the

right of the teachers to help regulate the kind of educational experi-

ences in universities and to help determine the university curriculum

for advocating correctional education. Educationalassociations might

want to work with correctional educators in designing,appropriate curri-

culum-for teachers Of adult basic education.
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6. Improve ehe status of correctional educators. Sufficient fund-
ing is imperative. A colleague from Quebec has suggested that funds ap-
propriated for regular day schools be decreased and then these added
monies bq ,,included in a larger fund which is aVailable to adultsat age
twenty or later who are ready for school and know what they want to learn
from school. Some of these, funds could go for proven correctional edu-
cation projects. The Secretary-Treasurer of'the Correctional Educatiqn
Association surveyed a group of correcional educators. The 16,7 members
of the Correctional Education Association represent perhaps five pexcent
of the potential population of correctional educators. He found, for
example, that South Dakota has an,accredited school with inmate instruc-
tors and that Texas has established a school district within a'correc-
tional system (Seidlere 1971).

Corrections ucators are concerned about the work they
do. The teac r in Classroom has 'little or no time to
write about what he is doing. He is too busy trying to deal
with the failures of pdhLiCs.chool education. Reis bothered
by the failures represented by high rates of recidivism.' Usu-
ally he is. the primary socializing force within the Ntitu-
tion: If he does his work well, custodial supervision, is eas-,
ier.

The,inmate finds a larger 'sense of worth because he be.-
. comes .a person within the classroom. When things go wrong

within the institu;ionthe education and vocational programs
are the first ones shilt down. He is likely to find his cur-
puculuMand his Spending determined by-administrative order,
He is not recognizedas a professional in,the institution nor
is he'recognited as one in the communit/.- Whatever we can do
together will of. necessity have to say somethi,ng about the

- professiOnal status of correctional teachers (Seidler, 1971,

P. 5).
.

ft''Should not teachers -ofABE in correctional.institutios join 't acher
assOciations and therefore be included in the bargaining anits'of t ach-
er associations? The following suggested provisions for contracts, adapt-
ed from the National Education Association may be'llelpful -for correction-
al educators in preparing,appropriate.provistons.-

Full and.p rt-time teachers of inmates should have, to the ex-
tenr,possible, the same contractual benefits, rights'and privi-
leges, including access to the grievance procedures, as any,
other teacher in the association. .

.

The hourly 'rare of, pay: for part-time teachers of inmates should
be computed according to some objective 'and equitable basis,
such as an hou'rly rate'based upon-the sa/ary.of a full-time.
teacher of- childrensmith comparable-training and experience.

Full-time and part-time teachers of inmates who work outsidE
"regular school hours" should-a-eceive,,such additional benefits
and" protections as are necessary:
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Provision
for at least ten hours of 11,-;.lervice training pro-4

grams in methods of teaching adults -shall be made by the ingti,-

tution at'no cost to teachers in which ihey.shall participate',

at their regular rate of pay.

Provision should be made for teachers to attend, at institution,`

expense, at least one professior41 education conference during

the.School year.

7. Employ correctional educators in the public schoois.,The pro-

cess should go both ways.: Crime prevention as communicated in adult

education courses in fhe public schools is one Way of communicating to

parents of school ages children. Already some adult education'departments

in the public schools are operating such courses. Correctional educators

would be ideal resource specialists ottcourse leaders. Olson (1971) re-

ports a course on "Parents Concerns in Drug and Sex,Education" offered,

by the Prince peorge's County (Maryland)' Public Schools: Public schools,

also offer courses .for inmates. "Crime and Delincpre<y Prevention Pro-

gram" is offered in the'Flint (Michigan) adult education program. This

course includes aptitUde testing, public speaking, vocational counseling,

job placement assistance, and various follow:through services for inmates.

'Eighty percent of those taking the program have not been re-arrested in

a two-year period. The Fort Wayne (Indiana) Community Schools offer pro-

grams leading to the GED. Graduates with the diploma, but not released

from jail, become teachers' aides,.

,CoUld correctional educators be trained to serve as consultants to,

or leadersof adult educatiog programs in the public schools? Could they

carry out home visits and hel-pse the "re-entry" problem of inmates?

Crime itself hurts adult :education. The headline of the Washington Daily

NewsOf January 7; 1971 was "Crime Forces Big Drop in D. Q. Night Schools."

People were afraid to come out at night to go to night classes for adults.

8. Consider resigning from correctional education. I have npt seen

your flow charts apd'ha've not followed your loops. But,I might guss that

one direction which same correctional leaders might go - -is right off the

page. That is, teaching Or .administering an ABE,program in a correctional

institution is not for him or for his-colleagues. In that case, perhaps

he should consider resigning. I have on my desk the announcement of a

new job to coordinate a broad range of residential conferences, insti-

tutes, seminars, worksthops, and short courses for managerial and super-

visory personnel. The person holding'the position should have a correc-

tional background. Is that for you? Or, is, one of, I am sure, many

other related jobs? ff you leave, however, find someone to take your

p1aCe and transmitto him or her your conceptual modeL and management

%cheme. Let's keep only the best and most dedicated professionals in

correctional education and monitor the profession ourselves., After all,

correctional work is runt for everyone. But, for those' who stay, let

the; y believe it can make a difference.

My position in the futurology of correctional ABE is that if some

Of the eight suggestions mentioned today are implemented, the future of
A
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correctional education will be bright. Since most of the thousands of
adult inmates do return to the larger society from whence they came, thep
the need for'education, and specifically that of adult basic educail-on
is imperative. ,Without an'Rementary adult education, let alone a hig
school education, the economiC*-pzoiPects'for an ex-inmate are bleak. ,

Without a .ob, the .chances of rectdivism are gross. Recidivism repeats
the cycle, an47-edvffftion, and this time. correctional education, has failed

4once again.

,vWe need all of the useful manpower our nation can provide for the
excitifigaeeade ahead, that what the United Nations calls the Second De-
velopment Decade. Surely we know now that inmates'can sometimes be re-
habilitated and that effective education, is a necessary, if not suffi-
cient cause for the rehab;ii atjon.

Perhaps theytail, will wag the dog In the public schools, teachers .

are assuming grAtOr leadership responsibilities. Teachers may run
schools: AhalogouSly, will that happen in the penal institutions? If

, education leads t,L rehabilitation, then perhaps the tail will wag the
dog'in institutions also.

\'
This futurologist concludes .by pleadsg for abetter system of cor-

rectional education in our land - -to help redeem, in effect, the entire
field of corrections.
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DESIGNING" , K&CTIVE ADULT
BASICJEDUCATION'WGRAM .

FOR CORRECTION

Bruce E. Baker
Federal Correctidnal.Institlition

Milan, Michigan

Introduction,

*Adults in certain crucial respects are different from young people
as learners, and accordingly a different approach is required tohelp
them learn. The primary and immediate mission of every adult educator
is.-to master this approach to help individuals satisfy their needs and
achieve their goals,. This is the central theme of Knowles (1970).

Ryan 1970) states,

Learning systems must be devised which will include experiences
designed for modifications of behavior patterns. These systems
mustemploy new media and techniques which will provide new ex-,
Periences in socialstructure systems. Adult basic education
in corrections is an integral part of correctional treatment

programs, which provides a.logical approach to positive change
in behavior of the offender and such a program, if conducted -

properly, will prove to be waperior to any other tried thus-
far (p: 16).

An, adult learning experience should be a process of self- directed-
inquiry, with the resources of the teac*r, fellow students, and materi-
als being available to the learner but not imposed on him. Although the
education of adults is as old as civilization, the notion that ,there is
a distinct and different technology for adult learning is in its very

4 beginning stages of development.

704 So our climate must be characterized by a willingnessto take
risk, -0 experiment, to learn from our mistakes, and to con-.
struct theories that We know will have to be Modified.- People

pat 'answers, neat categories, and proved theories will
be uncomfortable in the climate, required by this book, or in-
deed, by the field of adult education, espcially in corrections
as it is now known (Knowles, 1970, p.

. ,

Environment

Any relative value listing of importance of pupil, prosr,am, or
teacher would be arbitrary, however the following example 'will clarify
friorities, The pupil may be compared-to a vehicle, the program would
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. be the engine, and the teacher the fuel. It becomes clear that none can
operate independentli,,thus each is necessary and vital in the education-
al process and any rating becomes a chicken-egg semantic exercise which
does little to give a firm weighted sense of their relative importance.

-Rather than engage in prolonged discussion, this thesis will treat them
as an interrelated unity where the parts exist only to create a produc-
tive total product. Indeed, the parts melded successfully can create a
strength unit greater than the sum of individual segments. This strength

can be the predicator of success. In a broad sense, all phases of the
training are educational in teaching the Student some things abqut him-
self and the world about him and how he may relate to that world.

Educational services must be geared to further the basic objective
of adult basic education in corrections which is to modify delinquent
modes of behavior. This'means that educational services should provide
a certain amount of success and satisfaction for all students/without
regard to achievement, and that they should expect and experience ac-
ceptance, warmth, and therapeutic handling in the classrooms.,

Teaching, in the most elementary sense, is a ,communicat on relation-

ship between-individuals who exchange information. What the Learner needs
1

or wisheitn know is determined and the teachei,attempts to Meet'the. pat-

'ticular need (Ryan, 1970; p. 70). "Readiness" involves a defsire'to-learn;

developing this desire, in Students ho'have found school a Trustratifig-

and unrewltding experience requires a skilled teacher and an imaginative

and stimulating program. Emphasis should be upon_the basic,.tool subjects,
however this is noc.to stfggest that students be denied a brbad or rich

1. -..
.

education. . .

, .

Teachers questing for modes and methods may,search,for a ready-made

package program which does not exist. This dearth of Convenient capsules

.of teaching techniques.is'emphasized by-Mager and Beach 0.9671,4Wh9 state:

.
--.

Though Schools and instructors.have been in,existence,fir cep:

tpries, and thoUgh'educational researchers have been a ''work

for decades, we do not-yet have a science-based guide teat
tells us how to make accurate selection of appropriatebinstr-uc-

tonal strategy (p. 52) : - ,

First, it must be realized that Curricular xoterials on the market -

have moved frbm a position of sdarcity to one of selectivity. Technolo-

gical advances have made possible.facilities of virtually any'design re-

quired, and ft is the problem of administration and-staff to seek, e)e,

periment, and build for success.

Building the Course

We cote to the process that might bp called. "engineerine.which i

the transformation of piogram objectives into a pattern, of,activities:

' ,Perhaps it 'comes closer to call this the "architecturar" 'phase 9f pro-

gram develoiJment, since it is in essence a process of building,materiars
. ,
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according to the specifications of program objeaives: The architectural
function in the designing of comprehensive programs of adult education
consists of selecting that combination of learning units or formats that
will most effectively accomplish the objectives of the program and ar-
ranging them into a pattern according to a useful working outline (Knowles,
1970, pd 133) .

Dr. Coolie Verner of the University of British Columbia distinguishes
three necessary elements in the 'notion of processes for adult education.
The first element°i& the'method, the organization of the prospective Par-
ticipants for purposes of education. The methods of education identi-
fy the ways in which pebple aie organized 'in order to con4tict an educa-
tional activity. Examples would be indivIdual,,groUp, or Community.

.The' second elem ent nvolves'technique; the variety of ways' in Which.,
the' earning task is manage.d'so as to facilitate_ learning. The'third
elemen invoLves devices4, all those particular things oT conditions-which -

are 'utili d to augment the,techniques and make learning more Certain
(KnoWlei,19 p. 133): .

. .

A course progra mtSt be kept highly flexible if it is to adapt it-
self continuously to he changing,needs Of-. ults. The best course pro,

\ ...

grams seenfto operate on an almost perpeival "e rgency" basis responding
to change. This, kind of flexibility isdiffiallt-to.achiave if the course

-."--' - program.'is merely an a0Pendage of'sortle Older, more routine types of pro-
s,

I ,- .
..

--;-.-f.,, : -' , S' P.r '''..
'-2'. , i. ." . -''

0: -Determing Whdt the Program is to Offer. .. .

. ,

-f- A tentative goal should be set. as. the tot a'rnUmb4-.r'of courses- to be
,included in the program.'

'. ,- - - - . . . ". . ,
, ..- . - ,"

-2, Eery prOgram 'should be foun4ed on'a solid core ofks ects"-in which
there is a known need and intprest,'but should also

,

inc 4e a small#

1

'number.of purely_ experimental subjects for thy' purpose of 4 'loring,
. -...,new needs and interests. :- -t0,

'
.

3. -A general- program of 'courses should. seek'to prgsent a more or less:
- ',balanced,variety,of courses. ,

,

. . . .

, : , . . . _ .

. SUbjects-should be selected that, are'in keeping-'with tfiebbjec,tives-
of, the program. . - -

.

%.-
. .

, -,-

5. Subjects should be'l mited to objectives that can be accoMplighed
within.the tine- limits t by the-nature, of the program.

' , 6. Subjects\ should be functional and.concerned with solving real-life
problems of people, not merely *bstract knowledge.,

' : . . . t . , .

Educators often become prematurely atcradred to an.innOvative prac-
tice which is featured inanother educational program. Extreme care

s
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must be used to assess the innovation to determine, whether the adoption
is appropriate to the observer's own system (Ryanl 1970, p. 74). The
effectivtness of any correctional education program depends primarily
upbn its quality rather than its quantity.

The Student

.

A, .fascinating aspect of the human race"is in hoW hUmans differ in',

personalities, interests, motivations, abilities, And education. The
most"Important of these in a potential student is ability, yet it seems
to be the'ope constantly-overlooked. The reason for the oversight is

involved and varies, but it mist lie attrrbUted to educators difficulty
in tilasuringand--ssessing the .ability' of a student. Every learner'N,

shoOld be tested to eValuate aptitude, ,interests, achievements,,and

learning.problems. For many students,several departures from usual,

standards ..,seem indicated. Softie have'been so defeated by. previous school

expetiences that they are hardly able to tolerate being in a sChOol class-
room.

4
The learner in a correctional setting is often.disadvantaged-by a

Unique combinatIon.of.characteristICs, including low educational achieve-.
ment and the lack of positive sociar-psychological. development. Studies,

reveal most' offenders are, undereducated sdhoqi dropouts, And innovative
techniques must be unlike those which made 'their school experiences:un-
pleasan&-. Too often traditional schools have failed to make instruction-
meaningful and have.not.retated it to everyday experience, Furtheimore,

if the'cont'ention that the students in institutions have short attention
spans is valid, then the modification deficiency would require Stru-c- -

tionar techniques -which involve direct continuous learner.partqipati6n,

(Ryan, 1970,-p'. -75), %
,

The objective is to fit the schoolto the child, 'pot the child to
the` school. This may at first be a sloviand 'fruitless procedure', but,,-
the uliimatkobjective should'uot be lOst sight'of, and peofsssional -in-..
genuitywill find means of helping diverse individuals establish patterns'
.for themSelves which will.be in general' keeping With the-overall objed-

_

-tives of.the programl- '1,- t,
,1 ,

a.
a .

,

'The folloWins evaluative criteriA.were l'ist'ed by SirVern in Ryan's

(070) Model of Adult Basic-Education-in Corrections:

1.

2.

The student is- the !nose important eleme in the- system.

The student-shares responsibility fo with the teacher:,

-,

3. Students share responsibility for learns

4. The teacher wi11,delegate authority and responsibility o the,Stugent
-0- and the group,.

5. Teachers will delegate authority and respons bility to the,curricu-

lum materials development perpons. .

2 Lc
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6. Teachers will rely upon materials produced by the curriculum develop-
ment persons and use them as designed.

. Teachers will shift emphasis from control of learning to management
of learning, wherein diagnostic techniques will be developed (p.73).

t

The Teacher

Teaching is not merely a -cold, calculated delivery of facts to p
-non-responding pupil. Instead, teaching, to be meaningful must involve
he'student through motivation and personalized response to need. Teach-
ers have the Capacity for shaping society if they study a community and
its ,needs. They then can fashion their educational policies and prac-
tices to, meet these needs. this reguires'an experiential sense of tim-
ing. The practice of executing certain progressive steps in expanding.
facilities 'and services must be geared to,he readiness of the student
and the'community

Regardless o4 the media and materials used .in any'learning setting,
success will largely depend Upon the teacher's creativity, motivation;
and desire. ,To make any medium work, the teacher must-be prepared; must
have a thorough knowledge of-what the medium can do, and know-how it is
to .be 'man.ipulated before it is exposed to the learner who may leave the
class never to return if he feels This time is being wasted (Ryan, 1970).,

The" title, -teacher, is used to refer to thoseHmembers of.the staff
-a

who afe carrying the responsibility for imparting academio knowledge and
skills. It should alsobp pointed out that'few teachers come to an in-
stitutionalsetting with truly:extensive training in the dypamicg. of de-.
'Unguent behaviOr. This means the sChOol should.provide training for
its teacher to aidlthem in carrying out a m'ot challenging and difficurt
assignment:

.{ 4

.
*

"'81nce'T believe,that the single most effective, teaching device a-
vailable to a teacher is the example of his own behavio-r, I shall do my
'best to makb this book ,a good example of an .adult-lea'r'ning experienpe
'(KnoWl'es,.1970, p. Only the daily ,meeting ancr-co,ntinuous,associa-

tihn-of pupils and teacher throughout'the.day will enable the teacher
to, Inckerstandthe pupil and his problems. The instructor is the person,
.who will have the closest and most prol6nged contact with the student.

It.ie imperativethat the classroom teacher possess_ certain positive
characterist'ics'.

*

I. /16 muse &ppuinely like people.

2- He must be competent and highly enthusiastic.

1. H. must- be optimistic about the success'of.his students and
'.. infuse them with that optimism,

4. Ha.must be flexible.
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5. He must be patient, understa ng, and credtive'and well-

adjusted. -

Also, he, must be a well-adjusted individual. o can serve- as a positive

model for'' the learners to emulate (Ryan, 100 77) .

\ `

Creativity '.and innovation are especially importan in contriving

techniques and experiences in the adult basic education corrections

program. Cencertel effort shotild be made to relate these to eal-life

situations,\The most effective way to do,this is to use the re: -life-
resources of the' community by taking learners into the fommuni,ty o ,

bringing outside resources into the institueion. It is4ipportant to

plan-these experiences with definite goals and objectives vl mind.

Creating Experiences for Learning

%
One of the'first priorities in developing an.,tnstructional program

should be the utilizationNpf\a wide variety +Mgdix, Materials, and
techniques in creating learriAig experiencesThis is especially impor-

t, tant in conaideratiom of the nature of the learner and ,the lei rnin4 en-

vironment in the correctional setting-, Variation from the,conventional

test-book-lecture approach should be applied for motivational'as well as

.efficiency purposes- whenever possiblel(Ryan, 1.970,'p'..75):-

-,:' g
All instruction should .print directly', oward stated objectives, and

success should be recognized. Variety should'be injected'in'to the pre-'

sentation Of materials, utilizing short presentation; involving, the

learner in discussion, and. using a variety 'of media-. Frequent',:ifidivid-

lial contact should be.maintained with the learner so that cons,tant eValu-
.io

- .

.

ation of-his ftrogress can be made.-
t

.

,

A relationship should be Maintained with.the learners as-a'human

'beingrather than as nuber.,,,FInally;4 there should b0 acceptance of

the learner where heas,"and wilIingness.to go with him from there.

Media t,."' X
..,

'Nedia.foredtqational-purposes can be ciefilled as :any-external .

.

vices or pied° of,equipmtint used to oonveY.concepts:'of information from

one,human mind to Snothet. The new media, programmed instruction; s ft

and Kardware,'101nescopesaneltleyision, all lend theraselVe§ to individ-

ual personak instrtrottop and: therefore, ditriinish the studant's (bear

expoaure.

Materials

The c'i-iteri of -selection include innovation,` content, ancLmethOdp-.-

logy. The inclusion of these-material's apes not megn they represent the

pnly acertable materials, but correctional educators should be aware .

.1 - ,..

"ts'l
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of their possibilities.

Counseling

Eduqatibnal counseling guidance iri the selection of educational op-
portunities,are not so much formats for learning as administrative ser-
vices. But clinical or personal counseling which typically invo'ves a
series of "communications" over an extended periocf time, and is'con-
cerned with helpin an individiial gain self-insightl,can properly'be
classifie as a format for learning, and should be used liberally for --

reassur rice and reinforcement of confidence (Knowles, 1970, p. 134),.
Couns ing is a format through which students can meet certainof their
lear:ing needs more effectively than is possible through bther.formats. .

rected Study or Tutorial
L

The idea of developing tailor-made reading sequences to help individ-
uali engage in self-directed inquiry, with periodic consultations on
their progress and problems has been developed to its highest point by
the reader's advisory services in oUr public. libraries. But this is a
format that can also be used to good advantage in other institutions:to ;

increase their responsiveness to individual differences among their stu-
dents.

Programmed Instruction
-

This type of teaching has experienced 4 rapid growth in pcipul,arity
in regent years. In PI, the material is presented to the learner in a
series of carefully planned sequential steps. At each step the learner
must make a response that tests his comprehension. He thedreceives im-
mediate feedback regarding the correctness of his response. The program
is planned to bring the learner to the accomplishments of specific.uter-
minal" behavior objectives which have.been set by the programer and when
these terminal behaviors have beed mastered, the program-is completed.

_However the very notion of "terminal" behavioral objectives is dis-
cordant with the concept of continuing self-deVelopment towatd one's full

/potential: But arogrammed instruction is still in a primitive stage of
development. Perhaps as the technology progresses, it will free itself
from the constraints of \he behaviorists and will develop ways to facili-,
tate the learner's engaging in a process .of self-directed inquiry) (Knowles,
1970, p. ,136) .

.Programming techniques, it is hoped, will provide more and more
varied types of programs, some effective primaily for helping individuals
discover basic facts and principles, and,others effective for learning
critical discriminations, analytic. skills, problem solving abilities,
and even crtative approaches to problem 'solving.

0
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, Findings of one pilot project, which utilized a reading labora ory
in an adult basic education prbgram in the White Plains-Public E cation

- Center, 1969, (Ryan, 19.70, p./&4) indicates that:. i

,/

/
(a) adults,preferred indivi 'Al and self-directed materials

with individualiMachines;
,

(b) instructional materials gnd equipment were used most xeadily
by adults when located as close as possible to their work-
ing stations; . .

//
'(c) ince most'of their-work was on an individualized basis,

adults liked and eNjoyed the freedom of moving in and out
of the learning laboratory at their leisure;

(d) very few Students wanted the learning laboratory
more like a regular classroom.

Community development is closely relate o th9 action project as
a format for learning, but it is a much oader a& cher concept. The
adult educator is primarily intereste in communi development as a
means of' education of the communiZy and the,people who are to live there.
These are the factual learnings which community development may stimu-
late. At the same time, however, it is also possible to learn how the
community is put together.by which it may achieve its goals (Knowles,
1970). Specific Objective must be designed to fitthe individqal
learner's needs. Progra' must be evaluated throughout the learner's
stay so that adjustmen can be made when 'indicated.

t
A (

More on Environment

At the highest policy making level there must Be strong support for
the adult basic education in corrections program and firm and understand-
ing commitment of the entire institutional staff in creating a positive
climate (Ryan, 1970, p. 76). The offender should be very much involved
in the selection of an educational plan. The focus should be on the '

student, not subject matter.

Scheduling is also complicated by the fact that students move in and
out of the program at all times of'the year, and while in school are of-
ten called out of classes to keep appointments and have interviews with
the treatment staff. This nessitates complete understanding between
the school authorities and the other staff members concerning the common
goal of the student. It requires careful planning to know where each
student is at all times (Scarborough, 1962,'p. 99). Thus Scheduling
should be very flexible which again emphasizes the need for individual
analysis of the personality, abilities, and educational aptitudei of each
student.
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Conclusion"°44-^°A

-This paper is not to be considered as the final word on course build-
ing, but rather as an introduction with the idea of stimulation, explor-
ation, research, and continued study to aid in the creation of an ethica-
tional milieu,

Cibran, in his book The Prophet summed up teaching nicely as follows:

No man can reveal to you aught but that which already lies asleep
in the dawning of your knowledge.

The teacher who walks in the shadow of the temple, among his fol-
lowers, gives not of his wisdom, but rather of his faith and his
lovingness,

If he is indeed wise, he does not bid you enter the house ofhis
wisdom, but rather he leads you to the threshold of you own mind
(p. 62).

The Challenge

Teachers are constantly exhorted to "sell" programs, however it would
be well to follow the example of the successful salesman, who, when asked
what his "sales formula" was, replied, "I ddn't sell, I just'get my cus-
tomers to buy. I use the musical method," In this apprOach, he explained,
"I use the opera Aida as the basiC development .of my working philosophy.

First, get their ATTENTION, then stimulate INTEREST, arouse DESIRE,
and finally compel them ,to ACTION."

It Is exciting to enviston the results that educators can accomplish
by the:evelopmen and delivery of a system that will motivate Student*
to want,to buy a practical education rather than being sold a package :of
irrelevant learning.

'TO create a system that will effectively schieVe this objective al
educators should be concerned with adult basic education in coreectionp
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DESIGNING AN EFFECTIVE ADULT BASIC
EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CORRECTIONS

Ted Cleavinger
U. S. Penitentiary

Terre Haute, Indiana ,

Introduction

An educational system should be designed to motivate students to be.-
come involved in a total educational experience which will assist them
in regaining self-confidence, recognize individual worth, and achieve
self-respect and dignity. to return to society. The program must be based
on the needs of the individual, taking into account the different strengths
and weaknesses of each offender, and be offe'red in an atmosphere in which
the learning environment is conducive to creating positive behavior change.

Analysis of the Organizational Climate and Structure

Knowles (1970) point's out that

one of the misconceptions in our cultural heritage is the Iption
that organizations exist purely to get things done. This is on-
ly one of their purposes; it is the work purpose. But every or-
ganization is also a social system that serves as an instrument
for helping people meet human needs and achieve their goals.

He also says "'Nis is the primary purpose for which people take part in
organizations--to meet their needs and achieve their goals--when an or-
ganization does not serve this purpose for them they tend to withdraw
from it." So organizations.also have a human purpose.

In designing an 'adult basic education program you must know the pur-
pose of the organization or institution for whom you Ore designing the
program. Aspects that should be considered include:

1. Type of institution; is it a youth institution, Federal Cor-
rectional Institution, Penitentiary?

2. Age of the offender.

3. Type of offender, cultural background, lack of skills.

4. Philosophy of the institution.

5. Type of outside community.

- 6. Philosophy of outside community.
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7. Philosophy of administration,`site of' staff, staff
experience and background..

8. Educational facilities.

9. Institutional budget.

Wd are sure that many more.criteria o uld exist .,that sbouid be cohsid-
ered depending on the particular place or institution, howevey, the pre-
ceding have been found to be most important in our experiences.

Selecting the-Formats for Learning

The design of a comprehensive program,for adult basic education in _

corrections should consist of selecting the learning units 'format that
will effectively 'accomplish the.objectives of the program. These units,
should be arranged in a pattern that -creates an atmosphere conducive to
learning. A wide'variety of formats should be made available to peogram
designers so'that the widest possible range of individual needs, styles,
and conditions for learning Can be met'.

Several formats are available for-helping individuals to learn. Some
are, listed below.

1, ApprenticeShip

2. Correspondence Study

3. Counseling

4. Directed .or tutorial 'study

5. Program instruction.

General .formats for group learning

1. Action g.roups These are Jaycec groups qi groups to help

)

2. Clubs (Gavel, Alco lies nonymous, Narcotics Anonymous).

3. DiscusSion groups (Great Books, Writer's Guide, Philosophy),..

4. Special interest groups' (culture groups).
. 1:

p

Organizing a Course Program

Several principles of curriculum building dre suggested for your use:

1. A tentative goal should be set as to.the total number of

214
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courses to be included in th program.

- . *.
Every program should be fo nded on a solid cote'of Subjects
in which there is a known'need and interest, but should also
include ,a smaller number of purely experimental subjects for
the purpose of explorin new needs and interests.

3. A general program of' ourses should seek to present a more
or less balanced var'ety,of subjects.

4. Subjects should be. elected that are in keeping with the
policies of the institution and the objectives of the program.

5. Subjects should be limited to objectives that can be accomx
plished within tie time limits set by the amount of time the
offenders have to do.

Scheduling courses /

4'1.
When should course meetings be held?

2. How long 'should the meetings last?

3. What days or-the week should classe7meet?

4. How frequently should classes meet?

5. How should offenders be grouped?

6. How long should the courses last?

Several course programs are available for.helping individuals to
learn. As already mentioned, you must examine the offenders needs and

set your program around these. In designing an adult basicducation
program the' following should be included -.

High School or GED. Since most of the offenders coming to an insti-
tution are lacking a high school education, this or the GED program shoUld

be a large and indispisable part of the program to be designed.

Basic communications. Approximately- 15 to 20 percent of an institu-

tions population fall into a grade level of 6.0 or below in reading abil,
ity. Every offender should leave the institution with at least a 6.0

reading level.

Evening school, activities. These are very vital, particularly if
r....

most of your academic program is during the day. These activities should

include high interest grpups such as a Black Culture course or any course
t
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or discussion group that he offenders ;would want; these would be com-
pletely voluntary.

,

Vocational Training, on4Job Training or Apprenticeship Program, Most
of our offender's come.to,us.,gnskilledand unable to hold employment be-
cause of this deficiency. The vocational, on-the-job training and appren-
ticeship programs should be a very vital part of the prograM. These
would include your vocational laboratories where the related subjects
to many trades are taught; examples are the DuPont courses which are a-
vailable in practically all trades. These should be offered in a study
release program also.

Social Education. This is a program where your objectives are to
observe behavioral change's in the offenders. Without certain changes in
the individual's behavior, all the education in the world will not keep
him from returning to prison.

>,

College correspondence and college courses. These should be made.a-
vailable to any offender that has the ability to handle these courses.
This is probably the smaller of the groups you, will have to meet the needs
for. These can be offered by losed circuit TV, or by courses being of-
fered inside the institution, or by study release.

Recreation. This part of the prdgram is probably one of the most
yitar and least planned in correctional institutions. In most institu-
t ons the recreatibnal,facilities are very inadequate.

A
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DESIGNING AN EFFECTIVE ADULT BASIC EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR.CQRRECTIONS

A

Richard E. Cassell
U. S. Bureau of Prisons

Washington D.A.

Introduction

It is a pleasure to present a topic of such vital importance to a
group of individu is who are actively involved in designing an effective
adult basic educe ion program for their respective institutions'. The

challenge to make hanges in an environinent that has traditionally' been

non-productive is xciting.

These changes will require that you, the designers, develop and, use

skills and techniques that span a multitude of human perceptions. You
must adopt a tole which includes your own special training and the per -
ceptions of other specialists if you are to adequately "read" the environ-
ment where change must take place. This role would Include the percep-

tions of a philosopher, sociologist, management specialist, and evalua-
tor, historian, administrator, and humanitarian. The role of the adult

education program architect is to coordinate these perceptions which pro-
vide the guidelines for changing human behavior.

I will present to you an area outline for designing and developing
a productive adult basic education program that has lasting qualities.

These guidelines include: A Philosophy of Education, A Learning Environ-

ment, Staff Utilization, Student.Performances, Structure of Internal Sys-

tems,

7.)

Curriculum Guides, Communications, Administrative Support, and
Evaluative Techniques.

The Learning Environment

Often we have heard teachers and administrators make statements con-
cerning the lack of motivation on the part of the student. This observa-

tion emphasizes the student's failure to participate in ah activity ini-

tiated by the teacher. The activity is often one-dimensional; that is,
material is offered in a single approach: lecture, film, writing, dis-

cussion, programmed materials. Little attention is given to theparti-

cular learning style of the student. Thus, since the teacher knows how

to teach, the failure is often attributed to the student. What teachers

forget is that the student is the principal in education, and the teach-
er exists to aid the student, not to satisfy his own needs. ,So, if a

student does not participate, and this word has several implications
which I will not discdss at this point, the fault mostfrequently lies
with the teacher or the program, or both, not with the student.

One of the significant means of improving student patticipation is

to give consideration to the 'many ways learning takes place. A variety'
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of avenues for learning have to be opened for individual. Modern
technology makes it possible t appeal to the st ent's intellect by

'multi-sensory presentations: te hing machines, vi eo7tarie equipment,
reading machines, and otheis. Thi tedlippl so ovides time for
the teacher to direct other responsi lities sentia to coordinate c)

learning activities.

,

The role. of the teacher must change to direct and manage the many
activities that should. be in progress simultaneously. The clasgroom
manager role eliminates the authoritarian image and creates a partner-
ship in learning activities with the student. The respbnsibilitiet of
the classroom manager are:

The Classroom Mana

(a) to identify the elements of -a particular program that cor-
responds with the student's particular method of learning:

-(b) to assess the student's potentil through testing and ob- '
servation to determine the most efficient method in match-

, ing the student with the program.

(c) to set individual-goals with each student and provide a 114

maintenance system to help. the student to achieve these
goals.

(d)' to develop skill deficiency prescriptions with performance
objectives for each student. ,These prescriptions must in-
clude sequential program elements that involve sensory per-
ceptions.

(e) to develop evaluative techniques at different stages to
measure progress in relation to the goat's established by
the student.

(f) to build success, into the program to reinforce the stu-
dent and to validate the program.

Basically the ingredients for a succesSfur_program design are: se-

lection of a variety of programs, identification of its useful elements,
diagnosis of procedures for student prescriptions that correspond with
the elements, effective goal setting, multi-sensory presentations, meth-
ods of evaluating individuals and Programs, and reasonable re-assessments -
to improve the existing program.

The manager-teacher who is making the transition from standard to
open environment must comprehend that the new responsibilities are not
reducing him to clerical staff, but rather they are,elevating him to
a much more important and demanding role in redirecting learning acti-

vities. This new role for the classroom manager Is an image that must
be carefully groomed by supportive services of those in supervisory
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capacities, The training of classroom managers is best done in an en-
vironment where management is progressively demonstrated. Supervisors
should encourage visitations, both from community and institution loca-
tions, to these environments and provide literature of progressive pro-
grams utilizing innovative concepts.

Program Structure Leads to Experimentation'

The development of logical internal-structures in each of the pro-
gram areas--curriculum, methods and techniques,.evaluations, goal set-
ting--ar'e necessary to the.processAnvolved in learning. Thesd develop-
mental activities have a natural tendency t6 expel many myths'about the
causes of student failure. They encourage experimentation of special
projects that can provide documentary evidence"revealing what is effec-
tive in changing or redirecting learning behaviors. This experimenta-
tion provides,a basis for refining program elements and learning effici-
ency for the students. Also, it serves to maintain a balance in making
continuous changes in a more effective learning environment.

The special qyality which generates productivity is a positive ap-
proach to all problems. The need foe change is sometimes evidence of
failure. But failure should not prevent us from learning from our mis-
takes. It should be regarded as a learning experience that can assist
in finding success. Success orientation brings maximum performances,
enabling a broader'spectrum df learning functions by the student.

Informal Educational, Learning Center' Design

The learning environment in corrections should be the most attractive
place in the institution. The traditional classroom setting with the
traditional teacher has often created a negative image of eduCatton. The

student who has been programmed Ato fail in his previous education experi-
ence must be directed to a completely new environment where informality
prevails. Any positive associations that can be made with learning'can
make the learning experience a much more poSitive one. Attractive colors
on walls, drapes:classroom furniture, bookracks, cabinets, and other
learning accessories are helpful in, creating this new attitude. The ar-

rangement of the furniture-should reflect informality and at the same time
serve the functions of a learhirig atmosphere: Murals,, poster, and paint-

ings should be located in appropriate areas.:, Every pea should reflect
.

what is being taught by the nature of teaching arrangement and the as-
sessibility to materials beiqg utilized.

t4
,

.

Diagnostic areas should be located near:the area 'Where all records
are kept. The leap4ing area design should.:agitudent movement that
doesn't disrupt (Aber activities. Small group discussion centers with
portable blackboards for demonstrations serve to focus attention on
problem-solving activities. Within this environment a Comfortable stu-

dent lounging area should be provided fox studentswho are waiting for
an activity to begin; it should be an area where students can browse

2 2 8
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.

through magazines or other materials.

Evaluation of Program Effectiveness

TO measure the effectiVeness of a program in relation tp the,,goals
and objectives of the Student, evaluative techniques that have validity
need to be developed. -Within the internal structure of a program, fre-
quentelement evaluations through behavioral objective measurements, are
essential. 'A battery of diagnostic tdsts. administered as "!.a pre-test be-
fore the progrIm initiated is one basis to compare with the post-test
at the termination of the program. Quantified data from these tests can
be used-to determine gain or loss factorlof the 'total program.

Between these evaluations, data from tests devised by a classroom
'manager can be used to predict the outcome of learning. These data can
be derived from check-lists, observed behavioral tests, attitudinal tests,
lesson completion tests and other less formal tests that identify pro-
grgss or the lack of progress.*

Summary

The basis for an effective and lasting adult basic education program
in corrections is the utilization of the perceptions gleaned fromythat
particular environment. It is necessary to accurately "read" this en-
vironment, take from it these elements that,are useful to change Darn-
ing behaviors, adapt these elements to the program, contiduallyevaluate
the student performances within the program, provide supportive reinforce-
ment of the student and allow' flexibility for change td' take place. The
effective adult basic education program is one that does not fail the
student but, provides the avenues for growth better academically and,in
the building of a better self-image of the individual.

`2' ).LA I
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'TAKE THE NEXT STEP

Amos E. Reed
Oiegon State-Corrections Divisioh*.

Salem, Oregon

It is abundantly clear that the present-day corrections manager is'no
longer Involved in a simple corrections system that calls for holding men
in confinement for a period to time, prograMs and dollars. The old "hard-
line" approach is rapidly becoming a thing of the past (Advisory Committee
on Intergovernmental Relations, 1971). In its place is the rapidly deVel-
ing interlocking system of programs and accountability that staggers the
mind to comprehend.

No longer can the administrator serve as a god-like person of total
power and wisdom, whose 'word is law and whose actions are unquestioned.
Today, he must be an educated, experienced, well-trained generalist, cap-
able of utilizing appropriate strategrbs and synchronizing the efforts of-
a host of line and staff assistants as they, in turn, work in concert with
all other interested persons, including the clients (Nelson, 1969).,

The work of corrections is truly complex: crime reduction is one of

the ultimate goals.' As the President's Commission on Law Enforcement And
the Administration of Justice (1967} stated, "Crime is a kind of human be-
havior and controlling it means.changing the minds of men (p. 49)." Thg

Commission went on CO emphasize that controlling crime is the business of

every American.

We who work daily in corrections share extra responsibilities for tak-
ing the lead in developing, introducing and implementing change: Change

is really what education is all about, and especially adult basic educa-
tion. Ware interested in the development of individuals through new
and modified knowledge, skills, attitudes, and behavior.

The success or failure of any corrections program is influenced to a
large degree by the staff--the people who work with offenders day in and

day out. The most modern facilities cannot make an institution success'-

fu'l. The staff is the heart of the prtram, and there is little disa- -
greement that what is needed are persons of integrity, maturity, expert-
ende, flexibility, and "heare1(American Correctional Association, 1967).
Efforts are ti be aimed at opening real opportunities for reformation and
self-expression, not attempting to be vindictive, punitive, and repressive
(Constitution of Oregon, 1859). It should be recognized, too, that the
syrupy permissiVeness of the immature, false professionals can do irre-
parable harm to individuals and td groups., Likewise, the overly rigid,'

unyielding, coldly pUnitive person can be just as damaging. These com-

ments may seem somewhat abrupt and maybe harsh, but they are intended to
help each of us to continue to be somewhat introspective, to examine one's
'self--to look before we leapbut to Take The Next Step.
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No matter how much the system is discussed; We need persons, of de-
termination and courage to move tO.implemeht innovations in the face of
frustrations, shortages of funds and staff. It is indeed remarkable
what a good educator can do with limited resources. It seems that like
the good cook, there is an ability to "make do". with what we have. There
will be discouragements, surely,,but don't give up. The real steel test
is to stay with it, persevere. Over time, there will be changes! A real
down-to-earth challenge for us is to communicate to our supervisors, ad-
ministrators and significant others so that they can assist us in obtain-
ing the resources required.

IC is imperative that residents' needs be carefully assessed. must
recognize Alsolthat there ai'e group and individual needs, and short-range
and long-range objectives that must be met. It is essential that program
managers see each person--client, staff, general citizen--as one who is
unique, who has dignity as a' human being;'and,is worthy,of'our best ef-
"forts to sustain, assist, encourage, and whei-e necessary, direct. To a-
chieve this awareness it is necessary to study the person against the
backdrop of his life, experiences and culture. In so doing,- ic soon be-
comes apparent that "treatment" must be Individualized and selective.

Case management effort's in Oregon, whether in the institutiors or field
services, are betoming increasingly decisive and better defined. When we
spoke to the issue of education in the past it was a very generalized
topic. The expectations are changing. Education, as such, is of very
high priority but specifics are needed. The approach no developing re-
quites more attention to why a person should receive an education. This
program specific, must make sense with other programs to follow.

Management by objectives is becoming a reality inmost spheres of con-
cern to an administrator. Interested persons inside and outside our sys-
tep are repeatedly asking the question why. This is not to imply we are
not our own worst critics. I think corrections people can be proud of
their self-examination,and the many efforts to 'put our house in ordPr."
Now, however, there is anew urgency and almost crisis phenomenon to the
(_haratter of multiple- requests that come to a corrections administrator.
Each person has the potential to contribute immensely to his own organi-
zation by becoming goal- oriented, by thinking in terms of results, and

by aggressively pursuing whatever resource there is available to meet,

existing and future needs of the education process in your own agency,

ovi.sion shOuld be made for-developing a client information system
that can give timely feedback of-information 'necessary to relate results
to efforts (Oregon Law Enforcement Council, 1970, p.,A-30). Most ex-
cessive-prices,can be paid for f3olish extremes, of innovation unsupported
by,evaluation and assessment of inmate needs. Overclaims of.knowledge
and/or success, may fool others for a ttme, but the'day of reckoning al-
ways follows (American Correctional Association, 1966, p. 264). there,
is no substitute for good stewardship,'particularly as,related to the
assessment of the needs of clients.

The effective manager will consider his multiple assignments, assess
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Dr. Nelson, Dean of the School ofPublic Administration, Unive ity

of Southern California, and former penitentiary warden, interviewed 8

administrators to determine their management strategies. Thetnanagers:

were defined as action-oriented participants'in a'dynamic force field.

Nine management strategies were identified:

1. Compromise:, Adjustment and cfaoncession among the parties in-

volved.
"

2. Involvement-Commitment: Gaining the paticipation and cooper-

, ation of the parties involved and thus.,securing their commit-

ment to the solution.

3. Direct authority: Using the rewards and penalties attached to ,

a formal position and rank in trite organilation.

Dilemma Management Using the increased attention generated
by a problem or crisis as means of bringing about a desir-

able solution.

5. Expertise': Introducing new information or calling iiipon per-

S5ns with: specialized knowledge or skills.

6. Integrtion: Using a new approach which recognizes the.com-

peting interestsi'nvalved'and seeks io aPOid,diminishing any

legitimate ones.

4.
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7. Manipulation: Not fully revealing all the purposes sought
ghile skillfully influencing others to achieve.the.dioired
goal.

8. Invoking Standards and Norms: Calling upon widely a,ccerited
tandards and beliefs to bring.about the desiied result.

9. _Delay: Delaying action until a more opportune time or un-
tila natural solution emerges (Nelson,-.,1969).

. .

It,is important to recognize that none of these strategies is offered
as the ideal, most or least desired. Many perions liave used most of these
strategies. It is helpful, however, in planning to implemerit a system
that nay bring about change to examine very carefully the alternative .t.Jays.

that'may be employed, and chart the most effective course of,action.

_It has been my own experience, that sustained support will tend to flow
to the courageous manager,who shares information (good or bad), spreads
the issues, speaks honestly, leads aggressively and dynamically,. and chal-
lenges the involvement of all in the serious tasks assigned. It is not
necessary to invent the wheel all over again. bLe,t's (1) assess where we
ate, (2) review the known needs of athers, (3) considerthe resources a-
vailablepk4) plan strategieS, and (5) act on .what we kW. Move-,Tgke
The Next Step!

.

4
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INTRODUCTION

This is VolumekII of a two vo4ume publication concerned with plan-
ning, implementing, and evaluating a delivery system of adult basic edu-
cation in a corrections setting. These two volumes are designed to ela-
borate andand demonstrate concepts and..principles in the Model of Adult
Basic Education in Corrections (Ryan,-et al., 1975).- Accordingly, the
material presented in these two volumes is divided into seven major sec-
tions which correspond to the major divisions of the Model:

ANALYZING' THE REAL LIFE ENVIRONMENT (1.0)

ESTABLISHING A PHILOSOPHY (2.0)

ASSESSING NEEDS (3.0)

DEFINING GOALS, SUBGOALS, AND OBJECTIVES (4.0)

FORMY1ATING A PLAN (5.0)

DEVELOPING, IMPLEMENTING, AND EVALUATING THE PROGRAM (6.0)'

EVALUATING THE TOTAL SYSTEM (7.0)

Chapters 1 through 5, consisting of 34 articles concerned with
planning a delivery system of adult basic education, are included in
Volume I. Chapters 6 and 7 -are included in Volume II. The 35 erti-

cles in Vflume II deal with t -; entation and' evaluation of a de-

livery syitem of adul asic education in corrections. These two will

be of most value if used in conjunction with the Model.

Honolulu, Hawaii, March 1975 T. A. Ryan
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Introduction.

Step 6 in the Modal of Adult Basic Education in Corrections involves
'

developing, implementing, and evaluating the program. Once the previous
five steps--analyzing the real life environment,, establishing a philoso-
phy,-assessing needs, defining goals, .subgoals, and objectives, and for-
mulating a plan--have been successfully completed, an adult basic educa-
tion program for a specific institution can be developed, implemented,
and evaluated. This step consists of four parts: (a) providing manage-
ment support, (b) developing curriculum, (c) implementing the program,
and (d) evaluating the program.

Papers by Lyon and Hilfikei provide an overall introduction to this
section. Both papers deal with many of the activities necessary to suc-
cessfully develop, implement, and evaluate an adult basic education pro-
gram in a corrections setting.

The remaining papers are sub-divided into sections which correspond
to the various parts of this step of the Model of Adult Basic Education
in Corrections as listed above. Part one, providing management support,
is discussed in the papers of Hall, Bennett, Houchin, Brent, Boeringa,
Williams, Cannon, Nelson, Erickson, Boone, and Parkinson. Part two, de-
veloping cUTriculum, consists of the papers-by Snydet, Barrett, Trujillo;
Sherk, Sybouts, DeBow, Hill, Johnston, Rossman, Keve, Sherron, Easley,
Frank, Udvari, Antell, McKee, and Weinberg. Although no papers are spe-
cifically assigned to part three, implementing the program,"the reader
will note that many of the papers in parts one and two also deal with
this- topic. Of-Speci interest are the Williams and Sherk papers.
Evaluating the progra step four, is discussed by Zimmerman and Pahrman.
Paula. Tepnant's paper c ,I.edes.this section.' Tennant discusses how
"selling your product," i . the adult"basiceducation program for a
particulaf institution, shotld be an overall ajective-and should be kept
in mind while involved.in all steps of developing, imOlementing and eval-
uating a program.

As stated above, Hilfiker and Lyon introduce this section which deal
with developing, implementing and evaluating the adult basic education
program. The remaini.ng papes'are sub-divided to correspond with the
divigions of this step of the Model. The first function in providing
matkigement support is surveying and disseminating relevant research. Hall
and .Benriult both dtar.witb. this need. They elaborate on the kinds of re-:
search being done wbilt are applicable to an adult hasic education program.
111,y also discuss re*earh currently being conduCtAohout which,all per -
eons involved in a4plt basi education in currections need be aware. For

example, Hall describes the applicability of research being conducted by
'0 Clastx-r, Hall, Carkhuff, and Pownall.

Two other lurWtions necessary in providing-managam'ent supPo-nt are
(a) recruiting, selecting and t- raining staff, and (1-). coordinating in- _

.Attutaonal and community resources. The former Is'discussed by Houchin,
Btent, iloerina, We Cannon, and Nelson; i hile the latter 'is' treated

in tlu papers of Erickson, Boone, and Parkinson.

2
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The s'econd sub-section consists of 17 papers dealing with curricu-.

lum development. The papers by Snyder and Barrett provide an introduc:
tion to this function. Snyder discusses assumptions, questions, and
goals to consider when developing an adult basic education curriculum
Barrett presents a conceptual Orientation to curriculum development.
Following, these two papers are thoS*e by Trujillo, Sherk, Sybouts,'DeB
Hill, Johnston, Rossman, and Keve; all deal with' various philosophic
and practical needs to, consider when developing a curriculum.

One of the most important components of curriculum development is
the selection and use of. hardware and software. Sherron discusses why

hardware and software is needed; Easley discusses how to determine which
hardware,and software to use; Frank includes a listing of hardware/soft-
ware sources in his paper; Udvari discusses various types of hardware and
software, their advantages and disadvantages; Antell elaborates on uses
of hardware and software; McKee includes a discussion on the individual-
ly prescribed instruction (IPI) system; and Weinberg elaborates on linear,
branched, IPI,,CMI, and CAI systems.

The last function involved in Step 6 is evaluating the program which
has been developed and implemented. 'Pahrman,discusses techniques for and
timing of measurement, as well as several categories of tests. Zimmerman

continues with a discussion of such tests as the Kahn Test of Symbol*Ar-
rangement, the Science Research Associates tests, .end the Wide Range

Achievement Tests.
-f

\LS
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IMPLEMENTING AN ADULTBASIC BDUCATION PROGRAM
IN CORRECTIONALSETTINGS

James W. Lyon
Frenchburg Correctional Facility

Frenchburg, Kentucky

Introduction

The central figurerin arty learning situation must be the learner,
It is for him that we, the teachers, search for ways and means to im-
part to him the knowledge and-skills which will make him better able
to survive, or maybe even succeed, in today's competitive world.

In the distant past, the classroom may have been a cave, a spot on
'a forest floor, or on the. ea shore, where men learned to survive in
the hostile world in which they lived. -Today's world is no less hos-
tile than the world of the cave man, in fact, it is more complex,. The

cave man, if he did not learn how to survive, died. The" modern man
does not die, but is forced to endure a living death of poverty, ig-
norance, anckdiscriminatioh. This is especially true for the ex-offend-.

It is the purpose of thiA paper to show how the teachers of adult
basic education in corrections may better expose the learner to the
knowledge and skills which will make him more capable of surviving in
today's world.

Apply Research

The equipment the cave man used in learning might have consisted of
a pile of stones or a pointed stick to-trace symbols in the sand. As

time passed, research has shOwn that certain techniques, facilities, and
materials could improve the quality of the learning process. Research
in the correctional settings is relatively rare. However, there is no
reason that research Srom'other areas of adult basic education could not
be adapted for use'in the correctional setting. Technological 'advances
have made possible facilities of nearly any design required. Many Va-
rieties of materials are available to the teacher for use in the 'Oas_s-
room. The future now holds promise of even more sophisticated hardware
and softwartk. Research, when mentioned to the teachers of adult,ba$ic
education in corrections, should not be viewed as such an enormous pool
of information that they cannot find their Way and thus give up, but -a$
a sourLe of.information to improve techniques and Brake them better teach-

ers. cz

A groat amount of re-search material is available in the areas of
learning, social interaction, and personal growth and developmUnt. A

21.5
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recent study (Ryan, 1970b) has shown that:

Learning research which 'is of importance includes the'following
topics: motivation, repetition, transfer of learning, reinforce-
ment, goal setting, individual vs. group, teacher characteris-

. tics, research, tdchniques, materials, classroom climate, and
facilities. Social interaction includes the following topics:
group dynamics, leadership, morale and productivity, communica-
tion sensitivity, and social class ,(p. 64).

Human growth and development research 11.A already been done on the under-
privileged cultures and Sub-cultures.

According to the studies cited in the Model of.Adult Basic Education
in COrrectiOns (Ryan, 1970b), some sources of research information,re-
lating,to,adult basic education in corrections are the clearinghOuse and
regioual laboratories supported by the U. S. Office of Education and the

U. S. Bureau of Prisons. After research idfOrmation has been acquired
and evaluated, one is ready to (a)acquire 'the proper staff, (b) devel-
op the curriculum which will meet the needs of the lOarnelland (c) im-

plement the training program,.

,Perform Management Functions
o

Before any management functions can be performed, adequate and valid .

information must be supplied to the decisiCri-makers. Some of the infor--

matron needed by the decision-makers includes: number pf learners,, their
grads leyelsi- their characteristics, type and pattern of .staffing,' type
of facility,, supplies.and materials required for the program, yhdn and

'how the program was implemented, source, of funding; and adequate'Orovi-

sions for evaluation of the program. Funding, in the most part, is dobe

at least a year, in advance the scheduling of new programs cannot be,

just a spur-of-the=moment decision, If it is, it must certainly fair

through. Acquiring the proper staffing pattern is V:utmost importance
and is second only to the amount and types of funding, that is available.
The staff personnel must first of all be willing to work and give all

they have to the program, Secondly, they must have the knowledge re-

squired to tarry wit this program.

Some desirable traits which are of the utmost importance for the

teacher Who will operate the program are:. (1,) willingness and ability

to work With others, (2) ability to accept change and modifications in

the program, (3) the ability to make.and suggest such changes as are e

sc.allc:(1 or, (4) have a deep and undying interest in the individual as a

person, *(5) ability to work with his co-workers.in obtaining goals and

obieLtives of the program, (6) thorough knowl-dge and understanding of

the goals and bjectTves of the program, (7) knowledge of adult baSic

educatton.and teaching tools and tethniques which willlnlable him to

succeed:

After tb proper st,aff has been selected and train(lOas to 'what
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the goal of the program are, they must then set out o

adopt or produce per curriculum to meet these goals.

After the staff s been seJ,e eted and trained and the curriculum has
been produced, the program sch duling should be dine. Information con-
cerning the times that en are available to participate in the program
should be considered in view of institutional demands such as industry,
maintenance and their related activities. 4The purpose for scheduling
the program at this time is to obtain the maximum efficiency from the
staff and fadilities to meet the goals and objective of the program.

According to Ryan (1970b} "Some of the methods of scheduling are
flexible scheduling, time block, floating period, double periods, re-
volving schedule, rotating scheduling, modular scheduling, combination
scheduling, and *mosaic scheduling (p. 70)."

In order to help idsure that the program will succeed, the proper
climate for learning must be established and maintained. The effect-
that the learner's environment has on Mill must be a positive one. The
educa6r can make this possiblebysoliciting the aid of staff which are
not directly involved in education. The-I-earner should never be hu
fated whether in front of the group or in private. This is true-"Ohethei--
it comes from the teacher or someone outside of the school:--

Develo Instruct al Program

The material presented e learner must meet the needs of the
,..--

learner. It should b ganized to follow developmental learning se-
, quence; that is oceed from t l us concept, or skill to the next

lqvel conc _o_r-stillr- The material should be interesting, and stimu-
lating o tbe:rearner and boredom should never be evident.

- .

According to Ryan (1970b): "A curricuram is made up of a set ofAre-
lated courses, which in'turn, are compcj.sed.of related units. The learn-
ing.experiences in a unit are organized in lesson plans (p. 76)."

When constructing his lesson plans the teacher should remember the
fallowing basic rules:

et,

I. --The materf7ls used should 'be selected and used in a general
to specific lesson pattern.

Any learning program should begin on the interest level and
in the interest area of the learner.

3. Unity -of study shou'ld be scheduled in a logical sequence.

.77
4. Study should be planned on a skill development basis, going

from simple to more complex.

5. laterlals and course of study should be,selecied upon the
basis ot which skills the, learner will need more often.,
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6. Each unit taught should be correlated and tiedinto theo11------
units as a whole, giving the learner an overaii-viev,' of the
material to be studied.

When writing the curriculum, the needs of the learner should always
be kept in mind. Almost as important as his need are his wants; for ex-
ample: if the learner wants to go to college and cannot read he needs
to learn to,Tead first. *The learner must know that to obtain certain
goals, Cific objectives must be met. The goals should be-stated and
accompanied by related subgoals and objectives.,

Beforethe units have been written and the lesson planning made, Elie

software and hardware should be obtained.

Obtain Institutional Hardware and Software

, The question in the mind of most new teachers of adult basic educa-
tion is "qhat will I order and where will I get_it if I knew?" After
the learner target population has been evaluated and their needs deter-
mined, the 'Person responsible for ordering should obtain the Services

of a ven expemt'as an advisor, visit other facilities similar to his,
ob in a list of recommended materials from the State Department of Edu-
ation, obtain publisher information, obtain publisher materials cata-
logs. After this is done, then order the necessary material.

Conduct Pilot Test

At this time'tAtrial run of the program should be made with a lim-
ited number of learners. The trial run should render, information about
the suitability of the instructional material.and ap)out the curriculum
in general. if changes need to be made this is the time to make them..

Produce /Acquire Tests

Testing should be done all through the program to check the pro-

gress of the learner. Many .types of test may be, used, but care should

be taken, not to change series of tests for a given learner. These tests
may bc teacher produced or standardized. Screening and interviews should
be given as a placement guide.

After the learner has been scheduled into the program, pretests or
4 placement tuts should be administered. This-, est.cduld by a standard-

ized test, d reading readines1 test or any test which can be used to de-
termine the extent to which the learner has advanced toward his objec-
tives betore training starts. The learner should be made aware that
this is a Pest he cannot fail. One example of a good placement test_is

the c.st of Adnit Basic Education (printed.--bv- the Califoraia Test
a

Bu-
--

reul, which is used with tile LIndividualized PTescril Instruc-

rstom. In addition. to the placement tests, the earner should

2,1,3
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be given regular unit tests and post tests to evaluate t e progress of
the learner.

--Student Selection

In most cases the students who are preS'ented for.evaluation and
placement are channeled into areas of study based upon the results of
their placement tests and preliminary interviews.

Conduct the Program

By this time all the planning and preparation which is necessary to
put the program into operation should have been done. The only things
left are the management functions:- This can be carried out quite effec-
tively with a well-informed-arid motivated staff,
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MPiEMENTATION OF AN ADULT BASIC EDUCATION PROGRAM IN
A CORRECTIONAL SETTING

Eugene E. Hilfiker
Oregon Corretronal-Inst- cation

Salem, Oregon

Introduction

-----In planning the implementation of a program in adult basic' education
withitianilveLitutional setting, the related functions of (a) conceil-
izing the system, 07-precessing the information, (c) explaining the phil-
osophy and assessing the needs, (d) understanding and defining goals and
objectives give us the basis needed for implemehling-thepzou,gm-.---"knowles
(1970) describes the process of implementing an adult basic education pro-

gram as the transftrmation of program objectives into a pattern of activi-
ties. Ryan (1970) also notes that program objectives should be appropri-,
ate to-the needs and characteristics of the residents of our institutions
and should be adapted to the unique environmental factors which charac-
terize the correctional institution population, i.e., lack of motivation
and a wide range of individual differenc&s.

.

In implementing a program in adult basic edu9ation, the ne d is to
move away from the all-pervading concern about individual sub'ect matter
areas,: and to place more emphasis on what c.an be useful and eaningful to

the student. The old dichotomy of, vocatio41 versus acade
should be discarded and more corit but-

tressing of the student in his progf,am

laced'on the tiat
education.

1.111WWWW.K

education
and

In the correctional setting; there-is a need o -,..iimimmag00001tr
cation program that is dynamic, changing, flexiXTre7",ft3.Fiff- 2,

along

,with being designed to go straight to the heart of those who have
committed to our care. The educational program must meet the needs of
our residents, not only in terms of the possibilities of the situac,i_oer
but al44) in the terms of actual employment conditions as the
modern, free society. Full eonsideration'must be given t print and
future economic trends, recent. technologicaldoglop s, placement po-
tential for the residentotheT vat-M17s wh. will determine the
success or failure of the program. Correctio institutions have a pr
pensity to adapt "stone age" thinking, co pts and educational pra
to their space age, working world pro ;r is.

New educational technology can ovide the correctio educator with
greater individualization of instru rt.,41.e.,444 t the eds of a particu-
lar student at a spec-if-Lc. time in his learning c> ent; it can pro-

vide greater efficiency of instruction, and re ase the teac ad-

ministrator alike. tram the lo(ktepof clan periods." Computerized in.:''''''''''' ... '''"'"'*n"
i",=.3

struction,.dialing a lesson from a centr learning- resource center, pro- ... z

grammod textbooks, individual lessons .rom audiovisual devices, and

rw
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numerous other learning aids are available and can be integrated into
any correctional education program.

S.

. Development Through Research and Evaluation .

What is being done with some of'the latest management and education-
al techWiques in adult basic education? What 'is available locallx and
nationally in adult education through visitations, educational literature,
conferences, and work shops? Are the teacher and instructor in the cor-
rectional institution becoming familiar with the use of program learning
materials, team teaching, research and experimentation, group projects,
and group and individual instruction? Is research and evaluation being
used to plan and obtain the kinds of,,fatTlities, techniques, and instruc-
tional material that could improyethe quality of adult basic education
in a correctional setting?se are the kinds of questions educators
in the correctional settings should be asking.

__------- .
,

In many cases, educational programs within the correctional setting
. are faced with a shortage of funds.to employ peronnel to conduct neces-
sary and important research and evaluation. Consequently, the education
staff will have to accept this as not only an added assignment, but also
as an integral part of their teaching responsibility. Research and eval-
uation should be ranked high by the education director when assignments
are being, 'considered. Members of the staff, such as the case manager,
clinical psychologist, chaplin, medical doctor, social services director,
grptfp living supervisor, and many others are available and should be used
s valuable resources personnel.

77/7"8
In corrections, eductional management can be improved if data from

research ,is evaluated afd utilized in developing new programs and teach-
ing techniques. The manager should organize his research and experiences
in adult basic education in corrections sequentially; looking at the in-

diff.e.,-rerfices among the resident-tudeht in terms of intellectUal,
-Ilmu-41-t--a-trSliysical, environmental, cultural, emotional, and hereditary ex- .

perience in adult education and-related sciences have made it apparent
that an adult possesses certain unique characteristics as a learner and
different teaching and testing techniques must be appfi-Ed.

Management of Program

The success of implementing any adult basic education program in a
correctional setting rests squarely upon the shoulder of the educational
director or program manager. The primary responsibilities of the direc-
tu or manager are to:

1. Plan the program by setting objectives, forecasting and deter:
mining future programs and methods-of obtaining the goals with-

-in this program.

2. Organize by establishing a working relationship between his

.e
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staff, and assembling supplies and equipment in such a man-
ner as to tbtain the maximum efficiency from his staff.

3. Implement e program by carrying out the plans within the
framework as established by institutional policy and pro-

_

gram objectives.

A good manager 1hould be capable of creating an atmosphere and set-
ting the stage so that each member of his staff can ex$ress the highest
qualities and competencies of which he is capable. Managers should in-

.
troduce new concepts and practices tn implementing an adult basic educa-
tion program. The modern manager in a correctional setting should at-
tempt to adapt and use the behavioral sciences and the systems approach
in achieving his goals.

The manager serves the capacity of an alitsor and consultant. He
observes and evaluates certain instructional goals, shares hi; thinking
with his staff, and helps work out methods of improving instruction. Re,-

commendations may be as broad as suggesting tha the teachei or instruc-
tor develop a new course oras specific as a c ange in the seating ar-
rangement. Nelson (1971) lists seveli modern management approaches hav-
ing elements that can be modified for use in education.

1. Project Teams
2. Management Systems
3. Management by Objectives
4. Span of Control Flexibility
5. Short-Term Consultants
6. Electronic Monitoring

% 7. On-the-job Training

Another responsibility of the manager ,is,to prepare yearly or ,bifn-
nial budgets to serve as a basis for financial, planning, control, and
determining programs to meet future needs. Adequate records of all fi-
nandal transactions should be maintained with the cooperation of the
institution's business manager. Cost centers for each discipline, based
on objectives of the program, shall be projected for purposes of "Manage-
ment by Objectives" to determine if the program is meeting its goals
within the limitation of the budgeted -cost center. Periodic review and
adjustment are required to provide the aa,needed to develop new objec-
tives.

The manager shall lake use of the equipment and M:11*"C-rials that are
available and not gear his program to proposed budgets. It is not un-
usual to have proposed educational programs deleted from the budget, and:'
the manager must be capable of adjusting to these setbacks and to opepAe
as elfectivelfeasible. Selction_and purchase of equipment and. sup-
plies must be determine instruct ional needs of the general edu-
cation classes And ,,hops.

2:52
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Planning the

Once the educational staff has established the program objectives,
the planning and construction of the educational faxility can be ini-
tiated. The first questions are, "How are we going to accomplish the
objectives of our program?" and "What do we need in terms of space and
equipment?" space must be designed to obtain the overall ofbjectives of
the program.

The teacher is usually called on to assist in the planning of new
facilities as well as reorganizing old ones. Teacher involvement is es-
sential in having a well-planned functional facility that will meet the
needs and requirements of the students, the teachers, and the instruc-
tional p/iogram. The teacher is the expert in his field and is in an ex-
cellent position to supply the architect with special details required
for the teaching of his specific subject matter.

In the past, educational facilities in correctional setting have been
designe4and constructed to meet the traditional and questionable .secu-
rity needs of the institution. They failed to function as effective
learning'centers. Unanchored interior walls designed to stay, attuned
to any curriculum, individual study carrels, modular walls, multi-media
rooms; and learning resource centers axe lacking in may correctional
settings. The teacher or manager s.-hould study desirable features of new

or improved schools, review the objectives'and needs, and then assemble
all of this data to determine the effectiveness of supervision and con7
struction. This data, along with stated objectives and planned methods
of obtaining these objectives, should then be presented to the institu-
tion administrator for his use as a guide in making administrative deci-
sions. 1

Arrangement, placement, and construction of partitions is the most
important feature )f interior design of the educational facility. Move-
Jblu partitions or accordion-type dividers give flexibility so that stu-
dents can be arranged individually, in Small groups, or as one large
group.. This flexibility of space readily adapts to future needs, pro-

.grams, methodologies, techniques, and equipment.

Educational Staff

4%
The most important qualifications to consider in selecting the edu-

cational staff are knowledge of the subject matter, skills, teaching;
techniques, ability to adjust subject matter and instruction to adult
.differetuesabIlity to communicate with the resident, and a broad con-
cept of chclntire adult education program and its relation to the in-
stitution. The educational program will reflect the skills of the per-
sOnnel who are conducting the program and the teacher is the dominant
/actor in determining the image of the program.

. The teaching staff may be obtained trom such sources as existing in-
stitutional staff, institutional populdtion, public and private schools,

2 5 1
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trades, business, volunteers, student teachers, and other correctional
institutions.

Education Director

The director of an educational program must function as an adminis-
trator, supervisor, and leader. The administrative function comes first
because it is a very necessary part of departmental organization. Such

items as budgets, inventories, and utilization of space must always be
considered. Developing teacher-student, supervisor- teacher, and teacher-
'supervisor-administrator relationships, along with recruitment and Selec-
tion of staff, evaluation, rating for salary and promotional purposes,
teacher welfare, and working conditions are impoqant responsibilities
of the directof. Other administrative functions oT.the education direc-
tor include developing curriculum and department philoS'ephy, and deter=
ming scope of programs.

.The supervisory responsibilities include improvement of instruction,
promoting professional growth of staff, and evaluating programs, instruc-
tional services, student progress kld teacher performance.

General Education Teacher

This teacher should be a 'professional, be intellectually compentent,,
and have the ability to communicate with residents and staff. He must,
have patience, the ability to plan a lesson, be sympathetic, and have a
deep 1nowledge of human beings. Above all, he most be flexible and in
sympathy and harmoily with .the objectives of the correctional education
program.

Programmer

In selecting a programming instructor, always select a teacher who
has never programmed over a teacher who has never taught. -Allow him time
to develop his course material before you turn him loose on the tasks he
has prepared for. This is true with any teacher that is hired for a
specialized task.

Vocational Teacher

It is almost impossible to find highly sk-Wed tradesmen with compre-
hensive knowledge and experience in the "world ofW-6-rk,fl -alsawho has been
.trained in the techniques of teaching. The individual for this position
must be highly qualified in his trade area and have the potential and de-
sire to learn how to effectively teach all the "tricks--of tho,traden to
the trainees Under his guidance. It is practically impossible and unfeas-
ible to train a teacher in a trade within the school setting.

240
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Scheduling PrograMS-'--,_,,

The institutional philosophy, goals, apd objectives determine'the
flexibility of scheduling students, staff, and available facilities for
educational programs. The educational staff must work within thp limi-
tations and restrictions dictated by the policy of the institution, the
staff, available facilities, training aids, equipment, mobility of-stu-
dents, services, security regulations, working hours, assignments and
budgets. Levels of intelligence, ability, and goals should play a ma-

, jor part in making management decisions about scheduling students.

The ideal situation, of course, is to have students available for-
programs scheduled by the educational staff. In a correctional setting,
this is usually wishful thinking on the part of the instructor who has
isolated himself from the other institution functions. Residents with
similar programs just are not committed or released from the institution
in neat little groups with identical needs. The traditional classroom
has no place in a correctional setting. Curricula class schedule and
programing of residents must be flexible and individually oriented if
they are to function and survive within the correctional setting. This
demands the fullest cooperation, nbt only from the teaching staff, but
from the administrators, department heads and other members of the staff
within the system. Each must have a clear understanding of the inherent
problems ol other programs. No program can -be effective without the team'
efforts of all personnel operating within this setting.

stitution and Community Services

Due to restrict' s and, limitations of budgets and equipment, many
educational progra s in the correctional setting must rely on other a-
vailable sources for assistance.- Educators should be cogniZint of the
contributions institutional residents, staff, retired personnel, civic
organizations, labor, business, federal and-state agencies, local and
state school systems, and other professional personnel can make to the
institution's educational program. Existing' rograms-can be 6iaded
and new, exciting, and dynamic programs can be -loped if the commu-

nity is made aware of and sold on the needs of the pr

In using community and institutional resources, consider the needs
of the student raL4T than the needs' of_administration. Don't endanger
programs by getting resource peopleAnvolved outside of-their sphere of
knowledge and--e-xpsrience. Knowles (1970) indicates that strongr and sue-,

cessful adult basic edqs.ption programs oust have representative committee
structures with a high delegation of authority to.operate programs. With

the administrative and line-staff seructure of many correctional insti-
tutions combined with other programs, departments and responsibiLit-Le-s,-
educators will find that organizing a volunteer or advisory program will
he one of the most difficult tasks he will face. This can also be one
of the most gratifying and rewarding tasks in your program.
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Tutoring

The instruction and training of students by volunteers from the com-
munity, the resident population, line-staff and other professional per-

sonnel can fill an important void in the educational program. Tutoring

is.usually done on an individual or small grousp-basis which allows in-
dividual relationships to develop between the tutor and student. The

student receives more attention than would be possible in the classroom
setting, thus allowing him time for interaction and feedback. Remedial

reading, math and skill development are excellent examples of areas where
individual tutoring is very Affective. Many students in the correctional
setting are high school dropouts, and/or have failed to respbrrd to class-
room instruction, and so need specialized individual and small group in-,

struction and training.

Environment

Climate for Lear fling
t

Setting the tone, is the first and greate challenge a manager should

sihave if he is interested,in effective educati*aand training in an insti-,

tutional setting. The' educational staff should be, obligated to create an

instructional tone that will communicate to the residents that the pur-

pose of the Staff is to liel--0 andnot punish. Receiving an education can

,be fun and it should be the goal of every educator in the correctional
setting to clevOop an environment that is conducive to learning -and en-

'couxages the student to reach his goals. -------____ _

.0'.
/4.4

/Au,

. The manager/teacher can assist in establishing a climate that is con-.

ducive to learning. As a manager and teacher in a correctional setting

he must wear many hats. Aside from his custodial responsibilities, he

' is a supervisor, a teacher, a counselor, and a friend. lie is in an ideal

position ,to remove the threat of academic failure so familpr to the 95 .'

percent of the people committed to our institutions, ThiS is the greatest

task of any member of the educational staff in the correctional setting.
During interviews, 'the resident should be ereete0 professionally and with

d warmth that will convey to him that this program is extremely important.

fhe educational staff should encourage the resident to develop his own

educational goals and means of fulfilling these goals. The 'Student shbuld
0

be matiQ,to feel that it is his program and his accomplishment. The in

structor should indicate an interest in his program and. convey tp, #im

that the program is important, A

Acoustics, heating, air conditioning, and
a
lighting conditions as well

As the dec?r of the facilities and mobility of students affect the climate

and learning environments. The attitude of the staff toward other staff
,,tudents, administration and the total program, contribute to-

wird (reating a learning environment.

itrealistic plan lor a correctional setting includes centralizing the
total educational program, i.e., place general and vocational education in

2 5 (3
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one area, centralize,adminis-trative otfLces, library, reference ce
media center, staff lownge and rest rooms; utilize movable partition. 'N./
This will result in a complete pack,4e that is not only a functional c
cetional center, but will create a closer working relationship bctwtcn
vocational and general education personnel who are working toward a ll)(11-

mon goal. The instructors and teachers will have the feeling that they
are integral part of the prog ?am rather 'than a questionable cunt ribu-
t or to a program, that might be located in the far corner of the institu-
tion with no relationship to another_ program housed in another corner of
the institution.

Acoustics. It has been proven (Weaver, 1959) t at noise interferes
with the efficiency of act t,acher and, students, re uces attention, and
makes concentration on tasks very difficult. Nois produces fatigue,
dulls mental processes and clouds judgment. Educational units should
be located away from the noisy areas of the insti ution, with the loud
shops and equipment being scparit,d from other cl ss areas. Thu most
annoying interruption comes from Oh moving of furniture or scraping of
feet. Numerous types and st,1,, 01 resident flooring material is avail-
able to control this noise.

Heat . . Discomfort from. heat has a marked effect on students; lc arn-
in6 and the student should be exposed to a thermal climate which is con-
ducive to Cge learning process In designing, a shop, total thermal en-
ctronment must be considered, keeping in mind that the student-is more

.

active that the ins t rirc tor and requires less heat.

Planning tho 1 nst ruct Iona 1 Program

Adult education, in r, cent tears, has been experiencing a change from
th, traditional l classroom pt o, (hires and "1 inear*step" education. Adult

. in hit s, .e., from the dal 1\ paper, television, conversations, and books,
111,1 t fnft (b ) obtaining ducat i tan actuji be interesting and fun.

. du, dt ors are accepting the f act that (a) the Wally learns

based programs which allow the les
I t correctional set ting, (Int,,a onal programs must be open-ended and

t to maneuverwithin his
t hi As his int eres.t and god I hang, .

Ledring

') )m, 01 the important Coat tors to i varnirn; are interest , concentration,
,-,. / 1 on f idcnce: repetition, into I i igence , mc mory , past experience, ima-
H ndt tor, and a _desire 'to., learn y, have a 'successful -adult basic edu-
,,dtiou rogram, the participants must want to learn, and they must see
t h I,. tor 'and rlevance 0 t instruction. As th< are problem - centered

p.,

Iv th: 0 r ient a t i6n to learn i lw , the instruction shOilld be organized
o ,Hick problems- rather thav sill) wet matter. Adults real*, bc;st in an in-
,I n i I " e, n v i r o n m e n t And a varic:t \, ,d learning methods*, should he used in --.---- -'---

t, , h 1 ni; them. St udent s ,in th: , ot rect ional sett i ne are adults and should
11. 1 t c d'ecd a S stIch.-X' .

42 ' i.)
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Curriculum

The curriculum Is the basic instructional program, and is charactet-
ized by the scdte of the subject matter and sequence of the students and
instructional material. 'The course of study includes units, lesson plans,
topics, and tasks and is usually_aelmomplished by the education director,
or other administrative pers6nnel with the assistance of the teachers.
Standard textbooks_on curriculum design describe five basic principles
in organizing Instructional material:

1. SiMple to complex
2. Best learning sequence
3. Whole to the part
4. Time sequence
5. Step by step

The curriculum' in the correctional setting should'place emphasis on
the individual student, his aptitude and ability, flexible scheduling,
and performance objectives sa,that-the student canmake an intelligent
career decision upon release. The c xiculum snould be integrated so
that the resident will be able to rel- e his general education to his
work assignments, vocational training a d the real world. Institution
and community resources should be used a meaningful learning experi-
ences to meet the needs of the student.

4A.Course Outline. The course outline is essentially a listingof tasks7
topics and sub-topics to be taught. These should be arranged in a sdr
quential order where mastery of one item is prerequisite to the study

not another. The course is the most efficient and acceptable unit for or-
ganizing most kinds of learning and must be a flexible, dynamic instru-
ment for helping people to learn.

Unit. The unit of instruction usually consists of one or more les-
son plans and is concerned with knowledge that is related.

Lesson Plans. Individual lesson plans areprepared from the course
outline. They are tied together so that each lesson fits logically into
the previous and following lessons. Without this'relationship the stu-
dent will be confused. Each lesson plan must have at least one objective.
There are numerous formats for lesson_plans and no matter which is used,
they should be meaningful to the learner and make effective use of time,
pace, and personnel.

Hardware and Software

Selecting Hardware and Software

Before buying any,new equipment it is important to consider the uses
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of the equipment M.ready on hand. However, when considering the purchase
'of 'new audio-visual equipment or instructional materials, every instruc-
,tor who will be using the materials should be involved in the.selection
process. Equipmentpurchased without the consent or knowledge of the in-
structor will probably,collect dust. It is equally important to know what
kind of software'is available 'to achieve instructional objectives. The
capacity and ,caoabilittes of hardware should be considered: Can it be
used for small or'large group instruction as well as individualized,in-
struction? Is it too expensive for its limited use?

Aiklio-visual equipment and instructional materials take many differ -
exit forms and formats which may place, limitations on their use. The

instructor should be conscious of these limitations, and select materi-
als according to the size of his class, the available equipment, flexi-
bility of use, cost, obj.4ctives, scope, effectiveness, Nariety of ap-
proach, ,and interest. Some of the audio-visual, aids and instructional
materials which are avAilable inc.lide: tests, manuals, magazines, ra-.
dios, teleNision, tapes, projectors, slides, and charts.

In selecting the materials, the teacher must keep in mind his cur-
riculum objectives and have the necessary skills to effectively Use the
materials. 'He should be aware of'the variables-whLeh may affect their
usu. Prior to using the materials, the teacher.should preview.and eval-
uate them so he will know exactly what they Contain and be able to de-
termine how they,can be used most effectively and efficiently.

Instructional materials and equipment are available from many sources.
To simplify the-search by the teacher for appropriate materials, litera-
ture and reference material should be available in the institution libra-
ry. Description and evaluation of these aids should be readily accessi-
ble along with the evaluations by the staff who has used these aids.

Making Visuals

A
The simplest of all visuals to produce is the handwritten fli=p chart.

This Lhart Lan be made and revised at your own speed. A professional
looking visual is printed or typed on white bond paper with a black rib-
bon for contrast. It is processed in the camera giving you either a
tilm negative or diazo print on the copy board.

7

Clear crisp projection slides can be made with the tr,s. of composi-

tion equipment and special lithographic film. Simple overhead proje.e-
tion slides can he made from a variety of equipment and)itaterials. The
1M Company has d transparency maker that can be used right in the class-
room. Slides can be made using Polaroid projection films and if you
wish to have color you can use the Kodak Ektagraphic Visualmaket which
consists of an Instamatic Camera and copy stand. The above are just a

icw exdatplc:i of what can be used. With a.little imagination, many other

innovit ions. or, icl,,as can he used to "jazz" up your presentations.

23.)
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Progranimed Instruction

,

Education in correcional institutions is chronically beset by so
many diverse and often complex problems, that.any effort.toextend and
improve educational opportunities requires unusual idealism and forti-
tude. to,face facts and not be fazed by them.

' During the last Sew years
a remedy has been introduced into the learning process that promises to
eliminate some of the serious problems of education in the' correctional
setting.' This Is the teaching machine and programmed materials.

47

Experience with the use of programmcd.instructional materials in
correctional education is still very limited. The South Carolina De-
partment. of Corrections reported, in 1965 that the results of uskng'pro-
grammed material in the 'field ofiiiathematics and science readily supports
ed the over-all practicability, potential and flexibiatyoT programmed
lear'ning in a correctional setting.(Dickman, 1967)._

. The application of programmed lear'lltng represents a milestone in the
development of teaching methods, and is the next best thing to personal-
sized instruction. If a tutor was, used, he would expose the student to
new information, test his knowledge and concept of each bit`of informa-
t\on, and inform the student ifjle was right or wrong. If the student
was wrong, the tutor would present the information again, perhaps-in a
different way and check the student again to.see if he has learned/it.
A programmed course does much the same thing. The major difference be- '

tween a programmed course and specitl tutoring, is that the Book has nGt

way to answer individual questions which may arise'.

Today, programmed learning is being used in the classroom as a basic
instructional medium replacing the textbook and freeing the teacher to
concentrate on individual help for the Student. Students learn at dif-
terent rates so the teacher must cope with supervision and administra-
tion problems that arise as the students finish sections of the program.,
A teacher using programmed material in the classroom must provide niateri:-
al for those students who finish early; or allow them to proceed' with
the next coursJ.

4' As a remedial device, programmed learning enables the slow student
to review, on his own, that part of the learning segdepces which he did
not understand the -first time around in the classroom. Also, special
subjects may be taught where the numbe'r of interested, st'udents, does not
warrant a elasson the subject.

Progranimed instruction focuses on the grocess by which,students learn,
lather than on the way teachers teach. Language Used in the programs
may take many forms such as verbal or pictorial,'but"unlike a textbook,
does tot give the author or editor the last word in determining the com-
munication. There is actLye participation by the learner. lie must give
a respchisc to the communication each step of the way. This is done overt -
1' by writing down the response; or by thinking of the correct response.
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Reinforcement gives programmed instruction a high degree of motiva-
tion as it is believed that partial or intermittent reinforcement is more
.effecive in preventing extinction than continuous reinforcement. Re-
inforcement as feedback informs the individual learner that not only is
he what he thinks he is, but that he is becoming what he wantsto become
in a particular area. SinCe each student learns at his own rate of speed,
the "slow" student is not frustrated by having the "instructional rug"
jerked out froM under him, and the "fast" student is not held back and
bored by instruction he has already learned.

ProgrAmed learning systems have been adapted to various types o'k
teaching machines, language laboratories and special textbooks. There
are two basic types of programmed instruction, linear and branching..
Linear programming as the name indicates, breaks its subject matter in-
to small sequential, bits, moving the Learner from A to Z. Linear or
straight line programming is usually credited to B. F. Skinner of Har-
vard University, and is the type most commonly used in educational pro-
grpms today. A variation of the linear. program is found in what might
be balled a "loop.ing program", in which students are given the opportu
nity to get into either remedial or enrichment material at.appropriate
points in the program or to "bridge over" certain steps designed for
less able students.

,Branching or intrinsic prdgramming, in which the student precedes..,

from A to Z through many alternate routes supplied by multiple reponses,
has been developed largely by Nprman Crowder. These two methods are
dOtinguished by the length of the frames and the correct answer that
immddiately confirms the student response. Another distinction Between
th ineao and branching programs, is the arrangements of frames in the
prog am, i.e., vertical on horizontal.

4. We must still not lose sight of the fact that the student must want
to learn, and while programmed instruction with its constant reinforce-
ment requires a lot of motivation, there is no easy road to learning.
Prl'grammed instruction should be ideal for and have far-reaching appli- .

caEi in to education in correctional institutions because of the nature
of:the problems and challenges which,are peculiar to residents.

Evaluation of Instructional Program

After the curriculum, course,of study, training aids and lesson plans
have been developed, a trial run of the program should be contic.t'd to
determine the programs effectiveness fin reaching the goals of the stu-
dent's. Educational programs may require revisio94 which are based on
experience gained inteaching the,course or on new developMents. Revi-

sion of any course of study must be done in a systematic method. IQ may
)t the type of, cnntent, or modernizing' from the po4nt of view of meth-

. ods. After the initial' trial run of the program, there should'be a con-
pinuou:, evaluation and feed back to the administration of course content
and mcdia.

0
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Standards and ,Evaluation

The improvement of any vocational or academic program begins with,
evaluation. We need to add out the extent to which the pre-determined
purposes of the program have been achieved.in order to male decisions
concerning the continuation of a particular educational program. The
main'purpose of evaluation at this stage of the game, of course, is to
improve the adult basic education programs being implemented in the cor-
rectional setting'. Tests should be used to stimulate and guide further..
improvevent in helping adults achieve the goals they desire. Through
the tes6s, we can see differences in methods and discover unmet needs.
Inthe correctional setting, tests can be used to evaluate and to im-
prove a program; to evaluate the p\ogr'ess of the student, andas an
instructional tool.

There are several types of tests available to meet program or learn-
er requirements. By becomin* familiar with the uses and purposes of the
diffe ent tests, the user can choose the most appropriate one to meet
his n eds. Tests caAbe classified according to:

number of testees: individual group

b. behavior being sampled: achievement, personality, aptitude,
interest, and mental abilities

c. mode of answering: paper,and pencil, performance

purpose of testing: diagnostic, follow-up

e. nature o
A

t instrument or procedure: interview, observation,
bmmercially prepared: teacher prepared

t

f. time: ptle-requisite, pretest, supportive, posttest (Ryan,
1972, p. 1841.

Ryan (1972) gives a more detailed explanation of several of the above
listed tests:

Pre-regni tk.st

This test is .administered prior to a student's enrollment in a pro-
, griv.. It p,-ovidas information to determine if the potential learner can

henofit from instruction and is capable of participating in the program.
1'h, institutional committee involved in the programming of the new resi-
aent in use this information as a guide for programming the offender in-

-ducatjonl and social programs.` This test will indicate,a student's
sgnitive-learning readiness factor, as well as his aptitude, attitude,

,nd interest. **
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Pretest

This type of test is administered at the beginning of a program and
provides information on the level of the student's knowledge or 'skills
?rior to being given any insucticin. The instructor should be extreme-
ly careful with this type of test asst could appear threatening, tre-
by turning off the student. To elUminate a chance of adverse reactions,
let the student know why you are giving the test and that he cannot fail.

Supportive test

This test is given during the program and provides information about
the progress of the student. Information gained from this type of test
Can also be used tr-a.Inearineeded program changes.

4r Posttest

0

411

This test is given at the conclusion of the program and indicates
changes in behavior of the learner. The posttest' should not be used
to pass or fail students, but to compare student's behaviors at the
conclusion of the program with the established objectives of the pro-
gram.

Follow-up Tests and Questionnaires. The time factor and mobility
of residents being released from the institution make it very difficult
to administer this test. Questionnaires with return envelopes may be
mailed to residents who have been discharged, but there is little assur-
ance that they will be returned. Evaluation by this method is very dif-
ficult as there is a propensity for only the successful graduates to re-.,

'turn these tests and questionnaires and we still have the failures. to
"cons'ide'r.

Programming Students

On the basis of_the instructors evaluation of the prerequisite, pre-
tt_st and academic placement tests, the vocational counselors appraisal
of vocational interest and aptitudes,,and the case managers appraisal of
social, moral, medical and psychological assets,.the perspective -student
is programmed into a realistic. educational program. In programming re-,
sidents j.nto educational programs, time of entry along with estimated
'date of completion and specific goals to be obtained must all be given
full considerations VoCational students should be programmed into real-
istic ansis. meaningful programs by taking into consideration placement op-
portunities of the locality into which he will be released.

,Comprehensive records and tests must be kept, compared *nd reviewed
periodically along with re-testing, re-assessment, and-re- interviewing
for possible re-programming of either the student or the instructional
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course itself. With this up-to-date and comprehensive-data, the student
can be programmed into a lower or higher level of program, or the skills
and knowledge listed on the pre-requisite tests can be added or removed
from the objective of the course.
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USING RESEARCH TO IMPROVE INSTRUCTION

Refs H. Hall
Federal Youth Center
Ashland, Kentucky

Corrections must generate knowledge leading to effective ways of re-
turning offendeFs to society who are able to function productively. Of
all the tpols of corrections, none has shown greater promise than educa-

i
educa-

tion caving us in this direction. Tangible benefits resulting from
correctiOnal education experiences are well ocumented (Cohen, Filipe-
zak, and Bis, 1965; Glaser and Ross, 1970; M ee, 1967). We easily de
monscrate academic gains resulting from our ducational programs, but
their effect on the offender in terms of his'successful reintegration
into society are lesS clear (Glaser, 1964; Waldo, 1969). The indica-,

-

Lions are that correctional education-pr6grams have little or no posi-
tive impact except for a few highly specific groups and for many others
they may have a negative impact on rehabilitation (Brooks and Janney,
1965; Glaser, 1964).

"This paper will explore the conditions which have so greatly limited
the ultimate effectiveness of correctional education, it will present ob-
servations on the context and environment in which correctional education
programs operate, and will propose a theme/goal for corrections based on
a viable conceptualization of offender needs. This paper will then deal .

,with the ingredients for implementing this theme and present the research
evidence that forms the basis of this presentation.

Correctional education programs including vocational programs have
operated largely in a vacuum. They do what they do with the Offender'
47 thout any real regard for where he came from before he entered the
p ogram or what -he does after he leaves. Systematic approaches must be
developed in this area. Other things being equal, they add greatly to
the efficiency and effectiveness of any program ( Carkhuff, 1971). Se-.
lection, training, and placement are clearly the processes included in
systematic consideration of a correctional education system.

Our selection procedures rely largely on a'group intelligenee test,
the G.A.T.B., and an academic achievement test (Hall, 1967a). In addi-
tion we have in several settings provided pre-vocational shops where
students try their hand at a variety of vocational activities to Kest
their potential for success in the programs provided. There is over-
whelming research evidence that this technique for selectionhas a high
level of validity (Carkhuff, 1969). The tests themselves and the ways
they are used add almost nothing to valid selection.

A system of prograt effectiveness studies to evaluate the immediate
goals of correctional education programs would require tallies of:

. the number of individuals placed i,11 recommended programs
successful completions of recommended training
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3. community placements in,areas of training (Hall, 1967a).

Unfbftun-ately there is almost no data available in any of these areas

(Waldo, 1969).

Only in the past two years has anyone in the Federal Bureau of Pri-
dons ever bothered to review classification material .to see how many pro-
gram recommendations were implemented and how many program completions
followed. Until managers routinely make at least this level of opera-
tional research thrust, it's doubtful that any of our programs will ac-

tually make a delivery to theNqaeople they purport to serve.

In the academic area corrections has made constructive use of a

large number of forward looking techniques including programmed learn-
ing and teaching machines (Craig and Gordon, 1967). Operant condition-

*,,
ing and behavioral mollification approachep have'demonstrated their ef-
fectiveness inweft-designed and implemented research studies. The two

most notable of.thes'e as reported by the President's Commission on Law
Enforcement and Administration of Justice in The Task Force Report: Cor-

rections are the C.A.S.E. project (Cohen, 1965) and the Draper project

(McKee, 1967).

Three follow-up,studies (Glaser, 1964; Hall, 1963; Pownall, 1969)
show that federal releasees make very°1ittle direct use of the skills

which they learn in correctional training programs. Only about 25 per-

cent find employment within_ the first several months following release
in the vocational areaP,tn which they received training.

These three research studies themselves with very similar findings
offer some interesting contrasts in methodology and execution which have
important implications for the institutionally based program manager.
The Glaser and Pownall studies were supported by large grants and used
a staff of researchers in the community to gather information by direct-

ly interviewing the releasees. The Hall study in contrast was conducted
entirely,Cy institution personnel with full-time responsibilities for a
variety of regular institution programs. No money was budgeted for this

study and the methodology depended on a mailed questionnaire for gather-
ing the information on which the study was based. This study demonstrated

that even in this day and tim6 significant research projects can be ac-
complished without vast money expenditure whenthetasks are well-organ-
ized, manpower is efficiently utilized and research tools creatively used.

In this instance the mailed questionnaire which usually yields a return

rate of 15 to 30 percent was made to yield returns of 70 to 80 percent.

This was achieved by virtue of pre-release interviews with the study pop-4

ulation which made a direct appeal to their altruism, by personalizing
the' questionnaire, and by follow-up appeals to the study population when

they failed t( respond to, the initial questionnaire.

What we do must be goal oriented. If we fail to evaluate our pro-,

imgrams in terms of tangible benefits resulting from them, we are either
incompetents or charliCins. For the most part, in corrections, our goals

have been generally plati'iudinous and our willingness to put our programs
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to the "tangible benefits" test less than enthusiastic. Coals--immedf-
ate,,intermedi'ate and long range- -must be set before realistic evaluation
can be undertaken.

Corrections, as it has moved from a punitive'custodially oriented
system to one which sets.as its goal the reintegration of the offender
into society, has conceptualized its programs in terms of the medical
model with its case histories, cll.agnostic labels and psychiatric treat-
ment strategies. Unfortunately this conceptualization of,the correction-
al process has held corrections back when it was intended to move it for-
ward (Hall, 1967a). Among eft..e,reasons that the medical' model has not
provided corrections with a functional system is that it has never been
understood or accepted by the offender, correctionsl personnel or the -
general public. Even more important is the fact that no particular treat-
ment strategies follow from the diagnostic categories we place on people.
It doesn't make any difference whether we label a man'in prison as being
schizoid, inadequate personality or a, sociopath so far as what we do with
him in treatment is concerned. The label we place on him is meaningless,,
or worse, destructive, and the diagnbstic games we play totally disfunc-
tio.nal (Carkhuff and Berengon, 1967; Hall, 1967a).

41.

Lack of understanding and acceptance. of a system by the participant
denies that system the integrating theme that is essential to the parti-
cipant's effectivqpand efficient functioning (Carkhuff, 1970). On the
other hand a well understood and accepted theme will, other things being
equal, facilitate effective functioning (Hall, 1967a).

Despite the fact that correctional education is frequently seen as
the critical treatment modality, it is almost always been a spoke rather
than the hub of the treatment. The program at the Federal Youth Center
at MorgantOwn, West Virginia, which probably provides corrections with
the first goal oriented, systematized and well implemented program has
placed cottage life at the hub with "...most important decision making
authority in the hand of cottage staff (Karacki, 1970)." Classically
in the feder'al system and in most state correctional systems, casework
services are set at the hub of institutional programming. Occasionally
psychiatric services hays been placed in this position. In several in- .
stances significant- correctional education programs have tually been
isolated frtIm the institution as a whole (not a part of the wheel at all).

1.)rite our reluctance to set the educational program at the hub of
the institution program, there is a very good reason for so oing. First,
our educational system is the singl,e most important mechan m provided
by society to prepare people to take their plice in the ad It world. A
concept of one's sell as a student or trainee has inherent in.it, a sense
id movement,' growth, expectation and ultimately, emergence r becoming.
It 1', a concept that facilitates movement from one role to an ther. In
corrections it can facilitate moment from a concept of self s a con-
vict or delinquent o that of adult lazeri. This is dramatica
lustrated in ) leet Newgate, an Office of Economic Opportunity funde
plison co ge program where prisoners are expi)red-to a college situation
WLthIS le prison where they in fact become college students. Upon re-
1 .,e they move into a college setting with a role 'and a concept of
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themselves as students ultimately CO- step out of this role into the role,
of adult/citizen. How difEerentif is for the typical offender 4ho plays
the role of convict while in prison and then moves to the community as an
ex-convict. Only in a delinquent subculture does an ex-convict have a

viable role.

Our prison education system S t- can mid
'N. has, at least in a few instances, demonstrated immediate benefits in terms

of academic material learned. This cannot be said as strongly for any
other correctional program. Finally By placing education at the hub of
our system, an integrating theme that is readily understood and accepta-
ble to offender, staff, and public can be readily evolved.

The objective of corrections has been described variously by our lead-
ers as the correction of the offender or the reintegration of the offender
into society. This translates in an educational model to the goal of the
full actualization of the potential of the offender. The centred technique
for achieving this goal becomes training. When we concretize these no-
tions our theme evolves as follows.

The offender is an individual with limited skills in all areas so
thalnen....he is faced with a problem he can respond in one or two ways
only. In re.aiit.y it is mere often one than two. Typically he strikes

' out with blind an er or he runs away. If delinquen is, the result of
a limited response r Loire, then our job in corrections is to provide
him new skills with which to e with life. We have now taken a mean-
ingful abstraction--the full actu lization of potentials--and operation-
alized it in terms of providing :him ith new skills for living through
training.

Simply stated, delinquents are delinquents because they have limited
skills with which to cope with their lives. The job of corrections is
to train them with new skills that will increase the probability that
they will be able to cope with their lives more effectively. With this,
torrections is provided with a new model and a new theme -',the skills ac-
quisition theme.

Th e are three basic elements to be considered in implementing the
skills acquisition theme. They are the teacher, th*,program, antl the

ciliT'xiery system itself. There is a'''Agnificant body of research that
has important application in correctional education programs that bears
directly on these three elements.

In Helping and Human Relations, Volume II, Carkhuff (1969) states,
"Children and students of.sarents, teachers and other significant per -
sons who offer high levels of core facilitative and action oriented con-
ditions improve while those of persons who offer low levels of these con-
ditions are retarded in their development (p.8)." He cites,an extensive
-body of research evidence supporting the view that the core facilitative
and action oriented dimensions are related to learning. These studies
make it elcar that the effective teacher is not just someone who shares
his knowledge with the student, a4hough.this is also a basic ingredient
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(Hall, 1965), but rapier that the knowledge is imparted within the frame-
work a high level acil4ative and action oriAted relationship.

The facilitative and\acAoa,or;ented dimensions are human relation

skills. Carkhuff (1969] -began his research thrust. by asking the hard-

naad question: "What are the things that eifective counselors do that
result in tangible benefits to the helpee?" In the process of his stud-

ies 'Carkhuff isolated a nutnber of variables which when effectively com-
municated to the helpee, resulted in the helpee's improved functioning.
He also found when these variables were absent in the helper the helpee
did not get better. In fact sometimes he gbt,wofte. 'Carkhuff then dis
covered that no' matter what the counselor's part' ular system or profes-
sional background might be, if he was successful he communicated in terms
pf these variables and used his specialized training in a secondary way.
As he continued his work in this area his research demonstrated conclu-
sively that not only effective counselors and therapists hAi these skills,
but that high functioning teachers, parents, .in fact high ;functioning
people in every human relations situation h44 them. What began as a

-ry limited investigation of effective couielors led to a universal
truthN-about effective people in general (Hall, 1971c).

Some o the essential things Carkhuff (1969) discovered in his=re-
search were at all human relationships have two basic elements that

the individi,1 must bring to the situation in order to be effective.
The first of e elements is that the individual must be able to re-

spond to the other. By this we mean he must be able to look at things
from the other person's frame of reference and be able to express this
in the respect, gen ineness, andrspecially in the understanding Tar the
other that he commun cates with words and actions. The second element

is,that the individua must be able to initiate fro his own frame of

reference. He must 14 able to reveal himself, att nd to what's going
pn between himself and the Other individual and gi e his position to

the other individual in vs-, that the other person can use constructively
for his own growth.

Among the responsive elements, Carkhuff (1969) defined empathy, gen-
uinIness, respect, and concrteness. These are the facilitative dimen-

sions. For the action oriented element he defined confrontation, imme-
diacy, and self- disc- losure. *Tke rigorous research\studies that Carkhuff
conducted required that operational definsitions be kveloped for these

abstractions": Having done Phksl'for his reearch led direCtly to the re-
markable training system which he has developed to teach. people-these
skills. It is objective thaq can be operationalized and can be systemA-,
tically taught.

Effective programs differ from ineffectual programs in that effective
program p are goal oriented and they develop the steps for getting there.

In shorE they are systematized.' Extensive, evidence in tlle area of help-

iag and human relations shows that systematic training results. in the
development of skills in the trainee in ver short periods of time that

can rarely be demonstrated by traditional trai ing programs in dc4nsel-

ing and psychotherapy. (Arkhul-f (1969),presents a great number,of ref-

erences confirming this. A considerable 'number o esearch studies in
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,corrections also confirmtit (Carkhuff, Bank, Berenson, Griffinc Hall, 1.

..,
1971; Hall, 1971b; Megathlin' 1969; Montgomery., 1971; Watts, 1971).
Trainees in these programs had representatives from every disciPlirie,

,-;

program a4.darea of corrections and demonstrated consistent significant
gains in skills througlaftr:aininz irrespective of the setting or the back-,

. ground froM whiFh the trainee came. a
.1,

,

While systematic approaches make their contributions in terms of the
program itself, the critical element-is the trainer." Carkhuff (1,971)
states that, "If the trainer is functioning at:high levels of the dimen
sions on which the trainee'is being,trained, ehe probability of the suc-,
cess of training with any trainee population is high. If the trainer is .

functioning at low levels of relevant dimensions, the prqability:15 the
succesp of training is low (p. 185)." --

.

In addition to the system and the trainer himself let us now look at
the critical sources of learning in all training. When we think of:teach-

, 'n traditioA,ally we think of the didactic approach.. Teachers tend to
emp asie lecturing, reading, discussing and the reporting techniques ,
that characterize the didactic approach. In some areas, partidularly in

it

the social sciences, teachers have tended. to ignore both the modeling

A

and the experimental sources of learning. The more goal, oriented, sub- ,

stantive and relevant the skills we are teachingthe-pore likely we are,
.to make extensive use of the experiential and modeling sources of learn-'
ing. In such_subject areas as physical science, English, mathematics, .

and physical education, teachers routinely provide a didactic presenta-
tion of the material--to be learned, show by their ownexample how to do
it and provide situations in which the student' can'practide,the,skills
to be learned. If the trainer does. not provide a model with which the
trainee can identify and emulate, no training can take place. In train-
ing, as in helping, the trainer must have something that the trainee
needs and the train must recognize this.

. In meaningful training, the experiential source ofilear g- must `be
,

real. it must train in reel skills.66not busy work to take.up time until
the bell rings. Experiential situations must be presented in.an inte-

,_.
ilgrated learning situation with the didactic and 'modeling sources in a --...,

_

viable mix b sed on sensitive trainer discriminations of'what will be '.'

most effective t the:mimen,t;
_,

, - -;--a.

In itsfZiss.nce 'th-v-trainin'g'modtq is a simple one. The -skiis ac- .,
quisitican theme is-.underSlendable and acceptable. In addition4to this., ,

there is a si.gnifiant technoi,4z..-a-v-a-1-1-able_for training in the basic ..A:

skills in all areas. These will sighifitantly expand,the repertoil'e of
respis available to the offender. 'In turn his TIM increase the
probabifity.that he"wil% leav )ur rograms_able to cope Faith himself
and hi,;,world woie_eftecr ely thae,wheri7ht was Omitted.

y,

. ,
.

-
.

.

-Let iis look briefly at the three basic skill areas toy b developed
in impl;:menting' the skills acquisition theme. First, there

A
is the phy-

sical area: Corrections has resources to develop meaningful physical
educatien*Programs fot thi:. offender. The technology is there and is
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well documented and in addition, norms are available in a significant
number or critiLal,physical skill areas.' In a signifiant_study con-
ducted at the Illinois Youth Commission Reception Center for Boys kBos-
well,..Henning and Levy, o1969y significant physiq.al fitness ,deficiencies
were dvonstrated in the'delinquents committed there as compared with
boys iniktre same ,age range on national norms. Even more significantly,
this study found that the older.delitquents. showed more -pronounced defi-
ciencies than their young counterparts, thus indicating an aocelerating
deterioratiot-fo? these youpeole. This study also obseres that lit -
tl been'give to this .critical area by corrections and it
notes there is,significanC.resistante to the development of programs in
this basic area ofaife. The authors attribute this to the generally
held belief that, "Delinquents are long on brawn and,short_on brains
.'"(p. 22)." In conclusion they emphasize that, "There is muth wisdom in
the old adage of a sound mind in a sound body (p. 22}x"

In the intellectual sphere there are a variety of -,pry en progr4sMs
in the acadeMic area (Cassell, 1971; Cohen, Filipczak and , 1965; Mc-

Kee, 1967). We can demonstrate less in the way of tangible bete.filts for
our vocational programs but there is no question that the technol y is
there if we will commit ourselves to its A4se. A promising progra in
this area is the vocational/occupational cluster approach at Morg ntown
where students receive general instructions to prepare them for e ploy-
ment in aero space, graphic'art or electronics. A second program dust
now beginning at Ashland offers a compre nsive training program it au-
tomotive repair divided, into training modu extending in time from a
few'weeksto several months` each. Each module rovides salable skills
in their' own right so teat if a trainee has only short time for train-

ing he m,4 1.arn motor tune up, wheel alignment, or S'e.ryice
d

station at-

Cendant uti.es
e
'Any gf which Offer employment opportuniti in the com-

munity. On the -other hand a trainee can profitably continue training

Y, or as "long as two years, progeessing`through such Nodules as tra mis-

siOn o'verhakil,-Ainerai.techanics, and diagnostic technician. Each er- in-

-17,pg module' LS f&rtherbroken down into skill stations in a.human relate ns
skill:s program as anintegral part of the total system of training.

a

.\ e

litany in emqtionp1/,interpersonal area--certainly,the most dif-

ficplt of;the 'three laasic/skfli areas of living.in which to develop sys-
tematic prograX--the work of,darkhuff provides us/with a proven system
of skill'training with which we have extensive experience in corrections
both ift-irai"ning sc.aff (Ina inmates (Hall, 1971a). Tangible benefits to
4fencivrs exposed,to counselors) trained systematically in human rela-
tions -skills; also -been demonstrated (Hall, 1971d). Inmate/helpees
at Atlanta were asked if the were able to resolve tyre' problem they brought

.

- to their tOunselors who ?lad been systematically tra in the'Carkhuff

model (Megathlln, 1969). Eighty percetbsaid that they or

partiali.y.resolved their problem as the result of this ante ention

(1111, 1971ae.

In summary this paper presents i comprehensive moa-e-lfor ef-

tm_tive correctional education programs ba ed on a skills acquisiti
th'emc wh'ijh t ) the oiienclerg needs. in terms of what he brings

'7 1I.J2
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with him to the institution and what he will return toupon releas,q.
The paper deals with'all the ingredients of effective programs. It pre-
sents extensive research finding. These shqw that systematic training
programs operated by high. functioning people using all the, critical sources
of learning to deVelOp nal skills in all the.basic areas of living Can
readily'be developed in corrections.
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USE OF REStARCH TO IMPROVE- INSTRUCTION,

Lawrence A. Bennett
California Department of Corrections

-Sdcrairtento, California

v

With thp national focus on correctional improveme t it

' timely to examine new ways of approaqing old "probleits n and

& to do so in the framework of research and evaluatio But ore pro-

ceeding there must be some'agreement as to the ture and meaning of re-

search. First, a very tradition approa as to consult a dictionary.`'

Here will be found'such ideas a "a eful gearch" and, "a critical and

exhaustive investigation or per entation having for its aim the revi-

sion of accepted coriclusio , in the light of newly discovered facts."
These views are srewhat ebulous and de little in the way of guid-

ance as to how to a of r arch. . e Aecently (Emrich, 1972) two
somewhat more prat;" f t e emerged. The first of these
depicted research applicatio of.scientific principles toward the

, 'solution of proble :L, -The second efirled research as a systematic approach

to tle reduction of uncertainty or ambiguity. As can be seen, all of these

efinitions are very close to ether but emphasize slightly different as-
pects of the problem. .. '

-Having decided up., a-group of concepts that define what. research is,

.it is now necessary further specify the nature of research as itiapplies

to the task at han No doubt someone had clearly in mind how research
related to impro d instruction but its would aivear that there are at -feast

two distinct wa s of viewing the problem.
--- ,

First, research can.be seen as that discipline that provides a body of,'
R knowledge composed of findings, results, and conclusions ttat can be examined

in an attempt to find new solutions to old problems. Here a return to th
first dictionary definipon.. "A careful search" is-required to wind one's
way through the maze a studies that are reported in the literatu're. To

I
.Th_ -.

review all studies wo ld be too exhausting to consider. Therefore, the
careful search invol,es the selection of those studies that Wave both rel-
evance and can show evidence of having sufficient scientific rigourto
provide some assurance that the findings or.results were not the resuly.

ol
4
chance or iii iced anticipations. A portion of the material to forlZw

will be devoted to what can be learned from the results of research already
conducted.

These statements lead rather naturally to the second view of research.
,From this pexspective, research is viewed,more as a tool or a method than

.t a body of knowledge. Research then becomes a way in which an individual
aboutlearning new,ways of doing things. Both approdches are important,

but it is the application of research methods that will re ive the greatest

'emphasis in this paper,,Bor it is less well understood and t ere fore less
utiized than the search for relevant findings from eappleted-research
efforts. '

'-
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IeleVant ResearchResults,

.

In' dttermining what kinds o f research finding s might have application,
1,n .the field of Adult basic eduCation in corrections, it would appear that

a broqd sweeping apprOach will provide more relevant knowledge than exami-__'---->--

nation of the research~ in' tale specialized area. New.ideas may emerge fr6m '

only tangentially related areas of Study; fundamental aspectsof instruc-
tidnal approaches may manifest,themselvesAn a variety ofdierent settings.
Thus, findings derived from psychological'sudies may bd of value as they
.provide a better understanding 'about, the nature of the stUdentS to be taught ''-,

and how they approach learning tasks. Results, frdm adultbasic education
. ,-.

programs in the commu nity may have considerable value in assisting ili the /

'planniin for programs, in the correctional setting in that, inboth casesf /

(Alder 1 Lviduals'are involved. At the sa4 time, theconclusionsigrowing
out of e erimental programs,at elementary gradeS in regular sChool'see-
tings show d not be ignored, far some, -of the basic -principles found there
may be,of c nsiderable v4uesin the' kogrpt under consideration. -,

. .. .

4 ,

%ehi,i broad'perspeetiVe,is the bacikgroUnd against which the basic
learning principles arc: viewed. These basics are'presented, not with the
belief that they4are new, but rather because they seem often to be over-
looked in usual classroom instruction.,

I
Sup e Belef Basics o

Only the highlights.in this area will be touched upon. One o
g ufirst items of importance in facilitating learning is the me4nin ness f

of'material to be absored. The.effect'of thiS-variableVas been demon-
strated countless times 'through experimental studies; the studies of
McGeoch (,1930) and 'Guilford 01934) can be'cit'ed as illustrative.'

Another aspect of learnitkg that related to motivation Cansp catego,
ii7ed as "knowledge of restilts". 'This allows for'two eleilidnt to come

into play. First,.itproVides for self-corrections, and secondly, it sets

Up asituaLon where the Ihdivldual is in-Competition wiIhthimself. Such

comperiti.on is considerably less threatening than when one 4s-placed
against an opponent who. may. be more skillful or seen as having greater
mastery of the subjec'e matter. This is, of Course,'very important when

the nature of the stuanit, is understood--not simply an-individual who.has
reacht-d adulthood 17ithout having; been given an opportunity to gain an'edu-
cat:on, but -rather a person who has been subjected to repeated failures in
-41-1,J1 educational .;ettings. The classic experiment' demonstrating the

1-,t1.,r of what_ w..e now call "feet:back of .results" is that of Thorndike (1927)

with Lb rt,stilis of a vast array of studies being reviewed by Postman - (1947).

'The valite of such procedures appears to be su'obvious as to be classed as
' If- evident. Unfortunatelyin educational circles such a basic prihcfple

wmetime,, torgouen when it comes to:everyday instructional practices.
Feachers that do not evaluaCe the progress of students in any objective
manner but make li-equent,comments such as, "Keep workilng--you're doing

!the" would fi,t into thi:.category. Others may give quizzes, exams, or

tike other kind, of work samples but return corrected papers two or three
days titer. People need almost immediate information about how they're

26) ,
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doing in order to progress. Later the point will be discussed that stu-
dents, teachers, administrators need to know the stateof their progress
toward their goals in order to improve.

A third item that needs to be kept in mind is related to hoW practice

sessions are established. In most situations distributed practice tends
to produce learning of a more lasting nature. The work of Ebbingaus (1885)

has been cited as one of the first demonstrations of this effect which has
been replicated many, many timestSince.

The celebrated "law of' effet4" of Thorndike ,(1927) is another basic

'in the area of learning. Simply stated, the principle points up the fact
that responses to,a situation that elicit positive conditions are likely
to be repeated. As can be seen, this approach is very closely related
to reward and punishment; the use of various kinds of reinforcements are
of sufficient eportance that they will be discussed separately,and,in
greater detail at a later point.

Learning theory is far from supplying all the answers that teachers
Imeed, but the concept of instrumental behavior introduced by Skinner (1938),
is an important cane that should b& borne in mind in instructing adults,'

pafticularly in the correctional, setting. From a common sense point of
view the application seems obvious--adults bre more likely to learn thosg
skills that are of most value to them4n terms of assisting them to pro-
gress toward some objective they have'in mind. This has been noted most

,recently by Sepede (1972 who emphasized that in working with adults it
is important that the-teacher assess the need the person has for the

learning activity. He comments, ". . that learning must be done by

the adult himself and that all study activities involve the learner as

actively as possible. Yet, too often, the teacher . . . is inculcated

with the ;.dea to ever all the materialin a prescribed syllabus or
textbook without considering its relevance to the needs of different

adults enrolled in the class . . . (p. 289)"

r.
.The last of,the basic conceetS that will be referred to is that Che

segment of'elterial presented at,any given time be in terms of "graspable
units." In beginning phipea the units-may have to be quite small; but it
is essential that they are of such a size and of such limited complexity
that the'learner is assured of succesfll accomplishment. As skillS in-

credse, both lougr ,nidmore complex learning tasks can be presented to
the student, but advancement should be in terms of the students progress
in :-ucceedin on ta,k 'less difficult. Here the work of Skinner (1948)

again apparenL as hcYmoves toward operant conditioning and the shaping
'of behavior.

Th( Nature of the 'Students

The kind, cat students likely to be entering the adult basic educatin
program present a number of identifiable characteristics. They are older,
ranging in age from 1$ to 65, They are, or have been, delinquently ori-
ented. They are likely to be of minority ethnic origin and from lower
socio-economic levels. They will have ha-d, except in rare cases, a, long

I
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history of failure in academic pursuits in the past. -How'clo all of these
background charIcteristics affect learning potentials? In the following
LLtion, various aspedn will be examined in detail One by one.

Effects of age. In our folklore we have two opposing views. The
first and most believed is, You cat teach an old dog neW tricks.Y
The contrary position, "You're never too old to learn," comes in a weak
second. What are bile facts of the situation? Wechsler (1958) reports a
slight decline in intelligence scores between age twenty and thirty afeer
which there is a steady downwatd trend..However, the rate of declineis
slight, less than 0.5 percent per yeat. Dealing more directly with the
learning proCessi, Thorndike (1927) conducted experiments to determine the
extent to which age inered with acquiring new information and skills.
He found that the ability to learn was not greatly impaired. In general,
,adults can learn, but at a slowly, declining rate of about 1 percent a
yeal from ages 45 to 70 years. Lorge (1966) reexamined the work of
Thorndike and' noted several int.etesting aspects of adult learning. First,

while the efficiency of learning (the amount of new skills acquired per
unit timg) might be.somewhat less than for younger students, the quality
was higher and there was a somewhat greater retention level. He attempted
to further clarify the distinction between ability to learn and efficiency
of learning. As we!celat these findings back to Wechsler we,may conclude
that the capacity or ability to .learn is very slightly affected by increased
age, .while the effect,-; on efficiency are somewhat greater. Thus, translated
for the topic with which we are dealing, the older inmatehas the potential'

'to Learn bit it may Cake him a somewhat longer period of time to achieve
goals. The key iriable then appears to' be somewhere it the area of mOtiv4-
-tion.

Delinquency, Intelligence and Learning. The fact that people in cor-
rectional facilities are delinquently oriented or have a tendency to en-,
gage in Criminal activities comes as no surprise to anyOne. The question
is, what has this Co do with their ability to learn to read, Write, and'
.do Simple arithmetic? One of the better' discussions about th-e relationship
of d.elinquency, intelligence, and'school achievement'is that of the

sSilberbergs (f971). In discussing theeatter, which they'view as some-

thing of adilemma, they note,"Some ili&cation in the "literature that
the delinquent,. . does show a lack oabstract' linguistic ability.
(p. 22)." Thy cite'WtcHsier (1958, Levi (1943), .Diller (1952), Schul-
Man (1952) and Rutter, yule, Trizard &,Graham (L966). This view also
ha's,the support of.such eminent authorities as Rogers (1951) and the
Gluecks (1953). IR;spite this accumulation of evidence, it,must be re-
membered that what is re:lected is a general tendency; not all crimi-
nals, or'delinquctits.exhIhit this pattern in, though processes. However,

to reach tl of,a Class in a correction setting, it would be
well to sel,ct material that relates to'c9ncrete manipulations or tasks
that involve abstraction without requiring verbal skills. Jensen,(1969),

lor, example, postulates two levels of ,learning ability. The first, Level

1, is ,wun is.issoc,iativeaXilltv. which can' be me'asu'red by patred-asso-

( iateslearning. k,elie1 11 is comeptual-abstract. 'flibs can be assessed

2 1-
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by such measures as the Raven Progressive matrices. Given the possibili-
ties of these differeing kinds of learning ability, are there ways to
make use of such knowledge? T work of Rohwer (1971) suggests that
there are specific ways of approaching this problem. Building on his
earlier work with Ammons (Rohwer & Ammons,-L971) he argues that there
is an approach to increasing learnftg skills by use of concrete, expli-
cit, and specific instructional programs to assist students in mastering
elaborative skills--to actualize the capacity for imaginative conceptual
activity. Theseinclude, "(a) envisioning objects when presented with
their names, (b) naming objects seen, (c) making up sentence descriptions
of episodes involving pairs of objectives, and.,(d) envisioning these
episodes .(p, 207)".

Socio-economic and Ethnic BackgNund. It would be desirable if there
-'were a classless society and'that truly equal opportunity existed for all
regardless of ethnic background. Since this ideal is presently not real-
ity, the impact of these conditions must be taken into account, particu-

.larly in a correctional setting. Despite a great deal of furor and some
sound studies, the situation is far from clear. However, despite the

, polemics of Shockley (1971), the present state of knowledge with regard
to the intelligence.of the 1?lack American is quite adequately summed up
by Pettigrew (1966):

From this array of data, the overwhelming opinibn of modern p,,dy-
chology concludes that the mean differences often observed be-
tween Negro and white children are largely the result ofiienvironz
mental, rather than genetic factors. This is not to assert that
psychologists deny altogether the possibility of inherited ra-
cial differences in intellectual structure. There may be small
residuaj; mean differences (p. 131).

An elaboration of this view is expressed by Rohwer (1971) who recog-
nizes the evidence that differencs in degree Of school success vary with
ethnicity, socio-economic status, and I.Q., but feels that ap LQ. (Learn-
ing Quotient) would be a more useful concept than I.Q. The latter,-ac-
cording to him, represents a measure of what has been learned and re-
tained from a sot period of exposure (chronological age) to a standard
,et of conditions which obviously are not as constant across .subjects
a,; underlyin; assumptions would demand.

D. ereike,,, then, do exist resulting from ethnic, cultural and so-
0,-conomic hatkgr,,und, whether these differences have som& genetic

.,,mponent or are totally the result of environmental factors. And these .

dilferuOLes must he re,ognL7ed in planning an instructional progr
The imP'ortance of these factors is illustrated in the work of Ca eyon &
Sturm (1965) and FrL%edman (1967) . Rohwer & Ammos (1971) dtmon Crated

' that :orrective action can be taken when the specific deficiericies are
,uh]et_ted to spc(ial tiaLhini.; effortg: They applied elaboration train -,
Ing as mentioned earlier (Rohwer, 19/1) as well as providing practice
,,essioas on paired - associate learning tasks to ? population of loW socio-
economic status students and to a population c) pigh socioreeonemic status

2 7
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white-students of a similar age. Three conditions were appliedtrath-
ing, practice, and'control. For white high socio-economic students, both
training and practite produced significant improvement. With Negro low
socio-economic students practice had little effect, but training had a
marked effect, bringing them up to the level of white controls. 'While
the.se findings strongly suggest what kinds of approaches are better than-
.others for assisting the learning process for Negro children, it could
also bs argued that since the training approach was effective for both
groups that there would be a positive cost/benefi* ratio in "selecting
that approach that would -be effective with both gyoupsin'this case
training.

Another aspect of ethnic differences and low socio-economic background
relates to the student-instructor relationship. Lanning and Many (1966)
point out than many students have difficulty in accepting instruction or
assistance from a teacher. from a -quite different background from his.

, Freedman (1967) found that Negro instructors were able to persuade stu-
dents in areas of ethnic concern more frequently than Caucasian instruc-
tors, despite the fact ttat the Negro instructors were viewed positively
in terms of personality and teaching skill variables. .4 offers some
support for the notion of-h4.-ring_minority instructors ti'#-idge pie com-
munication gap. If, on the other hand, the aim is to increase the effec-
tiveness of the instructors already assigned to basic education programs
in correctional settings, then special efforts must be made to assist
them in better understanding cultural differences. For many years the
effort was to fit one and all into the pattern seen asgriost appropriate
for the dominant culture; no matter what cultural or ethnic background
the individual came from, he must adapt to our traditional values. More

recently it has come to be recognized that people must be recognized as
individuals and their background values respected before the communica-
tion necessary for instruction can take place with a higher level of

( efficiency. Skill training in transcultural communication is being
developed (see for example, Triandis & Davis, 1965),, and materials are
being, developed to aid us in understanding and communicating with mijaor-
4ty groups (Smith, Hernandez & Allen, 1971).

The Expectation of Failure. Prison educators are often heard saying,
"Any gains .we make must be viewed as major in that the students wbo cqpe
to us-are the failures from the public school system." And in a sense
the statement is quite correct; people entering,coirectionalfacilitiqg
are consistently found to be educationally retarded with a mean tested
grade.level about two years behind the level of grade last attended in
,zellool. When we then consider that portion of the correctional popula-
tion who. require plaCement in basic educatifin:"we.mu'st accept the fact
that most of the students have suffered innumerable failures, particularly
in dcadethie areas. Thus, to the expectation of failure growing from past
experience mte,t be added the self- doubts that might,be considerednormal
for ap adult entering an edjeational pingram. Welford(1951), for.:exam-
ple, noted that,while lczirning ability is not markedly decreased by age,
Many adults,,cven before the age of 40, lack confideNce in^theic ability
to do things outside the familiar or routine.. 'Fay (1966) Also noted that

c many adults tend to underestimate their capabilities, especially for new
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learning. All this suggests that the instructor must oe working con-
stantly to be supportive and understanding.' How,such supportand_unA____\
derstanding is communicated to the student is emphasized by aossman
(1972) who states:

Educators must learn to hear more than what is being said . . .

They must be sensitive to what is being said and what is not
being said. Educators must realize that each student possesses
unlimited human 'potential and is,attempting to communicate on
a level of human dignity (p.

Respect, for dignity of the individual'is noted in the comments of
Condon (1971) when she suggests that instruction in a correctional
setting may involve not responding to or correcting peculiarities of
speech as the defeated man is already embarrassed by his confinement and
may become completely thwarted.'if his speed is criticized.

.
As can, be seen,tche technique suggested is very much like a thera-

o 'peutic approach; the influences of Rpgers'(1951) seems clear. Following
along this line, Truax-& Carkhoff (1967) identified measurable aspects
of therapeutic communicationempathy, positive regard, and congruence- -

and tested their relaCiohship to other variable in a variety, ofosettings.
They found, that the learning that takes place wii in the framework of
child rearing is markedly influenced by the variable (Carkhuff & Truax,
1966). More recently an examination of these variables as used by teachers
was conducted by Aspy (1969), who found,

1

1

The levels of empathy. uncolditional positive regard and congru
ence provided by teachers relate positively, to the cogni-
tIve growth of their students . . positive relationship was
found for* four sub-tests of the Stanford Achievement Test and

i the total gain. These relationships were statistically.signifi-
cant at or above the .05 level of` confidence (p. 147),

Special Instructional Techniques

The field is replete with instructional gimmicks so no attempt will
be made to review them ally Rather a few studies will be introduced to
provide an overview of the kinds of things going on in the' field. In-

cluded here will, be tudles of efforts to enhance the student's response
to the learning experience, studies illustrating techniques to'improve
motivation, studies of the use of tutors and teaCheu aides, and an exam-
illation of the application of behavior modification techniques to learning _

:ipeeial Skill Training. The work of Rohwer & Ammons' (1971) in
training students in elaborative leayiIiig skills has already been cited,
but properly belongs under this heading. Amble & Muehl (1966) replicated
the work of McDowell (1964), using controlled phrase reading at various
levels With over 400 fifth grade children. The technique was'tachisto-
scopic presentation of two,, three, and fbUr-:word groups by film. Pre-
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and post-test
A
were co cted ,! well as measurement six weeks later.

Results indicated that the group with the higher-number of phrases pre-
seriled to them did considerably better than did the middle group or the

control. The high presentation group made more than two and one-half
years greater gain than the other two groups on reading rate without
loss of comprehension on the Iowa Silent Reading Test. The high group

made over a one year greater gain on the Directed Reading subtest as

well as on Paragraph Comprehension. These findings were consistent for
low, average, and superior readers and were maintained for six weeks
after training. Training in visual discrimination was found to be of
considerable value in preparation for reading instruction (Popp, 1967).
Findings from that study were,

If the specific behavior desired is carefully analyzed, tests
can be devised to determine whether that behavior is or is not
in a student's repertoire, and training programs can be con-
structed that will be practicable and effective. for those . . .

who need them.- The program devised was successful . . . . It

did not merely raise the group average by helping only some in-
dividuals; it was successful for all individuals (p. 25).

Genetal remedial programs apparently also are effective with juven-

ile offenders for one such application (Gromlay & Nittoli, 1971) resulted
in significant gains in vocabulary and speed and accuracy in reading.
Tested grade achievement improvement exceeded one year after 24 fifty

minute sessions. While tq-students were juvenile offenders, they ap-
proached meeting the standards for being in need of basic education as
ithe Ivan tested grade level at the beginning of the program was from
/4.2 to 4.9 on the various parts of the achievement test. An interest-

ing sidelight was that the reading improvement was not related to I.Q.

Efforts to Improve Motivation. In addiction to the basic pedagogiC
technique of providing feedback information as to progress, there are a
couple of articles that suggest approaches to arousing student interest.
Sanders (1961) applied careful measurement to evaluate the effect of out-
side resource'persons. His findings suggest solid impact (A this proce-
dure in addition to the usual motivators such as ,enthusiasm of teacher,
use of bulletin boards, use of outings. and field trips, use of libraries,
and improved clacaroom climate. Much has been said about the face that
it is the individual 114.mself who must do the learning. This is stated
in another way by BrtinnL-°(19591, "Learning.is more rapid and efficient
when the learner is a participant rather than simply a spectator (p. 22)."
This means that the individual must be quite active i,n the process. Two

studies that suggest methods of increasing involvement are those of
Grant (1967) and Wenk-(1971). joth of these studies involve the use of
the participants in the process of a systematic program of research with,
an aim' of bringing about change and improvement. To date such an approach

has not been attempted in,th( basic education, but is it inconceivable?
The students have

I

had a great deal of experience in the educational sys-
tem, and if a korum is provided for.them, they might well be able to help
toward better programming. In the process it is. poSsible that they might
learn to read atid write more proficiently as a by-product rather than the

' aequi5ition of these skirls being the primary, and often painful, focus.
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The Use of Tutors and Teacher Aides. Here again a great deal is
heard about individualiZed instruction for adults (Deep, 1972), but what
teacher can come close to_providing such 'service? Not many under the
level of funding for most correctional educational programs. If this be
true then it seems reasonable to explore ways to extend the influence
through various kinds of assistants. The use of tutors has increased
markedly with the advent of anti-poverty programs. How effective are
they? Huus (1971) reviewed a number of studies and found the general
trend to be positive. One recent study is that of Lane, Pollack & Sher
(1972). They used disruptiv adolescentsboys as tutors for poor reading
third and fourth grade boys. Both groups gained; for those tutored there
was a fourteen month gain during 'the eight month program. However, the
bOys doing the tutoring gained nineteen months in reading level, although
no special reading training was provided for them. It seems that this
study gives further support for the idba of "involvement" discussed
ear144r. Do the effects of such interventio4 efforts last? The results
of Shaver & Nuha (19.71),suggest.that they do.r Tutoring was provided for
randomly kelected'students from fourth, seventh, and tinth grade levels
wfio were not achieving at a level commensurate twith.thtir tested intelli-
gence. Tutoring produced significantly greater end -of -year gains for all
three grade levels. These gains were sustained two years later for those
tutored as seventh and tenth graders. At all three levels a significantly
greater number of tutored, as compared to controls, reached. their predicted
potential.. This difference held over the two year follow-up period.
Cirsculos (1971) adds a word of caution about the use of tutors. If they
are to be effective, they must be trained and their efforts must be co-
ordinated with the work of the,classroom teacher. He suggests periodic
joint sessions with the tea-eller, the tutor, and the school psychologist.

The use of teacher aides has become commonplace in man schools.
Surprisingly, this practice has been subjected to careful evaluation at
list in one setting (Morse, 1960). Findings were that teachers with
aides gained a great many advantages inclu'ing being able to devote 27
petic-ent more time to providing more individual help to each pupil. When
the efforts of the aide were added---in,--it was found that earth pupil re
ceived ninety, percent more individual help than previously. Not a great
deal along this line has been done systematically in prison, but it,woui4
appear that this could 1:1,a develdping program. Volunteers arecpavailable
from both outside and inside (Condon, 1971) who'mIght be'trained to assist
in the academic setting,,especia.11y-in the basic education-area.

Review of Behavior Modification Techniques- The basic experimental

work of Skinner (1938) has flourished in application in a variety of
ys--Leaching machines, token economies, and other kinds of,coitilhgency

tames. The recent work of Bandura (1969) brings many of the efforts into

focus. Measures of effectiveness have beerOencouraging in almost all

studies reported. Two applications in tte school setting,are cited as

illustrative. The first is that of Benowiti & Busse (1970) who found
material incentives to be effective in improVing spelling, scores. The

second is that of Willis, Morris & Crowder (1972) who used tokens that
could be traded for prizes and rycorded A mean reading gain of 1.4 years

after 25 days of treatment. A tinique feature' of- this study was thQ.<e,
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of sligntly older students (eighth graders tutored fourth graders) as,
"behaviorL1 engineers" to administer the dispensing of .tokens.

Probably the Most comprehensive application of the token economy
approach was that of the CASE I and II studies (Cohen, Filipczak & Bis,
1966, 1967). A complex system of earning of tokens for application and
achievement, coupled with an elabOrate program of payment for service's

such as the opportunity' for free time. 'rults, again,- suggested

positive outcome. Thus -there is some support or the application of

this technique with a population of delinquents. Will such techniques,

work with adults? A recent study by Heitzman & Putnam (1972) demonstrated
some gains by the use of token reinforcement with aiult basic education)
students. Based, on prior studies, an expectation of 1.0 years' growth in

basic skills for twenty instructional sessions was,set with a target of
80 percent of the group achieving the expectation. Results fell somewhat
short of expectation; 71 percent met expectation in arithmetic skills and
65 percent in reading skills. One of their conclusions, however, is well

worth passing on:

Use of token reinforcement should be planned and executed, with
the guidance of personnel well-grounded in behavioral analysis
orientation. The apparent simplicity of a token reinforcement
syseell is deceptive (p. 334).

As a side light it might be well to emphasize that behavior modifica-'
tion depends on providing positive reinforcers (rewards) for desired beha-
vior with ari ignoring of non-complianse-. This is often quite, difficult

for teachers, correctional workers, and others trai ed in the traditional
reward/punishment approach to motivation. However, e importance of

positive reinforcement increases when one works with a population made up
of a large number of individuals with sociopathic tendencies. While

sociopaths appear to have the capacity' for normal emotional arousal
(Bennett, 1968), they dd not respond to punishment in -the same way that

most of us do (Hare, 1965). However, they do restond well to positive
reinforcement, even such secondary Teinforcers as verbal Comments of

"Good" (Kadlub, 1956).
b

T 44,

. -

A Brief Review of Research Findings
4

It would appear that there are suggestive findings in a number of
areas that can assist in deigning a program of ,basic education for adults

in a correctional settLng. Older people can learn although it may take

them a little lohger. Differing cultural, ethnic, and socio-economic
backgrounds may interlereWith learning- but these otitobe dealt with.
There are quite specific,skill training techniques that can be applied to

enhance potential for'learning. There are known ways to motivate older

students,whdher or not they are inmates. Positive reinforcement aiAars

to assist in.Ehe teachingfprOcess. 0

Other reviews have been mado. That of Brunner (1959), deals with

research in the broad area'of adult education. His obServatioris appear

to be partic0.arly cogent to our di,pcussion:
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.

1. Principles'bf good pedagogy apply td adults as well as to
school children.

2. Learning is more rapid and efficient when the learner is a
participant rather than simply a spectator.

3. When a visible apd tangible product appears as a result of
a learmer's.actil'/ity, interest is, greater and the learning
will be longer continued. ,There is a high interest:value,
in knowledge of the result of learning.

.

4. Group learning is better, i.e., more effective, than,
individual learning.

5. the greater the numberof sensory channels used in the
learning process, the greater the,actual amount Of learning.

6. Learning must be used to be retied (p. '22).

More recently Smith (19715 has drawn upon the success of adult basic'
education programs to modify regular'classroom instruction. To do so he
had to evaluate the el.qmenta, of good and bad programs. He noted,

N
6

Adult Basic Edudation programs that fail. tend to be: testbook
oriepted, time block centered, fotmal, future oriented, group
centered, and negative'behav'ibral, modification oriefited. .A-

du'1t,Basic Education programs'thatsuccec4 tend to use the
learning,raboratory concept, ., . . itilize flexible ,tathe

iilcYcks,:are informal, attempt to capitalizeon students' per-
ceivard needs', utilize different approaches for different

, ,students, and utilize pos'itivtbehavioral modification tech-
I

ni*es to build feeling of self-yorth:'

There is little:that needs to be added to these two summaries; the kno01-
edge is there to.build upon. , - .\

. y
.

i..,

The Use of Research Methodology
, .

, . .

Now that the research findinwfrom a variety .of. associated fields
,have been'accumulAtud, they can now b applied. Tovhatextent do they
'really ipProve things? 'It.is. at this pointwhere the appPic:Ation of the

-. e

scientific tool of, research comes into play.'
, V

'

. .

.
.

.Many,people i.t the'cIassroom level may feel.th4, research is for, the
re-searcher, not for .them: HoWpver,' research comes ,in different LeVels.

And everyopshould)toe Ipvolved at,,,soMe level: Thesm611.book by Rusk.
;

(1961) i.,,, hiWy r"(commended.. It provides considerable insight into the
.% cloture of mnAfrement".ond give.S Praetical,guidance in how to prepare for

"t 1 study. ..

2 °

.h. .
.

.

Sonic principle Ali4 be presented here, however, tp get ppople to '..
start thinking about research.' First, someone has to formulate what kind t-
ot' liccomplishmCnt .4:-, desired. A' gotll or objeCtil./e has to be established.

1;" 'me
,.-

,

0

.
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This has to be examined to see if objective measurement can be applied.
The formulation of such goals as "rehabilitating inmates through education"'
may throw people into a quandary. How do we know if a man is rehabilitated?

. Is there any-evidence that education plays a part in bringing about reha-
bilitation? It seems likely that program improvement can come about much
more quickly if we set Our goals.a little closer to the action we are
going to take. If the goal 'becomes "The education program will advance
eighty percent of a class of 42 students 1.8 grade levels during a nine
month school year", it can be seen that at the end of some time period it
can be determined to what extent these goals have been achieved. As can
be seen, the setting of goals and objectives is one of the basic elements
in planning research and evaluation. Once this step has been completed
the methods for evaluation can be discussed.

Comparison Methods,
, .

v ...
The inclination of many is to institute a new approach and, from

1 observation and "feel", decide that things are "better". But the ques-
-tion aNays arises, "Better than what?" We need, to compare the present
procedures with_sOmething to learn if it is indeed better. The stage is
now set for a variety of approaches to the comparison problem.

1%. s.,.....
.

. , , ,

..,

Matched Samples. One ideal is to find a group of students quite
sibilar to the students in the- class in which the program change is eon-
,tempfated- Then out of that similar ,group, the best comparison Would
result iftheindilildualsselected were matched individuals in the sttifiy
sample. The match, would involve such,items as age, ethnic 8achroundp;
intelligence;. etc. As,Can.be seen, the'. pool, need#:from which. to .dravr,t1i.e.

match sample would have' to be huge., The resulting match iisuSpy fens far, ,;.

short of the ideal. o'

. .

.- RandoM Control'Groups. Where possible, .sometime students can be
assigned, randomly to grObpst same of which will receive the experimental- ',,

procedure and others which -will not. Thismethod is.based on the.assuu-,
%-,.tionthat the random assignment will result in the groups to be compared . ..

containing a balance accordfng.to crucial variables that Might,be in-:'..
volved; such as age, Intelligence, ,etc. Unfortunately this has to be .

carefully checked beause'everl once in ,;whae, on.a, chance basis, either.
' the treatment or the control group win accidentap:,yr, be made up of all

exceptiondlly talented individualS. . .

. .

4 of , . .

Thyre're many situations'whe randm iassignments are. hot possbre..
'What can.be done then? '

a

Before and After Measures. When faced with the restrictions of' '1%
reality, one alternatiVe-is.to at, lease measure at the beginning of a
study Ind.again,at some Pater time to See,if'anYthing has .Changed: While

probedures,0 anti' of themselves, .can lead' to- errOneotis.conclusion,

:,
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in edijcation there are baseiline data available. A certain level of ad-
vancement is expected for specified periods of time. Without this infor-
mation, it would not be pos'Sible to tell if learning ha taken place or
only maturation.

Classification of Subjects'

The foregoing develops an, approach to the measurement f change but
. it rests on the'assumption that all students are identical. 'Qr, to bring
it to the topic-, of concern, the assumption is made that all adult 'nmates
are identical. In education, as In most correctional programs, gr
deal oftime,is spent trying to find a technique that will work for every-
body. It is important that findings are reevaluated to see, not whether
'sofa educational program is'effectiVe, but effective for whom and to what

. dogree.

N.

A concrete example might help this point emerge more clearly. .

Suppose the intent is to speed up the leafning process in reading by
using film presentation of a series of words. Before and afteAtesting

ifairs to reveal any great difference in terms of mean scores. Now this
data might be reprocessed'in'terms of ethnic background and intelligence
levels. might be found that,all individuals at the high intelligence
,levels made some gains. Perhaps the Chicano became bored with the pre-
aeutation because his bilingualism interfered with his responding to
English words. The black students in the group might also have scored
low because they 'viewed the presentation as entertainment and failed to
concentrate on the task at hand.. Does that mean that the program is
without value? Not at all, ft may be of considerable value to a subgroup
who can respond well to this kind of presentation. It does mean though
that if other subgroups are to be reached, new programs will have to be
developed.

Some General Research Considerations

Great care should be taken in planning, the research effort (Rusk,
41961) because considerable time can be devoted to the collection of data
that cannot be used because a basic element was not considered in the
early stage.

Part of this'-planniag is .to insure that plans pan be carried out in
the particular setting. Again, findings are of.little value if the-study
has to 1)c abandoned half-way through'becaust the procedure interferes with
some other process or goes qgainst established policy.

With regard to the statistical treatment"of the data, it might be
w, 11 to ask for assistance in this area unless the teacher 'in charge of the
project feels Ile has the skills necessary to take On the job.

Another point worth remembering is that not all evaluations need to
be in tight mathematical terms. Jr may be that there are qualitative

2
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as ects of chance that are ritghly important. In ,su cases, it would be
we 1 to move the level of measurement to the pOint there counts and per-
c ntages might tell the story.

,

The'tas ch findings on problem areas relevant to adult basic edu-
cation in co ections were reviewed tn terms of potential application.
It was noted tlibt there is no coherent'body of knowledge relating \directly
to the subject milker discussion. Only in the area of adult basic education
is there the beginiung of a systematic assemblage of findings that have
been tested by repeated application. Thus the search for relevant findings
must conti ue to be wide ranging--making use of information from`' elementary
education, tom general learning theory, from psychology including clinical
psychology, adult education and from such diverse areas as management
training and cal"sociology.

Summary and Conclusions

O

The accumulation of research results brought to lig t well-known
learning principles that need to'be kept in mind inplann g new pro-
gram also revealed a number of innovative ideas and a lications
that could be sidered for trial in the correctional setts \ Some
heretofore unrecognized problems were delineated 'and an attempt Wv,s made
to locate research results that would suggest a direction for developing
a solution to the problem.

, In addition, research was viewed as a tool for self-correcting
action. As new ideas and approaches are tried out in the classroom a
systematic approach can, be taken to determine the effectiveness ascom-
pared to previous methods of alternate approaches. The need to plan
research befpre the start of data collection was emphasized. A part of
that plannint effort was seen as the development of clearly stated ob-
jectives that can be measured. The various'ways that a comparison base
could be identified were discussed. The importance of a comparison group
wds stressed because without such a 'safeguard, the involvement of the in-
structor may cause him to "read in" positive results when only, a chance
variation is in evidence, With some reasonable safeguards and some as-
sistance with, statistical analysis, it is felt that most classroom in-
structors cdn and should be carrying out research projects.

Given the strenuousness of the work facing the educator in this
area, is the whole thing worth the effort? Certainly there is ample room
for improvement if we accept the rat4er peAimistic view of Bruner (1972)
that, "Literacy programs fol- adults with over five percent success are a
rarity (p. 329)". Recent findings 'seem to be somewhat more hopeful and
the're is ample support,for the concept that if d successful program can
be developed, it will have considerable social value. The statement
from the apticle by Levin,-Guthrie, Kleindorfer & Stout.(1971) dealing
with the effect of schooling on earnings, economic opportunity, sums it
lip quite well:

,on
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Virtually all studies on the subject show evidence Of a.signi-
. fix4nt,effect. there are few social science hypotheses,that

have been, tested so intensively with such consistentresults
(p. 8)..

WO
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THE IMPACT OF INSTITUTIONAL INVOLVEMENT

Cynthia W. Houchin
Arkansas Department of Correction

Little Rock, Arkansas

Problems and Goals of Treating Offenders
ti

To consider the impact of institutional involvement in treating pub-
lic offenders, we must first consider the problems and goals. Typically,
inmates have experienced significantly more failure than success in their
endeavors, And as a result have 'learned to get attention and'peer group
approval through misbehavior and,eventually, anti-social acts,. Their
need to achieve has been effectively elimirtated by their repeated fail-
ures. It would be difficult to find in any ot,her,group of 'people more
individuals who have been thwarted in their dev'1opment. 'The inmate
have developed a deep anti-social resistance which becomes- intensified
in early adulthood.

Offenders usually lack vocational skills. The President's Task Force
' Report: Corrections (1967) indicates a higher proportion of unskilled
.laborers among inmates than among the civilian work force. The Report
also indicates that 14.4% of the inmate population in the United States
is functionally illiterate, and over half of them lack a high school edu-
cation.

We have learned that faildre has a tre?dendous effect upon the.learn-
ing process. As children in the public school system, under stressful
situations, potential offenders may have failed in tasks which they could
have easily accomplished under other circumstances. After failure under
these conditions occurs a few times, they begin to look at conflicts as
difficulties to avoid, not probltms to besolved. Often they'will_re-
fuse to even try any new task if there is a remote possibility of suffer-
ing humiliating failure. The feelings of guilt, insecurity and tension
resulting from this conflict leads to a general state o anxiety and rig-.
idity which is very harmful to the learning process. Their academic a-
chievements are often far below what their intelligence test scOresin-
dicate they are capable of attaining, and even the scores are often de-
flated by their hostility andwinsecurity in, test taking.

In addition, many inmates have failed in relationships with family,
friends, employer, and fellow employees; they may suffer from persdnal-
ity shortcomings; and they may be in need of corrective medical atten-
tion. This pattern of cumulative failpre has prevented many Lrom devel-
oping a sense of self-respect,. .thusyreating another obstacle to rehabil-
itation. ,

)The task of corrections take these people who have failed and
-d3,/elop in them adequate....fntert41,social and behavioral controls which

will enable them to regct to life situations in appropriate and adeptivt

2 j3
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ways, educate them to a level commensurate with,their academic potential,
and train each one in a vocational skill to a level commensurate with
Meaningful participation in the world of work. The task includes inte-
grating or reintegrating offenders into community life in the hope that
tiNy may thereby live more competently, honestly, satisfying, and coop-
eratively as members of our society.

To further complicate th.e task this relearning process must take
place ,i.n a prison which itself militates against therapy. Prisons have
been called cement parks with barbed-wire shrubbery, human warehouses,
and graduate schools for crime. Mass handling, countless ways of humil
`stating inmates in order to make them subservient to rules and orders,
special rules of oehnvior designed to maintain social distance between
officers and inmates, frisking of-inmates, regimented movement to work,
eat and play,. drab prison cothing--all tend to depersonalize inmates
and reinforce their belief that authority is to be opposed, not cooper- .'

--....1t-P-ri with. The inmate.socialsystem encourages negativism in attitudes
toward officials, including teachers. Prison-wise inmates tend to sus-

t therapists of seeking to manipulate others for selfish motives. In-

often develop unwarranted Suspicions of cell-mates, the officers,
warden ,...

or deputy, the haplain, or anyone. They live a life of ut-
r frustration and pent-up stility, If an inmate had any spirit when

he entered the prison, it is .often completely broken after-months of the
deadening prigon r utine and pressure of the inmate culture. The phrase
"do ' ur own time" is a slogan which expresses alienation and indiffer-
ence to he interest of both staff and other inmates. Such an atmosphere

---is777773--c-rse, antithetical to successftil reintegration.

But not all is lost, for actually there can be advantages in under,
taking the relearning process in prison. A period of institutionaliza-
tion can in some cases help an offender by removing him from the pres-
sures and undesirable influences of his outside life, and by giving him

, Intensive treatment. Furthermore, relearning can be facilitated by the
'prisonprison system since the institution is capable of controlling the envi-
ronment and limiting behavioral choice. The institution, therefore, con-

r.;

trols the eontingenciers necessary to encourage appropriate behavioral
choice. -

These advantages of)risons in a relearning process can be realized
only through total institutional involvement, sometimes also ,referred to
as "collaborative institutional treatment," but for simplicity will be,
rpferred to as "team approach.' The team approach is a total situation
which induces reconstructive prOcesses. In correctional institutions

ipciludes diagnosis, classification, custody, discipline, industry,
vdOcatiop, vocational training, counseling, medicine, and recreatign;
all ii:;tituti-onal seryices. To accept the separation of treatment and
custody as inevitable is fallacious because custody (care and control)
is a basic part of treatment; and .the basic principles of treatment (re-

honc4,ty, and limited setting) are essential to enlightened
custody. In varvilly, dorec, aLl staff members are custodians and theta-
pistS.

ri
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There is now evolving a 'philosophy which recognizes he value of -all ,

these servi5es, pro/vided they are allowed- to function iniaprope rela-
tionship with each other. The team approach has been standard operating

f

procedure in guidance clinics and rental hospitals' for y ars. The time
has come in corrections when the same broad, integrated 'rogtamlif total :

treatment will be considered essential in every inscitutP.on in tbe-coun-
.

try. . 1 I. . . .

4 1

1
. .

4

I
.

.
. .

.

- I m p a. c t of*nstitutipnal Involvemert-
,

Diagnosis
-

Diagnostic services pro.:ide an opportunityfr extended testing and
screening to secure data to be used in choosing the best correctional
program for offenders. Throdfh interviews, observation andesting
can exp;ore the past behavior and -present attitude, education14i\ level,

extent of vocational skills and aptitudes, fa.ily and social background,
and paler factors' relevant to development of a plan of treatment based
on the indivi'dual's capacities, needs, and interests.

To avoid a waste pf time and effort in planning a program for an in-.1
dividual without a thorough knowledge- of his needs, the-full report of
the diagnostic service must be forwarded to the classification team At
the inseitut)on responsible for guiding the individual's futute develop-
ment.' 'ment.' ,

Classification

%.
Unfortunately, there is usually a siale c'lassifieation oommittee for

an entire institution, dominhted by senior custodial. personnel and:chief- '. ..

ly concerned with work and security assignmenes.' Counselors pre,sentto r
the committee informati )n about the inmate, and make recommeridaqvht for.,

4
his educational, vocational training jand -work assi-gmra.. -Rarely is the`,:
inmate involved in the determination ofi hiA program, and- pierefgre 1-te s . ,

.4.

.

;..."'iacks .commitment to it. l'unther, the inmate 'knows that the csounselor can , .

recommend a. pi-ogr&rn to 'the ciassTf ica.t ion .oqmmimeg and ha,s 4itt le. inf lu:
.

ence on the colnmittee. . . '
''' ''''

. .' 4 r.
-

_ ! A .
. .

./i.
.

. . ' .
,.=(,..

,
.

In the tii4m approach, an inmate' is ,I.Aighe8. to one of maurel aWf i-
catIga,n committeesfor ,the duatirm 'elf 'his Ntitutionafizatiop.. Ea.ch" ,
c I ass if icat ion committee ls composed of a ,teacher, -counselor; vocational

ilstruc,tor, custodial offi.,p,er, -unit "supervisor 4a,i f. hp0icablev an
,

-Liaiittstty superVisor fllth thi's"'approach too cla:psificatiqn, many objec- '''.

. i , .
C Lye's ark: ac .trp" ithed. One. the 'ilnimatelis"abTC- to e spihlrilOrappor tt f

with L6 minit tee. Members and become itimolve'd in th'e. aevelopment -dfl his
., Yow ogram..' Seconcr,. the inmate. now gets 64i0 concerted attention' of a ..,

.
. team rather than the- confl ir ting minis.tTat ions .a.nd rivalr i,.1, .414ch woplA ' ,, :

.

' otherwise confront him and only confirm his..,1-Ynicism,- 111.1-P7a, the clev"1-,. ' :. '

, f fi L at on ahal Lan n n i '', 441 e d ,t rimer-it...alba ail. s-Of t4t. incart)4n7Cionu. jrn k... 1 t,

1., 1.
. pZq-Lod by 'reducing anxi4y an4',Opiehegtoi-ou; afict b'ev,g.k>tting Lui meatlingfuj
/, - -, -

,
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.
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and appropriate expectancies. The inmate's problems and progresses, his
strengths and weaknesses can be openly discussed, allowing theinmate to ..

know'where he stands, what i4 expected of him, and what heican expect.of
himself. Fourth, the repfesentatives from the various services who:are
iri contact with-the inmate on a day- toe-day basis have the opportunity to` -

inmate's

-
. .

better understand the inmate's problems and therefore more.
I

.

..
accurately . .4e .4

measure his progreSs in each area. Fifth, this team approach establishes., : I

,
communication between the various services enabling them to better cbr-_,

.

'relate their efforts, .--,-

,- -
.

f

Z

__,-

;Medical Services

Inmates frequently are in need of dental care and have a variety of
physical problems which have, been aong neglected. A physical examination
is, of course, also prerequisite to classUication decisions, and such .

examinations often reveal defects requiring corrective treatment. Addi-

tionally,,researe4 has shown that a reduction of reCldiivism is associated,
not only,with medical ser.vices for the standard type o ha'hdicap, but, .

aliSo in cases requiring plastic surgery to correct defects of-appearance.
It is suggested here that_rather than postplcithg,until, the approach., Of
.a parole date, plans for corrective and/or plastic surgery., this treat-)
ment should be accorded the inmate upon. his admission to the ins itutipn.
When such physical defects occur, emotional scars also inevitably develop.

which must be treated before we can expect satisfactory adjustment in the
inmate's attitudes and self-Concept.

Counseling Services

.

The need for ,counseling services'in a correctional institution have
long been.recogniaed;but'counseling staffs have biun severely limited.
Theteam approach in an institution Will callflor.a"heavier emphaiis on

..,..
1--

' ..the counseling service's.. .- .

. , . IA
. .. . . ,

. ,,
,,.

, . , ,,t

The eounserors can assist the-Inmate:to use, nisvperioa pit institution-
alization,as an,Lacenttve.ratheethanderrimeny-helpitg,hini'develop
insiait,a,pdself=directioh.' Counselors can exolite,integTal pAits of the

Oucationa.l.and vocational .training WrOgie&s: -AcUretring an educati4 or -D

vocational skill ;till ate tssontially-meaningless'Eo.the.inivate without 'e

concomitahi behavioral change. ,.,. , .. . 9 .

..

.,.;, .:,.:. t ' 'T"
v ' .. . 41. 1

.
ft

o .
Coun,,?1 shoLild.be.r'esponsible for ilie:,orient:Tiion toigse,'the
. .'

purpose of which is tdpass',op.,:6-a:Wf.gctiNtgly..as possible,-specific in-..

forthation%inteh4ed t.:0acqtlathV:the.npwly-afriyed inmates with the'ins4-
rut 411 7,0twilrOnme`n C", inenfvrm ileem *o f i hell .relepons'ibi. li. tiies in the ins t i-,

,.-
to apd,oppoKtonitie's avai_labre:p,,Wm. Ne4s-the enci. of tp6 Dnlatet's .

imt ill'ifieoi..i'l'stitutoiom,A9h.poOnsellOrs W4_11 schedule ra similar course

.
dir.ested tkliill/veparing 1i'im .fbr iraiser ct,; a pt"%-reLea&ii unit and -,

.

4-

eifeptual.ri:tdrn Lo"thiii,c.:ommunitr-v
, ro

. :..
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Education .
r^\

, The importance of basic education programs ia correttional insti-
tution cannot be overemphasized. We have only to look again at the sta-
tistics on illiteracy and lack of basic eddcation among inmates to real-
ize that the educational programprovidds the first step to rebtabilitd-
tion for most offenders. Without at least a basic education, an indi-
vidual cannot successfully compete-3n employment, nor cope with the
everyday problems of living in our ,complex society. The acquisition of
knowledge, skills and attitudes in the classroom are fundamental to an
improvement in the inmate's self-iniage and`social adjustment.

In the team.approach, with its emphasis on individualiz%Aion of,treat-
ment, the education program is most adaptable. Upon receipt of the di-
ag.I:lbstic report, the correctional educator can develop a learning program
tailored to meet th,e deficiencies of the particufar'student-in line with
his interests`, - abilities, and present level o'f achievement.

The greatest coordination is required between the educational pro:, 1

gr4m and vocational training program. First, the educator must deter--
mine whether'the inmate has :the to ach-ieve whatever edUcatipnaf
level.is necessary to function in a.chosen vocation, and whetherlie will
be able to attain that achievement level during.his institutionaliiation.
The academic Program can then be keye0 most effectively-to the Vocational
interest of , the- 1.;.-mate.

Educators must also cognizant of,the level of achievement which
can reasonably be expected of an inmate during his institutionalization,.
kind then guard against inspiring the inmate with unrealistieriipirations
upon his return to society. For a short-term offender, alternative in-
stitutional programs might provide more usefdl preparation for post -re-
lease life.

Pa'renthetica'lly, health studies s hould inc lUded as. part of the

education program. All too often htalth studies:are -left to the medicaA
.scrvices or to.the pre-release program, Aiere time and staff :

,'preclude giving the subject the attention that it needs.' (icalth tidies

. et.c.un most effectively be undertaken in the-classroom sectinvand shoul4
ocomeA-part of the establislied,durriculum.

t,
.

Sociale'ducaticin in the'brNid.est sense' must iuclude:411"of those
stituti6,01 jciivitioswhicfl help an-inmate to solve his personality

,a).10. Icial aajust&mt piOblems. But the:ed6cational dilion bears the...

.grc:ftcr esponsibILity for oeg'anized courses in human -rer'ations, citi-
, -At.uship epic ion, social' studies, morals and ethics, and mores an4 cus-

toms which -are aimed,at improving the inma6e1,sal)ility'to Jive wfth him-
self, to see thing' as they really are, p acCUpt,c5therindividuals with

.',. . understanding, and.tO-dope with ordinary day,-by-day social situations. :.

. .

-,..

, The education progeam m ,-;t be leased on, individualized instruction-.

i-i- it is to, be an effectively, ontributiliepart of thy team approaeh: A

,,ind'iltn. just another 'phase of t mass ..treatment procesi which we are

\, .
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trying. to, eliminate from our institutions. It is inconsistent with sound
educationa4 practices to set, up a scheme of education wbi-ch treats an
innot.es as:being' essential lythe same educational material.. The educa-
tion'al prota'ni` should be as careful .3, worked out as the' diagnosis ,ancl 4

, presctfption Lor 'me'dical treatment'. . 1 .
.

. , N . .. :-t . 5.. .

The effectiveness of individtai ized treatment; i:ti 'the cixrectiona ls . ,,
f

_education program wil be greatly reduced if the .samd-philosOphy is.not ';
.

1.-
supported by ene, entiike institution; and most particular19' by the. vc:Lca-'

1.tibnal training division and counseling services. Without total .support
from all other services, the education .program can become a matter of in-e

,.. culcating in g upi 1 s values which either have -no relevance to the instant
society or which actually impede the achievement of goals in the instant

. society. For example, .what if the priSon environment outside the class-,
room c-onveys the message that the inmate's are incorrigible enemies and -

thn,t the' central *purpose of th.e prison is to punish inmates as worthless
and evil people? -.then' edutation'S goals are ;inconsistent with the cen-.- .

,tral thrust 'Of the prison as a 'social situation, and the program becomes /
. . '.a water-tight compartment Where in .it plays a meaningless game without..

relevance .tt> the total- experience of the inmate. ,Simi;latly,,,imagine tliv. '
ftustration of both the .teacher and the intmate. if the inmate is siudd.enly"...trans terrci to another.- institution 'after havifigirgun ,a ca.i.e.1.11.1S7 de= ,,

;signed educatfO'nai program. The iniportance of total institutional in-
. ,

s
vblvemy,nt is m.st necessary i'n its suppor& of. tWcorrectio.nal education

i ,. , .
, ,program.. ,

...,

't, c,
.

.
I

.

$ ,-. . .',
.,

iiocationi ;Training.,
- .,

. .-Vocational training. programs -run the risk of -beingdesignetl, merely
to train inmates in kills th`dt are. required in the Prison's industries:
and various work :ussignments: Frop4r'ly designed, vocational tral,ning

. (..
probably increases the mathematical chances in f,avor- ok a succ,p'ssful
p.5st.-;release' .1 ift! More surely' than 'any other type of kcluration; -ftovide'd,. .-

. ,howe'ver, the acaclymic;?educattkip'al))rogram has been cros'ely corelateci
with h it .This is ospqi4 ly 'teue sircrorig the younger inmates. 1

:- , . - .. X. .1, .
.. . .. , $ d

. .
, x.

;C44)' C'and'idates for Vocational training 'shotild ebe - carefully selected by
* -

" t the c 1 a§sif ic atiibn f 4.4q;.t)n Vile. basis of whethe":= the inmate has the apti -
k tuck;

. .
.nrcl ,,' Itd 1 it.. Y r1 o l'e a i re' One ski), l'7 and whether' he -will be able'tb $ --

, .omplish tt-v re 1 at:el haste_ .4hic.ttipn Vocational:comOtence without be-
ha/LAI:II Lofttro 1 ",,,Incl al.:::(1m,f...amp.''tenee ctends .to, "lock in" the student

, in a .*1 it t Ettult L'i'll 'in Tvlu611 his 'Opri/)15 are severely linited:
41- , - . . , . ,

,a.. The Voc.,Kiona I 3ra lye must be i:othtts( 1 ed to ':'ins`tire that he -has real,,-
4 .

1. got c. Q G i.-1, q.t.. rt. i onS 'ti 11 lii. ti-'nde"-. Interviews,' with inmates .fre cfue nt ly -hi-.

(14c a rj- c)ct.it,s-ti-lous of rapid advancement o 1 lovirfg their- releqse. Sub.'
so-Inept 1,14111re to realize -these advancements may uont ribut,e 'to- recidi-s ''. d

. .. .
- .. ; vt-3ril . ,Na , , ,,.. A t
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a
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. idh, ri.vo e 1),',..,;, CI) 1 . , t fic "vo( at i ou a 1 t ; ,i.i u(le shou4 <1 ,v(110.,ro . rip t- dn-ly..,
tsab I o: -,ki 111;`, buL^ t hat_ pride du lcix}a'-grad,e ;pc r.formanec w14- h enabl,e,s-,
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-hip to "get a. kick" qut of tioing"a job well' ti`opefully, he will be . - %

.:- . trained -to' the point where by gains more satisfact'i'on from the erform-*
. ance ,-of legitimate work than from hia, former' criminal activities.

, :>.
. _.,:i.

. '. *, ih'e yo'eational tratning prilgraths mist' also, be 4 prepared7Eo meet 'the .

,' 4 needs' (If those inmhtes A& do riot haye ,the ,a1:;j.li''ty fo4'skilled' Craft-Ling..
T e .

, , e ,
Even as porters, j arti tors , maintenance merit. Itandynen, ttlie.-Can 'be trairied

, .

, .
" to do a., be t..t.e-r 'job.: ,

e , .., .
- ' . .

- .
. .
0

, 0 ' . - 4,,,,
.. Thy vocailonal, .traiaing pro ram assi 5s1 , tVe"te. r n- app .roa 2( b y' its,ts,

,

gtricrance: and assistance of, the inina,ttin' Iris goal to` 6,4rn a,,,Living as a
productive meniber,, of society';ina% type of work 'for Whicth he 4 fitted
and interested. The most -important element in the vocational training
program is the instructof himself . The influence of a strong, sound ir.1

structor upon his trainees wi 1-1 be ,of more 'lasting importance than thc.
ski 1V. '?nd knowledge which he imparts. It is through the influence of'
such staff members that the most desirable changes in attitude occur,

and that social education becomes ,a reality. -,
.. . ,

Of all aspects of institutional prt5grams,. vocaiional training, should
be most closely co.orctina.ted with the parole release date. It ttoyd.be
equally frustrating for the inmate and instructor, if the inmate were
paroled (or, Cransferred ,to anothe'r-Unit) prior to completion of his .

training, or' if the inmate. remained -in /the institution foi: many .years
without an opportunity' to utilize the skills fie had acquired.

< , ,

,
Prkigcin, Indust}7."

.
- , ,., , 1,e , 4,. . . .

The present emphasis on. prison industty is mainly,pr'bi'cluotion output ,., .0m4 .profit . Irr'the total, ins`tkutional involvement, the pri'sors irldus.- 0

,tries cAn` ideally' provide "a,"gr%aduate level': of the vocational training..,:.

programs.. 141-,eQre vsirabl;e,,th,e ClasO.fi5ation team-c_an afford the voca-
l' - tional to-ai'nee actuni. experience, on a job closely" re lated to 'his' train---,, , t , ,

-, ing. Many7inqvaf.efik'chave. a hi's tof.y of- sporadic emp-loyment, and the experi-
,* .; N ° .
- . ,i.nc'e of a`djust.nr, to, am tight -hou-J;day, f.ive-clay.:week ipb is itself a

,
A .6 401.1eCeS9 fill ltecernplighmerht for them: .. .. -- ..

.,,, , ''' t.i ; 5 .
A

Si"
40 e; . , .

,4-
,

.
.

.

'4 4. ..., ... C'orrectfonal indutt..-ries---dt6 capable of being, operated in,,,a, manner_

, . ,... , iiornparabi,e, "tio ,ilfit c,1 pi-iv,qt4e.. employmertt .. .Instead ot" *allowing the inN,r .

' ' _--- m,AtC4.,-b ,r6tnaiii 'At a pace oft'Eti-ni'ng out: 450 piece..2'a day, the industry° -.
= supervii5r; can' assi.sf:".-tie inmate. in 1-earning how to turn out 1,000,.pieces

0 ' a dali; as uid, be.,expec U.'if:of him 01 priViate industry. We trained .

, , *and .Ura;.Iertandl.ng", irTiltisry iupr:visirs will enhance- the inmate's at,titutle,
1,,N.1.4.11.,-,4rrroloyment and24-11i....ahi.41ity to gq-ceeed in the \cpminunity, thus con-.

- tritnti'Ing< t.),,. the ok4ral1 bee 'at qie,nt progr?i..n.Co th6 l.rf s t ft u t i on ; .* ' ... ., -.4'..., .i ..' e -
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`crimes are the resailt of a wi'sh for excitment and new experience, The
wish is legitimate, but the path taken endS in crime. A great many:q.n-,

'mates are totally unprepared in their attitudes, habits,' and skills tor
,

enjoy wholesome recreational activities. Under the guidance of a well-
rounded recreational program, an inmate is provided the_Opportunity.tp
discover his latent abilities and pursue Satisfying activities as ^a means.
Of. helping him toward social' adjustment., When' the inmate goes into the

yard, it will notbe to mill around aimlessly, but to engage in one of,.
a dozen interesticg and 'athletic activities. In the evening, he'mar4o
to an illustrte,d lecture, read a book which a trained librarian has
helped him to selct, or to a workroom where he can have a bench and
tools with.which to work as home, at some hobby.

Sound recreational programs also contribute to the orderliness of
the institution Administrators realize that recreation provides an op-
portunity for inmates to "blow off steam" in a desirable way, and there- .

by avoid disciplinary problems.

Discipline

4

' Under cc tdj.tions of .mass treatment and great concern far custody,
there. is a tottlde.ncy to accumulate numerous restrictions on inmate be-
haior.. Each disturbance inspires an attempt to prevent iiks recurrence
by, establishing a .new rule: Once. established, rules'have great success
at survival bjcause rarei,jr is theie any.syAematicrex;iew tHat,looks'to,
the eLimin,Aion of unnecessary resiticiions. Many prisons hay" evolved
into plates,: qt extrppl regiipentatton tbrough.the accumulation of Krm4-

.0 ne4 rules passe'd lft .reaction to qporadic'epaodes:-,They go through
,Reiid of tetse!codpetiteon,with ,staff ofientea prXmariLy'td enford-'

, _ ingerillei', alacCq'nmates to evading them. What. is tirlD,*t striking is that
.. ,.

'; . heso effurts do not c.I.asly.tkeere'as.§"the ,AMcf,tint° of disorderly or clan-.

,.-: g6robs qhdvior, , . 4?
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,, .0 Rhell'Orc,' sta.ti4At'i=lattls as if they.w'ere,d4agerous, they berome. ., .. .

. - dangerous, tathougp not so aucl-Ctb staff as to other inmates. If ali-
mated 114M ,aCf.;, they fag mbri5 than'evef under the threat of doming -

.C1.41. by.othet innvitesowhosfie el"akms to authority th ©y re-sEst, by counter- .

hosjiM4y.-.T,:herefore, 'a.l.its principle 'for my correctional insAtutidn.
;is that,seaff-contc.914cAn be ,the greaq'st,e4d certainly inmat;e'life will

,, tf: most redeant, lo tfiatirOjAle f,4-eE community, if rules regulAtihg be-.

- "-Aavio rr ae.as klose'aspos6ibleto those,which would be essential for Paw
.

P aurl'orPr in Ail? Lree"...,ommtni.ty t;)geeher,with such'minimal additional.
: , , .- s " ', ,. . ,. the' .- .

cul4s n- pre essential. to leca-Jne sonottionz pOculiar to tne 1.nstitution.
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I)tal"in4LiAkion.11.1 ' 'involvement. disciplit4 with several
, Lonsidvrat,i,ons in mind: TH0 disciplinary pe'oe'ess 4s vieved.asone that

....
should ,..ontiAbute 'ty,tho.:inninfe'd-geneak4undo,rstandli-ig .of .the nature

, oG rules and the, need fo.ra5i'ding by tke,m., The dura&Poaland typeof .' '

. .

punishment var.is within-limits acc-ordiro.to thd inma'te's situation and
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There is evidence that treatmenpis directly related' to reduction
of prison rule violations. Therefore, it is most important that. when

confined for misbehavior, the inmate still should'be contactedby mem-
bers of the treatment staff who can discuss with him'the causes.arid con,
sequences of his misbehavior, and attempt to reach an agreement on what
the causes are and how they may be corrected. Disciplinary committees-

should also be composed of representatives from all institutional see-
vices as is the classification committee. More important, a member of

e offending inmate's classification committee should participate on
the disciplinary committee.

tt'

Custody

. .

Unfortunately, in many prisons stff are discouraged from calling
inmates "mister" --they must addressihmates only by firs.t name, 1,at
name, ot nickname. But inmates are required to address staff members
as "mister," "officer," or 'some other title, together with their sur-

name- Sta.ff are not to fraternize with inmates. They must deal with

them in i.t\suthoritative andimpersonal; manner, while inmates may not

act familiar with staff- Although rules on staff nonfratA-nization with
inmates are designed to reduce the prospects, of corruption of staff, in-
steadA ey simply augment the corruption of inmates: If differences of

'opin occur, particularly as CO how the inmate behaved, the staff ver-
---sion is always to be regarded as correct.

In the team 'Approach, the custoclial'officers have a great potential
advantage for counseling inmates because they are often closer to the in-
mat in background-and outlook than the counselor, and because they work

in closer contact with the inmates. This advantage' is'utilized by giving

Custodial staff training and explicit responsibility in treatment areas
and by .promoting closer contact and cooperation between, them and treat-

s.

ment staff.,

The involvement inmates in important treatment functions Wan-
_other important element of the team approitch. Group-counseling sessions,
particularly, have become settings indwhich inmates can help each other,
often througli,hard and insistent ':4:lemands. 'for honesty in elf=examipation,

demands that cannot be provided with equalforce and validity by staff
40-have,not as indiviauals.shared experience in the manipultive,worlid

.

of criminal activity. . V

Group counseling is a prime example of a technique used to promote

communiqtion. Every-institutional-employee is invited to meet regular-

ly with a -group-of inmates on a daily- to weekly basis for oneOr more
hours of discussMn on matters of inmateconcerp.- A few counseling spe-,
cialists provide)training and consultation fol the other.staff personnel, '

but the'latter actually conduct the'couriseling.

. There seems to be general agreement tba group counselinhas,been-

seecessul in reducing tensions among.inmat and between inmates and

statc Inmates express their feelings in 9 e counselingessiOn ;ith.
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mpressive frankness, and early exposure of their complaints often :pet-
mitt problems to be resolved pefore they become.s6'rious: The experience
alto demonstratesto many inmates that staff members aremore. toteratt
and' reasonable,.'tban they Might have appeared to Ire/ fOr:both ,inmates
and staff grqups.,' this process tends tb,bYeak down the stereotype 'that
each holds of the others, anti provides a vital impact of'total instl.tu-
'tional involvement..

Research 4
The role Of'reSearcb demands a close integration of planning, action,

and evaluation. Broadly, ciharacterized., research can provi.de .basic
matioh about offenders, such as,number,-rates, tretds, and individual
_characteristics. Researchers can contribute information on research
findings and theoretical developments that have implications 'for correc-

. tional program, development, and thus help assure that programformUla-
-tions are in accord with the strongest evidende and best theorizingo And

researchers can participate.in'planning programs to help frame hypotheses
for the testing of program claims and devise experimentaL designs, to .tes

. them. Researchers must cboperate too, in program-operation to observe' and
record implementation and'insure that reSults are substantiated.

Motivation-
1

, e. .
-...,,,. .

'' An area in which'the team approach provides probably the greatest
'.

impact is motivation ofthe offender. To develbp motivation has been .

more difficult imprison than in the fee community, difficult both for
'th treatment staff and Cot. the inmate, who is frequently well disillu-

.; sioued with life . ...0 .

In 'Elle team approach we can look at institutionalization as a learn-
ing process inwhich- the individual enters the initial situation under
comple.te external controls. 'As he makes positive choices, and as such,-
demonstrates his acquisition of internalized behavioral controls, he 4.
'allowed more'and more'behavioral choice alterriatives, until he reaches
the point where' his behavior is largely under his own internal control.
This means -the staff will procure-conformity to desired behavior more
effectively by making conformity gratifying to the inmate than it will

- tre imposing penalties for nonconformity.,

It has been well established that positivereinforcement is far more
effective in learning situatiops than ts_punishment. Yet, in many cases,
Ch.' only potitive reinforcement available to-the,individual today is that
of a hearin n1,- the parole board. .The ultimate reward of release is
too r, e to sustain an essentially undisciplined individual interested

immediate gratificat on throughout a continuing-program of treatment.
Tlie problem is one, of stablishi.ng intermediate steps where the inmate

eatn intermediat rewards Contingent upon dud: presented.immedtatel,y
_after the-de'sire.d-b avior and building toward the Ultimate -newerd of re-
lease. We ggest passing grddes as an intermediate reward. 'How-
ever, the gtadin k.s,tem of itself is .not, sufficient reward. It is only
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'when good ades become associated with primary.rewards that they can
function s secondary rewards. ,Primary, ortangible rewards, that might
be utii ed and manipulated include improvement in living, conditions, in-
crease n'sOcia1 status, increase in behavioral alternatives, incre-ase
in ran :e of leisure ime increases in opportuhi6y.for.social-
izati n, and decrea e in custodial restrictions.

,

Motivation` in the team eproach includes informing the offender of
all o p-e tunities available to him in theinstitution and'explaining ex-
act' y' hat each opportunity consists of. ConcoMitantly, the immate-ps
'Inv ved in the Planning of his own curriculum with his, classification

am. ,

Itis obvious that with the team approach, no one of the institu-
tional services can efficiently achielie its goals without the total sup-.

: port of_alle Other--ti: iistitutional seryices.

tmerwFunction

Function of Team Approach in An
Effective Correctional System

The' team approach is prImarily"considered a mechanism by which cor=
rectional employees can reach a large numS'er of inmates in what is ,de-
fined as treatment. Even if some of the institutional services occasion-
ally fail to accomplish fundamental personality changes, it is felt that
the team approach makes inmates more accessible to other types of treat-
ment.

Reassurance Function

There are countless'suggested ays:of dealing with the social -and
psychological problems of inmates. Our present state of knowledge does
not provide a positive base for evaluating alternate method's of inmate
management. Employees expected to perform a job under such circumstances
want to believe'there are solutions. The team approach of treatment pro-
vides the'basisof hope that there is- one. It is advocated as=p technique,
for reforming inmates during their incarceration.. The enthusiastic sup-
port provides reassurance both to 'correctional employees ana inmates,
both, of whom stand to gain from participating.

Achievement Function

:The team approach i-s.within the capacity of all - employees, inclUd-
ing the lower echelon custody officials: Hitherto, the latter were un-
ab1(.1 to participate in the system'S most highly prized and rewarded goal:

- treatment. The,team'approach pravidesall institutional personnel with
a means to participate in achieving this goal.

.
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Education Function

The correctional persomiel. learn to. look ai'imprisonment from the

inmate point of view, thereby enhan4eg theie'understanding of .how in-'
mates think and feel. Such knowledge heightens Od capacit3i for empathy

and insight of both employees.and inmates. FurtherMore, the integration
of all institUtionalservices Provides'the emPloykes with an understand-
ing.of each other's problems and aspirations.

'Experimentation Function
D

The total involvement of the institution provide's a laboratory for
testing, the system's assumptioris and beliefs. New methods 'must always
be tried-hefOre data canb' gathered to test them, and An thp team ap-
proach, all personnel are encouraged to garticipate in.the research.'

,r.

Morale Function

A reform movement generally enhances:the Morale and prestige of:the
individuals and arganizat'on associated with it. The distinctive ele-

ments are replete with, e possibility Of substantive scientific discov-

ery. Many ofthe staf and inmates in the'team approach have invested
emotion in the ide , and the activity tends to be watched with Interest,
by the admirdstr ors in their. professional reference groups. It makes

every workerza- "special case" and every client someone receiving.per-
sonalized attention. Participation in a new program transforms what
may have been 'just a job" _into something very exciting and full:of dis-

covery and creativity, Thus it contributes to organizational morale and.

prestige.
..

Integrative Function

Correctional institutions have a rigid line between those who'man
age and-those who are managed, between administrkors and'line personnel,
and between staff and inmates. In the team approach these lines are.con-
siderat?ly blurred because of the.partipation of the inmate in his own
treatment planning and his increased communication with staff members,
and because all institutional personnel become an essential part of the
total treatment process and are concerned wj.th all services, rather than
just the particular,:ones they render.

Professionalization Function
fi

The team approach has-ahighly prized goal: the professionaliza-

tion of correctional work. In enhances both the status of the worker

and thework he does. Many employees will supplement their knowledge
by taking new courses and readin4 took9. Through the interaction of all
staff, everyone gains a better und4rstandingof the problems. As pro-
fussionaliza0.on proceeds, the prestige grows, and this gives attenfibm

3 1



to the-participants. Thus, larger numbe.rs of trained personnel can be
attracted'to make a career in 'the program.

Achieving Total Institutional Involyement

Newism, an ideology which..en6ourages change,'is antithetical Co the
predisposition of any group*, particularly,in bureadcratic organizations.
(Eaton, 14)62). Within a newiitic philosophy is becomes difficult far
people to defend vested interests from the demands ttat alternative meth-
ods be considered. Newism functions as anantidote to organization rit-
ualism,.but it also provokes anxiety in,persons who dc -not feel adequate

Ito the tasks assigned them. They Have difficulty enough meeting exist-
ing goals. They prefer to organize their job so that there is always' a
standard operating procedure for problems with which they are confronted.
In other words, whenever change in the established adminiStrative struc-

ture is proposed or attempted, the reasonable comfort which people have
found in the s'atisfacttrm oftheir needs is felt to be threatened. The
same attitude of change is inherent in our institutions.

The outcome of any planned attempt to influence organizational change
depends upon the degree of violation of the'cherished beliefs and firmly
established patterns of the target organization .(Johnsotr, 1970). There
is a maximum of resistance from the target organization when the change
agents are regarded as violators of sacred beliefs and bearers of dis-
order and turmoil. The resistanc'e' is least when the change agent and

target organization share basic objectives and evaluation of certain con-
.

.ditions as proper objectives for'reform.

Secondly, the outcome of any planned change depends oh money, pres- .
tige, and other resources available to the change agent. Without re-'

sources the change agent has little influence over the target organiza-
tion,.and therefore little likelihood of'giving subst.ince in practice
to the abstract ideal goals he would like to achieve.

Internally induced reform emphasizes changes in the system by in-
dividuals and groups octupying roles and statuses within the system..
Reform induced from within an agencyis more likely to become permanent
administrative practice. Also, since they are part of the environment
to be revised, they are less likely to be dissuaded.by -false argument's
raised against change. Reform is seen as a series of accommodations
whereby relationships between groups within a system are recast, in anew
form, presumably more suitable for-solving the problem which stimulated
the reform effort:

If internally induced reform is to be the strategy, thes'e individu-

als must be Accepted by the prison staff as allies, rather than viewed
as insolent usurpers. , The correctional educator has a genuine opportu-
nity to be an agent of change. He must be judicious, industrious, cou-'
rageouS, and tactful. Without delay, he should establish goals for the

'educational program, recognizing that an effective educational system
must be an integral part of the total correctional system.. Instead of

3 .j
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revolutionary steps, he will .slowly develop a 'sound educat3onal pnvifon-
ment that is attractive to the inmates and'at the same time is a force

inpromoting the efficient operation of the institution. He will recog-

nize the value 'of keeping complete and accurate records of educational-

achieNiement as determined by',stodArds, of measureffient. He, will become

familiar with prison customs and problemt so he will, know when and Where,

to push for change. He should see reform as an accomodative process

whereby change is achieved through a'series of progresses, rather than
through sudden and total hlitzkrieg. R.

. Institutional needs may be somewhat. confused ,at `times by the clal.ms

of various professional'groups who have entered, the correctional field
during the last quarter of a century. The old-time prison keeper felt

he had the answers. The chaplaing were eqUally"certain they held the key

to reformation. Then came thevinduStrialist, the educator, the psychol-

ogist, and the counselors, The different expectations of these pe9ple

presented a confused picture to the administrator who was hondstly seek-
ing.a way to do a-better job of protecting society and returning inmates

to successful living on the outside. Because our correctional systems

are in a state of flux with its personnel already discontent with current
conditions, the change agent has an opportunity to be effectiveby demon-

strating,a sense of dedication to constructive contribution to the pro-

gress desired. %.

Thp prAlleill of the change agent finding common grounds with the.ex-
isting personnel is not As difficult as it might seem. A study codduft0
by Eaton (1962) revealed that prison officials differ ih the degree to \

,whidh,they emphasize one or the other philosophy. Those stronly in-
clided toward humanitarian reform procedures are usually just as con-
cerned about their legal responsibilities to protect the public by keep-

ing inmates under control: as are those who put more stress on punish,-

`pent and control,,functions of the prison. the two approaches differ in

emphasis rather than in absolutes. There is considerable,agreement about
such 'criteria of correctional effectiveness as avoidance of prison riots,
Adherence,to prison rules, security of:all prisoners and property, due

process of law in prison management, Avoidance of recidivism by discharged

or paroled prisoners. Controversies among prison'afficials about policy
rarely involve the criteria, but rather the method most likely to advance

their attainment. The attitudes of custody-minded and treatment staffs

are mixed and overlapping.

As treatment-oriented professionals entered the correcTional field;

they were usually appended to the existing administrative power struc-

ture. The burden of truth was on them, and they did not have sufficient

knowledge, experience or numbers to actually take charge. As these pro-

fessionals have become more expert in their knowledge, tit has, become in-

creasingly clear that they have a great deal to offer correctional in-

stitutions. But to expect them .to greatly influence the program of an

institution in an administratively-appended department solely by means

of tact, patience, relationship and salesmanship is unrealistic. First,

it is unrealistic because the vested interests in the existing pot4er

structure do not wantto relinquish their power. This is human nature.
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Secondly, it is.unrealistic because the proftssional people have been
too few in the staffing ratio to accomplish-the desirable chang6s through
relationship and -iatinnal 'appeal. Thirdly, the division of custody. and-
treatment into d4stinct adminitrative entities is artificial and the
separation df them has been archaic and defeating.

After one accepts that professional people have something to offer.
torrections, then one must also face the fact that adminiStrative reor-
ganizations will'be required topldce the proponents of new ideas in
positions of sufficient authority to alter the internal values, objec-
tiVes and programs., This means that instead of maintaining the artifi-
cial separation of staff groups, there must be an amalgamation of admin-
istrative structure wit,11, all staff members expanding their roles to inte-
grate the realities df correctional care in a total institutional involve -
ment. There can no lqingele'be'rival departments: each of which is supposed
to serve, specialized needs of the inmates.

Y

.

There is a need for the-developmZnt of a common commitment sub-
.

scribed to by administrators, program operators and researchers. The

gap between administrator and treater could be substantially lessened:
If management, committed itself to specific treatment strategies which
would be given adequate tests and if it shared program decisions with
treatment personnel. The gap between administrator and reseaTcher.cOuld.

.-.. be narrowed through the adoption of a,common frame of 'reference as to
the role of evaluation in the'total management process. The gap between
treaters and researchers could be lessened through mutual commitment to
the goal of improving treatment by, evaluation. Treatment personnel would'
be called upon to enter actively into the evaluation:process and would
be seen as indippensable'cpllaborators in research.

.

To revitalize correctional administration in c-he team approach it

is necessary to categorize the staff according to broad prograrg'func:

dons instead of the positions occupied in the usual table of organize-.

tion. Thus, groups of staff working in a unity of an institution
collectively be given responsibility for guiding, disciplining' and train-.
ing inmates, rather than sharply separating these functions .between coun-
selors, guards, and teachers. functional co'llboration
assumes that whatever the worker's special skills or major responsibili-
ty, he will devote some time and energy to the performance of other func-
tions: Treatment personnel will participate in the collection and ana-
lysis 'pf research data, r(:.se'archers,will be'involved in program planning
and in direct contact with offenders, ,

Offender advisory groups,.create a more significant role foe offend-,
ers and rank-and7file staff. Teams of staff,a?td offenders ,can_be
signed respOnsibilities for program 'planning, implementation, and assess-
ment. .

Such sharing of experiences' will broaden the perSpectives of _staff
members; communicate the interdependence of the institution's variou:
functions and roles, and encourage the development of copmon goals and
expectations.
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Conclusion

Primary benefits from total institutional treatment of the,public
offender lie in sociologic, psychologic and economic areas. Sociologi-
cally, we have temporarily removed a destruce.ve unit from society, to
later replace that unit with a positive, contributing, productive:unit.
Psychologically, society learns to accept its responsibilities and learns .

that it does in fact have the ability to implement 'relearning systems
which may result in a significant reshaping of deviant behavior. The

individual in turn develops a new positive self-concept, together with
the confidence that he can achieve desired rewards through appropriate'
social behavior. Economically, there is a direct dollar and cents sav-
ings., Each time an individual can be returned to society as a produc-
tive member, we save the costs of possible return to the criminal jus-
tice system as well as gaining from his contribution to the tax base.
Additionally, an early return to society as a function of rapid acquisi-
tion of desired'behaviors contributes to cost savings in the institutions.

Wherever,one looks, one can see evidence of the readiness for change,
an acceptance of the new and a milieu that permits our hopes and dreams
to become tangible realities in the form of total treatment program'S.
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IWVOLVEMENT'AND STRATGIES.FOR ORGAN,IZALONAL CHANGE

Sr

fC

J E. B .
`µ*

, ±
Federal Youth Center

. Englewood, Colorado

t

1.

<

Wh6ther not'a program flies is o,ften a questio'n of good planning
and communication. lanning should alWays involve fTplementation, and
one of the chief items in implementation is staff or target group involve-

z4ment., Just what involvement constitutes is largely a function of the
planner's perspective. For example, one:planner may see involvement as
an end result to be achieved. Another may view involvement as a contin7.'
uous phenomenon over which he is atteMpting to exert some *control. For
our'purposes, we might view involvement" as a tool for achieving other
organizational ends or,goals, in 'this case, the implementation of the

t.

A. ,

adult basid education,,eystem in. your institution.
.4 _.

.
. . 1

.. All ,that ha's,gone on before implies that invol;ement, regai'dless
. of'perspective, is organizationally important. This is true, and asi

,..

We'examine why it is'true, we can become aware of the explanations for
a variety of .programs in the pagt-whichhave,gone wrong, as Well as be'
presented with endless opportunities ,for future prpgram success. An, or-

. ganization, in abstract, ,is a get or network of roles, with associated,
s facilities; designed to carrry opt a specific set of tasks. As such,

it, constitutes a system foi doing something, andtas with all systems,
.,chanires"in one part sooner or Later affect the other parts. 'Second, the

... .

t. ',,.. Organizational task is ultimately carried put, by people, and people can
,

react to thing, unlike dead salmon in an organization that markets
canned salmon. Already a:set of reqiiirethents are upoll'us; people have
to be dealt with since they Can -react`. Locked together in interdepen- . ,... ' L

dent'sul?,grotip's, people have to have rselatioriships, with each other so.
that the work.can.get done with' as 'little fuss as `possible. For exama ------

. ple, education mist depend on, the parole *seciion tO'feed people into its --'---

program and to monitor their progresS. 'Additlorially, they depend,on,
custediai forces'to deliveh bales to4;Se taught, and to'help'mpinfain.

s , .
,-- -4 -. ,

disdipline. ., ' 4
-.

_,-----
.,..

.
.-

.
.

.

....
.. --'.

.
.,

op . ;4 t %

9' .' To flgthtr complicate matter, peoplecan notonly,react to ptgani- ,

zational Imciions and conditions, but theS7often have personal goals ',, .
.

. ,
. .

which.are not.pecessarily those of the "organization.' organizational "

goal in-correCiiona is to mice it possibletfor a perso.n to live legally . .A
and well on the outsidethrotigh providing=A set. of adaptive skills and
expeilences,,of which education is,one... .N A'

t. 4
4

as q . ,

Tr'; ' . O. . 1

k

,Thus.:whoWpts involved, - .0a manner of his tnvolvement ant} the use,.
.

.

r ' s44
,,

oPiailolvemeijt as a tool for achieving endO'bcome.ony of, the %reitest
sets 'of,-considerations in rilanning any progr&. Whether or not ehe_tar-
. et. grTap ifsa&tuarly getting int64hose things We.want them tó is; vita's.

_So is/the mariner of invoivemerfe. For example: if we conceptUalize in--,
,

.- . ! volvemeneas 'a continudm'-iate pebp1,:e "el:i'ena.ted (:, commatted,- as Opppalte
, .I. 00 M ,

4. N .. . t) I r . e t
A ..

' 0 ,
...0

' ' '.4
.,

111 I tr,

I

.
0.1

-
Q.;" "V .
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0c ,
6 'r- *ends of the contintium.--' Hot,).' shall we invollreC' pe'ople in piogram innova-

tion? ,Left to their ow,n. deviCeS% 'It is 'easy for correctional. staffs. to '
continue to perpetuate their °own.p7riv"atd troth about what needs to be .
done. In this fashion,..th`eaNsame faults c'an be perpettiated, though .the e* o
effort to change is very great... Basic assumptions remain unoh211engt4
NewconieKs with fresh apP.roaches' are often low in .status, and 'not in a . .4"...,.,.

Rosition Ito.i-eally be heard or to innovate, on a large scale before be,9 .s.

se

,coming s,Ocial ized into the organization's way of viewi-ri things`'.., It .is .-...
a:case Cf not being able to se the forest for the ttees..-"./I'ivoiTecl with ; , .., °

the more objective views of. outs.l.ders,"correctional staffs otarechalfql*e,,d.,.,,, . -.,,,

And for each case of. nailiete etic9untered dealing with outpfdlers, the . '7 ... .vatue of having basic assuinPtions alleriged more tbaneoffsets any na4e1.7e.-..k.
te. , , ... , .

' .1 -,. . ,' 4 s,
4 s I% t ' o .4 r , t

o l , ,.. ' , .44,As with this pro'gr.am,.. the Bureau of Prisons is now ,co'farnitte.d eiz:q,a'" .'
long' term effort that seriously alterS, its Rrevipus course-, elf 4:48n..., ... -,'

.Ther,e- have been even the side benefits' of introducing' the 'sy6tep-!s f..can-'
ctpt to an entire bureaucracy and he iglItenitng *Warene Sst , nRiori.reme4 ' ig' .`, .-;.-' t;
important., .Remember that: The reisorrs why- aid endle'ss, as ara -the. ef-.:1''

.

.

.'fects. ,.'4 .0. , 4..... . ,
s ,i ' * t 0 e 4.--.,.:14.

0 r , C.'" 8 ccInvolvcment implies interaction between ''peo.plv.., ' The .2coh-le intv.--, ,4 , .:
' ' acting ,not only react and pps.a&ss' Individual goals, but thay".(18:',)-let, .oe- ' '`....-, ., ,. ' i..'cppy the s.ame statuses'in. the orbganization.'Or in the e4mmunitst ,,,at lalsge.

i,.. - ..... . , 4..The importance of this is that along with status, there goes. .a.certakir . . is,(-qutiook common to people in 'that status. Particularly within the con= .

.. t pxt (`-cf, the organization, there ma}4 be certain 'privileges, or rights ;,tha-i,, .., ..'..
,

, are.une.sually allocated among-participarNs. Thus, whether 4 atiictpanr . `t.,.4.'
is a taa4er.or Vr.inc,i,pa 1: or warden or of fice,r ,will !male a kffer'encq in .1. ,,,

the_pattern or interaction that develOps. Interaction can be too high .k. -
° -- 16r- certain purpose's, as i n the ease, where thettacher can never OA a_-;%

moment :away fdr planning time. When thi; occurs, the individual arfectl-, $ .
ed often experiences a loss of autonomy, while the organization's. vrob-

. , , .. , e

I
lem is a defleatOn of 'goals. W,pere interaction is .to.o'lows the irldi-"'' .,.
vlduar s problem is awmie or normlessness, there k

°

's no group from which' ' "°, 'he' can get -guidelines , for behavior: while the Organization's prpblem 1:'
is 'lowered participation or apathy. If interaction is ,unstable, then ! f . ,

the individual 's problem is disorientation, while the orwanizational ' , '
: , %

4 ''.
'.groblem I'S d tendency to factionalism or cliqud development. -: , ; .4. ' 0

".
..- .

'v
, In tilt situation wh&re one is about to implement a progriim it 'is ,''.

,q6cessary to consider carefully (a) WHO will be interacti,hg and'khow com-
,t)atibletheir roles and personaji.ties are for this situ:ation;And (b) -

''the liATE of interaction, too Ifigh,tOo low,- or unstable:, -.11turraing
1, gain to. our central ikicture, of the,organization with its "inte,rdp-pehdent

sub-units, you can "sde how' the felat.iotishipS between units can be torn
psurld", otherwiV' invisibtp, factors such as these.. .

.. [,.. -
% , . , , , s- ' r

. . .. .

.". ' X, - ,

1 th et 'C Wa lig e Cositiik: Involvement as a Goal to be Achieved
,;,,

..
4

'Robert Wright (1970) has used thetermi "organizationLi physiologist"
descTit)e a-man' whose 'robe it' is, to look at the ovganization's funttioning. ',. . - 'ri ' ' ',1 1

%. al i
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< , c. _. t..., r 0 ° ... 41.

Wright suggest that we look 'at the corporauL,body in, sickness )and.ld ' ,,,',,...- .,.

health', 'with a vied to its overall functioning. Te- fmportmf.pottt 0

here is that Wright obviously sees sick and "Well." organipI1,:ons, And
organizational diseases and pathelvgy: . The an4rolv is a useful. one, and ,°
. suits our purposes here.' .' ,

., °,

O .
1

.
t i.

, C 'I . ''' .
We want, in innovating Programs,4 to look at, the organization at a

body, subject to pathology..and a,lfunction-qronf cettatinkindsof "ill-
messes . " The system pprohch ,takes thisdirpAtlyAao account; eaillin-

- . ing closely the effects thb)ughon't the syStem, body.ol eh& thiftgi we'do
1 4

- to it. Just as cigarette smoking may .sevious1.9, affpFt the, lunge,v so
certain 'changes in organizational prOgrAritming may affect :sits functioning.toning.

.

0 .- .

. One of the features of that' organizationaYlody Is 1nerfia or re-,-
distance. You will encounter it. when' you'- begin :to program ifid I implement .

I t .wi 11 rear it s hea&,, in Various forms. As:the ,physiologis't ,°..y00.' will '',

want to bet an the lookout ror ef Lets that are 111Zely to? occur. rnno-
nation is nfl always smobth . Problems are likely to' ape f total two ma-
°Joe areas: (1) the systeli you have designed is, fAulty 'and hug8 'flaVe to

be worked out o it, and '(2) people who muel.. implement the System may be ..
p - .,

, .. e
f " ,resiaivel

. . :
,

.
, .

. . . .

./4 . i

% .

There are as ,many reasons for people to resist:as there are- people,
41.

. but most' of their complaints will come kecause your program 'causes a
,threat to their status' or self-co

i

ncepts. \Fof exaiiiple, One bureaucracy
vecently pushed the "learn.kng by bbjeceves" approach, requiring an. al-

_ , ,a
,°' ternai ion of the usual teaching style.: The program utilit9d behavior

modification techniques, and al;O clad 'as),'stem-'6'f' reW'ards, xin the form
.,

.,' of 'promotions; t,ci dct as 'inducements .'. Actually; -it:wai' naive to'belieye

. that money itself would be adequate- inducemenl: ' What developed' was a
.- .

.. de.dr.schism in the staff: bider teachers .resisted the- n'ew.m4th:0, Large;

,- ly- bedadSe -they were unfamiliar with it %and: thus`, . f`eipfchreatene4: geW:
/.
4 ' , And younges teacher s.were familiar'0ith the new techhIquef . and .immgdiate-.

t' ti .Ty began to implement them: Very quickly; it 'qtveloped "chat the.younger ,'.--, .

J..-:

.1' .

-teashers',wete geAine the Hort' s shard of both opPortunilisatd promo-:' ,,

A ' 1 ti0114. A-staff schist-it- developed that has endured 'for two yeais dIrid as "of'
.., ...

.
_ . . . .:''

r this writing has.,not:beetl healed. .
- .

,
sy .

.
, .

,,°, t. 7' % -,'::

Resistance 'may,' of ..courser also occur for sqic61.y economic and ' . ,o

union types of consPdtratiolis', or-. for emotionat-RersonaIi67 reasons'': 'bi,,

ten the latter is-amatter of degree.'MoKki thah a: etric4y.qualitAtive.". 4'....'.

difference . Ope source of reiLstqnce ttlat Can Yearly always, be' managed

is .the resthanceoccuring becatise people do not; understand thenew
changes., This is a function of the Willinghese' of planners td: c Ommu n i -

Catet e clearly; and simply and hones'tly, with ,the target group. At immedi-

D...` ,
L.,c .

6

t

'

t

r

ate and sympathetic dar-.Cat, also be of tremendous heDp-

Edgai ''(-1970) has 'set forth as effective a set of prificiples

for overcoming resistance to,change as thave yet seen. William, points

our attention to the social system of existing relationships and cau-
.. dons us to recognize the extent to which we will be disrupting same,

The effects of new organizaiionall, relationships to become used 'to can be

to,
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61o '
rt very -disor,ienting People need ..to .5e, ticrroug4ly aPptised c;',f what ...is. go--'

C on The 'new, pa,tterns Ifavg to be made ,c,leu and new rqspottses encQur-. .
4 'aged'. 'Williams goeson:

-

.

W.e are quite Wi.14ing(= tq ast%.ehem t
to s pea; reutagh time t rring tja' get
HaVj ng learned tp kto

new
one

cult to,,learn` the new tifethod,,appr
get." or behavior *gattertiOer'4sts

ing,; (14-11:i..ims., '1970) .
,

. ' .

%.

`.

o accept 'the new, but Tail
thein. tdt'Unlearn ,the oLd
way. of Len- makeas cif ff-
oach, or EeChniques 'This
aRcUpomplic*es ne'w le atn

,1

Aphid have the defiliencie-s of th. pres`eRt system pointed out,,
'.`ani the ratiOnale for. accepting a new set of arangements explained.
- ''''fo 'clarify- 'fu'rEher , we Insist rde fine what we Care all .abo,nt iti. such a way. ... .

..;:tnat` zh'e'previous ways ,are ObviouSLy no- longer,ap'plicable.
.4 4,

_

' . .
v - ,z,

,I.VtilltarrptpgintS t''points authots do, that` the,tfoup itself is pf-
'ten tlip: effettiVe vehicle for change, ..: .

-When a grbup and its various subgroups have harmonious r4lation-
;ships_ attd well-understood objec- tive,s and-goals, the group, it-
self .nay becOme the prime mover in getting a'change ,effected-,

1970)t
A

Dfte n, in this context, it is good to. Ilse the tine honored strategx of
boring 'from planting the seedOor change within the geoup, itself
and... Promoting, it so- that the'.gr. oup itself asks, for change. ,,Another re-,
gular.method, 'should be tet carefully consider the group' s ,norts, and in-
trests,. 'Crokips usually exert pressure on their ,extreme members' to con-
form, thus ze,ducing- the'need for other' type's of administrative actions. ,

This seems to hold even ,where the group has, a respected but cautious
leader who is trying, to pro-Cect the group' s image. According to Williams
(1970):

, ,
, ! Recent 'research shows that when a decision involves some risk

' to all 'Intmbers of a group, -ihe group* as a whole isnore° will-
s .. , -

.. ,, - ding to 'venture into -chane- than is' the individual lesder of ",,
-o thit g,couliir The leader's*sebso of r`e§porrsibi,fity makes. h_i'm

,c`autiouscand the gioup,itself Ls 'more willing tn. take ftie i
risk ': ....: . . The: reluctskCe to assume 'ri'sks -represents .0,ne,, ,.

- of r,tie' major, obstacles .that 'we must con6an'd With NI, dealing
. , ,-

wl-th 'individu'A',1 managers." . ... ', , t r. '

)..., '-' 0.' ". . . : .
t ri. ,. ,-'In 'theNriter' s Ocperieticey addirtion'al aid in impeme:ntation Can be' .

" ..h,aj 1-.;y being able .to' better yndetstand th nature _Of liz,ger:In-organtia-'
tionq. ,Lost often,- it ,can be Observed to rest ,among :shiftingcaalitions: ,

. of 'Reople i14 varriou5 rpls... it: seldom re,stsin'Onn ftgure or -notiolith..1 ,,.....
-Watch cat'eftily the -major, interests to be' sei:veli by .your rogram. along
with the delelerious eefee.tg it -will halie',on-otligi4ss',.,a`he-se i.,ss'ned will
form the basis for the coalitions thgt deveiop;and."c'an often' b. pre-, ..

dieted in -advance. , b

29T
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Sumnidiy

Involvement can mean an end in itself, a variable tb be controlled,,
t a tool for Use. In all three ways it is of vital importance to any

:-.15rogram's implementation. By recognizing,that the organization is es-
GentialLly.. a network of roles' carried out by people in interdependent re-
' 1ationship, we Can'effoctively plan and,comthunicate prog.ramp that. should
not be hampered unnecessarily. The success of achiei'7in& involvement as
a goal may'turn'on hoW we plan to Overcome the disease of "resistance"

the corpOrate'h6dy.. We must"provide-a rationale for leaving the old
as.well as".for accepting th new actions..'We most be sympathetic to the
prOblems of those''heinA changed. We tnust.m'ake the new relationships

. and objectives 'compatible one that the workers or students'can
with and find useful. -Always, we must know our groups socially, so

that their interests may be effectively used in their on behalf to form
effective Coalitions. ,Godd Luck!
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IMPLEMENTING AN ADULT BASIC EDUCATION PR
IN CORRECTIONAL SETTINGS

4

4.4

George B. .Boeringa
Manpower Training, Community Co.11eges

* konolulu, Hawaii

Statement of`the Probleth

fiction rr

The need for hew persdnnel orientation and for.regula
service trainingis so.ap:Parent, that the general practi
rectional education systems.to effect a practical, wort
these areas are evidences of administrative failures a
ness. It does not make-too much differencewhether t
system drinstitution under Observation is located
setting or in a depressed, rural area; it makes li

:teachers involved gre Well paid or poorly paid; i ttle conse-
quence if the majority of the students are highl tivated,'.verbal col-

-'legOoUndl,eniors, or minority group, foreign-born kindergarteners. The
kadt of tjheomatter is that most of the personnel who will be'working in

:thesp varied settings and situations will approach their responsibili--
.ties wi.th varying degrees of apprehensiveness and uncertainty. Further-
more, once these instructors have gathed experience in their school sys-
tems, there will be a continuous need to stimulate, encourage, and re-
tain them. The-alert administrator realizes that the "experienced"
staff member who is starting to utilize last year's lesson plans,needs
just as much attention as the fearful substitute who appears for'his
opening 'day'assignment.

staffpt-
s of many cor-

hile program in
d shortsighted-
e individual school
'A swank, suburban

e differe

Obstacles to Correctional Education

need to assist staff in gaining
been especially critical in correctional
,nel, who are members of an institutional ed
task of dealing with the school failures
woricing with delinquent, often times h
cational administrators have had to c
training, and retaining instructors

understanding' h

ce most of tht per
team have .'haal

of er school'syst
tile, "raluctant".1-

pg with the problem
schodl programs

s.
. .

ners4 4du-
frecrUiting,

ich did notof- -

fcr as attractive remuneration as su rounding "normal" school systems
did. The insecurities fostered by working with poorly motivated, em-
tionally disturbed adolesCents have made it mandatory for supervisors
to focus upon staff orientation and in-service training, since most of
the current teachertraining institutions spend little time on how to
cope with offenders of this kind. 'Furthermore, too many of the teachers
who appear on the scene to work with theee culturally depresed, troubled

3 I
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yo6ths are froM middle class backgrounds and have little understanding
Of the motivations, experiences, or aspirations of .these students.

A further complicating issue is that in most facilities dealing
with delinquent youth, there is usually a serious hiatus between treat,
ment personnel (teachers social workers) and custodial personnel (guards).
Since the treatment staff is usually outnumbered, the authoritarian at-
mosphere of most institutions in which correctional educational programs
are to be found makes for incieased insecurities on the .part of the teach-
ers. Many of the treatment personnel do not help when,theyassume a con-
descending, "I-'m the professional" attitude and think that, their total
obligation is to solely assist the inmate. The austodial'arm of the fa-

cility feels burdened with- the respontibility'of 'onfinement rather than

correction since'little,credit is given them for rghabilitetionf but much
woe can be heaped upon them should an.offender depart prematurely. The

treatment staff is`concerned,with a long -range outlook' of reformation,
while thecustodiel branch too often is concerned about the safekeeping
of its ,charges during each eight-hour tour of'cluty. Botliapproaches
need Co be modified and made more realistic. Fortunatel7 some rapid

stride's in this area have been ,made int-ecent years. :

.

Proper Orientation Procedure-

.The basic approaches and ingredients of a good-, sensible orienta-
tion program and in-service tiaiding :plan are common to all-school set-

tings, as mentioned before. Let us first turn attention to proper on -°

entation procedures.

Kimbal Wiles (1952) outlines the need for such a program. He states

that one of -the first respOnsibilities of a supervisor to a new employee

is to make him feel that he is wanted. 'Too often new teachers, get the

.feeling that no one cares whether they are on the job or not. Making a

new teacher welcome involves syecifiCAhings and specific steps;

a. Have the supervisor or teacher-committee 'contact the new-
comer long before his actual teaching assignmeiit'begins.

A brief note of welcome could dra lot to Bolster morale,
of the new, apprehensive teachdt. . If the new teacher is
coming from out of town, suggestions should be made con-
cerning suitable housing (outside of the institution, if
-this is to be his teaching setting) for his length of
stay.

. All pertinent and up-to-date i'nformatibn about the com-
munity in which he will teach should be tendered to him
in the form'of local newspapers; teaching kits, and per-

..

sonal notes., The, institutional community usually will
have"many materials which should.be offered in addition
to the surrounding neighborhood 'data.

rf"

c. .Conditions of employment, salary, pensions, hourS, and
legal responsibility should be carefully discusSed between

302
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the supervisor and the new teacher. This is especialfy.im-
' portant in an institutional setting because of tht legal
complications of inmates' rights, contrat;and, and 'restric-

tions.

d. The new teacher's duties (academic, admi:nistrative,'and
social) should be carefully-explained La him so 'as Ct -let
him know what is expected. :

e. A pre-school conference should be litilized.to allow the
perspective teacher to meet the other members, of the fa--:.
culty and institutional staff. This shoUld be .conducted-
in an informal-fashion, and the newcomer shouja:definfte-
ly be introducgd to the maintenance' Men,,the guidance' -.
counselor, the :school clerks, and the correctional. force,
as well asother'speCialists towhom Tie dight turn for
help in special problems which arise during the School.
year, To this end it has been Suggested tbae*e teach-
er spend mora time'right in.the,cell blocks, miss
workao$s, so that,she-can learfl something, of the, other
staff membtfs' re4onsibt1ity and'can view°the bffender' .

at his worstas well as at his best in settings other
,

'than.an'interesting,chaSsroom. ,
-

.

e . -.

f. All cumulatfve"records and reports concerning the pupils.
.

'

in'claSs should tie made availablefor his sCrUilnY;-arrld
Teachers ana o.th'eestaffmembers who are familiar With -.

specificproblem cases in his.clhss 'shoul0eavailahle :.
-,

for conferenVds with him.-. .
t

" 1 A

..
. ,.

g ,Arl-recAds and repotts which must' be kept by the tegcher
should be explained by either an Aasignedteacher, or by..,.

.

one of the supervisors. s, , .

h Thehardware and software to be used during, the coming '-
term should be placed in the new teacher's hands as soon
as possible to afford,him the opportunity to acqUaint him-
self with them. As soon as feasible, permit the new teach-
er to- order supplementary material with which he 'is famil-

,iar.

Try to get the new teacher Working with other staff members
in committees an real problems concerned with policy,"pro-
cedures and programming. Be-sure that he is assignel to a
committee.in'which his potential may be realized.

,

Engagethe newcomer in the school's intenviS'itationprogram,
and'bd sure to point out to him that the school hope's he
will be able to contributenew approaches to the-procedures.

Arrange to have demonstrations by the supervisors or spe-
ciLists in various subject matter fields.

303
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1. Have Short, informal observations by the supervisor and
stress the positive, concrete results that the newcomer
has obtained in his teaching.

:tiew..Teacher 'Obligations
.

4! :The responsibility for an effective orientation pnogtarkdoes not :.

'lie-',entirely with the schqol,administrator. The new teacher has some
- obligations as well. Although the suggestions of, Edward'G. Olsen, (1934}

pertain to Community school setting's) the prospective eacher in_ an in-
stitutional -setting can adapt and utilize' theft as

k

a. .study- the correctionalsetting and community,. . ils
mores and custqms, fadtions, and cleamages-rri4ds end
values" . . leaders and, "causes."

,
'b. Make A-wide variety bf s ital. contacts with pepple4of dif-

feent ages, races, tionalities',lasseg, political and
r6ligiots beliefs . helples'san the 'Social difference:
between teachers and other- occupatiopal groups.

n

-Become acquainted with communityagencies
ers, aid demonstrate your interest-in' cooperating with .

:them. .

.

.
. .

.Attjnd public meetings in the Community, talk witlf,people .

introduce yourself,' express your appreciation pf N.That
4 -P others do forcommuriity welfare:
. ,

e. Participate. with,others in studying community needs and at-,
tacking community problems . be more interested in helpu
ing groups formulate and achieve civic pbrposes than in se'- '

curing personal or institutional publicity.

f. Become pald'-versed inechniques of scientific ,thinking . .

remain Objective.

Guidelines for In- Ser,vice Education,

Concomitant with the responsibility of initiating a 'practical orien-
tation program for newcomers is the administrator's obligatiori to encourl,
age staff to participate in a present in-service training program. Moxphet

,(1967) mentions the need to reorganize and, improve college and-university
programs of-teacher preparation. He states that both college And,publie
.school authorities have been studying the teacher'education program in
institutions for higher learning with. the idea'that improvements in the
teacher preparation curriculum can and shotTld result in better prepared
teachers. He emftasizes, however, that regardless of the excellence of
the work in teacher education institutions, every school system needs a
good in-service program fOr the improvement of teachers andktraining pro-
grams. 3'
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Parker has presented a number of guidelines for in-service educa-
tion., There is general expectation in the community and in the correc-
tional setting that the educational program and the contributions of
the staff will be constantly improved. The following guidelines are
adopted from Parker.

a. The climate within the group should ibe'c(41dUcive,to build-
ing mutual respect, confidence, sup.port,and creativeness.

'b. All members of the group' are encouraged to propose and dis-
cuss new ideas; a'nd:to tryout those that seem promising.

.

'
c. The fact thee individual members of. ,the group differ is rec-.

ogNized and :each ins encouraged to make his contribution in
his own way..

d. Educator,s are encouraged. as individuaLp_and as members. of
`,gtoup't to formulate goals and plans and to work on prob.-
, lems that are meanineful'to them.

e. Procedures for moving from decisions into programs of ac-
tion are apt, as simple as'possible.

f. 'Appropriate resources are identified, madefaveilable, abd
utilized as 'needed.

g. Provi6ions for appiaisal are developed as an integral as.-

pect'of the'p'rogram: and the,result'are utilized in ef-
fect,ing improvements. -

There are many specific' step'S and procedures which'have been suc-
,cessfully utilized in enlightened school systems. Educational admin-

s'istration inaterial abounds with these suggestions, and some of them are:

e. Through observation and informal talk% with his, teachers,
the supervisor. should discover the needs of 'each teacher
on 'his staff. Needs will vary with individual differences
of talent, readineps, and training.

b. .The,supervis'or should ma g himself a cOMpeterit leader. Be-

fdre hesuggeses4a weaknesp, he-should be able to make def-
inite suggeStions for'improvement. Therefore, he must have

e..1'good knowledge of good teacl4ng techn).ques, how to obtain
expert'paidance in special areas.

c. The teacher must be able to recognize his own needs, and de-
sire improvement. This cap be done by any method that al-
lows the teacher to share in the &Valued° of himself and
the planning for his own improvement with he guidance of
his supervisor.

d. Should there be staff that are particularly disinterested'

3
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in implementing a new field such as developmental arith-
metic, it may -be better for the supervisot to start over
with a few interested, competent teacherff:with whom he
will be assured of success.

e. Curriculum committees of teachers should be organized for
allotting time before the term begins and during school
hours for discussions to be held .concerned with improv-
ing the existing curriculum. Teachers see the need for
constant revisions and improvement and this will lead to
,teacher growth.

f. Faculty meetings, which include everyone and which deal
with total problems, are valuable for clarifying teacher
'thinking if they are conducted in a truly democratic
fashion.

g, Teachers §Ihould be encouraged to participate in workshops
conducted by proessional institutions or by their own

-faculty'. Working with other teachers who are 'confronted
with similar probleMs is'invaluable.

h. Masters and doctoral candidates should be encouragedsto be
-concerned with practical school system:problem inftheir
studies, and theadmrhistration.should'do its utmost to
cooperate and,aid the-candidate.

i. Teachers should attend conventions and professional
meetings with the blessings of the adminiistration. They
should be asked to report back, to. the rest of the:staff.

j With discretion and moderation, thp,administration sho0d
employ paid consultantg who. are experts in Varidussfields
to advise the teachers. 4.

ft

, 7

Th supervisor "himself" should put on demonStratiokles-
sons at times to show the faculty new.techniqueo.

. t.
4t

The admimstration should establish apprentice intern train- - .

ing for prospective administrators. These teachers should
work closely with the principals 'on tasks which they will
have to cope with later in their careers'

m. The administration should place at the digposal-of the fac=
ulty current professional literature, films; and other vis=
ual aids.

Attitudes are important considerations in the implementing Of a
sound adult basic education program. ffa teacher, as Albert Lynd (1953)
describes, pursues further training for,which ,he-feels noneed simply to

get a pay increment-,the program will pro6ably be ineffectual:, HowOver,
if the situation exists as Ruth Strang (19511) describes, the situation '*
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is well in hand.

Guidance and Correction Through Adult Basic Education

The great underlying principle in the field of corrections is that
a large percent of offenders can be corrected and that the reformation
is the right of the offender and the duty of society.

Crime is usually the expression of a weakness, mental, moral, phy-
sical or a combination of two or more of them. With proper knowledge of
the law, and a better understanding of the demands of society, the chance
of crime is lessened. Also, through increased skill there is greater
opportunity for the educated ex-offender to find stable, useful employ-
ment, thus facilitating his readjustment.

Offenders/4n institutions range from the college graduate to a high
percentage of illiterates. The adult basic education programs of a cor-
rectional institution then must shoulder the responsibility of taking
the offender just as he arrives, with all his neglected faculties, weak-
nesses and defects. The adult basic education program cannot be satis-
fied with merely giving the offdnder a scholastic and vocational educa-
tion, but must bolster him up ih all his weak points for future desira-
ble social behavior.

Aims'of an adult Basic Educalidn Program as it Relates to
Social and Vocational Guidance in. Correctional Settings

Adult Tasic Education Guidance in Social Education

Social education embraces all those educational activities Whose
major purposes are to revise attitudes toward social institutions and
the individual's relationship to them, and to develop interest and skills
needed in acceptable social living. Such activities are not designed to
develop the skills and knowledges of specific trades, but to provide the
training basic to all desirable human relationships. "Bill not only
lacks trade skills but carries a chip on his shoulders thinking everyone
is crooked, that government is a racket, and that the only.way to get
along is to be sure of-your own cut, 'Do the other fellow -before he does
you. Bill is in dire need of social education."

This should not be taken to mean that social education is more im-

portant,than other types of education. Quite the contrary. The educa-
tion of an individual must include growth along vocational and social
lines at the same time. Many elements of vocational training affect at-
titudes and therefore further social education, while many ele ents of
social education contribute to vocational efficiency., Soci education
is.the development of marketable skills.

Activities in the social education field are:
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le The academic subjects: social studies, history, geography,
English, mathematics,' general science.

2. Mental hygiene: classes in personality development, consul-
tations and guidance.

3. Health and phys cal education: classes in personal hygiene
and health.

4. Recreational activities: sports, games, entertainment, hob-
bies, clubs, publications, Leading, organizations:

C ry
1

5. Arts: music, dramatics, sculpture, painting, and sketching.,
1,.:

v- 7
.1. -e . r 't

6. ___Cult-ttr-alp-zreelOpment: discussion grpups, library reer-ch,
...

, .

....

-- and reading, personal relations. ,

f

7 o ' Co
'A

ft, .. . ' ';: o ,

7. The aims, then, of social education tArotigh adulc-basid education
If to: t

C

are: ..
.

. k - e

.
'-4 o ..'.e.

1. To bring the offender to adopt goals and aelitudes which axe '

c

in accord with those of society. I .: et .-
G " 4,

2. To show the offender that by.turthering the interests and",,.-..

A

. -..

standards of worthwhile social groups, avdjaving pride'tp ...

contributing to and participating in aphi"eVing group goals
.1

,

builds growth and confidence. ..,
,

- .. .

/ o
..

Ca. c- ' o.
3. To develop points of view which 'will, make apparent to the -,

offender the futility of committing. criminal Sctei:and the!
. a ,.

advantages of law abiding post:pnstitutronal 'living. ,

- ,
.

4. To stimulate and develo.desirable interests which'will en-
able the individual tolii)'e'a wbrthWhileand yet interesting
life including his leisure time interests and:Activities. '

- .- , , , .

.
5. To stimulate and make possible sustained ifiterest and effort

toward self-improvement. e

. ,, 0. . , '.o.
,

6. To develop skills, understanding, and knowledge which will.
enable the individual to perform the osdipary duties of
every efficient citizen. .

... :

'f
. e'. ,. 4 °

Any program of social studies must be basedon realistic underitand-
ing of modem conditions and how they come to be*: ,This-Wpartieularly"
true of social studies'in correctional settings. ,itAs very important,
therefore, that proper guidance is given because it is:the coMpiexity,or

- ---modern living that makes adjustment difficult for:111,e,releated inmiite.-,..,
,I. ,

, r

Because of many major changes the needs of'society elso change,.

,Basic institutions such as the church-and school are finding it neces-.

sary to revise their objectiyes 'atutprOcedures if they\are to survive

and function in modsin liLing.
3 2 2
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;
Ail

.
ti,a6 meads.,.theli, that whilct- science and'inventioDin physical

%. fkelds-hele developed unbeliebli, social invention has. , People
.

.. those days are confused.in their ,thinking;nothing stems certain; .the ,. . .;

,

.
1 '--. future seems hopeless to many/ The vital questions, tyellAited Ste/tds

.

ane: k Can sufficie,,n general socidl,inelligende'be deVeloped,in die
majority'of citizens to enable aemoc±atic gpvernment to colacinue to fudc-

..

':tiDn? (2 Can democracy deVefop..fcaders and a'social and'eccnomit ldrr :. . ',

. .... gaaiaation which will e-nable-all Our people to /ive'vatisVacrofi lives? '

liuidancle in adult basic educatipuis a'vInal,necessi4 If thgse.stlest,ions e
are to -b answered in the affirmative.

.

, ..

-4)
. , ,

'";. ,.The individuals behind correctional settiggs are the products of . -

' '''... . our confused society. .'Through this confusion 6hey.hava devdloped.many t

.

°' ,errdne, dus,pnthcbrrupt'.notions.:,.In addition'to tfie. organized activities.
S5

listed, ilC,must not ke forgotten that social 'education depends in large
; 1

t ,,. meespre upon the entire morale of tie ins-titutiori'ghd'the contacts13e-. !:

tween %nmate, correctibnal officer (guard)., supervisor., and ofherpei:
. sondel. 'Desirable changesof attitude often cometthroughthe way irk'

which an anders6anding crew supervisor or guard handles an offender anti'
the fairness with which' insqtutitinal policies are formulated and,admin.
istered.

Vocational Guidance in Adult Basic Education

t is evident-;that the guidance governing a program of mocatidnal,
education withiA the correctional,institution must be influenced largbly
by conditions as they actually exist in the occupational world in whidi
the released offender_ must. eventually find employment.

Occupational trends during recent decades have undergone a rapid
= transition. Pon a considerable period, basic industrial methods and,
trade practices'remainedmore or less'static. Apprenticeship systems.
followed an acdeptd,routine. Each vocation had a recognized content
of basic proceyes and essential skills and their attainment waS_Aossibie
within a reasonable apprenticesili period. ' 6

+

e
The rapid technological develdpments of the Machine Age and Power,

' Age have resulted in a multitude 'of problems which haye changed the en-
tire front of vocational education. :Modenn productive methods have .

brought about intensive specializatidn in straight-lige productiod op-
erations bn the one'lland,,anci an increased.demana'for highly skilled
tool and'dLe makers and technicians on,the other. -Tbe "occupational
shift" in employmCnt opportunities, as a result' of nO'inventions and
revolutionary changes itr industrial pr6cosses, in additibn to the,dis.-,
appearance of, frontrers-; have decreased the demand fr trained workers
in some vocation& and increased the demand in others. These sudden shifts
in demands 'for vocational slang- hav'e.frequently le'f't many trained work-

er8 without a means of earning a living.
; , ,

Industries have expanded until the man -to -man Contact between em-
ployer and employee has been almost completely lost. Generally the

323
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"boss" is an employee working for many'thOnsands 'of "owner" stockholders.
residing inall parts of the country. Group rather;than individual bar:
gaining has been the result., Woukers,have organized, employers have or-
'ganized-, and their diEferencesare'-,settled by "arbitrating committee's'."

. ,It is"..evidenr that the relationships' existing between emplOyee and em-

plOirhave become, so, remote and so complicated 'that the worker must
have a fundamental grasp of the social'ald'economic phase's of this ie-
lat/onship. Knowledge, mot emotion, shauld govern the relationships.of
the worker with his ,employers, with his government, in his election ,of
responsibleofficets for hislunion, and in geheeal response to the,so-

- cial and economic environment. . . .

t ' . !

1
f '''' , p

..,.! p .

. Another aspect .of .our ihdpstrial system which affects vocational
A .e.514C4/on'is,Ehat: produteion is geared 4 to suChan extent that it is

seldom if. ever in _step with dement.. The resulting "peaks'.' and "slump's"

in che economic, curve mean oa constantly changing picture of overtime or
unemliloymen't for modern-workers. The accelerated production per man has

. .so exceeded the public's-ability to purChase the individual, worker's
potential output that his employment span. is constantly decreasing. AS

a result, ybo.th -flnds:it difficalt'to secure employment-2 and 'men, still

; .

Young, find that they have T.,eached their limistdfusefulness. in some
.

,.. oceupptiqns. Thus today, vocational .guidante'in'aduit basic education
id dare essential than ever. Preparedness Cannot bi,achieved unless
pyograms for vocational training' are designed to meet 'current occupa-

. tiO .n41 demands.
..

- -

. .. .,..

A-

. The offender, upon release, if his period of-confinement has been
of any, great length, faces an unfamiliar world. He Must be urainato
live'succeSsfully in that world% If he is not, he will shortly return
.to confinementand again becomes an expensive burden upon the taxpayer.
Todaymore than 90 percent of all offenders are released from,cbrreceive
settings within a few years. These individuals must Se equipped to'earn
a living j.n a highly competitive and rapidly changing world if they are

to use'fair meaps of securing food, shelter and clothing... This requires
an adult,-basic gducatioci program with prqper guidance in vocational train-
ing which, is based upon individual offender -needs aS well as upon the ,

existing employment: situation. Any acceptable Ph4osophy of vocational
L education must he based. upon the results of factual researcmh,saild,mnst

be fleXible in practice and outcomes as the changing environment for

'which it trains.
A

u . .

The,current emvloydent situation demands workers trained ih a wide

variety cd skills. The lowe.c the skill required,the greater the avail-
able supply of workers apc,hence the greater risk o't unemployment. It

,isevident), _therefore, that those of lower mentality can be trained for

employments in 'Jobs within their-.capacity butthat the wider the range
of oCcupations:mastered'up to a:limitgd levellof achievement, the great-
er the oppottupity for continuous.employment. In other words, our vo7

cational education poficy, must include bpth7vertical and horizontal
training. Vertical training'applies,to those individuals,possessing
considerable vocational 'capacity. Such individuals should be trainedin-'
tensively'to attain a High degree of skill in a"partistilar vocation.
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. -,, .
. .

.'-' ,. .

Horizontaj training applies to°those inmates who capacity tobe trained .
is low; such individuajs should receive training'in-seVera.1 trades,. hdt
only those skills should be taught'which: the 'incri4idual,canaCmilire.

.. , . . ... ,,s . , .
.

.,.. ,. _I
The .offender released'fromfa-Correctional-instittition shouldwhave

.

acquired not. only usable,skills but that pride in'high-grade performance
which will:edable.him .to enjoy_doing a jo.b w11. 1-le 'must be trained; to

the point where he gains-more satfsf'action from. the performance of'fegit-
q

.4,
0

tmateowbrk than from criminal. activities. Thescapacity to perfOrm;Ole ..r.:rskills cff*an2"occupation better than someone else, and the ability-to in-.. ,-.
Eerpret the "cause and effect" ofthe teChnical phased of each operation
aligead to satisfaction which can eventually replaCe.lesssocially,de-% -,
-sirab/e-ones. . ,

. r.

. .

No matter how' thoroughlya,man is 'trained, the prOcesses4and the
machine upon which he works will'change. His training, therefore, must
extend beyond the pure habit` stage. Habitual skill; must be based up,- ',

.

on a background of technical information through which the worker can
'reason from cause to effect in order that. he may make proper adjustment -

to the daily changes and innovations taking place in his occupational
environment. He must be able to reorganize his glcills-and his concepts
in such 'a manner thathe may meet the demands of each new situation.sud-
cessfully. 6

.In addition to trainingoffenders in.oc4upational skills for use
after"release,ovbc'alional education hat another impOrtalie contribution
to make to the rehabilitation Of-offenders. ,ft has often been sald that
correctional Institlition.are breeding groands of crime: /t is-evident..
that idleness could easily foster the developthenf of'saciallY,undedirable'r
attitudes.

. .

,

N, - Vocational employthent within the institution offers experiehces and
problems which requires' thinking'alondacceptable,lines and make it po,.7
Bible for new interests to be substituted, for less desir'able'ones. 'Voce-
tionaltraining offers a medium for phYsical'activity and:emotion/11 te-
lease. inactivity breeds morbidity. and bitterness, 'and fosters aritiso, ,

cialbattitUdes and. vicious practices.. r

,
-, ,

4,
To achieve the outcomAs,discussed abo'Ve in a dorrectional ipstitu-

tion, a progrdm of vocational guidance in adult basic education programs
is essential which sill insure that each offender. is assigned to the
tasks and training best suited-to his indiv"dual'capacities, interests.
and ultimate opportunities for placement..

f;'

A Team Approach to Program Implementation'..,

In order to aceemplish the-troals and behavioral objectives estab-
lished for-your particular *ate or institution, the cooperation of all
concerned should be enlisted to implement the preseribed,pxogram, both
internally and externally. The goals should -We explicit, and all should
work toward e common goals that evolve aroynd the offender. One must.

lt
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' -..,.. .,

i

.,, . .

coordinate institutional, and community resources in
' ,implem4nt the *hgram: -,..

."

Resources - -.

Internal. :,The,following institutional people
mencthe program within the dnstitution Are:

' I 1. Superintendent (Warden)

, 0

2. Assistant Superintendent .

3: Business Manapr

.4

4 Director of Education (Academic)

5: Difector of Vocational. Education

.'6. Case Worker, (supervisor,

7. Food Manager (supervisor,

b

,

a'team approach to

who-can helps imple-
,

.

He <suppo,rts the program

wholeheartedly enddrsing
4 and giving adulrbasi4
education.high priority.

.

treatment,: He gi'Ves full `

support to theprognam by
backing.learnq.rS, teach-'
ern, and Director ofbEdu7,
cation 100'percent.

Understand financial need
successfill`progrgm--.

_He assists with the edu---

cational budget and pur-
.:haSing needs, materials,
supplies, and equipment.-

He is respanaible fOr de-
veloping and. administering

a meaningfill program ,geared

toward learnerneeds.,

He it `responsible La? keep-
ing UP with job opPortuni-
ties. and with the needs of
inqust6.

manager) :Profile ,ond programs for
'the' learner. ,--

manager)

Director

Aft

-9. Industrial Manager

10. Others

3 2 G
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He. encourages, aids, learn-

er in the program.

He coordinates physical
needs with learner needs,

He aids in planning of pro-
gram to upgrade education.



a. Job Placement Manager

' b. Pre- rolease manager

c. Chap lain

d. Director of Physical Training

11- Dottor (Medical Department)
' .

1J,..:Assestant (Associate) Warden

np

Satisfies the needs of the
r .

community, labor mErket ,

etic .
.

,He aids 'with. personnel.

prpblems such as money,-
hopsing, and ethers.

He counsels and encourages.

Instills spartSmanship.

He satisfies health needs.

Cdstody-He must understand,
the educational needs ,of
,the offender, tq dncouragd
his's'tpffadd "offender to
participate in program.

.
External. , Often, correctional educ.ntors fair' to recognize' that there

are many dommuni t7 resources which can assist them in obtaining tW.e pb
jectiyes of' theix plan. Following are a numbet of community resources
and how they can' be utilized: in the educatiOnal process. This list is
basedon 'Maddox (1970)' and is pot intended to be exhaustive.

. t i.

,l. Local school systems-. These can give advice on modern me-
dia.and tlieir util'ization. Part -time teachers may be ob-
tained 'throu'gh this source. Offenders may be enrolled in

o. local adultkeducational classes. Institutional. classes .

, 0 .may be made, a brarich,of the local school, certificatesthen cert
. and diplomas ,'can lie issued by the local schoo'l s'ystem. This

Orlptes motivation which is badly\needed ill the correctional.
,, ., .

tsetting.: : ., .0,
1"

. . s . , .. \
', k.. . e.

2. ,College and UniverSisis.' Offenders Call attend ldosl col-
, legeg On study rele,,Oe. .College staff pembers,cari give ad-,,

vjce on latesx'teChni*es in adulit educaeionc. They can as- ',

sfg.t: in, dev'eloi)ing and evalnatiag turricu1um. Resear"cht pro-

jects can be ,conducted yhich will help to improve:the in-'
S'tructional qualities of the school.

3. Adult. Basic Education Program. This priogram operated by,
the StateDepartment of Education can and does support pro-
grams of ingtructift in correctional institutions. The spe-
cial projects and teacher training institutes supported by
the, U. S. Office of Education constitute invaluable re: ,

sources for information; materials, instructional packages,'
and staff training.

4. Office of Economic Opportunity. This. organizdtion provides
funds through the' State Departmens of Education for the
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.training of teachers of adult basic 'education and c,lri 'also
`provi-de "eqdipment for reading laboratories.

-5. Manpower Development -Training Administration. this organ::
ization assists adult basic education in corrections and
vocational programs by giVing. advice and assistance in de-
yelqping the foregoing programa., Local or district Man- '
power Devel6pment Training Admilisitiration o'ffic'ers Can pro-
vide assistance..

6. Vetei-Vits Adthinistratiori. 'Assistance can be obtaindd for
individual. offenders. Payment of particulaioourses or *0

classes can be obtained. Funda'requ'ired to meet".eltpenses
',at a ,local educational facility can be obtained. The M-
eal Veteran's Administritiop should be contacted for fur-
ther information.' -

..e
`,

*.
... ,

7. Vocational Rthabilftation Admi;istration. Coungelors and
testing experts are'-atzailable to assist offenders, in plan-
ning for release. t

a

,
. . 0.. . :'....,

.4 --a% ' ' *'8. Public' Heal-th Service. Free and fnexpenivernaterials and
diiscuiSion.group speakers are .ava.klabie, tbrough this source.

94. 'Cooperative Extension ?ervice. This servic'e will prOvide,
speakers, instructio'nal, materials and demopstrations. ;Me
material, is interessing, written on the.adultlekel, and
utilized appropriate
gbqid $ourte for female institutions.,

. - '

1,0. 'Business and ,Industry.,: Business -ana;industry can'help pett tstandards' for 'voca-tiona.1 prokram&, provide spardrs,slipply
application form,t which, ean. be glup'licated 'and used' as. Cur-
riculdm material, and assi§tAin settin up vocaffehal.Shops; . 4

1f. a business or indLIS-tq `tortcludts an aily'lt basic educapion
'st

program, its dirrestor, or staff, may be to 'Lend
their expertise to an quit basic education
program. Members from industry tjill'he w111 ing ,to ,act,'on;
advisory:councils. InsUrance companies, loancompari.ies,

o ".andtrailway companies haie free materials -taliLeh can be Ai'-
tiliied in the curric,ulimi. This increases' interest which
is so desperately needed in an in'stitutiona'l setting.

Labor Unions. Selected members can act on. the advisory
council. Their .oducation officers can advise the teachers
in. the Adult basic education program regarding vocational
m terials which can be utilized in the classroom to make-

: the lasses more interesting.,

12.. Civic Clubs. Organization& in the community will often
operate branches within the institution, or even assist
with th,e edueation program.
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Each institution is different, therefore the goals and objectives
of correctional education should be relevant to the real life conditions
the parolee will meet.

Summary

/AL.
eachers may expect many kinds of assistance from the Supervisor

4 of End cation or-principal in his roles as super4isor, administrator,
.1140h&Promoter of good public relations. He should be an inspiration to

teachers add have faith in-their ability. He should kindle their en-
thusiasm for doing right by every student. He recQgAiets the ,difficUl-
tieslunder which they work. He'shares his philosophy with teachers:
his spirit pervades the school. In the light.:of his *vition, all move
forward together.

The administrator of the adult-basic educationiprogram can in turn
have access to many kinds of assistance from,bothinternal and external
resources, some of which the author hopes will be of help to the admin-
istrator who wishes to implement a good sound adult basic education pro-
gram in.a correctional. setting using the team approach.

"

Education is the vital force in the reformation of fallen men and
women: Its tendency is to quicken the intellect, inspire self-respect,
excite to higher aims and afford a healthful substitute for low and vi-
'cious amusements. Adult basic edmcation therefore is a matter of pri-
mary importance in the field o' corrections and should be carried to the
utmost exeentcdrisisen other purposes of such institutions.
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A TEAM APPROACH TO PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATIONS

James A. Williams
Missouri Intermediate Reformatory

Jeffarson City, Missouri

A

The team approach to program implementation should prbvile the full-
est-understanding and'use of total resources to meet the challenge of the
adult basic education, program in the*particular institution for which it
Is designed. The team may vary within the institution for which it is
designed dependent upon size, personnel, and locations. Involvement of
all personnel` within the institution follows the team's design and plan .
for the program.

The importance of the team approach gives total life environment
within the institution. Every individual involved in the funtion of
institutional activities from policy making to the action areas are, to
be included in the team approach. Goals and objectives cannot be met
on a narrow line folloW through of the program. Too often, the adminis-
trators, treatment, custody, and service staff khrow the program, but
there are no lines of communication or -sharing of information. Th so-

called program dies from lack of vitality, or-proceeds down narroy limits
of function without broad participation. The team approach wil roaden
lines of communication,rimprove action, and will result in the improve-
ment of the program which was designed to educate and rehabilitate inmates.

Final outcomes of evaluation and assessment in the model approach
will be improved through the team approach. Total involvement gives the
whole environment of the institution an opportunity to give its fullest
consideration to the adult basic education proiram within the institution.
Too often within an institution the narrow confines of areas of responsi-
bility function in a climate removed from other areas. The team approach
has the advantage of,staff working together for the common goal of pro-
viding-the best program' for the inmate, within that institution. New areas
of opportunity'will be revealed in meetings of the team. Total resources
will include all personnel and plant facilities available for the program.

The Director of the Department of Corrections may be an active parti-
cipant at team meetings and more than likely will.be an ex officio member
of the team. The Deputy Director may be the participant in the team meet-
ings and planning. The Warden, or Superintendent, will no doubt be the
activity chairman of the group. His endorsement and leadership will be
necessary to further the program. His leadership can provide the impetus
of dissemination of information, bringing all resources together for the
implementation meetings. Each of our institutions will no doubt have dif-
ferent tables of organization and officials within itself to make up the
team membership. The team that is proposed here will no doubt be very
similar to most of the institutions.

The Assistant Superintendents or Wardens of Custody and Treatment,
the Supervisors of Academic and Vocational Education, Director of Food
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Services, Plant Manager (Engineer), Supervisor f Industries, Chaplains,
ReCreation Director, Institutional Parole Offi ers, an the Medical and
Health Services Director should be the team,to implemen the program.
Many reerganizatians of Department of'Corrections have t ken place and
will continue to redesignate areas of responsibility by statute and, by
program to carry out the'clifferent treatment and custody functions for
the particular institutions. .Treatment functions now organized tend to
follow all of the non-custody programs for inmates. The team design
must be determined by, the very, nature of the institution where it will

work as to size, personnel, and resources, The program must follow the
guidelines of total number of inmates involved and the length of time
ttie team will have these students for the program.

The team approach has the excellent opportunity of making training
at least equal to, other functions of institutions.' It will hold its
meetings during scheduled'working hours so that the most can be done to
implement the program. The enlightenment of all team members to the
other area's of, responsibility within the institution will also be an ex-
cellent springboard for the program.

The team approach gives the institution an excellent opportunity to
, plan alternate routes to be taken in scheduling training for individuals_,
excluded from other programs because of the time, the place, and inmate's
'Work program. The one-half day work with -one -half day' training program.

lends itself to doubling the number of inmates who can participate in
academic and vocational training. 1t would then be possible to find that
more constructive program acitvities for the inmate are possible. What-
ever'the size, resources, or locati)on of the institution the team approach
will give the fullest potential I the resources and personnel for the

program. Overcoming shortcoming will be sharing of areas not previously
used-in the past.

The role of each member of the team then is more in keeping with the
role of adult basic educators elsewhere.. The shared responsibility for
the program is an imprtant part of the total individual effort in the
various areas of the institution. 'Too often the narrow limits of custody,
education, and industries, tend to encomp s only vertical importance
when 'considered separately. However, with the team approach a horizon-
tal impact upon improving the chances of th inmate achieving his goals
and objectives successfully are improved in haring the total environment.,

Implementation of the program should not e the end of the team ef-
fort. The team, effort should continue through ch inmate's successful

completion of his program. Continual and periodi eam appraisal and
reappraisal is most important if the system approach is,to yield its full-
est in the model designed for the particular institution. Improvements
apon function and performance gain can be assessed by the team in later
evaluations. Actually the positive elements of the team approach may
still need some reinforcement from outside resources, depending again
upon location and availibility of contributions to the total program.

One can see that the community resources in team planning can be

unlimited when wisely and appropriately used within the institution, if
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the resource meets the needs of the particular program. Primary con-
siderations are those associated with the leafning program of the inmate.
Programs designed f ornate blandishment or just to enlarge the peri-
meters of the insti on should be looked upon with care and avoided by
the team.

Community resources to be explored by the team should be surveyed
for potential assistance to the inmate and the inmate population. Once
again, the external organizations depend upon location, size, and the
particular area of the institution and,the community near it. NeUier ap-

proaches in correctional education have been used in releases of inmates
to attend vocational, technical, on-the-job, and other coordinated pro-
grams to assist inmates in educational and vocational training.

The team might well include,ovocational training using community
training resources to help the inmate reach his fullest potential in a
correctional setting. A review of local adult training courses in the
community will reveal a wide variety of courses being offered in the lo-
cal public schools, junior colleges, and colleges.

The team can evaluate the joint effort of the community in economic
support and purely voluntary contributions to the program. State, feder-
al, and community government agencies are within the reach of every in-
stitution. State level agencies more than willing to offer assistance
in the form of resources and advice include those concerned with educa-
tion, vocational rehabilitation, veteran's affairs, law enforcement, p6b-
lic health and welfare, manpower development and training, cooperative
extension services, aria colleges and universities. In addition, there
are many community service clubs and organizations that are more than
willing to give aid to worthy projects such as an adult basic education
program for an institution.

The team approach to bring all resources to bear upon the problem of
adult basic education in an institution has been presented only as a
guide to follow. There are certainly more external areas of involvement'
that could be explored. Once again, without being "hemmed" in by imme-
diate boundaries of site, it is pnly a small suggestion that the problems
of institutional operation be fully revealed through an honest public
relations program by the team.

The team by its very nature then has*the opportunity, the challenge,
and the ability to approach the implementation of the program within the
'institution. Its strength in horizontal approaches across areas of cus-
tody, education, administration, supporting services, treatment, and any
other program within the institution brings the resources to bear upon
the beginning of the program. Internal and external resources can cer-
tainly be more adequate than the narrow, vertical approaches of the past.

A last reminder might be that the team must have a continuous ap-
proach to stimulation of the program. First assessments should not be
considered the last. Apparent weaknesses wilrbe revealed. Strengths
that were not apparent will be revealed. But the cardinal principle for
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the program is THE ADULT BASIC EDUCATION 1ROGRAM IN THE INSTITUTION
IS TO HELP EACH INMATE REACH ISIS FULLEST POTEN7IAL AS AN INDIVIDUAL.
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THE IMPACT OF INSTITUTIONAL INVOLVEMENT

Joseph'G. Cannon
Minnesota Department of Corrections

St. Paul, Minnesota

The battle cry today, in those correctional systems that are up and
`moving toward contemporary goals, is "Involvement!" The President's Com-
mission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice recognized the
lack of "involvement" throughout the criminal justice system in this coun-
try in 1967 to the Point of referring to the.system as needing "more co-
ordination among its parts" (President's Commission, 1967, p. 12).

The degree of involvement present in any program, institution or sys-
tem, regardless of size, shape or scope, is never functioning to the de-
gree that it should. Most enlightened correctional administrators would
agree that increased involvement of various segments of the criminal jus-
tice system is needed and would certainly pay large dividends. 'Most would
also agree that greater involvement between institutional and community-
based correctional agencies, both public and private, would prove bene-
ficial% Also, many would sense a need for this same concept to be re-
flected in the jails, prisons and correctional institutions. In such
settings. the involvement would be staff-staff and staff-client centered.
Here is where the real "crunch" takes. place. Here is where it really
happens! Here is where true involvement is the most difficult to imple-'
ment and accept; yet here is where it must begin if the concept is to
survive and grow and become meaningful.

The process of involvement is the only really effective method of
acquainting the average citizen with realities regarding who the offender
is; what his potential and capacity for correction is; 'and why, for near-
ly two hundred years, the prison and lately the correctional approach
have so grossly failed in their mission to correct and'to prevent recid-
ivism. The average citizen needs to realize that offenders do not just
vanish from the face of the earth after the prison experience. On the
contrary, Glaser (1964) has stated the 99 out of every 100 are eventu-
ally released.

An example of high level involvement has been the repeated concern
demonstrated by Chief Justice Warren E. Burger in correctional matters.
He recently talked about the public reaction to the offender and impri-
sonment. The Chief Justice called it an attitude of indifference on one

hand and impatience on the other and said: "We seem to axpect the pri-
soner to return to society corrected and reamnably ready to earn an hon-
est way in life simply because we have locked him up" (Burger, 1970, P.
126) .

During tours of Maryland prisons in 1970 this same Chief Justice
walked slowly, talked with both staff and clients (inmates) and truly
dk!monstratcd a,personal desire to understand the problems, goals, and
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characteristics of both the offender (client) and the people who man the
system. He impressed both staff and clients of the system with his de-
gree of involvement and indicated many times during his tours that more
lawyerp and judges should acquaint themselves and involve themselves in
correctionarmatters.

t_i,S--The "spin off" effect of these visits by Chief Jus urger was

very positive. There existed for some time A f -eri--the part of

staff and client alike that if the Chief tice-6f13the Supreme Court
-

is becoming involved perhaps the s-frop.._e and perhaps we should be a--
bit more optimistic ahaut----cheworthwhileness of the situation in which

we find Ourselves.

The Beginning (?)

However encouraging it may be to have involvement by the Chief Jus-
tice, if it is to be truly meaningful and if it is going to survive the
many tests, involvement must begin at the staff-staff and staff-client
level. And this should be gratifying Co most of you because this is

where you are most of yOur working hours. It can happen, and I am sure

. that to a greater or lesser degree it is happening in most of your in-

stitutions. What we need to do is to be always aware of the need to ex-

pand the opportunity for a higher level of involvement. The formula for

accomplishing this is not all that complex. We in corrections will nev-
er be able eo afford complacency.

How many institution staff dining rooms today at noon will accommo-
date psychologists sitting at one table, correctional officers at another,
teachers at still another, a9d top administrative personnel in a private
dining room off the main rod% or at still another table? And we talk

about involvement?

There is danger in dealing with extreme examples of non-involvement.
Most institutions have more involvement going for them than many of us

realize. Call it cooperation or mutual concern or realistic dependency,

but it is a base from which to proceed. If this degree of involvement
did nut exist between departments and individuals within an institution,
the operation would simply cease to function,'at whatever level of effi-

ciency or inefficiency! Take for exampl4 the reception and diagnostic

process--a prime example of staff-staffstaff-client involvement.

Diagnosis and classification of the client means, in essence, under-
standing him as an individual, interpreting the factors which have caused
him to beeome anti-social, and formulating a program for his correction.

Correction of the client can be carried out in practice only by our get-

ting to know the individual as thoroughly as possible--his personality

mike -up, his strengths and weaknesses, his desires and needs and his hab-

it structure, the influence of his home, neighborhood and school, and show

thcy have interested to influence his behavior.
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Securing this vital information during the reception process must
of necessity involve, first, the client and then to a lesser or greater
degree--dependent on how good or how poor a process happens to be--the
educator, the psychologist, the social worker, the judge, the probation
officer, the classification counselor, the correctional officer, the doc-
tor, the dentist, and on and on, dependent only on the limitation of the
staffing pattern at a given institution. The point is, of course, that
these people are presently involved initially with the client and each
other in order to handle intake. Now what is needed is to deepen this
involvement and to extend it so that it will encompass the entire insti-
tutional phase of the correctional process.

Contract Programming

In Cincinnati, Ohio, over one hundred years ago, a group of prison
administrators met for the purpose of discussing common problems and
founded what is now the American Correctional Association. At that meet-
ing these men set down a "Statement of Twenty-two Principles."

Among the twenty-two were these:

--Reformation, not vindictive suffering, should be the purpose
of penal treatment of prisoners.

-The prisoner should be made to realize that his .destiny is in
his own hands.

--Prison discipline should be such as to gain the will of the
prisoner and conserve his self-respect.

-The aim of the prison should be to make-industrious free men
rather than orderly and obedient prisoners.

Menninger (1966), referring to these principles states: "Can any-
une read these amazingly intelligent, high-mdnded, far visioned 'princi-
ples' without a surge of admiration for the humanity and intelligence
of our long dead predecessors, and a sigh of regret for the dismal con-
trast of present practice with these noble ideals? (p. 219)."

Contract programming involves the client from the very beginning.
He would know exactly what the contract consists of and would carry con-
siderable responsibility for measuring his own progress. This approach
to correction would of necessity involve the parole board and staff re-
presentation from different departments in the institution. After ini-
tial experimentation, this concept could easily be extended into the free
community involving the filed parole agents aid various public and pri-
vate agencies that supply supplementary services.

Community Residential Centers

The involvement of the community cannot be more effectively accom-
plished than through the establishment of community resident' exs.
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These centers cannot be successful without plugging into community re-
sources and in turn enabling the community to plug into the correctional
process through such facilities.

Initially such centers will of necessity be administered by the in-
stitution or correctional system. "Iteally it'45hould be a"Project,under-
taken jointly by corrections and a publictor private, profit or non-
profit organization, group or individual. The people froM the community
should have personal or official ties with the neighbt)rhood in which the
residential center is to be located. This is nota necessity but rather
a desirable preference.

The future of corrections` rests with the community-based concept.
This is because if correctional programming is to be successful, it must
have the understanding, support:and, yes, involvement of the_peop,10 _

from whence the client came and to whom he will return upon release from
the criminal justice system. The client of the system needs the commu-
nity as much as the Teople of the community need him to become a produc-
trve-,well-adjusted citizen of the community.

ttf

The development of a network of such centers would certainly serve
a multi-purpose role. Often judges will say, "If I just had an option,
short of commitment to a major state institution, but something more struc-
tured than probation." Parole board members echo the same thinking re-
garding a continuance in an institution vs. parole supervision in the
community. The residential, center would create options at both ends of
the correctional spect:um, an'd would do sb effectively!

Moving a step further with the same concept, piobation and parole
agents in the community often hesitate to recommend revocation for their
clients knowing that once such an action is initiated the probationer or
parolee is too often on his way to an over-crowded, under-staf,fed insti-
tution that tends to be an over -kill action. Again, the residential
center can be the halfway in orhalfway back facility that is capable of.
adding structure to a shaky period of adjustment.;

Strategies

There are many formal and informal methods,of planning-and imple-
mentin broader, more in-depth involvement. We have'_ touched on the need

for the movement to begin on the line" in the ranks of the correction;31.

process. The other side_of that coin: of course, is for the man at the
top, or in the middle, however he-sees it, to be in favor and re-enforc4,',

ingl'of such change.

In one state the Commissioncrofthe DepartMent of CorrectiOns cre-
nted a new clas:;ifikation series and called il "Correctional Counselors."

In ordot for present "Correctional .Counselors" to move into the more

rahle tsit;nittL,nit :,alar,v increase) "Correcticnal Counselor" Series,

wa. !le( \'';`,.1) v 01- thcn3 to successfOlv take A.A. degree level work in

th IRhavior sitynjs and express 'a willingness to work more clOsely with
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the clients as individuals and in groups. 'The, response was very grati-
fying. ',..

This same Commissioner has invited the new and more experiencpd em-
ployees undergoing this training to spen4 a day at his side as he meets
the challenge of his work day in the central administrative offices or
wherever his duties might take him. There have been may "takers" of
this offer.

,

The same concept can be followed in the institution. The edudator
may spend "a'clay with the Captain" or with the Sergeant; the psYcholo-
gist "a day with tfie educator" or the social worker. Members of the cli
ent council,,,,may spend."a day with" just'about any staff member. Just

about any,staf,f member or-a msb
Warden.

the client council may spend "a
day with" the Warden or Assoaae arden. Would this procedure,be all
that 'difficult when one really ponders the feasibility?

Client councils or some form of client government in an institution
would certainly be an important move toward greater involvement at the
client-staff and staff-staff level. Much of the recorded criticism of
both client councils and client government in institutions has been the
direct result of non-involvement of staff in both activities. There have

been instances where staff have actually,withdrawn from such attempts on
the part of the c11ent group to "get things-together." If, however, such

activities wererProperly interpreted to'staff and the project could be
jointly sponsored and endorsed by staff and client, then either the coun-
cil or governing body could become splendid :Vehicles fT. meaningful in
volvement.

There are of course the more traditional and-much less exciting staff,

meetings, This method should not at, all be discounted because of its more,
traditional role in the organization,, There are staff meetings and then

there "are" staff Meetings! More frequent, .more informal and those that
cut across all disciplines in an institution, with periodic attendance,,

representatiVes of the client council or governing, body, would be a'

great improvement over what---traai-t-ionally_ga_as as staff meetings'.

Handicaps

The greatest imRediMent to more meaningful involvement'at all rungs
of the orga tfonal ladder is the indiVidual staff member or client.

Hi ature being what it is, the individual tends to tesist,change.

----- The old aclago, "We. have met the enemy and he is us" is so true; so true!

Someone said recently that during the many years that he has been
In the correctional field he has heard so many theories proposed ihd

Lew implemented4 Then; of courso,,s-we have those btautiful "principle's

01 1870." The correctional field is hurting for "shakers and doer's."

This is why it is,a pleasure to be associated with this current effort

iii dull basic education,- 1 believe that it 0 a classic example of what

the correctional fieldneods today, not only in education but across the
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entire field--an assessment Of-each functIon.fer the put-Pose of getting'

.

more on tar relative to the needs of the clientof the 'system.

"Attica" brought corrections into tha4onversations of millions
throughout the world. The.publid,may,baVe seen, shocked, but perhaps fOr
different reasohs. Apparently the truth still "is in the ,eyes-of the
beholder." .It has been long knOin thatfor many offenders, corrections
does not-correct. Experts within the system are saying outwardly that
prison conditions for many clients prevent, rather than assist in their

,ability to make an accepted adjustment when they are released.

Why has change been so slow? Part of this answer lies with the in-
terest level of each 61=aff person involved in a correctional effort.
Part of this an§wer also lies with the degree of personal,cormmitment that
each staff Person carries with him to the institution each morning.

Summary

;The degree of 4mpact of institutional involvement can make the dif-,
Terence between a client'leaving an institution better for the total ex-
perience, more independent and able to cope, or as a more dependent; per-
son than when he was first committed. The goal of the staff of an insti-
tution should be to .educe 'dependency. The principal method of reducing
dependency is involvement of.the dependent'person-throughout the entire
correctional process in decision- making." This is the beauty of contrast
=programming. ,Everyone possible needs to bye involved in the putting to-
gether of the,"reelPe."- This is where it'happens;.this,is where. it must
begin.

,

Another area that needs exploring is, the concept of exchanging staff -*

betweer.institution and between field.services and institutions. There
is a warden of a major stAe-instftution who began his career as a "guard"
in that same institution. Early in his career this man continued. hip
'educational efforts :and ,was promoted to a classification counsOpr POsi--.
Lion. He took an educational leave efatisence, acquired an advancedde-
gree and returned to the same'institutlon as Supervisor of. Classification.

.

. He moved laterally to a Superviser's-positiom in Field Services, was pro-
moted to Director of field Services and later promoted to the Wardenship
of the institution in which he began This career service. He may just he -., ,

the most outstanding Warden in this country today. Why.? Because the -Sys-

tem pjrmitted and encouragdd-mobility of its'personnel,and encouraged:,
-personnel' to continue their pursuit of knowledge. .

..

.

. . ,

.

We have a long way to travel. But forhe first time in many years.'

the focus is on corrections nationally. The Presi.dem'eConference in
Williamsburg, Virginia, in earlyDecember of last year is a clear demon-

stration of th.e conccrn and involvement-of ttte federal government. The

S.ife Streets Act of 1967 and the Subselptent puttin:together oftbe Law,
Lntorcement.Assistance Administratronare cenCrcte'and solid examples of
Lommitment to thbettermcht of the field of correcdiong and the entire
criminal justice system. '

:"
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I

Correctional staff today are in the early stages of a great .adven-
ture. If they are sensitive to the changes tkingplace in the field
around them they can feel a sense of new direction and a fresh impetus.
It is difficult to be alive and in the field and not be fully involved!'
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THE IMPACT OF INSTITUTIONAL INVOLVEMENT

Louis S. Nelson
California State Prison
San Quentin, California

Introduction

Institution involvement as defined in this paper is the interaction
between inmates, staff, and community. The'impact of institutional in-
volvement occurs at four levels: First, the impact of inmate - with in-
mate; second, the impact of inmate with staff; third, the impact of staff
with staff; and fourth, the impact of community upOn inmate and staff.
There can be no doubt that involvement exists, and as it exists, the ques-
tion arises as to what difference does it make or what is the.impact.
There are also several possible reactions: First, do nothing; second,
res,ist; third, constructively channel it.

One of the first questions that must be asked about involvement is
. why is it occurV.ng. Actually, involvement is a sign of our tines. We

Are familiar with many contemporary forms of involvement. Some of these

are the current rebellion of youth, expanded civil rights Movement, re-
volutionary political philosophies, alignment with radical groups, and
emerging minorities. Out of these, contemporary forms come constructive

and destructive activities, Some of the constructive activities include
the Peace Corpq, ecology, urban renewal, ransportation, citizen advisory
groups, and the birth of new social institutions to deal with stress,
suicide, senescene, alcoholism, narcotic addiction, veneral, disease,
poverty, ignorance, discfimination, crime and delinquency. Some of the.

destructive activities encompass bombings, strikes, riots; and violence
intended to disrupt the orderly operation of the community or institu-

tion.

A second consideration to be made concerning involvement is its ef-
fects upon established institutions such as prisons,.] ails, schools,
courts, churches, the family, and the individual. ,The periodit public
interest in prisons and prison reform is an example of the effects of

involvement. ,
r.

- I.
A third consideration regarding involvement is the underlying be-

liefs of'the people which generate involvement. These, beliefs are for

thcimost part culturally determined and might exist either consciously or
unconsciously. A belief, peculiar to the people of the estern world

is that the prison has a dual function: the protection of society from
the offender, and the preparation for re- entry into the,community by the
offender who is better equipped to participate as a law abiding, produc-

tive membei of society.

Before a choice can be made as to how the impact of institutional
Ovofirement will be met, it is, necessary to carefully examine present
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forms df involvement and the 'r impact gri-"t=he total institution. It is'
obvious this involvement has oth positive and negative-Impact. and it is ,.

also obvious that the degree of impact depends upo. n the level at which
it occurs. ..

- Inmate/Inmate Impact',

The first .level o,f 'involvement-impact occurs. between inmate nd in-
mate. While it must be recognized this involvement begins e 'whole
pre-incarceration histoi-y--peer group, family; schopl church', juvenile
court, and couty jail,L.7-for the purposes of this paper the iscope will be
limited to the prison experience,

The inmate's c'hbice or 'selection of friends and 'associates in pri-
son is -probably the, most important decision he will make. From this
choice the positive or -negative impact upon his,li.fe will, in a, large
measure, be- determined.- The, rules of the' inmate society are usually
very clear cut and firm,' oftentimes even-rigid. Many times it is not
ossillle to cl-ange involvement and associates °Ver, which he has little
r no choice or control. His daily- association with other inmates on,
is work assignMent, school, and/or training are examples: At times
ther than the, prime-work dayr-evenings, week-ends, holiday, and at
eal times - -the inmate's choices of invoiment are his alOne, Further

must be recognized that his choices of asgociateS, and subsequent in-
VOlvement, are affected by current events occurring outside the prison.
For example, the minority inmate seeks to identify with other inmates
,from his ethnic group.

Inside the prison; because of his loneliness and the need to vr-
vive, the inmate becomes/ involved. The form` of involvement may be either
by coat inuati n of a gyoup participation established prior to incarcer-
Ition,. or' yb uilding /upon an area of interest. Some examples of the
former -might include Auch gangs as neo-Nazi, Black Panthers, I1&w Familia,
mafia, or in-Califoritia such. local gangs as Bakersfield, Los Angeles, and
El Paso. Some examples of the latter might include continuation of his
education or vocation, paiticipatioh in ,sports, recreational activities
such asp the library, chess, dominos, or groups With a specified intent..
IA* fuded in these groups might.be 'public speaking, Alcoholics Anonymous,
workshops in drama, film ptaoduction, drug abuse, Mensa, ethnic groups
and religious activities.' of inmate spressure or choice the in
mate may be'come involved in 'prison, gambling, narcotics, hom6Sexual-ity,
canteen or cell robbing, or-collection a-gencies..,

Tilt impact_ of involvement ehosen by the, inmate affectsThim, the in-
Stitut iun, his Camily and' the community.. If his choice is a positive one
and he follows through, he wil.l be considered' for release to the commu-
nity at -an e ir1 ier date. -If his choice is negative, he will serve a
longer incarceration period, will' enerate problems fo the institution,
his tami ty and Iht community, may suffer scri is p ysical injury, or may
clic. in prison as a result of -violence.
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What factors influence the positive or negative choice are diffi-
.cul-t.to.determine. The raw of self-preseriration may at times be the de-
ciding factor. Certainly oneoe the most important factors has to do
with the next level of involvement impact.

Inmate/Staff Impact

The second level of involvement-impact occurs between the inmate
and staff. This relationship is governed by the dual responsibility of
the prison: namely to protect soctety by confinement of the offender
and to assist the offender in his preparation for release to the commu-
nity. This dual responsibility establishes a system of priorities:
control first, then, treatment. This system'ggnerates tensions and
problems between staff and inmates. this difficult situation the
establishment of effective relationships is governed largely by the staff
attitudes toward the inmate. It is one thing to expect, the inmate to
change his attitude, behaviors, and values; it is quite another thing
to assist him.

As previously mentioned, the desire for change by the inmate is ex-
pressed in the type of involvement he chposes. If the inmate seeks help
from staff he must be receptive to staff effort. On .the other hand

staff seeks to help or assist the inmate, staff, must be receptive to the
inmate's request, problem, or situation. This' involvement, either by

inmate or staff, cannot be superficial, rather, it must be genuine. If

the involvement impact between inmate and Staff is superficial and shal-
low, the frustrations, tensions, and,problems qontinue to mount and usul
ally result in minor or major institutional disturbances. If, on the.

other hand, the involvement impact is deep and genuine, the inmate Pro-
gresses and the staff receive job satisfaction and the institution usu-
ally runs smooth. ,Truly it is the amount or degree of personal commit-.
ment each staff member carries with him to the prison each day that marks
the level of his involvement. The inmate's personal. commitment too,

marks his leyel of involvement'.,

There are some inherent dangers regarding inmate-staff involvement
that must be considered. First, the danger of producing a dependent in-

,mate. This might occur when staff does for an inmate what the inmate 1111

should do himself. This phenomenbn is probably due to staff's failure
to realize the inmate is a person and/or'staff's failure to realize that
the inmate, althoUgh he may need help, must achieve for himself. Second,

the danger of over-involvement of staff with inmates. This creates in
fact a dependent staff'which cbuld lose control of the inmate and possi-
bly the institution. Third, the'danger of the inmate becoming the tar-
,get for simplistic solutions, such as more education, religion, or train,-

trig. Despite these dangers, the ultimate responsibility for establish-

ing pogitive impact between.inmate and staff rests with staff. A meas-'

Hof this impact is dependent upon a third level of involvement.

3 1 t
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Staff/Staff Impact

The third level of involvement-impact occurs between staff and
staff. Just as the system of priorit&es--control; first, then treat-
ment--generates tensions and problems lietween staff and inmates, so does
it between staff and staff. This tension results in staff isolation and
fragmentation of the prison into staff-power groups. The impaCt of this
is readily seen by the inmate who cannot escape. The tragedy of a frag-
mented prisdn is felt by staff and inmate with a loss of job satisfac-
tion by staff. The inmate is faced with two choices, either he makes a

safe choice to avoid the staff conflicts or he is caught up in the con-
flict.

Traditionally the prison was designed to isolate the inmate from
the community. This design resulted in both isolation of the inmate and.
the staff and as long as the control function was maintained, there was
no dem&nd for change. With the adVent of modern penal practices, changes
were introduced and for the most part were resisted. It is true of
most institutions that change, if it does come at all, comes slow. Change
acts as a threat to tradition and the staff power groups built upon this
tradition.

The key to reducing this negative involvement-impact is found in
two sources. First, the cross-pollenization of control and treatment
staffs. This might be accomplished by controlstaff working in treat-
ment programs and treatment staff in contriol programs. This concept of
staff development usually results in more understanding, tolerance and
acceptance of what the other program is doing. The second key to re-
ducing the negative impact at this level and all others is to be found
in the inmate/staff involvement with the community.

Inmate/Staff/Community Impact

The fourth level of involvement-impact occurs between the inmates,
staff, and community. A certain amount of this involvement is required
by law, for example, the parole board, the courts, attorneys, parole of-
ficers. 'The balance of this involvement is generally governed by exter-
nal )r internal regulations.

The inmate's involvement with the community takes many fdfins. A
positive impact in California prisons is the degree of family contact
maintained. California research shows that those inmates who maintain
firm family contacts have a much higher success rate on parole. This
means of course, contact either by correspondence or visits. Even wider
impact occurs through contacts with labor/management, religious, educa-
tional, recreational, medical, social, and political leaders that come
to the prison voluntarily to assist the inmate. Some involvement oc-
curs through the mass media. Certainly with radio, television, books,
magazines, newspapers, periodipals, journals, tape, film, records, and
reports, much information at the local, county, state, national, and
international levels is made readily available to the inmate._ A nega=
tive impact is the internalizing of community problems within the
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institution. A positive impact is the amelioration of the isolation_
from the community. The belief that increased community involvement is
positive is reflected in California by the many community-based correc-
tional centers established, work-furlough programs, temporary passes to
the community, and the current emphasis upon the inmates re-entry into
the community.

/

The staff's involvement-impact with the community is first quite
simple. He usually lives in the community, and has the typical inter-
ests and associations of other community people. There are many pos-
sibilities for positive staff, impact with the community. Staff has a

responsibility to maintain positive public relations in the community.
, This is, many times, achieved through participation in community affairs.

If there is negative conduct in the community by staff, certainly this
receives wide attention and results in a negative impact upon the commu-
nity as well as the prison.

The agent of transition from the prison to the-community is the pa-
role agent: His impact upon the prison and community is of major impor-
tance. In this terminal involvement the parole agent represents both con-
trol and treatment: The impact of the parole agent with the inmate can-
not be over-emphasized.

/ 4
/

0 The c.. unity involvement-impact with the prison, inmates and staff
is uniqu in that it is the community to which the inmate must return;
it is t e community that sentenced the inmate to prison, and it is the
commu ty that built the prison to incarcrate the inmate. The commu-

nity truly is a reservoir of assistance, specialized skills and informa-
tio . That is important only because fhe community is willing to share
t -se with the prison inmates and staff. Some examples of this type of

.mpact include the regular prison staff, specialized educational /medical

contractual staff, consultants, and volunteers. The impact of labor and

management coming into the prison to assist the training programs is an
example of one type-of volunteer assistance.

Community assistance or involvement then falls into three types.
First, the assistance giventIthe inmate during incarceration. An example
of this is citizen participation in prison programs of religion, educa-

tion training, and recreation. Second, the assistance given the inmate

who is ready for parole or releaSe. An examplA of this is individual

and giRup participation in job placement efforts, including the provi-:
sion of hand tools and union membership when necessary. Third, the as-

sistance given the parolee when he is back in the community. Some ex-

amples of this citizen participation is found in the efforts of ethnic
groups helping the parolee find a job and a place to live. Other exam-

ples are found in ex-felon self-help groups, state,college and universi-
ty opportunity programs, and local, county, state and federal agencies
with responsibility to help the disadvantaged. The above impacts are in

the main positive. James W. L. Park, Associate Warden, San Quentin State
Pl'ison, in his paper on prison reform submitted-to the Committee on the
Judiciary, United Stats House of Representatives, San Francisco, Cali-
fornia on October 25, 1971 says:

3 I 3
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American prisons are making one of their periodic appearances
on the public stage, a phenomena that occurs at about 30-year
intervals: This wave of public interest, like those, in gen-
erations past, will undoubtedly result in some in2tease in
public understanding and in som progress in thvart of work-
ing with those who fail to, cope c ructively/With this com-
plex society. Commendably, a broad range of/the public is in-
volved, some of Whom are well-intentioned and well-informed,
some of whom are well-intentioned and poorly informed, and
regretably there are some who are neither. Those in the lat-
er category, create serious problems for those who work for

constructive change'in our system of criminal justice.

Some community impactsare negative and are disruptive to.the naF-
mal operations of the prison. These impacts cause further isolation be-
tween inmate/idmate, Inmate/staff, staff/staff, and inmate /staff /commu-
nity involvements. For example, at San Quentin, on two occasions in
1968, a new style of prison revolt was planned and activated by a mixed
community group of ex-prisoners, studdnts, academicians, and'new left
adherents. Thitse community generated revolts,point'd out, possibly for
the first time, that community people could communicate And plan with
prisoners to disrupt or terminate normal prison'4eratfons. fn August
of 1968 a,new appxoach was used by community people,fn which the nortnal
prison routine was disrupted only during the. weekend leisure time acti-
vities. . r

,
As noted above, the current public intaXest in prisons and prison

reform has provided a spring board for may community activities. These
people with their assorted revolutionaripolitical philosophies ,and other
mis-information attempt to gain admittance to the prison by the use of
many guises and pretenses, espousi g concern fpr the inmate and a "will-
ingness" to, help. This' impact c sesithe inmate to become emotionally
unstable, and to become violen ur ealistic,'and'if the impact is wide-
spread, thy: results could be aimless killing, injury, and severe destruc-,
tion of property. The end esults of this impaCi for the inmate usually
means more time to s rve, oss-of privileges, isolation, an segregation.
Staff experience a ,en of frustration and fueklity after a m&lor dis-
ruption'and question hey it wasallowed to occur. Staff may over -react

after a major disrup ion and their distrust at the'comnlunity is refleCted

, in two ways. First a limitation is.placed-Upon community access to the
prison, and second, a tight ring of security is placedover the internal
Operations of thoprison..

A11 of thege levels of involvement-impact exist in any prison and.

cannot be ignored. Every inmate and staff in a pri,son is affected by in-

volvement and cannot escape hiS responsibility to the total ,prison, If
positive involvement-impact can, i'ause a prison to run smoothly and achieve
Its objectives, con'versely, negative involvement-impact cause a prison to
shut -down and fail to achieve its objectives. The critical problem is to

develop approaches for achieving positive involvement- impact."
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Approaches for Achieving Positive Involvement-Impact

No simple set of rules or procedures can guarantee positive impact
in a prison setting. There are however, some general principles to be
considered in developing approaches leading to positive involvement-

impact. These principles affect each level.

Inmate/Inmate and Inmate/Staff Impact

A major portion of inmate time nd energy should be channeled'into
productive activities. The provision by the staff Of-effective education,
training, counseling, industrial, work, recreational/physnal,education,
music, art, crafts, hobbies, library, drama, religion, therapy, medica ,

dental, food, maintenance, mail and visiting, household, and pre-release
programs will provide for constructive use of a major portion of inmate

.

energies. . .

,

Provision for the inmate to have more stay about how the prison is
operated is not a new concept but remains as an effective management
e001.for channeling inmate involvement. The use of advisory councils , .
representing men to all areas of the prison is an example.

Opportunity for the inmate to develop alternative programsto fit
his needs should be readily,made available. Some examples are the many
types of self-help groups appearing on the prison scene.

A reduction of inmate compaction-through design and constryction of
smaller 400 to 600 man prisons may contribute to lessening the tensions,
problems and complexities of the'larger walled prison. This also pro-
vides for a lesser possibility of negative impact.

The inmate should be allowed to have some say in the decisions which
affect his program during incarceration and preparation for return to the
community. When an inmate appears before a pontifical classification com-
mittee, he seldom has much to say about his program. Institutional needs
usually have priority and assignments to food service and -the laundry or
to some clerical function or to a grounds crew usually occur. If the in-
mate presses his request for a specific program, chances are staff will
resist and he will be un-assigned or placed in the program staff feel is
best for him.

Human behavior is complex and unpredictable. BeCause it is not
known when an inmate might choose to di something constructive with his
life, it is essential that all avenues for program'irdplementation and
change in the prison remain accessible. It must not be inferred that
inmates should be given latitude to change programs at their slightest
whim. In some prisons it is easier for the inmate to see and talk to
the warden that it is his counselor.

Positive involvement by the inmate should be recognized, encouraged,
and rewarded. Some examples are the provision of special events involving

a 1
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the inmate/staff/family/community such as: art shows, music festivals,
drama, sports'events, events of significance to all cultures, beliefs,
and religious activities, graduations, field days, variety shows iu-

sidtr- ntertainment, and Mother's Day. These e s are most needed dur-
ing th times of the year when the inmate and his mily celebrated events
to ner, 4ileah as: birthdays, Than, sgiving, Christmas, New Year's, and
nniversales.

r.

The implementati n of thesUrinciples depend upon the quantity and
quality 5f inmate /staff involvement.

Staff /Staff Impact

-----------------, .A prison, today, demands stable, honest, energetic, aware, observ-*>
ant, and knowledgeable staff, carefully recruited; screened and trained

.'',and representative of the inmate ethnic balance. Staff must be stable,

tOlerant, and able to work cflmly with inmates and other staff. Honesty
and integrity are essential attributes in a prison and are equated wi,th
staff and inmate safety and the safe operation ofa prison. Staff must
have the energy to work with problem people rather than shuffle these
people to someone else. Staff must be aware of what is going on inside
the prison and especially/in their area of responsibility. By this is
meant an immediate receptiveness to sudden changes in inmate climate,
attitudes, and feelings with the ability to,remain calm and observant
and not overact.

Another type of awareness necessary is 'that awareness of community
events, trends, problems, resources, and feelings. A common hazard -1

prison is the exclusion of what is going erti in theirshit?, area, or
catian.4 This lack.of being observant poses danger to the well- of

inmates and staff. A knowledgeable staff knows the operation o
area of responsibility and further hiS a gasp of how its operation
into the tot-1--4fitionoperation,Each:staff member also realizes the need
for continuing education and training Mandated by the immediate times
and by they twenty-first century.

the development of staff/staff impact involvement to contto,l and as
'sist the Inmate is of top priority. :Needless to say, staff meeting-v-6Fri
ployee counseling, and in-service training do not guarantee desil)ed re-
sults. A teview of the literature reveals little study or research in
this vital area. The, major problem as stated earlier, is the fragmenta-
tion of staff as a result of the dual responsibilities Of the total pri-
son. There appears to be no easy or simplistic answer to this.long-ex-
istent problem. Much staff fragmentatiOn could be avoided if the staff
immediately concerned would settle or attempt to settle, operational
problems it their level. Usually, one,or both of the staff refuse to
discuss the triatter and simply refer it to their supervisor or department
head. lie in turn feels a compulsion to support his subordinate and usu-
ally he will not J-Ctempt to set up a.meeting between the two staff con-
cerned. ft is easier to pass a problem to your supervisor and let him
make the deLision. The department head refers it to the division head,
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and too many problems wind up on the warden's desk that, in fact, could
and should have been resolved by line staff.

The impact of staff isolation and resistance to change usually can
be effectively overcome by the position taken by the warden. As an ex-
ample regarding racial prejudice and racial problems the warden might
call all his staff together and discuss the differences between the va-
rious ethnic cultures and the importance of history and cultural factors
to these groups. He concludes by stating it is his desire that these

.groups shall be allowed to organize and function in order that they may.
achieve their goals through operation within approved guidelines. He is
saying he supports these activities as long as they operate within ap-
proved limits arid gdideline4and that he expects the staff to assist.
Another effective way to combat resistance to change is the development
of a climate wherein inmate or staff can prepare suggestions for change
and a procedure exists whereby these suggestions receive consideration
and response from top staff. The transfer in of staff from other.prisons
and the employme.pt,of new staff help to breakdown staff-isolation and
resistance to change. In areas which may have only one institution,
staff May assume new or trade jobs for broadening their base of experi-
ence or for other self-development..

Community Impact

The positive impact of healthy community and public relationsh-i-ps----,
has been extensively covered. previously. The people we authorize to en-
ter our prisonsfrumthe community do not always represent
claim, nor do some of these people enter prison for th
There appears to be no easy way,to rechannel thes

at they
stated purpose''.

eople to a positive
Impact. This means that these people should not be allowed in the pri-
son. Staff is responsible for the type of community people approved to
be involved in prison activities and with inmates. Staff then has
responsibility to know what the true affiliation of community pe
or groups is, and the specific purpose of their coming. 'In
of prurient interest in prisoners, jails and prisons, and
reform, it behoages every prison to maintain an up-to-d
radical, militant, revolutionary, subversive activis
of -0e community and to deny these people entranc
iS no possible justification for dangerous, di
and iroups e allowed inside aprison. .rtunately, such people con-

stitut small segment of the community =nd it is that larger section
of uctive, law-abiding citizens t t offers positive community-in-
volvement impact.

Because the prison is est .lished by the community and seeks to re-
turn men to the community., e ery means possible must be used to inform,
acquaint, and involve the community with the prison. The public infor-

-mation functions of the ..ison must be aggressive and not limit their
cltorte to passitie expl nations and reports of negative events. The hp-,

pointment of e information officer of high rank is one effec-
tivC means to accompish this. More emphasis must be placed upon the

4330
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from all areas
to the prison. There

uptive, community peo'ple
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positive achievements of inmates and staff.

Conclusions and Summary

The phenomena of involvement and their subsequent impact on the
prison are complex and cannot be treated in a simplistic or traditional
way. The way involvement-impact is handled now or will be handled in
the future will effect the lives of the inmate and staff and the very
existence of,..the prison as we know it as a viable social institution.
The tendency of some staff to discount the impact of involvement as a
passing fad and to await the return to "normalcy" is certainly unwise.
and dangerows. Involvement is here, today, and we cannot resist or
aore it. Our only choice is to attempt to constructively channel it
for the benefit of the inmate, staff, prison, and community. As Broom
abd Selznick (1968) predict:

he fluid conditionsAf a rapidly changing society are conduc-
ive to 011ective behavior. Active protests sometimes leading

--to-wdolence occur whe'n rising aspiratAans are not met by sTP.eedy

liiairsAofail to respond to the needs-of new life situations.
and visily-re seats emerge when establish-

,

cheed ch.

Swift alternatlons of war and pea e bring widespread shifts in
public opinion. ,Collectiveivi ref is underlying changes,
and in responding to them fEateates-neW pe spectivest-rte.s..__
of action, and new institutions (p. 254).
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THE IMPACT OF INSTITUTIONAL INVOLVEMENT

Don R. Erickson
South Dakota-State Penitentiary

Sioux Falls, Shuth,Dakota

Contrary to the public's outcry, educators, -sociologists, and aca-
demic penologists do not have a lock on progress in changing individuals,
curtailing recidivism, and reducing penal populations. "In spite of re-
stricted budgets, aged facilities, and failure, ringed clientele, the
"keepers" of institutions have been innovative, too. However, their in-
novation has been tempered with experience. For example, approximately
90 percent of the inmate population has dropped out of school before ob-
taining a high school diploma. The answer seems then to be to instigate
a strong educational plan--and more specifically adult basic education.
But one programCcannot do the entire job.

If we believe, and demonstrate our belief by what we budget
(an accurate barometer of executive interest)4 that the men in
our jails are going to reorganize their lives by the help of
the team of psychiatry and education only, then we are going,
to return to the street fetter adjusted and better educated
felons, but felons none the less (Glaser, 1971).

,A total program includes-security, treatment, prison_imlustries, insti-
tutional maintenance, and supportive services-..

What then, does the penal practitioner have going for him that will.
make his program more successful than those that have beenalready tried
on society's failures? HE HAS SECURITY AND A SEVERELY'GONTR014LED'ENVI-

RONMENT. He does not have outside influence such as families, friends,,
chugs or automobiles, to hamper his efforts. As this administrator plans
his program, he includes security--a valuable resource in itself and. al=
so one that can unite a more effective supportive staff if used prolATly.

But one must not forget that an inmate is handicapped by the culture he
brings with him.

Importance of Involvement

Immediate Benefits

Today an administrator realizes that the walls of prisons are being

modified. Rehabilitation is not a commodity handed to the inmate upon
release and carried by him into the community where all endi well. There

must be pre-vfanned and carefully instigated involvement of institutional
personnel and community agencies and individuals.

Community involvementAn penal programs can result in certain im-
mediate benefits. Volunteer time can increase the manpower availahl to
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the warden. New idease introduced. The public relations image of a
prison can be improv d as people develop a greater familiarity with its
operation. The p is may became more sympathetic toward a tax program,
eb support the stitution when they see that "something IS beihg done,"
and there some problems in running an institution.

13).1,e this tie to the community is not without its disadvantages.'
-The; Administration of volunteer help is time-consuming: It often means

tting up with ineffectual help. Judgments are often made on an emo-
tional basis which can result in Rclor decisions. The community person-
nel-ten o start but not carry through on programs. The "excite the--
tioo "' The controlling of contraband--a "purely mechanical' operation--
is-Made more difficult--

Lon-range Benefits

The long-range benefits deriyed from inter-involvement of community
,agencies arid institutional pepsonnel are difficult if not impassible to
evaluate. Hopefully, however,'this working together will reduce recid-
ivism, elimidate some of the public misconceptions of penal institutions,
and insure greater,responsiveness to the needs of society.

Nature of Involvement

,

Internal and External Involvement

The'natufe of this involvement at the South Dakota'State Penitenti-
ary can be, grouped along,these lines: internal pro, ams, internal' pro -
gramsutiltzing community resources, and externalograms.

Internal Programs. Internal pro s include those completely run
by prison personnel which take,p1 "inside the walls." An example of
this would be a prisariindiIS_tx such as the making of license plates.

---

--Internal Programs Utilizing Community Resources. A second classi-
.

_Citation of penitentiary programs is internal programs utilizing cm-
_

munity reg,ources. Here the people of the community bring their talents
into play,"inside thu Walls.I! 'The State Employment Office and Vocation-
al Rehabilitation Oftice send representatives.to the prigon to aid the
inmate _in seeking employment or training upon release. The Indian ,popu-
lation Is counselled by officials from the Bureau of,Indian Affairs and
the United Sioux Tribes. Services for,the visually impaired is offered
to those needing care.

Operation Stay-Out offers A series of pre-relea%e_caunsviIing seS-
:iionsfor the inmates. The presentations _ana--traillea by people of the

.

Lommunity on topics varyin 4c:A hea I care to money management to good



grooming. These meeting4 are followed by group discussions which are
. led by the; institution's educational staff.

. .
,, .

A local college is Providing in-service training for prison person-
nel. 4nd thJ InstitutiOntis providing the setting 'far,.an internship of a
Master's De'g'ree candidate. ,

.
.

..
. ,- ,

, '. , .

Voluirteers 'id theinstitUtion in a varlety,of ways: '(1) .JayCees,
.,(-2) 'Alcoholic Anenymous,.(3) ais and craft's classes-,. (4) community ath--,
leti.C.conivsts, -(5)- church-affiliated meetings, (6). a.drainaticf troupe,

-and ( -7) variqus enCertaipment,grouPs.P,
.....

-,

'

External 'Programs. A thIrd. 61pe,ofIrtygram is the'external program.
This would include times when the'ipiate or staff member,leaves the in-

.

stitutiftfor involvement in ,the community.

A group, of inmate speakersalling tbemselves.'!pperation Pitfall"- -
leave the prison IlmOst daily to meet- dith student& parents and inter-
ested people to' tell of tgeir rocky road to 4.South Dakota Srate Peni-
tentiary; They d9 this with the icrea of sCimUlating youth to examine

. .

their own'paths and.polential destinations. Thespeakerhs provide posi-
tive publicity for the institution and raise the image-of "the co'n.".
Work Release is a plan to place inmates into a job in the community -

six months before their release date. :
1

Staff members -attend,,courSes at the local colleges to increasetheir
owri,edticationarstatUS and thet?effectiveness in'dealing with the prison
population.

t

,

Functioning Effectively
.,

.

-__ The inv.olvement,of ingtitutional personnel and the community agen-
.

----...., and indfiriduals can become aft exteerj.ve operation., But-it-4 order for
Its rblic.tioning ro be an effective part of-the correctional system certain
questionSiWin be satisfactorily answered: .

---.:
,

. .

.

(1) no the prdgrams fit the objectives of the institution?
2) Who will pay Irbe the program? .

(3) What supqrvision.witl be heeded to` carry out the, programs?

Achieving Maximuth,Involvement
_

(0
Strategies !or Doyetailibg,Program

In order to achieve maximum involvement, certain strategies ,fol
dovetailing progYams'and actiyities must be. considered. A program must
Othe schx.mata of the ingtitutionx Those that do not must be-refused.,
For example, a MDTA sponsored training program offers pay exorbitantly
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above the stancEards of the prison--an upholsterer receives 80c a day at
the South Dakota State Penitentiary. while one under MDTA dsonsorship re-
c,eives $2.00 a day. Some thingS cannot' be changed or coMpromised. Yet
both the "insiders"rand the "outsiders" must , show -some flekibility. Be-
ause'somethi.ng has not been tried it should not be discredited. Young

' people below high school age are not permitted in the South-Dakota Peni-
tentiary, but for a tri=state tournament the penitentiary's gym is used
and inmates do the officiating. Both "insiders" and "outsiders".wateh.

The central person must coordinate the total. agenda. This will al-
so improve the quality of the community ventures And keep them in lin&
with, the institution!s'philosophy. This central person should also be
aware of the best of the community's resources and_selet7ttgh quality
peiSons to enrich the q.ctivities brought-to-ther.rinmates.

-7---Increased community involvement also creates a need for more staff
orientation and in-service training. Security personnel need to see the
short and long-term benefits of such activities in relationship to a
possible increase in work lead.'',They need to be aided in seeing their.
role in helping the volunteer succeed.

Obstacles and Hurdles

Certain hurdles must be overcome before the benefin of these kinds
of rehabilitation services are seen. Security must be an Over-riding
factor. Always to be considered is the amount of guard time needed to
carry out an idea. For example, a drama group wishes to produce a play
,inside a prison. How much; time is involved in supervising rehearsals?
Will practice take place during the working.day or during the evening
recreation period?

,

The emotional reaction on'the part of the staff to these extra apti-
, viti.es needs to be considered. It will mean an additional work load.

What is their general feeling about the role of rehabilitation in incar-
ceration? Is retribution prominent in,Oeir thinking?

One hurdle often faced When dealing with interagency operations is
that of political intrigue or jealousies; for example,..a political group
may not allocate money for an institution because they fear that the
other party,' holding offices, may look good if.the,programs, flourish.

The Vocationa4 Rehabilitation people may become hung-up on statistical
-data relting to the placing of "ex-eons," and as a result refuse to ac-,
cent large numbers'of inmates because their chances of success are much
lower..

Summary

Penitentiaries are no longer islands unto,themselvest The, communi-
ty is b'eoming d tactor in the rehabilitative activities of correctional
Institutions. If leadership, support, and, behavioral objectives are
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provided by the administration, this community involilement can become a

tpositive force. If the administration ignores the issue, taking thee
good with the bad, it must be prepared to deal with problems. If the
first course is chosen then the administration must plan for staff ori-
entation and volunteer superilision. It has been said that every hour
of volunteer time can take one hour of staff time.

The mode of the day is'community-based corrections and tight budgets.
It-is not always possible to-involve the community, but community in-
volvement is a Way to expand programs and extend the inmate into'the out-
side world that he will some day face alone. With all its adVAntages
such a program is not for the faint of heart. The more flexible the
program the more decisions that must be made-,-and the greater the chance
for error. Even fatal error.
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THE IMPACT OF INSTITUTIONAL INVOLVEMENT

John 0. Boone
Department of Corrections

Boston, Massachusetts

Traditional programs that involyed the community 'in prison processes
have not-paid off very well for the correctional client. Most of the men
in prisbn today have past records,in criminal justice agencies, and they

.scan also boast of flunking out of many other institutions, especially the
public schools. These chdratteristics reinforce the value of education-,
al programs in correctional institutions. Failure in the community is at-
tributable in a great sense to the inadequaCy of important community a-
gencies and institutions. Therefore, in the very beginning'of this paper
two important questions must be raised. If the community has failed to
provide adequate resources for its citizens in the community, will it
provide anything different in correctional institutions? And, should
programs of quality be provided for institutionalized men and women, will
they.be motivated to take advantage of the opportun.ties in substantial
numbers? After the Distric of'Columbia Department of Corrections ini-
tiated .0co/lege program that enabled correctional clients to pursue a
'college degree involVing the freshman and sophomore years at the insti-
tution, continuation through busing to Federal City College, and even-1
tually assignment to..a halfway house, the number of students in the high
school program doubled.

Undoubtedly, there, are some benefits in involving interested commu-
nities Ad individuals in the institution: community involvement is a
tool for public education; it is an Instrument for motivating people in
prbviding post-release assistance; but it has never'been demonstrated to,
have .any real impact on correctional policy or on the rigors of institu-
tional.livingt . Consequently our goal should not be directed at.bringing
the commuitit4 into 'the institution, but rather to bring the institution
into the community.

Civilizations down through the ages have not developed many new means,
for dealing with prisoners, including slaves. Economic cosiderations-
would over-ride-all others in determining the pligh\of the_pxisone-r; or
slave. In the main, we will find that coercion.and-punient has' been
the strategy for achieving a maximumgf production with aminimum of ex-
penditure of resources. These strategies 'hque resulted in multiple p is

involving conflict, fear, and escapism'. We 5.re face to face with this-di-
lemma in the,nation's penal institutions today. Wt have not motivated
our clients. We,can peruse learning theory for some answers. Most au-
thorities sAy\l'earning requires activity and goal-seeking-behavior. A-

recent report (Bellows, Gilson, and Odiorne, 1962) indicates a satisfied,'
quiescent person does not learn. This stipulation should Compel us to

1-

-.,.

reexamine our helping, tec icittes. We cannot limit goals to, the pris

walls--nor to empty thetorital promises. They must be more.valid-7100n4t-- /

than the shallow. promises of yesterday. Dishonest decisions will,nO
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longer pay as we deal with the severely alienated, socially paranoid in-
dividuals that fill criminal justice rosters today.

Now, increasingly, corrections will be required to "rehabilitate"
offenders. Many court cases are addressed to this problem: Recently
the Pautuxent decision stipulated among other things that offenders have
a right to rehabilitation resources. Pautuxent is the institution for
the criminally insane for the 'state of Maryland. In a recent speech
Chief Judge David L. Bazelon,'of the United States Court of Appeals,- dis-
mayed a group psychologists when he raised the question, "Psychologtsts.
in £orrections- -Are They Doing Good For the Offenders or Well for Them-
selves?" We have, raised similar questions among our professionals. The

same,'somewhat moral issue can be raised with most of us who'wbrk in cor-
rections, and/many other agencies for that matter. But we seem to have'
a death wish, In spite of the overwhelming amount of evidence that in-,
dicates our methods have failed, we continue to hang onto our archaic
clinical approaches. Our strategies seldom refer to the ramifications
of a deranged society. We are "still secure in the mythical nature of

our disciplines. Strongly believing-that we are still lonely martyrs
in a harsh custodial culture, we cannot perceive our partnership in a
correctional process that has done little other than mark time now for

many years.

Judge Bazelon (The Washington Post, January 29, 1972) stated that
violent crime is an inevitable by-product of our society's social and
economic strecture,. and not the product of sick people who can be treated

by doctors. He said::

Your discipline assumes, I think, that aberrant behavior is the
product of sickness, and it brings to bear on the problem, a
medical Ts therapeutic model. That model assumes.a white, mid-
dle class,*nonconforming subject'whose antisocial behavior is
attributable to mental, disturbance.

We endeavored to build,a new rehabilitation strategy at the District

of Columbia's-Lorton Correctional Complex. We t ok into consideration'

the fact that traditional cdncepts of rehabiLit 'on assume that all is

well with the .community and that all-the'inmatene s-to'do is to pull

. himself up byhis boot straps. We decided to'set t s myth aside and

more closely examfne the opportunities in the commun

Perhaps our ability at Lorton to perceive these problems more clear-
.

ly stems from the nature of our prison population which is 99 percent
black. This is not meant to imply that disadvantaged whites are noi
tims of the same social problems in other jurisdictions. Judge Bazelo'n

(Washington Post, January 29, 1972) observed th'St violent (street) crime
is committed by persons who are clearly at the bottom of society,'s barrel.

He said:

poor, black y1endders are not necessarily sick, they may he mere-

ly responding to an environment that has impoverished them, hu-
miliated them and embittered them. Will group therapy help a

.3 5 R
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Lack teen w o steal
be tossed at the end of
environment that nur t

cars and peddles drugs, and _echo will
is rehabilitation right back into the
him.

I shudder to think hat the war on drugs launched by the President
(The IWashingtOn,Post, anuary 29, 1972) could serve merely to introduce
even more poor and sadvantaged persons into correctional institutions,
and not get at bi: operators at all, thus adding to the problem of crime
on the street. f it is expected that this will be the end result, we
believe that e President would want to reexamine the target. He has
said, "No i titution within our society has a record which presents such
a conclus e case of failure as does our prison system (The Washington
Post, J uary 29, 1972)." The ominousness of.this development is con-
ceive in the fact that prisons make criminals. Norman Carlson observes,
"A one not a criminal will be one when he gets out of jail (The Washing-

Post, January 29, 1972)."

This fear is not to imply that drug pushers should not be punishes.
However, since most of them are addicted to the use of,narcotic drugs,
the strategy should include carefully planned programs for the treatment/
of users through some alternatives to incarceration. Judge Bazelon sug-
'gested an interesting alternative when he implied that we are wastitig
money on incarceration. He observed that the John F. Kennedy Federal
Youth'Facility at Morgantown, West Virginia acknowledged several years
ago spending $13,000 per year on each inmate. Judge Bazelon suggested

that it that it would be worthWhile to try letting each inmate out of-the
institution and giving each one of hem $13,000 (The Washington Post, .

January 29, 1972). Ironically, it c st us approximately $7,000 per
year to keep one man in prison for o e year, yet et the Lorton Correc-
tional Complex we can give him no re than $50 and A the -; suit uporr

release.

So, in a great sense., we have for years Iintf.cidlleed en into prison,

, it seems, into bath-abnormal and inadequateaituations, with the expec-
will, eventually return to his original nviXonment in Much

5171tTerIshapo than he was in before. This has been a aisastrousI approach

to corrections. In studying the processes of priso - Community involve-
ment, we must'keep in mind how one learns as well as the nature of the

't-ison culture. ,It is clear that prisoners may learn more from each

other than from .in hher source, and, they largely influence what an

take place in ,the pri. n community.

Importance of 'InvofVement of Institutional and Community Personnel

All whOwork ih prison enviionments-personnel and inmatff's--literal-
,

ly serve time. Both are at the same time the kept and thekeepers. One

group could hardly exist without the cooperat on of.thd bthar- in most of

the nation's prisons. In fact, there are two prison cultures mafried.as
a result of a fragmented criminal justice system made up of disjointed
._oll.tiohs of buildings and jurisdictions. The ways and manners of the

4ommunLty immedidtel, surrounding the prison are reflected in the prison's
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rules, regulations and treatment methods, rather than the ways and man-
ners of the Communities and sub-cultures from which the Offenders come.
And now,we see conflict replacing the accommodation that prevailed for
so long in the social process or imprisonment. The interdependence of
the keepers and the kept is weakened. Likewise, the contracts, often
inVolving flagrant corruption and oppression on all sides, cannot much ,

longer prevail. Eveil: if decision-takers are able to maintain tradition-

al reldtionships by police control, current decisions in the courts--
particularly 'those calling for rehabilitation, health and decency in the

?prison -- could make longterm imprisonment p ibitive, accelerating the
trend toward community corrections. JJ

In the presenC embryonic stage of community correctional programs,
the role of the community is crucial.: Let us consider some of the imme-
diate benefits of turning correctional institutions toward the community.
The involvement of institutional personnel,-and community agencies and
individuals will tend to reduce internal conflict and attributes to an
enthusiastic, hopeful prison,environment.

'

We implemented community outreach Programs at the Lorton Correction-
al Complex a tittleAnore than twelve months ago. We encouraged the use
of classic organizational models for then purpose of self-help groups and
community orientation (inside and- outside the prison community), All

kinds of models, such, as JUllior Chamber of Commerce,, YMCA; other reli-
gions, and black awareness, are used foi the purpose of-helping tembdr's

use themselvesxonstructively. The,groups usually:have outside cbuOer-
parts that.are able to relate, to the prison groups in a viable manner.
The number. of'such groups was-dCaased from five that involved less
than 100intates, to more than 3 twlving,more than 800 inmates in
constructive endeavors with th pr4mar.y objective of community

ment and social problem solv Thf,aature bf this responsi:ble thrust

has literally kept the-lid n at LortOn, whep-afte yery poor planning
has resulted in overcrOwdng and severely unhealthy conditiops of living
at the prison complex. he District of ColUmbia-waa.givep aerengthened
1. #w enforcement and j icier ptiocess, and nothing for cortections. Ironi--

cally, a new council/nember who had clifficulty accepting oux,commUnity
outreach,ptograms has had a recent change in attitude and has acknowledged
the value of programs that prc ate'uselfregulation.",'He.said:

the establishment of more prison programs to encourage self reg-
ulation of the inmates. Obviously, in an iRstitution'of seven-
teen hundred men; seventy guarda'won't make for very much secu-
rity. What will provide for security.is a program of men regu-
lating themselves (The'Washingtqtn Post, January 22, 1972).

.

Most probably the councilman does not yet call for the kind of in-
,6ovative LjAimunrty programs that win turn the prison toward the dommu-
,nity.His emphasis Ls still probably along the lines of xeforming.the
prisons, ,not tearing them down.

one of thy first se-If-help endeavors at the Lorton Correctional Com-
plex involved an,organization of inmates, their relative, and a community .

44.
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civic association with business enterprises. This resulted in the es-
tablishment of a valuable training program in-retail grocery cleri41
work and management. As a result of this joint venture, six men are now
employed in trustworthy positions in major food retail stores.

In summary then, immediate\benefits derived from invol ing our pri-
son complex with the community re the promotion of enhanc momma , and,
additional advocates for improved resources and prison reform. The long-
range benefits include both crime reduction and criminal justice. Obvi-

' ously, the current practice of warehousing men in instit,utions has re-

sulted in the production of instruments of costly, painful crime instead

of producing changed individuals.

It is right for the affluent to be able to negotiate another cha
and'for those in his personal environment to go all the way to divert 4

loved ones in the criminal justice system. However, society must assute
the same opportunity for the poor if we ever hope to achieve egalitari-
anism, and cope with the bitter, hateful, acting-out behaVbr that plagues
the inner city at the present time.

The community has, not yet appreciate ,theAigliistatfhg affect of in-

difference and apathy; an attitude thatVrOoteetoeruption and impedes
progress in the penal'system. It continues tc sanction the caging of
men that serves the purposes of a criminal Culture. The token education-
al, vocational, social and psychological lopportuntties in prisons are
logically of a poorer quality than the inadequate PUblia facilities that
they had dropped out .of, yet they are expected to learn their way out of
a prison environment where most of what is taught, is criminality. Zhe
process is like placing a man in a jungle that is infested with danger
and disease with the expectation hat he will come out unblemished.

A recent newspaper article stated,

' /
Human prisoners in the United States are more careleasly, handled
than animals in our zoos which,have more space and more "human"

care. Eighty percent of all prison guards in the country are
paid less than $8,000; all keepers,of animals. in the National
Zoo in Washington are paid between $84,000 and S91,000 (The

,Washingion,Post, January 29, 1972).

The community must realize that' to cage men in prison literally means
turning out wild men eventually. The process of dealing With crime is
so impersonal that we live with this costly approach because the prob-
lem does not touch us personally. Therefore, it is important for us to

take time'in this paper to discuss the cost of crime.

To provide, minimum standards of health and decency in prison the
cost is in the vicinity of $7,000 a year but the cost of imprisonment is
much greatw. We have alreadysuggeeted ,tht a prisbner learns more from
his peers than he'does from his keepers. this means simply that he ac-
quires knowledge and skills of a varied nature that can be used against

the community to which he must return. If he lived in the ghetto heyill
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return to the ghetto and do his th'ing better in the ghetto. This means
painful social cost Paid out on unsafe streets. Also, a prisoner leaves
a family as charges of the community, When he is sentenced to prison
on multiple occasions, his wife is sentenced to welfare and quite often
to delinquency and social deviance or other means of surviving without
her husband.. Children often become disturbed and are candidates for the
criminal justice rolls. They make up costly social agency caseloads.
In many states, once a man goes to prison he cannot be employed by the
state, and he is discriminated against as he seeks employment in private
industry. Ex-offenders are the true hardcore unemployed who are the last
hired and the first fired. We send them to prison with the expectation
that they will learn to become loyal citizens, yet we refuse to let. them
participate in the democratic processes as voters, workers, parents and
advocates of the American ideal. We are talking about more than 200,000
adults in federal band state prisons, and posgible 200 people in pre-trial

lock-up situations. We know that these figures represent only the pro-
verbial tip of the iceberg of crime.

Most impo'rtant is the possibility that in the long run, prison-com-
munity involvement could mean a more intelligent approach in solving the
social problem of crime and delinquency. It demands involvement of pri-
son personnel-, including prison residents, relatives, individual and
group volunteers, other agencies and institutions, business, and cdmmer-
cial and industrial groups that will carve out real opportunities and a
multiphasic approach to corrections.

The involvement of institutional personnel, community agencies, and
individuals should be based upon long-range objectives and correctional
philosophy., For example, an objective addressed to the task of making
men feel alright in prison--pacification, in a sense--would 'dictate a
different kind of 'involirement that would revolutionary correctional_ phil-
osophy with objectives- that would eventually reorder most of the correc-
tional programs in the community. The former would make a great demand
upon institutional security resources. The latter, of course, would call
for drastic changes in public policy, and would involve programs for im-
proved public understanding of the nature of the problem.

In looking at the nature of involvement, certain crucial issues
should be kept in mind. The preferred direction should be the develop-
ment of alternatives to imprisonment, such as:

1. Compensation for the victims, tied in with enabling offenders
to continue to lend some support to their families, pay some
taxes, and reduce the cost of their own subsistance at all
levels in the correctional,process.

2. Provide enhanced educational and vocational training oppor-
tunities; new-careers for offenders, especially in correc-
tions, would be a demonstration of the agency's confidence
in its own product.

3. Involve private enterprise for the reintegration of the tru-

ly hardcore unemployed. )

A
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iththese issues serving as a frame of reference, it is helpful
or us to talk more about effective policies, procedures, and res ce

zstin than it is for us to talk bout an effective correctio 1

system as t is se rections is undergoing considerable change,
its ti e has arrived. What is calle a high degree of mutuality,
first ong co-workers, then extended into the comm y where all rele-
vant-fo ces should join together in program planning to pursue an effec-

'*Ntive correctional system. ,/

At the present time in correctional institutions, there is a dichot-
omy betWeen professionals and non-professionals. This is based on phil-_
osophicar differences. It is a wasteful situation that --admilfil-§:ftaEors

cad no longer tolerate. At the Lorton Correctional Complex, where ambi-
tious,community outreach programs prevail, ,such programs were continually
threatened as rigid security forces were seldom willing to cooperate and
facilivt; innovative programs. Defensive stances were taken on all
sides. 4We werel-iable to move eheed-in-spite oi th4sehandicaps because
bf an unusually high degree of integrity among the men who developed and
nurtured their own self-help or,community out-reach programs. However,

with a greater degree of mutu ity we could have made better use of-o
limited resources and the esults would have been much more remarkably

Achieving Maxim 6M Involvement

Achieving maximum involvement-of prison and community personnel re-
quires flexibility that most correctional systems do not have at the.pre-
,

sent, especially in the use of resources. Considerations of community
sanction, interagency cooperation, and leadership--internally and on the

outside--loom as most important. These stipulations imply. obstacles and
hurdles that work against the gamut of prerequisites to effective prison-
community relations.

Summary and Conclusions

We see the enhancement of functional interrelationships among pri-
son personnel--including residents of penal institutions--and outsiders,
as the basic requirement in revolutionizing corrections, and establish-
ing it in the community as a means of providing real opportunities for
the reintegration of offenders into the community. Such a system will
,reduce conflict, facilitate cooperation, and motivate the poor and other-
wise disadvantaged who are trapped in the revolving doors that we provide
today in the Criminal justice processes. Long-range objectives concern
reduced cost--financial and social--and real opportunity for the poor and
the inept to negotiate in the system in the same manner of those who are
diverted as a result of influences of money and/or good family background.

This kind of involvement will promote mutuality of objectives in the
system, wil1 facilitate better use of manpower and budgets, will result
in chungcs in outdated policies of repression and police control. This

mandate faces multiple obstacles and requires very strong leadership,
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inside and outside of the correctional system.

Community involvement that is directed toward the institution and
which seeks objectives of pacification is doomed to eventual failure.
Viable involvement directed toward the ideal of participatory. management
in correctional systems that can be gradually integrated with other
systems for the provision of community health and welfare is an overall
goal which holds real promise of overcoming the social problem of crime
on the streets.
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THE IMPACT OF INSTITUTIONAL INVOLVEMENT

Jex4Td D. Parkinson
State Board of Charities and.Corrections

Pierre, South Dakota

Correctional administrators have finally come to recognize the great
need for better rehabilitative programs within the correctional institu-
tions throughout the country. They now realize that while there are those
whose behavioral patterns and records clearly show that they have no in-
tention or hope of being rehabilitated, there are the majority who are
sincere in making amends by restoring themselves to society with changed
attitudes and habits.

How far does society's responsibility extend for recommending a re-
habilitation prpgram for' all felony offenders, and is the process of ef-
fecting changes in inmates a lost, cause? There is no question that the
educational personnel and job training supervisors are dealing with a
different type student and person. One whose lack of _trustworthiness
and learning capacity requires moresupervision, personal attention and
stabilization. This, however, does not nullify the attempt at rehabili-
tation for society's-protection.

If the recidivism rate. is to be reduced, the programs in connection
with the school, vocational and job Eraining must be timed to assist in
the prepaeation of an inmate to hold a job when he is xeleased. The con-
tinuity of a rehabilitation program must be considered from the stand-
point of the average reformatory and prison confinement, and as they are
_Goruparatively short periods, many interferences should be expected., but
should not he regarded as%a lost cause. Time and research can measure
results with those released.

Penal Institutions cannot go so heavy on education and job train-.

ing as to lose sight of security. It must be carefully iecogniied that
the personnel workers of the institution are charged first with the se-
curity:of the inmates in relation to_societY, and secondly, with assist-
ing wherever and when6ver possible in the rehabilitation of those con-
fined. The impLications,of rehabilitatiOn go beyond the restoration of
the individual to his former position aT status, ,to his renewal or re-
making as acontributor tO.the better way,of life that is so cherished
in our society and ns 'so well guarded by rules, .regulations, and laws.

We must first recognize that most present day institutional person-
nel are concerned with rehabilitation after security is,assured and few
say that there is no room for improvement or the up-grading of those con-
fined. how this improvement is taking place and being conducted can be
disckned by the studies of the educational, vocational and job training
programs , being carried but by'the educational staff under the supervisiOh
of the `warden or superintendent.
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With security as the first priority within an institution, where
do we go from here in the development of adult basic education programs
in corrections? This program of adult basic education becomes the com-
municating factor that precedes worthwhile academic education and voca-
tional training. Since a great majority of the prisoners we receive
have little or no education and since it is a proven fact that about
99 percent of confined convicts must sooner or later face society again
on the outside,we see that for these,inmates adult basic education;
through good academic and vocational programs, properly accepted by in-
stitutionalstaff and communities, is society's best defense against a
return by these men to prison life.

,

.
Importancesof Involvement of Institutional Personnel

and Community Agencies and Individuals

The hub of the institutional involvement wheel rests within the edu-
cational system or school. The coordination of all programs throughout
the institution and community must cote from educational staff with the
approval and support of the administration. Observance of existing edu-

cational programs present problems to present educational supervisory
staff and to tho,se who would suggest or reommend changes.

Involved in'these problems are suggestions for improvement that will
assist'those continuing their education during their confinement and also

. strengthen the assurance that those paroled or released will not be re-
turnees but individuals who will be prepared educationally to find a sa-
tisfying and rewarding.vocation, mature emotionally, and make a contri-
bution to society.

Without necessary changes in thinking of institutional personnel, of
better planned programs, of greater involvement by communities and indi-
viduals, and more sincere motivation on the part of inmates, this lack of
job skills and subsequent unemployment lead those paroled or released back
into troubl4 and prison. Emphasis should be aimed at developing compr
hensive voc*ional guidance and skills, remedial education and job ,t Lin -
ing because experimental studies throughout the United States re 6a1 that

there is a sharp drop in parole violations among those releas who pro-

cure jobs that pay well. These benefits come about through he involve.%

ment of concerned staff and community. "The two types of,benefits are im-
mediate and long range.

Immediate Benefits Derived From Involvement

Pre-planned and carefully instigated involvement between institu-
tional personnel and community agencies and individuals can result in
benefits which can be detected almost overnight. Personnel within the

institution begin to recognize the benefits of a program which improves,
morale of staff and inmates, and which, when tested, shows positive re-
sults of accomplishment such as less institutional problems, lower recid-
ivism rates, more understanding staff and greater program participation
by inmates.
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Coupled with thdse benefits comes a more enlightened .citizenry to-

ward ,Wae entire rehabilitative process due to their involvement and bet-
ter tinderstauding. Gall it good public reptiong or whatever, but get-
ting individuals involved in,institution programs, helps every administra-

tor and makes sense. The public only-knoW4 what we .want them to know be-
cause of our controlled society. If they o ly hear the bad' it's our
fault., not theirs.; The old saying, "You ca 't see the forest for the
trees," is also'appropriatetoinstitutiona. staff and'adminiStrAtion.
New ideas. come froin outsiders; some good; of ers,bad. It's your job to
screen these ideas and separate the chaff fr m the whept.4.Volunteer time
Ancreases the amount of manpower available t the warden and educational
personnel. TI4 public, image improves ibmediately. C7ithlaetter under--

standing the publIc becomes,more sympathetiC to the needs of the insti-
tution and adds' support for these-requests. Nothing sells people like
involvement,and,results.

These community ties arq,noe withOut certain dangers,, however_ Se-

4
curiey problems, become greatly increased as more people, move in and out

of the facility. Much of the voluRteer help is worth exactly what you
pay for it. 'Dttceme caution mist be exercised in this phase of your pro -
grant development. Careful appraisarby qualified, staff must be made of
any and'all agencies or individuals` who agree to assist. A thorough un-
derstanding of the entire spectrum must be had by all participating if
the'proper results are to be obtained. Without this complete orienta-
tion, the whole program can be in danger of failure., Always remember.
there are more "do-gooders" than there are "good-doers"'when it ,comes
to.volunteer programs within the institution,

Long-range Benefits Derived From Involvement

Programs which reduce redidivism, eliminate public misconceptions
of penal institutions, and insure greater responsiveness on .the part of
the institution to the needs of society are what make the long-range ,be-'
ncfits,worthwhile_ Community involvement brings. on an awareness of,:neeas
and provides long-range support for legislative measures and appropria-
tion re-quests. An interested and informed public is the administrator's
greatest assef when dealing within the political'arena for tax dollars.
Proper-progniMming brings about reduced inmate pcipulations and less de-

:.
mana on the taxpayer. It "returns to sociaty.men and women who are capable
of becoming taxpayers and responsible citizens. These benefits make all
of our efforts worthwhile.

Nature of Involvement

r fr.,

Institution al and tommunity olvement is.usUally broken down into
two areas, of interest: First, the nternal programs which indlud some
uttlization of tomnunity resources and secondly, the external involvement-
whith includes times when the staff -or inmates 'leave the confines of the
insM.totion co.palticipate out in society itself:
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Internal Programs
'v

k
These'progra provide an opportunity for inmates to. learn while

doing,in certain ork,activities. While the Work project is extremely.
beneficial, the close association of the personnel while teaching and

v. .

upervisaingthese-jobs iS most important to 'a successful program.
lea
pentry:' umbing, machine operators, barbershave proven invaluable in
preparing i tes for outside employment upon parole or release. Prison
industries can vide no- t only dollar savings to the'operation, but can
,OUer rea1.4pottuni. to inmates in learning marketable vocational skills
including good wprk,habi . PTograms 'bust be continually evalUated be-
cause a high inmate poPUlat sometimes Creates poor work habit's in an

-effort to avoididlenese.
c... ,

, . . ",

Industries which function around woodworking, welding and machine
shop, printing, body shop, auto mechanics Shop,television and radio re-.-
pairshOpstrve as aids.to learning vocational skills. No'good adniinis-
trator or educational director should overlook the :informal activities
such as cooking, baking, laundry, housekeeping, and hospital orderly
work, ,for each of these provides increased involvement on the. part of
staff and inmates. Be sure to utilize personnel with special-skills:who,
arc able to assist inmates who are tryj.ngto learn. An involved staff.' .

ie:---g6-ever iippraving stiff.' Basic education does not stop with inmates.
.

,,...00---'

The warden and 4Iministrative staff must always encourage:particiation
. . el.

in programs by all employees of the instituion.,A

There is en unlimited amount.of internal programming for utilizing
.community resources Within the penitentiary. Encourage the community
leaders to bring their talent's inside the walls:, State employment of-
fices and Vocational rehaUilitation-divisions ere mord. than willing to'
send reprtsentatives to theinsfitution,toWork with and assist imitates'
in preparatiOn for release.' The_public schobl is often'ignored by ad-
ministratOrs. No greater opportunity dor the interchange of ideas and
utililation'of prdfessionals witin'tfi ie..edeatiOnal field exists than

.within the pubic SchOol system.' Colleges-and univsities are, more;
than willing to -help. Tfiey.will Often assist in xrainitig staff as well

. ,.

- .as educating ,inmates. (
, c.,

r ,

,
Operation Stay-out,in Sodth Dakota offers a. series of pre - release

counselling sessions for idmateg'. .These sessions rare conducted by
,

pea-
pie )f the community on topics ranging from health care and Tanage-
ment to good grooming. The meetings are always.ftaldWed by groun-dis-
cussions to get"the inmates involved.

,,,,

f.

.

pther areas in which we get the community involVed are: , (1)- Jaycees,-

Alcoholics Anonymous, (3) Bureau of Indian Affairs, (4) Service to
the Blind, 0) athletic groups, (6)-arts-and crafts classes, '(7) enter-
tainment groups, (8) church classes, (9r service clubs, (10) dramatic
troupes. The, list islimited only by the efforts of the staff.

ng experiences within insttutional..maintenance--electrician, car-

33,3,
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External Programs

Direct contact With society on the outside is extremely important:
We have a group of inthate speakers who leave the institution almost daily
to talk to schools, parents, service clubs -and other interested people
to tell'their story of the road, which leads to the life of Crime. "Op-
eration Pitfaly.has spoken to over 250,000 people in the last few-years.
Their stories are told tbstimul.ateoung people to evaluate their''Cwn,
paths ana pOtential destination. This is another step in prOviding a
positive image for the institution and does wonders.-'for the inmates who
participate.

Work release programs provide an opportunity for selected inmates
to be placed on jobs prior to release from the penitentiary. They go to
work in the daytime and return to,the institution at night. Community
acceptance is,the only thing that makes a program of'this type go. The

- acceptance comes about through dedicated staff. involvement on the commu-
nity level: These same staff members must be involved .in advanced edu-
cation service program6 and church activities. All involvement and pro-
grams must be coordinated to fit the objectives of the 'institution. The
'expense must be evaluated according to results and security, and super-
vision must not cause the institution to suffer.

Achieving Maximum Involvement

4)rograms that are,wokh doing are worth doing well. The greatest
effort must be'made to see that every program is carefully planned and
then is provided the opportunity to prove itself. Maximum organizational
effort and planning, plus complete utilization of community resources
is necessary if the desired results are to be accomplished. Resources
are, only limited because of the misunderstanding between institution and
community. Institutional administrators must commit themselves to the
task of providing maximum involvement of not only personnel but also Com-
munity agencies and individuals.

Strategies for Dovetailing Programs and Activities

It must always, be remembered that there is no way'to separate secu-
rity, education and attitude development within the institution. This is
also very true for the external involvement of agencies and' individuals.
Those who are to'cooperate and partiCipate,in the, program must understand
this.. All three aspects are inter-acting and must be considered when
planning an educational program.

To insure administrative acceptance, all programs m st be presented
by the coordinator to the warden and his deputy. This' coordinator must

organize the total agenda of involvement. It is the only way that major
overlapping can be eliminated. Continual monitoring improves the quality
of community ventures, balances the activities and keeps them in line,
with institutional philosophy. Without this close .coordination, and
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without the warden's wholehearted support, the programs are doomed to
failure.

As
In order that maximum involvement may be achieved, each program

must meet the criteria of the institution's philosophy as directed? by
-the warden. The programs which do not must be turned down as unaccept-
able'. Many of these programs may be excellent in Other areas of the
country but may be totally unrealistic in your institution. Be sure
that the evaluation is an honest one and do not discredit programs be-
cause they are new and haven't been proven in your institution or else-
where.

. .

Flexibility is an important key when instituting new progrms. Give
both the program and the participants a chance. In order to insure this
success, it is important to incorporate the best of the community's re-
sources and seek only the highest quality individual in the early stages.
Nothing is more important than a little success in the beginning stages.
Increased interest, good public relations, earnest desire to help,.. genr
uine concexn for improvement, and close relationships between inmates,
staff and the community are the end result of good dovetailing programs.
This dovetailing really begins with greater staff orientation and in-
service training, followed by educational and security personnel planning
together and recognizing both short andlong term benefits, followed by
utilization of other state services from outside the institutional set-
ting, and finally to the bringing in of the many community resources
which will enrich the educational programs ana activities provided inmates.

Obstacles and Hurdles Working Against Interdepartmental, Interagency
and Intergroup.OperatiOa

First and foremost in c sideratiOn of obstacles to proper program-
ming in institutions which wi ll bring about maximum'involvement is a Ire-

luctant correctional administrator. A complete and thorough job of sell-
ing must be done in this area if any program is to be inaugurated. The
old adage of:Starting at the top was never more important. Once the ad-,

ministration is convinced of the worthiness of the involvement plap, then
you are halfway home.

Using outside_people in your institution necessitates allowing ad-
is-t-rative time for orientation and supervision. The time needed is in

direct relation to the time spent by these outsid&rs in'the institution.
Screen the volunteers carefully and be sure they are,endowed with a great
deal of,good common sense, Too often they have a tendency to become "ex-
perts" in the field of corrections after a brief view of penitentiary
life under these controlled situations. This must be closely watched as
reluLtant staffare continually looking for excuses for the program to
tail. Remember, too, that security must be an overriding factorfor the
staff and administration. Staff tends to over-react to change because.
of additionl work assighments and a natural reluctance to try something
new and different.
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Interagency and inter'? 71, invol
for the personnel. These outsiders
become involved to the 'poine,of ov
allowed to happen and close staff
ing. Falsebope and the settin
development of realistic prog
beca,use,the goa s were beyon
forget that pol tics influ
er let politics ay any

,,gram. As more involve
bear.

ment often causes serious problems .

ave a tendency to let their emotions
coming good judgment. Thiqicannot be

supervision can prevent _it fi?Oghappen-
of goals beyond reach can endangerNthe

ms. Many good prograts have been kille
accomplishment. Do your homework. Don't c,

----

ces legislation andlappropriat-ions, but nev-
art in the development or evaluati6n of a pro-

t is achieved, more political pressure comes to

Summary and Conclusions

Institu onal involvement with the community, and community involve-
tent withi the institution is the vehicle with which to provide new pro-
grams for corrections. Administrators must recognize the great potential
the co r nity provides for the rehabilitation of inmates. Much has been
done t. enlighten the citizenry toward the entire rehabilitative process
but much more work isIneedect to improve the image of corrections today.
Penitentiaries are no longer islands unto themselves and the day of ig-
noring rehabilitation is gone--andthank God'for that.

Community involv ment and the use of volunteer help can be a posi-
tive force in the up rading of correctional programming for the inmates
in our charge. Volunteers can be an instrument cif good for the offender.
jhey, prpyide an avenue of contact, with the outside world--this world to
which more than 99 percent someaa return. 'Many positive effects come
with greater involvement of community resourcs and individuals., Indus-
try is usually anxious to help, expert technical and educational advice
and guidance is available free for the asking. The public is more will-
ing to support tax increases when they are directly involved.or informed
and there is always a greater tolerance and understanding of our failures
and problems. Volunteers become the best public relations media coming
out of any institutional setting. Be careful not to underestimate their-
influence within the community and state.

As far as I,know, we irOcorrections have never claimed perfection.
Some criticisms aFe warr.anted-7-j-It seems to me that too often our treat-`
ment programs are token in c,haacter and often times our field has at-
tracted too many second -class minds who have provided timid and vackl-
lating leadership. Way too many of us are reluctant to rock the boat,
to ery new approaches, and as a result, we'do not furnish the leadership
which-sOciety ;an rightfully expect from us. We have, through community
involvement, a chance to institute change by our own choice. Each of us
should and can do something about it. The demand for the dollar is
extremely competitive and with crime and corrections being negative con-.
cepts in many people's eyes, the struggle for us is greater than for any
other segment o( Aterican life. Good performance must have recognition.
Too many of us Wave'tried to operate in a vacuum.and behind locked doors.
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Involvement is not for' the faint at heart. Take/steps toward proms
fessionalism within your organization. No one wants to be connected with
a loser and if we are to attract high calibre, professional staffwe
must not only,know our job well and be proud of doing it'',,but we must

learn"the role of others and the importance of the contribution they can
make to the correctional field. Get them involved and do not ,be'afraid
of making mistakes for the only ones who,do not make mistakes are those
who do nothing.

I take this opportunity to acknowledge thrassistance of Warden Don
Erickson, Deputy Warden Cliff Hoss and tducational.H4rector Dean Hinders,
all of the South Dakota Penitentiary.

Educational Information from South Dakota State enitentiary-1969-1971

(a) Median grade completed 0 70,' 8-.3

.(b) Grade'level,tverage 9.1

CO Number,with college degree, 1

(d) Two or more years of college,. 3

(e) One yeag of college 3

(f) Average reading level , 8.4

(g) Median reading. level (Slanion) 9.1
(h) ,Highest reading level (Slasson) -upper high school
(i)' Ldwest reading'level (.6)

,(J) Average, intelligence quotient 76

(k) Highest intelligence quotient . 124

(1) Lowest ntelligehce quotient 52

(m) Completed General Educational Test 28

, (Equivalent to 11'.S. certificate)
S f
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CURRICULUM DESIGN AND ORGANISATION:' A NEW LOOK

Frank ,Snyder

Montgomery County Public Schools
Rockville, Maryland

Introduction

A curriculum for adult basiceducation must represent a well-planned'
,course of study and be designed-to meet the specified needs, intereits, and
concerns of the individual students. It must assist the individual to
become a self-dependent, participating member of the community.

A curriculum will determine the experiences of the learner while
experiences will determine the behavior of the individual. Learningis
a change in behalTior due to new experiences. The adult basic education
curriculum must be designedto (1) attract the attention of the student,
(2) produce a program which has a good change of realizing its goals,
(3) provide,the outlet for the individual to realize his latent potential
for learning and doing, and (4) be proddctive.

In designing a curriculum for adult basic education, it is essential
to understand that many of the same fundamental principles that have e-
volved in practice for a number of years, and have proved to be effdctive
in accomplishing the objectives of various.prog'rams, will continue Co
provide an effective foundation for curriculum planning now and in fu-
ture years. An adult basic education curriculum needs to be continuous,
with constant change taking place to assure that it'isc relevant. It is

very likely that a continuous curriculum will be relevant._ The adult
basic education teacher cannot b's limited to one set of goals, one set'
of objectives, one curriculum. /The number of plans needed May 6e,deter-
mined by the number of students in the class. Objectives of the program
Must be varied and the curriculum must reflect concern for the individual
student through student-teacher' participation.. It%is essential that the
needs of the individual student be considered, and Mhat the opinions of
t,hc students he given full consideration regarding these needS.

Other concepts to be,Considered when developing a curriculUnifor
adult basic education include providing' for self-pacing learning, Assur-
ance of continuous progress, and prOfessional teach. These

principles, applied to real life situations and reinf rced by constant
'program evaluation, should assure a curriculum that is 'Tsoductive.

Assumptions and Questions

The adult basic education teacher has the primary responsibility for
affecting desirablechanges in the behavior of the educaiionally disad-
vantaged,-whiCh will in turn assist the adult learner to better relate'

.
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to -today's,society. A.curriculum that will assist in the successful ac,.
,complish'Ment of this objective is the responsibility of the curriculum
planners. Good plans will not ne"tless rily.guarantee good programs, but
programs are seldom, if ever, good by ident.

'Before guidelines can be de -loped for an adult basic education cur-
riculum, it i$ important that several a ptions be considered:

(1) Quality in any educational program must have the highest
priority. Excellence in education should not be subordi-
nated to other goals and considerations if it is to bring

' about the .full potentialities of the learner. Program
planning cannot be piecemeal with only halfway goals.

(2) The curriculum must be dynamic and changing. The constant
changesn organized knowledge as well 'as society itself
Actates that continuous studies be instituted that would
(a) substitute new for old content, (b) reflect changes
in today's society, and (c) motivate the educationally
disadvantaged-4n a direction that would enable him to cope
with these changes.

(3) Curriculum planning must be continuous.. A dynamic curri-
culum cannot rely on riodic changes but must reflect an
ongoing review of all

e

spects of the program.

(4) Curriculum1Planning sho d hot be the sole prerogative of
currieulum directors. No one group should have the sole
responsibility of planning an adult basic education curri-
auIum. Many planners should be involved including curri-
culum directors, Classroom teachers, program administrators,
and 'adult basic education students.

(5) No one curriculum plan will serve all programs. It is im-
portant that.there be a national effort to improve. the
adult basic educationcurriculum. However, this effort
will not, and should not, dictaa a single curriculum for
all areas of the country. While curriculum planning:pro;
cedures shquld'-and will vary from area to area, from cen-
ter to 76nter,and even from classtoom to classroom, these
procedures are likely to be logical, consistent, and iden-
tifiable in each situafifm. Because of the need to serve
each particular situation, providing changes as needed, it
is unlikely-that a "best" pattern olcurritulum planning
can be identified. However, it mustlie assumed,that each
proceddre followed, by an individual programwill relate to
local resources and will reflect a,progession from ini-
tial ideas to positive action.

In addItton to these assumptions, Were are several questions that,
peed to he considered ,befote attempting to establish curriculum guide-,
lines for.aduit basic education:
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(1) What goals are to be accomplished by the curriculum?

(2) If these goals are to be accomplished, what learning op-
portunities need to be included in the adult basic edu-
cation curriculum?

(3) That procedures are to be used to organize and present
the identified learning opportunities?

(4) Have provisions been made f6r a continuous evaluation of
the program?

Goals

Today, goals are considered more important than means, with'the one
unpardonable sin being failure. In establishing goals and developing
methods to accomplish them, it is important to understand the possible
reactions by the individ40. He may (1) conform by accepting all that

-'is said and done, (2) innovate' by tejecting.the means end retaining the
goal,?( ),retreat by rejecting both goals and means or by accepting the
means a J-ejecting the goals, allowing him to remain in familiar sur-
roundi gs, (4) he may reje.c the whole structure of the goals and means
sy and in effect, make an effort to change the existing system.

In establi-skiing goals for an adult basic education curriculum, the
plannersnmust-give primary attention to the changes to be effected in the
.adult learner. This notion will assure that the emphasis will be placed
on'the specific behavior change that should take place in the learner

'-rather,than re-Llectin'K a specific activity planned by the instructor.
With accomplishment of the initial behavior change, other desired
cfl'angs',can then be. identified.

. :

A 1

While this concept appears to.be a logical approach to a meaningful
curriculumtplanning activity, the element of value judgments by the cur-
riculum planners is still evident in establishing goals. If these judg-
ments are to be beneficial, the curriculum planners need to have avail-

considcrable information about the adult basic- education program,
a-n-dIts students', vriz., (1) a clear understanding Df the philosophy of
adult basic education, (2) a clear picture of the many characteristics
o1 the educationally disadvantaged, (3) an awareness of the prior edDca-
tional and personal experiences of the adult learner, (4) a knowledge of
bow these past learning activities and experiences relate to the expec-
tations of today's society, (5) an insight into the adult learner's en-
Vironment and the,forces'that have affected his life up to the time he
cneolls .in an adult basic education class, (6) an understanding of the
basic need of -the individiraj to c>njoy new experi4ces, to' have security,
to he loved, to realize self-maximation and 'peer acceptance. Additional-
lv, the curriculum planners must he awaro. that all learning experiences
that arc integrated and are consistent with elchother also will rein-
force each -other.
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Adult basic education is a practical discipline and, as such, must
direct its primary focus to those aspects of today's society that have
meaning and are important to the student. Planned classroom activities
must relate to out-of-classroom activities if they are to have relevancy
for the adult basic education student. .learning computational skills for
the purpose of completing a page ofproblems does not appear to be of any
great importance to the adult studeAt; learning this. new skill and apply-
ing. it to consumer buying, banking, computing interest or preparing in-
come tax forms will bring a new meaning to mathematics.

Learning,Experiences

Once goals have been considered, evaluated, and selected, the cur-
riculum planners must decide on the learning experiences needed to accom-

plish,these goals. Some very basic concepts concerning factors in learn-
ing shold be reviewed to assist the planners in the 'selection of appro-

priate 'learning experienCes:

(1) Behavior. The 'basis of all learning is behavior. It is

motivated and goal seeking. Attainment of a specific goal

results in the reduction in the "learning tension" and

providesrovIdes a satisfaction of a particular need. It also

provides the learner with a net-a-concept.of himself And
should cause him to restructure his behavior, which re-
fers back to the definition of learning set forth pre-

.

viously.

.-(2) Understanding of goal's. adult learner must have a

clear understanding of the sele d gbals. The ge.als

must be meaningful to the learner an 0 00 t just a planned

activi=ty- by the teacher.

(3) Motivation, Motivation is the one indispensable element

in learning. The goals and means system is driven by a
third component, viz., needs, which can he produced by

either internal or external stimulus. Physiological needs

are usually accomplished through early learning activi-
ties, reinforced through repetitive experiences. New

experiences, security, 'love, self-maximation, peer ac-
ceptance and safety constitute a general list of Adult -
needs that can affect the learning process. The safety

need is one that can have a tremendous affect On adult
basic education. The educationally disadvantaged adult
Characteristically chooses safe and comfortable surround-
ings ratWer than venturing into new and 'unknown situations.
The need to explore new areas and the knowledgethat it is
possible for him to succeed in these new areas must begin
within the individual if learning is to take place. These
needs all are relatpd to a deep rooted desire for status

and dignity.
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(4) Readiness for learning% It is important that special ef-
fortg"he made to determine, for each adult learner, the
appropriate level in his development pattern at which to
offer him new or specific types of learning experiences.

(5-) Transfer of learning. Organizing and channeling previ-
ously developed conceptg, principles, ways of dealing with
situations into generalized guides to behavior will be of
great help to the adult learner,in dealing with succeed-
inily more complex environmental situations.

(6) Individualizing instruction. The curriculum planners may
need as manyTrograms as there are students in a class.
The adult learners bring to class different educational
and personal experiences, different motivational factors,
and varying capacities for learning.

(7) Student activity. The adult learner needs to parti
in the, learning activity with frequent opportunity, for
practicing and using previously learned skills. Each
day's activity should provide for a reinforcement of the
previous day's learning.

(8), Learning atmosphere. The adult-learner's past school ex-
periences may have been mostly negative with most of his
accumulated deficits leaving had their origin in school.
Develop a learning atmosphere that is not a repetition
6f.his previous school'experience. Develop an atmosphere
that presents new and meaningful activities, new asso-
ciations and opportunities for group activities, personal
interest study areas, and an opportunity to fully exploit
rs capacity for learnihg.-

(9) Constant review and evaluation. Proiding constant re-
view and reinforcement for the adult learner is essential
to .the learning process. Knowihg.previously defined goals,
strengths, weaknesses and accomplishments to date, can be
a motivating factor for, the adult learner to achieve his
objective.

1

The learning process will greatly affect the learner in many ways.
While the adult basic education program Aas been identified as a basic
skill program, emphasizing reading, writing, and-arithmetiC3 it actual-
ly is concc',i-tud'with the total development of the. individual, viz., aca-

demic, 'socio-economic, health and personal hygie.1e, consumer economics,
occupational, educatiOn, civic and social activities, .home and family edu-
cation, thuman relations, and social awareness and graces. The curriculum
planiu'rs,have the responsibility for developing activities that will af-
fect' all aspects- of the adult learner's life style. ,They,must be, aware
Hof Mc implications of this responsibility and plan. their program to build
on the Loundation each-student bring to class.-
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Organizing the Adult Basic Education Curriculum

The concept of the "broken-front" approach to curriculum Organiza-
tion and planning must be considered since a single learning activity
will not effect the desired changes in the adult learner. This approach
recognized the need to consider specific subject areas and other curri-
culum components, placing specific emphasis on basic academic, social,
and vocational areas of instruction. It is equally important to under=
stand that curriculum improvement is of such dimensions that it requires
a comprehensive program of Appraisal and action. It is, therefore, re-
commended that an adult basic education program be developed in the fol-
lowing ways:

(1) .Identify specific curriculum needs. This initial step,
which will require a realistic look at the current sit-
uation, will determine the strengths,Adleaknesses, and needs
of the program. It is necessary to consider the broad'
area of reading with sub-areas of comprehension, vowels,
contractions, possessives, word development sounds, pre-
fixes, sub-fixes, and inflections; writing, including
both printing and cursive drills; mathematics, with sub-
areas of number values, manipulations through addition,
subtractions, multiplications, and division, decimals,
fractions, percents, ratios and propoAions and our mon-
ey system; and spelling and speaking, beginning with the
most frequently used words and continuing to include new
and more difficult words. A definite correlation should
be established between spelling and speaking skills and
reading and writing skills.

Further evaluations qhould be made to determine the
students abilities to listen and observe, the socio-
economic background of the adult students, the students
ability to think objectively, creatively, logically, in-
tuitively, and independently, the extent of his respon-
sibility for self-direction, his ethical and spiritual
values, his mental'and physical health, his belief in
our American democracy and his appreciation of the worth
ofthe individual and of the-family in.todayls--society,'
Jmsi finally, his Career interests-add a.Mtltions. '

Following--61is evaluation of the current situation
signi,ficant activity of selecting priorities

for both_the-prOiram and for the individual. This acti-
vi-G, to bemost effective, must consider the established
behavior patterns of the adult learner and long process of
leapling that has contributed to these behaviors. While
the established priorities may be significant to the cur-
riculum planners, it may require a long period of time
-f-or the adult learner to re- evaluate his habits and fa-
miliar activities to the point where he is willing to
Testructure-his values and standards.
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Once these priorities are established, innovations
to be considered and the various resources for implement-
ing these activities should be identified.

(2) Consider new and innovative activities. Innovation is the
primary source for curriculum improvement. InnOvation can
be an entirely new concept or it can be an idea borrowed
or adapted from another area, school, or' class. Any change
is an innovation in the particular situation where it is
tried. This concept dictates that national, state, and
local agencies dedicate their activities to program im-
provement in adult basic education and make new and inno-
vative programs and ideas available to all adult basic
education programs in this country. The value of semi-
nars, as well as summer work-shops, cannot be over-em-
phasized. These activities provide an excellent vehicle
for the dissemination of ideas, materials, and methodolo-
gies of teaching.

(3) .Include evaluation activities in every new curriculum or
innovation. The lack of adequate evaluation practices is
a primary reason for the failure of many curriculum inno-
vations to achieve their intended goals. This is due to
a lack'of sufficient criteria of educational effective-
ness, lack of funds to establish adequate, evaluation,
lack of a controlled situation over asignificant:period.
of time, and finally, an ingrained reluctance to be
proven wrong.

(4) Diffuse desirable_ innovations. This rather obvious step"
should be done as quickly and as widely as possible. An
idea or technique found good in one situation should be
shared with others as a means of possible improvement in
a number of classrooms.

The curriculum planners need to understand that the
preceding. steps are not activities' that arecarried-en
at one time. Earlier, the importance of an adult basic
education curriculum being continuous was stressed. An
ejfectiN;e program of curriculum planning very likely
will have simultaneous activity in all fOur steps, viz.,
sprvading some innovative practices, evaluating others
on a pilot basis, considering innovations to meetspe-
cif.ic needs, and continuing.to re- evaluate various areas.
of the'exiscinprogram.

In each of the foregoing steps it is imporrant that the adult learn-
er'have adequate opportunity to strengthen previously, learned skill,s;4that
new learning situations build on those previously expetienced, with the
larner progressing from the more simple activities 10 thoSe.thaf are.more
complex; and that he be able to relate in-class practices to out-of-class
activities.
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Curriculum Evaluation

Evaluation is a rather significant activity in the attainment of
new knowledge, identifying problem areas, and in selecting appropriate
procedures to solve these problems. To evaluate is to make conclusive
decisions regarding the worth of something, and worth is expressed as
it relates to some form of criterion. Five steps can be identified in.

the evaluation process:

(1) Determine what to evaluate. The whole idea of evaluation
revolves around goals and objectives.- The single most dif-
ficult factor in evaluation is the .failure to arrive at ob-
jectives which have been agreed upon, understood; and ac-

=cepted by curriculum planners and students alike. Many

factors affect the formation of objectives, foremos,t of
which must be appropriate to.the current situation. Goals
-.are formed through values held by and the needs of the
society 'and the sponsoring organization, the needs and
interests of the individual 'learners, _subject Inatter,it-

.self, and learning theory regarding the attainability of

specified objective. All objectives should,be achiev-
able, consistent with other objectives to which-the edu-
cator is committed,_structured'so that through their ac-
complishment new goals will be suggested, agreed upon and
have identical meaning to the .planners and learners alike,
and they should be closely related to desired learning

G..
behavior.

(2) Define the behavior desired. An appropriate amount of spe-

.
cifitity is essential, with analysis carried far enough to -:.
clear* identify what behaviors will representevidence'of.
the :broader objectives and at thee same time present a com-
prehensive picture oca particu/ar area of concern.

(3) Determine acceptable evidence. Deciding the extent to
which .an objective has been attained Closely .relates to a .

determination of h6w the learner reacts and behaves at the
various stages of attainment. It is necessary to pgnOide,

adequate opportunities for the learner to exhibit the !ie.:
sired, appropriate, and quality of behaviOr described in

the objectives.

(4) Collect evidence. Records,tan be collected 'in,a number of

ways. The learner can contribute thrAugh paper and pencil
tests, questionnaires, self-inventories, and autobingia-
phicai materials. A second person can obtain data through
personal interviews,' obervation, and check lists.

Summarize'the evidence and make decisions. Summarizing

evidence can be accomplished by counting,.describing, and.
analyzing.' Following this activity judgments are made

'regarding the steps employed in the ,total educational
. I. I
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Process-. These judgments flay lead Co a moilification,of

pteViotisly'stated'goals,.a change inthe preseribed lqarn-
ing,expe ce, or the developMent of a new means of evalu-
ation. f°

The Teacher and Planning

The single most important force-in curriculpM planning is the teach-
er.' Persons responsible for adult basic educe ion programs must be sure
that the teacher is not, excluded from the planning process. A teacher

not involved in the planning activity may experience some difficulty'in,,
presenting the prepared program or he may actually'resist a program in
which he was not involved,

Teachers in general do not follow one set methOd of teaching as they
from time to time change their procedures as they meet new situations in

the classroom. Being involved in program planning enables, the teachers to,

make these adjustments in their teaching procedures more easily and fol-

lowing the well known concept that the;best teacher is the 'best prepared
teacher, provides them more of an,opportunity to be prepared 'to teach.

The success of an adult basic e cation program can hinge on the
interpersonal relationships established between the teacher and the adult

learner. The teacher's planning includes selecting activities that relay
the feeling to the adult learner that he is important and that he is ac-

. cepted as he is. Experidncing some form of success, immediately and con-
tinuously building on that success, will help, the adult see himself in'a

more positive way. This friendlyand warm interpersonal relationship
with the teacher will be reflected,in the behavior of the student, lead-

,

ing him to group activitieS'and an opportunity to jOin'others in the grmw-
,,Ing and learning process.

Summary

Curriculum planning indult education'Must be continuous and,

relevAnelf it is to be.productive. Each of the processes and steps put-'

lined here are inter-related and require a cOntinuousgevgluatiop of all

aspects of =the ,i>rogram:

Curriculum planning is a cooperative process involving teachers,
adult students, program administrators And curriculum planners. It in-

&cludesidebtifYing t-he-prograpsoals and objectives, identifying specific,
needs, 'utilizing all available resources, and developing new materials--
and methodologies to relate to the e&ticati.onal needs of-the educaCionally

dLsadvantaged adult. -

,, -
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A'CURRICLUN DEvELOPMENI DESIGN FOR .INMATE EDUCATION

_--

Charles M. Barrett

State 1)(1'.,:irttitent of Community Colleges

Raleigh, North Carolina

The/Usual approach in writing papers-of this type is to first paint,
th eloquent and grand phrases, the overall ne d for 'inmate educational

progr complete with.all'of the cliches on t e .inequities of the social
system; coping, the disadvantaged, pfejudice, a d the like. This paper
refrains from that practice, not because of a 1 ck of faith, commitment,
-or orientation, but because yourattention'indic tea.an awareness of these
needs, and repetition would insinuate ignorance: :1"

It is ridicuYous to assume that educational programs in correctional
ttions are going to ,ucceed by their own divine guidance. The suc,-

cess of n, edtcativnal program} in the correctione4institution is direetly
proporti" to two conditions: 4

(11 the degree ot positive and total commitment of the insti=
tutional administrators, and

'(21 the theoretical soundness of the curriculum plan itself.

Commitment is not an abstract term; it is the sum total of motiatiOn.
It sets the tempo for all events that follow.. Halfhearted attempts or lip
service attention to rehabilitation through educatign is a sham, trans-
parent.not onle to the inmate, but t,,o the public in general. Rehabilita-
tion by education Is a fragileconeept. It is extremely

only
upon the

environment in which it exists, and an environment not only determined by
phy-,ttal cOnditi,on but .also by the philosophical orientation of the insti-
tutional state. Therefore, prior to addressing the problem of curriculum
design, some attentiorwto several prerequisite conditions appears necessary.

First, .e mw_t ode to grips with the concept of rehabilitation thtough
educatioq. It t., ,not a new 'structure- tor the continuation of beans and
barbed wire: practices.' ft is based tkpon the belief that man, given ample.
opportunity ((ample ins its tullest meaning), can chage,his.behavior. Sec-
ondly, there. -;hould he an alternative method promoting the accepiance,of
basic education programs amqng the inmates.,-For most of these individuals,:
education as an ahtract eoncept is totally meaningless'. Few of
them have haj-suceesstul educational experiences, and are thus unable to
relate to the advantages of highly developed skMls. What must be do-ne is
to reach these individua-ls through their own, Motivations arid needs. For
example, the primar potivation c'1 an- inmate is to be released. Society
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is somewhat aware, of the variety of methods employed to achieve this end.
Are there not other methods that can be legalized which would satisfy
this and other motivations? Could society not reward successful achieve-
ment in edudational programs with,shbrter sentences9 Yes, some will Rlay
the role, gather their points, and be released and return to their former
behaviors. But doesn't that happen now? If he has been exposed to, and
-learned only a few of the skills and values needed to cope with the out
side world he ise36Ound to be better prepared, and less likely to-return
toprison. Thirdly, education cannot exist it a vacuum. It is only as
meaningful as its degree of relation to real life. Therefore, there must
be opportunities for the inmates to exhibit their changed behaviors, in
environments characterized by openess and trust, outside the walls and

'' in co;tact wflb society where the inmate can place his newly found know-
ledge, values, and skins on trial. ,It must, in the final analysis, fully
prepare him to take his.rightful place in the outside woad. It must,
make thp,freedom-transition shock a thing of the past. Without some evi-
dence that the inmate has theability to immediately cope Ach the outside
world, his release is not only inviting recidivism, it is criminal.

As evidence of such programs and their success, the following articles
are'called to your attention.

F
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a DAVE' BAITY
Observer Gastonii Wuroav

DALLAS They looked like
typical students, as they came '

down, the walk at 'Gaston t41-
lege

K,mbrough '21, a
nandsome 'black jotith with his
hair puff'ed Into an Afro style

, and a pearl earnng in one -

pierced ear, wore a fatigue,_.
jacket and sweatshirt °vet
khaki pants

Gold lt WI .20, was neatly
(lad luif e leans, boots, blue
dress shirt with the tall out.

,laughed and brushed his
'almost black bangs back out
df hiS eyeS

Les Cline, ,18, was typical
"joe College" dres'S pants,

Jan. 13, 19'72

Davidson college student who
is a, parttime counselor' at the
camp, the authorities hero.
think that' trusting people,
makes therIT feel worthy of
trust and placing responsibility
op their shoulders makes them
responsible

"These young people (the
camp is designed for mea
ages 16 to 21) in here are

renimited yo,ufh of tenders,"
said Larry Galant, the staff
psychologist who iS also a pro-
fessor at Gaston lege.

"Above all er Inmates (in
the state' prison system)
they sta a better chance to
make outside. What we're

ig to build up here is their
s f-cone pt . . try to let
the ee that they have a
place m the world, in sperety
before they're releised If we
can hit them with this, it will
change their attitudes

The program, probably a
pilot of things to come in the
state penal system, has exclt
ed the people here, but it
hasn't been totally successful

Captain Charles Meares, the
38.y e r -0 I d head of the
camp, said there are occasional
e sea p e s. Anil, about SIX
months ago when the prison
broadened its work-release
irrogram Co allow inmates to
further their education at two-

Gaston College, "there
four or five escapes," he

casual shin, green mono-.

gramme& golf sweater
squikting through glasses. into
the ..fht 'allernixin sun.

C batting joshing
each other in youthful fashion,
comparing notes on their (la-.
they ualhed to the bus whiCli
waited for them in front of

_, the classroom building.

The bus was gi ay and con
tamed about 18 other yiiting

. men
Mal,la Gordon, Les the

other s were on their wa!, to
tm' dorm,tory they call home
for -now, a dm mitory at The'

-1),,11.is Prison Camp
_ 1.(4 died about a half mile

:rout tae camp,
Ras cow, erted about a }ear
ar:o .to a facility for youthful
offenders A few months ago.
a- tent« tapped with bariu

hick 'had Singed iii
came down

The inmates flee during

a god part or the day to

blend 111t0 the community,
with community sponsocs

w ho ,aka them on outings,
woi k at jobs in local plarits,
ru to schoOl.

Cut, it's con still. -the

officers in charge know it, and
the min a tes know it. And', odd.
ly enough, for some of the in
mates at least, it is undue.:

scored by the freedom they
have.

Accoi ding to Bob Wallace,'

year
were
said.

Ile hastens to point out,
however, that those incidents
hav,en't hampered the success
of the educational program at
Gaston allege

-"So far and keep in mind
the Whole thing started last
June there have been 35

CED's (General Education ,De-
velopment( eel tificates, the
equivalent of a high school
diploma given to inmates
Meares said

Dr; Mike Latta, ,dean of con.
tinning education at -Gaston
College, said the first group of
inmates brought to. the cam-
puts were working on high
school diplomas in the col-
lege's learning lab and ,spent
about sik hours, a day in
clAss That was coupled with
"cultural experierices".-such as
attending lectures bx visiting
authors, concerts and attend.
ins movies'
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"I can't say we didn't have,
some 'problems, some adverse
reactions (from other people
on Rriaihs) at first," Latta
said: "They were naturally
suspect."

13111, he said, he laid down
, the law to the students,. told

them they would be expected
to perform exactly as aq oth
er Gaston student or be booted
out of the school,

Troy' Chafin 'a ,30- year -old
instructor who bas worked.
with 18 students who have
been trying for high school
equivalencies since" Sepfember,
said that the strict supervision

the students had been subject-
ed to early in the program
was relayed in the fall,

"If, any had 'wanted to walk
off, they could have'. But, not'
a single one 'has. It hulk the
freedom they had, the trust
was was put in th'em, made it
work,", Chafin said.

Several inmates have even'
worked off GED's and are
now in the college parallel di-
vision of the school studying
for degrees

Kimbrough and Cline are
two of them..

Kimbrou,gh, a product of the
Chicago, Ill., ghetto, has found
a new,, view of life through the
experience, he said.

"Where I came from, TS e
just wanted to do what we
wanted to do, didn't really see
much future . . . It was ki'ad
of a dean end," he said. "You
sort of took what you cotild,
get and hoped you' didn't get
caught:"

That outlook prompted him,
when he was with the 82nd
Airborne Division at Ft Bragg
sometime back, to rob a gra;
ccry store with some friends .

He was caught three days
later 'and, given an eight year
and nine month sentence He's
served 3' _years of it and is
now waiting for parole.

"I've had' a lot of time to
think," he said, "I've been in
Central Prison, the Polk Youth
Ceriter. the Iluntersville Camp,
and now here, This is really
different here, not much like
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time at all. But. t
wall being dgwn means
hung to me It niak
more ieluctaht t1,1,s ever

ItIliwerca7"7

lie sal "dat when parole
tom through. Wants to
lay hole. get Job, and 'con
time dt GamorvCollege

"Then I slat htzi won
I could get into S ool pro-:
'tram," 16 "But 'I, didn't

all t nk wag ready
surtbsed wliea they let the '4

Or.. rearnine: auto mechan-
ics college's vocational

"You they even let
tn. keen my driver's license

c') I ran test a ,ter after it's
fixed That means a lot-to me,
It makes me feel. like some- ,
hr' he said

"Then I want to go to the
1 inversity Of Noith Carolina
at Charlotte, get a psychology
degree," he said.

.1nd then what'

I want to work in the pen
a. system he criminal psy

lie sod

,r,e conucted of selling
, was sentenced to

etc ,Ody to three years" as a'
ontlifui offender He could

h",,e been given '25 years for
the crime.

ide s from an above-a% erage,
huddle elas family from Hick
or ana_ not working Am a
data. pro,_ esaing degree, hesail-

lied sold drugs to "get
none) to bin muipment for ,a
1 tick band 1 had'. and never_
thought about it in term's of
"being criminal,".

.1tk r racultlis iii vi son,
hr . Cilsittgitl his mind

;,,t toe oau trial can
o,,ne o: it t.g. '," he said

1 t agro with it (the Lice
of di ties, dr %11101C

Gia kl(11 VC/
di I of a hrulif n, home, di upped
out of sf hour at 16 -iftd
married to get aAay tr L tt,

n 0 life n

tics ink doubles
It, tart he fie

ee! it n rt 4,.,0 .,flit some
hi, re-

ed-In a sines of hat ges

'

,s

, .

' I,r t, SW111111.1 'Ii' 4.S

.ttte.1 kk,,111 the camp beauty
.inted t be, in 1)Is

%% lit con! (,.ig son
1 :len he 11,), back

after he, escape hr figured
blown (' llYtht11, A

jtid,:,e added six more months
f,, his two year nentem.e and
t 11 ,mark against him had

nut do chance for get-
ting into a workrelease pro-

I M
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The .`..tcr',- of a r'rov,.--ri.cr and an

G:

c):7 Scr, J. '..'ficht

It is about two miles from the "black
hole" in Salem's Oregon State Peni-
tentiary to the-Office of the Governor.

Not far physicallyjust two miles
yet only one man in history has ever
mane it,

loUay, that manTed Winters
I I \l:\ i 1 employees,of the Oregon

State anomie Opportunity Office
unuct Governor Tom McCall.

four years ago, -Marcellus Peru)/
i eg) Winters, then 43, a four-time

....sepang-s-Iife sentence for
Trifled' i obbery,
nail' of luslife bound hars-Spanning

g__spent nearly

neatly ti quarter of a Century,:.
quiet-sRoken itfer's career in

imd tae,cn him from his native

would claim was essential.
"A significant mark of his adjust-

ment," Davis points out, "is that his
record doesn't bother him. Tee's trans-
formation is a very real onel've
seen him in some tensesituations,
where he's been the coolest'one in the
group.

"He has continued to grow to meet
the responsibilities of an office which
has expanded tremendously since he
was luredN-ti one knows Ted's full
potential, but do know he's nowhete
near reaching his limit of competn
at, this ps)ini." "

The story of "a who, inci-
dentally at pile, c in hfo,ctife, was a
convict" began in Eug/ene, Oregon,

t

Faitteae. VI was known as the Lovers' --criTzre--froe*WAltors chtldten mitre raised
- Lart,e Bandit") to the', Malswest -("Our in the pekeful setting `of a fruit or-

4b,iggcst fiaurwas S 17,000 from a super- chard which thp. lathe!, a zinc-miner
,.

iarKet, ) . who had moval West( for his health,
t the own*. The pastoral

d when Feibi'whs,on the thresh-
of adolesee'nce. 'fihe Depression

forced the tamily, to jnove into town,
on the charity

.e them through.
four bogs ("My
')., with -a baby

llor mg 'eccap41 [loin two prisons, operated
Avv'ke pullcu gua on attesting of,,, c

ri,,.[,,been-r4invieted of kidnaping- and
tts,ault and led a pi icon disturbance
a more unlikely candidate for rehabi

hatch).- c'oulu be found
()iLgt)11 dentr systecin.

V?t ;his same man is able to
justillably declare.

"Nliite is not -stuffy about a,con-
ViLi. but ory about a maliowho,

,the

ict
one time in is i

here's` a very. blg!(litter-
lt.c
IZ,)oci t (1 E

do, to

where they depenue
of a local grocer to

The youngest of
iii;knanie was' RIM
sister who %, as the -attenutin-gett'er,
Ted left. bonne 14_1,o'n& the rods

live niontf.i'. Upon rejoining ii\is

ninny,. his iilienatiCn 'acceleeated..111-,
able to : 7with us athletid,.

lirofite,rs, "Runt" begat,-wor
SS1Si- c -long p.orfucapnce as a "tough

guy Stealing becamf a way ,of show-
ing off: f re:quell( airests.rnultzd.
co,,Yyed being citkqsti,pled by the police
--it wasp ford!! of -attention.") At
',lac:en he was, ,stickups and,
with an older fie be,an
roobing couples "LOvers' Lane

oi --McCall, talks about,
the paioied

.1(..cold Aids tiavo,
to liikory, out most unpoilant, It&
Uoing ouktAnding job .ts the state's
OECY sui)ervisorminci you, without
tint fOrmal otiucation which many

3Li
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Caught, he was sentenced to a tram-
ing school for boys at Woodburn.
("A young had just been exe-
cuted in Oregon, and the judge told
me I was gonna end up like that kid ")
Released at sixteen, he commiyeu a
series of burglaries and was returned
to Woodburn, where he critically in-
jured a corrections officer. The a
was rious it earned him five years
in- Oregon State Penitentiary. The
first eighteen, njonths'wereii:..ift"-
viding limestone for an ins c. rock...4
crusher Assigned to t' prison farm,
he walked away. Two months I
turned .1, . pena

_____

for vetape\ was a y
Even thoulh-he had .given himself up,

. 'full penalty was imposed upon the
bitter youth. ("All I had in my base-
ment cell was my clothing and two
blarikets They shaved yoti once a

week, when they let you out for a

bat11.7)

'When finally paroled, he participat-
ed in 30 holdups over the next IS
months

-A gunfight with a highway patrol-
man then earned him a term in the
Washington State Pehitentiary, where

scoied high enough on an IC) test
to be brought to the attention of tpe
prison's education division During the
next four years he was 'put in charge
01 the inmates' library and taught a
typing class Transferred to an honor,
calnp, to walked away.

Whe,L.stopped b) ',another luglvv
patrolman-four 4ontlis later, hi!. pulled.'
a, gun and disarmed the officer, but
"just couldn't shoot 1.4.41---!"---g-Ji-Urned

to the Oregon State Penitentiary, he
engineered an escape with four other
convicts venture gamed hint two
houi%'-heetioni.,incl an additional sen-
tence of i 5 years

next foul years were pent In
segregation A lc.ir after being. re-
Cul lied to like, ,general piison popu-
;,,;uul I, mJ `of1( 11,1 inmate led a
diqurba Ice Woe the

19 a strip
hole---lor eight kia)s'

By the seventh day, Marcefius lyenr.y4
( fed), Winlers had admitt&I to him-
se,lf, lot the first time in iris life, an

' unpleasant fact,

"I was a,gavviid, instead of a tough
guy, -111;becn afraid to compete in
life; I was so afraid orliIrthat.inispn,
was the only place_for miL.I was
buried alive in concrsts,7-----..'".1,..-
....Firrefifir="felliniiinlITIT-25.-ra

i-egorr- tin,15 )carp.
----Ted Winters set niewhat4ift

tic goal for would
toward bei /Liget within three

How do ou begin a self-improve-
ment _program, ien? Like__
so many other men.-Itkiiii-lan and
obscurewho --'tretpriscined,
he to writing. In 30 days_he_

d produced a 70,000-word novel.
Six weeks later he had written a sec-
4nd novel of'130,000 wei?ds. Next he
began ,writirg-short stories. Eight
months later he was allowed opt:of.

segregation, and spent the next It3
months studying drafting. Paroled to
the Washington State Penitentiary, he
had two of his short stories published.
Seven months later he was freeas
he had planned while in the _black
hole.

--He sold five more short stories, got
married, started a paint contracting
business and bpened a small retail
paint store in Eugene. Then the pres-
sure started to build: His wife was

hi
Pay back to the Oregon State.-Peni-

pregnant and the paint business failed.
He retinned to his old occupation:

'
lye s s on

thief.

tentiary, this time with a life'sentence7-----_,-
Back in sigregal.. ton, e tried desper-

ately toliiiTI imsel diether. His
wife bore him a daughter but his
ters to her went unanswere

Finally, "o Labor Day. eekend,
1963, sitti on his bunk, the full
realization of. what he had done hit
him. ,

"I thought of what I ,had done to
my wife, who was the only person I'd,..

ever really let inside mc. I decided
then I wasn't going anyJartherthat ,

night I would end my life."

A letter arrived from his sister. En-'
cloSed was a photograph of his wife



-------------------

and daughter lie say "They were
smiling, I leit that I had been torgi
I said a simple pi ayer--,:of lender.
'Take my lite and do what You want
with it.' Very ciearly and distinctly,

heard a voice say, 'Walk in harmony
with Mc.' 'Inc next morning I feit
exhilarated that was the beginning
of my new life

During the next three years, Waters
clerked for the prison ,chaplain, a

Baptist minister and psychologist, Rev.
:Neil Concannon, who built his prison
ministry around me reforp.ed "lifer."
A team of convicts was formed to
speak before student assemblies in the

-scnools The deputy warden. Geocge
St,111 an, in June of 1967 convinced
t prison classification board that
Winters was a proper candidate for
the woik-release program, and he was
aowed to live on a prison farm at
mglit and work as a painter dufmg
the day.,

At tins time. Gosernor Tom Mc-
Cad toed anti tit.,ll that the qat, itself
(4,.; lit to 0, h, hg on work.le-
iLask° Loidiigiy, the state dliector
of 0E0, 'miner politiLal scientist
Mar ho hared Icd Winters
.0 an ot11,.. manager, fleeing other
mennbeis of ins small stalt for field
work On- his sawn, Winters wrote a
''position paper" on state prison con-
ditions in winch he concluded the
po;ential existed for a riot in a short
time. 'Four months later, a riot, did
tan,: plate hostages were taken and

badoings vic,e ourncu Z.( pon reading
the position paper, Ed Westerdahl, exe-
cuns e assistant to the governor, per-
sonally c'onlinended Winters for his

Rpoi t Atter that. \ \'inteis was al-
,owed to woi k in the field. He was
sent to Noma, the Poi hand ghetto,
\she' e ark worked to pioside fuel and
1000 1,); s ictims of a sesele stornn

In I cbi Limy, 1969, Winters was re-
;Lased on pal oie Goveinor McCall
lilstLti a iceeption attended by several
le ,islatois at which the chief execu,
toe plaised tic litelas an "&kit, coM-
passionate man who has a way of

tine lijht plaLe'at the light tihle
I here followed a teolganization in

the govei nor's office in which Haggard
'became the state ombudsman and Ted
Winters became supervisor of the
SF.00.

in putting together his staff, Winters
looked for people who "thought for
themselves" and would bring a di-
versity of talent to the agency. COm-
bined with his own lack of administra-
tive experience, the high-octane mix-
ture of "idea" men and women who
were recruited resulted in much staff
dissension, Winters is quick to admit.

Offered a career-development job
in the budget office, Winters turned
the opportunity down because of his
particular sensitivity to the needs of

...bregon's' poor. He felt he could ac-
complish amore as SE00 supervisor.

Since then, _several programs have
^ been s& h1 motion which Winters be-

Iii..ves willIiiic an impact on poverty.
High on the first is something called
Coriniittccs, for Progress thiough Law
(CPLs) In ''oi der to change the root
causes of poverty, the poor must in-
fluence legisiotion Local Community
Action Agenkies were encouraged to
form CPUs t\), \yolk with local legis-
lators to have;,

i
bills introduced which

would meet li filth, education, trans-
portation and lousing needs in the
state

The SF 00 li:s worked to improve
the efficiency o technical assistance
delively in Oleg() communities, hope-
fully mobilizing ircsouices of other
state agencies. Th area of state cor-
rections mum ally is one in which
Winters has ni9ie than passing inter-
est, Rcc4tly lie has been working on
a half-way house
other funding some

Attending his fiis
meeting of SEOO
listened as one of

concept, seeking

Western Region
rectotrt-crs---
us --counterparts

from anothei state n es-prosecutor
--expressed support fn an OE() leg-
uiation to hunt the eilikloyinent of cx-
con victs iii ant pove3/4 ty p1ogianis.
When the mail ad fini hed, the dele-
gate from Qregon quiet, observed.

"If there hid been ell a regula-
tion, I wouldn't be here oday."

The ex:prosecutor "all ost fell out
of his chair," Winters rec,11s.

"I have not gone about promoting
myself as a successful ex- on," Win-
ters declares, "but I know I ave been
an inspirdion to a lot of men."

3 3
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Bob Davis of the governor's staff
concurs

"During all the time we've been
associated, Ted never one,e has 'used'
his to get special treatmentor'
as an excuse for any mistakes. That's
pretty mipicssive.

"This may sound cynical, but as
tie governor's executive assistant_ I
have ni ;t ninny advocates of the poor
who would rather go down in flames,
accomplishing nothing, so long as they
are fighting for a principle. I 'nave been
most d,stressed by the 'professionil
bleeder,' who confuse rhetoric with
action.

"Tcd is not 1,1,11 m,,iyhis dedica-
tion is to accomplishment You don't
Mid in,n out ti,, mg, to solve all the
philosodlitcal questions of the woi Id
you ;n1.1 him .spiking on the day-to-
day solutions to people's problems.

"1 don't believe the task can be
comple,ed by "-owns pronouncements
about aow things ought to beany
damned fool can do that' Talking
about pi oblems for the next hundred
years isa't gong to feeu, clothe, house
or employ anyone,

"Knowing how tough, siolent and
aatiot .al I ta.1 1.s.istiaving totally
'ejected society add everyone to have

tuin completely aroundhe's pa-
, tient, soft-spoken. a good listener-- -
indicates to nie a real sensitivity to
people and their problems.,

"Tee has been unfairly criticized,
by people who should know better;
yet he always finds an explanation for
[heir hostilitythis is how' I know
his iete t,iiation is very deep and not a
facade

A to Inc, member of the State Legis-
;attire, i),,sis is paiticularly sensitive to
the ac,:onipi,smnents of the CPLs.

legislation passed this
year th,,o seise had in yea's," he rotrits
out Ilrthigh 1,1u-finding, reasoning
with legislators, monitoring billsin ef-

Aing as unpaid lobbyiststhe
CPLs enabled the voices of the poor
to be ;lead effectively for the first
tine. i or those wno criticize the con-
cept, Davis has one question; "Would
you tamer they marched on the Capi-
tol?"

One member of the SEGO staff,
Jacqueline McClain, believes her
supervisor's lack of administrative ex-
peilence has been compensated for by
his "tremendous capacity to deal with
people and to work long hours without
becoming frustrated." Shc readily ad-
mits, however, that her objectivity may
be in question since she has just mar-
ried her boss. The new Mrs. Winters,
who ti ansferred to another division of
state government following their wed-
ding, sees a special significance in
her husband=s career:

"The State Economic Opportunity
Office really symbolizes the mission of
0E0. Looking at Ted, the poor ac-
tually can say, 'If it can happen to
him, there's a chance for me there
is such a thing as opportunity.' "

3 33
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A Conceptual Orientation To Curriculum Design

What is offered herein, is not a'package of resolutions to the
.

prob-
lems of adult educational settings, but rather an orientation to that res- ,

olution. The source of this orientation is a paper by Boone, Quinn and
Dolan (1967) designed to identify several variables importaat in any scheme
of planning, 4.mplethenting, and evaluating educational progrMs. The most
important singular feature Of this curriculum design, is its conceptual and
theoretical foundation% While it js primarily 1?asedupon research findings.
from the behavioral sciences, and therefore dependent upon, the accuracy of
this research, empirical evidence supports its relevancy and thoroughness.
It has been utilized extensively, by various adult education agencies, with
considerable success.

Phase I, - Formulating the Organization Framework

The social system of corrections/rehabilitation is the initial focus
of 'attention. Since educational programs are the result of purposive ac-
tion II:. specific organizations, 'canti operate within the confines of estab-
lished social systems, any action taken by th.e.se organizations must be
made with full understanding of the general system in which they intend
to act, the sub-systems of that system, and the external systems which
haVe a vested interest. The overall objective of this phase is to provide
through the specification of pertinent concerns, the-framework_through

'which the individuali within the correctional/rehabiiitat.i.on system maw_
better understand their organization. The elements, procesS-es, Its

of the ,organization to be-analyzed are:

.(lj the philosophical and social foundations

(2) the ends and objeotives

(3) the definition of roles,,structurihg of job groups, and
the overall organizational structure

(4) the policies, procedures, and practices

- (5) the communication processes

(6) '1.he 'staff developmett programs

(7)- th'e internal and /or external coordination.

Phase II - Adapting the Program to the Several Organizational Levels

The purpose of this phase is to specify, certain activities that may
be ntedc-id to facilitate the integration of the overall organizational
aims, elements, processes, and results with those aims, elements, pro -
cesses dtid results of the organizational sub-divisions, especially those
oc.cpt.ct6d.to acttvate and operationalize the planned curriculum. This

phase may be referred to as the `streamlining phase, for it specific aim
1_5' to bring about an organizational course direction relative to the plan

377.
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of operation.7----Spee-i-fic aspe

.

(-------).

-..

1, "- the formal an fotmal fdnctions an tives of"-thxe
subdivisions. with--em sis on current leadershi -patterns,
powet relatiohs and-belie and sentiments

N
\\

be analyzed here are-I'''. \\

(2) current patterns of in rnalmmunica 'ons

current patterns--.-f conflict resolution

(4) the -Lierarchial-arrangement of the subdiilisions wi in -

the total organizationaisttuCt.uxe and their rel4tio -Taps
with an emphasis on the analysis 4(-1-istrelatTorls, pro cts,
and actii/ities

(5) an analysis of the effect of consequential Ilecea.r

sitated by changes in other organizational subdivisions. \

Phase III - Organizing the Humau Resources (at the Operational Level)
Needed to Plan an Educational Program thatis Related to the
Needs of the Clients

The purpose of this phase "is to provide several guidelines to assist
the solicitation and mobilization of lay leaders. The idea of,lay leader
utilization is often viewed wit jaundiced eye. Social institutions have
been "burned" in the past by the intense actions of the fanatical fringe,
whether political, social; or moralistic in purpose. However, there are
mn -competent individuals eager to assist in designing and implementing
programs of inmate rehabilitation. Corrections must beome aware that if
the image of the rehabilitated inmate to be accepted, it must be ac-
cePted-by_those in positions to foster-this idea. Who employs ex-offenders?
Who has the greatest effect on their success oefailure in, the outside
world? We must be.gln with a prografn of soliciting and cultivating respon-
sible citizens,, who by their involvement in the rehabilitation process,
may influence others into accepting the ex-convict into the "straight"
society.

To assist in the mobilization of these individUals the following
specific concenas should be analyzed: (1) the overall concept of lay
leader involvements (2) determination of the riles of the lay leaders
in the decision making process, that is, legitimation andauthority,
(3),formation of lay leader advisory groups, cognizant of their ability
to set into motion the necessary public' suppOrt for the program, and
(4) methods of maintaining lay leader systems with emphasis on their
continued involvement.

Phase IV - The Planning of the Decisioh, Making Process at the Operation
Level

The overall purposeC)T-th-is-.pbase is the develOpment of a plan` for
decision making for those individuali`at-the operational level that
would bring about correct.decisions. CorreCE-decisiona are defined as
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those most accurately reflecting the needs of the target group, but with-
in the scope of resources of the organization. A secondary purpose of
this phase is to reemphasize the necessity of effective and efficient ac-

. tivity at the operational level. Awareness of and involvement in the
decision-making process would consequently cause individuals to more con-
sciously maintain the objectives of the program. The specific concerns
and activities associated with decision-making are: (1) preliminary def-
inition of the problem, needs and opportunities, (2) data collection, (3)
,analysis and interpretation of the data, (4) redefinition of the problems,
needs, and opportunities, (5) establishing program priorities, (6) formu-
ating objectives, (7) developing alternative solutions, (8) evaluating
1 natives, and (9) selectiq a course of action from among the alterna-

t ives

Phase V - The Planned Program Prospectus

The purpose of this phase is the integration of the decisions gener-
ated in Phase IV into a comprehensive plan or prospectus. Specific con-
cerns of Phase V are (1) statements related to the functions of the
planned program (goals, philosophies, and objectives), (2) situational
statemepts of the problems, needs, (3) statement of the objectives
in relation to the problem, and (4) general plans for implementing pro-
gram objectives. The resultant prospectus will provide tangible evidence
of the scope-and intensity of prescribed approaches to both major and
minor problematic situations.

Qne only'needs to review,an article by N. A. Fisher (1970) in order
to gain insight into the reason why many educational programs in correc-
tional institutions have failed their mission. The.time is now--there
must be a renewed definition of goals and objectives, a willingness to
depart from traditional methods of institution, a concerted effort at
Securing adequate funds for the support of the program, and probably the
most important, the recruitment of good teachers.

Phase VI - Operationalizing the Planned Program

This phase has p dual purpose. The first is the development of rel-
evaht guidelines based upon (1) the people affected, (2) how people learn,
and (3) the subject matter conveyed. The second purpose is the transla-
tion of these conceptual guidelines into an operational plan. Specifical-
ly, Phase VI covers the development of plans of work, teaching plans, and
instructional units inclusive of: (a) delineation of micro problems of
the target population from (,1) the learners themselves, (2) represents-

\

tives of contemporary society, (3) subject matter specialist, (4) repre-
sentatives of his culture; (b) specification of teaching level objectives --
cognitive, affective, psychomotor--based upon entry level behaviors; (c)
selection and organization of learning experiences that (1) stimulate mo-

f presenttivation a

fo actice of appropria
havi r Set up sequence of a
tional evaluatio terms of how the
tives species he situsitle and samples the

continued satisfaction, (2) indioate-
lish standards of adequate behavior, (4) pro '.d

ehavior, (5) reinforce and guide desirdd he-
riate experiences; and (d) instruc-

uction, relative to the objec-
Yibr of the learners.
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The most impoitant task of any instruct is in selectin
activities that will satisfy these needs. To facilitate nderst
the selection of these learning activities,, Burton, esents.. e

of the coin with Several comments on the learning proc s.

1. The learning process is experiencing, doing, reacts
'and undergoing. Therefore, active participation by th
learner is necessary.

th

a

t o aima,
1 programs,

e vari-

learning
ding of
er halfe

2. Responses during the learning' processes are modified by
their consequences.

3. The learning process must take place in a realistic and
satisfying environment. Coercion or domination must be
avoided.

t
The learner will "persist so lon as th instruction is
geared to his matUrity and, past e 'eriences.

of

From these comments, it would appear that e keys to an good learn-
ing situation would be those that allow: (1) ampl tudent acts y, (2)
opportunities to exhibit behavior, (3) realistic'envir ents, a 44) are
loasecrupon his particular set of needs. .,

\
Awareness of these concepts, however, canhot be .equated. with method-

ologyology of instruction. White they do .providethe conceptual bases for an .

instructional approacb, they do not easily lend-themaelmes to the neces-
sary development of ah. o e all orientation to n ionatpethodology.

Them appears to be at ast one instructional design th :t meets all
-re uirements, that is, the Learn -Oriented Systema aPproach.by RoUecha,_
an Herrscher (1970). The attractiv ss of the approach lies not only
in, it inclusion of relevant concepts, bu n its openess to evaDdatilMT:--,
While sc..e of this paper does, not allow a tho v,gh examination of he

systems appzach, inclusion of its major characte sties is warrante

3J;
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The Learning-Oriented Systems

A. Instructional technology undergirds the entire program.

B. The instruction is individualized.

Teaching *may-be assumed only in relation to the learning
which has reiiated.

D. Objectives are specific and measurable.

E: .Media are used not as supplements,-but as components selected
on,the'basie of their potential to'cause learning.

F. Content is chosen on the basis,of #s'relevance.G.

G. Testing is used to assess teaching.

H. The student is the actor, the teacher is the manager.
Students participate in the selection of objectives, content,
and learning experiences.

I. The environment is characterized by flexibility.

Thesewcharacteristics become all the more notable when compared to
the prevailing approach used in most classrooms today. Seldom is any
,logical systemized approach employed.. Instruction is usually geared to
the group and 'Within heavily controlled conditions. Teacher presentations
are equated with learning. \Objectives are often without logic, and are
usually vague and general. A'dio- visuals, if used at all, are considered
aids to assist other methods of instruction. The content of the subject
matter is Usually chosen for its "essential knowledge" without regard to

1, the ,cUrrent'soCieti, or culture. For the most part, the teacher is-the
sole actor, the students, are expected to be passive, and not involve them-
'selVes in the ,selection of objectives, subject) matter content, or 'learning
experiences. Lastly, environments are often regulated and controlled to
a su-ffocating degree, with little mental or physical flexibility.

In an effort to clear up one last concept, the following definition
of the term "subject 'mattele2 is offered. The reason for this redefini-
tion appears obvious. All too often when soliciting definitions to this ,

term, responses are returned relating to English, or history, or calculus,
or something like that. .

Subject Matter Conveyed

The term subject matter may be described as'a specific-portion of
the cumulative data of a particular academic discipline, which when atruC-

----'tiired-----and presented to an individual in a learning situation, will cause
positive changes in hiS current repertoire of knowledge,-values, and,
Irregardless pf the 'content ofithe subject matter, the only value in Ore,sent-,,
g a patticu/ar subject topic to an individual is in thattopic's ability,,

to ause,learning, i.e., behavioral change,sto occur.

-
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In summary, that is most needed, is a logical foundations for deci-
sions made regarding instructional guidelines and thereby insure their
compatibility with (1) the needs of the inmates, and (2) correct reseat'ch .

on ructional methodology and subject- matter content.

Phase VII - Program Evalu. on

The evaluation phase is designed to focus attention upon the effi-
.

ciency and effectiveness of the organization in attaining its objectives,
and the program as it affects the organization. With the objectives in
minds, analysis would be made of: (1) the program inputs, (2) the processes
employed, and (3) the results. 'The evaluation phase would' also be the
last link in the overall feedback. process.

In conclusion, theapreceding curricul6M,plan outlined a number of
concepts, the understanding of which is deemed necessary to the success-
ful design and implementation of educational programs. The overall scope
and purpose of this paper prohibited a more in -depth review. It an-
ticipated, nonetheless, that it will be of some assistance in, guiding the
thoughts and activities Of those individuals responsible for educational
programs ix correctional institutiohs.

,r
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AN ADULT BASIC EDUCATION CURB etli7

------
/

/
Thomas M.---Tr97lo

New Mexico Department' of
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Perhaps the most desirable objective i adult basic education is to
prepare the adult to function at his st capadity arid thereby take
his rightful place in an everchangi 'Society. Time and again the need
for ad It basic education has bey-( emphasized in order to accomplish this
objective. Vocational training, higher education and other avenues for
social and economic advancemen't have little meaning for those who have,
yet to learn the basic skills. As our knowledge and experience in adult
education increases, we find that it is not enough to emphasize only the
basic skill areas. It is also necessary to include in our curricula,
those activities which help the adult understand his role in society.
A total education must include the development of a new life perspective,
an awareness of family and social responsibilities, and the changing of
attitudes from those of defeatism and rejection to those of confidence
and leadership.

In the development of a curriculum for adult basic education, one
must first accept the premise that traditional methods and'techniques do
not effectively work. in adult basic education classes. For the most part,
the larger majority of basic education students are school dropouts. In
a recent study (Trujillo, 1970) it was shown that most of these have
dropped out of school because they were not able to function in a regular
school setting. As a result, most of them simply did not like school.
This alone would indicate,a need-for a new direction--one that is de-
signed to meet individual needs at all levels of ability and in all sub-
ject areas.-

Many studies have identiilied the basic characteristics of an adult
student. Almost all of these refer to the physical, emotional, economic,
and social characteristics which set'them apart from the typical student.
All of these characteristics must be taken into consideration when devel-
oping'a curriculum for adults. The following twelve characteristics are
typical of those identified:

1. Attendance is usually voluntary and conditioned by a prac-
tical motive; the adult is free to walk out if he feels
that he is not gettifis what he wants.

2. Students bring a mature, rich experience to class which
conditions the learning by making it easier at times, but
imperative that dew facts be related to this background
of experiencQ.

3. Learning is conditioned by the general decline in learning
capacity., The majority of adult students fall in the 35-45

4
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age range. 0;1e must be cognizant of the fact that, the

-adult student must invest more effort in his attempts to
learn than younger students, all other things being equal.

4. The adult is always ready to learn if the material pre-
sented bears upon his needs.

5., The adult is not content to be a spectator; he needs to
participate in the activities frequently during a session.

6. The adult feels a sense of hurry, a shortness.of,time in
which to learn; he is an impatient learner.

7. The adult must acquire and retain a high degree of self-
confidence and must have a feeling of success to a far
greater degree than children.

8. The wide variations in the experience, age, and education
of adults accentuates the role played by individual dif-
ferences in adult education.

9. The educational efforts being made by the adult student
are almost always secondary to his other'effots such
as: maintaining a livelihood, paying his gills, and
providing for his family.

10. Since the adult usually has a ready-made motiveor pur-
pose when he comes to class, learning is of greater con-
sequence and more worthwhile to him.

11: The adult has handicaps which he must overcome: physi-
ological changes, psychological handicaps of prejudice,
set patterns and habits, fatigue resulting frOm a full
day's work prior to class.

12. The adult needs to see an immediate benefit to himself
A in whit he learns.

Adults in basic education, just like other learners, need to see a
reason for learning if they are to gain much from the opportunities pro-
vided by adult programs. Somehow they must see that this experience will
fit into and enrich their everyday living, To.be meaningful, education
has to meet the individual's needs. It will be the intent of this re-
port to describe a procedure by which, individual needs can be identified
and which will allow the instructor to prescribe a pl,An of action which
will meet these. individual needs.

,Curriculum Content

Traditionally, educators have fecognized one's level of ability by
grouping students chronologically. It is not uncommon to visit a.class-
room and find all twenty or thirty students read trig the same book or

384
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working on the same math problem. It would indeed be a strange coinci-
dence of these students were at.the same level of ability or could
1pain at the same rate. In spite of the fact that most educators recog-
nize individual differences, many still feel an obligation to complete
such and such a tex(book befdre the end of,the semester. In adult basic
education this must not be the case Most,adult education programs are
blesSed with the fact that attendance is not mandatory. As a result,
educators are forced to be innovative or suffer the consequence ofloa-
ing all of their students.

,Perhaps the first step an adult educator should -take in developing
a curriculum is to forget about grade levels. Instead;. he no,uld iden-
'tify specific skills at varying levels of ability. These skills shOuld
be put in context with the neeids relevant to each individual. For ex-
a761e, it is not enough to saY that an individual should teed and,write
atthe 6th. grade revel. It would be much better to state such objectives
as: a student can all out an application blank; a student can compare
and analyie newspaper ads; a student can use reading to get information;
,a student can read and understand information pertaining to bills and
statements.'

These objectives may be to termed as performance level objectives and
should be developed by each ins uctor.in any number of subject areas.
T1-1_, following charts demonstrate an example of developing performance
level objectives in the areas of money, written communication, and read,
ing. By no means is it suggested that these three examples are complete.
Obviously, there are hundreds of other desirable performance level objec-
'tives,that could be described in each area. It is the'task of the in-
structor to select those objectives which best meet the need of each in-
dividual. Obviously, not all objectives listed would be desirable for
all students. Hopefully, these threeexamples serve as a means- to

demonstrate a principle.

89.3
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.11

Assessing Individual Skill Needs '

There are many pros and cons regarding the testing of adult basic
education students. Many of the criticisms are valid. For example, it
would not be appropriate to subject him to a comprehensive test the first
week he attends class. Very often a new student is lost during this
crucial period of adjustment if he is threatened by such k negative hur-
dle. Nevertheless, it is equally as crucial to place this student4n a
general level commensurate with his ability. After a student is com-
fortable in his surroundings; a more comprehensive exam may be adminis-
tered.

There are many techniques for the initial placement of students.
Many publishing eompanieshave developed placement tests which requiv,
less than one-half hour to administer. However, the simplest and most'.
effective 'is a device which can be developed by each program. This is
a concept initiated by the University of Texas as part of a regionally,
developed teacher tra-ini-ng_kit. Very briefly, an enrollment form is
given to each student to fill out. The form is designed in a sequence
bf difficulty in which the new student is required to demonstrate his
readihg and writing ability. The first questions are stated very s-km-
plyand can be answered witli one or two words. For example: Are. you
married? Do you have any children? How Many children do'you have?
Write your name. Write you home address. As the form progresses the
questions become more difficult. For examPle: Do you have a mea of
transportation to get to class? Would you be willing to provide rans-
portation for other students in your area? The last questions ,re uire
the student to do some comprehensive thinking and put these thoughts'
down in a narrative form. For example: Why do you wish to attend adult
basic education classes? What are some of your areas of interest?

444-

Whenever possible'a teacher or teacher aide should work with the
student in filling out the form. As soon as the student experiences
difficulty in answering the questions, the teacher may proN?ide assis-
tance. If necessarya5.1k-him the questions and fill out the form for
him, Besides the fact the tacher has some valuable information about
the student, he should be able to place him into a general level of
ability.

Once the +dent has adjusted to the classroom environment, it is
then necessary to identify specific skill deficiencies. Again there are
many publishingHompanies which have developed achievement tests for
adults. It is recomiended that a test which identifies specific skill
areas be used. The test mast often used in New Mexico is "The Tests of
Adult Basic Edutation," published by the California Test Bureau. This
test provides the instructor with a very simple means of identifying
specific skill deficiencies. This series also contains three levels of
difficulty in several subject areas. It is further recommended that the
results of this test be made available to the student. In fact, it would

be desirable to discuss each section, pointing out deficiencies and areas
of expertise: The test" should be used as °'.1 diagnostic tool and used by

(I

both teacher an student in developing a plan of action.

4 0)
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The Learning Lab

The Oklahoma State Divisionvqf Adult Basic Education (Timken & Har-
rison, 1970) describe the learning lab as basidally an area (building,
room, rooms) where facilities, materials, personnel and students come
together to service the needs of each individual adult. On a scheduled
or unscheduled basis, it may be used by one adult for enrichment, an-
other for reinforcement and another, for remediation. The lab should con-
tain the necessary equipment and instructional materials which will al-

low the student to learn by_himself'or in small groups those specific
,e-'skills necessary to meet his educational objectives. The individualized

instruction concept is developed, upon the enrollee's stated objectives

or goals. The i'ndividual's ability is assessed by means of a standard-
ized achievement test as described earlier. Then a meaningful curricu-

lum is planned based on the student's reason for entering school, abili-
ty, vocational status or desires, and general interests.

In the learning lab the role of the teacher takes on a new light.
The teacher is no longer the super-figure standing in front of the class
lecturing to those who may or may not have any interest in what he has
to say. Instead, the teacher's role may be compared to that of a diag-

nostician. He simply identifies' students' needs; breaks these needs down
into specific performance level objectives; and, via the learning lab,
he prescribes an individualiZed. approach to meeting these needs.

This very simple breakdown infers that the teacher's role is non-

personal. Iowever, this is not the case. Individualized instruction

does not mean that the teacher is no longer needed. Instead of being

the primary giver,of information, he may be considered to be the facili-
tator and education decision-maker, counselor, superviser or test admin-

istrator. He must establish' rapport and see that the student is working

toward his primary objective.

Materials for the Learning Lab

There are many sources of materials for a learning lab. Many of them

are good and many of them not so good. It would be desirable to have a
completely comprehensive lab but the limitation of funding usually pre-

. vents this. - Because of this wide'selection of materials and because of
limited funding, it is important to be selective in choosing your instruc-

tional materials. Perhaps the most important rule of thumb to follow is

to choose only those materials which have been designed for adult use:

It is indeed sad to walk into,a classroom and see adults reading The

Cookie Tree; or using some 1920 vintage 5th grade workbook discarded by

the public schools.

The learning lab should contain self-instruction, programmed materi-

als. There are many self-contained instructional kits On the market.
They found in almost all subject areas at all levels of ability. Because

no one kit covers all elements of a given subject and because no two in-

dividuals learn the same way, it is recommended that you have more than

4 )
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one kit available gpr each subject at each level.

tThe needs and 'Siie of a program would determine the types and num-
ber of kits to he purchased. For example, if there are only a 'landfill
of G.E.D., prep students, it would be inadvisable to pdrchase several
G.E.Dk prep kits. On the other hand, if a program has a lerge enroll-
ment in English as.a Second Language or basic reading, several sources
should be included in the lab.

study conducted by Mr. Philip Felix (1972) a flow chart list-
ing progr ed kits was developed in several areas of adult basic educa-

o tion. The llowing is a sample of this study which identifies learning
lab materials f1,-..the area of English as a Second Language. Charts

to these should be developed for the areas of reading oral communi-
cation, mathematics, vocational education, GED prep.
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Once 'a lab ha's been established-tho_instruct
--___

shrull'inake_a_ very ComprehensiVe study:of-A-he,Avai10,
OY,the spetific'eoncApts.contained, in the';ale/4-11O

---ana,evAluated. Without thLs'detailed inf6rmation, tli

in-d't woft,--:4 % 'T----_:_.<,

----__

If possible, this informati ould be eat: ged in a
e

erence index. For example: if the achle enCJ,test--dentes
,,, ciency in capitalization or ,word numbers, 1--

a .te r co. ld \T-&-ter,..g

dent to only that.portion of a' kit that deals,4f-thT Ubje
ully, there should be more th one refernce Source in.
h first source did not fully tea h,the concept.

c.'-- :-.----__ ''.41.---.4.--
--- ';,,,,, -__

Obviously, the learning
., has 411-p t

4,

The,limitationa' of this, report p ent a
sulLe

escri
suggested that other resources be c

e end of this report it a bib
ere for the learningt latt-_,concept-.-

Conclusion
N

The title of this report is-misleading.
a cUrriculum for adult basiF education Each prog
suggests differences .-which Prevent--the.deopment of A
lum. If anyl'h.tng, such a curriculum WO-t4d_have to be so
oul lose its ef4ctiveness upon appliscati

uch thing
'ndividual,

1 curricu-
1 that it

metho
he content of, this. report isrtathing more tkan a pr
which has proven td-be effective->-

ess,'a singe .
n any e'N'isren,t, it is, up to each

individual instructor to asseskhis.students needs and n Nan accore:
ingly.'
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CURRICULUM DESIGN AND RGANIZAT.ION: A NEW LOOK'

Jahn `1C. Sherk, Jr.
University of Missouri
Kansas, City, Missouri

Introduction // .

Anthony Bugess's-striking novel, A Clockwork 15 nge, or-its filmed
ortrayal, should be reciiii ed 1"eadin and/or viewi for all pri,sah edu-
lqrs. There are several r son8 why this is true. One reasonds that
provides a glimpse into the.future of society in which the current

rendS towards lawlessness and violence are sfi. n in their full flower.
is a society in which the'average citizen h s"lost most df his free-

dom because he lives in constant fear for his safety-, in this regard,
the ol& society is transformed into a prison alternately ruled by law-
'less br s and the cobnter-forceg of an equally brutal law and order
'establishment. Between these enormously evil forces, the citizen finds
=himself as helpless as a fox pursued by hounds andlrunters. Another tea-
son for knowing this book is because it portrays a method of handling
society's chronic offenders which differ's markedly froM those we use today.
The novelist indicates what might ll'appen to humanS if our current.prac-

tices in corrections are not applied more Skillfully.So as tobetter de-
monstrate that they can be effective in rehabilitating the,lives of of-

.

fenders.

Perhaps in the decade af'the.70's we have our last opportunity to
prove that we can rehabilitate offenders using gentle and hilmeine methods,
for it is clear to us that crime and violence have. badly torn the fabric
of our society. Public Lonfidence in .the efficacy of rehabilitation and
education has eroded in recent years. The people of this nation are in-
clined to be impatient and impetuous. There is a danger that our nation- .

al mood may turn repressive and reactionary, resulting in abandonment of
`- restrained and humane treatment of prisoners. . ,

Educators base their practice upon humanitarian values, for the most
'part. Education in corrections should be based on civil as well as indi-
vidual rights including the right to decline educatign and the right to
maintain the freedom of spirit and qualities of individuality which allow
each person to be unique.

Finally, it goes without saying that education in corrections musc
be, made, to'succeed against great odds, Programs have always been undek-
financed. They probably will continue to be po'Orly supported from the
financial- viewpoint,

1.1 will require many skillful, well-trained teachers working against
,* severe handicaps in prisons all across the nation to do the job. It will

be the belief in the worth of individuals- behind bars which will sustain

4 .)
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these teachers in thdir work. If we lose fai in our ability to change
these individuals through education, ,there are ose waiting who are will-
ing to apply harsher alternatives in order to, get he johdraft

The essential element in Overcoming these odds ag st which we are
working is "vision." Lt_ is the intangible yet very real, v ion the teat
er as,of the goal, the pretessarid the implementation of th- ay-to-day

prog m which will prove successful. It is hoped that this paper an be

part o 'that process of developing ;'vision."

The Problem

TyPical,adurt,has.ic,education'programs teach reading, writing, arith
metic, and other so-balled "survival skills" such as consumer education
and how to fill out applications for menial jobs. The position taken
in this paper is that such training is inadequate because it tends to
deal 'with only the most superficial aspects of life and work. It objec-

tive is not to secure the "right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of
-happiness," but to relieve the tax-paying public of the financial respon-
sibility for Chose who cannot manage to survive. The result that 'such

education achieves is often to arrest the educational development of, an
individual at the so-called "survival level." As it turns out, mere sur-

vival becomes' a full-time job, and, this, as a central focus of life,
precludes moving to a richer ,quality of life in all respects. 'The
,propriate trust"of our corrections education programs shouldll)e to chal-

lenge each i.ndividual to his optimal capabilities. A:simple program of
re-teaching basic tool subjects will not provide sufficient opportunity
for individuals to achieve their optimal capabaities.

The remainder of this paper will outline thr components of a curri-
culum which could, if implemented, provide a better chance for the recla-
mation of the minds and hearts of those in prison.

\ Components of a Comprehensive Adult Basic Education Program
6

Manzo (1971) has outlined the following fundamental needs of the
adult of low educational and social status:

I Language: capability to orally express self c learly and
effectively in both the community dialect and the language
of,the core culture (standard English dialect).

II Reading and Writint* capability to read and write at least
initially on a fourth-fifth reading level; subsequently,
opportunity to develop such skills in meaningful social
contexts; the use of these skills as a participant in so-
ciety's System of communications.

III Culture-Academic Factors: exposure to and training in the

essential features of the "core" culture's academic and

41.J
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f.

social heritage.

IV. Emotional Solvency': freedom from such maladaptive behaviors
as tend to minimize cognitive growth, vocational adjustment,
and emotional well-being.

Manzo's statement of needs is useful in this context because it im-
plies that some of the e4isting compvients of adult basic, education pro-
grams can be utilized. Therefore, with some minor changes and some ma-
jor ones, innovations in present programmin can be directed toward the
achievement of the'optimal capabilities of he learner.

In order to accommodate the learner's
sideration must be given to redirecting exi
basic education program components. Partic
upon those components which are not now pro
basic education curriculum.

The Language Curriculum

eeds as outlined above, con-
ting and designing new adult
lar emphasis will be placed
ided in the typical adult

Objectives. (1) To improve ora spee h patterns
lish, (2) to enlarge vocabulary--the stock of precise
lish words, (3) to develdp and refine cog tive skill
ing, memory, ability to discriminatq fact and opinion
ing, and summarizing and drawing conclusiiihs, (4 to

personal experiences with skill and fludncY.

n standard Eng-
eanings for Eng-
such as'listen:
inferential think-

earn to verbalize

Teacher Role. ,Thinking is developed rimarily through lan ua e and
interactions with learned individuals. Th s learning in this p as of
the adult ba is education program will be eavily dependent upo t e op-
portunity pe itted'by the teacher forthe learner to engage in so Lai-,
intellectual interactions of an oral-mature whiCh will,be usefu in im-A
proving his and of knowledge and critical thinking skills. Croup dis-
cussions, games, role-playing in.classa-oom dramatizationsand monologues
are types of activities which the teacher will organize and supervise.
The teacher will attempt to maximize the verbal interaction between stun
dents, guide them in understanding the merits and shOrtcomings of their
statements, and help the students to de'rlop tolerance for new 'ideas and
expressed ideas different from the ones they hold.,` It is to be emplia-
sized that this is largely group verbal interaction; it probably 'cannot ."

be accomplished on an` individualized basis.

Materiars. Aside from listening and vocabulary, there arevery few
commercial materials prepared specifically for this purpose, However,
many materials, printed, recorded, and filthed, would be sufficiently
powerful as stimulant for generating discussions. It is really the
teacher's task to bsscmble materials Which grow out of the expressed
topics of interest of the group, locate suitable material on thesetopics,

4 '4
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and present them as curricular materials areound which oral-aural ex-
periences are organized for the enhancement of language skills in the
class.

Evaluation. There are several
port to measure quality and quanta
these require time and a trainedev
perhaps audio recording excerpts fr
would be sufficient for theteacher
er progress in this area of the cur

Basic Skills Curriculum

standardized instruments which pur-

in verbal interaction. However;

luator. For purposes of simplicity,
m several sessions spaced over time
and the class to use to decide wheth-
iculum had been made.

Objectives. (1) To raise the functioning ability of all inmates in
/ reading and writing above the fift grade level, the level above which

the individual is no longer funct ally illiterate, as judged by the

. larger society, (2) to provide on -to-one or individualized instruction
in reading and writing, (3) to pl ce mathematical anq computational in-
struction in the context of mean gful dai-to-day situations of which
the relevance can easily be seen, (4) to provide maximum flexibility with
regard to the pact of learning f:r dach s udent, (5) to institute a mon-
itoring Systemlin these basic skfll areas which insures continuous stu-
dent growth andi a very high percrtage of correct responses which tend
to maximize oppor unity for mastery abd s rong transfer of learning.

Teacher Role The teacher's role In this part of the, educational
program is most f fly described in an article by Mocker and Sherk (1970).
In essence, in orer to function in a program which is designed to meet
the objectives as istated, the teachqr must come to view himself, in a role
%different from thd traditional one. 1 His 4lassroom becomes a "learning
enter," and he ticomes a manager of the learning enterprise, rather than

la lecturer or a dispensek of knowledge and information. It is necessary
for"the teacher to assume this new role because of the wide range of in-
dividual differences found in adults in the average classroom. ' It has

geen found almost imf.osSAble to group students for reading instructions,
for example, because there are probably very few adults in any class who
have exactly the -sate reading level'and the same instructional needs. In

the role as envisioned here, the teacher would conduct the class primarily
on an individualized basis, relying heavily, upon multi-level self-correct-

ing and self - directing programmed instructional materials. The students

in, his type of situation actually set their own goals individually, with
guidance from the teacher, plan their own Schedule and work -load, work
independently with frequent individual conferences with the instructor,
and when appropriate:submit themselves to evaluations of the learnings
which are administered by the instructor and evaluated jointly the in-
structor and student.

4
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Materials. In the areas- of. reading and maichematics theie is a wide
range of instructional materialof high qualitY which is of the type ap-
propriate for this instructional situation.. I stead of one textbook for
reading, fo,r.exampl, each student would Proba ly be working in a dif-
ferent book suited to his individual needs an interests. Some students
Right be working in programmed-reading texts, some in specific skill-
development materials, and some might be reading longer selections such
as novels pr non - fiction selections. The teacher's responsibility in
this regard is to know a'-wide range of instructional materi lsc what they
purport to teach,- know hbw to put ,the student at the approp iate place
in the instructional sequence, monitor his progress periodi ally and re-
teach anything the student has not himself. understood, and hen to move
the student into, progressively more difficult materials as is learning
progress takeshim there.

/

Activipes. Rarely, if ever, in this part of the progr m is there
group activity. An observer would note that students in this program
work independently a great. deal of. the time. Often instructi ns forluse
of certain typeS of material new to the student re delivered y-tap4d
instructions which,he listens tie) and fo lows. T ere'iS little n1bise,

Frequently students are calle4 upon for individual conferences wiith the
teacher. Students move about the room s they need Itlo for tlieii indi-

vidual programs. Students come tp'and leave class a ording tothe

;amount of time they have to spend and on their pre-a anged schedule.
Each student keeps his wOrk in a folder which-he leaves with Ple,instruc-
t r. Both the student and the instructor keep careful daily and weekly
r cords of the student's prog4ess. In thg case where students miss their
s heduled appearance in class, the instructor follows upNby scheduling
the studecit.'for make-up time. If the student becomes ill or hospitalized,
and he is able to do school work, the instructor arranges to have 'his
material sent to him. The student and instructor arranges to have his
cycLe of ,goal-setting, record-keeping, evaluating, moving. up, establish-
ing new sets of goals.

Is.

The Cultural and Academic Curriculum

t*,

S

Objectives. .(1) To plan and offer courses in secondary school sub -'
jeCts appropriate for preparing students to pass the GED examinations,
(2) to teach student's methods of "learning- how -to- learn, " -(3). to provide

courses iff ethnic and cultural studies, (4) to provide courses to study
in group process and interpersonal relationships, (5) to provide courses
of study in modern music, art, cinema, and drama.

..

Teacher Role. The teacher's role in teaching the traditional high
school subjects is understood and probably needs little in the way of
elaboration here. However, the reader Could prOably benefit by refer-
ring to a publication by Mocker (1971) describing in specific terms the
relevant topics of.each curriculum area covered bY the GED examination.

4'3 \
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In preparation is a publication which links each one of these topics in
five areas of the GED curriculum with a specific piece of cotmercially
available instructional material designed to teach or provide practice
on that topic.

The essence of this portion of the adult basic education curriculum,
however, is in the academic programming which would enable the student
to relate to his cultural heritage as well as to, understand his potential
place in modern society. In addition, learnir.gs related to the student
or the individual as a group member should be included. Enrichment of
understanding of the world and his place in it Can be enhanced by helping
the student see the world throu'h the eyes of.dur modern wri ers, poets,
artist," and playwrights.

i.

pl

pe

The teacher can be of grea
nning activities with studen

ble to
e know
this pa

s types cf one-shot, short-course ar angements
, it may'be that a noted poet could b persuaded
ry workshop for selected students. 0 , perhaps

ple who
m ity ar
n t neces
semester

can be ma
to conduct a two-d
a'qualified person couldl be found who could conduct a series o ,training
sessions 1.n group dynamici fpr interested students. The idea htre is to

capitaliz upon every opportunity to provide rich learning expe iences

for the students. In most situations the teacher can become th catalyst

for this process. As in other sections of this paper, the suggelstion

is that the traditional role of the teacher needs to undergo change.
Usually this amounts to seeking ways to enrich, broaden, and operi up the
walls of the classroom sp that the student's eyes are opened tatihe world
of possibilities before him.

It

are kno ledge
people ho ha

ary to t ink o
sense. Vario

e. For xampl
y poe

service in this regard by i
s, land then arranging to hay
ch!the classes. In virtuall
ed e and skit's worth teachi

t of the curriculum in the

itiating-
community
every com-
t. It is
raditional

Materials. One e)ample of how a program might be organized in this

area probably will be sufficient to alert the reader to the almost limit-

t'Iss'possibilities of assembling materials for this section of the curri-

culum.

A teacher noticed that many students in the class in American litet-
ature were more conversant with and interested in the filmed version of
certain literary works than they were with their written counterparts.
Therefore, this teacher assembled a film seriees of American classics
§uch as Melville's Moby,Dick, Crane's Red Badge of Courage, Dieier's

American Tragedy. The class studied both the book (sometimes inlsimpli-

( fied form) and the film made from the book. They then analyzed he lit-

eral meanings, themes, character, plot, and style. They studied how the

filmmaker adapted the stary to fit the screen. This led the class into

study of the various aspekts of film-making, including the roles of pro-

ducer, director. The couirse of study culminated in the class making its

own firm using its own script, millimeter camera, 'home-made, stage, props,

and lighting. The film wI as shown to other students and wasVery well

received. "
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Affect and the Adult Student

Objectives. (1) To diagnose maladaptive student behaviors which
inhibit learning, (2) to provide counseling for students haling such
patterns of counterproductive behavior, (3) to implement procedures t

neutralize or desensitize these negative responses and to replace the
with, or counter-condition them with new, more appropriate-responses.

Accordi.kg to Manzo (1971):

The illiterate adult is one ho by definition has fa
ceed--that is, he has failed o fully acquire that w
ciety considers rudimentary: he cannot read, he is
to hold a job, and he is a fin
zens. Much of this apparent f

led to suc
ich the so
arely able

ncial burden to his fellow citi-
ilure is related not to inteIlec

tual deficiencies, not to physical handicap, but is more often
due to cultural isolation, prej dice and/or a poor family:situa-,
tion.

The individual raise in such ci umstances is often beset with
inappropriate emotional response
belled as maladaptive behaviors.
or negative visceral learnings c
for him to bring about substantia
pabilities.

which have been recentlyila-
As long as these maladaptive--

.I
ntinue there is little hope
changes in his learning ca-

Realizing this delimma, several behavioral scientists are 11(')w

experimenting with procedures to neutralize--or desensitize
these negative responses, and to replace them with or counter-
condition them with new, more appropriate responses.

These techniques are currently not in popular use. However,
the major developers of their use in research--Wolpe and Ban-
dura--both claim great success, with these techniques and be,
lieve that the actual treatments are relatively. simple to ap-
ply. They do not believe that highly trained clinicians are
necessary to do this .work. Teachh-s, nurses, psychologists,
and counselors could be, they beLieve, good 'therapists' for
carrying out this vital counter-cionditioning therapy.

Currently at UMKC Manzo, Willoughly, lnd Martin, are studying means these
techniques can be used in the school Or classroom 'setting.

Conclusion
.

Major and minor adjustments need to be made in current adult basic
education curriculum areas. Several have been suggested: (1) Language,

(2) Basic Skills, (3) Cultural-Academic, (4) Affect. In the individual
application of these curriculum components, wide yariations will un-
doubtedly occur. However, these areas are thought to be the irreducible

4i
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'minimum to be considered by teachers and curriculum designers in/plan-
ining programs. To. do less would be to deny that a man is more than a
brain to be crammed with facts; a man is feelings and emotions driven
and inhibited by varying levels of motiv4tion and interest, striving,
often without vision, for something he does not yet understand. Our
curriculum should reflect this "wholenes " of man in its design and or-..

ganizat'ion, and should-enable each man t find enlightenment, and there-
.

in find himself.,
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A pe:op e who are charged with the responsibility of facilitating
g ass e their assigned role (teacher) working with people who

have f r vari us reasons been plac d in the role of the o ficial learn-
er (st dent), it becomes clear tha the teaching-learning process is a
peopPeto-peop e function. This d es, not negate the fact that individ-
uals learn in n'environment witho t the assistance of an fficially de-
signated perso who occupies the r le of teacher. It is o ten said hat
"experience is the best teacher," ytt we have persisted, a d justifi bly
so, with the belief that learning can be facilitated by a teacher. ere
is some evidence to suggest we are lc ually over-playing the idea tha
the teachef is the primary facilitato of learning, i.e., rather than
using a variety orprofessionally dev loped, mediated presenta4ions w
often revert to the ad libing, present tion of the teacher which is kn wn
to be generally rAking in many respe ts. All this implies there are
numerousidecisions which are to be male by teachers regarding the org n-
ization,'implemeniation, and assessment of instruction.

Decisions ar continually made about the instructional-learning
process. i.,These decisions are made by individuals working within an i
stitutional setting which resides in a given culture at a specified time.
Decisions are made under conditions of reality which forbid the possi-
bility of operating in isolation or without regard to the cultural se'
Ling. Persons renponsible for working within the institutionalized d

t
cision-making fra ework will generally make sounder, more defensible
decisionsif the thoroughly understand the decision-making process and
the various restraints and infringements which are operative within the
process.

CURRICULUM DECISION- ING

Ward Sybouts
'University of.Nebr ska

Lincoln, Nebras a

;Decision- Making
;

There is a traditional or common model for decision-making in our
culture which identifies various components. The first step is the iden-
tification, recognition, or definition of a problem, need, or objective.
Once the need, problem or objective is determined, the second step is to
list all possible alternatives, solutions or options. The third and
final step is to select one or a combination of the available alterna-
tives or options, and presto, like the script followed by the unerring
detective of stage and screen, the problem is solved or the goal is a-
chieved:' This model is, in reality, a gross of the
process. There are a host of influences which ar( brought to bear upon
this model and tend to mask its simplicity or compound it with various
encumbrances. When considering the numerous variables involved in the
decision-making process, it becomes very clear that the process is not
a simple one. 4 t 7
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DIAGRAM A

SIMPLE DECISION - MAKING MODEL

STEP A

Establishing Goal
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Consider Options

Prescribing or Assigning
Options(s)
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The setting in which decis s are made is an important factor to
consider. In our complex societ , there is need to recognize the depen-
idency of decisions upon other el ents of the culture. In the frontier
culture when a housewife wanted dispose of garbage or trash, there
was no concern given when she st piped away Erom her cabin door and "gave
the trash a heave:" tuite obvio .1y, modern housewives in an urban set-
ting cannot be permitted the sam garbage disposal techniques used by
the frontier housewife. As otr society becomes more complex; the decision-
making process becomes more comploc with increased awareness required re-
garding the dependence of deci]sions to the cultural setting.

The collective voice of olir people, complex and diverse as it is,
has been recognized as a basicland most powerful influence, in the entire
range, of decisions which is made. Retited law enfprcement officers can
remember the prohibition days when the sale of all alcbholic beverages
was illegal. Legislators aid law enforcement perstmnel were confronted
with an impossible task because the people as a whole were not in agree-
ment with prohibition. The historic experiencerAas demonstrated that .the
people, which form the beset() our decision-making process constitUCe the,
most powerful influence and governMent must operate within the level of
acceptance established by the populace. The cultural directi.on (decision)
provides the framework within which the legislative process (decision)
functions.

. Institutions haoe bepn established by government to serve the needs
of the people:... Institutions such as mental hospitals, prisons, and schools
operate as bureaucracies within the framework of the law with certain pre-.
scribed limits which' have been'tested in the courts and which are depen-
dent upon financial Cbrit'rols familiar to all personnel who work in such
institutions.. Public' ervice institutions have not typically set their
own.direction'or established their own purpose and goals. While there
hav,ti been outstanding and noted leaders in these institutions who have

provided exceptional leadership and brought about significant changes,
in most instances it can be argued that changes had to wait until the pub-
lic became aware of the need for change and was willing to provide needed
financial support. The primary effort of personnel who have been charged
with the responsibility of directing and operating public institutions
has been to make these organizations function efficiently within the li-
mits of their bureaucratic framework and not to try to change to the major
direction or purpose which the institution was desig'ned to serve.

Policies are established within the institutions which must comply
witch the law and which are intended to facilitate the purpose of the or-
ganization. Tn most instances, policies are created by boards of direc-
tors or advisors who are charged withtno administrative responsibilities.
From policy decisiods, th4 administraIor independently or through staff
involvement and group processes, is able to develop administrative regu-
lations. Within the administrative regulations, members of the staff

make their decisions which arc consistent with the policies and laws of
the state.
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DeCisionlMakirfg Model 0

1' The decisiOn-m* ng model, as_mentioned previouSly.is often c nsi-
cleredeS a very simpl , three-sterrocess. Some of the considera ions
Which have been ;omits d froth the simple decision-making model are, )

the importance of comet nications,'(2) the psychology of the indivi al,
(3) value system§, (4) bureaucratic lidltations, and (5) cultural sating.
Quite often these compounding factors are elusive or seem to avoid lear
definitions.

. ,

A brief consideration of
model may be warranted before
definition of the issue, qu s
it is overlooked, A person
pl x solution that he fails
to realizejt may be a very
or goal may turn out to be

I

na ly perceived. '

the components of the simple decisi
considering the compounding factors. The
ion, problem or goal is sometimes ,p bvious
n be so engrossed in trying. to desig a com-
analyze the problem or goal sufficie tly

imple.one. In other situations the oblem
tirely different than that which wa igi-

u
The identification of ternative solutions to solve a probieul or

teach an objective is often iven too little consideration. ObvioLsly,
the more carefully the alte atives or options are chosen, the greater
the likelihood for the achie ement of desired results: The results can
never be better than the best options. %There are times when alternatives
or options which are listed a e in fact not alternatives at all when coil-
sidering solutions; i,e., if a student is not progressing sat"isfactori"ly .

one might suggest assigning him to a series of learning packages. This
would be an option only as long as the needed learning 14ckages were avail-
able. Consultation is sometimes very appropriate when considering options.
Quite often another person can think of options which may give an entirely
new or better potential result. At other timeseonsultatioh may iden-
tify potetial dangers or negative results in options previously suggested.
The seeking and bringing.togetheroof as much information as possible is
important toward arriving at the best possible approach on the.one'hand "
and the avoidance of unnecessary repercussions or future problems on the
other band.

Types of Decisions for =Instructors

,Decision-making in an instructional setting places heavy demarids'
upon those responsible for facilitating learning- With the knowledge
explosion, the complexity of technology in media, both in and out of the
schools, and the multiplicity of sub - cultures within our society, the
instructor is now faced with decisions that never once confronted Aristo-
tle. Being an educator today is much more demanding than it was in past

.generations.

The traditional teacher of the past, yet in recent' decades, had a-
.

group of learners, a room and a text: The most commonly used instruction-
al approach was for the teacher to lecture (and in Many instances we are
forced into a stance of over-generosity when we suggest the ad lib ramb-
ling of some teachers could qualify as a lecture);' assign pages from the
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text; have a "recitation" which consisted o
deriv from Cext and lecture that required
studen s; and \fine, ly to give a-guiz (it
many s ch quizzes ould stump the teacher o

the teacher asking questions
ecall type responses from
lso interesting to note that
e they got "cold"). Teach-

ing wad active--be g-a student was generally passive with 'success being
measured by a student's ability to produce a carbon copy of the teacher's
answer key at ex ination t'me.

The modern, escri
in a close ielatio ship wilt
skills, involves t e teache
facilitate the individual 1
eval ates the learner's pro
viti s as a result of feedb

teacher demonstrates skills which place him
each individual studdht, requires diagnostic
with prescribing learning activities that
artier to reach clearly defined objectives,
ress, and finally alters 'Ifuture learning acti-

cid

Decisions td Recognize Each Indj.vidual,

In a traditional educational setting we have, as educators, beets
great verbal advocates of the individual., As educatoks, we have written
and lectured about the importance of serving the needs of each individual
learner,"butin practice we:built schools, for middleclass,aspiring fami-
lies with students of average or above average intelligence. Unfortunate
ly, not all youth fit the antiquated, unyielding mold of the typical sec-
ondary schools, with the result that literally millions of youth become
truant, delinquent and eventually drop out. From the dropouts, and from
the graduates, we find those who for various reasons cannot demonstrate
behavior acceptable in the eyes of our sotiety'and for.thesewe have es-
tablished still other institutions to serve their (educational) needs.
Our actions deny our'words of good intent regarding the individual. Put

another way, a young person'can be an individual as long as he chooses .to
do hig thing as3a middle-class, complying student who fits the shape of ,

our school. 06r traditional schools have, in spite of all we have said,
been group-oriented rather than individual-oriented., ,

Asi,teachers grow in their ability to molkfrOm the traditional style
of: teaching to one, in whiO.the teacheris a diagnostician, prescriber, .

designer and evalAator, more emphasis can be given to each person in the'
classroom as an individual. Once the individual student is recognized
and bec,omes-acti:velY involved in the learning process, more learning will
Occur.

Decisions by Group Consbnsus

. - Tradition has placed` nstructors in situations here they typically

. - ,work alorie. In fact, many ingtructorshavedemOnstrated behavior that ,

has fostered working alonein a situation where the human megaphone could
drone on and on, with little orno concern for accountability. We-are

now able to demonsate that when teachers work in groups they, are able

to do a, better jot; of'plannitig, instructing and evaluating.,

..,
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decisions invol in plannin and evaluation can
ructors are given n opportu ty .lo work together
tly. Instructors o en have to develop new techn
plan and critique, bu on e inle for planning is

ilable for a team of .nstr ctors, the quality of
oved. Teams of instruc oz's can be composed by
t disciplines or b tho e working in the same
d for team planning are (1) instructors who
planning or are willing to explore the possib

t me, (3) adecuate,space and facilities, and (4)

.Deck ion.Makin in tie Instructional Setting

g
When applying the'deciSion-ma king'process to the instructional et-

eting there, ate a v riety of ,approaChes which can be identified. For pur-

poses of disueSio here it Fill be assumed we will be working with an

instructional tea whenever possible, that behavioral or perfonuance ob-

.
jectives will be ilized and that an instructional systems approach

will be.emploYed. This does not imply the decision-makingprocess will
not work in other instructional settings but does infer that the results,

from the process are maximized when teams work to establish learning

systems for competency based programs (Mager, 1962). It is assumed that

instructors working at this level are competent in writing behavioral .

objectives. If not they should read: Mager, Robert F., Preparing in-

structional objectives. Palo Alto, California: Fearon Publishers, 1962.

be.
rath-

ques

recog-

indi-
ield.
cog-
li-
a

The systems approach involves various steps which enable the instruc-

tors to specify and achieve objectives (Barson & Cmhandler, 1965; Buley,

1966; Churchman, 1965; and Smith,1966).

Setting Goals

The formation of goals and behavioral objectives is the

first order of business. Behavioral_objectives should

be written with sufficient spedificity to enable the).n-

structor and the learner to know:
G

A. what the,learner is expected to be able tondo;

B. how welt, or with what level of profici cy, the be-

haviot is to be 'performed; and

'C. under what conditions the learner is expected f o de-

monstrate his,competence:

Defined Measures

The construction of a criterion Meaaurb, or pre-test is to

follow the establishment of the behavioral goals. In some

408
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instan es the pre- and the, post -tests may beirhe sa e r

similai-\, while in others they may be different, or i
separate forms for testing for the same basic knowled J.

pi all 'cases, the tests must be designed or chosen to
1

easure behavior specified in the objectives and should
, e used', ;for 'a diagnosis'of the needs of the learner as

e,ll as a measure of his final achievement.

Task Anal sis
1

n order to construct a'system that will hel the" learner
2 '

chieve specified goals, th instructor will need to ana-
yze and f nmulate the leer ing tasks. One imply asks,

"What, are appropriate learning activities nleaded for the
student to nable him to acquire the desired wledge,
skills, or understandings spelled out in the 10 ectives?"

- '

iBased on pre-test results it is possible to eti nate the
learning activities related to ompetencies alr ady ac-
quired. Thus it is possible to eliminate pnnecepsary

h
activities and to select or design options for Appropri-
late practice.

Sequencing

,Appropriate practices, once identified, can be sequenced.
Sequencing the appropriate practices requires an analysis
of what has to be done by the learner (function analysis),

- -.What media ,is most appropriate, practices will best ac-
commodate the needs of the learner. The more options there
are available to the learner the greater'is the possibility
that the most appropriate practice can be identified.. Mul-
tiple options mean greater opportunities for the learner.

Implementing

Assigning appropriate practices,, or implementing the sys-
tem, for the individual learner or for a group .of learn,
ers can follow once'a sequence is established. It is pos-
sible, however, to modify the sequence at any time deemed
advisable on the base§ of feedback. Throughout the assign-
ment and implementation phase'of the system there needs to.
be sufficient direction, advisement, and resource assistance
from the individual instructor to monitor the learner's
progress and maintain adequate qPality control. At apOro-

priate times within the sequence,,, and, at its.conclusion,
an evaluation must be made of the learner's progress. The

final step within the implementation phase is eo update w

the entire system based on feedback or evaluation, regard-
ing the total process and the final product.

4'23
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Empha is on the Individual,

Decision-making in an i tructional system with prescriptive teach-
ing signifies greater optionsand opportunities for individualizing in-
struction than is found in a praditional system. Many approaches to in-
dividualizing nstruction are currently being advocated. Instructors

that it is extremely difficult to move to a progran that
dividual differences.

, find, however,
\' provides for'i

It is possible to follow a pattern of progression or tr
group instruction to individualized instruction. It is not

sitiorf from

cessary,
nor has it been proven desirable, to move totally from group nstruction
to individually-paced learning. It is quite possible'to haue portions or
segments of a program individualized for some (Irian learners while grbup
instruction proceeds. There may be some units of instruction in which all'
learners are together at the beginning, and then, at times determined by
feedback, some individuals will move into individually prescribed learning
activities. This implies there are behavioral objectives common to many ,

or All members of a group"and some individuals foewhom specific behavioral
goals must be written: While some instruction may involve group and in-
dividualized activities, othei units of learning may be completely indi-
vidualized,and self-pacing. The issue of individualizing instruction does
not mean it'must be. all or nothing at all. It may very well be that the
most beneficial learning system is one which incorporates both group

.learning activities and individually prescribed, self - pacing instruction.
.

,

Prescriptive teaching, and the decision to move t oward more individ7,'
ualizafion of instruction,, requires multiple options and expanded red,

sources. Traditional teaching (lecture, assigned readings, recitation
and testing) dealt with few options and consequently moved'more by habit
and tradition than by educational decisions. As instructors become in
volVed with inaividually, prescribed programs,- they find the more options
they have available for learner's the. more successful they become in their
ability to prescribe appropriate'rearning materials. Without the.availa-
bility of multiple optiOns the decision- making process is limited- with;:
consequent inadequagies in the instructional, program which are reflections,
of those insufficient options.

There are numerous options available to instructors as they make
decisions and prescribe appropriate practices for learners. )Quite natu-

rally, the variety and number of options are affected by financial ,limits;
space, availability and sophistication of resource centers, and the niii=

4 2.1 .
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ber and competence of lupp &t ursonnel. There are numerous options which

t

can be developed by anliTstr or in spite of perceped restraints. It
'is quite easy for an instru o to take the position that nothing can be
done because certain r ces are not available and thus demonst ate by
his failure to take a ti that his decision was to do nothing t improve
instruction. Among,some of the options that can be designed and developed
by instructors are the use of contracting, writing learning packages, and
employing various kinds of small group activities. Examples of other op-
tions which are commercially developed and which can generally be prescribed
by instructors are programmed units or texts, packaged resource anaklearn-
ing units, workbooks, and correspondence courses.

Conclusion

There is a decision-making process in 'which all instructors are in-
volved. This process can be defined in a variety of ways. In its sim-
plest form it involves (1) a need, goal or problem to be solved; (2) the
identification of available' options; and (3) thegementation of the
prescribed aption or the choice of an altefnative. To mgke this three-
step decision-making model more complete and operative it is necessary
toyecognize other compounding feattires which have a major influence;
i.e.,.the importance of communications, the -psychology of the individual,
value systems, bureaucratic limitations and the cultural setting. In

view of the system in which we mork it is also important to recognize
the value of the group pr9cess i5 decision.-.making. Once an instructor
Understands the decision-making process 'it is conceivable he. will be capa-
41e'of t process y 1,(Ibetter decisions.

The decison-makin 'model complements the systems_approch lmst ruc-
.

tionalv design. In a sense, the systems approach to instruction is a m
or facilitator, for controlled decisions which are channeled toward
accomplishment of prescribed goals. In its simplest form,an instructional
'system has as a starting place 'th identification of objectives which are
ultimately stated in terms of measurable competencies; the establishment
of criteria for measuring a 'learner's entering knowledge,, and finally
h.is achievement ormistery of materials as measured against the stated
objectives; the analysis of'the learning activities or tasks; sequencing
appropriate learning activities; and finally, assigning learning activi-
ties and implementing the system with. an activated evaluation and feed-
back loop which enables the manager of the system to up-date or improve
the system at any point or any' time,.

Dec ion - making with).-n-tileframowork of thel.systems approach fosters

the indivaNizetion of instruction. All of the leat.ner's activites do
not need to be self--pacing,and individualize(r. 'there should be a sharing
Of-group learning activities and,indiA dually prescribed learning tasks.
In order to make decisions which will enhance the -learilkng climate for
a student, the
prescribe e most ap
A wide variety of teat

cto'r must have a resource bank from:which he can
ro riate learning tasks to an_knerividual learner.
ur,made and comme-rcially prepared materials will

be needed in order to 'proceed with individually prescribed instruction.

4 2
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Teacher competencies and behaviors will need to be altered from tha
typically exhibited whee lecture, assigned readings, review and test-
ing were employed. In the final analysis the most important ingredient
in the decision- making process, the most important and over=riding ele-
ment of,an instructional system, and the single most cruciarlesource
for individualization of instruction--is the teacher.

C\
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AN ADULT BASIC EDUCATION CURRICULUM

George W. DeBow
Department of Public Instruction

Pierre, South Dakota

Introduction

This paper allows one member Of the education team'to communicate
with marl}, others presently working in the correctional setting as edu-
cation specialists. It is sincerely hoped that the ideas which are pre-
sented in this document make an honest endeavor to convey in a most pos-
itive and functional manner the vital importance of attitudinal change
which is now before us; this,evherent change process can only allow the
present basic education curriculum for adults to increase the outreach
to those who are saying loud .and clear, "Help tiled"

adult basic education \urriculum in. the' correctional setting has
Perhaps,more Opportunity to be creative and superbly functional t an any
model presently known. ..The studehts in such-a setting are most rtainly
definitive and real, in terms of their needs, thus the challenge of he
total :rehabilitation ptocess will, it a most cothprehensive mariner, in-
clude the basic educatrional component, The adult basic education pro-

'gram, as it is known now, must' function well and in-depth for an individ-
ual.to egreSs into'society totally committed,to a new life, and, in es-

.1.sence, be the manager of his own. ways.

0

Each. persOn.has hangups in terminology and most certainly adult
basic education cABErranks high in the polls. In the remainder of,this
documett,the apronym PETS -replaces ABE for purposes of effect .and commu-

- .nication.-PED means "Personal *Educational Development," and thus in
coneypt is much broader in, altent an* scope. The idea transforms one'is
imagery:cif,,the narrower ABE syntax to include all ramification's of P.L.

. X317230,, Adult Education Section, and expanses beyond. PED.is a funttion_
`of education; individually deSigned for human intera4ion through the
learning process, yet pleasantly involved with group dynamics and
interdiscipliries.

.

4 No'apologies pre made for this document being original, for the mere
'enjoyment in sharing a few ideas, observations and suggestions is para.-
mount to the learning process. So much fine research and documentation
has been accomplished during the length of time the AgE Correctional Pro-

. icc-t (Ryan, 1970) has"bcen funotioning that further research would only
-11c, :an afterthought in.this position paper.

Discovery-of a Base Line for PED

Within each correctional institution one can find the -first funda-
mental criterion for PED, 'namely, the massive human resource. These-
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people come from such varied backgrounds, with personal probleMs reflec-
ted in their presencd in the institution, that there, is no question the
need for PED is, ostensible. The fundamental question; then, would be
based upon the order of practical applicants to be found in a delivery
system for human need such as an educational curriculum.

The following developmental steps are necessary for full discovery
of the base line:

(1) One must develop a critical analysis of institutional per-.
sonnel through pesonnel records, internal educational testing service,
a descriptive%ummarization of inmate educational levels, personal skill

levels, ethnic background and fundamental sociological data. It is pos-
sible to assemble this kind of diata on an empirical. asis as well as
other methods such as testing. Empirical data is very valuable and most
certainly highly expressive of an institution's need for educational
change; whereas hard statistical data is also desireable for reinforce-.

ment or curricular needs. Both forms of information provide the very
fundamental basis on which the PED needs'anay be clearly assessed during
the developmental or re-analyzing phase of base line development.

Under no circumstances should sociological data expressed in empi,
rical form be shelved after first usage or discovery; it should be a
constant steady companion in the ongoing process as this data becomes a
primary sensbx reflecting need for change within the correctional setting.

\

(2) Extreme importance ust be placed upon the'discovery process
of competent professional employees and inmate staff to function with
good program development. Inherent with this concept is constant on-
going staff development preparatory to assuming a responsible position

in the educational scene. This factor alone will make or break the

process of PED development as each member of the institutional staff

must-be in.rhythm with,the total process. The staff may, in part, plan
how .a competent curriculum can,be structured, so consequently, in-service
development receives high priority in the total curriculum competency,

(3) Awareness at the highest level of correctional administration
in an institution is critical for the development of a PED curriculum.
Communication is best_ when it starts from the top and "feedback" is wel-

comed from all staff levels. One has to constantly remember that the
sharing of ideas is where it all begins and if this door is open there
is no end to the possibilities for curriculum for personal development.
The measure of success in any educational development program is the de-

gree of unity or teamwork which each person, including students, feels

during the total process.

(4) The formation and functional use of an inter-disciplinary coun-
cil for educational development within a correctional setting is very

desirable and can be used as a' constructive tool to gain personal input

to the curricular process from all levels. One must gain input from in-

mates and staff to be realistically a part of the change process. A

fundamental concept of the "rap session" type of confrontation brims,



through counci development, tbe personal and obvious needs of those to
be involved, wh ch in theory is the entire population of correctional in-
stitutions. Nee s do surface and little time is lost in discovering the
vitalPED base wh n, open communication can be effectively use 1n a group
of this nature. e inter-disciplinary council would cont n administra-
tive staff, educatLonal staff{ supervisory personnel and cross section
of inmates. This last group is vital in discovering e human resource
need.

(5) The best PED curriculum development only
is a total awareness of available resources, includ
level foundations and corporate enterpriseS. It is
staff member in the institution have the'assignment
search and development. One would be amazed at th
pass by which could be utilized in PED. The commu

mes about when there
ng state and national
recommended that one
of educational re-
opportunities that
ications with state

and national personnel is essential if any programlin curricular develop-
ment is to come forth. Constant and good public relations in the correc-
tional setting is a..,Icey to resource development in cooperation with out-
side sources.

Fundamental and in concert with the above criteria i the develop-
ment of the primary concept that man is the critical mass- the problem
and the solution--and with this concept in mind one then mu t uncover:
the element and level of risk to which educational rehabilit ion in the
correctional setting can be.,made. Are you, as a team member, 'willing
to commit sensible yet- c-ritical,j)ractical-yet prophetic, basic yet phil-
osophical reasoning in a personal, individualized atmosphere so that each
huMan receptor ultimately be75es the benelactor of the PED process and
learning?

A
The Curriculum

After the base line for any_.0-66ational processiS discovered the
irri,illum then becomes the fundamental key by which one's confidence in

the educational system grows; this is true for both the teacher and the
"student. To further delineate, a competent.PED-type curriculum is based
on personal growth and involvement; it must motivate, to the highest
level, the-best of eve one's capacity. One can readily sense, there-
fore, the intention of PED curriculum; it is a personal thing which not
only entails the three R's but an integrate degree of practical and the-
oretical application,by student and staff alike.

The esseAtial core to a functional PED curriculum is the fundamental
diagnosiS of indiv.idual need. Experience should have taught us by now
that far too many programs of alb_a_sic-educational concept have not reached
the,ir expectations because of-superimposed and preformed diagnoses of in-
dividual nweds which happen to be minus the feedback from the potential
student audience. Many conceptual curricula or special programs dis-
_regard personal diagnosis and rely entirely on-superficial osmotic need-
thought-dream process. This method only has proven to have a shotgun
q,ffett. Perhaps more congruent is the philos,ophy that those programs

3
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designed in an ivory tower are not so structured as to completely involve
the many miles of frustration and apathy which the learner has walked.
So,fundamental is the concept of diagnosis of individual needs as the
central curricular core of PED that realistically the progrtam of learA-
ing cannot function without it.

How does one diagnose individual need other than developing a con-
sistent pre-educational counseling system in which congruent diagnostic
procedures have their origin co istent with the indlividual correctional
system's internal philosophy This question, however, does not withstand
the idea or the fact; that external forces of change are constantly with

the process and one must consider nothing is so constant as change.

There are then five fundamental tracks of opportunity available in
the PED process and each or any combination of these may form the ideal
individually programmed curriculum for the student. The tracks of learn-
ing opportunity ?re: (1) communication skills, (2) social attitudes de-
velopment, (3)'computational skills, (4) naturaland physical sciences,
and, (5) vocational orientation and skill topment.

The Communication Track

Commensurate with any learning level, is one's ability to communicate
in _ singular or multiple models of understanding and effectiveness. One

cannot competitively function without the basics of human communications;
that is, basic reading, writing and speaking and on to the more advanced
state of the art which includes interpretation, dissemination and creative
analysis. Grade level interprettion is irrelevant to communicative skill
and really, only provides nice little boxes from which one must struggle.

On the positive-side, personal skill level determination is Nrer-frelevant
to communications and becomes as functional to the_Iparning process as
accuracy will allow. The factor of time is e j..miliated and the student

is, allowed to pace"hims-e44 erso'al interest areas concerned
with fundamental communications regardless of ability level. Motivation-
al effect is gained in the personal interest and self - pacing effect.

The Social Attitudes Track

This area of PED curriculum simply involves all of the fundamental
social sciences, plus--and hear this loudly:-applic.ition of the social
science theory to practical personal living. This concept gives the,stu-,
dent an opportunity to explore and apply social ideas own inter-

related probslems. For example, is it a relevant.thi'ng to know precisely
and exactly fundamental dates in historical analysis, or is it more real
and of vital importance what an era of history did for humanity and how
this era might communicate with present social applications? In other

words, what is there to learn from the past other than dates? It is,

therefore, very crucial that the social attitudes track helps a person
to place himself, in relation to his social relationships; to,the inter-
nal and,external function of the system in which he lives.
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The Computational Track

Categorically this area of concern is very fundamental as a force-
ful tool of e*pression, and .belies heavily upon "personal mental develop-
ment'through the manipulation of fundamental bAsic functions of the low-
est mathematical order. Computations learning should be applied in a

, \
I

very practical and applicable manner so that the innumeiable levels of
1 math skill,'\whether involved with the four basic functions or in the,------

\ most advanced quantum,,zre commensurate with personal ap licable skills
1 of the student. Most fundamental to life now and in the future is a con-

fident human being who is able to understand and cope wish the reasonable
i1 place of mathematics in his lf-C. One,, for example, co ld take a student

from any level of competency, build fundamental math skills matched to
desire and ability, then tactfully and socially lead hi toward solving
ome of his communication problems through mathematical expression. As
e earns*an income and manages personal funds, what de uctions are tak-

e from the inkome, on what percentage basis, why is this done, and con-
se uently what possible benefits are there in the futu e?

The /atural and Physical Sciences

Conditions existing in our known world today_and the vast explora-
tion of the universe lead a most hospitab base of operations to chal-
lenge untapped quantities of a student' s c riosity. The applicable stand-
ards of exactness found in the sciences re without a doubt the necessary
means fo9 personal challenge. As PED wo d function, the sciences become
the channel of critical development thio gh knowledge exploration and the
.refinement of precision in varying degre s. Again and paramount to this
track is one's opportunity to redirect person's outlook, attitude, and
creativity. Science is based upon chal nge and enables society to work
at common problems with common goals. Who can say where the answers to
man's earthy problems might be?

Vocational Counseling and Skill Development

Fundamental to a rational and Skillful PED'program of learning ex-
perience is not only the competency of meal application and develop-
ment, but the assembling of an integrated applicable vocational base with
broad diversity which allows individual students a choiceiof applying
knowledgeable skills and further developing same. A program of this
type must have a place in reality and help the learner co apply theory
through function. Personal observation has shown that high, levels of
inteflectual skill are not fundamentally relevant-to the 1-14eds of an in-
dividual and may, in most instances, retard and inhibit the social skills,
inheritable.to all. However, practical application. of vocationally-ori-
ented skills to the. intellective person enables him to communicate much
more favorable with social problems he faces day to day. Most favorable
reaction has been observed where vocational programs in a PED setting
bro,ideal the h es...for-functional and practical rehabilitation.
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As a forthright example man developed the computer system; there-
fore, the computer should not be capable of control other than the level
of systems which man allows h mself to be dominated. Careful fundamental
integration of the vocational rack is not only wholesome, but is criti-

' cal to the entire process. Fu ther analysis depicting the vocational'
aspect of education is necessar and c mmensurate with fundamental des-
criptions Of human need. Many p rsons

cIl.re residents of correctional set-
tings because of such unknowns t them as: "How does a'car function?"
"Am I being cheated on repair bills?" "When did I get a good deal on
my car trade?" "Why and how do I obtain title and ownership?" "Was I

rooked on financing my car?" "WhA repairs can I make for myself?"
. These questions, when applied to practical theory, show the relation-

ship of the vocational track to any level of intellectuality in a PED-
type curriculum.

The curriculum of a PED nature is not a flow-through system, but a
flow-in system for the participant. He has every available opportunity--
within the means of the institution to explore and relate his personal
educational position to reality. Therefore, one shOuld be vitally con-
cerned about the core of this system so that, the mechanism does not :cover-
come the bas 'c reality of human endeavor. Do not think in terms of what
"courses are available," but on the contrary, seek the individual to be
helped; find and design a meaningful educational plan for him cooperative-
ly; and cons ant emphasize the reality of attitudinal change with new
experiences n t e five track areas.

Thy Technique of Management in Personal Educational Development

Perhaps the most inconsisten1p area of curriculum development in cor-
rectional institutions is the internal management of the educational re-
habil'tation theme. There are essentially threeconcise steps to the
func ional management of a PED n ture and as these questions are answered

each step 4 exposed.

(1) Where is the progMm riow?
4

(2) What should the program accomplish?

(3) What action steps need tot-be taken toward fulfilling total
-acGomplishmnt?

Answering these fundamental questions at any point in time is ir-
relevant unless the base line is clearly defined and there is total per-
sonal commitment to the developmental curriculum process. The entire

staff must set forth clearly defined objectives which are well researched
and be ready to assume a risk-level commensurate to fulfilling visible
and projected action steps. Only the total organization can effect change
in the learning process through positive commitment by a team effort, The

development of the team concept in curriculum building is most relevant
to all that has been said in this document. The PED curriculum cannot

exist -Elirough inconsistent management or be there just because people-
,
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exist; it must be there because the effort toward effective and planned
change in the total rehabilitation process is real!

It is recommended that if one is to begin a new program in the cor-
rectional setting, or reassess or redesign the present PED type curricu-
lum, a competent management seminar become a part of the happening. This

( y 1Yin- service eff as total institutional involvement and commits each
staff member o find his position on the "team." No team--no score!

Of "gut" level prominence and paramount to the entire PED process, 1

is having aSoard the team, personnel Who are totally committed and de-
dicated to-the process of rehabilitation through education. Curriculum
development is as-effective as the human resource that mans the helm.

Conclusion

Effective, dynamic, rehabilitative PED curricula can exist and func-
tion well, b6th in the "here and now" and the inevitable future, provided
the effective ddmain3 or core function, 'remains with the analysis of hu-
man dignity and need. Without 14,doubt PED is ths human equation person-
alized with boundless resources. The learner ina correctional setting
is fundamentally therT because he was incapable, in some manner, of com-
municating with society and its regulations governing his life. There-
fore, "greatest 'consideration must be gi'ren to a total c6mmittment in cdr-

riculum development in correctional settings so the individual in the
learning process n.; if at all ,possible, r&rn to society and under-
stand +low he functions with life and'how life functions with him. All- -

that one may hope to do with PED is to redirect th* trust level of_the
rclat,ionship of ,the human Being to society and the society to the 'human.
being. The work which is ahead of-thy curriculum renewal process is,
without question, ehe most ronounced educational challenge of out time!

,
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AN ADULT BASIC EDUCATION CURRICULIN

Leonard R. 'Hill'

State Department of Education
Lincoln, Nebraska

In order to properly treat the'subject of this paper, it is neces-
sary.that a definition for curriculum be given. If one were to ask this
question of a number of people, he would no doubt get as many different
answers as there were persons asked, for everyone has a different idea
on the subject. Too frequently, one would get an answer that curriculum
is the co rse of study beiAg followed, whether it,be an elementary, sec-
ondary, o ..adult education pilogram.

In th s paper, I would like to take a much broader view of curricu-
lum. This efinition. will include the planning, the objectives, the im-
Plementatio , and the evaluation of the course of study. Immediately one
can see' that the concern is with a host of procetses that have to do not
only with tearhing-learning strategies,' but also with the institutional

rsettings that make it operational, and with an evaluation of the outcome.

s I,

Nature of the Curriculum

.N In too many educational institutions and pr6grams, th curriculum
is established by the textbooks chosen. This type of curri ulum tends
to stereotype the students as being all on the same level w h the same

41, background experience, moving at the same pace,, interested i the same

tiring-- We all know from experience that this is not being realistic.
Id`i mandatory that the cur

. the student and not- thee the st
uluT be selected and programmed to fit
dent"be,fitted into the curriculum. If

the student is-t-o_ benefit from t e curriculum, it must be planned to
bring about change in 1r s

In any adult basic education_prograT,-ZnrricurUm is the p
avenue through which change in Of-Vtudents can be affected.
These changes include several items: increased knowledge acid undeistand-

,r
ings, new; attitudes and values, and the acquisition of skill.. All of
these changes Ore needed if the undereducated adult in the correctional
,institution is to function-eftentively_in today's__society.

Thetefor6,-the educator in the-correctiOnal'institution .is faced
with the task of developing a curriculum, that will be zondUcive to the
desired changes in the behavior patterns of the students. To be most ef-
fective the curriculum developmept process Rust be sound and logical in
order to, best use existing resources to meet the student's educational

'need's.

To be certain that the curriculum of the institution meets these
educational needs, clearly defined objectives arofe necessity. An edu-

cational objective is an aim or intent effect a proposed change in
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a learner within a specific content area. .The changes may involve in-
creased knowledge, understanding, attitudes and the acquisition of in-
tellectual or action-oriented skills. The objective should describe
what the student is to be like when he has successfully completed a
learning experience. By this is meant the pattern of behavior, or par-,
formance the student should be able to demonstrate within, a specific
content area. Objectives insure the sound basis needed for selecting
content, appropriate materials, and teaching methods. Without clearly
defined, objectives, it is impossible to accurately determine the irec-
tion a course or program is moving, if at all. Also, it is impossible
to determine whether or not a student is moving toward his goal. hus,

the 'first step in a good curriculum 1,s clearly defined objectives.

In the correctional setting, objectives become even more impor nt

as the students muse change two sets of behaviors in order to become an
ordinary-member of society. He must acquIre skills the lack of whir
prevent him from reaping the rewards of our society, and he must becollne
independent of the kinds of environmental events which have maintaine
his antisocial' behavior. Thus,kan adult. basic education curriculum obl.
jective must strive, not only to and providing a functional literacy,
but also toward assisting in the `re- socialization of the offender. Add

ing the objectives together, the oal of the adult basic education curri,
culum thus becomes a foundation u n which the student can base future
operations as a mentakly efficient; economically self-sufficient, and
socially productive individual.

-

For an educational objective to include the above suggestions, it
must identify (1) the learner, -(2) the behavior change desired, and (3)
the,content area in which the. behavior change' is_to take place. A use-

ful approach to identification is given by Bloom, Krathwahl and their
associates4 (1064). Their schema classify behavior changes and objectives
into thraedomains: first; the cognitive domain which includes the re-
cognition or recall of knowledge and the development of intellectual
abilities aneskills; second, the affective domain incRicling the emotion,
interests, attitudes and values;_third, the psychomotor domain dealing
with the mainpulative or dexterity skills.

How would this approach to,curriculum differ from traditional ap-
proaches employed by adult basic education directors? .The major dif-
ference is that the emphasis is placed on the learner and the desired
changes in his behavior rather than on materials and:what the instructor
intends to do. A casual evaluation of teaching plansdeveloped by adult

. basic education instructors reveals that instructors tend_to state ob-
jectives in terms of what they plan todo (Nebraska State/Department,
;1971). For example, an adult basic education,instructor's teachin
planS-state that he is going to teach "long,division." This concept
dicates what the instructor hopes to teach.' It does not indicate the
specific behavior changes that must take place in the learner in the
content-area if he is tq become skillful in long division. A thorough

analysis would need to-be made of the learner's prior experience and
knowledge of the content area. Is he skillful in addition, subtraction,
and multiplication? SUbbequent reviews might be in order by examination
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as the student may already have the expertise deemed necessary to be,/
skillful in long division.

The+real purpose of the curriculum is not to have the instructor
. 'perform certain activities, but to bring about significant changes in

the, student's behavior. Based on this, any statement of curriculrum ob-

jectives should-concern intended changes in the learner.

Implementation of the Curriculum

In the implementation of an objective-based curriculum, regardless
of hat subject matter is included in the curriculum, it should be so
use as to be on a performance basis for each student. It.is of utmost
impo tance to facilitate a student's` ability and not his time. All too
freq ently a student's advancement i6Nmeasured by the amount of time he
spends in the classroom rather than by his performance of skills deVel-
oped. This is the reason why it is necessary that curriculum objectives
include the learner and not just the content area.

In today's rapidly advancing world, the term, basic education, must
be interpreted to mean a high school. education:6 Sociologically, when
considering basic education, the socialization of the individual must be
considered as being a part of that basic education, for the major part
of the socialization of the individual takes place in the home/school mi-
leu. In the Case of corrections, the goal should be to bring about be-
havioral changes in the offender so that the offender will be capable of
interacting with and reacting to society in a manner not likely to be
prceived as deviant. Thus, the goal of the correctional institution
is the ultimate resocialization of the offender.

With this in mind, when one implements the adult basic education
program in a corrections institution, one must strive to use it in the
re-socialization of the offender. If adult basic educatiam-is_taaccom-
plish this goal, it must include the following basic areas:

1. Academic educa-ton. This area must provide functional literacy
and mental efficiency._ This cannot be done along the old pedagogical
lines, but must embrace different techniques. Based on objectives, it
must start at the level at which the offender is capable of functioning,
and make toward optimum skill levels determined by the student's poten-
tial.

2. Career education. From the,first hour-in,class, the:Student
should btgin the process of building toward a career. This is not syno=
nymous with vocational training, ,although vocational training cOnstituteg-
a large portion of it. Career education goals skould be to make the stu-

. dent aware of opportunities in careers, Toward this end, vocational edu-
cation should be as relevant to that ch6die as possible. This implies

that the career education be as current as po sible, with a continually
updated methodology and equipment, and not b Ilimited to manual trades.
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3. Social educations This area) should be a stet* of the basic
operation of society, its,organizations and institutions. This must be
programmed so as not to provide the student with'a vocabulary of whdt
might be called acceptable answers and reactions,.whild at the same._
time leaving the student unprepared to cope with stich social situations.
as proper interactions, Leisure time, and basic social knowledge. .

There should be a social interplay among the students as they study
in all areas, even if the student is using individualized programmed,in-
structional materials. This does not preclude the individualization of
the curriculum.

It should be understood that any adult basic education curriculum
must be: (1) 'sequential, (2) carefully articulated in an attempt to
teach students a coherent body of material,_(3) designed to introduce
students to new concepts,,and (4) aimed at the development of particular
skills.

In the implementation of an objeAiVe-based adult basic education
curriculum, the instructor has the advantage of becoming thoroughly fa-
miliar with.the student as a potential learner. He can be cognizant of
the present condition of the learner in relation to the expectations and
norms bf society. This will reveal the gap that exists between where
the learner is and where he ought to be, and this gap becomes the edu-
cational needs.

Another advantage of an objective -based curriculum is that it can
help alleviate the learner's anxiety. Ia does this_by spelling out what
is expected of him and helps him measure his progress, thus meeting his
needs. This advancement on the'part of the offender requires some de-
gree of relearning as well as new learning.

A specific advantage of an objective-based curriculumis that it
can realistically lay out what is expected of the curriculum. An adult
basic education curriculum that attempts too much will accomplish too
little. The objectives can by analyzed to ascertain their.attainability
and importance.

The major disadvantage-to an objective-based, curriculum is the time
involved in securing and writing relevant objectives. It is a very time
consuming and difficult activity. However, the results produced more
thin make up for the time and effort spent in writing the objectives,
especially when the behavior changes become, evident and progress is seer
on the part of the Learner.

Summary

A tinal note on curriculum in the correctional institution is that
it must be transferrable to the life to which the student will return..
The kinds of skills which transfer best fall into the higher cognitive
-Levuls as suggested by Bloom (1964). An outline,of his taxonomy of ed-
caNlnal objective lists the heirachical areas:
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Knowledge Basically memoriz tioA.. Information is giv n back
back by student verbatim.

Comprehension - Restating infOrmation, summarizing or ex lain-

ing it.

.Application'- Applying rules or principles to new situations.

//
(i.e., ones not previously gone/over in clas )

Analysis - Breaking down a whole into designated elements.
Synthesis - Creating or producing something unique. Self-ex-

, pression.

`Evaluation - Judging in terms of internal logic or consistency
or by. outside criteria. ,

The tragedy is that:,the,academic skills taught by ty4cal teachers are
,found mainly in thd kilowledge realm. However, by apillying the higher,
taxonomic areas and directly teaching life-approximation a cur-
riculum with high carry-over can be experienced by the students.

In summary, a curriculum containing basic academic career and social
correlated components can equip the student of the corrections education-
al unit with the capability to behave in a way which society rewards. Ma-

ny specific objectives can be identified and performance measured. How-

ever, students must learn more than just answers; they must have behavior-
al changes. This then is the basis of curriculum and it should prepare
students with the capability oit living "a productive life.
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,4 AN ADULT BASIC EDUCATION CURRICULUM

C. 5. Johnston
Iowa Department of Public Instruction

Des Moines, Iowa

In dealing with the development of the adult basic education cur-
riculum in correctional settings. it must be recognised that there are'
many facets of adult basic education, all centering upon the individual to
be helped by this education. This paper will dwel especially on the
nature of the curriculum for the educationally d' advantaged in correc-
tional institutions, any important or unique fea ures in this spedific
curriculum, and finally how this curriculum is implemented in the,cerrec-
tienal institution. This paper will consider the advantages and'disad-,
vantages of specific curricula, the outcomes from such use of the curri-
culum, the relation to the outcomes of such items as unique characteris-
tics of incarcerated individuals, empathy of the indtructers, materials
available and their relevancy to students, and the attitudes, philosophy,
or policy of the institution's administration. As 8 generalized intro-
Auction to the above,. I wish to make some comments based on personal ex-
periences, research, and information gained from individuals serving in
educational capacities in correctionaP*institutions, which I presented
In a paper in 1971 dealing with the adult basic education learner.

It is necessary, first,of all, to understand ihe philosophy og the
administration of the correctional institution toward education. Aloes

the warden, or chief administrator of the institut,Ion want adult basic
education as a part of institutional rehabilitation? During thtlast.',
few" yar8' there has been a trend toward change in the attitudes of the
correctional administrators toward education. There has been a movement
from the old Custodial, security, and work programs to a program of re-
habilitation including adult basic education as a vital patt of that
program. Most administrators now are recognizing the necessity of'a Se-
quential plan, following basic adult education, where needed, with high
school completion and career education: Jobs now require more mental
capability, fewer physical skills, a higher educational attainment at
,the entry level, and a greater versatility and adaptability on the part
of the worker.

iStudies by severel state departments 'of education have shown an in-'
crease in the number of drop-outs in our secondary schools. At the same
time, wardens and educational officers in correctional institutions in-
form us that the population of their institutions is chalking in numbers
and average age. The population has decreased clue to work release pro-

d. grams, pre-sentence release, rehabilitation, while at the same time, the
average age has lowered, due primarily, according to these officials, to
many of these school drop-outs showing up in the institutions. There is
little doubt that much of today's social unrest is the result of a steady
decrease in the availability of jobs for the unskilled; and a simultaneous
increase in the number of'young people who are totally unprepared to meet
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the demands of skilled employment in our technological age. These. all

tend to sharpen the tine between idleness and employment, dependence and
independence, hopelessness and fulfillment. The responsibility or blame
muse be :shared thy all of society; the home, school, industry, church,, .

politics, to name a few!

We must always remember thatWe, as educators in the correctional
institution, have a responsibility to cooperate With the administration.
Usually the administrator is not an 'educator and. e need to help in the
establishment of. a philosophy that will put education in its proper per-

spective ag an important part of institutional -rehabilitation. _To be
realistic, I am aware that it is not always possible for us to .make a
contribution to the development of the philosophy of these institutions.

liowev,er , through developing and conducting an effective adult educational
program in the i'nstit'ution, we may help bring about a change in their

philosophy. It is to be hoped that adult basic education is only one
sma-11 facet the total educational progiam of the institution.

The philbsophy of adult education is that education can bring about
change in individuals, that adults can- learn, and there is a public re-.
sponsibility for the education of adults as well as youth. This is in

keeping with the philosophy that every person has individual worth. The

individual should be responsible for.his own growth, of course, but the
teacher has the opportunity and responsibility to help him gain the ne-
cessary insights to see what changes could be of benefit in helping him

achieve his goals.

Nature of the Curriculum

The'na.tu e ,of the curriculum, regardless of the institution where

it s being employed, must meet the needs of the individual, therefore

it is necessary to make some assumptions, such as some are unable to
read there is a wide range in abilities, and there is also a great dif-
ference in attitudes and motivation toward learning. Implementation

new ideas are critical factors in education today. We must take long,

hard look at the content and goals of basic education in this ientific,

technological age. If people in this age are to become fully function-
ing members of society, we must concentrate on consumer economics, house-
hold sciences and civic responsibilities, as well as the 3 R's.

The development and application of the curriculum .must be adult,
taught in adult language, illustrated in adult situations, and recog-
nized as being. important to ,adult life. Each program of instruction
should be based on the educational deficiencies of the adults enrolled.
The course of study should provide a planned and logical sequence of
those basic skills necessary for the individual to overcome his inabili-

ties and de ficiencies. The ability of the individual is the basic guide.

Description of an Exem lar curriculum or Educationall Dig`:idvanta ed

The following curriculum guide, while not meant to be complete, will
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alloW'for'inClividual differences in students as well as in instructors.
The content.of the curriculum wherever possible should be socially, cul-
urally, and job-oriented. Teacher- and student-devised materials-are
encouraged so that the program can'be truly' individualized. Reading of
vocational manuals and becoming familiar with vocational- vocabulary
should be incorporated into all levels of instruction.

There are three levels of adult basic education.

Level I refers to students from non-reader to grade 3.
Level II encompasses those working in grades 4-6.
Level III covers materials in grades 7-8.

Each level has its own skills and overlapping elements. The follow-
ing is adapted from The Adult Basic Education Guide for Teacher Trainers,
published by the National Association for Public School Adult Education
in 1966. Due to the fact that reading is the most important tool of lei n-
ing, the suggested curriculum for this is. included in detail. Other coin-

.

munication.skills are outlined, and s1 uld be used according to each in-
dividual's needs.

Reading Skills

Leval' I (non-reader-grade 3)
A. Comprehension skills

1. Finding the-main idea
2. Associating meaning with the printed word

---3. Interpreting the main idea
4. Drawing conclusions
5. Recalling

B. Word recognition skills
1. Using pictures
2'. _Using the contend' of a sentence as an aid in

identifying words
3. Using configuration clues as an aid in iden.V--

fying words
id_en.

a. Length---crf word

b.--Letters that are tall
c. Letters that are short
d. Letters that extend---dOwnward

e. Difference between capitals and lower
case letters

4. Using phonetic analysis .

a. Listening for words that rhyme
b. Listening for initial sounds
c. Listening for final sounds
d. Recognizing words that sound alike.
e. Recognizing that two-letter consonant di-

graphs such as: ch, th, sh, represent one
sound

5. Using structural analysis
a. Recognizing root words

4
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b. Recognizing inflectional forms by the addi-
tion of endings to root words such as s,
ed, ing

C. Vocabulary building skills
1. Beginning to build a sight vocabulary
2. Recognizing and using words that rhyme
3. Recognizi9g words that are opposites
4. Associating spoken words with pictures

D. Location skills
1. Locating .y page number
2. Loca - story by using a table of contents
3. -'- cognizing the parts of a book

.

Know'.:. the alphabet

. Using

boo

simple maps globes and supplementary
to 1 e information

illsOrga

in sequence
ollowing a sequence of directions

3. ,Beginn 6 classify words into like categories
equence

5. Surma
."Functional reading s i is

1. Learning driving language (sufficientto obtain
operator's license)
Recognizing signd--roads and street .

Lo -ing places by map reading and following
directions

4. Reading classified ads

5. Filling out application forms
6. Reading food and clothing labels

II. Level II (grades 4-6)
A. Comprehension skills

1. Finding the main idea
2. Reading for information
3. Understanding that a sentence is a unit that

states a thought or asks a question
4. Interpreting the main idea
5. Forming conclusions
6. Distinguishing between fact,and fant
7. Recalling specific facts
8. Following directions
9. Recognizing cause and effect

B. Word recognition skills
1.-1--0;inif contextual clues suchgithe whole sentence

as a clue in determining the meaning of new and

shape of the word
2. Using configuration clues in observing the

3. Using phonetic analysis
a. Recognizing initial `and ring]. consonants

b. Recognizing other consonant sounds
c. Recognizing and producing lopg and short._

unfamiliar words
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vowels
d. Recognizing silent letters
e. Recognizing digraphs
f. Adopting known speech sounds to new or un-

familiar words as an, aid to word recogni-
tion

g. Recognizing that a letter has more than one
sound

4. Using structural analysis
a. Recognizing root words
b. Recognizing the inflectional form of a word

formed by adding s., ed, and in to a known
root word

c. Recognizing known Words in new compound words
C. Vocabulary building. skills', A

1. Building sight vocabulary '
2. Recognizing and using words that Are apparent op-

posites, yet mean the same
D. Information reading

1. Readineto gain information
2. Reading to answer questions

E. Functional reading -

J. Using all skills in introductory stage
2.. Comprehending newspaper stories
3. Following written directions
4. Improving reading speed and comprehension

III. Level III (grades 7-8)
A. Comprehensibn skills

. 1. Interpreting motives of characters in a story
2. Comparing and contrasting ideas .

3. Selecting pertinent facts to remember
4.. Rereading to verify br recall
5. Reading to gain implied ideas
Word recognition skills
1. Using contextual clues
2. Using configuration clues
3--Ustfig"lib-otic -analysis

"_a. -._ -- Adapting known speech

..,,familiar words

b. Pronounc
- sona

to new and un-
n aid to word recognit-Ite'------

words -by sound units: other con=
t sounds .

c. Recognizing and producingiongiand short
vowel sounds

d. Using other vowel sounds
e. Recognizing silent letters
f. Recognizing digraphs
g. Recognizing that some letters ave more than

one sound 0

h.' Using a dictionary an lossary as a guide
-to the pronunciat' of words

i. Recognizing t different letters or com-
binations letters may represent the same

sound
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j. Becoming aware of the pronunciation key in
the dictidnary and glossary

4. Structural analysis
a. -Root words
b..Prefixes and suffixes
c. Syllables

Inflectional forms
e. Compound words
f. Contractigns
g. Possessives

C. Vocabulary building skills
1. Recognizing and using synonyms, antonyms, and

homonyms
2. Accumulating a reading vocabulary of Words

needed in the adult world
'3. Developing a more technical vocabulary

D. Location skills
1. Learning to use many sotircest.dlocate infortjlation

a. Table of - contents

b. Title Page
Index or appendix
-13twg-aa-ty

Dictionary 4
;;;* /4.'14

f. Encyclopedia and books

g. Charts, gra , maps, globes
and bibliographies

.21 Learni . ictionary skills
the part of the dictionary in which

ain word is listed
ing the alphabet to locate a word in the

dictionary
c. Using guide words
d. Selecting_the appropriate definition

th ictionary_as a guide to pronuncia-
y noting the syllables, accent marks,

and the long and short diacritical marks
E. Organizational skills

1. Recalling events of a story in proper order,
2. Selecting the main idea of a paragraph as an

aid to organizing
3. Preparing a simple outline with the teacher.
4. Summarizing a story
5. Finding the topics of a paragraph as an aid to

beginning an outline
6. Beginni to outline--two or three main headings

F. Infor readings
Reading to solve.,problems, find information,
verify a point, or answer a specific question

2. Readingmore.than one author on the same subject -

3. Reading at different speeds for different purposes

4.
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G. Recreational reading
1. Reading for enjoyment
2. Getting acquainted with our literary heritage

H. Functional reading
1. Reading in fields of general interest
2. Reading to advance occupational or vocational

knowledge

Basic Language Skills

Basic language skills--writing, spelling, grammar, speaking- -
should be closely related to the reading activities. The skills iden-
tified in the following pages Should beintroduced to the students,
and in so,far as possible, adapted to their abilities and interests.

If the reading materials do not provide appropriate exercises to
develop these language skills, the teacheri should prepare materials
and activities.

I. Speech skills
A. Enunciation and pronunciation

1. Say,words correctly anti clearly, with attention
correctorrect vowel sounds and to beginnings and

endings of words.
2. 'Practice initial and final, k, d, 1, lf, es,

lees, and't.

3. Pronounce correctly all words commonly used.
.4. Learn to use pronunciation aids in dictionary,

such as syllabication, accent marks, and dia-
critical marks

5. Practice pronouncing every syllable
B. Pr6per use of the voice

1: Speak loudly enough for all to hear.
2. Make the voice reflect meaning and feeling.

ri. Writing skills
A. Gapitaiization
B. Punctuation
C. Spelling

' D. Paragraphing
E. Manuscript writing

III. Listening skills
A. Recall specific information heard
B. Acquire a feeling for correct word forms and sentence'

elements
C. Follow the logic and sequence of a discussion
D. Add new, interesting words to the vocabulary
E. Receive directions and messages accurately
F. Take notes during talk or report
G. Summarize an oral report
H. Evaluate radio programs and television presentations

IV. Vocabulary skills. Be able to
A. Use new words in discussion, reports, explanations
B. Get meaning of new words from context
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C., Develop- ability to choose vivid, descriptive, and
action words to add to interest of sentences

D. Enrich vocabulary by using new meanings for already
familiar words

E. Choose words to express exact mean'
F. Replace overworked -words and,expressions by more

vivid and interesting synonyms
G. Apply knowledge of grammar (parts of speech) to

in selecting the right word for the desired function,
as well as the correct word form

V. Sentence sense
A. Develop the concept of the sentence as a complete

thought
-B Understand the need for three kinds of sentences--
7 statement, question, command
C. Distinguish between complete and \ncomplete sentences
D. Vary sentence beginnings 40

E. Write original sentences, especially within paragraphs'
F. Understand purpose and form of the kinds of sentesuces
G. Avoid short, choppy sentences by combining them trough

the use of connection words
H. Use various kinds of sentences to vary expression

VI. Thought organization
A. Learn to adhere to a topic in conversation or discus-

sion
B. Relate the events of a story in sequence
C. Notice that a paragraph is restricted to a single

topic
D. Make a simple, main-topic outline
E. Determine the-topic of a simple paragraph
F. Prepare a three topic outline
G. Outline and classify data for a specific project
H. Outline facts and ideas learned from a talk
I. Discuss a problem or question ipsbrdei to reach a

conclusion
J. Organize notes and make an outline

VII. Correct usage
A. Learn to use correctly such commonly used words as:

come,came,come wasn't,weren't
see,saw,seen have ,has

bring,brought,brought burst,bursting
do,did,done. run,ran,run

is,are,was,were go,went,gone
isn't,aren't

B. Learn to use has and have instead of has rat and have

tat.
C. Use pronouns I and me in correct order with other'pro-

nouns and nouns, such as Mary and I work together.
He gave it to my father and me.

D. Learn to use those and them correctly
VIII. Grammar

A. Learn the function of nouns
B, Learn the function of adjectives

4 1'
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C. Learn the function of verbs
D.* Distinguish between common and proper nouns
E. Use nouns in singular or plural form; learn to spell

common forms of plurals
F. Use and.spelysingular and plural possessive nouns

erstarid func-rizn__of noun, verb, pronoun, adjective,
adverb, pr ition,-tonjtnction, and interjection

H. Recognize the preposition and prepositional phrase
I. Differentiate between singular, plural, and possess-

ive pronouns, subject and object forms of pronoun
J. Recognize agreement of predicate with subject (usage

The basic language skills are not presented here on specific lev-_
`els or in sequential form because much of this will be used to satisfy
individual needs or desires. Formal teaching of grammar has been one
of the so-called "hang-ups" of students,4fand sometime even the cause
of drop-outs. I consider necessary to help such students see their
need.for specific information

information
this area and then assist them in sat-

isfying this need. Detailed in thia_area can be fouhd in
many sources of published materials now available. Also, it must be
remembered that due to different ethnic background6 and colloquialisms,
it would be unreasonable to expect to change all language patterns of
adults;" in' or out of correctional institutions.

Mathematical Concepts

I. Level I
A. Writing number symbols--1 to 10
B. Understanding the rational number system, simple con-

cepts, and language sets
C. Learning mathematical vocabulary-.-add, subtract, less,

more. _

D. Mastering one hundred addition and,subtraction facts
E. Learning the processes of addition and subtraction
F. Working mental arithmetic problems involving dollars

and cents" for shopping purposes
G. Understanding functional mathematical concepts

I. Location of places by number
2. Distance
3. Speed
4. Volume
57-Time
6. Size
7. Fractional concepts: 1 lb.,

time-and-a-half for overtime, clothing At ha
price or one-fourth off

8. Per cent as it applies to credit buying
9. Taxes

10. Insurance
II. Level II

A. Number symbols
B. Number systems to 100,000
C. Addition and subtraction

4 1 4'
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2. 1--dd-in

.Adding

4. Adding a-r-ia---sbtracti measn-re-s-(fe.e_, ches,
yards, pints, quart , llons, minutes, second...94_

hours)
5. Adding and subtracting like ions

6. Using vocabulary - -add, subtract,les

ding addition andsubtraction facts
subtracting dollars and Cents

acting tens -144a{itells-,. and thou-

addend, sum, diffe
hend.

wing word problems, one-

re,

nbe total, minuend, subtra-\,
p variety

' D. Multiplic. on

I. Using basic .cts (tables)
2. Multiplying one-, o-, and three-place numbers

by one- and two-place MnItipliers
3. Multiplying dollars and cents-by one- and two-

place multipliers
4. Using vocabulary--times, multiplier, multiplicand,

product, partial product
5. Solving word problems involving multiplication

1. Using basic facts tables)
2. Dividing one-, two-, and three -place dividends

by one-and two-place divisors
3-;-'Dividing dollars and cents b, one- and two-place

divisors
4. -Using vocabulary--divisor, dividend, quotient,

remainder, trial divisor
5. Solving word problems involving division, one

step variety
F. Addition and subtraction of like fractions

I. Defining fractions (develop the meaning-of -frac-
tio,ns, whole number, part, numerator, denomin-
ator)

2. Addition 'Ld subtraction of fractions without and
with reducing answer to lowest terms

3. Addition and subtraction of mixed numbers
4. Solving word problems involving adding and sub-

tracting fractidns and mixed numbers

C. Functional mathematical understandings
1. Installment buying
2. Budgeting, including income, fixed charges, etc

3. Money management
4. Values in purchasing
5. Time as related to earning power, work-dy, time-

clock

III. Level III
A. Review and expansion of processes learned in elemen-

tary stage
B. 'Decimals

1. How_to read and write decimals
2. How to change fractions to decimals
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3: Addition
4. Subtraction
5. Multiplication
6. Division

C. Percentage
1. How to read and write per cents
2. How to change per cents to decima 'ls and fractions
3. How to find what per cent one number is of another
4. How to use per cents larger than 100
5 . How to use short cuts in finding p r cents
6. How to find a number of which a per t is 'riven

D. Measur6ent

Other Basic Concepts
I. Consumer Education

A. Money management
B. Consumer buying

1. Preparation for becoming a wise consumer
2. Getting information on where to buy
3. Understanding the protection a consumer has
4. Understanding taxes -- sales, luxury, gasoline
5. Reading tags and labels
6. Judging values
7. Evaluating ads and sales

e7--Gredit
1. Credit buying in relation to the consumer, the

business and the, economy
2. Advantages of credit:

a. Oppo/tunity to take advantage of bargains
.b. More convenience for con user

3. Kinds of credit:
a. ' Open-credit account

30-day account
three-pay plan
revolving credit
open charge account

b. ,Installment account credit
conditional sales contract
Chattel mortgage contract

c. Personal loan credit
4. Keeping a good credit rating:

a; Making payments on due date or before
b. ChOosing purchases carefully and planning

each transaction
c,. Knowing amount committed to pay
d. Explaining to merchants and lenders the rea-

sons for late payment

II. Citizenship
A. Government - forms

B. Community
C. Duties of citizen
D. Priv%leges of citizen
E. Impoftant persons in our.history,
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F. Principles and objectives from. which our-gOveiriMent
developed.

III. Family Concerns
A. Promotion of health and 'safety
B. Management of food
C. Management of clothing
D. Management of housing
E. Budgeting
F. Parent-child relationships
Vocational Orientation

. Development of positive work attitudes, tedhniqtfes,
ehavior

Responsibilities .

. Ability to follow,directions
3. Reasons for losing yobs

B. 'Understanding one's behavior
1. Human relations
2. Thinking before acting
3. Traits necessary to work with people
Individual choice of Occupation '

roving one's self
alth and hygiene .

1 development
rance

E. Techniques ting a job
1. Locating job opportunities
2. Applying for job

a. References
b. Personal-appearance

3 Things employers look for in prospective,employees
4. Planning for work

'Or

Important and Unique Features of the Curriculum

One unique (and important) feature of the curriculum for the adult

learner is its flexibility. The student may start his studying at the
level of his educational-competencies and proceed in accordance with his
ability. 'There. can be a sound and logical.seqUence of educational ex-
periences without necessarily being involved with every detail of the
course- outline, due to previous and varied experiences of the adult learn-
er. Basic education, as outlinedin this curriculum, can be linked in
parallel with various career programs in order to make it possible for
the inmate to be better prepared for ',outside living" when released.

No.

Implementation of the Curriculum

The successftil implementation of the adult basic educaeion curriculum
in a correction institution is totally dependent upon (1) attitude of the
administration toward the program, (2) competency and empathy of fle in-
structors, (3) instructional materials selected for use, (4) methods f
instruction, and (5) physical facilities at their disposal.
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The administration of the correctional i stitution the past
\

has placed emphasis on work programs to the det 'ment of the ducatio*. .

al. After working all day, most inmates would ch se recreation- ac-
tivities or inactivity in preference to an educatio I program. In-
mates should-have a choice between an educational or = work program
during the regutar day. True, some might choose the education just to
get out of work, but this would be a challenge to the inst ctor to
motivate the inmate.to further educational goals.

The selebtion of the instructor is most important because he st

understand the unique characteristics of incarcerated adults, who ha
all the characteristics of the undereducated adult plus others which
resulted in his incarceration. The primary job of the adult ,educator
working in the basic education programs is that of motivatio

Selection of appropriate instructional materials for adult basic
- education should be determined by asjking these questions: To what ex-

tent does the textbook, workbook, visual aid, or programmed learning
system relate to the student, provide for initial success, provide for
natural progression, serve a diversity of learning abilities, respect
the adult's maturity and his background of experiences, and motivate
acquisition of occupational and social skills? There are many other
criteria that can be established in the evaluation of materials. No
one set of materials currently published could he considered a total
instructional system applicable in adult learning situations. It is
doubtful whether such material will ever be printed because of the
many different learning problems of the adult basic student. Because
of this problem there is a great need for the instructor to be able to
innovate and create teacher-made materials.

The methods of instruction must be adapted to the basic deeds of
the individual because of the diversity of environment and experiences
of the students involved. ,Inmates should be encouraged* to work with
the staff to develop educational programs which will satisfy their
individual needs. Individualized instruction may involve a one-to-one
teacher-student relationship, programmed learning using books or machines,
films or filmstrips, small group activities, /anc( many other innovative,
relevant situations.

The physical location and arrangement of the classroom are very
important in contributing to a pleasant educational atmosphere. Wheth-

er it is within the institution or outside, there should be ample

room with adult size furniture arranged in such a way that there can
be inter-communication between all members of the group, but also pro-
vide for individualized activities. \The room should have adequate
lighting and air-conditioned. for,year-round use. Many of those in the
class have had to do with "second rata" equipment and conditions all of
their lives, and it is past time for a hanl.:t.

Outcomes From Using. the Cu iculum

The adult basic education curriculum-in_the ct rection institution
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may give the inmate an opportunity td complete educational goals which
he had previously been denied, such as learning to read, completing
high school, and/or learning a vocational skill. The school attempts
to dreate a situation in which the student can find experiences which
motivate him to search for'successful academic experiences which have
the effect of improving his serf-concept. Attitudes and unsocial be-
havior frequently bear directly on the adult's lack of successful school
experiences. Thus, development of the individual through the media of
educational instruction also develops or changed an attitude from de-

/
structive td constructive and satisfying human relationships. There-
fore, learning activities in the classroom a oriented toward the fos-
tering of social and emotional maturity. ,T is-will better equip the
inmate for productive living upon release from the/institution.

Advantages and/or Disadvantages of this Curriculum

The curriculum as outlined above has many distinct advantages for
the undereducated 'adult, especially the adult offender w o is in an
institution. He is often-a dropout from school and now is dropped from
the family setting, the labor market, and the mainstrea of American
society. He is likely to feel antagonistic toward society, but also
feels alienated and depressed, full of d apair, and inclined to dis-
trust everyone with whom he associates, ncluding the adult teacher.
This program as presented, under a comp tent instructor, gives this
misunderstood, hopeless individual a second chance to gain successful
educational experiences previously denied by society. This curriculum
allows for individual differences, new and .varied methodology and tech-

.

ques, as well as use of innovative materials. Programmed ins.truction
.11'as some specific features which are valuable in this setting such as
(1) immediate knowledge of results satisfying the need for gratifica-
tion and a sense of accomplishment, (2) lack of competition and absence
of embarrassing disclosure of ignorance and (3) a self-pacing feature
for the unmotivated indiyidual. Each student may enter the program
atdhis own educational level and progress according to his ability.
Consumer education, citizenship, family concerns, and voca ional orien-
tation are designed to help the individual adult make a b ter adjust-
ment when he leaves the institution, and-be more capable f contributing
to the welfare oflis family and society.

Any disadvantage would be in the implementa' of the program,
such as lack of-competent, understanding adult ucaters or popr re-.
cruitmedt of students due to lack of motivation Also, failure to make
use of innovative techniques or creative teache -made materials would
minimize the effectiveness of the curriculum. Therefore, it is obvious
that the success or failure of this curriculum depends upon the compe-
tency of the instructor. .

Summary and Conclusion

To summarize, the philosophy of the administration of the cor-
rectional institution toward education is very/ important, and in recent
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years there has been a trend toward change, with more emphasis on re-
habilitation, including adult ba'sic education as a vital part of that
program. The nature'of the curriculum must meet the needs of the
individual, be flexible, and adult-oriented. An exemplary curriculum
must allow for individual differences in students as well as in in-
structors, and the content of the curriculum, wherever possible, should
be socially, culturally, and job-oriented. Flexibility in the curric-
ulum is important, making it possi fe for basic education to be,linked
in parallel with various career 3 ograms. The successful implementation
of the adult basic education c riculum is dependent upon the attitude
of the institution's administrators toward the program, the compet6qy
of he instructors, Mate ials.,used, methods of instruction,--a-Cld the

ysical facilities ailable. Important outcomes are improvement of
educational comp ncies, development of vocational skills, and chan-
ges of attitu.-=(leading to a better self-concept. The advantages of
an individua zea, flexible curriculum are numerous, with the outcome
being a 'e capabl well adjusted individual capable of contributing
to the weltare of h s family and society.

The objective should always, be to fit a program to the individual
studentand-help him gain...a competehcy in the communication and compu-
tation skills, while also developing acceptable.a.4titudes toward so-
ciety and a valid sense of values.

In conclusion, I would like to leave these few ideas with you con-
cerning adult education.. The-job of adult education is to help people
find order and security in a world of rapid change, to build their goals
realistically, understand their problems, discover the resources which
are available to them, find ways to solve their problems and reach their
goals under'curr.ent .circumstances. AlmoSt all adu,lts need help in

some way at some time. They need contemporary education.
, ,



AN ADULT BASIC EDUCATION CgRRICULUM''

Mark H. Rossman
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Hassachusetts

The 1970 United States census reveals that there are more than
25,000,000 Americans, 16 years of age or older, who have completed less
than 8 years of formal education. Of this number, more than '12,000,000
have completed less than 5 years of formal schooling. Restricted by
economic depriVation and undereducation, these individuals are unable
to lead full, productive or meaningful lives.

Functionally illiterate inmates in correctional institutions are
perhaps the clearest examples of the utter despair described b3 Robert
Frost in his poem entitled, "Death of a- Hired Hand," when lie,wrote:

Nothing to look backward to with pride,
Nothing to look forward to with hope . . .

The goal of any adult basic education curriculum should be to build,
through educational means, a new hope for the future for the'education-
ally disadvantaged. In our society it is expected that a person should
be able to read and write reasonably well. However, when one doesn't
possess this ability, he frequently experiences a sense of personal fail-
ure, rejection, inadequacy, frustration and a lack of self-regard., A
poor self-concept stifles individual creativity and is most destructive
to the development of the whole person.

The adult basic education curriculum should do more than simply pro-
vide the means for teaching basic literacy and computation. It 'should

provide a way to foster the development of the htman potential latent
within us all. Further it should be designed to give dignity to the in-
dividual thereby allowing a more positiVe self-image to emerge.

The adult' basic education curriculum should be designed to provide
hope for the fdnCtionally,illiterate; hope for a better tomorrow. Trans-
lated into fltoday,P h6pe is usually associated with the hope of employ-
ment or better-employnient.,-,,,The,ault basic education program should be
oriented .toward the-World of work. As important as it is to possess the
skills necessary to:Obtain or keep alob, even more important that
the curriculum be designed to enable the individual to adapt*his tr'Ain-
ing t6 new positions or respOnsibilities. In an era of increasing ill-
dustirial complexities demanding More and more specialization, the acqui-
,Aition,of basic educational skirls is the fiist, but highly significant
,stop, preparing the functionally illiterate toassume his rightful
place in the. .,world of..today,and tomorrow.

.

Implicit within any adult basic,,education curriculum s the assump-
Lioq that adults can learn. As elementary as this-may see, there are
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many who still believe he frequently misinformed educatorg who insist .

that "you can't tea an old dog new tricks." Incidently, research has
shown that old s are indeed capable of learning new trick5K, Research
furthe'r suppo- s the notion that adults can alsp learn.

1(
1

' A is learn in many and varied ways. As such, it is impossible to
des ibe "The Learning Theory" for adult education. Adult learning the-
ry might be summed up in three wards - need, effort, and satisfaction.

An adult will learn ohce a need has been identified, effort expended to
satisfy that need and the need finally being satisfied.

Adult learners should nat be considered as "tall, grown-up children."
In an article entitled "Principles of Adult Learning," William F. Bra-
ziel describes adults as motivated learners with backgrounds and expeiN-

6

iences different from children. These differences facilit
411

the learn-
ing process. Therefore adult must be treated as adults, tre d with
dignity, and must be in programs designed to bolster their egos (Bra-
ziel, 1969).

...,

Adults are independent, pragmatic learners often pacing ofheir learn-
ing based on the exigencies of the day. Robert Havighurst refers to
learning taking place at "teachable moments." He feels that learning
takes p ace when certain points of maturation, interest and need have
been rea avighurst, 1961). John Holt (1964) and CharleS Silber-
man (1970) also peak of "incidental learning" as being invaluable to
the adult educator.

/

..

Dale G. Anderson (1969,)', in his article entitled "Learning and the
,

;.,M6diricatiaa of Att>etudes in Pre-retirement Education" comments that

F.,40,:,.,.t , r . ,

ils generally 16arn what they Want and do best when they take an
-4

- -

octi 0.part in ,the teaching:learning process. Paul Bergevin (1967), in
".--:- his work A Philosophy for Adult Education, likewise feels that the adult

,. , mut.:9e,inftived in .the process of diagnosing and valuation the process
.

education.4.'. ,.: of-lhis
.1-

'1

b

A.c., 1r,
...;

In his book Informal Adult Education, Malcolm Knowles (1959) de-
scribes come motivating forces in the psychology of the adult. He lists
s,'needs that must be recognized in order to facilitate learning. °They

,t,

Physical
2. Growth

Security
4. New experiences
5. Affection

.6. Recognition

These'six needs plus experience and ability equal behavior (learning):

XnoWles further feels that adults can learn throughout their life-
time; that the capacity to learn does not decline, but what does decline
is the rate of learning.
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The early work of E. L. Thorndike (1928) substantiates the idea that
tie age of an individual is not a significant factor With regard to learn-
ing. He said;

In general, nobody under 45 should restrain himself from trying
to learn something because of a belief or fear that he is too
old to be able to learn it. Nor should he use that fear as an
excuse for not learning anything which he ought to learn. If
he fails in learning it, inability due directly tolenge will
rarely, if ever, be, the reason.

Irving Lorge (1963), in a paper presented in 1959 at the University
of Wisconsin to the meeting of the Commission of Professors of Adult
Education stated strongly that intelligence does not decline until the
adult reaches his sixties. It was his contention that age does little
to affect an individuals power to learn or think. Howeve'r, he said,
"failure to keep,on learning may affectperformance."

Thus far it has been shown that 1) adult learningrates vary depend-
ing on interest, past experience or other contingencies, 2) adults learn
better when they are actively involved in the learning process, 3) age
is not a significant factor with regSr&to learning, and 4) intelligence
does'not decline until one reaches his sixties and even then there is
some doubt whether this is due to age or inactivity.

The adult basic education curriculum must provide for the active
involvement o ult in every phase of the teaching-learning pro-
cess. Paul Bergeven, Dwight Morris, and Robert M. Smith (1963), co-
authors of Adult Educ tion Procedures, A Handbook of Tested Patterns for
Effective Participat n, have outlined and discussed in great deal their
six step approach fo planning adult learning activities. The steps are
as follows:

1 Identify a common interest or need for those who will parti-
pate.

2 Develop topics.
3 Set goals for the learning activity.
4. Select appropriatwesources; people, educational materials

and aids, from whieff the learners can seek information.

5 Select, appropriate educational techniques and subtechniques.
A techniques is a way of arranging the relationship of learn-
ers and resources to assists the learners to acquire knowledge
in a learning situation. A subtechnique is an educational
instrument employed to enhance the effective use of the tech-
nique.

6 Outline each session and the various responsibilities to be
carried out.

In the Handbook of Adult Education in the United States, edited by
Malcolm Knowles, Jack R. Gibb, Director of Research for the National
Training Laboratories describes six principles which must be true if
learning in an adult setting is to be optimally effective. These prin-
ciples are:
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1. Learning must be problem -centered."-
2. Learning must be experience-centered.
3. Experience must be meaningful to the learner.
4. The learner must be free to look at the experience.
5. The goals must be set 'and the search organized by the learner.

6. The learner must have feedback about the progress he is making
toward the goals (Knowles, 1960).

For additional material concerning learning patterns of adult the reader
is referred to the work of J. R. Kidd entftled How Adults Learn.

The field of adult basic education is currently in a transitional
and developmental period. It is a time when the curriculum needs to be
examined and evaluated. It is a time in which traditional orthodoxies
regarding regular and adult education should be broken. For example),

why should it be that only children attend school from 8:00 - 3:00 with
adults attending during the late,afternoon and early evening? Why
shouldn't adults attend certain learning activities with youth of all
ages rather than only with other adults?

Traditionally education has been established in much too simplistic
a way. It has established dichotomies rather than attempted to discover
diverse ways of structuring educational programs. This trend is already

apparent in the field of adult basic education.

The idea that education ends must be eliminated in any successful
adult basic education curriculum. Potentially, one of the most important

factor to be built into any curriculum is an orientation to life-long
learning in the general community. While this may be difficult to quan-

/ tify or identify, it should, none the less, be a basic 'objective of the

adult basic education curriculum.

We are living in an age where the only predictable thing is change
itself. It is likely that the very programs being designed by the "reg-
ular" educational planners may be outmoded before, they are completed in
terms of the individual's needs. As educators, we need to find some

method to bridge that, educational gap. One, part of that bridge might be

adult basic education; providing we eliminate the idea, held by some that
adult basic education is only remedial and in some way "second-classiSh.''
Adult basic education curricula need to stress the act that it is part

of the continuing expectation of man. ,One means of eliminating the car-
rent stigma attached to the field is to stress basic education in the

truly human sense.'

Many adult basic education curricula are based upontoo many sets;
too many sets or standard expectations regarding how people learn or,
more importantly, how they don't learn. As a result, many adult basic
education programs are much too narrow and frequently do not capitalize
on life experience or work experience.

The diversity of human experenceeMust he built into the education-
-,

-at program. If this orientation were developed we would probably find
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that some marginal students woul become-vfry goodteachers as we would ,
find that these students would have,vgfuable life experiences to s
with other students. It Is virteally impossible to live in th Fiird

part of the 20th century and-hot collect life experiences _t. t are valu-
able

..----to others. For example, how math:-Q.Qm1dbelea.r411-ed concerning lone-

liness, hopelessness or frustration from the inmates in a correctional
institution? How frequently is the inmate ever given the opportunity
to teach us? Adult basic education curricula and, indeed, all curricula,
need to create a legitimate learning climate where this diversity is re-
flected.

This should not be construed as advocating the elimination of ex-
pertise. If such a learning climate were developed, the expertise need-
ed might not be in the selection of the curriculum biat in the ability to
construct a critical mass of resources able to work upon themselves. Ex-

perts might be needed to create an attitude within the community to make
this possible or to gain the funds or to recognize the areas of need.
While there is a definite need for experts, adult basic education curri-
culum planners should define the area, level and type of service to be
performed in dramatically differeqt ways than has been the custom to date.

The adult basic education curriculum should have many more diverse:
alternatives in terms of time, location, student body, and juxtapositions
of resources for the construction of adult basic education program. One

such alternative is Britain's Open University. In an Associated Press
release appearing in the January 9, 1972 edition of the Boston Globe,
"staggering" successes were detailed. The Open University attributed its
success in but its second year of operation, to the alternatives afforded
with the use of television, radio and correspondence. Thousands of Bri-

tons who have dropped out of conventional schools and universities and
have had little chance of ever obtaining a university degree are now
able to do so.

The alternative structure ,offered by the Open University presents
many diverse opportunities for research, an area of endeavor badly need-

,

ed in adult education. While perhaps an alternative structure for gath-

ering information i8 not fully being utilized, the important thing is
that an alternative has been created.

To implement the types of curricu um innovations described would
take a level of involvement, intere and risk that we, as a body, have

shown little inclination toward i the rtor past. If adult educators
fully believed that th2'r'had the right to fail as well as to achieve,_

then perhap,, no.cded research would commence and alternative programs de-

veloped.

Most curricula for adult basic education programs primarily and
rtghtfully are concerned with the acquisition of basic skills in the

arca:, ofliteracy and computation. In an age where communication occurs

on murly levels, just how important is basic literacy? Does it justify

tt, position as the primary objective of most curricula?
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Historically, it has been demonstrated that more than 95% of the
target population either have or have access to television sets. Most
basic literacy programs do not take this into account and spend little,
if any, time on developing the basic critical and analytical skills of
audio-visual communication. Most adult bMCeducation programs, and
particularly those in correctional institutions, inculcate effective ci-
tizenship as a basic, fundamental goal. Yet how few programs teach cri-
tical and analytical skills of audib-visual communication; basic skills

t
necessary if the target population ith which we are dealing are ever to
successfully achieve-in today's soc ety and become effective citizens.

How important are computationa
How many of us check the cash regis
is not very difficult to foresee a t
when individuals will be able to exi
putations. With the advent of the p

skills in our mechanized world?
r tape when grocery shopping? It

me in the not too distant future
t never having to perform any com-
cket calculator, all that would be

necessary to compute anything is the manipulation ofthe keys of the
calculator.

Adult educators should make certain that adult basic education cur-
ricula are not perpetuating the present and not training for the future
in the sense that some vocational programs are training for obsolescene.
The adult basic education curriculum should take cognizance of the needs,
present and future, of the population served and realistically design
programs based upon those needs.

Leisure time activities should be a major concern of the clientele
served by adult basic education programs. In particular, leisure time
is of major concern to correctional institutuions. One can imagine that
constructive use of leisure time may have partly prevented the recent
tragedy of Attica. On a more global scale, the constructive use of lei-
sure time,may ultimately be the answer to whether or not our society
will be able to sustain itself and remain intact.

Today, vocational service is no longer psychologically pre-emptive
as it was even fifty years ago. Vocational time is less than one half
of the individuals waking time. In a model adult basic education pro-
gram, the time that most uniquely belongs to the individual must be con-
sidered, .as this is the area in which he has a choice that is not deter-
mined 1),4 vocational training or societal pressure.

Fihally, the adult basic educati6n curriculum should encourage in-
teraction between the generations. The non-communication between the
age groups is perhaps one of thehe greatest problems we face today. To

educate an older generation appreciate the transcience of values of
the young is extremely valid in the age of the "communication-gap."

frideveloping an effective adult basic education curriculuta, an ap-
propriate procedure is the use of groups. The early works by Lewin, Lip-

pert Ind White describing the superiority of group problem solving over
that of the individual are no longer being questioned. However, there

are many factors that need to be considered when dealing with groups.

5
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For example, the complexity of the problem to be solved, the strength of
the group members, and the experience of the'leaders are variables which

-must-be taken into account in any discussion of the effectiveness of
groups.

In developing curricula for adults with, limited literacy, it is im-
portant to develop a group awareness but it is even more important to
create situations wherein individual anxieties are reduced if not elimi-
nated. When individual anxieties are reduced, adults will learn and can
also contribute to the growth of one another. Frequently adults set their
aspiration le els it an unrealistic level., When dealing with adults in
a, group or in iVidually, it is most important that the level of aspira-
tion be realistic.

The use of groups has more profound implicitions when considered in
a societal context. Carl Rogers (1969) states:

ve+

The group experience also is an avenue to fulfillment. When
material needs are' largely satisfied, individuals turn to the
psychological world,_grdping for authenticity and fulfillment. .

And the group is an instrument for handling tensions, which is
importantin a culture torn by racial explosions, student vio-
lence and all types of conflict, because it offers gut-level
communication. It has been tried all to infrequently in such
tension situations, 'but when it has been used it has shown real
promise in reducing conflict.

In an unpublished dissertation entitled Responsitivity: The Evo-

----\61.

lution of Creati.v nthesis, Richard Andre (1971) has developed a tru-
ly unique and innovative process which, if adopted by adult basic educa-
tion curriculum planndrs, would have deep and significant effects upon
the group or the individual. Responsitivity is defined as the process
of enabling "a'person (or a group of people) (to) simultaneously (be) re-.

sponsive, sensitive, and creative."

Admittedly, many of the ideas presented in'this paper do not deal
with the adult basic education curriculum as it exists today. Hopefully,

as we move forward, the ideas, proposals and suggestions incorporated
Athin the body of this paper will become the focus of the adult basic
education curriculum.
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USE OF RESEARCH TO IMPROVE INSTRUCTION

Paul W. Keve
Research Analysis Corporation

McLean, Virginia

Anyone w49 has been in corrections for many years has been accustomed
to the distorted character of the usual prison--with the mood of convicts
who seem honest on when they are speaking bitterly and cynically, and
who appear somehow to "conning" someone whenever they Speak with appre-
ciation'of-anything. So i omes as an especially refreshing contrast
if inmates were encountered wh. ,seem honestly optimistic in outlook, and
if a whole group of inmates seems be truly enjoying good morale, it sug-
gests the presence of a program of extraordinary impact.

,k,few years ago one of the few places where a genuinely enthusiastic
group orinmates could be found was in one unit of the California Medical
Facility, a prison for-young adult offenders in Vacaville. It was,a group
that was caught up in a special program that was making serious use of
these young men as sociological'researcg aides. They were-in a daily re-
gimen that included classroom insthIction in current sociological, problems'

interspersed with research practice. The pro&ramcalled for these inmates,
upon beipg paroled,to go to wo?k,on an outside research project which at
that time was the evaluation of some.of the early Head Start programs.
While still inside, the M6n-were learning about research techniques and
were corresponding daily with colleagues, already parbled, who were in the
community gathering data which then,was rocessed by the inmate group.

These men were given a bit more freedont-from prison routines. They
were allowed to go to meals singly instead of in lin 2 v were-allowed
to stay up and study each night as late as they wished. The free be

creative and the opportunity to be of service gave them an impressive mood
of enthusiasm and excitement. There were no gripes about prison conditions,
only discussion of what they were learning and what new opportunity they
would be going to upon release. Around the whole situation too, was a
heightened sense of status which was surely another potent Morale factor.

Such experiences Lead to the'observation that in addition to the con-
ventional use of research foi,testing the effectiveness of methods, it can
also be used for its direct therapeutic or instructional value to the stu-
dent hLmself when he is put in the role of researcher.

Research as a Means of Instruction and Therapy'

Same of the better examples of this come from the juvenile field, but'
the principle involved is adaptable to adults. One of the best examples is
a camp for delinquent boys known as Camp Woodland Sprin s Dallas,

Texas, It is a camp for boys who are school f nd who badly need
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fulness of a sort in having it discbssed her
rectional administrator.

Research for Improvement of Methods

Some of the special conditions of the prison settin obviously make
evaluative research particularly difficult. Professor Albert Morris 1071)
of Boston University comments that evaluative research is primarily conl
cerned with,

...the effectiveness with which specific ongoing programs and
pi-Oe-i-aire-S-aeheve--their stated '15,. intended objectives while

non-evaluative research is concerned primarily with under-
standing the relationships of various abstracted factors such
as age, socio-economic status, ethnic group, ei-C77-Upo-ff-sme

so-called dependent variable such as "the likelihood of being
arrested (p. A."

Non-evaluative research in the prison setting is useful as a nonr
threatening accumulation and analysis of objective data. It is useful and
Jiteessariknowledgeof__what-kinds-ef-pote-nt-ial students- -are
present and what kinds or'areas of knowledge they most seriously lack or
need.

Eva Eilie-te-s-earch wilt- be more-diffitult-to-accomplish because of
the'greater' pkistication 6f4hg_process and the potentially threatening
results. So far' research that evilia-it,.-s- fectiveness of institutional
programs has tended sho 'that we are accomplis ing-te or nothing
with some program efforts at were fondly seen as highly promising. When
the researcheL comes u with suth,,rcsults he is certain to encounter the
uneasy admin st .tive r that something must be wrong with the re-
search--not with t prog am..

The-reaction is very an an ,understandable.- The warden may
1..

have rked'hard to get a graft eor approp?iation to establish a new in-

'"---\\ structi
1 program. If now it is not justified by its evaluated results,

.he feels, t some'degree re,pu ed himself; he has a program that is keep -'
ing a certall umber'of staff employ :--If this program is to be given up

s place?

Or the researc\'may show that a program does work or does have promise,
and that too can be unsettling. The broader application of a program that
has appeared valid as evaluated in a laboratory experiment_ Will cost Money
anenecessitate various administrative readjustments that a prison is ill-
prepared to accomplish The usual result in this case is simply nonrimple-
miqltation of the research findings and consequent discouragement of the re-,

'.' searcher.
.

The fault is often difficult to assign, but at times it may rest

with the researcher himself, or at least the fesearcher could sometimes

contribute more to the success of his work by aiming at areas of inquiry

4 4L
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that will permit realistic and practical results in the rigid environment
that surrounds him. The prison world must be very tantalizing to a re-
searcher because it offers'some elements that contribute nicely to re-
search, and others that frustrate it. It offers conditions that can be
controlled, and a setting in which people are available during all hours
and for protracted periods of time. It is frustrating, however, because
it offers such resistance to change and is usual sadly non-responsive
to research results.

The Need for Unconventional Thinking
iti

An important but difficult thing that a researcher mat learn to do
is to stir himself out of his acceptance of certain conventional view
points and to approach his whole area of activity with great freshness.
The fl.eld of corrections operates on many fondly regarded but untested
assumptions, so we have great need for the iconoclast who takes nothing
for granted and indulges in no,reverence for the deeply entrenched be-
liefs that guide most correctional operations. For.instance, there is a
well-accepted assumption that prisoners as a group are badly lacking in
motivatipn and this is why so fewof them succeed in educational programs
or even ask to enter them.

Educational researchers, however, are beginning to reco
is not quite this simple. It could just be that the profess
to help the criminal client are the ones who are out of step.
have strongly with us the heritage of the solidly middle-cla
teachers, therapists, etc., who have dominated the whole app
criminal, seeking to understand him in reference to the pre
dle-class culture, and trying to win him to its values. Wheri

think about it with true regard for the inmate's viewpoint, i

nize that it
onals who try
We still

s custodians,
oach to the
ominate mid-
we stop to

t begins to

appear that his lack of enthusiasm for the conventional academic offerings
may actually have a positive import SS--a matter of maintaining the integrity
of his own cultural background. The'education that seems so plausible and
so "right" to the middle class staff person m simply not be relevant as

perceived by tho inmate. A committee Under the sz.nsorship of the American
Friends Service Conunittee has produced a new book ( le for Justice,

1971) on prisons in which they make this caustic comment.

There is a belief held by 'many, especially experts in the so 1

service fields, that lower-class, emotionally disturtled "deviant
or "criminal" persons most often arc not aware of their real
problems and will not seek services that can help theM. We dis-

agree totally with this proposition. in the first,place, help
must be.defined from the viewpoint of the person in need, and '

in the second place, the reason a person in need turns his

back on help is, by and large, that the services offered are
shabby substitutes for help.- When real services are available,
those in net:d literally line up at the door, (p. 98) .

Wb.ther or not 1,/,: agryf,' with this, it otters us a suggestion regard:

iag our possible areas of rescarc.h. In any pri!-:on a certain few inmates

do apply for schooling. Iither these Marc "conning' someone, or else they
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are the ones who by the2t-own backgrounds have some rapport with theliicl-
dle-class values regarding education. It is easy to guess that when re-
search is done on the effectiveness of prison education, it is done with
reference to voluntary student subjects such as those who are in our class-
rooms, and who by that very fact are not representatiNT of the bigger and
perhaps more needly client group. To the extent that this is true, it
leads to deceptive findings about education as a,service to prison inmates.

AP

A few years ago, Riessman (1962), as an educational ,psychologist, and
now Coles (1972), as a social psychiatrist, have been emphatic in showing
us that people we have regarded as culturally deficient are actually pos-
sessed of a vital culture, though it is unappreciated by the larger social
group. 'Becauseyof this lack of appreciation, we make few concesSrio s to
the cultural standards of this out -group and tto easily dismiss its 1
of interest in our fine academic programs as just poor motivation. But i
the American Friends Committee, previously mentioned, is even partially
righ , here is an area of much needed research. Wit use of research
tools more thorough and sophisticated than just a ques i nnaire, we need
to find out what instructional offerings might capture the interest of
prikm inmates who are otherwise ignoring the classroom. Undoubtedly
there is little hope of reaching the "old time con" who has settled so
resignedly into his long-time anti-social pattern that no artistry avail-
able to us today is going to jar him out of it. But we must believe that
nia-fiyAf-the younger inmates who are scornful of helping programs in gen-
eral still could be captured if we can contrive the special kind of offer-
ing that speaks to their need.

The Limitations. of local Research, \,

o One of the arguments for maintaining your own continuing research
effort is that the value of any specific sociological research project is
to some degree only local. In other words, it is common 'to find that
you cAnnot seek out the research findings of other projects in other pri-
son settings and apply them reliably as guides to your on setting. This
is not to suggest that the work of other researchers is to be ignored.
Their findings will have broad - applicability and they will be helpful in
stimulating your own ideas for areas of inquiry, but they will not be
reliable for specifi or literal application elsewhere. Each operation
has its own environ ental characteristics and, especially important, its
own set of personal ties that affect outcome. Technique has a highly per-
sonal quality in ef-eet, and whalt one teacher can accomplish with some
particular techniq e, another teacher will find unwieldy and ineffective.

So the effec is that any research you do is probably dealing with
the particular pe ple and the particular set of environmental conditions
at that particula time, and consequently has reliability only in respect
to your very local situation. So no matter how much you peruse the litera-
ture to learn of research results of others, you need also to have research
of your own going it.you are to know with certainty of your own effective-
ness.
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The, Need ,to

One thing we have been learning in recent years is that broadly
focused research can sometimes mask rather than reveal some of,the data

ae need to know. For instance, it seems interesting to us'to know the
recidivism rate of a large sample of pen who have' been discharged from,
a certain pr son, or the rate for all men who went out, from a certain
academic pro ram or vocational training course. If ail we do is to look
at the recidi sm rate for the whole group; we probably will find that
the results are discouraging. Probably the figures wi 1 tell us that
these men did no better than the general prison populat on that did not
have the benefit of our expensive instruction.

However, a much more detailed analysis would show us that certain
mcn actually did worse than the control group, whileothers,did
tially better; Furthermore, this detailed study should re eal'some-of :

the differentiating characteristics of the two extremes, and of those
scattered in the range between. Then we realize. that by looking at an
unrefined recidivism rate we learn nothing because we get only a levelet-
off picture that hides the significant. peaks and valleys. 'But there can
be splendid usefulness in an exquisitely differentiated -study which re-
veals which case characteristics lead to what kind of success for what

kind of person with what kind.of-instructional approach. "This, of couese:, ,
leads'to a need for detailed case data. _

The Need for Data

I

ki

;.,

The- common finding is that -the basic clata.for builLng this kind of

research is not being accumulated. It is quite in accord with.normal.
hum'an nature to find that the systematic accumulation of deeaped data
is not goingOn unless there is ar extant project which deniands dt. In

.

fact.--there is a natural bias aeainst the accumulation of-I'.data when the
....

-Fecords thus developed ar, not used,'hut, as we say, just gather deist

on th, shelves. It truly is difficult to maintain the'adMipistratIve
effort and determination to persist in.Xhe:diligent gathering' and storing ,.

of case data when there is no prpc,;ssini and analyzing of it. lliit ifany c

res4;areher does coma upon such n mine of informatiOn, he will be most
gratetul for 'the magnifient start it will, give,him in doing a-research,
job .for you. ----!

,

,

4
. .

. .. .

P,rhaps the point in the:, tor You is .that-you copld,think of what

kind of studs y'ou need in orq, t: to analyze differentially/the e,ffects Of

your instruction upon a rang, of student types. Undiscouraged by !flu.

tact that no research st.aTt is at hand this year,'vou -could still inst-C--

tut,: the process. of data gathering, with hopes that the day wilt come When
there will bt staff to fle,al witfi /our wealth of organized detail:.

In view ot carlifr, ,olopients about research as a tool of therapy,.ask;

yourself and put warden11 it would be feasible to-select hn inmate or
two to do th, job o.( data-c.olle,t,ion. Ii you can get past the tr4ational

concern about confidentiality; you are certain to'find that inmates can _I.

indt.ed do thw job tor'yoti,:aud 'If yOu have selected skillfully, you may ,,

find that the inmates will'A,t intere*sccd in tIe.possibilities and- be in
o .

,f ,
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to study research methods so that 014 can ga on Uit the satisfaction of'
. the mote meaningful work of ankyzing the data they.collect.

t, ,

This ea'sil'y brings UV-mental pictures. of situatilms that &et put of
control, are fu11 of abus4, etc: That is up-to you. Again referring to

-.. .

'control,
. .,

the expe,t'ience at VaceVifId,"it can be a'gehuinely professional enterprise '

with splendid tdachni'value for the inmates involved if you have the skill
to make it -s:o.. if'yoU do not stick with it skillfully, 'then, Of course,
there are.ever.so many-examples in prison experience to show how subverted
the-effo4vcan becoml". . '

.

One problem witii,414a gathering that any Prison staff member will
face wirl"be4.the,follow-up:on releasees. Vou'can gather data perhaps ex-
tensively"; on :thOO inmate students you currently have, but once they leave
they,rapidly disapp;ear from your View: To make yOur evaluative research at
all useful, or even possible; you need to follow up at least for a few months'.
This is,difficult,,but should not be considered impossible. There may be as

meetingmany ways of meeting this problem as there are institutions but something
like the following mighCbe workable. .

. . , , ' I

. ,Firs.tfind a bit of ,money. And do not let this suggestion discourage
you 'too much. No big amount .is neededand there are sources for this if
'You:look about -you.' Get a sizable, stock of double postcards with postage.
Get"our inmate'statisticians to do, the follow -up study and give them the
challedgeyand'satisfaction of helping to design the effort. fAgain the
fearg of abuse will,arise, bUt: again this -is dependent upon your. skill.)
As each inmate student is releaied; establish a follow7uptontact, normally
the parole' officer, and et'in motion the procesS of haviig a postcard go
to him regularly everyMonth,asking for the simplest of data - -is the paro-'
lee working, is'he working at a job related to trainint.you gave, him, What

'hew offenses.hae occurred. if any? The parole offieer:can quickly note this
'on.the tear -cuff return postCard Which is already addressed and stamped.

, . ,.
,. In ce.tain.eases.yourpostcard information will tip you to the presence

, . _

of more extensive data that you need to get by letter. But even with the,

d.?St minimal of t'you will be getting more information than most prison
.. .sci;oof,Principals a gleaning, and it will help you to knlow about your

effectiveness.

When you qesign the data gathering process,. try to be richly inclusive
'of a wide range -of facts whether or not they, seem to have anything' to do
with education and its effects. For instance, yoU should want to know how
much money your departing student has in his pocket, and what finanial
resources- -also what debts--are waiting for him in the community. There is
an eConomic basis to much crime and some ,inmates: go out with two strikes
..a0inst.them jus't because their resources for getting-reestablished are SQ
'ioadequateYour instructional program, should not be charged with failure
if it is found,that 4a, big percentage of those who come back were the ones,
wily did neat have cnough capital to make it through the early,period,of-ad,-

f us tinc, nt . A

There may-be'many other seemingly.exCraneous factors that help Co dif-,

fert!'ntiate the-reasons for success'. ,or failure id ways' exceedingly important

454 ,
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to your efforts.' Probably one of the concluSions you will .reach is that

we are.not sufficiently protecting our investment in prison education or
training programs until we provide far more intensive follow-through help

to tfl'e newly paroled parson. There is good reason to suppose that when
research repudiates thr(1 effectiveness of prison programs, the actual mes--

sage is that it will never be enough to help a man through just one stage
of the Criminal justice process. The helping process must be persistent
through all phases if the good work of any one phase is to survive. If

your research does modify or support this view, itill help bring a more
balanced imProvemdnt to the whole process.
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MEDIA IN ADULT BASIC EDUCATION

Ronald H. SherrOn
Virginia Commonwealth University

Richmond, Virginia

Introduction

The Problem

National Concern. Nationwide there are-over 3 million illiterate
adults who have had no formal school experience. Thereare 11 million
adults who have completed 5 grades or less, 24 million with less than
an 8th grade education, and 56 million with less than a high school edu-
cation. To compound this problem there are.untotaled numbers of adults
who are functionally illiterate and cannot read at a 5th grade level no
matter how many years of school they havd completed. The Office of Edu-
cation has made this a high priority demonstrated with the emphasis that
is currently being placed on the "right to read."

In addition, Senator Jacob K. Javits (R-N. Y.) introduced amend-
ments to the Adult Education Act that passedboth houses and became law,

'

These amendments, which were supported by the National Association for s.

Public School Adult Education, amended the Adult Education Act of-1966
as follows:

, .

1. Extend its, provisions to include training from the 8th
through the 1.2th grade levels. The unamended law coveted
only adult education through the 8th grade.

2. Lower the eligibility age under the Act from 18, to 16 to
include high school dropouts, a group, estimated at up to
one million t.denagers a year.

a

3: Establish state Adult education advisory councils to aid
-'in the Oeve'ropment.and evaluation of programs at the local

These; amendments ohviously increase the magnitude and scope of the
problem. unfortmlAtely,lbe 1970 census reports are not yet available
Ad current estmdtes basted on the 1960 reports .are probably invalid.
All ihdicatiowi 'arc, however, that We currently reach less than 10 per-

. eent of the tatgo, p puJation of,`undereducation adults.

Local 6ncern ,The,job aufrkei,for the functionally illiterate work-

.

er is basically an unskilled Market. Whep he works it is.either a day
, . .

___
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job or an hourly paid cb. There are no career ladders under such con-

ditions. On work day one can"see groups of men standing on particular
street corners waiting to be hired for the day. The job he is waiting
for usually has only one requirement, physical capability. Such a job

does not provide unemployment compensation, sick leave, vacation, retire-

ment, or promotion. There is little incentive for job pride or individ-

ual effort. In short, these-conditions create poor worker morale and
contribute to a high turn-over rate, absenteeism and the accompanying
high cost Of retraining and inefficiency.

Even if the low literate worker is employed in a factory, his low

skill capability makes him very vulnerable. Many employers ,hire and fire

on a regular schedule. Such a constant turn-over ,policy is only possi-

1;1e on low-skill jobs. As long as there is a low-skill labor force a-
vailable, sucha practice will continue to be profitable for the employer.

Crime Rates. The high drop-out rates, lack of employment opportu-
nities, inadequate school opportunities, and low income all contribute
to the high rate of crime prevalent in the low literate population and

have real significance for corrections institutions' rehabilitation ef-

fort.

Ignorance, unemployment, and poverty create frustration and bitter-

ness. The Witerate or low literate manor woman lacks the essential
prerequisite for self-support and full participation in society. This
critical national problem is amplified by the rapidity of change that
characterizes .today's world, and by the fact that automation continually

lessens the need for unskilled workers. The undereducated are destined

to become more and more alienAted from society.

Population Characteristics

The undereducated adult has a number of characteristics and is in-

tluenced by a variety of environmental factors which preclude the use of

traditional educational means and dictate the design of innovative new

approaches'to the problem,

Among.the many variables are the following important factors affect-

: ing undereducated adult It

1. Has been unsuccessful or marginally succeAsfu] in the tra-

ditional system,

. Has feelings of doubt and tnseiurity associated with in-

structional demands,

L Cannot perceive the relevance ot traditional instruct ion

to his Immediate need,,, 4

Resents and is Ashamed of his educational deficiencies,

4n:
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5. Educatioo has a low priority in his hierarchy of needs,

6. Cannot effectively organize resources and activities to
allow for additional educational experiences,

7. Seeks immediate gratification, cannot maintain long-range
goals,

8. Needs a series of success experiences to compensate for a
backlog of failures,

9. Needs individualized programs of instruction specifically
designed to remedy deficiencies and to appeal to the learn-

per's interest and motivations,

10. Initially needs constant encouragpment and stimulation to--/
start and maintain participation,

11. -Needs easily accessable learning opportunities.

Failure of Traditional Approach

- Traditional adult basic education programs have consistently been
unable to reach the hard core low literate. Often, afftr intensive re-
cruitment, the program is unable to,hold the student because', the curri-
eukim is perceived as irrelevant to the population's immediate.environ-
ment. The traditional adult,basic education program has not offered the
desired student personnel services necessary for the intensive instruction
required to effectively motivate and teach the low literate.

Evidence tends to indicate that the regular average of four to six
hours per week Of adult basic education instruction is not enough to sus-
tain ffiotivation or clearly demonstrate progress to the student. The low
literate 0-3 grade, needs intensive accelerated learning opportunities.
The current approach of providing only four to six hours of adult basic
education instruction per week presents the low literate student- with a
very undesirable and practically ins.urmountable task of having to attend
adult basic education classes on a piecemeal basis for an average of
three to five years to reach the 4th grade level and from 10 to 15 years
to a from 0 grade to high school equivalency.

The fact that current programs are failing to recruit and hold adult
basic education students with 11 desirable degree of efficiency is direc.t-
ly related to the program's lack of stimulating, methods and the small

quantity, i.e., time of instruction offered'. The basic problem which
has been prominent throughout'tiv national adult basic education program
is how to recruit, enroll, retain, and teach the hardcore low literate.

The problem, Iherefo7e, is multifaceted and the, general purpose of
this paper is to explore the possible contributions of advanLed educa-
tional-technology, i.e., hardware and software to the solution of-the

4 7 2
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adult basic education problem. More ecifically, this paper intends to:

1. Discuss the general characteristics of hardware and software,

2. Explore advantages and disadvantages of representative ex-
amples of different types of hardware and software,

3. Discuss possible classroom applications,

4. Suggest resources and selection criteria for each, and

5,J.14506Its several alternative utilization models.

4.11e"

Advanced Technology

The modern adult educator has'a tremendous array of advanced ed1.1-::

cational technology at his disposal. The great variety of hardware and

software available in the current educational itidekeproyides the means
to truly accelerate and individualize instruction. After centuries of
lecturing, the modern educator may now be truly innovative in motivating
and teaching students, even if the institutions of high education are

still lecturing about innovation.

Advanced educatiohal technology, i.e., hardware and software, must
be utilized within the framework of a curriculum rationale or a system.
Before discussing the advantages and disadvantages of advanced education-
al technology, awareness of selected learning principles that have im-
plications for hardware and software utilizations should be developed.

Learning Theories and Principles

There is an incomprehensible conglomeration of learning theories

which are aligned with three basic schools or types, i.e., the stimulus
response, the gestalt and the eclectic. Each group and each theoretical

position has its definitions of learning. These groups stimulate thought
and research that will hopefully lead to some integrated exploration of

the learning process. Despite the numerous thos,etical positions and
the variety of answu)rs to our learning process questions, Hilgard (1956)
lists several areas or principles of learning on which most theorists

tend to agree:

1. In deciding who should learn what, the capacities of the

learner arc very important. Brighter people,can learn,

things less bright ones cannot learn; in general, older:
children can learn more readily than younger ones; -the.
decline of ability with age in the adult years depends

hpOniehat it is being learned.

A motivated learner acquires what he learns more readily

khan one who is not motivated. The relevant motives
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include both general and specific ones, for example: de-
sire to learn, need for achievement (general), and desire
for a certain reward or to avoid a threatened punishment
(specific).

3. Motivation that is too intense, especially pain, anxiety,
fear, may be accompanied by distracting emotional states
so that excessive motivation may be less effective than
moderate motivation for learning some kinds of.tasks, es-
pecially those involving different discriminations.

4. Learning under the control of reward is usually preferable
to learning under the control of punishment. Correspond-
ingly, learning motivated by success is preferable to
learning motivated by tailure. Even though the theoreti-
cal issue is still unresolved, the practical outcome must
take into account the social by-products, which tend to be
more favorable under reward than under punishment.

5. Learning under intrinsic motivation is preferable to learn-
ing under extrinsic motivation.

6. Tolerance for failure is best taught through providing a
backlog of success that compensates for experienced fail-
ure.

7. Individuals need practice in setting realistic goals for
themselves, goals neither 'so low as to elicit little effort
nor so high as to foreordain to failure. Realistic goal-
setting leads to more satisfactory improvement than unreal-
istic goal-setting.

8. The personal history of the individual, for example, hiss
reaction to authority, may hamper or enhance his ability to,
learn from a given teacher.

9. Active participation by a learner i$ preferable to'passive
reception when learning, for example, from a lectur4 bra
motion picture.

10. Meaningful materials and meaningful tasks are learned more
readily than nonsense materials and more readily than tasks
not understood by the learner.

11. There is no substitute for repetitive practice in the over-
learning of of skills, for instance, the performance of a con-
ot,rt pianist, or in the memorization. of unrelated facts that
Lave to' be automatized.

12. Information about the nature of a good performance, know-
ledge of his own mistakes, and knowledge of successful re-
sults did learning. oe

A7'
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13. Transfer to new tasks will be better if, in learning, the
learner can discover relationships for himself, and if he
has experience during learning of applying the principles
within a variety of tasks.

14. Spaced or distributed recalls are advantageous in fixing
material that is to be long retained (pp, 486-487).

These areas of agreement have been validated in numerous research studies-
and provide fruitful guidelines for classrooft practices.

Multi-media Instruction

Hardware and software, whether used singly or in various combina-
tions offers-the following advantages in the instructional situation:

1. Extends the master teacher or expert in time and space.
The use of audio-visual records of teacher presentations
allows students to be exposed to the best instruction a-
vailable instead of 11imiting the quality to the local
teacher's capabilities which, of course, range from ex-
cellent to _terrible.

2. Provides the means for repetition and drill; these are
important concepts that the teacher has neither the time
or energy to provide.

3. Allows for individualization of instruction. Provides a
variety* of presentation means and materials to match a
student's unique characteristics and his particular set

of educational objectives.

4. Makes the teacher more efficient in that he may provide
instruction for more students per day and the instruction
provided will be more productive, i.e., quicker attainment
based on individual desire and capability.

5. Creates and maintains greater degrees of student motivation

and concentration.

6. Frees the teacher for greater humanization of instruction,
the teacher has more time to analyze student needs,

counsel and advise, design individual programs, and evalu-
.ate the instructional process in order to increase its.ef-

ficincy...

The listed advantages are not complete and vary with the instruction-
.

dl environment. ,The mentioned advantages have been noted in a variety of

studies and in the personal experiences of the author.

Advanced technology, lj.ke most human products, has disadvantages,

especially if improperly or naively used. Knowles (1960) summarizes the
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situation thiss-1, :

Unqutstiodably the nn a media of mags communications has had
tremendous influence on the continuing learning of adults,

although their specific efforts are difficult td prove or meas-
ure by research. No doubt some of these effects have been pos-
itive and some have been negative, as evaluated by adult educa-
tors and social plit-l-osophers. But the net effect seems to be
in the direction of producing an environment more conducive to
continuing learning (p. 334).

Ohliger (1968), in a review of the literature on mass media in ad-
ult education, discovered a minor theme throughout the literature which
considers the possibility that "there are real in technology--

f.specifically arising from Some of the new media of_communications (p.
25) .

_
"

f.
MI6

Rovan (1964) made the point that itis not the media that creates
the danger, but how it is utilized by society. Halloran (1967), in a
UNESCO report, concluded that the lower the level of education of the;
viewers, the more easily they are influenced by media. This factor
could be either an advantage or a disadvantage.

Perhaps the majorSTerall disadvantage to be overcome in the appli-
cation f advanced educational technology is the anxiety and resistance
of the teachers who feel that their-roles and positions are being threat-
ened.

In fact their role is changeing from custodian and purveyor of know-
ledge to designer and manager of the learning environment; to providing
motivation and to serving as counselor and advisor. Indeed, under close
scrutiny, the teacher's role will become a more exciting and humane role,
a moxe productive and satisfying role.

General Disadvantages in Media Utilization

A partial list of general disadvahtages in the use of hardware and
software are:

I. Teacher will develop too great a dependency and will lose
expertise in his content areas.

2. Too many types of similar hardware and software will over-
whelm the teacher and hopelessly bog down the instructional
process because the teacher cannot realistically be expected
to master the utilization of 15 to 20 different types of
hardware and software.

Purchase of useless "gadgets" because of good sale.s pitch.

4. Hardware that is unreliable, i.e., high frequency of break-.
down and poor repair service.'

4 7.;
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Hardw'al're,...that does not hive accompanying sof af:aye :
6. Software that is poorly designed or developed, i.e., chid-

dren' s programs packaged for adults.

,
7. Complex systems that are difficult for teachers and students

-to operate.

8. Hardware and software that' are dif ficult* to move and store,
i.e., bulky, heavy, fragile, poorly designed.

9. Hardware that are detrimental to the learning environment,
i.e . , noisy, bright lights, heat producing, smelly, dangth-
due to shocks or radiation..

10. Software that are not reliable or properly validated, i.'e. ,

absent or poor teacher' s manual, objectives not stated,
student placement procedures absent or poor, irrelevant
content.

11. Software that are consumable and hard to replace, i.e.,
costly and extended delivty periods.

12. Some students and teachers have natural fear and suspi.-:
Cion of machines.

13. Possibility of expensive losses due to theft, fire, de-
preciation, wear. 11.

The lists of general advantages and disadvantages associated with edu-
cat tonal hardware and software could.. be e)ipa,n,ded ad. infinitum.

The findings of Swets (1962) and review§ ,by Holland. (0111.-support
the conclusions of Stolurow and 'Davis (1066)" that aftdr examrng numer-
ol. «nparat lye studies there are typ4ally two significant differences
n t he re kit lye f festiveness Of .teacliinp machines and programmed texts.

Numerous usher studies and experience of the author suggests that
w i l t i -mod i a or multi -sensory presentations, if properly ,designed,

more et I le ient t Or accomplishing educational objectives than single sen=
-ory tphuts. Tht f fectivene'ss of multi-sensory ,approaches is always a

tun( t ion 01 the edInAtional objectives .arid the students.' characteristics

lt a generality or principle carilhe off.,:efed, and ut5ually they 'are
Inavpropriato, it would be that in the selection and-ntiliation of ed!
tn at tonal lt.tcdwatc and software, the siqpleis peferabbe to the cdmplex.

Hardware

I rdwal Del i nod

Hardw,ne deli nod f rain an cducatioonl viewpdint means those ma(hinvs,'
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olly cal equipment, and audio-vidual devices, that perform a physical
function in the presentation of educational software. They range in com-
pljxity from the simple filmstrip viewer or spring loaded reading pacer
to Lomputer controlled learning carrels containing cathode ray displays,
imagL projectors, talking typewriters 'and audio record and playback me-

.,

chanisms.

Sources atld Classifications

Th,r(are thousands of dif'ferent types of educational hardware each
with its varying "specifications and functions. The_National Audio-Visual
Association publishes an annual Audio - Visual Equipment Directory. This
directory contains the most complete listings and descriptions of educa-
tibnal hardware available. Over 2,000 pieces of equipment, %Ire listed un-
der ?7 different categorieS. This directory is an invaluable.resource
to the instructor or administratoi- who,is currently using, or intends to
purchase instructional hardware.

When one realizes the overwhelming variety .4;?-f educational hardware .
available on floe current market, it becomes evident that there are num-
erous devices of the same type for accomplishing any given eduCational'
objective, i.e., there are over 55 different 16mm motion picture projec-
tors, over 40 different filnstripProjectors, over 125 tape recorders
and playbacks, and over 22 reading machines.

The problem then becomes one of selection. Very few of the.educa
tional hardware currently, on the marketh4ve been adequately validated
tor. instructional use, and in the'case's where evidence :hag been collected,

It is not readily available to the prospective consumer. Jn o-ther words,

a-w-cat am6nnt of research has been conducted with educational 'hardware,

0
,but the results of these studies are not usually'available in the cur-
:rene sales lite.nature: When such. studies are reported to the prospective .

consumer they usually are not generalizable because of ina uate re-
warc_h non- representative s mple, lack of c trod- of'extra-

[loons variables, small numbers in biase samples.

ft is essential that the user of e tcational hardware use some

broad selAtiou'crtteria to narrow his choices and to eliminate obvious

poor choiLes. .[at addition-the-users should .conduct their own studies

and evaltptions to determine the efficiency and appropriateness of,vari:
0 ors types of educational hardware.

0

la,t_ggebted Selecon Criteria

It is di t iirult to consider hardware apart from sof(.ware in that
hardware is usefes,, without available and appropriate software. Many
of the select ion criteria apply to both and, it is iMpossih-li: to evalu-

ate hardware separate from software.,

1., in the selection of hardWare;,.cost is .usually a major T,ictor.,
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Rigney and Fry (1961) o trinej.a number of cost' items that

influence expenditures for instruction; these include:

a. Cost per unit: program, student, and machine

b. InVestMent: initial and long-term

c. Trainingme per student

d. Quality of students required, aptitude, experi-
ence, and so on

't

e. Quality of instructors regdired, credentials,
experience, and so on

-t

f. Logistics:0 space, power, maint pan =Nce require

meats; and program reusability, useful life

, .

g. An additional cost would be updating or modern-
ization expenses.

2. Al very important consideration in the selection of all hard-

ware is what types and quality of software are available for

use with the equipment. This rather obvious criterion is re-
peatedly overlooked and numerous' ex'isting gadgets are rust-
ing on shelves because appopriate films, tapes, -W6YkbTmks.---

and slides are not available. The software that is avail-

able will quite often not work with &particular though
similar piece of equipmentoi.e.:, a lot of materials or
software are designed to operate with a certain type of
Aprand name of hardware and are designed to be inowsatible

with competing types:

3. The amount of training required forthe instructor to learn

to'efficiently operate the equipment.

4. The presence and quality of the .instruction manual. Instruc-

tions should be clear and concise.

5. Availibility and quality of service. All machines require

periodic adjustments and repairs.. The company supplying

. the hardware stio:uld have readily available'trained service-
, men and parts.

6. Vic reputat.ion and reliability of the producer. Does the

equipment have a .reasonable warranty or'guarantee? Does

the company laon,rthe warranty:? Aords and sales pitches

are plentiful, judge past performance. It xis relevant to

note that about80 percent of the proliferating multi-media

instructional OsLem type companies do not,last two'years. .

This is not to say that their products are lnferiorgi but

(numerous innovative and creative new companies fail each
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These criteria will allow the relative comparison of Sbweral pos-
sible-hardware choices and narrow the field to two or three possible
selections.

If this selection process is followed-up with in-use evaluations
and controlled 1.omparisons, the result should be adequate for deteran-
ing which types of hardware are most effective for accomplishing certain
educational objectives with a particular set of student characteristics.

Selected Hardware Types

It is beyond the scope of this paper to examine the thousands of
educational hardware devices available for instructional use Selected
examples representative of several different types of hardware will be
discussed.

The characteristics of educational hardware a d software are high-
ly interdependent and correlated. It is impractica to discuss the'
characteristics of a. specific piece of eqtli m nt wit out discussing the
correlated software. Hardware and software function as a system in the
instructional process. After a general discussion of several types or
classifications of hardware, 0)4 various class or types of software will
be discussed in detail with specifid characteristics and examples of each.

variety

or 'surilace.

pdreneies,
6

/

Type L.,-,P-ioje.ctiori Equipment. Projection equipment includes a wide
image on a screen

magnetic tapes, trans-
includes the following:

of machines whien.visually project an enlarged
The images are projected from films,

4 and real objects. Peqjection equipment

1. 16mm and 8mm Motion Pic ire Equipment

' 2. Filmstrip Projectors and Previewers

3. Slide egjeCtors

4. Random Ascess .projectors
of

Opaque Projectors

6. Overhead Projectors

r. 7. Micro-projeCtors
-

8. Special Purpose Projection Equipment

Projection equipment has the following advantages and disadvantages
in instructional e:

Advantdges

1. Provides motion or still pictures
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2. Projects images over a distance

3. Provides for linear or random viewing, i.e., flexibility

4. 'Fairly reliable

5. Stimulates student interest

Disadvantages

1. Often noisy and distracting

2. May breakdown during presentation

Jr 3. Requires traip.i, mand''skill to use

4. Often vpropriate software unavailable

5. Usu'ally expensive compared with books

.6.- Teacher made software, i.e., .films, transparencies' of
inferior quality

7. Maintenance and repair often inadequate or requires lon
periods of time

//

8. Is often used as-a p ssive teaching method, i.e.,'student
not allbwed to int act or respond.

T e II Aud Record and Pla back E uie dt.6-Tirdware in-

chides a variet of equipment which mech al A.- r el#ctronically cap-

tures sound stores it for subs-:lent-pla Jack. The sounds are re-
corded to reel, cartridge or sette. A io record and playback e4uip-

ment incl 1r

1. --Record- play

2. Reel t6 reel tape recorders and playback

3. Cartridge recorders and playbacks

4. Cassette recorders and playbacks

The above equipment is available with monoral or stereophonic re-
cord and playback capabilities.

Audio equipment has the following advantages and disadvantages in
instructional use:

Advantages ..

1. Provides sound with sight
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' 2. Stimulates student interest

.4

+V

3. Maintains student attention and motivation

4. Allows capture of real life experiences

5.' Provides for stimulation of paptand fitture events

6. Transmits sound over long or short distances

7. Highly flexible in instructional use, can be segmented and
stopped or starteclat will

Disadvantages

1% Sound quality detersiorates over time and with each playback

2. May' breakdown during presentation

3. Appropriate software often unavailable

4. Requires skill and training for proper use

5. Maintenance and repairs often unavailable and time'consuming

Type III - Multi-media Equipment. This group of educational hardware
provides various means for combining sight and sound. This group includes:

7/.'"
1. -Video tape systems

2. Sound filmstrip devices

:3. Slide-tape recording combinations

A

4. Print and sound systems .

. V ...
.

The teacher may 'combine various-types of hardware' and software--`'
many unique and'creatie manners. s5,.eeral of thelemodels will be dis-
cussed in the seotion on Multi-wdia Instructional Strategies.

x

The examples discussed have beer Combiped by tlie-manufcturerand
'mechanisms 6or control and sy.nchronizatiori are provided... Multi-media
equipment has the followinwadvantagus and disadvaqages: --______:.

vas
,

,
, : + /

Advantages'

I. Provides. for combination of sight and'sgurid

.

,2. %4N1lows" for closer stmu1latipn of real life
, c

3 Provides gl'etet student' interest, motivation, and pter- -

action
.

4k3-2
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A.

4. Provides greater flexibility and has greater instructional
applicatioh than sight or sound alone

5. Research,iindicates multi-sensory inputs are more efficient

for preslliting learning material

6'. Allows uttilization of agreater variety of software combine-
)tions

Disadvantages

1. Usually more complex to operate and program than single medi-

um equipment
4-

2. More likely to breakdown and requires greater maintenance
than single medium equipment -4

3. Requires skill and training to properjyailize

4. Teacher may develop over-reliance -system

5. Teacher may feel threatened by a system that can simulate

his performance

6. Usually more expensive than single medium equipment or texts.

7. System may not allow student interaction and responses.

Software

Software may be defined as those materials that provide learning
ti

experiences: They include the various media that require hardware for
presentation such as films, tapes, slides, loops, cassettes, records,
and those that do not require hardware such as texts, workbooks, models,
blackboards, maps, graphs, posters, and magazines.

SoTtware or materials fOr learning, experiences are available in an

almost unending variety. In order to simplify the understanding of the

ten characteristics of software, the Various types will'be classified
in tencategories. The characteristics and examples Of proper utilizia-

tion will be discussed for each software category.

Category k - PrintedkText Materials
_

Historically, educators have depended on print as the basic, mode
of-educational communie.Oon: Currently good teaching clearly requires
variety..of instructionalerials and insightful combinations of-var-

Li)us. media. Krowmet 11. (19NJtscusse in detail the advantages and

dIsadvantages.df printed textboor. The following advantages and

vantage6 are adaptek'try their

.
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Advantages

1. Improvement of teachiag_Rr-aettce---S-. Texts increase teacher
content mastery-and efficiency through synthesis of expert
opinion and 'urrent research. It h the inexperienced
teacher by providing specia aching aids, manuals, work-
books, and mastery-tes

2. Individualization of Instruction. With texts, studehts may
proceed at their, own rate. They allow different students
to study differftt things at the same time. Allows for
varying remedial and enrichment exercises.

3 Qrganization of Instruction. Provides an organizational
structure and unifying force for a patlicular class by

4. common reading experiences, questions, and assignments.
Provides a logical sequence for class presentations.

4~4

4 Tutorial Contributions. Texts help the student learn how
to learn, to read better, to weigh evidence and to solve
problems. Challenging question and related study materials
including vod visual items, bibliographies and selected
references stimulate active learning.

5. Economy. Texts are relatively inexpensive in actual per
pupil costs when compared with other media.

Dfsadvantages----' `

1. Texts tend to relieve the reader from having to think, to
organize data, and to arrive at independent conclusions.

2. Texts often treat subjects to sketchily, 'i.e., provide in-
sufficient' howledge and stimulate little-enthusiasm.

3. Promotes the deadly routine of assigned readings and re-
citations.

4. Tents become quickly'outdated and are often outdated when
published.

5. Texts often lack vitality and fail to feflect innovative
and promising developMents (p. 86).

Instructional' Trends in Textbooks. Brown and Norberg (1965) have
tdeneified several trends in the preparation and use of tests, some of
The more relevant are listed below:

1. Less reliance on a single textbook. The use of a principal
text and a number of supporting texts; pamphlets, periodi-
cals, and.audi visual materials, multi-media approach.
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2. Inc d availability of papei,backed materials.

3. Demghd 'for innovations in textbook content, a circumstance
resulting from curriculum reforms and the increasing ra-.
pidity with which new knowledge is discovered and old know-
ledge outdated.

4. Correlation of systems of matetialsTTHZ1-qdi-ng_films, film----
strips, recordings, workbooks, programmed mate models,

specimens, charts, in one kit or pack

5. Growing emphasis upon problem- oriented instruction as'op-
posed to telling.

6. 'Recognition trI textbooks of ethnic and racia diversity and
the contributions of minority group the development of
Our country and the worl 9)

Txpect:. utcomes. The behavioral outcomes to be expected from
textu aterials will vary with the chaiacteristics of the learners,

instructional' environment, the teacher'and the learning strategy in-

volved. in spite of the wide use of textual materials, there has been
,remailably little useful research conducted. The following research re-
`sults have been summarized by Schramm (1955):

1. Combinations of media, i.e., textual with slides,, tapes,

and lectures are more effective, than one medium alone.

2. Automatic gains do not come from using three senses instead
of two unless the added channel truly supplements and. gives
added interpretation.

, 3. There are extremely wide tolerances in the ability of read-
ers to profit from materials with different type sizes,
length of lines and styles of.type.

4. There is reader resistance to non-traditional formats, i..e. ,

typewriter-set copy or non-justified right margins.

5. Readability formulas are not consistent from material to
material and do not give proper recognition to comprehension.

\6. General' explanations with subordinate examples and special
\,cases'are superior to styles in which examples and rinci-

ples have equal emphasis.

7. Overlap and repetition appe eneficial to comprehension,

but the optithum amounts Id kinds 4 varying types of in-.
struction and media has not becn established.

McMhrrdy and Cronbach (1955) in the analysis of the, functions of
textbook materials identified four categories of verbal communication.

1
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The categories and their characteristics are summarized as follows:

l. Narration and Description

a. ---Cbmaunicate directly to reader

nmtutrieateelecdvalues
c. Provides vicarious experiences

d. Encourages the habit of generpUzing from selected_
examples

.

r,

2. Prescriptions and Directives

a. Imperative statements direct immediate act-ion,

b. Impede creative divergent fEOUiftt-

c. Summay es ends of a logical or Lnves44-gative prOcess

3. Generalizations

4. Report recurrent relations between events

b. Simplifies and:synthesizes vast amounts of knowledge

c., Adds meaning to past and future experiences

4. Theoretic'Statements

a. Communicates the precise meaning and relationship
between concepts within a systematic framework

b. Assists in investigatthg events and formulating new
knowledge

c. Establishes plusibility by logical means
t,

d. Cannot he proven true or false by expeiience

Teachers should keep it} mind that textual materials can be modified,
rearranged, dnd adapted in order to produce desired eutClIgs. .Textual

materials should be viewed as aids and guides for instruction no.t. as
rigid structures or content that must be followed or'mastered.

Programmed texts. Programmed instruction is-a process, planned
--,equence of learning experiences designed to produce n specific behavioral
,,ut«mle. In its broadest sense it involve .a Variety of instructional

strategies that incorporate the desirable features of:

4,3.3
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.. /4k

, : . :NI,

L. Individualizing the presentation through- bi-anching techi-

.
niques which allow temedial or.enrichment supplements.

,
..

.
e. f

.

2. Allows student to be ,self-paced or progress qhis own
rte or at a controlled rate. 4

. .--
/ t

3:- 'Provides, .immediate knowledge of. result. Students 'can

correct their own work.

4. Reduces. time required for learning, 4.e., is more effibient:

5. Reduces error rates and failures, all,ows the organizing of
ins tructiorpinto, logical sequences and small steps.

6. Provides the opportunity for controlled experiementations
with different instructional strategies. ' -

7., Involves the studpnt in the_learning process. Student must

respond frequently.

Any instructional present ion may be programmed. A lecture may be- , '

programmed as well as a multi-medi it, In thii discussion programmed /

texts are treated as one example Of pro ammed instruction. The tech--

niques of programming have application In all - media.

------___L,

Types of Programmed. Texts. There are two.

.rning.: linear and adaptive. Linear' programi-ieelved

49 ",
of Skinner's work in instrumental conditioning. ' ,

. .. e: . .
, ... . .4

Thomas et a1. (1963) state:
e

. .
,

.

P ... . ". A
, . . s , . . ..

. .

An important Leature. of linear, programs' ,is that the studen.t ac-
, ,

Wally writes. down`or con'Strlicts his own responses. Skinner be-
lieves that constructed responses make students think more. deep-,

ly aboAit eheyrytareria I and enable them to gain a' g1-atdr.under-

.... standirig than would be possible from the use of multip,la-choice

respoiseg. The program,, 'therefore, does not test, the student,

but tea3hes him 'through' requiring ,him to make a,positive, th.ough

"ill',' and fr.,_, response (p. 16) . . ,...

....
.

Branchecl on intrinsic programmingis an outgrowth of differential

. psychology and was initially developed by Norman Crowder. The "basic

-stratAy Was t' us, the students' responses to determine and control the
soxder of presentatioZ1. r

dr e

"7.

es-of program. -
etus as a result

% ,'

lc

Thomas; et al. (1963 ) summarize the purposes 'of using linear o-'
$

rgramming: $4'
- ,

\ . . 'I 4 , ,

1. ,To test under:,tauding of material.studies.

To select cemedlal sequences

btd
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3. To afford practice in the concept involved

4. To keep the student working actively with the material

5. To motivate the student when he responds correctly (p. 18).

Jacobs; et al. (1966) state:

--"PrQ.graltmed instruction has been used for vocational training and. .4
for r:gis4ilis the general educ ?tional level of adillts. 'It can be '

used in man'9"-different settings, as it does not necessarilylre-
quire special facilities. .It may be especially useful in teach-
ing courses for which there is only a small demand (p. 19). .

Category II Pictures

The old adage, "One picture is worth.a thousand words," is.still
true today. There is a wealth of still pictures available on practically
every conceivable topic.' The two basic clasSes of still picturesare
flat opaque and film. Opaque pictures include paintings, sketches, car-
toons, photographic prints. Film still pictures include slides, and

As,in the case with most instructional research, there is
little research related totthe use-of still pictures in teaching. Spauld-
ing's (1955) early review o' research on pictorial illustution emphasized

.the following relevant findings:"____

1. The contentof the pictuei should relate -to the interest,
and life style of the reader. .

2. The content of the pi-ctur6 should be organized to follow
natural eye movements.

3. Pictures.ereate natural interest tot curiosity..

4. Pictures are often abstract or viewed out of contaxt, there-
fore, the viewers previous arti tic and environmental experi,
ences must,be-clzns.istered in select -ng pictures for instrut=

tional use. - ---.
' d A'

, .

5. Pictures help the reader tiderstand and remember written con-
tent .(pp. 43-44).

Later research (pwyer, 1967; Travers, 1964) has indicated that sim-
ple visual presentations with a limited concept is more effective than
complt..x pictures.or presentations. Often an abstract lineat presentation
is preferable to a realistic photograph. 4

Brown,
4

Leais, and liarcleroad 096901indentify three separate types
or ,levels of picture reading ability and five imp.ortatit points which

should be considered when selecting pictures for instructional use:'
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Leyels'ofPicture Reading Ability

1. The reader recognizes particular objects and calls them by
name.

2. He.determines details in a picture and eicribes' what he sees.

3, He draws inferences regarding past, current, or future ac-.
"tion of the people or objects shown, and makes personal in-

terpretations based on his individual background (p. 203)..

election Criteria

1. sille -picture sufficiently,interesting'to catch and hold
interest of students with whom dt:will be used?

2.. Is'it ufficiently large and simple to be seen clearly?

Is 'the in,ormation it portrays important to,the topic be-

ing-studied?,. A

.44. Is the informatiOn accurae,%truthful, up -to -date?

5. Is the picture well-reproduced, realistic, and attractive?

6. .1)oes'it provide clues as to size or scale, if needed
(p. 205).

Film still pictures will be discussed in a later section. .The ad-

vantages, of flat opaque pictures include the following:

1. They are highly portable and can be passed around the class'

for individual inspection.

2. They are easily anail'able and prepared for instructional

USES. 4
0

.3. They can be projected and, enlarged.

Simple to show, no equipment needed, i.e., hold up in front
of class, place on board, pass around.

S. Stimulat'e creative expression.

6. Reduce verbal explanations- and aid understanding "of concepts'.

7. Stimulate specific questions and discussiAn:

46-.-..1.1 1 pictures may be used for student evaluation as well
--i---,-

,

as In1TrmiG.Lipn. .

. Still pictures offer the capability of individualizing and e-tit -icii-

an subjects. When used in conjunction with textual and audio visual ---'
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materials, they can be used to report and reinforce desired concepts and
skills. The use of-contrast, comparison, and continuity in utilizing
still pictures for instructional purposes is most effective (Brown, 1967).

Contrast --kook for differences among objects, materials, and
people. Contrast the new with old, n ar with far, known with
unknown.

Compare - Look for similarities between pictures or portions
of one picture.

Continuity - Look for organization logic with a picture or,

among a series of pictures. Temporal development, cause and
effect and correlation should be eyident.

Category III - Film

Films will be discUssed in two major, sub-divisions, motion films
and still' films'. Motion pictures include 16mm and 8mm film. Still films
include 35mm,film strips, slides, and stereoscopic three-dimensional
,slide reels. _

7
Motion Films. The rapid development of motion picture technology

has provided a variety'of types of motion pictures P-or instructional ,

purposes. Among the types currently available arq: .

1. Short singleconcept fi4ms.

2. 8mm cartri-Im loops.

3. Rear projection system for use in carrels or on desks.

"Massecr film series covering an entire subject.

5, Films designed for use with workbooks, t ts, and other
audio- visual devices, i.e., multi-nidia kit

A. Types of Films

In general films may be classified as:

1. Documentary
0

2. Trsining or Instructional

3. Factual

4. Fict tonal and True Drama

5. Travelogues



l

6. Pictorial RepOrts

B. Instructional Advantages of Film

Films have the following advantages in teaching:

1. Film .can capture past events for future study.

2. Provide sight and sound for realism.

3. Simplify complex abstractiohs.

Films can'Creatd or .1114strate, Logical'deveLopMent,of a con-

5. Provide a common experience for discussion.

6. Bring experts and other enrichpent into the classroom.

7. Overcome time and space zestrictions; allow student to

compress experiences.

8. Utilize

9. Can show microscopic or' telescopic topics.

10. 'Stop motion, slow motion and speed-ups have special educa-
tional advantages for studying various natural phenomena.

/

C. Research on Film Use

There appears to be more 'research on film use than other media.

Comprehensive reviews (Brown, et aff., 1969; Greenhill, Reid, & MacLennon,

1967) of the research in instructional film reported the fol,Lowing rele-

vant implications:

1. Students should be prepared in advance of the film showing.
Special V-qcabularies or nomenclature should be learned in

advance. The student should -be told what he is expected to

learn.

Ability to learn from-films takes practice and improves r

with practicd.

3. Note taking during films,shoOd notAbe enco ed. Stop-

ping the film for discussion does contribute to lea-rning.

4. Films should have built-in viewer activities and planned
repti,tition and summaries.

5. Students can phrtially learn a 'skilL by watching it on

film and m tally praiticirl the,skill.
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6. Films on complex concepts and skills should be repeated
several times over averal days.

7. If a student is expected to transfer his 'earning to a

different but related situation, the pl;inciple involve&
should be explained priorto the film showing and empha-
sizeddn the following discussions-..

. Students learning from films will vary with the individual's
unique characteristicsandenvironmental conditions.

D. Follow-Up Activities and Outcomes

4frer vi wipg a a variety of follow-up activities maybe Used
to reinfo tbe,fitm"a ceotent.. The following are possibilities:

1.' Practice the skill taught in the film. Usesmall 'groups
with a group leader. Teacher' roves, from group to group. .1

2. Discuss the film. Analyze the content: . Have 'small group,.
discuss and report on differerit Aspects of-the film. Have
a debate,

3. Have w4teen or °et]. examination.,

4% Have a resource person on hand 'for questions ana forther
discussion.

.,

5. Utilize additional A-V materials for drill andpractice.

6. Attempt to relate the film content to current environment.

7. Hava students evaluate, the film. Foi-m an Opinion and'cle-.,

fend- it.

8. Stop the film before the summary.climax,..or ending and
have students writetheir,own version of the ending.

Still Films

.
,

Still films include filmstrips, 35mm slide's and stereoscopic slisle
.

'reel s. The characteristics of the three types ap similar. The differ,
ences are in the mode of projection and film packagin. ''

. ' . ,

Kilthstrips are a series 1-3'f still pictures
,

in linear orderon 35mm
film. Slides are individually .thounted and are not joined together
*Stereo reels are 16mm stills moutlad in pairs for three dimensional View-
ing on a circular cardboard. . :- °

,
. .

Rese c Still
.

i'illh...Use. Many of.the research findings. related,
-to 'nation pi also a Co still film. 4irevieW of research
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(Briggs, et al., 1965) suggests the following:

1.' Filmstrips are as effective as motion pictures in teaching
-certain factual data.

2. Still pictures are notas effective as motion pictures in
teaching skills and concepts involving motion.

3. Filmstrips and especially slides are more adaptable for in-
dividualizing instruction.

4. Still pictures used in conjunction with other media are
more effective than either medium used alone.

Instructional Advantage - Outcomes of Still Films. Several of the
more relevant uses of film strips in teaching were selected from a com-
prehensive listing by Brown (1969):

1. Provides basis for understanding symbols. Especially help-
..

ful in vocabulary development and reading.

2. Suitable for teaching skills to groups. -earl be projected

at various speeds and repeated in whol-4/or part.

3. To consolidate and review learning produced with other
media.

4. Stimulates asthetic appreciation of form and color.

5. .Presents factual data in visual form.

6. To supplement and reinforce learning from other,eSqeriences.

To provide opportunities for individual drill, and Practice.

8. To focus group attention.

Categbry IV `qausparenies

The overhad projection of transparencies has become the most pop-

,
ular educational media currently in use. This:is probably due.to its
simplicity of operation, flexibility of use and.econOmy of cost and

maintenance. Most school systems and institutions recommend that there
should be one.in every classroom.

Instructional Advantages of Transparencies.

I agki may be projected and 'enlarged as desired.
NR,

2. Teacher may write or make notes on the transparency:
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3. Large variety of commerically prepared slides available.

4. Simplicity of operation and preparation of media requires
relatively little degree of training and skill compared

to other media.

5. The rate of presentation can be controlled. Material may

be repeated.

6. Composite images can be built with successive overlays in
order to teach complex concepts and skills.

7. Motion can be simulated.

8. Can be used with other media, i.e., slides, tapes.

Instructional Uses and Outcomes. Teachers offer little resistance

to using overhead transparencies because of their flexibility and sim-

plicity. They can be used in numerous creative ways. Several of the

more popular uses are listed:

1. Real'objects can be projected and students asked to iden-

tify the images.

. 2. Students. can prepare and discuss thdir own transparencies

as a project.

3. Portions of the transparency can be exposed or covered at

will to test comprehension and make developmental presen-

tations.

4. Pictures can be shown and then labels written on during

presentation, i.e., thee transparency may be modified in

use.

5. Problems can be Presented and their solutions worked out

on the transpa'rency. /

6. The teacher may move,symbols and objects around on the

transparency to simulate movements, trends, changes.

Category V - Television

Television is ay rfuLeducation tool. The use of educational.

television-is rapidly increasing because it is a convenient and economi=

cal means of reaching the masses. .Brown,et A. (1969) cited the follow-

ing instructional advantages of televiion:

1. Lt combines best, elements of radio, by going right

into the home or classroom, w$,,th the potency of motion

pictures.

4 )
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2. It is capable of helping to overcome learning-barriers for

many'persons by presenting importadt ideas, helping mold
attitudes, and providing information in ways which demand.
neither high verbal proficiency nor-physical presence at
the scene of action.

3. It is a means of multiplying "personal" contacts for out -
standing television instructors with students -and adults
all over the country or the world.

4. It is capable of helping to biing about needed social im-
provements and developments.

5. It capitalizes upon immediacy, upon the "here and now" as-
pects of communication.

6. It combines with other media to bring more and different
-kinds of information to the classroom for individualized
study, programmed instruction, and a number of new teach-
ing-learning techniques (p. 297).

Research on Instructional Television. There is a large amount of
research in regard to ETV and, Instructional Television. The majority of

the findings indicate that television is a valid and effective instruc-

tional media. As is the case with all media, it must be properly matched
with the students' characteristics, the subject,content, and the instruc-

tional environment. Schramm (1962) reports that in 65 percent of the
comparisons between televised and .classroom teaching, there is no signi-

ficant difference. Twenty-One percent learned significantly more with
television and 14 percent learned less.

anger (1968) in a review of recent literature on mass media in
adult education reported the following:

1. ETV is most effective when integrated with the convention-
al educational system.

2. Television pays off in terms of quality of instruction and
in using volunteer tdachers. By using television,1/4partially

qualified teachers can be utilized to.instruct literacy
classes, i.e., para-professional aides.

3, Approximately 53 krcent.of the adults enrolled in ETV
literacy coutses complete their .training.

Instructional Uses and Outcomes.

I. As with all instructional media, preliminary planning is
essential, Students should be briefed on the content and

cprepared
in regard to vocabulary level.
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2. Physical arrangements require proper. seating, lighting,
and acoustics.

/o

3. Follow-up activities should be planned to reinforce the
televised content. Other Armedia and texts should be
used to supplement the television presentation.

4. Zoom lens allow magnification and can be used for close
tip of detail in all subject areas, especially science.

5. Closed circuit portable TV and video tape have unique
teaching capabilities. Through micro-teaching concepts
a variety of simulation and practicum experiences can
be taught, previewed, and reinforced. A spicial advah-
tage is that a student may practice a skill and then im-
mediately observe his performance, i.e., instant playback.
This technique has a host of creative applications.

A1;1 of the instructional uses and outcomes listed in the motion
films section are applicable to television.

Evaluating Television Programs. Brown et al. (1969) listed numer-
ous,factors that should be considered when evaluating an instructional
TV presentation; several of the more important follow:

1. Was the telecast of value as a teaching aid and as re-
source material?

2. How would you rate pupil interest?

3. Did demonstrations of materials show up satisfactorily?

4. Are thefe any specific activities or subjects you would
like to have presented on television for classroom use?

5. What outcomes resulted, reading, trips, vocabulary, dis-
cussions?

6. Do you have criticisms or suggestions?

7. Was the program clearly related to the curriculum?

8. Was there variety and interest in presentation?

9. Did the program bring experiences, materials, or teaching.
skills which you, as a teacher, could not supply (p. 312)?

Future of'Instructional Television. The exciting technical develop-

ment of video cassettes promises to revolutionize instructional televi-
sion. This compact unit currently under development will be placed on

)
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top of or,near any ,conVenient TV receiver. Video cassettes-, similar to ,

audio-casurtes., can be plugged in and played as desired.
. ,

S'everal of ale .features of video 'assettes which distinguish it

from broadchstTV are: v'

.

1. The student hai individual control over thekprogram and

can usef-r-e-etaz.e. fast forward and reverse and slow

motion. a

It allows instant viewer response and machine feedback

for drill and practice and reinforcement through imme
diate knowledge of results.

3. Students may regulate their own progress and supply their
o serve _re s of groups

to presentations'and stop the program at any po for

discussion and clarification.
4

Gabor (1971)' noted a major feature of video-casset-tes-is that it

does away with the limitations of time, curricu-1-d space. The cur-

rent pattern of taking course x, at time 'n buiiding z becomes obso-

lete. Through the video cassette a u can program any course he

at his time of maximum learning4L14ala

(p. 5):"

Cassette be developed on ,a great variety of topics which can

be used to design individu programs of study. The video cassette

will allow large s' independent study. This excellent new technique

and product of technology" when combined with other teaching methods will

be a powerful tool in our quest to provide true universal education.

the National ducation Media Study Panel (U.S.O.E., 1964) made the.

tolloixing statements:

1. The modern teacher has books, guides, periodicals, films,

tapes, slides, records, laboratory equipment; some have

language laboratories; and soon many of them will have
programmed self-instructional materials.-) The basic.ques-

ttlm. therefore, is not simply how to use televlsion alone,
but rather how to combine it most effectively with other

le arnicrg eperiences and resources.

Th, wk 11-planned television program can motivate students,

,;ulde and sharpen their reading by providing background
and demonstratio'ns, encourage responsibility for indepen-

'dent learning, arouse curiosity and develop new insights

and the ex(.itement of discovery. The medium is so flexi-

hithat its need never be used merely to promulgate the
old lecture method and the idea that good teaching is

"J, (p. SI.
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Category VI Midi° Materials

Audio materials are those,typeS of so vOare that capture sound via
recording and store it for subsequent p b e two major,types of.
audio software are magnetic tape and plastic discs.

Anyone who remembers those "exciting days of yester year and the
hoof beats of the great horse Silver:'"knows,as the shadow knows," that
sound is a highly captivating medium. Observations of concert goers and.-.- -
the teenager dancing down a street with a transistor radio glued to his
ear is aware of the concentration and emotion evoked by sound.

This discussion ,focuses.on the' software or recarded'aspects of au-
dio materials. The features discussed, however, are applicable to live
broadcasts; and the creative teacher will arrange to either record rele-
vant live programs orallow ,his students to listen to the program "live."

It has been reported that the average adult spends 70 percent of the
d'ay in verbal comAGTETETOrt and approximately 45 percent of that time is
spent listening.

Advantages of Audio-Materials.

1. Permits economical and simple recording and duplication of
sound.

. Allows synchronization of sound with a variety of other
hardware and software.

3. It is easily transportable and facilitates independent study.

4. Allows aiterhati n'and instructional programming of natural
or artificially roduced sounds.

5. Profits from students' natural motivation and curiosity re-
garding sounds.

b. Allows students and teachers to hear and evaluate their own
performance.

7. Allows students to hear progress in their own development
of speaking and reading skills.

8. Presentations and quality may be perfected through editing.

-9. Materials may be'exact.ly controlled for research. purposes,
speed of presentation, xepetition, sound levels,

length.

"0.
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Instructional Uses of Audio. Materials. Four instructional uses of

audio materials are described below.

A. Improving Listening Skills. The use of audio materials implies the
necessity for developing certain-degrees of listening skill. Brown,

et al. (1969) listed the following typical classroom activities for

developing of listening -skills:

1. Directing and maintaining attention. Ask students to close
their eyes for a few seconds and then to list the source of
every different sound heard.

2. Following directions. Using prepared worksheets, have stu-
dents follow directions (s'Put an X on . ." "Circle.M").

Ask students to listen to and repeat aloud aset of direc-
. tions such as might be given to a travelers.

r

3. Using auditory analysis. Read a series of nonsense sylla-
bles (or use foreign language ases) and ask students to

'repeat ,them. Play sound effects records and ask students

to identify sound sources..

4. Using context in listentag. Read aloud sentences contain-
ing unfamiliar-words, determine the accuracy of student un-
derstanding of their meaning, and discuss clues provided by
their context.

5. Distinguishing relevant and irrelevant information. Read

sentences containing poorly chosen or_ inappropriate wordg
and ask students to identify them.

6. Finding main ideas and important details. Read aloud a

short selection and ask students to give it a title.

7. Finding sequence. Read aloud a story containing a number
of events, then ask students to restate them in their own
words and in order of occurrence.

8. Listening for appreciation. Use any of the multitude of
excellently prepared recorded materials related to this

purpose poetry readings, dramatizations,, monologues, and -

the like (pp. 330-331).

la the previous list of activities, a teacher may substitute "play

recorded selection" for "read."

Live Broadcasts. A variety of instructional programs are broadcast on

,,ommercitl and public - service stations. Pre-broadcast information

Allows proper planning and utilization of radio brAadcasts. This in-

formation mav be obtained directly from the following sources:

1. Nacho Stations,
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2. County and District Instructional Center

3State Departments of Education

4. College and University Schools of Education and Continuing.
Education Programs'

5. National Networks, NBC, CBS,.and.ABC.

i

Brown, et al. (1969),suggest the following steps to develop student
readiness to listen to live or recorded audio presentations:

1. Identify the program - its title, the participants, or the
'circumstances surrounding its production.

2. Give additional interesting background information.

3. Elicit from the group several key questions for which the
program should provide information and ideas.

,4. Place on the board a list of key words or phrases in the
program and explain their meanings when necessary.

' 5. Explain why students are to listen to the material, how it
relates to work under way, what they are expected to do dur-
ing or after the experience, and how they are expected to
profit from it (p.. 339).

C. Simulating Radio Broadcasting. This innovative use of the tape re-
corder provides a stimulating activity that gives students practice
in program planning, script writing, acting, producing sound effects,
aid editing. The typical steps in 'simulating radio broadcasts are
also useful in television simulations and include the following acti-
vities:

1. Select a topic or subject for simulation. The topic should
have instructional relevance and elicit.high student interest.

2. Plan the program,. construct a story board or outline of the
programs flow.

3." Write the scripts, specify sound effects, narration. This
phase should involve student research to authenticate the
production. Explore various technical. aspects of the medium.

4. hramatize tie production. Cast actors, select narrators,
musicians, technicians, sound effects,,directors.

5. Practice and rehearse ,the production, edit and re-take re-
cordings.

6. Produce final recording.,

5 3 3
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7. Simulate broadcast. Students can be asked to critique the

program and recommend changes.

D Listening Laboeatories, Language laboratories have proven quite suc-.

cessful. Complex. systems comprised of a centralized unit capable Qf

playing and tl-ansmitting a variety,of programs to individual remote
terminals or carrels and simple single unit systems such as, the lan-

guage master are being used to offer instruction in English aA,a

second language, foreign languages, mathematics, rAding, auct.a variu

ety of interest areas.

One innovative use of sound involved usingi.glictaphones for implment-

ing the language experierice approach to teaching reading (MeClosky, '1971).4,

Students who cannot or will not write, can dictate stories which are re-

corded and later transcribed. The student then listens to the recording

and follows the script thg't was typed, thus forming oral'aud visual aSso?

ciation clues between, the sounds and ,the printed wprds.

Strang (1,964) states: "In the language,experiende,approach the stu-

dent's account of his on experieniet or-thoughts is used as reading ma-,

,terial .(1), 30-).C1 Students have aEigh interest in their own experiences.

Coupling this apprdach with vislialaccounts of the experience would great-

ly reinforce the auditory experience and provide the student With a.sight

vocabulary and aid in development of word attack skills. Most signifi-

cant is that it allOws a non-reader to experience almost instant reading

success.

Rj,cording of music has unlimited possibilities for,teaching a vari-

ety of subjects as well as music appreciation.' Music may be used to sti-

mulate interest, create emotions and dramatize a variety of usually dull

subjects. The folloWing instructional activities facilitated by the lan-

guage TZT4:h4ratory have equal relevance for adult basic education utiliza-

ti:.n:

1. All students can listen- to one .lesson at the same time,

or individual students or groups can listen to different

ent lessons.

Students can 'listen and respond aloud, hearing both les-

son material and their own responses th,rough'earphones,

The term."audio-active response" is used to describe this

proLeaure.

3. Students Lan listen to master material and respond alxtud,-

recording their responses on a tape recorder. They or

the instructor can replay it' for evaluation either imme-

Jiatelv or late'r.

During ,tudent practice in-the laboratory, the instructor

can use a communication system to listen to or instruct

individual students or groups, while others continue un-

supervised practice.
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5. Students can take oral tests, recording their responses
for subsequent evaluation by the instructor.

6. Student la oratory practice can be.guided entirely by

prerecorded'instrUetions prepared by"the instructor, and
interspersed with lessonalterial,

7. Visual materLals).such as slides or filmstrips, can be
coordinated automatically with taped lessons, providing
either pictorial or written stimuli to elicit studen't re-
sponses (Brown, et al., p. 347)

4
Category VII - Realia .

Realia has been defined as real..etings'.and their models: One of
the accepted principles of learning is that'the closer the learning ex-
perience is to reality the more effective the learning exPeriende and

tthe greater the'posibility of ransferto new situations..

In addition to the attual objects', i.e., live animals, plants,in-
sects, rocks, the following additional types of realia ,are xvaiYable for
instruction:

1. Mddified real thi"ngs

12. Model of real things

'Modified'Real Things., Modified seal include specimens that have
b'een'specially prepared and.cha*d from their normal, appprance for

IP

speciflepurposes. ; ) V

Or

A

Models of Real Things. Models include Miniatures, wet eopies,
scale copies, cutaways, or exploded views, and mocku4 that actually
perform certain funCtions, ink-trainer, uMpingi &arts radio
circuitry. iheSe models include a large variety of instructional kits
that demonstrate principles and concepts and practice. in specific
skills. -

,*
The process of developing; selecting, and collecting realia'has

tremendous clAseroom application. The students natural interest in real
things Ind it:, abundant availability affords the teacher an oftert over-
looked educa0onal resource.

Multi -Media Instruction
<

The wide availability.of instructional media'hasOed to the develop-
ment of numerous new educ<ational resources. The current emphasis on
multi-media instruction and ind'ividu'alized instruction has created
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especially exciting new ty es o acilities.

41. .The Adult Learning Cente
.

,

As a response to the,unique educational requiremenls of the under-
. 'educated adult and 'Ore-failure of the traditional approac hitially

train or.ti.subsequeqtlY'Salvage their failures,,,' ccelerated Learn-
.

ipg anler concept has emerged.
ie ,i.

1

The
-r..
ning center or laboratory has'evolved'from a narrowly Con-

r t
single

N

single conch pt programmed instruction:Class to the current pro-

.

) 4,eiv

gramnicA multi. -media in.dividuaiized learning approach. The modern learn-
ing center concept employs the following educational features and instruc-

Nional,strategies7

1 Applies the latest programmed', learning techniques, i.e.,
specifies objeCtives, assesses learner capabities, designs
learning experiences and constantly eval.uates the total

process for modificationtof objectives and methods. ,,,,

2. Utilizes the Latest advanced educational technology, i.e.,
modern programmed learning systems, audio visual devices,
teaching machines, programmed texts, filmsslides,

3. Deighs an individualized program of instruction .for'eacb
participant which incorporates a variety of innovative
techrilques and the best of proven traditional methods;
"Lsmall'groups, field trips, projects, role playing, micro-

teaching.

4. ,Lach 'individual proceeds at his own rate and according to

his own attendance schedule. Non-graded instructional ap-

proach, .do not meet at a specific time as

there are no classes, per se, but group activities and pre-
sentations AC provided according to interest and individu-
alized.schedules that coincide.

5. Ut learning coordinator.s and instructional assistants
'who conduct and manage the learning experiences, advise
.i,tudents, and maintain student records.

6. Places the major emphasis and responsibility for learn-
lue .on the student. The instructional staff shares the

r ,,pons'ihility:

The listed features of the learning center concept includes' flexi-

halite of s(hedulille, individualized instruction and the latest programmed

learning techniques which accelerate learning. These featuresmake the

-1114t rut clonal pioce,,s mole eflkieht and uniquely qualifies this approach

lot meeting the inf,tructional ,,pecitications of the undereducated adult.
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In fact, the /learning center approach emerged as a response to the
failure of the.traditional system-to,accommodate the special needs of
elementary and secondary remedial and enrichment programs, the high school
drop-out and the. undereducated adult.

. .

Growing Success. The learning center approach is spreading and has
ben successfully used in a variety of instructional settings across the
nation. Accelerated Learning Centers are currently operating in some 30
states. North Carolina has succes.sful.learning laboratorieg of ,.
iWcommunity colleges and vocatiooal=technical centers. In addition,
they operate some 25 mini-labs in churches, neighborhood centers.

The Adult Education Division of the Department of Public Instruc-
tion of Virginia is currently operLing 18 Adult Accelerated Learning
Centers. .The most recent addition is located ih Richmond. The Richmond,

.4% Center opened in August-of 1970. -A workshop was conducted by, the author
and the State Department of Adult Education prior to the opening date.
The Center has a current enrollment of over 800 students and immediate
plans for expansion are under way.

-
.

During the first National Institute for training state and univer-
sity level adult basic education personnel in the techniques of compu-
ter-assisted and. programmed ing-t-fdEfran conducted by the author in Au-
gust of 1969, some 38 university and state level adUlt educators indi-
cated their intention to establish Adult Learning Centers in their com-
munities apd on their campuses.

Accelerated Learning Center Research. Research data and descrip-
tive program statistics indicate the following trends and-implications:

1. The centers are effective vehicles for implementing pro
grammed learning techniques.

The centers provide the- flexibility of scheduling and'the
Variety of instructional strategies required for individual-
izing instruction.

2,

3. The centers attract, accommodate andcmaintain learner parti-
cipation better than formAlized classroom approaches.

Learning centers accomplish stated educational objectives
more effix,iently than formalized traditional approaches,
i.e., lower cost per student hour of instruction and ac-,
(4,1.rated attainment of projected grade levels.

Educational Media Centers

Media ienters are bring established as essential components of mod-
ern libraries and as separate entities. Media centers have evolved from

5 )
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storage functions to dissemination, demonstrati ta-and u izatiolt men=
ters. '

A we 11- equipped media ,Centec should be

lowing functions: N\
1. Provide professional audio-vihal se y eds to students and

faculty,- i.e., produce creative of ss bpal software.

pected to )4erfo m the `fo1=

7 )

2 Design individualized media mixes,to accomplish 'specified
educational:objectives.

\..

3. Display and demonstrate the latest and most effective audio-

visual deyices.

4. Disseminate information concerning audio-visual resources
available in .the'center and elsewhere. e

5. Conduct fesearch concerning the effectiveness of various
media in accomplishing specific educational objectives with

,

selectea types of students.

The Joint Standards Committee _of the Department of Audio - Visual In-
struction (NEA) and the American Association of SChool Librarians have
developed quantative standardsc for Education Media Programs.

' It appears that the increasing availability of instructional media
and advanc!ing technology will produce numerous innovative instructional
systems for years to come. The teacher of the present and thegfuture'

-must master' the art of utilizing these instructional resource41! To'

merely know an area and be able to lecture or talk about it will not be

att.eptattile. If the modern teacher does not master educational media and
the new learning strategies for its implementation, he will be replaced

by the media:
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HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE IN CORRECTIONS EDUCATION

Edgar M. Easley
,

Communication and Education Services, Inc.
Los Angeles, California

Hardware Use in Teaching Educationally Disadvantaged

This paper opens with a discussion of hardware rather than software,
and for a good reason. The subject of which hardware is useful in adult
basic education, and the determination of the costs of that hardware, is
essential in reviewing the kinds of resource allocations that correctionr
al institutions can utilize. I propose some revolutionary concepts re-
galling the utilization of hardware. The first principle is that hard -'
ware must not only produce a cognitive effect,, but that it should enter
into the other domains as well., More and more research, as done by Dr.
James Farmer, UCLA, and Dr. John Peters, University of Tennessee, shows .

that affective behavior is modified by instructionalhardware. This is

not a statement that will reduce the importance Of cognitive gain in in-
structional hardware, but it is a statement of the effect that accrues
in the affective, psychomotor,, and volitional domains concommitant with

cognitive gain.' There are those, who Would totally overlook the impor-
tance of these gains when discussing the importance of instructional
hardware. They are' totally tied to the improvement in grade level scores.

Instructional hardware ranges from the simple audio-tape recorder to
so histicated and expensive terminal compu er units with multi-sensory
ap aratus. Which of these is most useful in question that can only be
d termi\ted by looking ar,the terminal objectives of the program and at
to kinds of students enrolled in the pro\gram. Often the instructional
directo s,of institutions are- looking f. \the panaceatotal instruction-
al hard pre.

The determination of which structiOnal
.

hardware to obtain might
follow this format:

1. RevieW the total hardware available.

Audio-tapes
Slide-tapes .

Slide projectors

Motion picture projectors
, .

Cameras
Video-tapes
Console computers

Many of these'operate in tandem or jointly, such as:

A
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Slide projectors and film loops
Computer consoles and typewriters
Computer consoles and cathode screens
Audio-tapes and screen presentations
Photo screens in sequential operations
Photo screens in binary or tracking operations
Audio devices with sequential operations

2. Determine the purposes for which the equipment is to be used.

Two different instructors may start with totally different
needs and arrive at the same equipment. Again, two in-
structors may have the same problem and arrive at two dif-
ferent systems. In both cases they replaced a mechanical
determination of equipment with a rational use of equip-
ment. I recently visited a corrections institution at
which the discussion of hardware arose, and I soon deter-
mined that the varieties of hardware that were needed were
less than the director assumed them to be. It was evident
that flexibility was the keystone of his operation and that
a fixed investment in too much of the same thing might
prove to be costly when much of the equipment might lay

idle.

3. Determine the expandability of the equipment.

Many times the level of students is low at the beginning
of a program, but as the students gain in knowledge, the
.instructional hardware needs to be adapted to higher lev-

el lessons., If the student population is transient and
the number of students at one level is constant, then a
heavy investment in non-expandable equipment is justified.
If the level of students to change, and mirror a more
or less permanent' change, then the equipment must be sub-

ject to modification and expansion.

4. Instructional hardware should produce a positive effect on the

students.

It the hardware is sucli that the lessons become rote and
repetitious, a negative effect may be produced over the

, long run. Often, systems of instructional hardware may
ht exciting for a short period, but prove to be a bore
when repeated each day. This can also happen with soft-

ware.

5. The hardware must b'e honest and above-board.

Son hardware utilizes many lights (ed, blue, green) and
they goad the student on, not by producing satisfaction
in learning, but by interesting him in watching the show.

It is imperative that the instructional hardware be honest,
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it must allow for student recognition of false tries, and
also for student variation. Above all, it should lead the
student to question, ponder, and reason, It cannot just
lead him through a maze.

It should-be understood that instructional hardware is not just the
machine, but what is in the machine also'. It is at this point that coy'- -

rections begins to get a sharper focus. Adapting thA instructional hard-
ware to modular units of instruction bodes great benefits for corrections,'
for the inmate population is often subject to variance in time and in in-
structional needs: Men coming to the institution are not all cut from
the same mold. Modular units adapted to tht audio and phono tapes can be
developed that "zero in" on specific skills in readifig, arithmetic.
These can be linked to a computer terminal for easy access, and, with the
proper diagnosis and prescription, the Student can progress along to a
definite terminal objective. This then reduces the need for haphazard
determination of the-student's deficiencies and how to remedy them. Ac-
cess dialing is one of the brightest things that has come to .the field of
corrections; small groups of students may be plugged into a tarieF"
system, and problems of large classes, movement of men and other security
considerations can be overcome while stn.1 providing an amplitude of in-
structional modules.

The MT/ST, or Magnetic Tape SelectricTypewrite,r, is still another
device that can be used well, for it will reproduce individual lessons. for
the student prepared in advance by the instructor, or even commercially
produced. It seems likely that an enterprising person who realizes that
special lessons are needed for corrections will soon be offering them for
distribution to other institutions.

A second device that promises much for corrections is the video -tape
recorder. Coupled with closed circuit television; lessons can be "piped
in" to sections'of the institution,' or even cells, for inmates to use.
Specific lessons can be developed around subjectsAf.importance to the
inmates, and recorded in a studio. These can then be stored or sent to--
other institutions for their use.

Simple descriptions of'all the various instructional hardware.ftemS
are unnecessary here: first, because they .are very numerous and often
brand items derived from the same concept, and secondly, because they are
rapidly changing in nature. A list of these is available in the U:t.T.E.
Adult Education Publication, Instructional Technology.

When discussing the advantages and disadvantages of instructional
hardware, it is critical to keep in mind. the overlying: fact that thp hard.7.
ware must produce more than cognitive gain. Each of the pieces of hard-
ware is purported to produce some gain in learning. At the same time, it
is canditioning the inmate to certain other behaviors. The chief condi-
tioning is to produce some attitudes toward learning. Instructional hard-
ware that leads to the student seeing only simple cause and effect, or
rote type, learning, is conditioning the inmate to consider education to .

be simplistic and nonproductive. It produces a desire to get the "right
answers" and little else. One should be ,cautioned against hardward that
does not produce some feedback.
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Lack of feedback is oftem seen as a benefit by some. Unfortunately,
it is often true that instructors, and far too many supervisors of cor-
rections education, want, to "keep the natives quiet." They search for
the nardotic-like hardware that does not allow for student reaction. An

audio-tape might be better than a reading machine, if the audio-tape al-
lowed for the student tb'react ilVome Jay. Some of the teaching machines
do not allow for any feedback and the student plods, on his way to the end.

Also, there is a responsibility to turn off the hardware when the
students show that there is an obvious feedback that they wish to give.
This then allows for independent thinking and synthesis of learning. It

is valid to say that the ability to react to instruction is essential if
we are to assist inmates ih"preparing for life on the "outside" where in-
dependent,thinking -and rational behavior are at a premium.

4Vdvamtages of Instr,uctional'Hardware

The advantages Of instructional hardware are many, and can be listed
as. to their ability to free the instructor of repetitious tasks, indivi-
dualizing instruction for the student, allowing for reinforcement and re-
teaching, economy in terms of manpower, and controlled teaching input.
Since altost all of instructional hardware has programming as a major com-
ponent, the principles of programmed instruction can be readily adapted.
This may not apply for the simpler devices such as the audio-tape, but it
,surely applies to those hardware items that contain software as an inte-
gral component. The better hardware allows for the principle of stimulus-
reaction, or behavior and reinforcement. This then guides the student to
learn through a series of controlled stimuli, giving the appropriate re-
sponse and being reinforced by knowing that he has achieved the learning
task. This shobld produce learning, and most developers of instructional
hardware will tell you that they are striving for this. For corrections,

this has great advantages, for it allows the inmate to see his success
and have it reinforced immediately. In a prison environment,, successful
b,qhavior is often hard to elicit due to the restrictive conditions. The

importance of a pattern of success has been recognized since the days when
penologists advocated work programs.

Additional advantages come in the flexibility that is allowed the
instructor in developing an independende of behavior. The More inmates
can be induced to use independent behavior, the more effective will pro-
grams of rehabilitation.have, for self-management is essential to,correc-
tions. This flexibility can alpo be shown in the development of programs
of gradually increasing difficulty, and since the input can be controlled,
there is little chance that the reinforcement will be lost in its effect.

lo put Lt another way; the inmate soon begins to get greater reinforce-
ment from success as he moves through the program and realizes that the
tasks arc more difficult. This can produce an affective growth in self-
concepts. A two-sided paradigm might be developed in which it can be
seen that the student react to the material and the material acts upon

th student. It would appear as follows:
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Input (learning task and learning material)

Behavior (student response or attempt at response)

Reinforcement (knowledge of successful response)

The beauty of this is that the reinforcement can be repeated several
times and severalways, and'good use of hardware would allow for response
to the material in various settings. This is a principle well-established
in arithmetic instruction, in which the arithmetic fact is presented in
several ways to the student for better learning, and also for the purpose
of achieving a. measure of variety.

ft is important to remember that the reinforcement that hardware pro-
duces is related to the learning task. It is not a pat on the back, gold
star, or piece of candy. It is knowledge of successful accomplishment of
the task. Inmates who have little success in academic and cognitive work
can arrive at the point at which Xhey can measure themselves in terms of
the successful responses, and they can be conditioned to look for success-
ful patterns of response. This is essential to both volitional condition-
ing (wanting to choose responses that work), and affective conditioning
(feeling self-growth through success).

Numerous authorities in the field, and several demonstration projects
of the Adult Education Branch, have shown that positive reinforcement of
self-concept arrives from utilizing good instructional hardware. One pro-
ject was at the Benjamin Franklin School in Philadelphia, as reported in
Adult'Learning (Johnson, Vinson, and Dozier, 1967). Yet, it has been
found that negative` results can occur when using instructional hardware
if the reinforcement is not appropriate to the response. The student feels
frustrated and cannot talk back to the machine. He gets a feeling of "do
not fold, spindle, or mutilate." There are dangers in trying to decide
whether or not the reinforcement for the response is negative, for some
apparently negative reinfrocement has been shown to give a great benefit
in learning. Thii f,allS, into the pattern of "you have it wrong ... what
will ioTu do to get it right." I feel strongly that positive reinforcement
is not akin to "babying" students. Inmates won't stand for that. The
apparent difficulty is not in the fact that the material is stated nega-
tively. It is in Whether or not the material is slanted to a negative
feeling on the part of the student. Much of the effect of the reinforce-
ment that accompanies instructional hardware can be predicted with great
reliability. These effects can be predicted through the utilization of
a knowledge of the reward system that is operant for the student.

There i5 apparent controversy over what a reward is. Orie corrections
officer said that the people in 'corrections 'pretty well know all the car-
rots." His greatest carrot was early release and good behavior time. But
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are those good educational carrots? Very little of the literature on
corrections takes up the problem of "educational carrots." \The motiva-
tion to continue learning may decrease rapidly as soon as the early re-
lease time is given or the "goodies" are given. Little attention is paid
to the fact that one of the carrots may be the sense of increased learn-
ingsand competence. It seems likely that instructional hardware can,
through the affective response of the learner, provide some rewards not.
usually found in a correctional setting. Thete is the immediate and
positive recognition of growth. Also, it is important to recognize that
time away from the 'hardware allows for a relief and provides a breather
so that the student can return to the hardware, with a new feeling of
searching for growth.

Anpther advantage in using instructional hardware is to provide dif-
ferent patterns of responses. The old question and answer, or lecture
method, can be varied immensely through the use of instructional hardware.
This allows for different patterns of responses and thus different pat-
terns of learning. Often the student'loses his whole thought while wait-

ing for the pre-determined opportunity to respond. It is much more c,Jvan-

tageous if he can respond immediately and get his reward "reinforcement"

immediately. Still another positive effect is that the reinforcement
comes after the response. He knows that he has done the proper learning
task and is told so. He is not told he can do it, or that he has the abil-

ity. He must do it, and then be told he has done it well.

Through the use of such devices as. the slide-tape presentation, it
is possible to recycle material and then withhold the reinforcement for
that material until later. For example, in order to do a two-step arith-
metic problem, the student may have to do step one (material previously
reinforced) in order to do step two. When he has completed step two, he
knows that step one has been done correctly. This can be 'done skillfully,

to the point that the student is accomplishing a number of previous tasks

in order to complete the task at hand. This builds attitudes toward per-

severance and attention. Good instructional hardware has a "reinforce-

ment schedule" built into it so that the student slowly moves toward longer

and more attention-demanding tasks. This is ,self-evident as a need,in

corrections. The hope is that the student will be able to move away from
the strict reinforcement-type material's and "go li.t" on his own. This then

allows for return to certain other types of instructional methodologies.
Parenthetically, one use of some instructional hardware is to prepare the
student for independent learning, the lecture method, and other less re--_

inforcing types of instructional methodologies. It is not wise to contin-

ue a reinforcement schedule to the point at which the student is contin-

ually doing the tasks simply for their own sake. He should be removed

from the material when he gets to that point. But for manr44,nmates',, the

development of patterns of patience and perseverance are esential. In-

structional hardware with a reinforcement schedule can do this.

Some have criticized instructional hardware in that it puts the stu-

dent through many steps to reach the terminal objectives. this is not as

important as what happens to him as he goes through the many 4teps. The

I'remack Principle says that some of the steps can be unimportant and ba- j

sically dull, if the reinforcements that arise from the steps are kept
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interesting, and the terminal reward is important enough to the student.
Thus', we can "hook" the student into doing the small steps. We all know
that the job-Or preparing a meal is reduced by the enjoyment in eating
it. The same applies if the reinforcement is appreciated by the student;
he will move through the many small steps, not nearly so bored as it may
appear. There is still thlt joy in knowing that the uninteresting ones
were done correctly and great affective conditioning arises there. Over
and over again, students will complete a task and comment on the fact
that the material was not that interesting but that they felt good in
doing it and mastering it.

One more statement relative to advantages of utilizing instructional
hardware related to the secondary benefits arising from the autonomous
fetling of self-direction so needed by adult basic education students and

inmates. The continuous reinforcement of the feedback produces the effect
of independence. This then leads to an appreciation of independent acti-
vity. Much of the improvement in student learning arises out of the
fact that students soon begin to desire to be independent of the instruc-
tor and face-to-face input instruction. When this happens, the student
is well on his way to finding self-reinforcement. As stated earlier,
the student may then be ready for other instructional methodologies, for
at that point he becomes self-motivated. This is not to say that the
_instructional devices themselves are such that the student will develop
this independence, but more that the independence' is being developed be-

.

cause the devices produce behavior that is self-gratifying, It is dis-

maying to see people turned loose in learning laboratories avid not pro-
vided with the stimulus for interaction and self-growth. The sharing of

knowledge gained through the use of instructional hardware is essential
for maturation and increased uses of learned tasks.

Disadvantages of Instructional Hardware

The greatest danger that can occur is that unwanted learnings or

behaviors can be reinforced. Some students will work through the material
just to get finished and get another mark in a book. This will soon de-
velop into a reinforced pattern of doing to "please" and not doing to

learn. This can be further intensified by the assignmentof grades at
the conclusion of the learning task, so that the grades become additional

reinforcers for "grade seeking" behavior. This has been observed in a
number of:Learning Centers, with students who fall into discussing how

soon they will get their "creditsh,or their "passing grades." This is

unfortunate, and often the nature of instructional hardware will intensi-
fy this kind of attitudinal set. It ins wise to temper this with reminders

that the grade is not the end result, though there must be some measure
by which to evaluate. I stand strongly on the belief that self-evaluation

of performance tasks will reduce this danger considerably.

Still another difficulty is that instructional hardware is often
programmed so that the student cannot skip to another lesson that is im-
portant and skip material he already knows. This creates boredom and

often reduces motivation. Often students ask, "Why should I study this

when I already know it?" It is true that review and repetition may be
useful, but often that is not the reason for the material being given as
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a task. It simply is that it is in the program. The ability to move

forward or backward is essential in choosing good instructional hardware.
This does not contradict the Premack Principle because here there is no
direct link between the repeated material and the terminal objective.

To took at it another way, the Terrace technique can be used to trans-
fer this learning situation to another set of materials and in that way
the student can be presented with a repetition of the same learning skill
with new content. This is highly important in working with inmates who
have a wide diversity of backgrounds and who would easily fall into the
pattern of feeling that this material is "old hat."

I can recall from a visitation to a learning center recently that
one of the greatest criticism of the students was that they were repeat-

ing materials that they had had in regular school. When some manner by
which they could develop their own lessons was suggested, great objection
w ; raised by the staff, which immediately brought up the questions of
having time and money available to make these individual prescriptions.
If one does not have the staff to adequately make these individual pres-
criptions and diagnoses, one should hold back on installing expensive
hardware.

Many persons have found that the problem' with some instructional
hardware is that it does not give a strong enough reinforcement to certain

students. There are those who need to have the reinforcement stated and
given in such a manner that there is no mistake about what they are doing,
and what they have accomplished.' Once a student told me that she liked,
working with a series of mechanical programmed readdrs, but she was not
sure that she was still learning to read. Her reinforcement was not strong

enough. This has a reverse effect, in that the reinforcement can be given

and the student is still not learning. This is called a "ghost effect."

In other words, when the student receives a reinforcement in the material
and still has not learned the material, he will soon begin to divert his
attention away from learning and try to develop some system,to gain the

reward without conscious cognitive effort. He looks for a hidden key to

the material.. As early as 1965, in the Los Angeles City Schqols, Central
City Occupational Training Center, this problem was uncovered and discussed.

It is of vital importance to recognize that the way in which the re.- _

inforcements are varied when using instructional technology is the key,to
successful learning gains by students. To attempt to let the material do

"itself" is to leave open the door to teaching a number of other contin-
gencies that were not cntenaed in the original determination of learning'

needs.

Expected Outcomes

What are the expected outcomes of utilizing instructional hardware?

They are easily Categorized as'follows. The student obrviously increases

in the amount of relating to the systematic methodology of the content

of the lessons. Students are not allowed to stray away from a sequential

and controlled curriculum. With.a constant set of reinforcements, the
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student is pushed toward ever greater task complexity. Soon the student
is working ontasks that.are considerably more difficult. The result is
greater student progress toward higher levels of problem7solving. It

builds content' mastery in a short span Of time.

Another outcome is greater goal-directedness on the part of the stu-
dent: .Conte and Grimes, in Media'and the Culturally Different Learner,
point out that one of,the typIpal characteristics of the disadvantaged
student is that he has short attention span. Instructional hardware can
track the student into staying on a target and reaching it: This is par-

tially done through the use of the feedback mechanism built into the
hardware, the ability to quickly_ respond to inappropriate answers, and
to reinforce'correct answers.

Additional support for the effect
%
of instructional hardware in de-

terahning successful student- teacher interaction is given by Rex Reynolds
yin Instructional Technology, in which 'he points out that the instructor
is relieved.of the task vf constantly providing the feedback, whereas the
non-threater4ng feedback of the machine is often accepted' more readily by
the student. The student begins to accept: his,own motivatipn for studying
when h,e receives, the feedback n such a non-threatening manner. It is'

important to realize that much negative effect is caused by having the,
instructor provide this corrective type of keedback. For. the student, it
takes the "Monkey off his back." This leads to a discussion'of the kinds
of benefits and outcomes that arise from the student's obtaining newsti-
mulation and input from the hardware itself.

One of the greatest outcomes of iilstructionpl hardware is t e ability
of the devices to, provide materials and inputs that: notavailable co
,the ordinary, teacher. It has long been known that media can provide linowl-
.edges and materials far beyond' the. teach of the classroom instructor. This
then'leads to a richness that is unimaginable. The hardware can contain
sp much that the instructor does not have at hand, or that cannot be put
into textbooks.' Thestudent can begin a process of seleCtion and. of estab-
lishing'priorities of .Learning needs and tasks: With the richness of
content in instructional hardware, the student_canfor the first time begin
to siest what is important to him.,,He ks not pushed or pulled into learn-,'

'ing. can-' begin to select what he needs to learn. The,import'Of this
is clear to all who think of it The.student begins to become a partner
in curriCaluffi selection: teaching methodology, and feedback correction.

.. t

Still another outcome that_erises from the Use,of insfructional'hard-
ware is the ability of the Student to begin to generalize from several
points of view. The presentation of one viewpoint an one method through
the usual textbooks is balanced with the multi-input approach. With the
skillful eeiection of such' material's by the instructor, the student,can
begin to draw from Sekreral source materials as needed. This is a teaching
maxim known foraa long time, but until recently was-no -expensive that fdw
Could userit.. The development of the college library was in response to,).
the need for several sources to compare and weigh for the education of a
learned man. .The use of various.Oiecesof 'hardware faith varying methods
and varying content helps us reach a. larger mass of students with variable
instructional methodology, This does not mead that the Ultimate in in-"
structional methpdology is reached trough using hardware. There is still
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a long way to'go in developing methods of creating high cognitive gain
and more affective responses on the part of the students. Yet, the path
is well-marked in that the, outcomes are beginning to become sharply de-
fined.

At the conclusion of this section, it seems wise to review some of
the most advantageous forms of instructional hardware usable for the
adult basic education student. -4

4

Magnetic tape-loops
Reel and cassette,. tapes, often equipped with headphones
Motion picture projectors f

Cassette players synchronized with slide projectors
Auto-tutorial visual and sound. presentations
Video -tape players
CATV and closed circuit television
Slide and visu-cast photo projectors
elfpacing reading machines
Filmed pace- reading slide projectors
Off-the-air,televisions
Multi- sensory, computer terminals

Software for Adult Basic Education

A cl.i.scussion of software goes far beyond the discussion of hardware;
software has been used over a longer period of time in education and has
more varied uses than hardware. It does reduce the mechanical and deter-

.

ministicbent,of some hardware. It can be varied and more readily adapted
to the student with a different learning, problem than envisioned by the

, programmq of the hardware. It,also reduces the brunt of negative rein-
forcement in that the instructor can mediate the feedback. It has some
definite advantageawith certain types of students and in certain learn-
ing situations. An accurate description of instructional software could
begin with noting that it is instructional-material, usually on paper,
that is often consumable and does not need a mechanical assistance in

:order toprovide instruction. Secondarily, it can provide feedback *to the
student in different settings and modes from that of the instructional in-
put. There is no need to-list all of the software, for the list is long,
but there can be value in pointing out some of the salient points found
in most software.

One effective use of software is its ability to be stopped at any
rime Software lends itself to taking "time out." This "time out",is-

'effective in producing a desire to move.on. Software can be.stopped during
the middle of a lesson, for a day, or for a week, and the student can re-
turn to it'with renewed zest, or after synthesizing learnings to a point
where further progress is needed. The "time out" factor in software is
seldom appreciated, but is sorely needed. Software has still another fac-
tor built into it--the ability to be used as a vehicle for wise explore-

e

tion and discovery. Often the software can be a jumping-off place in which
the individuality of the student is challenged and he can "do his own thing."
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It is well to analyze software in the following manner. Each piece

of software was designed by the author to reinforce some particulat learn-

ing task. When used over a long period of time, software can produce some
effects that are important to the learner, particularly a reduction In the
desire to escape learning or in defiance to learning tasks. =This is done.

through the use of varied inputs and varied methods that offer severer
routes to a task completion. The instructor can always return to a les-

son that presented difficulty and not abviate the use of software. It

becomes a creative way of approaching learning. The "time out" can be

used to reinforce other learhings, or types of learning, and a return to
the software can be done when the student is ready for it: This-.does not

mean that hardware does not have this capability in some measure, but it
is evident that the machinery,,or controlled input, of hardware often makes
this possibility less viable than in software.

Software can also be used without the feedback loop. tt can be Used

to simply input instructional materials to the student. It can be used

without tests, correct answers, or the need to do a task before moving

on to another. This use of software is often overlooked by those who wish

to use it as a task-centered instructional medium. Much of software and,

its uses has been based on "correct answers." Education has customarily
tried tosplace software in that context. The questions at the end of the

chapter were a boon to the "lazy" instructor. It produced a series of

generations of students who dreaded the end of the chapter and the.inevi-

table questions.. Recently, there have been attempts made to produce soft-

ware that does not have task-centered problems attached, and that instead

attempt to provide, an instructional system built on releasing creativity.
The. whale purpose of some of the current software is to produce within
the student a desire for self-generated learning tasks.

Permissiveness is not the name of the game described here. This is

not'a brief for letting the student wander through the Materials "willy-

-nilly." Chapman and Schultz (Teaching Adults to Read) have'pointed out
that in the Mott Series the instructor should be well aware that letting

the students wander through the material will produce low motivation.
They emphasize that the choosing of the lessons to perform is a task to be

done jointly by student and instructor. The Authors rightly point out that

this becomes a factor in human relations and that the software Is highly

useful in building humanistic values. Even programmed instruction, as

shown by John Peters, can be a factor in developing greater humanistic

values. Software now used in *it basic education May make an enormous
difference in the coming years., for more and more of; it is beamed toward

the creative tasks of learning. It may be well to think of hardware and

software not as mutually exclusive, but as two compatible items used in

instruction.

Some of the advantages and disadvantages of software can be seen by

observing how they are to be used. It is evident that the human factor of

the instructor is important in developing good usage for software. Yet,

the reinforcement principle still applies to software. The reinforcement

is different. The reinforcement is not as direct, not often as precise,

but it can be more readily adapted 0 the individual student. It can be

complex in that it stretches ough 4 number of learning tasks, or it can

be immediate for one small mi of instruction. It can be used for

teaching a number of items that evade the hardware, Sudlx as self-control,
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Splf-management, cooperation, and ethical behavior. It lends itself to
a wide diversity of uses..

Software, as hardware,. lends itself to "contingency management" in
that the student can develop projects, additional research, and gibup
tasks from the software. 'Study skills can easily be taught through soft-
ware,,and software can oftenbe:used as a prelude to hardware. The de-.
velopment of a "set" for hardware is often done through the use of soft-
ware., In this initial stage, the length of the lesson and its difficul-
ty can be adjusted to the level of the student so that students can use
software lessons that develop the'attitudes of self-management needed
for using' instructional technology. Many instructors of adult basic edu-
catiOn attest to this.

Software can also reduce the need fo eacher-direction in students.,"
The reasoning may not be obvious at firs £, but consider the folltwing.
`Thousands of adult basiceducation students ate using poor or unproduc-
tive patterns of 'response in problem solving. Software provides a series
of alternate paths to problem solving. The instructor allows the stu-
dents to see what they have done, find out,,what the incorrect paths are,

4eliminateAhem, substitute other paths and provide feedback when the new
paths are attempted. This kind of procedure can produce new learnings
and learning stfategies-_on the part bf the student. It is simple; to
change the present patterns oethe student, the student must see new pat-
terns for learning. Often software can produce a number of alternatives
that allow the student to choose one that may help him to learn better.'

This is not a,system built on good intentions or self-chastisement.
This is a desire to provide a systematic wayin which the student can
participate in the determination of the materials and learning paths to
be followed. Software should never be used to provide the student with
a pattern of self-resentment. It is not a correct answer that we are
looking for, rather a correct path for learning. Good instructional soft-
ware can produce the effect of self-confidence and creativity. It is eg-

g sential to judge this factor in selection of materials. There is a dif-
ference between software designed to'correct and punish, and software de-
signed to leadto stronger self-management.

Often software is criticized because it produces too many different
patterns for students to-follow, and the instructor is left with a highly
diversified group of students. This is la correct assessment: It is com-
pounded by the problem that some authors,assume,that the development of
attitudes is more important than leayning task performance, thus causing
"preachy" and ineffective types of software. The important fact of soft-
ward is that it, must move the student to the completion of an instructional
task, and often much of it does not do this. It may be well to venture
to say that most software used up to now has had little emphasis ppon,
changing behavior or behavioral tasks, but has tried to provide changed
attitudes, so that the instructor has had to provide .the behavioral tasks
to be done, This is a failure which hardware tried to remedy. Another

difficulty of software is that it often has difficulty in following a path

that leads to changed behavior. By,its nature, it often confuses changed

behavior with attempts to change behavior. Changing the kinds of lessons
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to those that satisfy a need,will'produ6e4thanges.in behavior that even-
tually produce changed attitudes.

.Mager, in Preparing Instruet.ional Objectives highlights' just
one problem when he points out that the instructional software must com-
bine two thingg: diversity of paths, nd clear-cut behaviqral goals. Of
the two, it is evidentc-that Mager places the behavioral goals as the most
important priority for our attention. It is student behavior that we are
affecting in using software. The concomitant benefit is that the stu-
dent has different ways of reaching the goal. It is important to realize
that affective behavior is greatly influenced by software, even more so
than in hardware. Students like the feeling of choosing, and of having,
the instructor respond to their learning tasks. The inter-action with
other students can also bring many positive affective responses. How-
ever, it is important that we realize that one of the gteatest, pitfalls
in using software is that the reinforcement or response of JAie-InstruCeor
must follow the student doing something. Giving of reward cannot preceed
the student giving the correct response..

It is evident Itat'one of the greatest drawbacks of instructional
software is found in the lack of student behavioral response that ofteti
accompanies it. The student is allowed to be a plastic respondent to
material and makes little decision as to its use. Poorly constructed

. or poorly utilized software can produce weak responses, guilt over incor-
rect attempts, and ineffectie problem-solving behavior. All of these
can be corrected by using excellent materials and well-trained instructors
who are aware of the possibilities inherent in them.

In summary, it is wise to consider that software is primarily designed
to pravide instruction, and then change'S attitudes as a result of task
Completion. It is not designed. to produce quiet students -ot passive learn-

ers. It has to define the learning task clearly and suggest ways of doing
it. When this is done, the student can then follow the materials to suc-
cessful task completion. . ,

Utilization of Hardware and Software

Learning Resources Center'

The learning laboratOry is a center for utilizing both hardware and
software in which the student may engage in such activities as will lead
him to an individual instructional goal. It is not necessary to stock a

laboratory with only hardware. That smacks of °gadgetry." It is impor-

* taut that the learning goals be individualized and that different students
tollow different learning tracks to reach their goals,

Inherent in the learning laboratory is the thought that 'the material
or programs are built on the principles of learning reinforcement. This

(Jitters from theregular classroom in that the method used is closely con-

trolled in order to provide continuous reinforcement to'the student. It

is supposed that in the laboratory the student will learn more economically.
He will move to the terminal goal more quickly and with a greater success
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rate. ExperienCe shows -that studentsorten.:increase their learnings at
.a mucli faster_rateetban in the normal.'!nonrcontingency" 'classroom. Also
inhererit in the laboratory is aiminimum.Of unnatural reinforcements such
-as bonuses, grades,' and instructor approidl, .The reinforcement- comes in

.. .

:doing-the work well. , ,
.

, . 4
, .,. 4

8. F. Skinner can.,be thanked for providing the conceptualization of ''.

. . , .
,

.

the:learning--laboratory,in,that he developed the basis foi programmed in-
struttion. He.siMply developed;a method in which the rewards for instruc-
tioncould be immediate by having the feedbacksupplied in response to
completion of micro-tasks. The reihforpement'is planned,in advance-and =
the student moves to the goal quickly: Any'one.who`h&S,s_een a learning

laboratory will notice immediately that the studeritS"are performing a num- .

ber"Of small tasks,; -yet there Is a macro -objective ln,Vain-inga large
number of. complicated tasks. There is no-need td cite studies tliat show-
the rapid learning that takes place with the micro-imputs. It-is of ire-

portance in correction to remember that the., inmates need inaediate rein-
forcement and .often large increases in the learning of skills arid 'facts.
.,Another aspect of the laboratory is the ability of one Skilled'instructor
to handle more than a normal classload. Once the student is able,t.o work .

on his own, the instructor is freed from 4ecturing or dividing the class
nto smaller segmehts,- and thus neglecting many, or the students.

,-

Chapman ina.Scliultz,'in The Mott BasicLanguage Skflls Program,
Teachers 'manual, state four principles that guided Ehem-:to'cpnvert much
of their earlier material to a prOgrammedformat. Students learn at
their own rate; there is constant.re7testing Of skills; stUdents can be-
gin work at their adt level; and there,is positive feinforcement given
immediately. These four principles lead .to an increase in student mo -

vation and the accompanying affective changes.' It .aureLy does no re at

the pattern of errlier years which are often painful to the student.- It
N i

reduces anxiety as well as'fear. Both the agressiveness of, some students,
,

and the fear of-otherS, is diminished. :It.also_reduces the tendency to-
ward development of a syndrome of receiving unearned rewards. -The stu-
dents do not get rewarded for being obsequious or, fawning. This is a
factor that leads to much spurious learning in that the students often
work for the reward of approval And not achievement. Rather, they are
rewarded for producing, and therefore .attitudes towards learning are great-
ly improved. Learning labora'tories are places of achievement.: The in- -'

structor is also motivated as he sees the students mov-ing closer and more
quickly toTmid their ,goals. The .result is higher satisfaction on the
part of the instructor: There are not many studies on the benefits-that
accrue. to inmates in this area, but there is belief that transfer does
apply and'that What-is working for most adults will work for inmates. It'.

pity that few directors of c rections education view the learning
abpratory as a viable instructions tr . It is even more trls,that
uards and other minor correctional personnel view the learninghlAioratory.,.

as disruptive of their routine,, and as a place in which i tes are "cod-

dled." . . ,
..--

kom (Taxonomy of Educational ObjectiVes) speaks,of a erar y of

leaning tasks. The learning laboratOry should contain ogressively
more difficult Lessons for the students to master. they move throuAh

'4
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the lessons they learn more complex skills and perform more complex
tasks. This can be done through the principles employed in the labora-
tory: immediate feedback, small steps, active responses by the learner,
and self-pacing. To these should be added knowledge of the terminal ob-
jectives.

There can be.one danger in the learning laboratory and that danger
is that the student may become addicted to the reinforcement in the pro-
grams. At some point the student should be "weaned" away from the rein:-
forcements of the program and should learn to prbvide his own reinforce-
ments. This is where "self-management".comes into play. The determina-
tion of the learning path and the lesions to be, performed is then the
respOnsibility of the learner. 'He then can begin tadetermine that his
arithmetic is leading him to a goal, for he picks the goal, and with as-
sistance, picks the path to get there. He is then a self-learner.

Materials and Media Centers

A materials'and 'media center is another portion of the instructional
technology utilized in successful adult, basic education instruction. It

provides a large source of audio-visual and supplemental materials usable
for both "ontrack" learning and forstudent exploratory learnings. It is
chiefly stocked with materials that accompany or supplement thou used in
the basic programs, whether they are in software or hardware form. Care,

should be used in developing a materials and media center to insure that
the films, tapes, slides, photog, books, and displays are consonant with
the materials,usedin the learning laboratory. Otherwise, there is a
great waste of money. The purpose of the materials center is to provide
further enrichment or teaching materials for the programmed materials.
It is wise therefore to build the center slowly. The materials should
also be housed in a7iManner that will allow for easy access and use. For
replenishment and additions, some system should be used to check to see
which materials are used most often. Materials that get a low frequency
of use should tie weeded-out. There should be a way in which the4tudent
can have access to the materials and not need permission from the instruc-
or. The air of a sacrosanct library should be avoided at all costs. 4

.g)

Th materials and media center can reduce the need students feed to

7'hoard earning materials. If they are available for use at all times,.
.,

0
they are available for more students and there is less "down time" in .

using them. Within a short period of time, students can be taught to use' . '

the materials when needed, then return them and leave them available for
other 'students.

.

,Ecminimum of checking is then required. T e learning.
, center ,ind tlt ftedia er should avoid giving "browni 1, paints for yti-

liziagMedia a terials. The purposetof the med1 tenter is not to
. .

get .a high'n'UMber of check -outs, but to 'provide a large supply of materi-
.

als for instructor and student use.
e' l'

Klein (Perception, Motives, and Personality) speaks- of the need for
---\ experiencing as a factor in behavior modification. This is an essential

patt wi- the media center, for it should,provide manipulative ands,imu,
iCation materials as well as visual materials. A good media center

1.J
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should be stocked with exhibits, motor projects, games, films, and tape
cartridges. It should provide as much realistic material as possible.
This helps "lock-in" the ,learning that has taken place. The student can
then experience his learnings in some situation as near to real life as
possible. There. are schools that utilize the-media center as a place
where the students can get a multi-media reinforcement for learning.
These centers provide materials in visual, auditory, and often mechanical
response form, tied together for review, exploration, or just plain "fun."
If we consider that learning takes place in an environment, then we must
consider how rich that environment is. The media center provides a means
of enriching the environment. This is extremely important in corrections
where the environment i's meager and b4ven.

The media center is not to be used as an individualistic learning
environment. To show a film in isolation is to provide weak stimulus for
learning.: To show the film as a part of exhibits, pictures, tapes, and
manual projects is to provide a rich stimulus for learning.

It is essential to understand that the media center is to provide a
new environment for learning. It is not a place to divert the student's
attention from the primary tasks he is learning. Often there is great
misunderstanding about the media center as a fancy collection of materials'
that somehow will attract the student's attention. Its purpos'e actually
is to reinforce what he is learning" in his primary learning track.

Media centers are not just places to be turned on or off at will.'
They are not places where the student can go from'eleven o'clock till
noon. The environment is constantly impinging on the student, and to prd-r.
vide an enrichment for one hour is to provide a spotty and often defeating

'enrichment. There are instances in which corrections officers have com:
'plained over the ability of the students to use the media center at times
other than during recreation periods. Yet, it may be at precisely those
times that the need for enrichment is greatest. How many persons haVe
found that a great deal of learning is loSt when-they could not get to
the library on a Sunday?

The media center often provides,the only oppoitunity to vary' the en-
vironment as the student is learning. It is a ldw- of learning that the
student must be able to respond to his learning needs as they arise. They
cannot be deferred to another time.-

Or

s.

Media centees.aave other difficulties in that they are often tied to
rewards not elated to learning. 'The "good boys" can use the media cen-
.ter. This negates the purposes of the center. The reward for using the
center Is learning, not agprobation.- There have been instances where stu-
dents in a rebellious-mood have destroyed much school property, but have
left the media center intact_ This is attestation to the type of attitude
the students clad toward the media center.

There have pOpnnumerous critics of media centers who point out that
they consume much time and money./ This may bb a true criticism. Yet

there has been little in'the way of proving that non-enriched learnings
are4tny cheaper in the end. The media center may_assist the student to

-
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reach his terminal goal more quickly and the savings in instructor costs,
social costs, and student time have never been calculated. Also it may
be that the instructors are threatened that the media center is replac-
ing their expertise. Often this is true. It should be noted that the
instructor is forced to adapt new patterns of teaching when a large and
resourceful media center is nearby. The introduction of a media center
with closed circuit TV can force an instructor to make drastic changes
from the usual lecture/paper-and-pencil tests methods.

A final observation on media centers.is due. It seems likely that
there will be periods of confusion, disrupted_ schedules, loss of direc-
tion, and so on, when using such centers, but they justify themselves
when they assist students in learning faster and more.efficiently. It

provides,a means of reinforcing self-management behavior. This in it-

self is worth its costs and trouble. The student who can see learning
as a multi-faceted thing is more valuable than one who .has mastered a

few learning tasks,. In corrections there is an'attempt to provide a new
viewpoint to inmate education, and the media center is an excellent ve-
hicle for introducing the n'ew viewpoint. It provides a means forthe
student to test his learnings against a background of the outside world.

Other,Uses of Hardware and Software

Th re are other uses of hardware and software in adult basic educa-

tion. First, they are not miracle workders and they still require-that

the nstructor does a good jpb of teaching. Yet, there are some uses not
often associated with education that lend themselves to the utilization of

these materials. One of them is to combine visual cues with motor tasks

so that the student can learn precise series of motor operations, This

has particular.0114es in vocational and technical education.

There are diagrammed slide.sequences that can be used in teaching
trade education in which the student follows each slide as a step in the

production of a garment. These slide presentations, when coupled with
sound, allow the student to have an accurate path for his motor work in
learning the steps of a complex process.

'

,Again, _slides and films can provide descriptions Of materials to be

' useil, and when coupled with the overhead 'projector, can allow the students

to see fine and delicate operations on the screen. This allows a group
of students to see what would have to be repeated singularly for each one

otherwise.

Still.another use of instructional software can be the comparison of
incorrect attempts with correct attempts. Care Must be exercised _so that

student doesn't think that the incorrect attempt is correct, but this
kind of comparison teaching has shown,-itS m6tits.

Hardware can be modified, either withinithe hardware itself, or

with software, to allow for student affective feedback. The development

of group discussions, sessions, and n fallow from this feed-

back. The key to this is the desire to chant he total behavior of the
student. When these instructional tools are mbined with 4iscussi n and

5 4
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role-gay, significant inputs for behavioral change can arise.

Summary

Instructional software and hardware is revolutionizing adult educa-
tion. The model of the twenty immigrants sitting at the foot of the
"nice American lady" who is teaching them to speak English through rote
'instruction is fast disappearing. The introduction of micro-input has
brought instructliAn to the, point where it can be measured. It now con-
tains curriculum.accountability. The question then can be raised: Is
the curriculum sound, or is it not? If it is not, this can easily be
spotted. -,When,combinedwith a reinforcement schedule 'supplied by the
author, the instructor knows what he is teaching. The guesswork is gone.

. ,

* This paper is an attempt to go beyond thellsual description of hard-
ware and software used in adult education to discussing some of the phi-
1psophy behind the utilization of programmed materials especially as they

'relate to the basic theories of B. F. Skinner. To those who wish to have
simple lists of materials and machines, this paper may not do justice,
but far those who wish ,t6 examine the ever- growing field of these mate-

, rials, the'ltpportunity can be afforded by obtaining catalogs of recent
materials or contacting distributors of such equipment.

What kinds of materials are best used with inmates? The answer to
this is not clear, for inmates range from those who have few skills to
those who have many, but it appears that a cardinal point in determining,
what technology to use with inmates is the rule of producing as much edu-
cational gain as possible in a short period of time. This would lead to
software and instructional programs that are geared to short-term results.
One example would be modular' components.

What kinds of-materials are available? The materials can easily be
classified into four categories:

Hardware with software as-an integral component.
Hardware with variable software.
Software utilizing' the programmed principle.
Non-programmed software.

What are the advantages using different types of materials? The
advantages and disadvantag s are most easily measured against program ,

goals. Hardware controls inputs and reinfotcepents, but can be expensive.
Software is flexible in inputs and reinforcements,but requireTnki
instructors.

-'----L----UEhA-t--7rrrr",ror------Ienftheex ected outcomes of usi structional tech-
,

nologv? There is ident reduction in' eed for instructor guidance
and an i se in self-determ' .ctivity. There is a reduction in

t- and Lear of punishm At. There is a controlled curriculum input tha
lis measurable.

4 A.,
Jr
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What kinds of media are available for correctional institutions?
Correctional institutions have limited usages of many materials and media.
The nature of the corrections environment prevents widespread use of field
trips, simulations, etc. Yet there' i$ an unlimited ability to put some
material to creative uses within a restricted setting.
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HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR ADULT BASIC EDUCATION

Boris Frank
University of Wisconsin Television Center

Madison, Wisconsin

Your use of instructional materials will ddpend to a great extent
upon your own particular situations the materials you have available
or are apt to obtain, the setting in which you work, operational and
physical changes you can realistically hope to implement, the budget
you have to w4rk with, the capacity and potential of your participants,
your own strengths or weaknesses as a teacher and organizer of learning.

Rather than presenting a ion and windy treatise otk "Types and Uses
of Instructional Materials," this paper will offer a few general state-
ments concerning the role of instructional material's in the Learning
p'rocess and some basic teference and, source points for further exploring
the acquisition and use of such materlials in adult basic education pro-
grams.

We can discuss specific uses of a variety of hardware and software
systems; the relative advantages and disadvantages of helical scan TV,
audio cassette units, bound text materials, learning centers, programmed
institutions. As is true iri'almest any learning situation, use of audio-
visual and multimedia materials and methods are only as good as the per-
son using'them.

Poor systems used by highly skilled teacher can be effec-
tive and stimulating.

Superioi systems used by a poor teacher can be deadly dull
and Useless.

Good systems used by good teachers can be some of the most ,

effective methods of teaching we have yet devised.

Superior audiovisuals and materials' cannot "save" the poorly prepared
teacher. But a combination of a well prepared teacher using goad materi-
als can truly motivate and "turn on" most learners.

Do not expect materials, audiovisuals, media to solve all problems
of learning. Look upon these instruments as tools in the process, not
as cure-alls. A sound knowledge of these resources and an awareness of
how they can be used effectively within the general learning framework
can as3ist teachers in achieving their goal of providing a highly per-
sonal and individual format for each and -every l'earner.

When dealing with the educationally disadvantaged there can be no
hardand fast rules established as to which media, material, or system

__.--

is "best." But there is one pitfall to be carefully avoide&the "all
or nothing" approach. Too often we have a tendon cLya-put all (-Air eggs
in one basket and to rely upon one technique or system to serve all par-
ticipants. If we are truly going to satisfy individual differences and

5 2 7
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provide for all types of learners, we must offer as manY' different sys-
tems of learning to our people as possible. One person may learn best
without exposure to any technological system, while others might learn
best from TV or teaching machines or computers.

It is desirable to have as many difftrent learning systems avail-
able to participants as possible within the parameters of space and bud-
get. Our library might include teaching machines; computer assisted
units, helical scan TV record and playback systems, audio and video cas-
settes, overhead projectors, audio tape recorders, slide projectors,
books and magazines, film strips, charts, posters, maps, newspapers, ca-

talogs, phonographs, comic books, art materials; the greater the variety
of systems and materials available, the better the chance of satisfying
individual needs.

et.

On the whole, our audience is interested inghighly practical infor-

mation. Abstract intellectualization and long-range planning with no
specific target in mind can quickly turn our people off. They want solu-

tions; immediately useful and practical information; answers.

When basic skill instruction can be placed in the context of living
skill situations, in the context of coping with one's life and,surrpund-
ings, the better the chance of continued involvement and advancement.
Our people want to see how information acquired can be used, Learning to
read or write or'figure as endsoin themselves seldom turn our people on.
Media and audiovisuals and well prepared practical printing materials

related to living and coping needs can great'y assist the adult basic

education teacher in reaching and turning op our participants.

It is important to remember that hardware is only as good as-the

software that accompanies it, and that hardware is of little value if it

sits in the corner unused. Select hardware on the basis of the learning

needs of your People, the quality of the software available, and the ex-
tent to which you can use the system. It is better to have simple, eas-
ily utilized systems that are truly used than to have complex and sophis-

ticated systems that sit around unused.

In many cases hardware is already available to you. The first step

in developing any useful materials system is to determine what is already

inhouse. Resist the urge to buy something new before you are sure:

you are using to best advantage what is already available.

The learning setting should be as varied as the materials it houses.

A good learning center-is not just a-formal area with tables, chairs,

shelves, viewing rooms, andcarreis: It should, whenever possible, in-

clude informal areas: a kitchen, a living room setting, very comfortable

study areas with upholstered furniture groupings, sma4,-raoms with easy

chairs and study areas for individual work. It can also int,LuSe mobil

units that can be taken to the learner. We need not always ask the

learner /''o come to us.

It is often useful to develop a content organization system of spe-

cific use and value to your,own program. The University of Wisconsin
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RFD project developed a "Content Center" curriculum organization system
centered around life coping skills. Reading, writing, and computational
skill materials were cataloged as they related to these specific living
skill areas: I.

I. CONTENT CENTER: ABOUT ME

Module A: UNDERSTANDING ,MYSELF
Unit 1: Who Am I: Accepting a View of Myself
Unit.2: What Am I: A Positive View of MYse'lf

'Unit 3> What Affects Me: Heredity and Envizonment
Unit 4: What I Believe: Developing Character

Module B: MY WELL BEING
Unit 1: My Physical Health
Unit 2: My Mental Health 4

Unit 3: My Education: An Adequate Person is WellInformed
Unit 4: My Leisure and Recreation
Unit 5: Maturing and Growing Old

Growing Old Gracefully

Module C: BECOMING A'BETTER,PERSON
Unit 1: I'Am Changing: Thinking, Feeling, Acting
Unit 2: I Am A Person:, Dignity, Integrity, Self-Direction
Unit 3: Motivation: Tfie'Will to Win

Unit 4: I Can Make Things' Change

II. CONTENT CENTER: ABOUT ME AND OTHERS

Module A: MY FAMILY
Unit 1: Home Is For Family Living
Unit 2: Understanding Feelings of Family Members
Unit 3: Getting Along with One's Marriage Partner
Unit 4: Guiding Children and Building Charactdr
Unit 5: Family Good Times

Module B: COMMUNICATING WITH OTHERS
Unit 1: My Friends
Unit 2: My Neighbors
Unit 3: The Art of Listening
Unit 4: Respecting Other People's Race, Ideas and Beliefs

Module C: WORKING WITH OTHER PEOPLE
Unit 1: People I,Deal With for Services
Unit 2: People I Work With on the Job
Unit 3: People I Work For

III. CONTENT CENTER: ABOUT ME AND MY MONEY
PART I: ABOUT MY HOME

Module Ai MANAcING MY PAMILY'S MONEY
Unit, 1: My :Income

Unit 2:' Pumily Spending Plan ,
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ModUle
I

Unit 'Using My .Credit Wisely
Unit 4: Familx,Selurity Plan

: THE i0Y OF GOOD FOOD ,

Unit I:, IrktrOuctioncto.the Joy of Good Food
Unit A Choice:' Casserole or Stew

o
Unit 3: Supper on the Table'on'Time
-Unit 4: Wise Plan ing'+ Smart Shopping = Good Meals

Mo4le C: BUYING, GUIDES

Unit 1: Hey to Buy Wi To Stretch Your Dollar
Stuart Food Sho' ing

tUnit 3: How to Buy Cloth g,

'How to Buy Furnit,,e and Appliances
Unit 5: Satisfaction Guaranteed

Module D: HEALTH, SAFETY AND SANITATION
Unit 1: Emergency "First Aid

Unit 2: Non-Emergency First Aid.

Unit 3: AccidentPreventiOn
Unit 4: Recognizing Symptoms of Illness
Unit 5: Hoate Sanitation

Module E: MAKING A HOUSE A.,,BOME

Unit 11 A Home Is a MSn's Castle

Unit 2: Taking Care of Inside

Unit 3: How'To Do It Yourself Repairs
Unit 4: The Home Workshop
Unit 5: Taking Care of the-Gutside

PART 2: ABOUT MYMO/3,1(

Module A: HOW TO LOOK FOR A JOB
Unit 1: Sourcds Of Jobs (Laubacb)
Unit 2: Letters and Forms (Laubach)
Unit 2A:-It's 'Best To Telephone About a Job

Unit 3: Personal Interview (Laubach)

Unit 4: Important Job Facts (Laubach)

Unit Summary for Job Hunters (Laubach)

o

Module B: HOW TO APPLY FOR THAT JOB
Unit 1: The Work Experience Record

AIR Unit 2: How To Fill Out Application Forms (Dobbs-Dorman)

tnit-3: (Open, published materialg).

Unit 4: (Open, published materials)

Unit 5: (Open, published materials)

Module C: 'HOW TO GET THE MOST FROM MY JOB
Unit 1: My Responsibilities to the Job

Unit 2: My Boss's Responsibilities to Me
Unit 3: Getting Ahead on the Job

Unit 4: Laws Protecting Workers

Unit 5: Self-Employment-
. 5 o
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IV. CONTENT CENTER: ME AND MY COMMUNITY

Module A: -ME AND THE PEOPLE

Unit 1: We The People, By The People, For The People
Unit 2: The Declaration of Independence
Unit 3: Our 'Constitution and What-It Means (McGraw Hill).
Unit 4; How'We Organize to Do Business in America:

The American Private Enterprise System (NEA)
Unit 5: United States History (Follett)

Module MY GOVERNMENT: HOW IT WORKS
Unit 1: In My Community (township, village,,c.ity, county)
Unit 2: In My State
Unit 3: My Country
Unit 4: In The World - United Ngtions,. Other Nations'

Module C: CITIZENSHIPkIS TAKING PART IN DECISIONS
Unit 1: My Rights as a Citizen - Civil, Human, Moral
Unit 2: My Responsibilities As a Citizen
Unit Being An informed Citizen (Facts, Fiction, Opinion,

Propaganda)
Unit 4: As I Live and Breathe: Population! Pollution!

Conservation!

Module D: WHERE TO GO, WHO TO SEE, WHAT TO DO
Unit 1: Welfare and Employment Services
Unit 2: Medical andlealth Services
Unit 3: Legal Aid Services

Unit 4: Leisure and Recreational Services

0-t, great concern to adult basic education practitioners is whether
materials selected are adult in format and approach. While there are
still some isolated cases of adults learning from and utilizing child-
oriented materialseven Dick and Jane is still used by some to teach
reading to adults--ther are sufficient adult format materials on th
market now to enable us to discard most child-oriented materials. W
should, in l'electing materials, constantly ask "Is thi mitsrial a t-

oriented?" "Is it appropriate for my particular group; "Is it rele-
vant to their needs?"

The following list of criteria -f-or the evaluation of adult basic
education materials_i§ useful":

Criteria for the Evaluation and Selection of Adult Basic
Education Materials

1. Is the subject matter of the material oriented to adult interests

and xpc r Lclic

2. k; the physical format, illustrations, typography, other graphic de-
,,ign of the matsria1 .1ppropriate for an adult user?

5 3 J.
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3. Does the material deal with real life. situations: homemaking, earn-
ing a living, sensible consumption, personal and social problems?

4. Does the material convey sound and worthwhile information which will
encourage the user to trthis method of information seeking again?

5. Dogs the material seek to produce positive effects, such as build-
ing a stronger self-image, increasing understanding, broadening hor-
izons 'and stimulating continued learning and self-improvement?

6. Is the content of the material relevant to the reality perceptions,
life style and social situation of the undereducated adult?

7. If the material has a strong urban or ethnic identification, can it
be accepted by or adapted to a rural audience?

8. Is the concept development and general style of presentation of the
material simple, clear, and direct?

9. How does the material fit into the developmental skills levels of
an adult basic education program? Beginning? Intermediate? Ad-

vanced?

10. Is the reading performance level bf the material specified or eas-
ily measured Must a readability formula be applied?

111 Does the material allow entry by the learner at different levels dIV

performance and sequential development from .that point?

12.. Can the material be related to other materials used in your program
and effectively integrated with such other materials?

13, Does the material contain self-pacing devices that recognizes indi-
vidual differences and allow for satisfaction from achievement by
the learner?

14. Can the material be utilized to meet the parti lar needs of Spe-

cial students in special situations? Does it 1 d itself to in-

dividualized application?

15. Does the material include learning aids, such'as teacher and stu-
dent guides, workbooks and worksheets, and graphic matter which ac-
tually facilitate the process? Are these practical, properly ma-
neuverable, and adapted to independent use at home?

16. What' is the best application of the material? As a teaching re-

sobrce, instructional content, supplementary reading, or a combina-

tion of these?

17. Can the material be incorporated intact into your program or does
it eequire adaptation? How much and what kind of modification?
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18. Is this material readily available at a reasonable cost?

Some of the most effective teaching materials are often those we
thjnk of least. One of the most successful "texts" in adult basic edu-
cation is the Sears or Montgolliery Ward catalog. Here, embodied in one
book, are exercises in filling out forms, math, reading, comprehension,
vocabulary, identification of information. And one of the best features
of the book is that it isfree and is Constantly updated.

Other good materials are available froin non - adult basic education
sources. Co-op Extension offers many fine pamphlets and bulletins. Most
rural weekly newspapers bare written at a very low vocabulary and compre-
hension level,, usually 4-6 grade' equivalency.. Comic books can help some
people learn toread. Photoplay, Life, Sport, -and other magazines

* can be usefui., Almost any mediuM that will hold the interest, of the par-
ticipant and get the point across is fair,game: Of course, you will find
that different materials will appeal to different people.

Above all, of fer a broad variety of materials. Have many books a-
round, just available for the taking. Magazines, newspapers, materials
of allkinds should be available'for use at any time, on the participants'
110m: ground. Encourage your people to take materials with them for use
putside the'learningcenter.

A good filidg and retilteval system is essential if a broad variety
of materials is used. The,system should be simple and efficient.

-

The followidg card system was used by the RFD p;oject. The in.forma-

tion on the card was standard for all materials' while the color of the
, card was varied depending on the content area: blue for money management,

red for reading materials, green for community service information.

RFD RESOURCE BANK INDEX CONTENT MODULE OR UNIT:

TITLE
AUTHOR
PUBLISHER DATE SOURCE
SINGLE UNIT TEXT SERIES PAGES
READLNLEVEL: 0-3 4-6 7-8

FRAME OF REFERENCE: RURAL URBAN ETHNIC
TEACHER RESOURCE INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL

SUPPLEMENTARY READING
ADAPTABLLIII4

COST

ILLUSTRATION: B&W COLOR

QUALITY: EXC VG G FAIR POOR
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c.

MEDIA PRESENTATION

SOFTWARE: \ HARDWARE:

Hardbound Soft cover Slides Film Strips,
Prog. Mat. Semi-Prog. Film Loops 8mm Filml,6mm

Pam. Graphs Charts Audio Tapes Video Tapes
Periodical Other Phono Record Other

The National Multi-Media Materials Center for Adult Basic Education
has been established at Montclair State College, New JerSey with a media -.
center located at Federal City College, Washington, D. C'. This center
can be of value in locating and assessing the value of materials in a
broad variety of fields. It is important'to note that the center lists
bibliographies as well 4s basic source materials,.

Based on'a card retrieval system and abstract service, a set of
locator cards and abstracts of adult basic education materials is on file
in the office of each State Director of Adult Education, in the office of
each Adult Education Regional Program Officer, and at some selected uni-
versities. You can also write directly to the center to obtain catalogs
and service information. Some sample reference"cards follow.

001184

TITLE:

SERIES
TITLE:

RACHEL'S CHILD: FILMSTRIP

SOCIAL LIVING SKILLS: PARENT EDUCATION AND FAMILY LIFE
AUTHOR:
SOURCE: NEA Publications, Washington, D. C.

DATE: - 1969C ' PAGES: PRICE:

CURRICULAR INFORMATION:
*Health Education, -'BABE, *Family Life, *Fidmstrip, Level II-IIi
(Grades 5-8)

ADDITIONAL CURRICULAR INFORMATION:

READING LEVEL: not 'applicable

FORMAT: 35 mm filmstrip 53 frames

COMMENT: This.uail is one of a set of 2 workbook masters, 1 filmstrip,

1 flipchart,-1 tape, and 4 teacher's manuals designed as a com-
plete curriculum kit for use with underechicated adults. This
film follows a young pregnant woman just beginning to learn a-
bout baby healthcare. It must be used in conjunction with the
teacher's script and sound tapes. (BGS)
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001101 V
SERIES

TITLE: -SPECIFIC SKILL'SERIES: GETTING THE MAIN IDEA'
AUTHOR: Boning, Richard. A.

SOURCE: Barnell Loft, Ltd., Long Island, New York
DATE: 1968, 1°970 C

CURRICULAR INFORMATION:
English, *AtE, *Reading Skills, *Reading Comprehension,

- Workbook, Level I-II (Grades 1-6)
ADDITIONAL CURRICULAR INFORMATION:

`Social Studies, science
READINGUVEL: 1-6th grade (Fry)
FORMAT: Workbook - soft cover
COMMENT: This set of six,workbooks comprises the Getting the Main Idea
program of the Specific Skills Series, a structured reading program
which may be used to achieve rapid results with children-or adults, or
as supplementary dril`1 on"an individualized-basis. Getting the Main
Idea concentrates on the ability to recognize the central thought in a
shprt narrative. The six workbooks are lettered A through F, each re-
presenting its corresponding level from one to six, Books are designed
for students who can handle difficult work on their particular level.
Exercises involve choosing.the 'correct main idea after reading each pa-
ragraph. Paragraphs usually offer surprising,or.interesting tidbits
about nature, wildlife,.history. Answer sheets (purchased separately)
make workbook non-coltsvmablt. There, are introductions to the teacher.
(CJ)

001170 (1-

TITLE: IBLIC4APHY MATERIALS FOR THE ADULT ADMINISTRATOR'AND TEACHER
---\'

AUTHOR:
s

SOURCE: National Unik/Crsity Extension Association, Silver Spring, MD.
DATE: 8, , PAGES: "52 PRICE: $1'.20

'1.-GURKI(.1.1 ORMATION:
.ounseling, 'ABE', ':Counselor Training, *Bibliography, Level

I-III (Grades 1-8)
Bibliography, *ABE, *Counseling, *Cohnselor Training, *Teach-
ing Guide, Level I-III (Grades '1 -8) ,- .

`iABE Program'bevelopment, *ABE, *Guidelines, *Bibliography,
Level I=III (Grades f-8) .

.

*Bibliography,''ABE, *ABE'Program,,DeVelopment, *Guidelines;
yeaching Guide, 'Level I-III (Grades 1, -8) . ,

.

Bibliograyhy, -'BABE, *English as.a Seeoid Language., :-,Litera-

cy Education, 'Teaching Guide', Level I-III (Grades 1-8)
English as a Second Language, -:,ABE, '`Literacy Education,

'Bibliography, 1(twel, [-III (Grades 1-8) , r

ADDLT1ONAL CURRICULAR INFORMATION:
. ,

RrAIANG.LEVFL: '121h glad,- (1 r,1

FORMAT: Teaching Guide - soft cover
COMMEN7: This selected bibliography has been prepared for use by admin-
istrators and teachers:ol ABE programs. there are six major subject
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headings: ,1) programmed instruction;-2) educational technology; 3) ad-
mininstration; 4) teaching methods and materials; 5) understanding the
Agi student and 6) Counseling,and testing. (JR)

The following annotated and consolidated listing of adult basic
education bibliographies may bet useful as you consider acquisition of a
general adult basic education library and materials center.

The bibliographies listed have often been compiled from the same
sources. They contain overlapping categories and duplicate entries,.
However, they are included because they may offer access to needed ma-
terials nbt recorded elsewhere by reason of their special purpose, ar-
rangement or date of publication. This is not a comprehensive compila-
tion, it includes only selected bibliographies of adult basic education
materials.

Adult Education Council of Greater Chicago. AN INVESTIGATION OF THE MA,
TERIALS AND METHODS FOR THE INTRODUCTORY STATE OF ADULT LITERACY EDUCA-
TION, by Anne Hayes., Nancy Lighthall and Dan Lupton. Springfield, Ill-
nois,_ Office of Supt'. of Public Instruction, 1964. 59 p.

An intensive analysis of adult literacy materials under three ma-
jor rubrics: Professional Literature, Basal Materials,. Supplementary '

'Materials. Entries are carefully annotated to indicate application to
the introdtctory level'of reading achievement, delined as 0-2 grades. A

summary dis,cussion of the problems of selection and evaluation of liter-
acy tnining materials may le useful.

AmericZLibrary AssOciation. Adult Services Division. Cofnmi

Readillg Improvement for Adults. BOOKS FOR ADULTS 'BEGINNING TO
REVISED 1967'.,,(Reprint from THE BOOKLIST AND SUBSCRIPTION BOO
LETIN, Dec. 1, 1967) Chicago, A.L.A., Adult Services Division,

P.
List is organized into-two reading levels, elementary and

pediate,.with entries arranged alphabetically by author. Not

hive list, ,butit. has,been analyzed and annotated carefully to
subject matter and style appropriate to adult reade'rs at these

proficiency.. CAUTION: List includes children's materials con
suitable for, 6dult,neW readers, but 'these items are identified

ttee pn
READ,'

KS BUL-
1967.'12'

inter-

an.exte-
indicate,
'levels of
sideed .

Berdrow, John, comp., BIBLIOGRAPHY: 'CURRICULUM MATERIALS FOR ADULT BASIC
1UUCATION. Springfield, Illinois, Office of Supt. of Public Instruction,

pt. of Adult Education, n.d. (Circular Series A-185) 37 p. Pa.
A curriculum materials guide intended mainlyfor ABE teachers and

administrators. Arranged by the typical ABE program subject areas, first
by materials for instructional use and then by materials for supplemen-,
tary use. Films, filmstrips and other useful hardware are also listed.

3
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Boston Public Library. Committee on Easy-To-Read Materials,. MATERIALS
FOR THE BEGINNING ADULT READER. Boston, Public'Libary, 1968. 16 p.
Mimeo.

Arrangdd into three sections by reading grade levels: 1-3, 4-6,
and 7-8. Each entry specifies the exact readability level and briefly
summarizes content and its applicability. List identifies materials
prepared for children.

Canada. Department of Regional Economic Expansion Experimental Projects
Branch. ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY: ADULT BASIC EDUCATION. Preliminary
draft copy.- Ottawa, Canada'Dept. of Regional Economic Expansion. 1969

A recent, comprehensive compilation of ABE materials, organized into
two major sections by the purpose of the item: 1) Instructional Mater-

, ials and 2) Survey of the Literature of ABE Processes. The instructicin-,
al materials section is arranged by its function: sequential systems,
reading shill development, general knowledge and interest reading,.phon-
ics, math. The'literature section includes any publication relat-
ing to ABE, including periodical articles, reference books and research
'reports, and ranges over the wide spectrum of ABE problems. Appendices
contain author indexes to-each section and lists of publishers and of

',the journals in the field.

Cleveland Public Library. Adult Education. Dept. Reading Centers Pro-
ject. SUGGESTED BOOKS FOR BEGINNING ADULT READERS. Cleveland, Public

Library, 1967. .29 p. Pa.
Annotated book list based on experience in the library's Reading

Center Project'and tested with beginning adult xeaders. Entries are
arranged by title in four separate sections which represent the four
separate steps of graded reading difficulty used at the-centers. These
stepi are fully.described in the preface.

Dtamond, Harriet and Phyllis Duturn. GUIDELINES FOR THE PREPARATION OF

WRITTEN MATERIALS,FOR THE UNDEREDUCATED ADULT. Upper Montclair, N. J.

Adult Education Resource and Service Center, 1W.
This'item might have value for content specialists.

Fader, Daniel N. "Reading List of 1000 13aperbacy-Bactics21.-pr:TrIT5---
inv. HOOKED ON BOOKS: PROGRAM AND PROOF by D el N.'Fader and'Elton

B. NcNeil. New York, Berkely Pub. 'Corp. ,}968.
This is an author, title, pubIlslier', price listing only of books

found to be most popular and ac ally read by adolescents in a special
program to encourage reading Iy semi-literates in the schools. The list

can be useful in selecting titles for adult new readers because it was-

based on criteria of ease of reading and comprehension plus high inter- .

est among undereducated readers. Items that are not appropriate for a
mature reader can be excluded by the information contained in titles.

5 '3 -;
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Ford, David and E ice Nicholson, comp. ADULT BASIC READING INSTRUCTION
IN TEE UNITED STATES. Newark, Del., International Reading Assn., 1967.
28 p. Pa. (I.R.A. Annotated Bibliography NoI5)

Selective list of materials to build a reading program and to guide
the reading teacher. Arranged by sectiods on comprehensive reading pro-
grams, supplementary reading practice materials, materials for teaching
the foreign-born, professional training publications. Brief annotations
of the subject content and methods.

Harris, Larry A. Comp. GUIDE TO MATERIALS ON READING INSTRUCTION.
BloomingtOn, Ind., ERIC, Clearinghouse on Retrieval of Information and
Evaluation on Reading (CRIER), Univ. of Indiana, Sept. 1968. 248 p. Pa.

This compilation is arranged by publishers (78) in alphabetical
order. Each entry is by title and classified by type of reading in-
struction program (basal/non-basal), setting of material, type of ma-
terial (reader, workbook, etc.) type of binding, Grade Level (Read-
ability and Interest) Skills Development.

Lander, Muriel Comp. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF FREE AND INEXPENSIVE MATERIALS FOR

USE IN ADULT EDUCATION.OLASSES. Vol. 1, Union, N.J., Adult Education ,

Resource Center, NewarkState College, n.dy 8 p. Mimeo,,
"Intended for comprehensive use inAdult, .Basic-fducatiop, Skills,

Training, High School Equivalency and GED- classes and includes material
at all levels of performance. Entries are arranged by title under 8
subject headings. Very brief annotations and no definite stipulation

of the readability level of item. Heavy on pamphlets-and govern-
'ment publications.

Los Angeles Public-library. REPORT II OF LIBRARY SERVICES AND CONSTRU-
CTION ACT PROJECT NO. 2842, July 1 - Dec. 31, 1966. Los Angeles, Pub-

lic Library, 1966. 45 p. Mimeo.
The appendices of this report included a booklist of controlled

vocabulary - high interest titles for adult andYA readers. Annotated

in part. Heavy concentration of urban, ethnic and Spanish language it.t

tem.'

40.

LundeenAlma, Comp., "Books for Adult Beginners; Self-Improvement
Through Reading" ILLINOIS LIBRARIES, Sept. 1964, pp. 565-597 (photocopy.)

A selected list of supplementary reading intended-to enhance or
stimulate a regular reading habit is the adult new reader. Selections
are briefly annotated in recontent and are individually rated at three
levels or-reading performance, Beginning, Intermediate and Advanced..
However, entrits are arranged under a series of broad subject or form
categories which could be useful for, content dev6lopment purposes, e.gi
Biography, Communication, Conservation, Economics, Health & Hygiene,
Hobbies, Home Arts, ebc.

5 .)."
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Michigan. Department of Education. Stafe Library. ADULT BASIC EDUCA-
TION PROGRAM. HIGH INTEREST-LOW DIFFICULTY COLLECTION: A SELECTED LIST
ARRANGED By ,READING LEVEL. Lansing, Mich. Michigan State Library, n.d.
31 p. 45 p. Mimeo.

Two separate booklists in nearprint form. The first list is ar-
ranged by reading performance leyels 1-8 inclusive. Each entry is an-
notated carefully to show its utility. The second and longer <list is
arranged by subject headings ranging from Adventure and Exploration
through Cars, History, to Feather. No annotation of these titles ex-
cept that the reading level is stipulated in each case.

Milwaukee Public Library. ABOUT PEOPLE IN ABE BOOKS. Milwaukee, pub-
lic Library 1967. 36 p. Mimeo.

FamouS persons and celebrities listed by their popular names in
alphabetical order with references to information about them in bookS
held in the library's ABE collection. Paging and author/title of the
source publication are cited in each entry. The Milwaukee Public Li-
brary periodically issues a computer printout of its titles acquired

. for the Adult Ney Reader collection.

National Book Committee, New York, N.Y. GUIDLINES FOR VISTAS TO USE
WIT!! VISTA BOOK KITS, -WaShington, D.C. Volunteer information Service,
VISTA - U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity. 80 p. Pa.

A shortnanual of instructions of VISTA volunteers in the appli-
cation and -use of packaged book kits prepared for their varied clientele.
The manual conthins simple author title listings for each"of the 'sepa-
rate Adult,and Young Adult book kits, with special units oriented to ,4

w,

American Indians, mental institutions, migrant laborers, rural and ur- '

ban residents, plus an annotated list of additional titles which might
have relevance to any one of these units. This item might be very'use-
ful in developing; a training unit for reader guidance___ efforts of teacher

aides..'

Kationnl University Exteasion Association, Washington, C.C. BIBLIOGRAPHY
-MATERIALS FOR THE ADULT'BASIC EDUCATION STUDENT. Prepared by U.S. Of-

fice of Education, Adult Education Branch, Washington, D.C. N.O.E.A.

June 1968. 129 p. Pa:
t. ,

This list is strictly confined to adult oriented materials. It is

arninged undersix inclusive categorie: Communications Skills, Compu-
tation Skills, Social Studies, World of Work, Individual & Family Devel-

opment, Materials for Spanish Speaking. The first three skills sections
are divided into programmed and combination programmed-non-programmed_

media. A useful summary QK pr(2sammd instruction tedhniques and a' set
of :alcc4ntly stated cxitcrifsulection Of ABE materials are included.
The annotations stress application 'to 'ABE instructional needs.,

National University Extension Assn. Washington, D.C. EDUCATIONAL TECH-
NOLOGY: PREPARATION AND USE IN ADULT BASIC EDUCATION PROGRAMS. Pre-
pared for the U.S. Office or Education, Adult Education Branch, Wash-
ington D.C.' NUEA June, 1967. 86 p. Pa,
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Manual to guide administrators and instructors on the application
of new hardware in ABE learning situations. Covers general discussion
of role and training technicians in use of the technologies and then
gives a detailed description of several media: Video and Audio Tape
Recording, Programmed Learning, Teaching Machines, CAI, etc., 8mm movie
film and film loops, overhead projectors, telelectures, etc. A comp-
rehensive bibliography covering various phases of educational technology
concludes the presentation.

New Jersey. Library Association. Human Relations Committee. LIBRARY
SERVICE TO THE DISADVANTAGED. A SELECTED LIST, REVISED, 1969. New
Jersey Statc,tibrary, Public and School Library Service Bureau, 185 W.
State Street, Trenton, N.J. 08625.

Lists books, pamphlets and periodical articles on this subject.
The,list is divided into sections: 1) What has been done, 2),What can
and needs to be done, 3) What can be used, and 4) No gain understanding.
Annotated to indicate the r,elevance and utility of the material to this
problem.

New York Public Library. EASY READING FOR ADULTS: THREE HUNDRED TITLES
HELPFUL TO LIVING IN AMERICA. Chosen by a workshop group of the library.
New York Public Library, 1954. 62 p. Pa.

An older compilation prepared before the surge of'publacation in
this field which probably contains many citations that are out,of print
or obsolete. It is arranged into eight major Sections by a loose class-
ification of readability level of the materials: Picture BoalCS,4Rea0xe-i--7Th
Very Easy, Easy, Fairly Easy, Standard, Fairly Difficult, Information
Reference, Entries are by author or title in each ciassificati , ut,

a subject index is added to the Reader (type) index. Mus used very

sparingly but can be useful as,a source of carefu evaluated titles
for supplementary reading purposes which may not be found on more recent
standard bibliographies.

Ohio State-Library. BOOKS/JOBS PROJECT: 'Core List. Jan. 1968. KS

JOBS. PROJECT. Supplementary List. Mar.. 1968 Columbus, Ohio State Li-

brary, 1968. '13 p. Mimeo.
A broad, but selective list of printed and audiovisual materials

in the fields of human relations, vocational information and basic ed-
ucation. Arranged by author under those headings. Annotations briefly
describe content and usually, designate the proper reading level and al-
so distinguishes, background items suitable for professional training.

Otto, Wayne and David Ford. r RIALS FOR TEACHING ADULTS TO READ.

Working Paper No. 2. Madison, Wis University of Wisconsin-Research
and Development Center for Learning and Re-education, Feb. 1966. 46 p.

Pa.

Results of an evaluation survey of ABE materials intended to de-
velop reading skills. Materials included are those which cover tha
initial stages of acquiring reading skill, the "mechanics" and the "de-
coding" tasks needed to establish an ability to attack materials inde-
pendently. Aset of criteria to apply to thd evaluation-p-ruc-e-ss and a
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detailed checklist of 50 analytical and detcriptiveitems is applied to
the four lists of materials included: Basic Reading Programs for Adults,
Supplementary Skill Builders, Supplementary Reading Easy Materials, U.S.
Govt. Printing Office Publications, Materials for Foreign Born.

Philadelphia. The Free Library. READER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM. BIBLIO-
GRAPHY. Philadelphia, The Free Library, Dec. 1968.

A series of listings of the,library's holdings of materials at the
8th grade reading level or below. Each list is devoted tm,a separate
subject category: Community, Citizenship, Family Life, Jobs, Reading,
Writing and Arithmetic (combined and individual lists,) Science, The
World and Its Peoples --S-Ubordinate lists). Entries are arranged by
title on each list along with short content notes and citation of read-
ability level.

Smith, Edwin,He and Weldon G. Bradtmueiller, come. A'SEIECTED ANNOTATED
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF INSTRUCTIONAL LITERACY MATERIALS FOR ADULT BASIC EDUCA-
TION. Tallahassee, Fla. Florida State Univ., Department of Education,
Div. of VTA Education, May 19660

This is a carefully annotated selection of ABE rpinted materials
with emphasis on their instructional values. Arranged into three stages
of ABE development: Itroductory (1 -3), Elementary (4-6), Intermediate
(7-9). Two sets of cr_Aefit, general and specific0-are presented along
with 91LSL&SLicm_sich--a-s-sist---tile,,user of the lists.

Smith, Jeannette, Comp.' BOOKS FOR NEW READERS: A BIBLIOGRAPHY. Syra-
cuse, N.Y. New_ReadefiPress 1964. 64 p. Pa.

__-_T-he Laubach Literacy System list presented in four parts:'Two
adult reading courses based on, the Laubach streamlined English series,
a New Readers Library of supplementary reading suggestions, and a list
of_ABE publishers. The New,Rgaders Library lists are arranged under '14
broad subject headings and are briefly annotated for content., Reading
level is indicated in each entry and these materialsre cdneenttAteA on
the 1-4 levels.

Stoffle, Carla J. "LIBRARY SERVICE TO THE DISADVANTAGED: A COMOEHEN,
SIVE ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHX. Parts I and II:" LIBRARY JOURNAL;'94:
141-152 Jan. 15, 1969: 94: 50W-514, Feb. 1, 1969.

Bibliography covers -,1964 -1968 period. ,Available.in reprint from .

R. R. Bowker. Pub. Co. on order.

Summers, Edward G. Comp. MATERIALS FOR ADULT BASIC" EDUCATION: AN AN-

NOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY, Bloomington, Ind., Univ. of Indiana, SChool of

Education, 1967. 23 p. Mimeo. (0cdasional Papers in Reading, Vol. 1,4/.

March 1,967) .

This' bibliography is divided into, four sections of instructional

materials, graded at three levels of iierformance: beginning,,inter-
mediate and advanced, plus a section on ptofessional literature referen-

ces. Entries in the instructional materials.sectiats ledn heavily on

the text series and do n6t,incorporate much supvlepentary reading.
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Utah, State Board of Education. Utah Adult Education Services. ADULT
BASIC EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS GUIDE. 1969.

A comprehensive guide to a broad variety of ABE materials including
audiovisual instructional units.

Watt Lois B. and Sidney B. Murphy. Comp. ABE, A BIBLIOGRAPHY FROM THE
EDUCATIONAL MATERI4LS CENTER. U.S'. Dept. of HEW, Office of Education,
Bur. of Research, Qashington, D.C. USGPO/Sup.-Docs, 14 p. Pa.

An abbreviated, selective bibliography largely devoted to the in-
structional texts series in combined and eight single curriculum areas.
Minimal annotation but full bibliographic description. Single curricu-
lar fields are: English Language and Literature, Guidance Services,
Health, Industrial Arts and Vocational Education, Mathematics, Religion,
Science and Social Studies.

Wyoming, Department of Education. Division of Vocational-Technical Edu-
cation, Adult-Basic Education. ADULT BASIC EDUCATION: A BIBLIOGRAPHY

OF MATERIALS. Reprdduction of a bibliography prepared by Kalamazoo, Mi-
chigan Public Libraty Adult Reading Center, Marion Spencer, ed. Cheyen-

ne, Wyoming Dept. o.f. Education, n:d. 164 p. Pa.
An annotated bibliography of curriculum materials, machines, equip-

ment and profession) guidance literatufe designed for ABE instructors
and students. Arroged into 38 sections by curricular subject area, me-
dia form, program fiinction-An author, title and publisher index to con-
tents is provided. Useful because of the comprehensive range of its cov-

erage.

There are a number of other publications you should be familiar with
as you develop multimedia programs:

Audio Visual Instruction: Media an'd Methods by Brown,

Lewis, and Harcleroad ,
McGraw Hi.4-1

New York,. New York

Audio Visual Marketplace
Bowker Publications
P. 0. Box 2017
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106

7

Audio Visual Methods in Te'aching
DrydeQ Press
New York, New York

dgar Dale

Developing Multi Media Libraries by Warren B. Hicks

R. R, Bowker Co,
New York, New York

Lducaional Broadcasting Magdzine
825 S. Barrington Avenue
1.o: Angele,-;, Cillifornia 90049
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Educational and Industrial Television Magazine
607 Main Stree,:.

Ridgefield, Connecticut 06877av

%Educational/Instructional Broadcasting Magazine
647 N. Sepulveda Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90049

Educational Television Magazine
607 Main Street
Ridgefield, Connecticut 06877

Standards for School Media Program
National Education Association
Washington, D. C.

Teach Tng and Media: A Systematic Approach by Gerlach and Ely
'Prent-i-Ce Hall

Englewood,Cliffs, New Jersey,

The Teacher and Overhead Projection.by Morton J,. Schultz

Prentice Hall
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey

The National Audio Visual As-sociation
Evanston, Illinois
They publish an extensive Audio Visual directory.

It would be amalmost impossible task to list here all of the ma-
terials that might be used by an adult basic education program. The

list could almost be endless. The important point is to know the source
of good bibliographks an4,to know where to get adequate information
about materials thd4 may be of value. I have found the following bibli-
ography to be of special value in .gelecting materials:

The RFD bibliography. Available from RFD, P. O. Box 5421, Madison, Wis-
consin.

Annotated with limited judgments made regarding usefulness of materi-
als in relation to RFD, project specifically. While these judgments may
not be especially relevant to your own situation, there may be same value
in reading them and using them once you have some idea of their broad
context
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HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR ADULT BASIC EDUCATION

, Stephen S. Udvar
The University of Wisdonsin

Madison, Wisconsin

Toward an Instructional Technology.

Instructional technology is failing to make any significant impact
on the nation's schools concludes the Commission on Instructional Tech-
nology (CIT, 1970) in its massive federally sponsored study entitled To
Improve Learning. The report, however, adds a cautionary note, "examin-
ing the impact of modern technology on instruction in 1969 is like exam-
ining the impact of the automobile on American life in 1908 when the
Model T first came on the market (p. 19)." Therefore, although the Unit-
ed States is experiencing a knowledge explosion and technological revo-
lution, we, nevertheless, are merely at the brink of an instructional
technology for education. To assume that everyone undei'stands the nature

and use of instructional technology in an educational program because
they have operated a slide projector or turned on a TV set is pure folly.

What then is instructional technology? What do administrators and
teachers need to know about it? Why is it important that they understand

new communication theories? What is the so-called "knowledge explosion?"

Where is the communication revolution taking place? These'are only few .

of the questions that those who would regard themselves as serious facil-
itato?s of learning need to come to grips with.

Sifice instructional technology is a complex process, and since it
requires judicious use in its application to instruction, a definition
is in order. Instructional technology is the "hardware" and "software"
that distinguishes Machine devices from program content and what today
largely supplements the two primary media of instruction: the teachef

and the textbook. The COmMis'sion (CIT, 1970) in its report offers the

two following definitions:

1. ...the media born of the communications revolution which
can be used for instructional purposes alongside the teach-

er, textbook, and blackboard,.."

2. systematic way of designing, carrying out, and eval-
uating the total process of learning and teaching in term§
of specific objectives, based on research in human learning
and communication; and employing a combination of-human and
nonhuman resources to bring about more effective instruction

(p. 19)."

Institutional administrators, professional educators-, and program
practitioners need to become acutely aware of the enormous potential of
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instructional technology, for the application of technology to education
is the single-most important advance since the invention'of the book.
They need to gain a better knowledge of the basic principles of communi-
cation relative to "who, say what, in which channel (media), to whom,
and4'with what effect' (Lasswell, 1968, p. 27)." These elements cannot be
adopted or'adapted'as single entities, rather they must be integrated in-
to the -curriculum.

The curriculum design process is a system 6f relationships be-
tween the'learner (his needs, his individual differences, his
self-directed purposes), 0e teacher (his yergonalithis meth-
ods, his 'strategies)) and the total supporting resources of in-
stitutions (goals, objectives,, concepts, content, print media,
machine devices, technology systems, environment, administrative
and supportive'serviaes and so fortki) (Udvari, 1969, p. 157).

Since the center of the learning proCess is the learner himself, the
value of any adjunctive. technology must be measured by the extent to which
it enhances the learning act. The new communication revolution has pro-
duced_a_ gre,at diversity of electronic media that has become commonplace.
People are being bombarded by sights and sound's of such things as tele-
vision, movies, slides, radios, phonographs, recorders, stereos, and tel-
ephones more of their waking hours than by any'Other activity including
school. Consequently, the,way students learn outside of school differs
radically- from the way they learn inside school. 'This includes adults
as well. There are those purists who deny that any effective learning
takes place outside the fotmal educational environment.- The television
program "Sesame Street" is a good example of effective learning outside
the classroom.. Preliminary tests in Maine, New York, and Tennessee have,
shown that poor students were making achitvelpent gains two and one-half
times as great as a control group of youngsters-who did, not watch the
program. Researchers and educators' need to become more sens4ive to.the
new mass media techniques and their overpowering effect on the learner
and the learning act.

The old didactic approach of a textbook in one hand and a piece of
chalk in the other are archaic tools for instruction. New innovations
in educational technology aremoving toward a diagnostic- prescriptive
approach in a learning laboratory setting. This approach is no longer
the illusion of science-fiction writers. This approach is a reality now.
The methods preiently available include both software and hardware materi-
al's. In terms of-software there are a host of packaged materials such
as Ndividualized reading prescript,ii.ons, adult basal series, multiple
level kits, programmed workbooks, and correlatedworktests. While on
the otherhand, hardware materials are available in terms of still picture
projection devices; motion picture projection devices; audio-tapa-and,
recording devices, videotape and recording devices, reading and tachis-
toscopic devices, teaching machines, computer assisted instruct-ion and
learning laboratory systems. The only pxoblem that remains 'is-how to
use this new technology effectively.
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Hardware Used in Teaching Educationally Disadvantaged

title III of the National Defense Education Act provided federal
funds to help elementary and scondary schools take advantage of advanced
communication technology. Knowledge about how to apply the new techno-
logy was gravely lacking. Administrators and teachers attempted simply
to lash the new technology to old curricula as one would lash a pack
to a horse's back. The burden was too great for the untrained practi-
tioners and overworked curriculum to handle the strain. As a consequence,

. fragile, unreliable; untested, and expensiVe devices that had inadequate
software backup materials often were set off in closets, only to be trot- t

ed out for an -occasional PTA 'show-and-tell. This is also what has hap-
pene-d-with many audio-visual materials employed in adult basic education.
Many local directors in an effort to prevent year-end funds from revert-
ing.to the funding source'splurge large sums on audio-visual devices that
go unused.

The reasons most often given-l'or failure of instructional technology
to produce results are three-fold: 1) indifference or apathy an the part
of administrators, 2) poor and inadequate programs for the machines, and

3)lack of teacher knowledge about processes and skill in using the equip-

ment. 7

Still Picture Projection Devices

Still picture projection devices include 35mm slides, filmstrips,
opaque graphics, and overhead transparency. Some models of slide and
filmstrip projectors are designed with phonograph on audiotape recorder
attachments. For the most part these pieces of equipment are relatively

inOxpensive. Even the most amateurish slide presentation, when developed
by learners, can he a satisfying experience. The.most inexpensive "in-
stamatic" cameras can be used to create. slides. .

WLth the Kodak Ektagraphic Visualmaker kit the teacher or students
.can phot,icopy pictures, drawings, maps, charts and so forth and make ex-

cellent slide presentations. With a little more work, the teacher can
create his own auto-tutorial model. All that in additiof to the 35mm
slide projector is the cassette recorder with the audio program. The

*unit costs about hundred dollars and includes a camera, two copy'

stands and reflectors.

Most teachers are reluctant to become involved in preparing visualsN
stic.h as chats, graphs, maps, diagrams, and so forth. However, most of- NN

lice copiers be used Co produce overhead transparehcies from almost
any print, matter in a few seconds. The cost is quite reasonable, about

tw.Mtv-five cents eJch. Colored dicusos and special marking pens can, be

to mik. more laborate transparencies and add interest. An over-

. hejd projeetur has greater flexibitity th.in a chalkboard since it permits

the user to face his audience. The advantages-of transparencies are

they can be reused and reviewed at any time clnini)Ating time acid effort

in -redoing the whole lesson.
--7>



A recent development in filmstrip projectors shows promise for in-
dividualized study use at a,low cost. The unit incorporates a synchro-
nized filmstrip viewer and a cassette recorder. The unit is about four
inches wide, nine inches high and twelve inches wide. Such a unit Can

'*) be carried as easily as a textbook. Programs for such a unit can be
created easily by the teacher or media specialist.

The National Information Center of. Educational Media (1968) has de-
veloped an index, of 35mm educational filmstrips with a fairly inclusive
listing on a wide range of subjects.

Motion Picture Projection Devices

Motion picture devices are by design and function more expensive
than still projected equipment. The two most commonly used types in
educational settings are the sixteen millimeter (16mm) and the eight
millimeter (8mm). Obviously the 16mm sound projector is more expensive.
The advantage of the 8mm and super 8mm motion picture equipment is its

,cost and versatility. The instructor and students can produce their own
mini-documentaries or single concept films in the classroom. The filming
activity can embody many learning relationships such as writing scripts, ,
developing objectives, improving speech and poise, and developing organ-
izational and evaluation skills. An exciting innovation in the 8mm movie'
projector is the "film loop" cartridge. The film loop dkartridge is much
like a cassette in that it requires no threading and can be operated by
the most inexperienced student. You simply pop in a film cartridge and
the movie starts. There are two varieties of 8mm film loop 'projectors:
1) the standard projector=to-screen model, and 2) the portable integrated
audio-visual unit. The portable model is similar in size to a six-inch
television set. The cost is as low as $50 to $75.

Teacher and student-made loops are easy to create and are great mo-
tivators since they personalize and localize instruction. .s About 3,000
commerical film loops are nowavailable. Some of the films are inte-
grated into system packages,. The National Information Center for Educa-
tion (1967) has developed an index'of 16mm films on a wide range of sub-
jects. Another useful resource for films is the National Audi-Visual
Association (1970) membership directory 'of dealers, film libraries and

Audiotapes and Recorder Devices

Basically there are two types of tudi.Aape reeordvrs: 1) the reel
to reel, and 2) the cassette. Although both types of recorders are port-
able, the cassette type has compactability and simplicity of operation
in its favor. Furthermore cassettes are easier to store, less expensive,
and easier to,handle. The development of the cassettb recorder has opened
up invnriable possibilities for inqividualizing knstruction. In the not
too distant future, lilt. htmk.411 wi l l bk ahlc to take the recorder Ii me
with his books., The ldOtt.A2 recorder has great possibilities foT adult
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independent home 'tudy use. It has equal value for individuals in re-
stricted and custodial care situations. There is possibility for delayed

dialogue on the tape.
can

side of cassette tape Can be used for instruc-
ction and the flipsido an be used by the student for feedback or evalua-

tion.

1.-4
The National Center for Audio Tapes (1970-72) ri.exhaustive list-

.

ing of audiotapes on a wide range of subjects for eges, secondary

schools, and elementary schools.

The telephone is an often -overlooked tool for instruction. A. tel-'

ephoae can effect instantaneous two -way communications. It can be used
to introduce instruction or receive delayed responses from materials
sent by mail. The amplified telephone conference call can link together
many different individuals in different locations. While on the other

hand it brings specialized resource personnel into a classroom for group
audiences at a cost of ten dollars per month.

The amplified telephone linkage is ideal for bringing information
to individuals or groups who are under some sort of custodial restric-

tions. Many times custodial institutions are limited by security re-.
strictions and cannot utili2e the wealth of available resource people.
The: amplified telephone could provide a linkage with the real world

without breaching security requirements.

Videotape. and Recorder Devices

, .

The video tape recorder, VTR as it is commonly called, is fast be-

coming the most exciting tool for education. Its total immediacy cannot

1), duplicated by any other piece of hardware. VTR provides opportunity

for self-evaluation. 'there isn't anything.as sobering as seeing oneself

on television. VTR is ideally suited for role playing experiences.
Teachers can record an entire physical demonstration or experiment and
replay it on a monitor giving all students a front-row seat. As yet, the-

potential of VTR has been fully. realized.not

"NN.. There are avec different sizes o( VTR equipment. The size is de-
. ,

.

1 5rmined by the width of.the recording tape, one-half inch, one inch, and
1

two',ineh studio, Cape. One major disadvantage of VTR's today is t1;at,

'' tapes'Y corded on one brand ki- model cannot be played back on another

brand or I del: However, tlAs, inconsistency i', being remedieu by making
:.5

all VTR's pr( uced in -Japan compatible. Black and white-units, con"bist-

jpg_1.11. eamera,,tripod ancYmonttor, can be purchased for little.

over one thoos'ind Advances in television technology are moving

at a rapid pace. The color cas,sette-VTR was just recently introduced.
Etiective use of this Instructional tool will require total planning by

b4.1.-h the instructor and leamers. In this" way learners will have great-

er tiolce contritifiLing to'the cnrrlculum development: process.

34
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Reading and Tacllistogcopic Devices,

Reading machines are highly specialized'instructiong). tools, They,

operatel by projecting pr'inted words, phrases and paragraphs on a screen.
Their basic.function is lo assist readers/ )Ford recognition, pacing,
phrasing; ,phrase grouping, skimmin and reading speed improvement. The
tachistoscopic-is actually an imaitiming device. It can be a special-
ly designed unit, -or it cpn be a-component device, attached to a glide or

/ filmstrip projec r. Another type of reading $'chine is the language
/ Master. This un utilizes a' strip f magnetic tape that carris p pre-

scribed sound, ord or group f,words. The learner can read the wbrd,
can hear h' it sounds, and he Can record his'Mimicing ttie same sounds.

Teaching Machines and Auto -Tutor Devices

Basically teaching m ines are either manually
operated. Manually operated varietits_g nerally util
of, a linear variety. The programs may. be single she
rolls. The learner mama y advances the p ogram
Makes a response. e next.advance, f correc

I

perated or machine
ze printed prdgrams
is or continuous

t the next frame and
answer is given.

d ingenious devices.
iliZe ordy one device
s or integrated systems.

strips with or without an

Many an;- 'tut ors are highly s
Some machine's are single system t

to channel the program: Ot s ar
Some devices may simply ploy sli
audio track. Other s terns may MP

isticated a
hat they

e multisyst
des or fi
loy fil loops? TV, audio tracks and

response optima nee options ay be written, mechanically
'registered ori. Th, response cap e set in two modes: 1) "learning
mode," which will na .ermit the,.madine to advance until the corret.t.
answer:is given /r 2) "test aode,!/which allows the machineadvance
regardless2of-theanswer^given. The proiram'systeFn may be line r, mul-
.tiple choice, construc,ted response or branching. The machine al o pro-

.

vides correctingialling and instantaneous feedbadk or readout. Far.
too' oftten thes,aigachines and systems have 'inadequate, limited and poorly
ci;pstruct0411y6ftware." The more options a machine has the greater
the mainIen ce and shartlown ti6e.

:So; Useful Resource Information,
. ,

A comprehensive directoryuf the audio-visual industry called,Au-
'dtovisual Market Place: A Multimedia Guide (Weber, 1971Y. It is a,valu7,

,. able resource index, since it includes-AV p'roducers and distributors,
equipment, servi.es and organi4ations, films film loops, filmstrips
:slides, tapes, transparencies, and maps and lo

for'the past :tixlcon years the 'National Audi Association
(Ryan, 1970a hds pr'oduccd an audio-vigual equipment i el.:tory that has
no equal, sine,' It beyond the usual liting an provides illtIstrar
Lions, description of 'unction, accessories and c t.
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A Guide to Educational Media (Rufsyold and Guss, 1971) is a compi=
lation of directories,' catalogs, bibliographies, listings, guides and
index, covtting films, filmstrips, kinescopes,- phonodiscs, phonotapes,

programmed instructional materials, slides, transparencies, videotapes,
and. free Material

'DER Clearinghouse on the New Educational Media at Stanford Univer-
sity provides several useful listings and studies in the following: the

computer, radio and television broadcasting, audio and videotape record-
ers, 8mm film loops, integrated multi -media systems, and dial access in-
formation storage and retrieval systems.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Hardware

Research (Warren, 1970) shows that learners tend to remember about
1----30 percent of the information that is orally transmitted; that retention

is almoit twice as great when oral and visual means are used. When oral
and visual means art combined with an opportunity to discuss the informa-
tion with other learners 90 percent of the information is retained (p. 13).

The basic advan ,ges for the use of audio-vis al devices in instruc-
tion' are:

1. Provides more productive use of the teache learner time
commitment.

Provides for_individual differences in learning abilities.

3. Permits the extension of the scope and power of instruc-
tion by permitting self-pacing, eliminating already learned
materials, and shortening the time-for teaching basic con-,
cepts.

4. Bridge he gap between school, home, community and flip

wo by making learning more. immediate and relevant.r

5. Gives instruction a more seienpi.fic base,for evaluating"
growth'ani.proviles for immediate and systematic feed-
back:

Provides, equal opportunity in sharing advantages of the
. ., .,

4..ipest Lnstitutions and richest community, resources.
'''.

,..' ---

.',, Solii of Che major disadvantages of audio-visual devices in instruc-
-

tIolial rte:, ----
:,e --,

,,)'

,--/
, . 4,0,:f: j)eli;limanizes ---

, IV %dulcs r.esent machines since the machine was re-1 -(M:a 1

..) - ),' .,.-:.1i Spinsible fe'r making theirl jobs-, obso lets .)
,f ,

. I .".7'<-
., ;: . .

fVV . Wsluires.high cilst
=,.- ,,te,./ Fai!tors that'contribute to high cost are:
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a. developing and testing high quality software
programs.

1.

. providing time for teacher training in under-
standing learnibg relationships and developing
skills in hardware use,

c . employing media specialists /id teacher aids
(CIT, p. 237)%

maintaining equipment%

oor accompanying programs
Programs are made compatible to nrachines. ,Nqt enou
.programs, developed to justify purchase of e

or

/'

Mediated instruction is the union of "software"
(the activity, materials, and process for teach- ,

ing, learning and evaluation to be communicated
by the hardware) and "hardware" (the equipment
and processes used to cammuntcate the software).

3

Software for Adult Basic Education*-

Until about five years ago most publishers or commercial materials
carried only a token listing of learning materials for adult basic,edti-
cation. What content software that were listed were overworked elefnen-
tary school materials. Sadly to say, many of'the materials were used
outrightly with an occasional notation reading, "Alsouse,ful for adult
basic education." With the emphasis on truth in packaging the label .

should have read, "Caution, harmful when used wth adult- learners."
Th re i.n wish to discredit commercial publishers fox their profit
mot of catering to the more lucrative and'stable market of elementary

secondary education. However adult basic education and adult con-
education will be%around for a long time. It's aboUt time that

greater/attention is paid to this neglected area. Adult basic educators
need to articulate their specific needs to publishers.

''It In many cases it willt.take the initiative of innovative practition-
ers to develop their own materials, localizing them to suit spetiTic
learner needs and objectives. Such materials, depending on their quali-
ty and relevance to meet the needs of a wide audience, are sought by pub
ushers for national, distribution. Diamond..4a-putwin (1967)4developed
a useful booklet of Guidelines_for the Preparation of Writ,te'K Materials
for the Undereducated Adult. The guidelines also i e a, formula for

finding the readability lei of boOks and of _print materials.

Perhaps what is needed most in'adult basic education today is the
family dialogue. The most obvious problem in adult education today is
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the wide gulf in-the dialogue procesS between the researcher and the ,

theorist and between the researcher and the practitioner. One reason
for the gulf is that professional and experienced educators are too buSy
meeting practical programmatic requirements. Their knowledge and theo-

ries are generally intuitive. They create innovations bST"*.acting on, x/
hunches whose validity is untested. Consequently, innovations'in adult
educatiop, take many years to be identified by theorists, tested'by
.sear6.els and disseminated as valid theory, methods ancbtechnives among

', practitioners. Thelen (1970, 27) provides a lucid_expositionof this
dialogue process in his paper called "The Educational Trialogudi"

4

The field of adult basic education is experiencing 'a revolu4on.
The most basic battle that muse won is a,prattical definition/Of
adult 'basic educat,ion,--SUCh a definition is preliminary to the under-

. ,taking of any adult basic educationprogram. Far too often adult basic
education educators are forced into a position of expedience by contin-
uing to use_instructional alternatives that do not work well but which
have - continued because they fit a concept of the literacy education model
and because their 'patterns have been established and they have become'

traditional.

The t.raditional definition of adult basic education stresses lit-

eracy.'as the central theme. What is proposed here is a more practical
definition that does not limit the scope of adult basic education but

''rather expands it.

Adu4t Lasic education is a tran.actional process of inquiry

and action in the continuing stream of life.:.long education.

Its puTposgipo provide experiences .'or developing coping

skills and strategies to improve the quality df,life of adults

who, are fznct.ioning,at a lvvel of performance and partThipa-

Lion dt,es wt permit their skillful use of available al-.

ternativesd their, totcvl involvkment in today's complex so-
ciety (Udvari, W2).

Herofore, we, have,unwittingly,overlooked, or orse, minimized the

c(?ntribation of adult educati9hto deal:with socia change. Traditional-

ly, there has been over - emphasis on method.of.edu ation and degree of

leain9/r iovolvement instead,of focusing on socia issues and problems.

More/Oftedthan not, administrators ,rfa.duft ed catron programs embark

9r1 a/program of motivating inaivtduals.to part cipate An some variation

61.//the.traitiona71 sequntia,l,unit system th is':irrelevAnt.than deal- ti

i g with the broader problems of conflicts d driving foTces within' the
.dillt learner's. life SOum.' .

.

/
% /

,,-
.- ,

,..
. u

fl

. -,
\Qne of the primary rejsons for:poor participation in adtilt'basic

Aaticalion,progra'ms s adu'ts find little relevan5e ih what the programs
/ have to offCr. Prctiti nets of 0,1,1t basic eductat,ion have (*served one

major idiosyncrasy c)f u der'-oducatod and disadvantaged adultWthey at-
,/ tend educational activ'ties peripher,(11y. That is, they want to,parti-

.,
,, cxpate tn-pro'gr ms wh n thei:r:de ire; is at'a pc4k_and when what is being

.
taught speaks o the'r particul interest or need,' ,furthermore, they

5-4-
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;
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a

want to participate at their own timetable: come when they can, leave
when they want or when their needs have been met and return anytime they
fegl the urge to know. Consequently, the undereducated and disadvantaged
adult views his own axning needs as discontinuous. Moreover, adults
,bring varied and omplete---1-eazning problems to the learpffig setting

, since they .--ha e different experiences rent responsibilities and.
Commitments, different views of...olevan e and different realities to

which, to cling.

. It is now well documented the adult insdpuction is different from

"other areas of education. Miller 1964) indicates this difference in

three ways:' 1) its heterogeneity adults themselves are quite different

and they bring varied and com e learning problems tothe instructional
setting; 2) its structure - adults possess a vast complex of prior ex-.
perienCes by which each new expe'rience is judged; and 3) the maturity
of the learner - adUlts are relatively independent persons and, their ma-
turity is indicated by.the acceptance of responsibility, To meet these
kinds of needs, program designs must consider and incorporate the varia-
bles of flexibility, availability, and applicability of the educational

,

delivery system to adult learning needs. t

For adult basic education to be the dynamic force it has the poten-
tial of becoming, it ,must provide timely and relevant strategies-for
adults to apply to their daily problemrsolving situations. Unfortunate-

ly, such relevant subjects as basic social skills, laws for the laymen,
nutrition, buying guides, getting along witth pexlple, guiding children,

or simply knowing where to go, who to see and what two do to avail one-.

self of the available alqrnatives are not readily availablIa. from com-

mercial publishers.'

The Rural family Development' project at the University of Wiscon- --

sin has developed a "life coping skill program" (Udvari, 1970)..*-RF1-r;

major objectives are.to help adults move from a position of non= involve-
ment to one of involvement; and froma status of dependent learners to
that of independent. learners. TO accomplish these" objectives, RFD:em-

/ ploys a three-cbmponent system of televisiqn, home study and home Visi-

tatiot. The learner is provided With information from which he makes.

judgments in arriving at.aion strategies of where to go, who to see

and what t9 do. Although RFD is not a literacy program÷per se, it unique
three track branchin_aystem permits'adults to gain communication and
computation skills while dealing. with releyaAt coping skillmaterials

th itprove the quality of their lives. On the following page is the cur-

riculum or,"menu" from which the learner selects at,random, building -his
ow'n curriculum and his own encyclopedia of life coping skills.

- . * "
There are a host of materials tha.t are still neeeed to fill 'the

evt:x-growing" demands by adult learners,.'-'

*.,
6

`Somellew' T )0S of Materiali'TSat are Ur enC ed 6
t

1. Materials at readabilty level, yet highly,releiant -

to adul urposea;-fornse in reading skill peyelopment. . f

_....

...=--:

. .
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RFD

CONTENT CENTER LISTINGS

I CONTENT CENTER< ABOUT ME

Module A:
Unit 1
Unit 2.
Unit 3
Unit 4

UNDERSTANDING MYSELF
Who Am I Accepting a View of Myself
Who Am I A Positive View of Myself
What Affects Me Heredity and Environment
What 1 Believe Developing Character

Module 8: MY OE LL BEING
Unit -1 My Physical Health
Unit 2 My Mental Health

-------"McEdu cation
Unit 4 My Leisure and Recreation
Unit 5 Maturing and Growing Old Gracefully

Module C: BECOMING A BETTER PERSON
Unit 1 I Am Changing How Change Affects Me
Unit 2 I Am a Person Dignity, Integrity ,
Unit 3. Motivation Self-Direction
Unit 4 I Can Make Things Change

Tr:CONTENTpENTER: ABOUT ME AND OTHERS

Module
Unit 1
Unit 2.
Unit 3
Unit 4"
Unit 5

A:
.

Module B.

Unit 2\ Unit 3
Unit 4.

dule C
)nit 1
Unit 2
Uoit 3

MY F Anna
Home is for F ivyng
GettiakAtonerwIth Og.e's Marriage Partner

iInderstandierg Feelings of Family Members
()poling Children and Buildmg.Character
F arnily Good Times

COMMUNICATING WITH OTHERS
My Friends
,_101, Neighbors
The Art of Listening
Respecting Other People's Ideas and Beliefs

WORKING WITH OfHERFEOPLE
PropieI, Deal with for Services
People I Wiwi, with oh-the Job
People I. Work for

540
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III CONTENT CENTER: ABOUT ME AND MY MONEY

4P

PART I: ABOUT MY HOME

Module A: MANAGING MY FAMP1LY'S`MONEY
Unit 1: 't My.I ncome
Unit 2: ,Lernily Spending Plan
Unit 3: Wing My Credit Wisely
Wnit 4 Family Security Plan

Modulo B:
Unit 1
Unit 2:
Unit 3:
Unit 4.

THE 10Y OF GOOD FOOD
A Choice Casserole or Stew
Supper on the Table on Time
Meals for a Day
Wise Planning + Smart Shopping = Good Meals

Module C: BUYING GUIDES
Unit 1: How to Buy Wisely
Unit 2: "-mart Food Shopping
Unit 3: How to Buy Clothing
Unit 4: Baying Home Furnishings and Appliances
Unit 5: Satisfaction Guaranteed

Modulo D.
Unit 1:
Unit 2:
Unit 3:
Unit 4:
Unit 5:

Moduli E:
Unit 1:
Unit 2:
Unit 3:
Unit 4:

It;"
HEALTH, SAFETY AND SANITATION
Emergency First Aid
Home First Aid
Home Safety Plan
Knowing Signs of Illness "
Home Sanitation

MAKING A HOUSE A HOME
-A Man's Home is His Castle
Taking Care of the Inside
Taking Care of the Outside
How to Do-It-Yourself Repairs

PART II: ABOUT MY WORK

Module A:
Unit 1:
Unit 2:
Unit 3:
Unit 4:
Unit 5:

Module B:
Unit 1:

- Unit 2.
Unit 3
Unit 4:

Module C:
Unit 1
Unit 2:
Unit 3:
Unit 4:

HOWTO LOOK FOR A JOB
Sources of Jobs
Letters and Forms
Personal Interview
Important Job Facts
Summary for Job Hunters

HOW TO APPLY FOR THAT JOB

VO I

HOW TO GET THE MOST FROM MY JOB
My Responsibilities to the Job
My Boss's Responsibilities to Me
Getting Ahead on the Job
Laws Protecting Workers

IV CONTENT CENTER: ME AND MY COMMUNITY

NI_o_cgl I.L.A...-----)titE AND THE PEOPLE
.,

--
Unit t Of The People, By The People, For The People
Unit 2' The Declaration ,of Independence
Unit 3 Our Constitution and What it Means
Unit 4 1low We Organize to do Business in America

Modulo B:
Unit 1
Unit 2
Unit 3
Unit 4:

Module C:
Unit 1.
Unir 2
Unit 3'
Om 4.
Modulo 0
Unit 1
Unit 2
Unit 3:
Unit 4:

MY GOVERNMENT, HOW IT WORKS
In My Community
In My State
In My Country
In the World

CITIZENSHIP IS TAKING PART IN DECISIONS'
My rights as a Citizen
My Responsibilities as a Citizen
Being an Informed Citizen
Populations Pollution) Conservation)

WHERE TO GO, WHO TO SEE, WHAT TO DO
Welfare and Employment Services
Medical and Health Services
Lega?Aid Services
Leisure and Recreational Services

it'



''2. Integrated materials- designed to teach decoding and'encod-
ing skills in reference to specific coping strategies.

.

.3.. Low readability level materials developed to enhance crit-

ical and creative thinking abilities far problem-solving
relationships.

4-. Vocationa l and technical materials written on an indepen-
-. dent instructional level for upgrading employment skills

and for opening opportunities fdt new careers and upward
mobility.

5. truments designed for inforMal testing for.placement
and growthassassment,and instruments forself-;diagnos-
ing to. enhance independent study.

. No single -,publisher can.be expected to. meet all the criteria for ef-
fective software materials for adults. As .often is the case, one pub-
lishei may specialize in reading materials, another in mathematics, and
Still another In life-coping materials. Consequehtly, materials should
be closely evaluated in terms of how well they meet the specific objec-
ti esans purposes of the learner. Neff (1969) ha - 10* 4e a list of
crit a for evaluating reading mate at might be useful for this
urpose.

"Many state directors of adult baticeducation have undertaken pro-
jects, poevaluate existing adult basic, education content materials pro-
duced commercial publishers. Some evaluations include areadability

,..-'designation in terms of grade level eqdivalency. One such evaluation is
the Adult Basic Education Instructional Materials Guide (Utah, 1969).
The authors emphasize the fact that the guide, is a suggested list of some
_materials that, may be obtained for more effective instruction of adult
basic.aducation,_ The guide' includes: 1) a listing of adult basic-edu-
cation materials presently available by curriculum area, 2) names and
addresses of publishers and agencies supplying adult basic educatioh ma-,
terials, 3) sugge grade level use of materials, 4)'adult basic edu-
cation loners' evaluation of the material, 5) purchase cost per
unit, 6) rental cost per unit, 6) rental cost per unit, 7) information,
whether the materials are programmed, basal and/or enrichment; 8) wheAer

N: the materials were films, filmstrips; transparencies, or slides, the shbw-
ing time or number of items in a,package, and whether they were color or
black and white. h '

4

An excellent annotated bibliography of adult basic education materi-
als w developed by the federally funded Center for Adult Basic Educa-
tion, Evalu and Learning (LABEL, 1970). A more sophisticated ver-
sion of his bibliography has been developed by the National Multimedia
ant tffor Adult Basic Education (Montclair State College, 1971). Each
citation in tie annotated bibliography is,on individual five-by-eight
index cards.

4 ...On the following Page is a list of criteria for implementing the
instructional process. The same criteria can be applied to determing

the whole range of instructional technology.
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CRITERIA FOR IMPLEMENTING THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS (Udvari,69)

.
. What is the rang; of ability or degree of maturation

ABILITY LEVEL

PSYCHOMOTOR
CAPABILITIES

INTEREST
STIMULATION

ACTIVITY
RELATION .HIPS

CHALLENGE

ACTIVITY _
FLEXIBILITY

MOTIVATION

PROCESS .
DEVELOPMENT

CONCEPT
F ORMULAT ION

T IMEL I/TESS

COORDINAT ION/
INTEPRAT ION

CONDUCIVE '-

ENVIRONMENT .

HEALTH, SAFETY
AND WELFARE

_BEHAVIOR
MANAGEMENT

METHODS AND
MEDIA

for each learner?

Are the learners tapabe of manipulating the n-tateri-.
a Is? What is their psychomotor ability?

Will the material' and activity- s-t iitiulate the learner's
interest and increas his attention span?

Is the activity in the realm of the individual's act-
ive knowledge realm? Is the activity related to pre-
sent living experiences of the.learner,and is 'it so-

cially significant?

Is it hard enough to challenge yet easy enough.to-in-
sure' some degree of success?

4s the activity flexible enough to allow for unforseen
constraints. Does it provide for individual di!fer-
ences, giving 'the learner the feeling that the pro-
gram was designed especially for him?

Will [he activity lead to more worthy things; foster-
ing an inquiring and invest-igative attitude?

Will the activity'develop.relationships leading to
organization of experiences by locating information,
assimilating, comparing, evaluating and concluding?

.Will the learning experience embody concepts relative.
to "growing E. developing',' "decision making," and in-
teracting" which are vital for physical, mental and
social ma tur i ty?

Does the activity givelpromise=of outcomes relatively
valuable in 'life today?

lr't

Will tere be a correlation and integration with the
home, community, state, nation and world? . .

Is the learning environment conducive foi- wholesome
release of free expression and creative exploration?

Have considerations been made relative to the health,
welfare, and safety of the tearne.r?

. Wilt behavioral management considerations contribute
to the education rather than adjudicationof learners?

Are methods' and media considerations inc 1 uded in the
teaching-learning processes?
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Utilization of Hardware/Software

The utilization of hardware and software is the learning process, in
action. Effective individualized learning materials do not necessarily
require a special place, to perform the act. However, for the sake of
,meditating individual differences among many learners, specialized cen-
ters have been designed. These centers go by many names, such as learn-
ing resource center, instructional media center, learning laboratory,
multi-media center, educational development laboratories, and so on.

ssentially a center for individualized learning experiences is a
school.' Not just any kind of school. It is a unique school that is a
self-contained learning environment that provides a variety of arrange-

. ments for learning through some-form of individualized or programmed in-

struction.

One major arrangement for learning is'flexible scheduling. Since

the center is built around the idea of voluntary enrollment, it only
stands to reason that learners participate at their own timetable: come

when they can, leave when they want, return anytime they feel the urge
to know (the teachable moment), and quit when their needs have been met.

Aside from the facilitator (teacher) and learners there are three
major components of a center:

.3

1. The learning environment, i cluding such things as_non-
graded classrooms, contin ous programs, expa-ri-eliCe sta-

tions, tutorial or\per nalized interaction, and human
welfare considerat

2. The program or softviare, including such things as books,
progressive skill development materials (basal series),
multiple level kits, programmed texts and workbooks, and
correlated worktegts, diagnostic and prescriptive tests
(pretest,-curriculum-embedded, and post-test).

3. The mediation or hardware, including all types of de-
vices: manual and automated, still and motion visuals,
instruct and response audios, teaching machines and
auto-tutors, single and iptegrated mediation systems,

and branching programs, and information retrieval
systems and computer assisted instruction.

One major disadvantage of an adult learning center is that most of
them are literacy skill oriented, spe/cifically teaching the "3-1!s" from
grades one through eight. In this same regard, there are few mediated

programs designed for life-coping skill development. Moreover, therL are

few mediated programs specifically designed for adult basic education in

general. The "3-R's" in adult basic education should be ROLE, RELATION-

and RESPONSIBILITY.
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Some of the advantages of learning centers are:

flexible scheduling
individualized instruction

self-instructional systems
*self-pacing
diagnosing and self-prescribing
immediate feedback
re- usable program;

The computer (Johnson, 1970) looms as potentially the most signifi-

cant of all the products of the technological revolution because of the

range of tasks it is capable of performing. It can facilitate research,
keep records, - monitor performance, and assist in the instructional pro-

cess (p. 95). North Carolina State University has experimented with com-
puter assisted instruction (CAI) and individualized program instruction
(IPI) in their Learning Laboratory. Sherron (1969) provides an excellent

survey of instructional systems research and suggests a CAI research de-

sign for undereducated adults..

Suppes (1967) and his staff at Stanford University have attempted

to build a program for individualized instruction through three levels

of student-computer interaction. The first level is drill and practiCe

and is used to supplement the regular curriculum taught by teachers.
The second level is a tutorial system used to develop slc.11 in a given

concept The third level, still in the development st e, is the dia-

logue system. In other words, we will be able to talk seth the computer.
The time is not too distant for computer sharing from a ome telephone.

Several comprehensive guides have been developed on how to establish

and,maintain a successful learning center (University of Texas, 1971;

Superintendent of Schools, White Plains, 1969). A step-by-step outline .

is proxiided on the administration, function, and operation of a learning

-center. Also included are outlines of.goals and objective, personnel
needs, funding, recruitment, evaluation, and program redgmmendations for

software andhardware.

Summary and Conclusions

The* uniqueness.of man is his ability to extend himself. The new

emerging .instructional technology has the potential to tixtend man's fa-

cility and capacity -for- qualitative and quantitative iearainb. It is,

therefore, vital that facilitate s of learning acquire new insights into

ppoceerrelationships andthe dyna cs of technology. The new insights

will enable facilitators to:

.1.,., Design satisfying learning experiences relevant to individ-

ual and/or group purposes.

2. Define and expand their role as facilitators with respect

to the relationship between'the learner,-the'instrational
technology system, and the content to.be 1 arned.

4 jc
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3. ,Become competent in the skillful use.,andapplicat: of,in-
structional technology o the learning experience and th''e,.

needs of/individual lea ners%

Instru = nal materials pr pared for use in secured and nonsecured
settinss must be-ftpec4ally wel designed and thoroughly tested, since
both the facilitators of and the custodial agents cannot afford
the problem of illogical, irrel van , and frustrating programs.
Far too often harassed adminis ators of educe- al programs are unwit-'
tingly put into the position expedience ccepting unprovenjnstruc--
tional materials which are off red as a panacea. fre..--winstruction-
al technology dies not guarant e success in the leairiing experience. Any
instructional system is only s gOod as the individual employing it.

Adult basic education ob ectives and programs developed for correc-
tional institutions should be the same as those fqx adult learners in
the open society. The globe objective of e6cation in correctional in-
stitutions is to assist norm violators to become productive and contrib-
uting citizens,_ This can be accomplished by developing relevant educa-
tional programs that speak t. the learner's individual purposes and that
employs adjunctive technolok to enhance and expand the learning and what
is to be learned.

. The most vital conside ation for the use of instructional technology
is that the content (software) for a machine base program is more im-
portant than is the reliab'lity and versatility of t machine (hardware).
And finally, different methods work best with different learners. No

single book, series, package/kit, machine based program, ot. integrated
system is best for all, siince some learners may 14.arn best through tradi-

tional mews.
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`kfARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR
ADULT EDUCATION "IN CORRECTIONS

N .

.
. ,

Wi IN.Antell-

Minnesota Pepartnteat of Education
-. St. :Paul, Minnesota
NN,

,

"N Foreword
4

The author is an American In Ian, bornand raised onan Indian Reser-
vation in Minneson. The first eig een,years of his r fe were gpen
the White Earth-Indian Reservation in e northern:, nesota. 'He

N.
attended public ,schools on and of the Re ervation. is experience has'___

been invaluable. Most Americans cannot un stand the Complexfties of,
living in ewo'worlds,:or life styled which ev tually come'into.conflict.

.

. .
,

During the past three y ears he conducted an e erimenta, l "adult basic

education program ehtitred-"Opportunities Unlimited o *MinnetotaNladians -

Adult Basic Education". This included. programs in two rrectional insti-
tutions in Minnesota, and those, experiences have gen ate ignifica t'con-, /

elusions on reaching the-incarcerated Indiana population. _ \

-------2>-.`' 'N-
: ---;---- N \

Finally, his experience as a member of t4t Adult Corrections omnms on

which paroles, discharges, and continues incarcerated men and women 'n alt
adult correctional institutions has afforded him the oppsortunit to_ta :

with thousands of inmates. . _

, .

Brief Overview

This paper will draw upon a variety of personal experiences. It is

not intended to satisfy the highly academic who, will judge,iiOn'tfie merits,
of sound research techniques. Rather, it will'Orovide those close to the
scene some alternatives for improving ,educational experiences for men and
women who have temporarily lost'their freedom. No doubt, it will be pro--foc-'

ative and for many will only be another mechanism to do nothing. However,
there is hope and it is.in this spirit the paper is submitted.

The central theme of the paper will focus on "Flexibility for Diver-
sification."' Th- presentation is separated into fout parts. The first it
devoted to a brief overview og correctional institutions and educational
program. The second suggests A mode). for,curriculum.development. The

third offers delivetvy.systems which can be utilized with the aforementioned
'7"r-curriculum for internal ,or external use; and the final part is the sumMary.

An examination' of inmate p6pulation will .immediately illustrate va-,

riltions in the following'groups: racial of ethnic, religio6, socio-
eco omic background, .intelligence, skills, interest, education, and differ -

ence n felonies c'ommltted these'circumstances, it is obvious the



I

.

0

., innovator must come forth with plans to meet the heeds of all., .It.i

.

delight to introduce some innovations which are -long Overdue.
: --1 1

Dr. David Fogel, CommisSioner of Corrections in Minnesota, ha

tentlystated "Correceional Institutions must be part of the iota
nity':" Yet, most are still isolated and considered another wOrl by bot
thOse inside and outside the walls. Can rehabilitation really occ r when
expectations are so high when the incarcerated"regains his freedom Total
penal reform cannot b'e.realized by one specialized grpup./ It must 4c-
complished by involving the total community. Educators would be grossly
negligent if they missed this yital opportunity to use their imagination
and expertise yin participating in such a, humanitarian task. Man, in a va-,
riety of settings can expound `on theyirtues of knowledge. Alone,,it,can
he worthy and, self-satisfying to a large segment of society. Obviously;' it
has led to productive and meaningful lives to millions of Americans. On
the Other hand, countless ci izens of this great notion ha've been paralyzed
into oblivion. They are illi erate or do pot possess the skillA to maintain
a decent life. Combining know edge with; and utilization of; appropriate
:skils, no doubt, is the goal o all men. Without question our success
speaks for itself , at least if. weivalue technological deVelbpment,
'scientific achievement, etc, Thi nation as a, whole May have succeeded,
This issue wilt-be decided by the historians and future generations.

-An examination of adult basic education'in correctional institutions-
,

raises an elementary question. ,What will an 'individual be equipped-tp uti-
lize when he reachesthe.equivalent of an eighth grade education?' Obviously
the acqu4fions of basic skills at this 'level is not an end in itself. NO
'dne can be convinced adult basic education is worthy unless changes are .

.made. As a beginner, let's thrpw out the term.adat basic education: No
more rhetoric. ActLon! Let us,call it "Cooperative Basic Education." The
'client and counselor (teacher) can cooperatively outline.a sequence of.ac-
tiyities where both Icnow.uthere.they are going and how they will get there.
In no way do they stop after they have reached an eighth grade level. There
should be no program if that is the desired outcome. 3n planning,programs,
both the' client and instructionaltstaff must/clerly understand some elemen-
tdry considerdtions.:

,/'/ ,
Model for Development

,

A fair distinction in the educational enterprise may be to differen
tiate between curriculum and instruction. Such 0 distinction may suggest
that curriculum includes those things that students (or,in, our context
clients) learn, and the activities over content that are used to engage
students, Instruction may include the artful application of teaching skill.

'to bring clients to the goals of the curriculum. 'In these remarks,. the
contention is that software maynclude a precisely drawn curriculum; while
hardwaremay ineiude el;e technical pedagogical skills that direct and en-
courage clienti through a,Sequence of instructional activities toward the

doals oc that curriculum.

.
,

A.,
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The hardware can be applied: and will be effective, only tothe ex-
.

, tent that there exists carefully defined and written curricultmi. Whether
a client is to interface with a cathode ray tube, or a piece of paper,

that equipment k(the haedt;are) is useful a stifled only to the extent

that any learning the client experie s as a result of that inter-action
be related to goals of the burr um. Also, there must be carefully and
accurately defined expectati s for the outcome of that inter - action.

There are some critical dimensions of curriculum development which
are necessary 'a 'sound instructional program. in any setting. In the

setting, e penal, institution, wheire the clients are adult, many illit-

erate or eatily,kiiiterate; the di-it:tensions of curriculum are even more

crit.

A,Rentril issue in this setting is that the currtculuin be ordered to
provide` for flexibility, individual placement and individual pacing; in a
word,individualized.instruction. I am aware of the dangers of building

my .pase on what is fast: becoming, if not. already., -a hackneyed cliche on

the educational scene, namely individualized instruction. Nonetheless, I

challenge you to consider With me some genuine aspects of individualized
instruction, and the implication's for serving inmates at the nation's pri-

sons.

Criterion Referenced Curriculum

The individualized instruction program must be built from-a criterion

,referenced_curricul.um The curriculum must be defined as what clients will

learn. It is no longer' tolerable to think of a cooperative education, pro-.

gram'id terms of worn-out topics from the "Seven Cardinal Principles of

Education" (or however' many there were!),. The curriculum must be defined

as .competencies in mathematics, communication, language-arts, natural sci-
ences, and the social sciences. For example, a communication curriculum .

must begin by dcscribing as skills', what is involved in communication, and

what a person "can' do who is-a 'skilled communicator."

, ffff
i O of bommunication is reading. 'Reading involves decoding

.comprehension', vocabulary knowledge. Each of these must be defined

as "what people do." The phrase is "behavioral objective.", Depending upon
which side of that issue you may fall, reading (or any skill and learning)
is something people do; and it must be described in that way. A curriculum

cannot be adequate when it is a listing of topics, or a description of what
teachers do., The curriculum must be described as what ,the clients will
learn, and how it can be determined that students have attained those
learnings The curriculum must be .described as ,performance criteria: ,de-
scriptions of student performance related to the ,content of -the ,curriculum;

hende criterion referenced curriculum.
4

Some comment about the typical content in a cooperative education
program is appropx, iate. GOte'rally the predictable topics are included
with Mathematics, communication, naturi 1. sciences, and social 1 sciences . . We

need .6 be certain that the 'social sciences offei- an accurate portrait of
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society, to include realistic presentation of the American social order
in the sense of showing accurately the place of all members. of that so-
cial order. The communications curriculum must'incluae skills'well be-
yond reading. Clients must attain a high level competency in securing
and dealOg'with information. The curriculum must include skills well
beyond redirig. Clients must attain'a-high level competency in securing
information from listening'andreading. A communication curriculum must
equip clients with skill and confidence in communication in ca one-by-one;

vis -a -vis conversation; in small group settings and confidence in talk:.
ing before groups.

Identifying and Sequencing Instructional Activities

The building stones of a curriculum are the attainment of many skills
that lead to the final coMpetency of the curriculum. This requires a com-
plete identificati,pn of all requisite skills leading to the final curri-
culum goal, and that materials and activities be selected that will bring .

about each rAguisite skill. When requisites are identified," they are
placed in sequence so theta learning required for oneilskill precedes the
act.ivitb, associated with that skill. Sequenced activities must provide
:clients .with all skills required for the curriculumgoal. Activities
must be provided iran array as to thorodghly reinforce skills. When a
sequence of activities is completed, a total curriculum will be described
as a sequence of activities leading to a final competency. Each activity
will require a skill or knowledge frota.pre,ceding activities, and each
activity will have some clearly defined and observable Outcome. When
curriculum activities are'sequenced in thisway we are readyt8 consider
an instructional program, With flexibility, to serve every client, at a
level consistent with the client's ability.

Placement Strategy

When a curriculum is described as student performance criteria, and
the-instructional activities of the curriculum are sequenced, the instruc-
tional programmust offer,an effectI've strategy to get clients working on

.ipslruCtional tasks: Placement strategy involves an observation of client
pefformance. The work ghat .a client can do id:eompared,with the perform-
ance criteria on an instructional activity to determine the student's bey
ginning point. Information science people speak of "plUgging the student
into" the sequence of instructional tasks. For example,'..if. we 'define the

mathematics curriculum as a sequence Of two bundred unique and sequential
skills, and 'die atudent'is able to-perform the first twenty-five to cri-
teria', his instruction ,begins with task nU, mber twenty-six.

ProgresS Monitoring

Once a client -is placed in the instructional program, his progress
must be. monitored to note his success. in attaining skills called for in
the sequenced 'tasks, and to provide counset as the ,client experiences

0
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difficulty, with Some of the tasks. Essentially, monitoring involves S
'continuous information feed-hack of two kinds of information:

(a) Quantity: How much or how many instructional activities
the student.is doing and

Is the student's performance up to criteria in ,

the tasks that are completed.'

It is in thi -s progress monitoring aspect that there is possibility for
intervention by, c turally sensitive counselors, .i.e., teachers, and by',
technological, rt to record client responses to instructional stimu-
LI. In to era education as well as any.insttuceional.program, cli-
ents w engage in activities called for only to the extent that the
cons quences,to.their doing so hold some tatiSfaction to the client. The
culturally sensitive counselor can offer reinforcement in the form of
support or terpretation at points of difficulty. It should be noted
that an ind dualized instructional program does not preclude or negate

the.roleof Interested person in a "teacher - counselor role." .

The individualized instruction program begins"_wIth a clearly ed

sequence of objectives., places a learner in this sequence at a level c'on-
sistent with his existing skill, and'then offers.positive reinforcement
that is directly related to that'persohs Cultutal Orientation.and total
personality makeup. It is positive reinforcement that captures and holds
the client's inter'est. PositfVe reinforcement provides satisfaction for
.successful completion of instructional tasks and is able to keep the
student working over'clifficult tasks. Persons genuinely knowledgeable

, and sensitive to the client's culture or'ethnicmake-up are best suited
to intervene and support in this way.

.An important part of success, however, rests with the accumulation
and interpretation of information about client prcTess.x Here is where
technology (computer science) may hold great promise. One counselor is
able to'relate productiiely to many clients if the counselor,has access
to recent and summarized information about StWent ork on instructional

\,... ,tasks. Armed with such information, the -counselor can help the Client deal
wfith tasks where the student is experiencing' difficu\Ity, or encourage the

\.
client to.keep workix subsequent to-succlssfully completed tasks.

, I

. . , . .
.

,

The strongest and most useful impact of teachers' in the insfruction-
, al program, is through' the positive reinforcement an Interested teacher
.can provide to clients. reinforcement` applied through inter-,

\

4,tions with plients, not through interactions between' the teacher and
the clients' paperwork.. Psychologists suggest that th re is some rein-
forcing quality in completing a task "correctly." Social reinforcement,.

however, is, More powerful! The computor technology,can\do the analysis
of client responscS to instructional tasks,(paper.work)Ooroviding per-
formance criteria within the curriculum have beeptlearly spelled out

. 1 ,

.

'Indiidualized instruction need not be a cold, impersonal instruc-

tional approach with 'students working for:long hours it isolation, As
. \
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cr'it'ics of individualized instruction purport. Individualized instr
tion,.when accdrately'carried,out, means an in"structional program,that
is* sufficiently,flexible to serve the uniqueness of every/individual i
tide iiistru&ional,program. The instructional tasks provide seque ed
activities to bring that individual to the competencies of the rricu-
lum. The role of the'teacher in anfindividutotted instructi nal approach
involves generally two funCtions:

(1) Diagnosis: A - Identifying the skill/knowledge level of
-. the client in order to accurate-lyplae-
' the client in the sequence Of instruction-

,
al tasks; -and

(2) Reinforcement: Provide positiVe social reinforcement for
the client to keep the client working in
the sequence and assist with difficulties
the clientexpetiences.

The second function of the teacher is often extended to include some
dimension for small group interaction between 'teacher and client. I

stress interaction, as contrasted to "teaching" in the traditional sense'
which usually involves a teacher "talking at" students. The more tradi-
tional orientation or teacher role is one of dispensing information to
clients. With the invention of the printing press, TV, the central role
of the teacher should np longer be "talking" or lecturing at clients.
The teacher'srole that involves interaction' with clients is one in which
the teacher serves as expedjtor or as impetus for interaction over curri-
culum content as clients haye a common information base. This activity
is particularly relevant in the social sciences. In the social sciences
Clients can extend insight from common information bases as they interact
over issues, ideas, and aspects'of the social milieu.

Mastery

A fundamental notion to the criterion referenced curriculum is that
the curriculum is defihed.as what clients learn. Mastery suggests that
the major concern is.for'client mastery of curriculum gdals. Mastery
means the attainment of learnings.- Mastery does not depend ongime as

in a traditional course. The cooperative education curriculum is not a
"course of study" that."teachers---teach," that clients "take" for a pre-
scribed.time period of a semester, quarter or year. The client has com-
pleted the course when he has mastered the skills or knowledge of the cur-
riculum; the time dimension is a function of that client's uniqueness in
dealing with the activities. Heaven knows most adults in Renal institu-
tions have one thing In great quantity, namely time.

Delivery Systems

Now that certain strategies have been suggested, let us now look at
some delivery, systems. All curricula have diverse opportunities for
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implementation. Individualized instruction for mastery can be delivered
by radio, television, video tape, and recordings. Learning experiences
basically revolve around the teacher and client; however, hardware can
expedite and broaden the opportunities. However, to utilize the media
in this manner, careful consideration must be accorded to the development
of an overall strategy whichcan-provide worthy cooperative Learning ex-
periences.

The strategy in developing curriculum (software) outlined earlier
must focus on issues which are important.to the client. Learning experi-
'ences.of man can no longer be relegated totally to decisions by the teach-
er. Education must be meaningful and productive. This is especially im-
portant for incarcerated men and women. They must be involved in this
process. Make them feel learning is for them, not what others perceive
their needs to be.

It must be acknowledged the, aforementioned discussion will relate
primarily to internal use. This obviously means correctional institu-
tionstions will have to re-establish their priorities. The shift from strong
custody practices to rehabilitation has obviously begun. However, the
over-reaction to clinical observations and practices has once again
placed educational training to a secondary status. Resources, staff and
time must be provided adequately. What has been suggested may be costly,
but if society is committed, and I believe they are, resources will be
provided and applied.

The vast array of resources outside the walls Myst be utilized. It
is time to use them. Several goals can be achieved if men andfwomen would
be permitted to leave the institution. They could learn a trade, pursue
cooperative learning experiences, be gradually phased back into society.
And more important, it would require community involvement and support.
Incarcerated men and women should be allowed to attend other public in-
stitutions away from the correctional institution. Why not let them at-
tend the public school system, vocational schools, colleges or universi-
ties? Can we utilize on-the-job training for the incarcerated no matter

owhat the achievement level? We must experiment with programs outside the
walls. No doubt the screening process will have to be carefully imple-
mented, because all felons should not be afforded this opportunity out-
side the institution. The media with carefully planned curriculum can
accomplish the task for serious offender. What incarcerated individuals
need is understanding and respect. The large numbers of men and women
who I have talked to as a parole board member, have convinced me that
their over-riding fear is not being respected and understood. Many have
admitted to their illiteracy. However, the Jthods and procedures of
upgrading their basic skills has left them cold and unmotivated.

The media in a variety of forms can provide exciting and meaningful
experiences to the client. Every correctional institution should have
well established and up-to-date library or media centers. That is not

to suggest material which is traditionally selected by a librarian, but
media they are interested in. .Best seller novels, and current.litera-
ture which is popPlar .reading, will, no doubt,_ motivate better reading

. t33
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and interpretive skills. Ttle diversified interests of all groups can be
accommodated if they have access to materials reinforcing'their pride
tlid dignity. All mankind has a desire to search for identity, and it
behooves the institution to respond accordingly. The library should not
be confined to one location. 'Mini-libraries or resource centers should
be spread throughout the institution where it can be readily utilized.

In these few remarks, I have attempted to describe an approach to
the cooperative education curriculum Serving inmates. I have suggested

that the curriculum of this prbgram must be defined as skills and know-
ledge that clients attain, and those attainments are reached by way of
sequenced instructional tasks, building one by one to the final competen-
cies of the curricula.

The role of technology is to serve as information summarizing for
teachers, to provide summaries of client responses, both in quantity
of work that clients do and in quality of work completed." The "hardware",
can only serve the "software." The computer can summarize and report
on1)4 on those programs it holds, and can report client programs against
performance criteria that is programmed into the - machine. It is for the

role of the teacher to offer positive reinforcement, culturally sensitive,
to each, client. Positive reinforcement for work completed to criteria,
and positiv, reinforcement that will keep students working over diffi-

Cult tasks. The cooperative education program I espouse is a criterion-
reinforced curriculum for mastery. A curriculum that is described as
criteriafor client performance, and built with sequenced tasks that al-
low for mastery by all clients, without regard for artificial and arbi-
trary time blocks for completion of work. The curriculum is built to ac-

commodate the uniqueness of every'client.

Deliver _systems, whether inside or outside must be flexible. If

the institution cannot provide worthy educational experiences internally,
business, industry and educational institutions externally must be uti-
lized to meet the growing demands for the incarcerated man.

We must explore ways and means to apply tlyese dimensions to the co-
operative educational needs of men and women in correctional institution,.
It is not_sb much to request and consider these concepts as a beginning
but rather, as a continuation of an overwhelming responsibility. We must

remember that we can speak of cooperative education with the tongues of
men and angels, but if we do not affect a realistic approach that will
benefit these adults, we are sounding brass and tinkling cymbals.
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HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FOR ADULT BASIC RUCATION IN CORRECTIONS
I .

John M. McKee
Rehabilitation Research Foundation

. 'Elmore, Alabama

c

Educators for years Piave talked a game of indiVidualized learning-
now they're doing something about it! Previolisly they didn't know yle
rules of the game; they didn't have the instructional materials and e-
quipment to accomplish it; and, they lacked administrative and financ
support for innovative changes in, the way People acquire, basic educ tion,
skills.

Potentially effective "hardware" (teaching macttines, multimedia in
structional equipment) and "software" (paperbound texts and*viSuals) have
been around for better than ten years; but only in the past three years .

have we learned how to raximize their use and how to evaluate them. Adult

educators have now arrived at some definite criteria for the.use and as-
sessment of hardware and software in adult basic education programs.

The process by which educators developed a feasible way to system-
atically dmploy the hardware and software followed a series-of sequential
steps. A most significant and fundamental task was that of establishing
behavioral objectives for an adult basic,

student

program* which re-
quired a clear statement ps to what the tudent should be able to do as
a result of having been taught. Accomplishing this task led directly to
an individualized assessment of the learner's deficiencies. The next

step involved selecting materials and devising learning-management stra-
tegies that remedied these deficiencies. The final job was to devise ways
of evaluating learner progress and achievement. Too quickly sum up the
various stages of development-from establishing behavIoral objectives to
devising ways of evaluating learner progress-oversimplifies the extensive

y.work that has gone into developing what is rapidly becoming a truly au-
thentic learning system.

A learning system, in its best form, is a highly structured way of
accomplishing a broLl educational objective for all who are processed
through it. Frequently called'an individuially prescribed instructional
system--or IPI--its principal objective is to pinpoint and correct aca=
demic deficiencies as determined, usually, by a normative diagnostic test.
The system, contains built-in controls over its operation, e.g., criterion-
referenced tests, recording of individual and group performance, and sys-
tematic motivational procedures.The student's performance is almost
continuously monitored, thereby allowing a learning manager to make peri-
odic checks on an individual learner at any time. In addition to provid-
ing desirable individual evaluation, such feedback provides the learning
manager corrective information for the overall system's improvement and

further development.

The heart of the IpI,System is the instructional materialsthe soft-
ware with which the learner interacts. To achieve maximum learning
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effectiveness, instructional products should lend themselves to individ-
ualization by allowing self-pacing by the student, active responding, fre-
quent and immediate feedback on learning progress, and sequential arrange-

.

ment of the subject matter into optimum learning steps.

Programmed,instructional products best meet these criteria (McKee,
1971). Conventional textbodks, in contrast, liardly permit individuali- _

zation, rather they promote a less effective method of teaching which
often becomes a lock-step process. Moreover, to accomplish the objec-
tives of individualized instruction using cdhventional textbookscon-
sideyable tutorial assistance must be provided to the.student. This fact
does not, however4 preclude the use of good non-programmedmaterials;.
there are gaps in programmed materials, e.g., in current events, that
can only be filled by other means.

Except for some gaps-in special areas, programmed instructional pro-
ducts 'are'overwhelmingly available on the coffimercial market. The Hender-
shot bibliography (1968) lists hundreds ,f programs in dozens of subject
areas,- and more are pouring off the press daily. The, problem facing the
adult basic educator.is one of selection. This task is time-consuming,
complicated, and expensive and can be best performed by those learning
centers which are sensitiv to the need fot evaluation-by-tryout. Cata-
logs and listings, even of_national clearinghouse, offer little by way
of critical evaluation of the materials they list so this task usually
goes unattended. Some federal agencies, such as. the U. S. Office' Of Edu-
cation, and some universities which collect educational materials, peri-
odidally release evaluation reports frequently recorded on checklist forms
containing useful but insufficient data Nor are state departments of
education of great help. Frequently they approve materials without .the
benefit of tryout and adequate sampling of materials available often
times within the constraints of politics and the pressures of product
salesmen. Meanwhile, instructional products continue to be publiSlied at
an ever-increasing rate.

Hopeless? Not quite. Administrators of adult basic education pro-
grams can be equipped to recognize and reject products that cannot fit
into an individualized program. They can use a number of available re-
sources, such as catpiog listings, evaluation reports, clearinghouses;
regional and state 111sarning'centers,.-and Area'Manpower Institutes for
Development of Staff. The,adult education director should also subscribe
to certain publications that can help him to stay abreast of-advances in
instructional products. Notable among such -journal,s and magazines are
"Educational Technology, Training ,inBUsiness and Industfy", and the NSPI
Newsletter. A listing of resources and-publications in adult bapic edu-
cation is attached to this paper.

. .

Toward Better Software

Many programmed instructional 'products are dull and colorless. They .

soem to be written hY.pcople whose only concern is to break all_content
down- into "small steps". --no matter that the student'is crushed by the

-
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monotony of it all. Such programmed texts are replete with simpleminded
"copy frames" (Markle, 1969) requiring the learner of English usage to
respond merely with the missing noun, verb, or adjective of the'state-
ment. Some programmers even have a "system" for "holing" at sentence,
leaving out a noun first, then a verb, and finally an adjective orad-
verb.

While such programs can teach fairly effectively, learning adult
education skills can be enhanced considerably by the extensive use of
graphics, humor, color, and. variety of style. When instructional materi-
als are prepared with the effective use of these features, motivation
or reinforcement becomes intrinsic, encouraging less dependence upon ex-
trinsic or "synthetid" reinforcers. Most unimaginative programs follow
a "linear frame" format and may contain thousands of sequenced statements
with one or more blanks to be filled in by the student, usually on a sep-
arate sheet of paper. Shorter linear programs, requiring less than two
hours to finish, are far better than the lengthy ones in that they give
the student'a quicker sense oftask completion and thus prevent the over -
whelming feeling that there is no end in sight.

While linear programs constitute perhaps over'86 percent of all a-
vailable programmed texts, a superior format is becoming increasingly
common ortothe market. It combines the -best features of the linear;struc-
ture, e.g., prompting of responseso fading of cues, and shaping of the
repertoire; liberally employs graphics and other forms of art work; and
contains student validation data. Some of these'types,of Txograms,
those of the Rehabilitation Research Foundation, follow the "Mathetical'---
system of behavioral analysis (Gilbert, 1962) and are characterized by _

branching, discrimination and generalization training, and the-require-
ment of student-constructed responses.

Vast numbers of programmed instructional products only require the
student to discriminate between the correctness of one,stateMent,or_word
and another. These multiple choice discriminations are characteristics
of intrinsic branching programs and many teaching.machine'programs which
require the student to push one of several, buttons for the correct re-
sponses. Since this format is rigidly locked ih no allowance can be
made for constructed responses, even though they may-be'obViously needed.

In summary, there are an increasing number of giSbd software pro-

grammed texts appearing on the commercial market. Some have been pre-

pared using, behavior science principles. Some are flexible enough to

permit individualization of instruction. The lengthy programs of the
past are-being replaced by shorter ones that permit a-quick sense of
task completion. Some programs of quality generate high interest, even
excitLment,in learning. Most programmers have s9 thoroughly mastered
the process-of establishing behayioral objecties that this operation can -

be hidden. More variabke.stylv, the. use of eblor, and improved layout

are common the the fetter -programs.
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Instructional Hardware I

During the middle '60's teaching machines flourished.-,Since 1968
there has been a steady decline, except for cOmputrs, in their purchase,
and use. any are sitting in 'storage closgts. New personnel taking .over
programs are surprised to discover: them and ask Why they aren't being put

, 0to use..c. . ..
.

. -.
. Th_e answer is known by anyone having lived through this era-. "-First, ,

__ machines'wereCanStrudted-byL.engineers and sold by manufacturers -cwho knew
little abobt how' people learned. These eritrepreneurS.merely want to cash
inon the "educa innal revolution." When educ.ators asked the salesmen
how manyerogram existed for-them,,beyond the demonstratipn'one, they a

quickly'learpedlo say; -"The best thing about this machine is, that you
can write your own progra =fill in the instructional gaps as 'you' see

A-..fge.7 more machines e sold by this gimmicky .statement. Then
the user discovered how expensive and how punishing it was to "Write your'
own." At, that poInt, machines, programmed instruction, and the education
revolution were shelved, and wowave of cynicism set in. At this time, too,
-software prdduction came Close to shutting down. Programming firms that
had started up one month folded the next. They discovered programs were
toO expensive to deVelop, validate, and market. The educator-was,also
,experiencing dif4culty in gettfhg students to complete programs; a moti-
vational problem that wasn't to be solved-until geople like Home (1968)
Made their contribution.

-

The simple truth of the matter was, that teaching machines =were re-
cognized for what they really were: expensive page turners that cost
"entirely, tdo much to start with and later to keep in repair. If they ,

could:track and recNd student responses nd progress, they might replace
a clerk charged. with that responsibility.

During this period, the super teaching machine--the computer-lai
being tried Out in a .number of experimental-demonstration projects through-,
out the nation. The enormous expense of computer-assisted instruction
(CAI) prevented:its widespread use. Moreover., as was the case with the
early teaching machines, the programs that went into tte computer were
of a short, demonstrational sort. And when more programs were written,
they were not exchangeable between,one make of computer and another.

But the cost of CAI has come down. For exampie,.a terminal computer
can now be purchased,for less than $2,000, and this terminal can be:put
on line with one or more othercomputers_at a cost between $200 and $600
per month. But then'there is always a maintenance,bill due qudtterly, .

CAI has particular Value for special,instructional purposes. For
example, computers have,great value in the tiaining,of physicians. for
they'can simulate mediell cases which the student may never encounter in-
the clinics or-hospital where he receives his practicum training,. ,But.'

. . with regard to CAI knpjrison educationn&programs, it is'somethingnot to
expect, or even aslfor. .

.
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What Hardware is 'Appropriate for Adult Basic Education?

If you have functioning teaching: machines an4 prograMs for them,

use them. Students will learn. There is nothing intrinisically "bad"

aboUt these machines. They don't "mechanize" the student .or teacher or

the le arning Process. Nor do they promote "dehumanization," certainly -'.
not to the extent that lock-step, talk-down instruction is likely to..

An area where hardware is all-but-required in adult basic 'educati'on
is in- the teaching of reading_ Visual aids, tape recorders, pacers,_and'
tachistoscopes are essential if the extensive use of tutors is to be.a-

voided. Even in the best reading labs, tutorial instruction and close
monitoring will be necessary, but equipment can save considerable expeflee
and time matters,of great importance to correctional adult basic educa-

iii

tion programs.

The Integration of Hardware and Software
into an Adult Basic Education System

Equipment and software programs are but two--albeit crucial--instruc-
tional contingencies in an individualized adUlt basic education system.
Other important Contingencies concern the individualization process, pin-
point diagnosing of deficiencies, for example, and the maintenance ofa
high level of accurate, responding behavior, ,generally called motivated

behavior.

Contingency Management -Techniques

-,- The contingent Telationship between.the materials and equipment, the

response to them, and the consequences that f011ow is a special domain of

educational technology'called "contingency management' (Hommaet
'1968a, 'Clements; & McKee, -1968):

- Contingency. management is defined as.the systematir arrangement of

reinforcing consequences,of behavior, the objective of which; when ap-

plied to educational setting's, is. to achieve increased student performance.

A contingency manager attempts to produce better:student performance by

establishing clear and dependable relationships between educational be-

havior, e.g.,'rate of learning 44 aceuracy.of responding,"and the bunk-

diateliresults of, that behavior.

Contingency Contracting. One cor4ingency-managemeht technique that

Was been -successfully emplOyed in'many settings, including corrections,

is the "performance" or "contingency contract." A contingency contract

is a cleat,- specific, and fair statement of the. expectadcies of two par-

ties---.the Student and the.learning.manager. It is a statement of con-

tingencies, namely, "If, you ao this, you will got this." t' is a' state- .

mend of work to be .performed, usually in a given period of time. The

contract can bC viewed as a stinu)us leading to,a response followed.by a

5 '7.
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consequence. Thus, it has the power to control behavior and at the 'am
. ,

.time to reinforce. it. ReinTorcement occurs upon task completion and the NN
reporting by the student and manager (on the contract) of'the fact that

Vthe task has completed.
.i.

'The contingency, contract (see attached sample) may permit the learn-
ing mangger to administer "points" contingent upon contract performance
and complJtiSn. Theses point's have a "cash-in" value,-backup reinforcers,
for money or privileges.

A contract is broken down into 'small segments or units to be mastered
or adhieved. Each unit_has:a value i its own right and can be viewed as
.a subcontract. The,gompletion'of the unit also provides a sense of "task.:,
completion" to the student--a ppwerful cer in itself. When the
ce,dltions of the contnactiore not met; there may be negative consequences,

i,

'else ,4*sp sibility and commitment Tbill not be taught or taken seriously.

Progress Plott s. Another contingency-management technique is the
p ogress plotter, an example of which is the Efficiency Quotient (E. -Q1)
i_raph (attached) developed by the Experimental Manpower Laboratory for
Corrections at Draper Correctional Centpr. The E.. Q. is derived by di-
viding the number of module tests passed by the number taken, times, 100.
This percentage, obtained for the sum tests oreach contract, is then
plotted on graph paper. The E. Q. not only provides a.quick reference
for performance, but the student can also be reinforced by maintaining
the line on the graph--the 'efficiency line"--at a certain level, say,
at the 85 peretnt point.

mp.
,,.

The above 'contingency-management procedures are but a couple examples
of many md"re procedures "which are available or that can be devised. -The

..
essential point here is that an effective and efficient IPI Sy4em has
built into it some systematic approach to contingency management. All
three variables require thoughtful handling. Thus, careful selection of
stimulus materials and equipment, of tTe response mode (rate, accuracy,
duration) and of reinforcing consequences (money or gtivileges earned,
progress feedback procedures), all,must be dealt with iri a syStematic
fashion for efFective learning. Less attention need be giVen to'provid-
ing "synthetic" or extrinsic reinforcersLifthe IPI System is well struc-
tured and the materials themselves are intrinsically motivating, that is,
iflthey are interesting and stimulating and meet a need of .the learner
.which is

6)
o ious to him. A student in a vocational, class in bricklaying,

for exam le, readily seeks the skill in basic math which alloy him to
determine such things as how many bricks and how much time will be re-.
quired for him to complete a job.

.Still, the use of synthetic reinforcers may be necessary. Remember
the fact that, fort offenders, basie,education.was ad earfy.source of re-
peated failure and punishment--a condition they sought to relieve by a-
voiding school. ,So; it rs frequently necessary to'provide extrinsic re7
inforcers in order to generate motivation or interest: As a matter of
fact; the offender may never "like" to learn adult,basic education

.
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but the use of contingeucy-management techniques will at least get him
"thrOugh" the material he must acquire.

,

Though a liarticutat'learner may never really "like" to learn, it is,
of course, true that the'more powerful the reinforcer ihemore work that
will be generated: - One 'expetiment -(de Risi,',1971) being conducted now
seeks to link parolewitb points earned in baSis_education and with other
contingencies as well. ,Correctional educators' shot-it'dfind it very inter--

1k' estingto see howperformance-Contingent parole, indorporatim basic edu-
cation, is achieved. The significant fact here, of course, is tha
step has been taken into one of the most Ctuciil problems of corrections -

-

c..reating a clear, realistie4 and functional relationship between what
takes place."inside" prison :and what goes on "outside." This problem
faces adult basic education programs in corrections as much as any other
kind of In-pr,ison training program.

Adult Basic Education Should Not Exist in a Vacuum

More -often than not adult basic education is taught' without any' at-

tempt to relate it to the vocational goals of adults -- whether they are in-
mates.in a prison or students in.."tree-wOrld" adult basic education pro-

grams. Yet; adult basic education classes flourish at night in high
schools in every community in the'natlop., If the'trUth be known, Most

free-world students attend these classe'sifor two basic reasons: to get

a GED certificate, and to.overcome,feelingeof,tnLerior4ty for having
dropped out of school. These reasons are not strong enough'in themselves'
for inmateg'y attend prison classes for long. They recognise the'"pho- '

.niness" and:unrelatedness of the requirement of the GED artificate to
get and maintain a job, but they seek a GED because they are srapp d like

their free-world counterparts. : 4 4

The regretfhl thing about the whole matter Is thatadult basit'edu-
cation programs, because theiTtstructors come from the-Middle-cla,
college-striving culture, know little ,about the world/of.Weril and' thve

little work expriencc other than teaching: And it is for these-,teasons

that they can't very well relate basic education, skills to bUying and.
selling.;, working .14bn Auto mechanic, or applying measurement tb constt4o--

tion work.
.

This same criticism holds for many prison educators throughout the
country; for they teach the rulesQf.gramMar as ifthey were the end-all,
perCentages and decimals with few2Amples of realtiffe Applications,
and science that will never.be applied. So what is the important'Objec-
tive in prison adult basic education programs, honestly?. A,CiP certifi-

.eate is a "meal ticket," a "pie'ce of'papQr society says you ought to
. I

have," a-symbol of accomplishment. It's phony all right. .4

And what roly do Adult basic education' materials and equipment play
in this "Mickey Mouse' game? The publishers and machine makers reinforc

the .mile Takers. 'Ever body is on the bandwagon to promote the QED as the

sine qt non of all goo ,
honest,, free people, as a rite of passage to

many sine things of society.
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up'

Ho an -gration of life goals and occupation ttai
porated int he-eUrric4lum of a basic education. eaT-' g center? Two
.steps are required. Fi'rs't, a task anal..,5..s"'Of occupaLiOn must be
done, which process will reve.,11-whh-- lit:ati:O-S is are required
for which occupation e sec rre involves two' perations, namely

, cirriculum devel ment and intrid-Ualizing the instruction for each stu-
// gut according to tRe occupation he is either training for or interested

°in. These tasks are onerous, time.consuming,and quite technical. The
ne_gd is-tibt of course limited to correctional training; the need is na-
tionwide for nearly all adult basic education programs.,

Many adult basic education instructors work' fairly closely with vo-,
cation 1 trainers on this matter. They conTerAyiith dach other in both
g.ri al and specific ways with regard .to melting the basic education

eds of the occupation and the specific deficiencies. of individual stu-
, dents., This is good; but it doesn't go far enough. A national, well.

funded effort is'teuired. The logical group to sponsor such an endeavor
is the federal,government, perhaps the U., S. Office of Education. The
Sooner the bettr,

Summary and Conclusio

-Little.attention was deliberately given to consislo.rgiioe-nf the pri-
soner as a special type of learner with peculiar stles of learning or
as one requiring unusual instructional materials and equipment. To haVe
done other wise would have, I believe, fjurthered the notion that the of-
fender is different from the. rest of thy- "human popu4ation and that law-
'ful "contingencies of reinforcement" kinner, 1968) imply do not apply. .

Such is happily not the case.

. r
Certainly an IPI Systeth in adult basic education must be tailored

to a special situatiop'Such as a correctionar setting, and certainly re-
inforces wili; rname respects, ,differ froth those 'available in free-so-
ciety settings.- /tit an important' fact to remember when we are discussing
current achirOasic education programs, is-that tIlev, as well as nearly
all Other ii-prisbn Cr4ining programs, are not static, rather the entire
complex of training programs is moving -towarl.the long-range goal of bring-

ing the tiao worlds of prison and free'society together. As prisons and
the activities that go on in them beiinto more and more simulate the
generat.ndtur,e of free; human society, then will prisonqife and prison
training begin to shed its,,,aetifice and begin to *approach its goal of
preparing men-for functional, independent, and productive lives beyond
-uthe
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F

Homme, L. D. T. Contingency management and motiva.tiorl.'

Society"or Programmed Instruction Journal, 1965, 4},
14-16.

Homme, L. E., & Csanyi, A. P. Contingent-y-c-witazting-a system for mo-

tivation management in education. Albuquerque: ;Behavior Syltems

Division; Westinghouse Corporation, 1968.
.

Markle, S. M. Good frames and bad-a grammar of frame writing (2nd-ed.):

New York. Joht Wiley,& Sons, 1969.

McKee, J. M. Materialsrand technology of adult basic education-for cor-.

rections. ,NSPI Journal; 1971, X(5), 8-1.
4 41'

McKee, J, M. Contingency management in a correctional institution,
Educational Technology, 1971, 11(4), 51-54.

.

Skinner, B., ,'The technology of teaching'. New York: Appleton-Century-

Crofts: 1968. '

List of Resources
forAdult Basic Education

Catalogs ad Guides
,..

Hendershot, C. D. -Programmed learning, a *bi ybliograph of programs and

prestntation 4pvices. Bay City, Mic : Carl H. Hendershot (Sup-
,

plementedY. .,
. , .

. 4 .

.

. ; tf z."'

The catalog come iff
.

two volumes7" Th arions available Programmed
.instructional matetials are listed-by ject i'n ode v ldthe and by pub-'

Iisher in the other. each volump also gives the appro,imate'dumber'nf'

hours, require4 for completion, the' number of krainesin the 'program, the
grade level, list -prices, and "other infotmation" for each entry. .

I-

The catalog is intended to encourage selective and proper u..44

filprogrammed learning or programmed sttuction. Th listings c1.6 no
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''constitute a recommendation regarding quality or adherence to princ,iples
of programming.

Automated education handbook'. Detroiti, Automated Eduction Center
(Supplemented).

A basic reference book in eight sections, headed as follows: (1)

General, (2) Programmed Instruction, (3) Latiwaage Laboratories, (4) Com-

puterrzed Educational Technology, (5) Administrative, (6)'Curricular
Considerations (7) Dniversity4Computer Centers, and (8) Appendices.

The "Automated Education Letter," published monthly, contains in-
r formation on the latest developments in the field, ew devices and ma-

chines, new instructional techniques and materials, conference and con-.
ventions to be held in the near future, and programs that have inslij...tutecl

new techniques, media, and methods of instruction. (A service of Auto-

mated'Education Handbook.)

Programmed instruction guide. Newburypor.t; Mass: Entelek IncofpOrated
..J(Supplemente0. i-,

,-
.7"..,".

,Tho'guide gives "recommendations for report ing the effectiveness of
programmed instruction materials," a list of bibliographies of programmed

-teaching material, a list of periodicals,:a,list of publishers, a list of
program devices, a coded index of programs, and a "data bank."

Journals and Publications
j

E. .2

. r
lc .

,Newsletter and quarterly of the National Societyjor Programmed Tastruc-

tion. Washington, D. C.: Catholic Upiveriitjr.

( .

Reports the-use and development of programmed instruction' in busi-
ness, industry, the governmental services, and add levels df education.

. %
(

Educational technology. Englewood Cliffs, N. J..: Educational Iechno-'
,

logy Publications, Inc

Articles.on ,new materials and techniques oriented to schools, in-
dustry; and higher education.

Tfaining,in business Sand industry. New York: Gellert Publishing Corp.

Articles on training practices, techniques, materials and equipment:
Includes articles on programmed instruction.

Educate. . New Yo rk: Gellert Publishing Corp.

A magazine ior,America's educational leaders. Articles on new Ta-

terials, eduiationnl media; and 'instructional'develgpments7including
programmed instruction.
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-Audio= w,A1 communications review. Wa'Aingtbn, D. C.: Department of
InsCruction. National Education Association.

ArtiO1 rid reviews of publications of interest to those Wing
'pro ;instruction.; -Vol. ,1%, No. 1, Spring, 1966, was devottd to
rogrammind.

Audio- visual instruction: --Washington, D. C.: Department of Audio-Visual
Instruction. National Education Association.

A wide range of articles --with information regarding educational me-
dia, ,materials, techniques, and instructional developments.

Research in Education. Washington, D. C.: National Center for Educa-
tional Co unication, 0-fice of Education, U. S. Department of
Health, Ed ation, and Welfare.

Ma*

A monthly abstract jourrial announcing recently completed research
and reports in the field of education.

Agencies and Organizations
e

AdtPlt Education Associption of.U.S.A.
1225 19 Street, Northwest
Washington, I): C. 20036

Area Manpower Institute for Development of Staff (AMIDS)
One located in each of the following cities: Montgomery, Ala.,

WaShingt&n, D. C., ProxT,ide-nce, 'R. I., Detroit, Mich., Portland, Ore.;
Los Angeles, Cqlif., Oklahoma City, Okla.

AMIDS provides technic-al assistance and staff development/
.

ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult Education /-Syracuse University
SyracuSe, New York 13210 ///

,e,

ERIC Clearinghouse On Educational Media and TechnOlogy
Stanford University' /

StWor-d, California 94305

.-Division:oTAdult'Education
-11..._$,iDlitc:.of Education
Depaiaitn 1 Health, Education, and Welfare
Wa'shington, D. C.

Experimental Manpower Laboratory SovCOrreCtions-
Rehabilitation Research Founda on
OmOrse, Alabama 36025

"6"6
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Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory-
500 Lindsay Building
710 Second Avenue, Southwest
Portland, Oregon 97204'

U. S. Bureau of Priscrrt-S'
HOLC Building
101 Indiana Avenue, Northwest
Washington, D. C. 20001

I
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EARDWAR AND SOF RE SYSTEMS FOR ADULT BA IC EDUCATION

4

C. Donald Weinberg
Mercer CoUnty Community .College

Trenton, New Jersey

-In 1968, a survey of research in: learning systems, entitledJowards

A Significant .Difference (US.O.E., 1968), examined all research in
methods of instruction, and cut across all acadefid areas. 14 concluded;'

that method of instruction did not affect either -quarity or the;quantity .

of learning in any disCineMethod8 choSen indluded standard classroom
presentations, contract education and programmed instruction, each.lilf-
erally interlaced pith acvariety of- technology: This study, and an ear-
lier study at the University cicMichigan Fave ben used as'a 14sis for
regarding learning innovation-as-an4ndication of sincerity -on the part
of education, bul.as an effort'with onry-"locar implications at best.

:4

There are two lallac4s inherent in both-sludies: .

-1. Neither has examined"content. It may have been that
whelever,he method of,insthictibno? the technology
used, the content itself was af such a nature that it
a priori prohibited learning.

perceneages of- .suck sful learners remaine stable': but

the populations -,e,', 'Noy have 'varied.. t a book

-method.of instruct, on ..... television infor-
mation\qn an Operimental basi the ize of the-gToup%
of successful learners as appear to be the same in eath...

case., -However, the2YiSua learner" who' could not learn'

via -t-h-e---b-075R-TiaTbeing educat d biteleVision, but the

'book learner" was now Tairiirg:--t.
..... . ..

These.sEinti-es are invaluable
Y
'however not for the fict of their

ostensib-le results, bu6because they haVe given direction to future .

effort.

The Ed ational. System
MIlarN

4-

Basic: a system is a group of procedures and serateg-i-eflo
achieve a given . It essentially is the res t of careful considera-
tion, and is an amalg. ion of the best. methods c bre of achieving a
"part objective'." In educa n, "systems," unfortunat ,,has generally
come to mean self -paced instuctiOfir4f, ont sort or anothe , The only
aft .:hernativeSere=are that the learner can control, he rate at which he ,

..

N
wishes to pxoreed as well as the pumberof times h may repent:

5 3 4
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Self-paced instruction is not a true system; it is rather,a -single
method, albeit one which permits a certain degree of latitude: Since
it has beep demonstrated, at Purdue, among others, that rather than pp- --,.._. .

pealing,to the less motivated student, the highly motivated student takes
,

t
adv tage of self-pacing. At Purdue in the Basic Biology course, the

, aye ge "A" student spent 3.8 hours in the learning laboratory; the "B"
student, 3.2 hours; the "C" student, 2.7 hours; the "D" student, 2.1 .

the "F" student, 1.5 hours. It seems that this strategy alone
does not re ve the problem of the under- achiever - -the most likely can-

hours;

di-at% for adul ,basic education.

The. Linear

. One variety, and an'.improvement, of self-paced learning is-the lin-
ear concept of programmed instruction. It is basedon the Skinner theory
of'Stimulus-Response-Reinforcement: the stimulus is the question; the
,response the answer; and the reinforcement, the correct answer--Whether
it corrects or confirms the'student's answer. When the program is prop-
erly written, each frame, an individual question, gives-such small incre-

,

meats in learning that success.is 'almost guaranteed. Errors can be cor-
rected just by going back to a few,previous fraMes and:repeating.

On the surface, it would appear that the program °would be a panacea.
However, ,studies here have shown that the program is effective for both
the low and high end,of tile learning curve, but tends to be less effec-
tive towards the center. It also tends to be effective wit the, most

basic or" most xote kinds df learning, as it does not perMit Consideration
of non-incladed alternatives.

The Bzanclied Program

-
- The Branched Program'is self-paced with small inerements, and is

also based on't'he Stimulus-Response-Reinforcement concept. However, it
adds in two 'areas:

Paeing.. There.generally are key questions.whiCh' when

)
e answered corPectly, enable the 'student to skip apart

of the program and go on to the next key question.

2. Reinforcemen When questions are incorrect ly answered,.
the student \ diagnosed ccord,ing to the nature of his
,....error and rcferred to a "sub-p ram" specific to his
type -of error. Here tile: student ight have four differ-
ent incorrect responses, each'oC wlich can be dealt with
as a.separate concept6a1 rehrientatiqn.

Fhc firanc4ted Program has an advantage it; that the student is enabled
,to skip whole areas of strength (linear programming assumes just go ,

faster) and points upare.as of 1,7,akness. Weak areas are not dealt with
by ImFl supplvin a correctionC0 be.memorizd, but by providing the

5.85 .,
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rationale and the specific detail necessary for reinforcement requirqd
in areas of greater' analytical content. ;

The disadvantage of this method is, simply its size and lomptical
difficulty.' The less able.-cstudentis diseouraged by a consider'Wble

manipulative task. The average and bright student,howeveT, appears to
do well

.

Indiv
w
lly Prescribed Instruction (I.P.I.)

. .. . f N
4 Individually Preacribed Instruction is a true system. It combine

learning packages and a diagnostic placement and follow-up testing pro-

cedure. A student is initially tested to detexmil.e aptitude and ability
-- levels. A reasonable set of interim gdals are established and an initial.

""`---,..., package is prescribed fOr him with weighted learning emphasi
,

,

After each package is "-Ompleted" a new prescription is organ =ed
based4bna posttest/pretest combination. This procedure is repeated

until'the interim objectiv,es are reached. At, thisjpoint thP.student may

be retested oh his ability and,interett level, or an incremented set of
interil; goals May be established and a new learning prescription giVeh:

The 'difficulties wIth'this system are .sat the.areas'of test valida-

tion, and the .assembling 'and creatipn of iearning2Tackages. ImPlementa-

tion depends on a strOhg'file Of institutional resea4,0,from which the
diagnostics are develOped. In the absence' of this, initial diagnostiCs

mast be in the category of educated guestes with reftheMentcontingent
upon eiperienceresuatlng in on-going test modification.

.

The learning packages generally are an amalgam of semi-patisfactory,-
off-114-shelLomaterials and rough, locally produced materials. In the

:.:1),absence-of the software to "fill" the prescriptions, the system bogs down

ah,t,he drawing board.

tompUter Managed- Instruction - (CM.i.)

'Computer Management is a f)orm of in which all the testing,
diagnostic and prescriptiOn functions are done by a computer. While this

,-requires the student to' interact with a computer for testdng'purposes,
all learning packages arc non-,omputerized and external:'

Cumputr Assisted Instruction - (CA.I.)

Computer Assisted Instruction is,conducted totally *within the com-

puter. The 'coMputer tests, diagnoses and prescribes as in C.M.I., In
addition, all learnfue material is presented Iv the computer at a cbn-

nected terminal-

533,
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Games

The purpose of the-instructional game i.' to simulate the nctiorial
framework of'a learning objecti &re. The stud nts act.within the,r es*of -
the game making analytical decisions'and winning or losing on the ba ig
of these decisions. A simple 44ample`of.a game would be'a Monopoly -type
game for real estate major/,,made'somewhat more complex. There are. games
it Social Studies Ehvirondiental StUdie,'Business, and. are at all skill
levels.' Gamgs may, or may Ira Se computer- based. and can involve single
.students on.seminar size ups. , In one Marketing game, teats from gev-

.

eeral colleges ,compete natkona , , .

4

. . ., , t t
The.benefits oe'the game 'stem from the fact that it xlesely simu-

lates the operating situation, giving an immediate application for.learn-
ing. The student isable to practice in weak areas to gain insight into
reasoning, and thereby gain in confidence and in understanding.

e
Terminal Equipment Systems for Self-Pacing Use

The learning carrel is a single unit, but is, a system in that it may
incorporate several medes of instruction. Basically, the carrel is a
drawerless desk flp.r.a single student,having frontal and lateral visual
barriers. Usually alI-Oe barriers extend 18 inches high' the lateral
ones extending 6 inches beyond the work surface as well. The terms "wet"
and "dry" have been used to designate carrels with and without power, or
other-audio-visual equipment. "Wet" includes anythingofrom an -electrical
outlet on up.

The variety and degrees of wetness are almost infinite, however,
common variations include:

1. Audio'Casseite record/playback units

-X: 2. )Synchronized audio-glide units with projection modules

3. _Film loop, slide or film strip with rear projection
modules

4: Television monitors for closed circuit playback .

; -5-;,, aial Aeee.5,s audio-and/or vi co, terminals. Dial Access
-,,..

\l'Sei's to a' telephone -type system for calling (accessing)
.,

- ...

atain-azi/or video programs.
-....

, .N ,

6.- I: uCb,r,termina uch terminals; may be teletype or may ,'

. inc t vision retrwval otf 'special monitor (C.R.Z. -
it:at:bode-Ray be). : _

,,.4..
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Equipment Systems for Small Croup' Use

I. Terminals'for individual and small group use may be Small
grotip .systems shotild_be designed forpeer interaction as well las program
interaction. Small seminar rooms ,should be used, as visual and audio
barriers,may)be required. Materials for interpersonal use should be in-
eluded on the most bisic level; larger screens for all visual p.rojectiOn
equipment.. "Local use" equipment such as audio tape, inch videci-taRe--_____
or video caSsgtte can'be used for record/replay or role'analysis and
gamesituotions.

-Large Group Terminals

. This terminal may inolfide all sorts of projection and reception
equipMent, but no facilities for interaction in the standard sense.
Thisj however, does not mean that there can be no communication or pacing.
A response system here' will provide a feedback and meapurement device. 'A-

,

A response System provides a multiple button'terminal at each stu-,
dentpositton. A question is posed, the student presses an appropriate.-
button, his answer may be recorded individually and a combination of a'
group "percentage correct," "percentage incorrect," and "percent-age not
answering" measurements printed out. This enables the faculty member to
keep trackof student learning while still-preserving the lecture format;
Where, responses are poor, the faculty member can repeat and reemphasize..
Moreoyer, if enough student responses are recorded, prescripEions can be
developed strictly from responses within the lecture format. Self- pacing
n*be Attempted in that study time betweewlectures can be,open,ended by

-haul g o. n learning labs,

Reinforcemen --kying the 1 tu,re is also possible by having the
correct answer flashed once all r ponses have been reeorded This is
particularly important in that it s ys within the Stimulus-Responvk-Re-

sinforcement mode. . . 5

In order for software to be Most effe. ive selection of materials.
within individual areas should he the 'reE;-idtOl-a riT,orous process.
Basicall)N,Ole ,following cafit seeve as guidalines:., s

. .

-skil_priut, material must be on an Appropriate level of
ocdbillary as to both grade level and social category.

r:leoldray important in both_vooet,i.oual
and in life skills/sociab-studies.

2. Materials should be p'aud, or Pacitble, tO *- appropri-
ate speed of peTception.

3. ,All .materials are "fluid steel" tle ftiblighers.

Results -of-the fteld tets" as they' teiali. to access

withip the liarions-cregories ..s.Ltiplo red a avarlab-le,
,

,and "U6 studied.

-\
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4. Mode of instruction should be evaluated in terms of
its applicability to both student and subject. For
example, texts -on manual skills should be highly
visual rather than textual. In "hands-on" situations,
audio-taped, ins --ton With. slides would seem appro-
priate. 'The purpose here is toIllow the student to
manipulate/ana.lyze/interact with the subject matter
rather thanAust lear?i it.

5. Mode of instruction and evaluation should not en-
courage learning the subject matter. For instance,
courses which currently require extensive writing
may inhi1 4t learning, whereas a project method would
both serve the purpose of instruction and attract
the student .

6 The basis of improvement of instruction is the meeting
of local needs, and the elimination of non-pertinent
inclusions. All prospeCtive texts and films should be
rated and acquired on the basis of the absence of ex-
traneous content. Permission to modify should be re-
quested in writing as a condition ,of purchase.

7 Many audio - instructional packages are duplicated

"in-house" in violation of the copy right lam here
many du'plicate of a single program_ are-te-q-uired, un-

limited "itl-house" duplication rights should become a
condition of purdhase-.

Methods of Selecting Hardware

The Aielty of hardware is almost limitless. Most machines, how-
ever, fall inti'5 general categories with each manufacturer claiming that

modification is the ultimate. In general, whatever ,type of machine
is decid,d upon, there are four general rules that apply:

ti

1. EasCof service is the machine constructed so as to
make service quick and simple? Is the construction'
modularand plug-in, allowing simple removal and re-
placement -elf components.?

2. Availability of parts, .is there a nearby dealer with
parts, or are parts onrti available from a central
location?

3. Durabi 1 i ty is the machine, constructed for heavy use,
or is it a home machine put on'the educational market?

Ease of operat ion - can this machine be used by an un-
trained operator, or does it require special training?

5
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Types of machines are another matter.

1. Tape recorders. The cassette tape recorder is the most

practical. While portable models offer transportability,
auto-instructional'machines should be A.C. and heavy duty.
A mix of slide synchronizers, standard types, and play-
backs, enly should be considered.) Foot-pedal operated
ones are recommended for self-paced laboratories where
hands-on use is required..

2. 8mm loop machines. The availbi/ity of the single concept,
2-4 minute silent, film cartridge has made several of
-these machines mandatory.

'3. Film strip projectors. Audiocassette sound film strip
projectors give good versatility, and are both durable

and simple to operate.

4. Slide projectors.' Remote- control carousel type synchro-
niZable slide projectors' offer the greatest versatility
and can double as silent filmstrip projectors as well.

5. Overhead projectors. This tool is virtually replacing the

blackboard. Some are available with glare-elimination,
thus easing the burden of lo9kitig directly onto the writing

surface.

6. 16mm 'projectors. 'A self-threading model offers th'e greatest

reliability and the greatest ease of operation.

7. Video-tape. Half-inch Compact machineS with viewfinder
cameras and a monitor can be purchased for under $1,400.
Most Japanese brands are similar and offer interchange-
ability of tapes; a feature not avail.able on the one inch

or two inch format. Unfortunately there is'very little in

the way of pre-recOrded half-inchcape, and the-machines
must be constdered "local use."

Basic Production Equipment

Basic prodution e'oCfipment should cinsist of d crmal trnsparency

maker, a carbon basedry copier for books, ,.1 slide maker, and Evidupli-
-

caring machine. A supply of audio cassettes and video tape should be

available as well.

f. Re eerence

U. S. office of Iducatfou. Towards a significant difference. Washington:

H. S. Office of Hn,:sation, 1968.
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DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF TESTS IN THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS

.- William H. Pahrman -

Oregon State Correctional-Institution
Salem, Oregon

Introduction

Since the beginning,of civilization man'has been tested in one way
or another, thus we are certainly not creating a unique ideahen we
speak of testing in an adult basic, education in correations,program,
There are, however, certain criteria which we, can develop in Our testing
Programs. Some forms of achievement are relatively easy to test. Arr. ,

example is the 100-yard dash -man on thee track team whose results can-ke
easily determined by the use of a stop watch. 1e is.not this simple.in .

the area of adult basic education in corrections.`

We must realize the terms measurement and evaluation are'not synon-
ymous and should not and can not be used interchangeably. There is a"
relationship and it should be recognized." Measurement is the process of
determining the amount of behavioral- change in relation to the goals and
obj'ectives of both the learned and the program (Ryan, 1970). The.mea-

..surement process )jelds quant,'ative'information by. which the learner
and the'program can be evaluated'

On the other hand, evaluation Is the process by Which measurement
dataare compared to a standard expressed in the stated goals and objec-
tives. Therefore, the results of these, comparisons are used to place a
value on the progress of the individual, and to determine the effective-
ness of the program

It is essential that a thorough understanding of the relationship
between programmed behavioral objectives, prbgram planning, implementa-,
tion of the program,'and program measurement, is essential for an effeep:
tive program evaluation (Ryan, 1970).

Measurement

Measuring changes which take place .in the learner, although not an
easy task to accomplish, should be done with as much objectivity and re-
liability as is possible so conclusions reached about the growth of the,
learner can be stated with a reasonable degree of assurance. Therefore,
it is important that appropriate measuring devices and - instruments be
used. Rlibilitv and validity are equal- essential because it does
little good to have'a highly reliable-instrument if' it measures the
wrong thing. Ryan (1970) takes the stand that:

Without measurement of outcome there is no way of, determining
the amount of behavioral change, which has occurrgd: The cycle
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begins with a statement of behavioral objectives. Planned
intervention is introduced for the purpose of achieving
these objectives. Measurement determire's the extent to
Which' there-has been. change in the amount and -degree of

skill, intensity and direction of feeling, as a result of
the hypothesized teaching plan. Measurement yields .quan-

,tified data, which'forms the basis for determining the
andivalue of the teaching act: the educational sys-

tem or sub-"system.

The uttr_zation of measurement techniques in adult basic edilLation
in corrections models, rests with the asumption,s that:

1. Adult basic education in corrections should employ tech-
niques of measurement used in other education ,environments.

22. The system of measurement of adult basic education in
corrections needs revitalizing.

3, Measurement precedessevaluation and' follows hypothesis

testing.

4. Measurement must be related to prerequisites and behav-
ioral objectives.

5. The purpose of measurement is not to test learners out of
p;ograms.

6. .Measurement instruments from the public realm could be-
dome effective tools in the correctional setting whgn
revised in accordance with existing conditions.

7, It is necessary to choose instruments which are suitable
to the purpose intended.

8. Timing and presentation influence the reliability of the

, test results.

What is to be measured must he measurable.

.10. Behavioral objectives must be written in measurable terns
(Rydn, 1970).

The reasons for measurements in adult basic education in correc-

tions.are:

1. To ontaln,the Tluantified data necessary for evaluation in
terms of prerequisites in behavioral objeCtives.

lo provi,dt the informaCiol d ba,,is for evaluation.
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.3. To determine the extent. to which,thete has been change of
behayior, and direction of feeling as a result of the
teaching plan..

To deterMine%the degree of the change in'interest) atti=
tude, value, and behavior:

4

.Techniques for Measurement .A, e ,%

k w .
. ,There are many ways to measure, ranging from the very triformal to

.the very formall'that is, persbnal obServation to standardized tests.
It.'is important to remember, however, to select an instrument that will
produce the specific data required -to make meaningful evaluation's. Ob-

jective tests are generally preferred over selectii/e types. Standard-
.

ized tests may be administered to groups or individually depending .1Apon
the situation for which they can be used. Standardized tests are those
for which norms have been established and include achievemerg,tes6,
performance. tests, personality inventories, aptitude tests; ini in-
vemtories, mental ability tests, questionnaires, diagnostic te, , and

flow -up tests. .
,

Likewise non-standardized test,s may be administered eiaeh itdivid-
ualAy or in a group. Informal testsimay be produced by teachers, inter-
viewers, researchers; or administrators. InfqFmal tests may be' designed,
to measure cognitive, effective or psychomotor outcome, and may include
achievement, performance, interviewing rating scales, and fold6W- _in-

struments. The performance tests may be administered thr ob:serva=

tion of a performed task against an accepted model or may be a written
test designed to measure the knowledge level acquired by the learner \,A
follow-up test may be observation a" behavioral changes, study of r i

ivism or actual on-the-job observation of use of knowledge and ill, or
detail studies of the measurable behavior of learners it achieving the
goals and objectives included in his institutional program. The selec-
tion of any measuring instrument must, not be, on the basis Of personal
Preference. The instrument should be selected which Will best measure
the behavior to be evaluated: The instrument selected should be cultu-
.rally free and produce reliable and valid results.

5

Timing of Measurement

Tests to determine extent to which adult basic education in correc-
tions objectives have been achieved should be taken at five points in
time:

1. Before the learner is enrolled in an adult basic education
in corrections learning project.

2. At the time he begins the project,

. During the project.

Aot



..4. At the end of .te pr_oje'dt.
r

.==./----

5. Afte, r ittikeinterval following the completion' of the

project (Ryan, 1970).
77,;10," 4,
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words We are talking about..'

.

1.. Prerequisite tests: .

2 'Pretests

3. Supportive -tests

4. Posttests

p5. Follow-up

Prerequisite Test ,

Prerequisite tests in adult basic education in corrections would be
a battery of standardized tests and interviews perfotnod shortly after
the offender arrives at the institution. The data from-the'se measure-

ments are used as a guide intaadult 'basic education. Mager (1967)
states that it is important to determine whether legnners can perform
as assumed they can. A test should be* Rerforml bated on the prerequi-
site admidistered to each learner when he enters a.cOISTse. The result-
ing data should be used to assign learners to remedial instruction or
,admit them to the course and revise the objective to incluie the musing
skill.

At the Oregon State Correctional Institution each new commitment
within the, first two weeks after arrival at the Institution isadratri=

. istered a Metropolitan Achievement Test, (Elementary, Intermediate, or
Advanced BattoXY, depending on his stated grade,,attained) to determine
his academic level at the time of commitment; Furthermore, he ds ad-

ministered a GATB Test, an interest inventory list to determine hia
capabilities and needs. The'PsychOlogical Services administers an Otis

Quick Score or Kent EGY Test to determine the IQ of the resident. The

results, along with recommendations of the Educational ISepartmelit and

4 Psychological Services is collected by the Unit Teams and is 'htilized to
determine the best program for the resident. For instance, not allthe
residents," are in need of educational help, however, it may De determined
that Psychological Services could better serve him while in the institu-

tion.

In a recent study performed at the Oregon State Correctional Insti-
tution using 220 new commitments from Tune 1971 through January 1972, it
was determined that roughly one -third of the residents we are now re-
eiving in the Institution haye attainki a high school diploma or a

Certificate of Equivalency prior to commitment. This is scEnewhat higher

than it has been in recent years. Five, six, seven years ago it was nyt
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unusual to find less than 10'percent of, the resid.ent population who had
attained a high school diploma or Certificate of Equivalency.

Pretest

The pretest is administered to the studen/ when he enrolls in t
class and before given any instruction. Quit4 simply, esigned
to find out how much he knows. This may b- ardized achievement
test, reading readiness test, teacher- .de/test, or performance test.
The course objectives provide the b. is for constructing the pretest.
The educational program should be so designed to determine the extent
to which individual learners have progressed toward these objectives
before training starts.

The pretest, as,well as any test, should not be threatening to the
learner. The learner should be made aware of the purpose of the test
and realize he cannot fail. It should be the responsibility of the per-
son administrating the test to be aware that the experience is'not
threatenin& and does not produce feelings of failure to the resident.
We are all aware that persons who are incarcerated in correctional fa:
cilities have been confronted with failure all their lives. We should.
not compound that feeling of frustration and failure,by intimidating
the learner at the time (if testing.

Supportive Tests

Swyhart (1970) presented a strong case in favor of supportive tests
by stressing the importance,of continuous measurement of the learner
progress after he actually became involved in the program. A series of
tests should be adMinistered at intervals in the program to evaluate %4'

whether the learner has been responsive, or that the prescribed course
of study was properly selected and what changes - ,if any, need to be male
to improve- on his educational development. For the most part, the sup-
portive tests will he alternate forms of the prerequisite tests -given
prior to enrollment. The results of the first'test are not always valid
and other tests need to be taken to sypport the 'original findings. The
process of continuous testing and re- testing will normally give an over-
n11 picture of each learner's progress, and at the same time allow the
instructors and administrators the opportUnity to measure the effective:
ness of the instructional process.

At Oregon Statt Correceional dns,titution, after a resident has been
in thp Institution for approximately six weeks and all pertinen infor-

ption and program recommendations have been collected by die Unit Team,
composed of two Case Managers and a Correctional Corporal, he meets with
the Unit Team to outline a program'plan which appears most suitable to
his needs. For example, the resident may be assigned to full time school
for three months or until he attains an 8.0 grade level as determined-by

,,tandardized teht. fhe teacher is made aware of the resident's needs
and through programmed instruction, observation, and teacher-made Lusts

5
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determines whenthe resident is at an 8.0 grade tevel and recommends re-

testing. The Unit Team programs the resident into programs on a priority
basis and generally academic and/or vocational education, rate high pri-

ority.
4

to'

Posttests

It is Tutte--obvious that a posttest is used to determine how well
the,studentis performance at the end of the instruction con-lei-des with
the performance called for in the objectives. 'The object is not to see

how well the student retains what he happened to be told during the

course,
to

difference is what is important. The purpose of the posttest

is not to measure learners against each other, it is much more meaningful
to compare the learner's progress against established befiavioral objec-

tives Tests should not be prepared, selected or used which pass or fail

learners. Posttests are given at the end of the adult basic education

program.

-
At Oregon State, Correctional Institution posttesr are given after

the designated length-of time given to determine to acftevecertain'
goal. The posttest used at the Oregon State Correctional Institution- is

an alternate fon1with the pretest and is designed to keasure behavior'al
objectives attained. and to show how close the student is to the pre- 4

defined-Ojectiwes The results oP'the two tests should be Compared to
indicate or determine the amount of change which has taken place, if any.

Follow-up Tests

Follow-up testing is extremely important, but in corrections it is

probably the most difficult to accomplish. The follow-up test is de-

signed to be given several months after, the. learning experience is ter-
minated and is desired to measure long term effects.' I,fithe learner re-

mains in the Institution, it is of course relatively easy to administer.
But many leave via 'parole, discharge, work release, educational release,
and are extreuely difficult to contact, particularly those residents who

are on parole or discharge. If the te';ident is placed on work release

program where he is able to spend part of Ills day in the general commu-

nity, he would be available for foll,w-up tCsting. Assignments to educa-

tional release, manpower 4evelopment training programs, Newgate Programs,
facilitates folloups. However, the lesident who leaves the Institution
by straight discharge is much more difilk.ult to Bost -test because in most
instances4.we lose contact with thZ.m. However, by the use of question-
naires, piWonal interviews, and telephone interviews much posttest in-

formation can he gathered.

From the year 1964 to 196, whtle engaged iii a program at the

Oregon State Tenitet.thirv, functional illiterates, we did

(16 follow-up t ctitin, 1,1Lh thte.iiumatt remained in the Institution.
I This particular 15"roi,r,tm was tfie initial Leaching alphobet prograT. and

we did, use a pretest, a poAte.bt, and wherever possible follow-up with

5 ) .; ma4; ..14
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a test. Since many of the men in the program were serving le-rig:try
sentences, we were easily able to da a forrOW-up te8t six months or a
year after completion of the.program. We were of the opinion that our
resu'lts werL above our expectations. It is More difficult to achieve
these results at Oregon State Correctionsl Institution as we have our
residents a relatively short time. However, when possible we do admin-
ister follow-up tests.
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DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF TESTS IN

ADULT BASIC EDUCATION IN CORRECTIONS

Frank C. Zimmerman
Arkansas IntetmediaLe'Reformatory

Tucker, Arkansas

4

Research (DuBose, 1970): in penology and psychological factors in
motivational drives in inmate population'plus inventions have caused
dynamic alteratidns in programmed learning and tutorial approaches to

teaching. Cultural- and social values have changed; with the changes, a

new philosophy of basic education has emerged. These changes emphasize

the necessity to adjust and control these new conditions. Through basit

education can come the development of human resources to match what
seems an avalanche of needs brought to the surface-in.a violent-prone

_society.

Types of Offenders

Perhaps it would be welf to cicuss the .types of offenders as ad-

vanced.by the President's ComMission on Administration of 'Justice (1967).

Accoxding to the CammiSsion, "classification systems have had quite dif-

' ferent purposes." Some .are imMediatelyre4vant to corrections, either

in datermfi'hag eatmeht or enabling more efficient and effective manage-

ment of offenders in,instiLutions.. Some have less immediate implication,

seeking out causes.or'e'xpinations for criminal behavior that may bear on

.cgrrectional treatment ultimate*, but are not framed in these terms -di-

. recLly: While there.are many overlapping areas among the different'ty -'

pologies, there seems to be consi.derable agreement about the validity,.

a pre,liminary grouping, of 'tie following major types of offender.
4

The .PrasoCial Offender

Most offendef-, of this type are i'lewed as "normal: individuals,

identifying with 1(gitimatC values and rejecting th.e'norms of delinquent

subcultures. These- offenses usually grow out of extraordinary pr68sures.
lhey are most,fregilentivconvicCed of crimes -0f.yiogence, such as homi-

eide or assault, or ;2)Zecuted property offenies, such as forgery.

. r,

-1he Antisocial Offender

This-fApe of offender identifies with a delinquent subculture if he

resides 'llan area whi-ch su,b a subculture. on exhibits a generally

delinquent or)enfation hv re.Le(tin ctmventi(tal norms and values. lie

is usuall% de,,crfo-t.d as vprimit1,q "unaer-inhihited," "impulsive,"

"hostile," "negativistic," or u!illenated." It is generally agreed that

he,does"not see liamselt as delinquent4br:criminal, but rather as a victim

ro
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of an unreasonable and hostile world, His history often includes pat-
terns-of family helplessness, indifference, or inability to meet the
needs of children, absence of adequate adult role models, truancy in
school, and inadequate performance in r\ost social spheres.

It is generally agreed that the antisocial offender should .

environment,with clearo consistent\social demands, and Also 4n
environment in which concern for his welfare' nd interests is regularly
communicated to him. MethOtis of group treatment are recommended in
order to Increase.the offepder's social insight nd skill; In the last
analysis, however; this offender' value sistem m t be changed. The
attempt to get him to identify with a stto .4-qtate adult role
model is an important part .of ffiUsttrvatmend_ u,ograms designed for this
group. Treatment also aims at enlarging the cu aural horizon of the
.antisocial offender, redefining his contacts with, peers, and broadening
and revising his self-conception.

The Pseudosocial Manipulator
1

ThCS type of offender is described as not having adopted conven-I
tional stapOrds, as being guilt.'=free, self-Satisfied, power-oriented,_
non - trusting., emotionally insulated, and cynical. Personal histories,
reveal distrustful' and angry families in which members are involved in
competitive and mutually exploitive patterns of interaction, parents wind_
feel deprived And who expect the children to meet their dependency needs,
parental Sverndulgence; alternating with frustration and inconsistent

,pattrns of affection and rejection.

Many .diverse recommendations are made for handling this type of
offender. Some recommend long term psychotherapy. Others encourage the
offender to redirect his manipulative skill in a socially acceptable
manirer.. In ieneral, the investigators give a rather discouraging pic-
'fure of prospects for successful treatment.

..,The Asocial Offender

Another type of offenders is one,who acts out his primitive impulses,
, is extremely hostile, insecure 'and negativistic, and demands immediate
gratification: An,,important characteristic is his incapacity of iden-
tifying with others. This distinguishes the asocial from Ole, antisocial
type who, although commi d to delinquent values, is often described as
being loyal to peers, proud d capable of identifying 'i/M.th others.

The'asocial offender requires'elementary training in human 'relations.
The most striking characteristic of.this group is an inability to relate
to a therapist or' to the socialworldaround them. Most investigators
recommend simple social settings offering support, patience'and accep-
tance of the offender, with only minimal demands of his extremely, limited
skills and adaptability.

5 a ,)
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These types are presented, .not to be academic, but to show some of
.the complexities in a syst`ematic approach, CO adult basic education in

corrections so as td -ayoid'' as many of the edulational Atfalls as pos-
-..g1bie. An important-ittall to be avoided is the misTreeement of the

offendet. Proper diagnostic testing will help to avoid placing -the
41earneh in the wrong class, reinforcing his self-belief that he is un-

able to learn, or placing him too low, causing him to want to drop but
frOm sheer bo'redom.' 1. ; a

0.
, . 4--,i4.Types of Tests

, . .Of' the many tests that were cqnsidered for this paper, the follow-
nig are selected for discussion. ,* P.

Kahn Test of 5ymbo. Arrangement (KTSA)

TheKohn Test (Kahn, J953) is a new apppach.to psychological test-
ing revealing persoriality dynamics, mental h'e'alth developments), jeve,ls, d

and extent of cerebral competence: The teqinique,identities 6hienature
of 6he testee's Cultural7symbolic thinking- by analyzing his perforthance
with the sr4teen symbolic.. obj4cts,preteste& experimentally: .Admiristra-
tion of the tests takes appx144mately fifteen' minutes. The scoring time
is three or four minutes for those witfik some experience. This includes
tithe to db t'ain the testee's symbol pattern and to draw his mchography
on the Individual Record Sheet furnished with the test. Any Endividua1/4
symbol pattern can easily be cothpored with symbol Pasterns typical of a
Jorge ,variety of normal and clinical groups of adults and. children.

permitting free projection, the test can also be relatively scored.
p 7' Test performance ,etas both -verbal and manipulative 4spects so that persons

s who areierballYblocked or' unresponive still, give meaningful
spouses. * it

,
Uses.. The test appeals to an age levels because of its challenging'

performance task's with colo'red plastic, objects having interesting and ,,

e.sily r.ecogniied-shapes. -It has proVen succesqful it). differentidlly
i identifying normals, neurotics,- schizophrenics, and" patie4s having ict-,

Kit-tic:brain pathology. Psychq,logists in sehoots and citilareVsf!'clinics
fin0e..e0e .titttt in discriminating,betwecn emotionally disturbed and

, normal:04d en. .,i1, percent, of , lost -forran la giving antrastigiatte of iilec nn61-

;, of tifficie' '`dire fo'emotionol stress, or 'loss dit to iPtiiiyi damage ris ,

ayail,able:' Visual, comparison of aspectes of ratin pe rice yields al.
i --indi,gation'of -prognosis of psychotherapy:, VocationAl elors use the..

,.Ccst to determine - vocational inCerests relatively uncon, i flat ed by en- '

virowntal inatiences. In schools hospitals,' and cor'ettional insti:
tutioris the psycholSitist can usi:the, signs; of fnu,ure"adjustment.level of

. aspit-Otion o'nd malingering which the,,test, provides.,;, Thfinol test rate
0,.-oi Hyinhol sort trig' revea ls 'the re lat ive emphasis -the f es tife pi-aces on,

siCry iv,al , identification, emot ional 'expression, and woiji it- Troj ect i on.
4....

e. : V.IJ
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Rottiability. Test-retest,method of ascertaining reliability yielded
a reliability factor of .95 on tWen -five ,cases of an Unselected' male
group, retested after six months. Anot roup, including untreated
hospitalized mental patients-, was retested after iods of ten to two "-
hundred brid ten days and a retesting coefficient of . S obtained.
.411 interscorer correlation of .97 was obtained for two seorirsrshollad
independently scored ten test, records. This study was .later repeatea,
with twenty-five new records and two scorers who haenot participatO in 0

, any previous ,reliability studies. The correlation 'between the two seta
of scores was .99.

Valitilty; Fourteen validity studies are abstracted in the new
clinical manual which accompanies the test materials: DetalSof cross
t.alidation of the organic brain .pathology score are available in the
literature. Crass validation of the test asa screening device was
carried out with the aid of recognized specialists in the field of sta-
tistics and applied mathematics. Other validity studies report. the di-f-.
ferentiation of schizophrenics from psychotics whose illness was caused
by cortical lesions of various types. In one study fifty nine -types
were found to be capable of differentiating a nonpsychotiE.from a psy-
ch,'Itic group at better than the 01 level of confidence. In another
study involving blind sorting by ymbol pattern alone, only three normals
and three neurotics were misclassi ied as psychotics out of a total or-
two hundred and ninety, of whom on hundred and fourteen were non-T5Sy-
chotics.

Full Range Picture Vocabulary (FRPV) Test

Ammons & Ammons (1954) describe ,the FRPV as an easy to use, highly
reliable and valid individual test of intelligence based on verbal com-
prehension, taking only five to ten minutes to administe'r, with norms
for chronological age two through adult level. There are two forms- -
A and B. No reading or writing is required of testee.

This test is used for (a) ,intelligence testing when time is- re-,
stricted; (b) evaluation of stability of testeeLs personality and envi- 4
ronment in terms of pass-fail scatter? a rapport is established because
the testee finds it intrinsically amusing; ,(c) screening,of'large popu-
lations where paper and pencil would be of doubtful validity; (d) testing
the physically handicapped (e.g., speech'cases, cerebral palsy)'where
physical activity by.t6stee is difficult, will give a good estimate of
funCtioning"; (e) testing aphasics, as a part of a regular test battery
with one form at the start and one at the end; (f) to estimate attitude
changes during testing in,experiments where subjects are tested twice or

Itmore (there are'two parallel closely-equivalent Corms); (g) to obtain an
estimate of intelligence quickly and unobtusively; (h) testing small
children ages two to eight who,find the test ,easy and interestingVW.as

( ari'informat,interviewing-ans1 pro)e,ctive testing procedure with the testee
picturestelling stories about "intertSting" pictures where i'ncorr'ect answers were

AB. given; which did not Seem WaastIted by'the general level, of responding,,
y

,t.
.t,, . -

There are Sixteen cards on each of which there appear four ca
lir& drawings. The examiner ha's an answer sheet on which the wo s

0011-
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to with each card appear. Testee is asked for which one of the
four drawings best represents the particular word, and responds by
pointing or by somehow indicating "yes" or "no" as the examiner points
to each drawing. Thus the test can be given to anyone able to signal
"yes" or "no" in any way interpretable, and able to hear or to read
words.

..-Each response- is checked right or wrong as testing proceeds., The
examiner can total "rights" plus easker items within thirty seconds
after testing is completed to obtain the score:-' Mental ages for two
through sixteen and adylt percentiles are read directly ftom a simpli-
fied table on the back of the #nswer sheet. Sample answer sheets for
Por4i A and B come with the test as do sheetS showing correct answers.

The Full Range Picture Vocabulary Test is uniformly high, ranging
for various groups from .86 to .99, with a median of .93 and can, of
course, be raised even higher by giving both, forms of the test-. The
following estimates of neliability baVe been reported: .91 for one hun-
dred and two black adults, Form A wiEW--Eorm B-12. 87_for sixty-one
mildly to severely disturbed child clinic eases, Form B-16; .86--fpr

eighty Spanish-Americans, Form A with Form B-11 ; :95 for fif y-twachi14-
ren, odd-even 5y93 for one hundred, and twenty preschool Ot dren,
Farm A with Form -110; .99 for three hundred ands sixty,school c
Form A.with Form.B-8; .92 foe seventy-One farm childreri; 93_ pne

t

hundred and twenty adUlts,'Form.A with Form B-9.

o

The validity is satisfactorily high. Estimates are attenua ;e
failuretd'take the curvilinearity of` the relationship Co the criterion
Into consideration in computation. The test does not discriminate well
at below dip two-year level, or at the superior adult level. As with
all other tests, the correlation of FRPV scores with validity criteria

lowered by the less-than-perfect reliability of these criteria;' and'
tends to be lower in the c se 9f clinical as compared to normal groups.
Validity is of course even igher when both forms are administered: The
following estimates of validity have been reported: .76 with Stanford
Billet for sixty male mentai'defectives; .91 and .82 with YIBS for one
hundred and two black adults; .82 with WISC for sixty-one mildly to.
severely distu bed child.clin'c cases; .78 with Letter 14ernatipnad
Performanco.Scale for fifty re.bral palsied;. .84 with Raven Progr4ssiv

0 Mdtrices for ifty cerebral palsied; .48 and .57 with WISC for sixty-one
mildly disturbed cases.

,

. Quite-possCbly some intecting research might be an extension of
the Les)._ to the superior adult level; effects of cultural background on
pattern of itur3passed and failed;-restandardization in Spanish, French,
German; extension of the test to levels below two yeaXs; relation BetwZ:en
this measure or verbal comprehension and measures verbal produttion;
comparison of speed of recognition on this .p,,est an .1An'of'visual per-
ception; change of provabnitY .ind/oi,Intunpy ofIco ct response as a
function of difticult level of words where subject Ts forced to gueAs;
development of methods for objective use as a projective 6st;.and de-
velopment of group forms _of the test.

6)
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Science Research Association (SRA) Tess

Scienc,e Research Association (1547) states that knowing the stu-
dent's ability to learn is essential to a sound program of education and
guidance. Learning ability is related to all htiman pursuits--school
courses, careers, leisure activities. This ability is known as general
intelligence, sometimes called the ability to learn, to solve probLems,
to foresee and plan, and to think quickly and creatively.

The SRA Verbal and Non-Verbal Forms have been developed through
many years of research to furnish an objective index of student intelli-.
gence. They are short, 'quickly scored .tests of general intelligence for
use with all types of students from illiterate to genius.

Wide Range Achievement Test, 1946

The chief obstacle to a broad diagnostic program has always been
the, lack of achievement tests suitable for individual clinical work
(Jastak, 1946). Despite the availability of a large number of achieve-
ment scales the writer knows of no test which would fulfill the criteria
of a good clinical'test. The most importantrequirements of such a test
are low cost, individual standardization, ease and economy of adminis-
tration, suitability of contents, relevanCe of the functions studied,
comparability of the results over the entire range of skills in queslion.

The Wide Range Achievement Test was constructed with these factors .

in mind. Its contents are limited to the three basic subjects of reading,
.spelling, and arithmetic around which most school studies revolve. In

all three skills the range tested extends. from kindergarten to college.
,..The word- pronunciation test was selected as the most appropriate diag-
nostic tool of reading for several psychological reasons gleaned from

:!!individual studies of thous.pn4of inferior readers. Reading disability
.

;Os practically always 4 deficiency in the mechanics and not.of compre-
khension.' In fact, one of the - -most. accurate definitions of the non - reader
!;'is that in reading he functionsbelow the level of his general intelli-
'gence.

)

Afte, determining the lievel of comprehension by means of intelli-
gence tes s, the_ examiner is not .interested in ho well the learner can
compreftea , but in how well he can reed. 'l par graph and picture,
readin tests introduce elements into the test si uation which may give
an ent'riely- erroneous Vies of th.e learner's readi g-ability. The average
non-reader is ah expert in gue,ssing from context and from pictures. He

may a swer many questions correctly without actu lly being able to read
the p ragraph or the legend underneath the pict re. In the word reading ..
test his skill is assayed without the interfere ce of context and compre4
hension. The test is, in this author's experience, one of the most reli-
able and validtests of reading as a motor skill. Besides, its adminis-
tration dndscaring hardly ever consume more than five minutes. Its cor-

relation with the New Staaciford Word Reading Test is .84 (389 cases of

\

the 7th and 8th gr4des).
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The spelling and arithmetic tests were given to 4,052 students. Ap-

proximately 1,500 of them took the tests indiiduaily and the remainder
were given to class groups. The reading tests were administered individ-
ually to 1,429 students from kindergarten to senior year in college.

Few psychological studies.age complete without school achievement
tests. Recent clinical experiences indicate that a thorough examination
(4 a learner's personality should include not only several intelligence
bests, but also tests of the school fundamentals. The correlation be-
tween intelligence and school achievement is moderately positive, but not
as high as was believed years ago. This finding is consistent with the
vie 9 that failure in school and in life adjustme4ts may be caused by many
othdr factors besides lack.of intelligence. Thus it happens that a child
of average or even superior intelligence may have great difficulties in
learning to read or to figure, while a child of inferior intelligence may
become relatively proficient in both reading and arithmetic. The admin-
istration of reliable school tests, should determine to what dxtent the,
learnerfails to work' up to the level of his capacity in any of the basic
subjects.

Another important aim of the school examination shouldipe the study
of discrepancies in the organization of learning abilities. Whereas some

learners' are unifotmly well developed in all school functions, others
show wide discrepancies between the accomplishments in the various sub-

,
jects. A child of eleven whose intelligence and grade placement are nor-
mal may have sixth grade achievement in arithmetic and only second grade
achievement in spelling. In some, children the revetse is true. The dis-

covery Of such wide'dilfferences is important for th4 understanding of the
child's personality arid his school problems and for'the institution.of
proper remedial programs. These discrepanciefi are oftentimes the only
clue to an objective explanation of learning failures and conduct his -

orders. They reveal difficulties which the intelligence tests somet,imes,
fail to unearth.

School test results are extremely revealing even in the study of
psychotic adults. It may be sufficient to note that the' high"reading and-
low arithmetic scores tend to occur in abnormal mental states of a devel-
opmental nature and'long standing as in neuros's and schizophrenia;, while
hi h arithmetic andllow reading ability ate mo e frequent in acquii-ed
p ychosis due to alcofrolism and syphilitic inf ction. A similar tendency

s ems to prevail in children. The neurotic an disorganized child is
sually more proficient in reading than in ari hmetic. If neurotic ten-
encies and special reading handicap occur Loge her, the child may func-
tion far below the level of his true capacity i .all school subjects. It -

must be remembered, however, that failure in ar thmetic and failure in
reading in the same learner may be caused by en irely independent factors.

For these and other reasons it has been the policy of our program
to use school achievement tests on as many learners as possible. The

additional time and energy spent on case studies is Well repaid by a
fuller understanding of the patients problems viewed from a longitudi-
nal and cross-sectional angle.
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Wide Range Achievement Test, 1965

The Wide Range Achievement Test (Jastak & Jastak, 1965) was'firsz
standardized in 1936 as a convenient tool for the studyof the basic
shpol subjects of reading, spelling, and arithnietic computation. It

was designed as an adjunct to tests of,intelliOnce and behavior adjust-

-The WRAT apparently satisfied an important need, as its use lie-

came widespread both here and abroad in a'rela4ively short time.

The method of measuring the basic subjects was-advisedly chosen to

achieve the following ends: (1) to study the sensory-motor skills in-
volved in learning to read, spell, write, and figure, (2) to provide
simple and homogeneous content, (3) to avoid duplication and overlapping

with tests of comprehension, judgment, reasoning, and g'eneralizati4

studied by means other than reading, spelling, and arithmetic, (4) to

free diagnostic inferences from common confusions due to operational se-

mantics, and (5) to permit validity analysis by the method, of internal

consistency.

Description of the Tests - Two Levels

The 1936 and 1946 editions of the WRAT had only one scale of achieve-

ment ranging from kindergarten to college in each of the three subjects:

The 1965 version retains the same three subtests. Each subtest is di-

vided into two levels, I and II. Level I is designed for use with child-

ren between the ages of five years zero months, and eleven-years eleven

months. Level II is intended for persons from twelve years zero months

to adulthood. The revised edition-consisting of two levels takes. less

time to administer although the number of items within each level is in-

creased. Altogether, the three subtests take between twenty and thirty

minutes to administer. The three subtests at both levels are:

1. Reading - recognizing and naming letters and pronou cing

cords.

2. Spelling - copying marks resembling letters, writing the
name, and writing single words to dictation.

3. Arithmetic - counting, reading number symbols, solving

oral problems, and performing written computations.

It should always be \remembered that the validity of a test is de-

termined by the needs of the administrator who is diagnosing the needs

of the learner/offender
I

One of the molt popular diagnosing tests is the Wide Range Achieve-

ment Test (Jastak & Jastak, 1965). This is-widely used,in schoOls with

students whose ages vary from five to twenty.

However, the test that is most used in Adult Basic Educationin the

Wide Range Achievement Test (Jastak, 1946). Most of these schools haVe
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experimented with newer tests, then returned to the old 1946 model WRAT.
This'test divides the learners into three levels to such an extent that
tihe Starting textbooks ale assigned. This, of course, simplifies the
instructor's task during the learner's first school day, and it aids the
administrator in keeping the tutorial rather than the class recitation
oncepts in Ae school. Thus, a student may enter school at any time

rather than wait for a new semester to begin.

Another advantage of the WRAT is that it may be used in conjunction
with other tests, self-made, and standardized. One of the foremost
southern schools, the Learning Center of the'Eniversity of Texas in
Austin, uses a school-made questionnaire to complement the WRAT. This
reinforces the validity of the test.

There is a trend among educators to refer to a test by any name but
"test." This tioes not deceive the teste.e, in fact, it tends to make him
suspicious.

741,

In Administering the WRAT, the hest approach is to explain, to the
testee that this is an aid to the instructor in starting him in the
proper book and that it'is important to the testee that he must get no
help that would cause hint to start school on a higher level than he can
achieve. On the other hand, he must do his best or he will be bored by
the simplicity of his schoolwork. The principal emphasis must b.e placed
upon the fact thdt it is imposSible for him,to fail.

It must be remembered that this new offender is apprehensive and
sometimes antagonistic. A good instructor will counteract this feeling
by holding an oral question and answer session for a few minutes before
starting the test. A suggested question to the group might be "Do you
understand how to become eligible for parole?" or "Have your mailing
privileges been explained to you?"

No matter what
/
test is used, it cannot be overemphasized that each

testee must do his ,awn work.

1
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THE NEXT STEP

Paula A. Tennant
U. S. Board pf Parole, Youth Division,

Washington, D. C.

,.....--

Today is graduation. You have completed an intensive seminar on
educational programs and have defined and delineated a specific course
of action for implementing this knowledge in your own institipition. You
have devised this prograM at some expense to yourselves in terms of en-
ergy and effort. Presumably, it is the best you can produc and as such
has been approved by your instructors. The next and cruci 1 step is', to
take these models back to your institutions and devise inTlementatio6
strategies. You must convince your supervisors, co-workers, and inmates
of the value of what you have developed/here. You must, in effect, be-
come a salesman and your program is the product that you will need to
sell. All of us are exposed to a deluge of salesianshi through TV,
newspapers, radio, and other media of public informatio . As a result,
t e precise act of selling or buying tends to be lost n the emotional
peals that surround the offered product. But even the best products

ih the world cannot be sold without appeal. And the most elaborate ap-
peal will not sell a product unless it is directed toward an individual
who is responsive to the appeal.

You may not have been aware of the fact that ou went through a
series of definable steps before being sold your test washer, lawn-
mower, or car. You may have,thought that the pur hase was based on need
or cost or what your neighbor had. While these fActOrs and many others
enter into sales action, progressing from just consideration of a pro-
'duct up to the decision to buy consists of precise definable steps which

I can be learned and practiced by anyone who wishes to sell a product or
an, idea.

Selling your product, the program yo devised, will be the most im-
portant result of this seminar and it rep.esents a vital test of your
own career. Let's slp?'clown the process of salesmanship and take a look
at the steps which can result in success or failure depending on your
understanding qnd use of essential elements.

These are the elements involved in every sale!
/

1. The pr duct
',. The aRPeal
3. The ddcision
'

Eac),) o£ these-has a direct relation to d 6 participants involved in he

sale: You hopefully believe' i and are c mmitted ti, (1) the produc ,

the buyer is the one you are tying to w lover by (2) the appeal, and

both you and the buyer will sh re in (3) the decision.
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Looking first at the product, what is the most important considera-
tion? :The answer is, identification. The product must be imbued with /
substantial identification and one peculiar to itself; one that sets it

apart from any like or similar product. Does this program you have de-

veloped have that characteristic? Dawes it have it for you; will it have

it for the people to whom you will be selling it--or is it just an al-

ready known product with a slight change?

A visible, constant, repetitive thrust is needed to produce identi-
fication impact. It could be achieved by a name, title, or slogan, by ,
the color or physica4set-up of the program brochure, or by the time slot
into which the prograiiii-is fitted. You may be limited in number or kinds
of modes you can use to identify your product and for that reason you May
have to make total use of the few available to you.

Next, what kind of tests has your product been subjected to? Did

you try it out on your instructor - participants in the seminar, or had

you't,ested your approach on other buyers befSre you came to the seminar?
Are there statistics to support the,test results or are the results de-
rived from empirical knowledge?

The tests which support your theory,must be stated in concise and
clear form. Statistics are impressive but they should be kept to a mini-

mum and only those which directly prove a point should be cited. Subjec-

tive tests mi.ght,ee reported by quotations of responses of persons who
have been ex/posed to the p'togram in one form or another.

Another question to ask yourself is, are you convinced that your
program is the best in the market? If you aren't, how do you expect to
sell it to your supervisors, co-workers, and to t e inmate? Your own

conviction of the degree of excellence must be e hatic. In short, first

you must sell yourself on it excellence and its primary place in the'

market.

If you are convinced, as you should be, that your progfam is the
best in the market, you should be prepared to show wherein it excels

other. products. This excellence should be carried through your total

ppstntation. Two or three points of excellence will afford convincing

" proof OT your program's place as "best" 'in the market.

Does it have highly; esirable and unique qualities? What re these

qualities? How are they ecognized? What has gone into your oduct

that i not only,recogniz d as highly desirable in an ec'Acation program
,but also is different anl special in the plan you pr pose? FIs it ad-
dressed to specific prdblem or is it a newloveral approach? What have

you built into your progr m that is unique?

the recognized and ccepted basis for yOur program shoi1d be acknowl-
edged,but vary the manner in which you build on this recognized principal,
veer from it', enlarge it, reject portions of\t. or approach it from a new

"angle. The unique quality must he emphasized,\ The innovations may be

physical, approached by sight, hearing or toucli. They may consist of

6 J `,)
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writing, reading, singing, acti or pantomime. But whatever, the inno-
vations must be thoroughly emphasized.

41 ere does your product stand in the 1 of educational program-
ming? Will it have status--promotable to a positio -Qi_prestige--or will
it be lost in the morass of monotonous mediocracY?

The area in the field of educational programming that is covered by
your product need not be large, but its reputation in that area must be
excellent. By reducing the scope of your program you can increase its
intensity. Status is easier to achieve in a limited area, and prestige
more naturally res.uld's when there is a sharp and controlled thrust.

Do you expect that your product will develop a reputation for ex-
cellence or had you not considered that a product's reputation is appli-
cable to your program? How do you intend to promote its reputation? Had
you considered that any promdtion was necessary?

The Chinese havea45- saying that one picture is worth a thousand words.
You must develop a picture of your program that will convey a positive
"thousand words." Remembering that one negative statement or attitude
can undo much of the normal good reputation that would flow from your
program, you must produce and promote a reputation which will override

to

o casual, careless, and caustic indifference of an uncommitted approach
o reputation.

These six criteria concern you and the product you have worked so
diligently to produce, i.e., identificatiOn4testing, place in the market,
highly desirable and unique qualities, statu',,eand reputation.

If you think these criteria were just dreamed up to make a speech
for the graduation of this seminar, I ask that you take a second look
them in light of some well known commercial products, for instance, a
rent-a-car company whose slogan is to the effect that they try harder

-.because they are number two.

The second element that needs your attention is product appeal and
it concerns the buyer. There must be created lit the buyer a desire for
your product, an appeal that to him has a peculiar meaning. While the,

i

appeal must extend to large number of people, each buyer must have a
point of individual id ntification to himself. To him it is a special

I

appeal, quite over and above what it means to any ot er person. It is a
dominant, central fact in his consideration, this apeal that is directed'
and meaningful only toOlim.

Once the buyer dis overs this appeal he then has other needs to
satisfy. Prestige among other products is one. He wants to be able to

\ compare this highly desirable product with others and to discover that
there is a special prestige to be gained by Selection of this product
over any other.

61 J
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Products are i-faceted and the buyer is interested in the number

of dimensions tha t,e proddtt has. This product of yours is-an educa-
tional tool, but the prospective buyer is also interested in the other,

uses it may have. He will considei-- the possibility for successful use of

Ile product in the same areas. The product's ability, to beused-in more

than the obviou areas of employment, pramotion,hand association

also influence the buyser. A product with a high degree of usefulness is

preferred over one that has anIrthe conventional uses, fqr instence,'a
program leading only to obtaining a G.E.D.

Its usefulness or multi-dimensions'leads directly to its positioo in

competition with other products. The very'fact of ,competition provides
both a stimulation and frustration to the buyer. With several pro'dticts

.4'11 competing for attention, each will receive leSr attention than if

only two products were- competing. Unimportant and' inconsequential facts

may appear out of proportion. Emotional or4transient apPeaIs may out-0

weigh More permanent add'long lasting, values. Competition itself which,

should be merely a process by which to ach'ieve product consideration; can
,take on undue significance and affect the outcomeof the sale.all out of
proportion to-its importance. Your buyers will'have.many products tom-,

peting for their attention, only a,few'of which will be ins the field of

education.

An additional important consideration is the longevity of the pro-

duct. Education has seen A myriad of programs come and go, all, holding
out highlopes of spectacular achieyement. ,E4Terimenfation has been the
name of the game but there has been a' paucity of enduring successful

1,\ sults. If your product is just one more in this aimlet8 meandering, do
not expect impressive long term appeal= -your product does not deArve_it -

and will not command it.

I

The third /element in the sale process is the decision, and it in-:

wolves both you and the buyer. How does this occur? What is the "moment

of truth or the instant of commitment that achieves the sale?

It is very difficult lo explore the substantive state of mind which
exists at the moment of decision but'one example has*stayed with me for
many years: I first read it about 30 years ago in a hook orCsalesmatiship

by an author_whosename I have long since forgotten- The process of a

sale was lik,eped to a small stream wandering tNrou - There

were grasses and rocks interfering with its free ovi and the surface

carried leaves floatfng'and swirling as it moved long. The-author

likened the stream to the mind itself, each leaf s 4 idea (Ooduct)
which floats thr6Ugh the mind, the grasses, rocks and other leaves A.s

distractions or diversions which the mind is cons antly encountering.
Can you see the leaf-idea falling into the stream swirling, caught in

the grasses, checked by the rocks, bumping into o her leaves and finally
floating free, moving toward the center of the st eam Were the current'

is swiftest. J
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Only when it reaches this mid-point is it really free and in command
6f its progress. This for the leaf-idea is the instant of commitment,
free from the gra'sses or distraction and the current of uncertainty. And
it will last but for an instant, the approaching rocks and grasses and .

bthe'r floating leaves will soon engulf our leaf-idea and almost certainly
it will never again achieve its instant dominant? position, free flowing
in the center of the stream. Thd leaf will lose its moment-. of truth and
the fleeting instant of decision will 13,e again engulfed with the myriad
thoughts. and ideas that constantly pass through the bUyer s mind con-
ce`rning 'the whole spectrum of events that comprise his day-tp-day life,
pattei`.n. The sale is lostthi product unbought.

Are -1-ou'a salesman? Finding out is the next step.
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Introduction

To determine effectiveness of an adult basic education
in corrections project, it. is necessary to know the
kind of chauges desired, the means, by which the changes
will be brought abou and the gignS by'which such
changes' wilr be re. zed. Thege areas of knowledge
constitute the essenceof evaluation. T. A. Ryan

The seventh and last function in the Adult BaSic Education ih Cor-
rections Model is perhaps the most important function of a/1., An accu-
rate and complete evaluation of the total system is necessary'to indicate
program strengths, weaknesses, successes,, and failures, and thereby in- .

dicate areas of needed change, readjustmeit, or refinement. Or

Oan, in "Strategies for Evaluating Adult Basic education in C iec- ,

Lions," defines evaluation,' then proceeds enumerate and discus nine
principles of evaluation which, when impleeented, achieve effective evalu-
ation. 'Lee, in "Evaluation of Adult Basic Education in Correctional-Ln-
stitutions," discusses 10 assumptions underlying an evaluation'plan for
educational programs in corrections.4 Lee discusses theapplicability of
the'Program Planning and Budgeting Systems (PPBS) to the evaluation of T.*-

an adult basic education program, then presents suggested Proceduntes,qnd
Criteria for evaluaing an adult basic education in corrections-program.

EvaluatiO0 is the key to the design anddmplementation of viable,
dynamic syst'ms which will accomplish the MisSion of corrections --
redirection of the offender into Socially?productie and civical.:
ly responsible avenues. (Ryan, ,et al., $975, p. 216):

Reference
1

. .

Ryan, T. A., Clark, D., Haerak, R., Hinders, D., Keeney, J., Oresic, J.,
Orrell, J., SeSsions, A., Streed, J., & Wells, H. GI, Model bf adult
basic.education in corrections: Honolulu: University ofHewaii,
.1975.
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STRATEGIES FOR EVALUATING t

'ADULT,KASIC EDUCATION IN CORRECTIONS

T. A. 'Ryan

University of Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii

This paper defines evaluation; and presents basic principles of

evaluation. It is addressed to those having responsibilities for
evaluation-of adult basic education in corrections.

Definition of Evaluation

Accurate assessment of educational outcomes is essential for
Sound planning and-effective stimulation of growth in our edu-

'cational structure. Assessment has always been an,integral
aspeCt of curticuym development and is especially critical in:
a time of awakened public concern, massive fedeinl commitment
and widespread professional reappraisal of Our educational en-

deavors (Association for Superlision'a.nd Curriculum Develop-

ment; 1965).
.

The evaluation process is concerned with fudging worth or appraising
1Ue. Any object, action or information is capable of being appraised.

A piece.of.Property can be judged in dollars and'eents:- ,A human being
can be judged by virtues and vices. An idea can be judged by its good-

ness and creativeness. A training program can be judged in terms orin-

tended,and 'Unintended outcomes. An underlying principle which guides

evaluation that -worth or value can be attributed to an object; ction,
or information, and the placing of vaLue on objects, action, of informa-

tion is done in relatioh tp,standards.
c

Suchman (1968) considers evaluation as -a circular proces's, stemMigg

from and returning to valOes. The process starts with forTation of
values, and results determine definition or redefinitiOn of values.,, For-
4atio-n A, values is a judgmental process which involvestdeciding what is
desirable, what Could "good for mankind"' and/or "whatv(one Nould like to

_see happen." One could decide that,"it is good for man tolTlie a long
time," or "it is good for man to be gainfully employed," or,l'it is good
to live with one another in peace and harmony, without stei:fe, riot, or

violence." -

4

In the correctional setting, adult basic education,.thtqugh its
projccii', and activities, attempts to bring about changes in the behaviors

of otfenders, changes in their knowledge, intetests, understandings, at-

'titudes, appreciatio amd.skills. ;,

Evaluation of adult. basic education in correcLion'S is' the process ,

of dcterminipg the extent those changes are accimpltAtd in light of the
proceduresand,,places,for bringing the' changes about. If planned -for
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changes in offenders occur with expected frequency, considering the in-
vestment of,resburces, the decision-maker can place a high degree of
confidence in his decisions and plans for adult basic education. On the
other hand, if planned-for changes occur infrequentl,,S7 or unplanned for
chahges occur' very often, there is need for.the decision-amker to reor-
ganize or modify his plans to assure the desired success levels.

The effects of adult basic education in corrections can be and
should be assessed. The unique and significant factor about the formal
educative process in corrections is that the learning environments and
experiences are-deliberately created and directed for the sole purpose
of bringing about specifically defined changes in behaviors of offenders.

Adult basic education in corrections repretents formal education
intended to equip adult offenders with'academic,'vocational and social
skills for entry into areas of 'occupational life,',and tonleke these in-
dividuals capable of assuming their adult responsibilities. .Adult basic
education in corrections should develop the learner's 'basic educational
skills as well as developing understanding, attitudes, aad skills in
society and realizing self-actualization.

Adult basic education, whether a total progral consisting of related
courses and practical experiences or special short-term learning experi-
ences ought to be evaluated. Evaluation yields feedback which controls'
and directs definition of goals and objectives, planning of projects,
creation of learning experiences, and techniques of measu ement. Evalu-4
ation of adult basic education'in corrections is essentia for decision-
makers to make valid judgments about the efficiently and e fectiveitbss of
their educational plans and programs..

a
-4

Principles of Evaluation

".

Assessing the results of an educational projector ctivity in cor-
rections must he donei, in a reliable and objective manner Otherwise,
there is the chance that erroneous conclusions will bed awn. Effective
evaluation can be achieved by implementing 'nine princip es of evalmatio:

I. Objectives of training should be stated iri terns of behavior
changes of ,the learners (Bloom, 1956; Krathwohl,11962V1agpr, 1962;
Mager & Beach, 1967). It is necessary,at-the'bgtrating to decide exactly
what changes are desired in adult Offenders who will. participate in the
adult bastc education activities. Determining whether or not Apse
chang"es occur is the function of evaluation! It is important to define' .

careluilv these planned-for changes at the beginning.

. 2. The level of proficiency and. the conditions under which the
hehaviors will be demonstrated when objectives have'been achieved must
he stated precisely (Mager, 1962),. In determining effectiveness of a.

_program, it is essential to have in mind the minimum performance which
will'be Considered acceptable, and to specify the conditionsunder which

-°`the performance will take place.
6 3
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3. The source of evidence for assessing adult basic education in
corrections must be the persons for whom the project or activity has
beeril planned. Adult basic educatioll activities are designed to reach
certSin :individuals. These persons are the only ones who can provide_
evidence of the success of an adult basic education project or activity.
Success should be determined, not on the basis of whether the adult of-
fenders who participated in adult basic education think it was a good
project or activity, but rather in terms of the changes in their behav-
iors which implement project goals (New York Department of Education,
1967). If the'eyaluatordefines incorrectly the individuals who can be
expected to .provide evidence of success of an adult basic education ac-
tivity or project, this may-result in underestimating success. of the de-
cision-makers' plans. A review of the pdult.basic education plan should
enable the evkluator to identify sources of evidence of -Success of an
activity or project. If the plan is designed to provide a specialized
approach to eeaching reading to offenders scoring below fifth grade
equivalent on the Durrell Sullivan Reading Test, and if enrollment in
adult basic education is on a voluntary basis, then only those adult of-'
fenders who participates in the full reading project could provide evi-
dence oject success. It would not be appropriate to gather data
from 11 those scoring below fifth grade level on the test unless all
thes individuals volunteered for the project.

/....:_ . The sources'a.f.' evidence must be representative of the total

/ group. The adult offenders from who Bata are gathered to determine ef-
fectiveness of adult basic education in corrections must be representa-
tive of the total group participating in thetproject. The hoped-for
changes in,t;ehaviors as a re ult of adult basic education in corrections
will be concerned primarily wit he gienders' social, occupational,

/8
personal, and civic adjustment.aft r rmination of participation in

adult basic education. This means it will be necessary to gather evi-
dence 4om those MI6 were adult basic educatiOn participants, when they
no lon,ger are in the project, but still are in the institution, or after
they,have been released. The numbers involved, cost of data gathering,
or difficulty in locating respondents may make.it impractical to gather -----

data from 100 percent of those who. ere adult basic education partici-
pants. En this case, data should be collected from a sample of the total
population.' ' *-.. .,.

Whenever data are gathered from less than 100 percent of the popula-
tion, it is essential that the sample from whichodata are gathere&be
representative of the group. If the total group ,is large enough, a.ran-
dom sampling method may be used, in which 'every person in the total groLp
could have an equal chance to be 'selected.

,

4 .'' .n. /''

11 the grclup is:;71t4,-stratified randpm sampling sari be usid to be
,

.

t . .,.

variablessure of gettins representation on all variables Itch mi,ght rnAte to or
inilueneltadult basic education project*:

..,. Wet- .....
' ., '

.

. ..
5.

..

Ille methods of . 4 evi.dence about effectitrepess f-aAdluI--

- hasix education must 1 a .ro ri =te (Siro, 1943; Chapman, 19/ 2,Gpff,
..

191,6; Arny, 1953) . rhe techniques usedcto collect informa on depends

(
.
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on the kind of-evidence, the resources available for collecting informs-
, tion, and the people from whom inforMation will be collected. Some evi-
dence on effects.-19fidult basic education in corrections can be gathered
through use of standardized tests. Other information can be recorded on
observation sheets, collected by recording results of performance tests,
or obtained from use of questionnaires. The kind of evidence collected
and the method selected for collecting evidence mast be determined by
considering what objectives are involved, who the learners are, and what
was the nature of the adult basic education in corrections project.

Most skills should be tested in the context of the ongoing activity
in which they will be used. Any valid skill test should involve use of
the skill in an appropriate situation. If the learner can use a skill
for the purpose for which he learned it', that is the most significant
test possible. The task of the evaluator is to develop an approach to
assessing skills which can be'implemented while the actual process is
going on. -Regardless of the method of evaluation employed; it is essen-
tial that evaluation be made in terms of changes in behaviors 91 the
learnerAenot in terms of what the instructors do or what decision- makers
plan. Measurement devices and instruments must be designed specifically
to elicit-responses from which an observer can tell whether or not the
offender has acquired the behaviors which implement the project objec-

,

es at the specific levels of proficiency (Wood, 1961; Gerberich, 1956;
Remmers et al., 1960).

methods of obtaining ,evidence of adult basic education in cor-
re arcs effectiveness will differ for_the Institutional and pqt=release
ettin-g . The institutional setting lends. itself to use of observation,

use study, interview, self-report.. The use of observer check-lists in
a number of situations, including work detail, and recreation can be most
enlightening. In the post-release setting, the questionnaire will be
more widely used, since interviews, beyond' the parole period, could prove
too costly to warrant use of the technique. Full use shohld be made of
interview and observatiolduring the prole period. Check:14sts, ratings,
and data sheets from emgoyers, and reports from family can tontribute to
the road of usable data gathered outside the institution.

,)

A criticalelement to take into account i the. method' of gathering

baseline data. The hoped -for result. of an effective adulCbasic educa-
tion project will be a change '1,x1 behaioro. Iherefore, there Rust be pro,
vision -for measuring 'change. This-Means measurements must be taken be-
fore and after the adult basic educatfOn in correctionproject in'which
the offender participates. .

An imp 4ant element in'evaluation is who collects the information
conce g adult basic education in correq$1ons. .Consideration should

-lat.-'15.ven to outside agencies, as this should have,lhe adyantage of mini-,

mizing the tendency to give socially desirable answers n the one hand,
or for ins-Citutional personnel to reflect bias in . it observations, on
the other.
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1 6. The results of measurement must be used to determine the extent
to which individual learners have achieved objectives of the trainingI
program, and to provide information for use in modifying or improving
instruction (Bradfield & Moredock, 1957). The primary purpose of evalu-
ation of adult basic education in corrections is not to compare one
learner against another, but, rather, to determine whether or not trainees
have achieved a sufficiently high level of proficiency in behaviors im-
plementing program objectives to be ready for progress to the next level
of operation, that is, further training, immediate employment, or reemploy-
ment and to assess the effectiveness of the adult basic education in cor-
rections project or activity.

Evaluation should be CFnducted with the idea in mind of enhancing
learning and improving teaching. Evaluation should lie aimed at helping
the learner develop a realistic appraisal of his progress and.needs.
This means that evaluation always will be directed to measuring changes
in behaviors of learners. Evaluation.provides a comparison between the
changes in behavior which would be expected to take place if objectives
were realized, and those changes which in fact do take place between the
time the learner starts a given training program and the time he com-
pletes the program. When the results of evaluation of all trainees in a
program are considered as a whole, these data point up possible direc-
tions for program improvement or modification by indicating'areas in which
trainees show marked weakness or strength.

7. Use results from data collecting. EValuation includes analyzing
the results and applying these data, to objectives, plans,,and:learning
experiences to see where changes need to be made.

r
.

8. Evaluation should be continuous. The most fective evaluation
is more,than'pretest-pcIsttest measurement. It is co nuous, carried
out in relation to specific and immediate as well as loagrange pufposes,
and provides.feedback during the entire progra.M. 0`

,External, ci` jectiv6_evaluation should be complemented by continuing
selfrstudy. The basic'principleS undergirding the process of evaluatio
applyto both the self-study and the external assessment of program ef-
fec.tiveness.

9. Feedback from evaluation must be reported and used. The poten-
tial worth of evaluation can be realized only if the evaluation process
is ,carried to the point of preparing and submitting the evaluatLon report
which will include recommendations for action. Tile Evaluation
should contain three sections. The first section should describe the
context, including'a description of the general.localv and the specific
correctional :system. Background information or the otganization, and
financial status of the system will be helpful in establishing. the
rameters with iii which the adult basic education in Corrections project
functi oned. Some mention should be made of the needs assessment wl4ch
preceded onset cat the special adult basic education in corrpctions'project.
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The second part of the Evaluation Report should describe the Adult
Basic Education in Corrections project. This description should include
discussion of the scope of the program, the personnel, the orianizational
proced&es, the activities, the equipment and materials, and the budget.

The third part of the program reports the evaluation. This includes
the statement of purpose, goals, and objectives, followed by a descrip-
tion of participants. The last part deals with measurement of change,
and include description of measurement techniques and instruments, ap-
plication of persons taking measurements, and calendar for testing. The
results are presented in tabular and diagram or figure form. Analyses
are reported and these findings must be ip.r.,erpfgted, to 'indicate success
or failure, and point up the extent to which results are generalizable.

The most important part of the report is the final one; dealing with
Recommendations. Recommendations which point up needed changes and sug-
gest strategies for assessing changes, must be based on conclusions.
This set of recommendations will influence the future of the adult basic
education in corrections projeCt, and in some measure will have an impact,
on policy- making in corrections.

NO.

Conclusion

.

The evaluation of adult basic education in,correctibns can make a
major contribution to corrections and Vrtima,tely to the off:enders and to
socilety. The ,pos,ante and methodology of adult ba.sic education programs
...in corrections canbe improved by utilizing evaluation feedback in pro-
gram planning. The positive growth and development of the offender can
he enhanced by tailoring training to his needs and characteristics, and
social progress can be enhanced tlaxgugh feedback to indicate the extent
to which social needs are being fulfilled as a result of adult basicfedu-
cation in corrections.

,('valuation of adult basic edilcation,in corrections is the-study of
plaiTned projects and activities for producing changes in fenders. A

understanding of the relationship between proje objectives,
program planning and operation,' and 4Piteriorizeasures is ssential for
evaluation to be effective.

a

To determine effectiveness of an adult basic education in correc-
Lions project, it is necessary to know the kind of changes desired, the
means by which the changes Will be broughp,about, and the signs. by which
such changes will' be recognized. These areas of 'knowledge constitute
the essence of evaluation. Knowing the kinds of changes desired cal-14.
for having in Mind a 'clear idea .of,t values which will be imp
and being able Co define in operational terms t e
achieved to realize these values. The corrections decision-maker who
wishes to re line the potential of evaluation" for improving the process
of adillt,basi education in'corrections must'becantinually alerted to
"what'(',utgomes:he' would like LO accgmplish," "hoitz,he hopes to achieve

these goalss" and "what signs he will see to let hiM knowChC mission
has been accomplished." c '.

)



Corrections today is faced with the demand for public accountability.
This can be accomplished only by implementing adequate procedures for
determining goals and objectiy,es; and methods for monitoring the extent
to which planned adult basic education in corrections, projects achieve
these goals.
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EVALUATION OF ADULT BASIC EDUCATION
IN CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS

Allen Lee
Teaching Research ifikrision

Oregon State System of HigEer Education

As one contemplates the evaluation of adult basic education in
correctional institutions, prudence demands recognition of certain re-
alities, assumptions and standards. The Manual of Correctional Standards
of the American Correctional Association ,(1966) in its Declaration of
Principles states: "Both punishment and correction are at present our
methods of preventing and controlling crime and delinquency. Further
improvement and expansion of the correctional methods should be the gen-
eraly accepted goal" (p.

The Manual also notes the ancient Judaic doctrine of "an eye for an
eye, and a tooth for a tooth" (p. 3) and the lack of sanction for this
doctrine today. The Manual comments upon he wofld debate on the puni-
tive versus the rehabilitative theory, an indicates that so far as the
United States is concerned the dOate is nded, in favor of the rehabil-
itation theory. ,

The prevalence of the terminology, orrectionalinstitution" also
constitutes 'evidence of faith in rehabilitationlet/ding further'iMpor,
tance and credence to the concept that education constitutes, the .'neatest
hope for improOment in. the success of torrectionakips'tieutions.

.The need for improvemen t is emphasized by the Manual's state
that "There is no general agreement as yet on what constitutes success or
'failure on parole" (p. 27).

A recent study ('Oregon State Board of Q'ontrol, 1969) found'that______

"The men able to remain free for at least one year were significantlyod
more likely to have high level skills (21..5% vs 5.87)" (p. 2). The
study further noted "Recidivists usually toolclobs requiring over 50
hours a 'week" (p. 2) and that "Nonrecidivists earned significantly more
than recidivists" (p. 2).

Such findings and observations support a recent statement by John,
J. Galvin, Administrator, Oregon Corrections Division, that "Education
is of major importance in our correctional institutions (conxersation
with the writer on December 10, 1969)."

Definition

d.

The title of this presentation refers to "Adult Basic Education."
To dispel any potential assumption that the 'reference is limited to,
literacy training, eighth grade dr high school eqUivalealCy, the intent ,

. 4.
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here is to encompass at least the following goals excerpted frbm the
previously mentioned Manual of Correctional Standards:

a) To offer an inmate sufficient academic education to enable
him to face the needs of the world as a better-equipped
person.

b) To provide vocational training so that he might take his
proper place in society and be economically free and;

c) To offer cultural and hobby activities that will enable
him not only to be better adjusted to his prison circum-

stances, but to broaden,his area of interests and culti-
vate aptitudes looking forward to his return to civilian
life. (p. 485)

In short, the reference to "Adult Basic Education" includes whatever type
and level of education is most appropriate for the present and prospec-
tive needs of the individual.

Assumptions

The major purpose of this ai6tt--4..-s_t_o_suggest a plan (procedures
and criteria) appropriate for the evaluation of-efttation_programs in
correctional institutions. As a prelude to that, the following-asiump-____
.tions'are made:

1.. Primarily, education in correctional institutions should
be viewed;,and elkluated very'much like education tn any
other environment.-

2. Education programs in correctional institutions need im-
provement.

Improve:Nnt of fnstrudtion a Ad administration of adult
basic educational programs i correctional institutions
affords a significant, and per aps the gfeatest, poten-
tial for,rehabilitation. .

. -Desirable conduct is difficult) if not impogsible, to
legislate'or(dictate.

Those persons most immediately involved in an education,
----program are uniquely,in optimum positiontb identify

strengths, meaknesseS, and'needs in the programs for
Which they have respcncihility--,' ..

"it

In ta-Daluation process, the percePtions of bbtliirsa
_____

fessConalamdilay persons are needed.

7. The perceptions of teachers, studerits, admiDistratdrs,
and outsiders should be identified.
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8. The evaluation should encompass both instructionaL and
administrative dimensions of the education program,
becauSe,'although instructional procedures are in need
of improvement, the implementation and development Of
such improvements are limited by administrative factors
(administration is also in need of improvement).

9 A third party Nith no vested or immediate interest in
the education p gram) should coordinate and summarize
the evaluation. II

- -
*

10. The involvement ,of many types of people is essential to
the identification and successful implementation of
change for improvement in education programs in Correc-
tional institutions.

Implications of PPBS

PPBS (Program Planning and Budgeting Systems) is an increasingly
prominent and promising concept which merits major attention' today.
Actually, PPBS may be viewed as merely a name for_ksYstematIc.education
planning and evaluation framework--designed to facilitate_identification
of priorities, decision making, And fundamental planning which should be,
and to some extent has always been, done.

The limitations inherent in the scope of this presentation prohibit
any adequate treatment-of -RPBS_ here; however, some pertineit observations
Are in order at this,tiMe to focus attention, upon the importance of PPBS
with regvd to education programs in correctional institutions, and to
sussest specif4c,future action. The follawing statements are' made ad-

,

cofdingly:,

. Application of PPBS principles has beeh spectacularly ef--
fective in many kinds of state and federal activities.

PPBS embodies the Eoh-c-ept that almost any enterprise can

-be improVe through-better management.

by many federal and state adminis-a. PPBS is being promot
trators and legislators.

r
4. So-called ,!!management analysts" a

prominent iri the application of PPBS.

frequently

5. Ideally, and probably for success,PPBS
should be adapted and appl ed to an education enterprise

,
_unde-rthe-coordinating leadership of an individual wilt

------*

is competent ihboth management and education. The

latter is most essential.
el a ' A

..,' 6: In general, there'is a deorth of- individuals who 'Possess
competency in both ianagemeha analysis and in education. ,
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7. PPBS has a significant potential for the improvement of
education, and concurrently a highly undesirable poten-
tial for abuse and the perpetuation of mediocrity.

PPBS adapted and applitd by persons not really schooled
and experienced in the education enterprise will most
often be found uncomfo4 rtable, ineffective, resented and
damaging.

9. It appears not feasible to start from "scratch" and en-
deavor to train a management analygt in the intricasies
of the education enterprise.

10. It appears quite feasible to orient'an educationist in
the intricasies of PPBS, so that he (the educationist)

4 can (with the assistance of a management analyst) adapt 11

and design PPBS for the education operation.

11. The current climate of taxation and budgeting concerns,
especially for agencies such as correctional institu-
tions, places much emphasis upon cost-benefit ration- -
or what returns are being achieved for tax dollars in-
vested- -and alternative courses of action.

Reasons such as those listed above merit the following recommenda-
tiOn: .Instructional and administrative personnel in correctional insti-
tutions should devote special attention and effort to studying PPBS and
'adapting rit to meet the needs of their education programs. A number of
'PPBS principles have prompted various evaluative criteria suggested
hereafter.

Suggested Procedures and Criteria for Evaluation

The procedures and crAteria hereaftgr recommend for use in evalu-
ating education programs in correctional institutions are adaptations of
similar elements which have beenrwidely and thoroughly'applied, tested
and refined in many education institutions including elementary and
secondary schools", junior and -community colleges, state eduCationdepart-
ents, state vocational education agencies, and c' es and universities.

TUcy-hsAre proven.quite.effeetive: The basic procedures s'""oil. clbegapally

4.applidabie to GO-institutions, although' the criteria u le-a
far evaluation by the various committer should of course vary.

Immediat llowing is an overview of the recommended procedures .

, for -evaluation.o on 'rograms in correctional institutions. Next

is an outline cif the rious areas of the education program which should
be evaluated, and this is 1151-loWed by more detailed descriptions of the

:procedures and the criteria (by areas). .

6 "A
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Overview of Procedures

1. Self-Analysis. In this phase, administrators, instruc-
tional staff and students. (inmates) should be divided
into committees, and the respective committees giVen
suggested criteria (guidelines or standardi for com-
parison) to utilize in analysis of .their ewn,preps,of
responsibility for education in the correctional in-
stitution.

2'. Use of a Visiting Team. In this (the second) phase of
the Evaluation, an outside group reacts to the Self-Anal-
ysis conducted under item #1 (above). This. Team should
include such persons as an education official from a
similar institution, a management,analyst from the state
executive department, a public school educator, a legis-
lator, a prospective employet, a university person or
two, and perhaps a parole representative.

3. A Report and Recommendations.. This should be prepared
by a third party (not a staff member in the Self-Analysis
and not a Visiting Team member), and should include:

a. A summary of the Self-Analysis.
b. A summary of he reactions of the Visiting Team.
c. Specific reco endations for improvement, with

suggestions on timing, strategy and costs.

ted Areas to be Anal z

1. Foundation for education program.
p. Legal basis.
b. Philosophy andibjec es.

,c. Relationships with other cies.

2. Admihistrahve funct.Ons.
a. Policy and policy formulation:
b. Organ+zation.
c. Staffing:

Financing.
e. 1pnning.

. f. Directing.

Coordinating.
h. Communication.
i. Researching.
j. Supporting services.
k. Facilities and equipment.-

6274.a I
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3. Instructional programs such as:
a. Literacy.

b.. Eiglith grade completion.

c. High, school completion.
d. Vocatighal and technical.
e. College%
f. Graduate.
g. Hobby and'cultural.'

For each of the areas suggested under items #1, 2,,and 3 above) a
separate committee should be designated, Members should be instructors,
administrators and students who are actually involved in the respective
areas. The first activity of each respective committee should be to re-.
view the suggested criteria (guidelines, questions or standards) given
to it. Each committee should have the prerogative to recommend additions,
deletions and revisions ift the suggested criteria. Next, each committee
should achieve consensus in its assigned areas. Following this, the com-
mittees should convene together, with each reporting, to the combined group,
to achieve group consensus. The report of all the committees should be
consolidated into a single Self,-Analysis Report, for use by the 'isiting
Team to follow and eventually to be incorporated into a Final Report (such
as indicated under part 9 #3 of "Overview of Procedures" previously des-
cribed)'.

With regard to the selection of a Visiting Team, suggestions should
come froM a variety of sources. After the Self-Analysis phase is com-
pleted, the-Visiting Team should study the ;elf-Analysis Report, be con-
vened on- site, observe and interview as necessary, and reach consensus on

' the various criteria involved in each area of the Self-Analysis.

It may well be ,found desirable for the Visiting Team to meet once
as a group with the combined Self-Analysi Committees for interaction
purposes after the Visiting Team has reached consensus. Any specific
recommerfdations should, however, be posed only in the Final Report (item
t3 under erview of Procedures"). The Final Repdrt should be presented
to the hea of the correctional institution for such action as he deems
appropriate. /

.

The total evaluation (three phases) should be coordinated by co-
chairmen;'one, a staff member from the correctional institution and ap-
pointed by the had of the correctional institution, 'add the other from
an outside agency.

V
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4.

AftlPr the respective committee for each area of the education pro-.

gram has reviewed- the list of criteria and appropriate dodification6 have
been ,agreed upon, each committee member should indtpldually'fndicate his
personalipenception pf response to each criterion, using the following
symbols:

Symbols for Staff Committee. Use:

Symbol Meaning

Excellent,
VG . . Very Good

.. . Good
S Satisfactory
F . Fair

Poor
M .

. .1 Missing and Needed
N Missing but Not Needed ',

After'each committee member has indicated his personal response on
his 'working copy" of the criteria, .the committee should reach consensus?
Thereafter, the several committees involved in'the'analysis should con,
vene (if possible, together) and reach staff consensus on each report!

-. The objective.is.to maintain anonymity so-far as .personal opinions
are concerned, and to-identify group consensus fot incorporation into a
final writeen report. This applies not only to.'the Self-Analysis phase,
ibut also to the.Visitiqg'Team phase of it.1?,e evaluatiori.

/ .

After the Self-Arialysis consensus has been reached acid Assembled as
staff Self-Analysis Report, this Report shOuld be studied by, the.

Visiting Team,. which,will subsequently record its consensus for each
criterion, utilizing the following'symbors:

Symbol

Synitio-M-1 r Visiting Team Use:

Meaning

S Would have given the same rating
Would have given.a high'er'rating
Would have given a.lpwer rating

0 . . Not rate

0

The following_ criteria for the respective areas are intended to .be
iiiiistrati*a6 in tis stage of development,' axed only tentative 'and in
complete. More work should be dolle Beforethey are submitted for actual
evaluation 1) an ,institutional committee. Also, fter the criteria fot
eady'arpa are in relatively refined form, the res &tive committees

, should haN.4, the, pi'atiNie of rbcommending modifi ations an...addition's
tein the list or per se prior to Using the-criteriajor evalua-'

tion.

ti
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A. Suggested C1riteria Concerning the Legal,Basks_far the Correctional
Institution and Its Education Program (tentative draft):

Criteria

1. State statutes provide for the correc-
-- tional institution and ddirector res-.

sjonsible for administering its education
program

2. State statutes provide for a suitable
administrative structure that fits the
correctional institution,for its fole

Staff . Visiting
Committee Team
Analysis Reaction

3. State statutes and istrative rulings
are sufficiently flexible to Permit
changes in the institution's pattern of
organization for education to meet
changing conditions and needs

4. State statutes and administrative rulings
--Aave made adequate provision to promote

// and assure workable cooperative relation-
ships between the correctional institu-
tions and agencies

.5. 'State statutes and administrative rulings
provide for coordination of prison indus-
tries.and vocational-technical education
shops for production and training

6. State'statu,tes and administrative rulings
provide for purposeful experimentation
and scientific evaluation of the institu-
tion's-education programs

7 ..

"9.

10.

6 4 1A.
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11.4,' What special strengths are apparent in the state statutes con-
cerning the correctional institution?

12. That weaknesses are apparent in the state statutes?

13. Suggestions for improvement:

B. Suggested Criteria for Use by the Institution Staff Committee on
Philosophy and Objectives (tentative draft):

Staff Visiting.
Committee Team

Criteria .Analysis

1. The correctional institution maintains-
an adequate written, up-to-date readily
available statement of Philosophy and
Objectives for its education program's--

2. The current statement of Philosophy and
tives represents the views of and

supported by the correctional insti-
t ion's instructional and administra-
tive staff, and its governing board.,.

3. The Philosophy and_ Objectives provide
for a progratirareducation designed to
meet We needs, interests and abilities
of the individual

4. The Philosophy and Objectives provide
for use of citizen advisory committeeor
to plan and improve, the various educa-
tion programs

5. Thhilo ly and Objectives provide
eracy training

E,,- The Philosophy and Objectives provide
for high school, equiv4lency................ .

7. TIAc Philosophy and Objectives_ prey i-de

for college courses--

8. The Philosophy and ObjectIve-§kovide
for graduate training
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Criteria

,9. The Philosophy and Objectives provide
for hobby 'wad cultural training.,

10. The Philo y and Objecti:ves reflect

co eration of current major
problems and issues

11. (To be added by staff)

12. (To be added by staff),,..,"

--

17 37: (To be added by staffd

I 14. (To be added 1X, staf

Staff
Committee ''Team
Analysis Reaction

- 7

.----151 What relaggexist, ill the statement of Philosophy and Objec-
he way in which it,iaas prepared, and in its use?

What eaknesses exist in the institution's statement of
Ph osoplly and Objectives, its preparation and Les ,use?

17 strengt)iening the institution's stat-etrient,of

Philosophy and Ob,jecti,es and___therilse there°

. -

,

The examples fabovel_of-erTE;7T:for the Legal Basis of the cor,
tiNal-instit-u-ttaLanclf-drrits Philosophy and Objectives are n to

illustrate the kind of guidelines/to bt rrectional insti:
tution staff for Self-Analysi, and for the Visiting Team's reactions.
Similar criteria for the remaining nineteen areas outlined under "Sug-
gested Areas to Be Analyzed" earlier in this paper can he formulated,,
from such sources as The American Correctional Association's "M ua-l'af

Correctional SLoriclards." Limits of this paper preclud union here.

.t
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Summary

Providing whateverZducation is necessary to meet the needs of each
individual inmake..(tudent) is essential to the success of Correctional-
institutions ay. Evaluation, including identification of strengths,
weakness aneneeds as perceived by a variety of concerned personnel is
e ial to the anning of changes f9r improvement infreducation pro-

, grams. Due to the social an a4:-enviromment Which exists, due
consideration should be given to a rnative courses of action, respec-

' tive cost'benefit ratios, and other aspects inherent in PPBS. PPBS
a promi.s.iag-V5EJiiial for the improvement of education in correctional
,in-S-ritutions, but an appropriate design and realization of this potential
will likely result'only if made by persons thoroughly' schools and ex-
perienced_in.the operation of correctional institutions and their educa-
-tiEffiff-Ograms.

Evaluation is the foundqtion of the -to improvement, but to be
effective it must invIg5Z7-"---al concernere, and this can successfully be

done in the three phases of Self-Analysis (involving instructors, admin-
istrators, and students),use---9-f a Visiting Inter-Disciplinary Team, with

a FinaY Report (prepared by a third party) including specific recommenda-
tions for change with suggestions on timing, strategies, and cost-benefit
ratios for alternative courses of action.

Because desirable conduc,t is. difficult if not, often impossible to
legislate or dictate, the enius of this model for evaluation lies in
the appropriate, time involvement of various concerned people--thus
assuring accurat iTentificatiop of improvements eded and
the thorou nders of ill concerned. Most import y, the

ed affords-the greatest potential. 'the financial.sup-
ort and personal commitment needed from 4eacheradministrators, stu-

egislators if proposed improvements are to be successfully
, -

emented.
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